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MORE THAN JUSTANOTHER PRETTY FACE
Says who? Says ANSI.

Specifically, subcommittee X3B8 of the American

National Standards Institute (ANSI) says so. The fact

is all Elephant™ floppies meet or exceed the specs

required to meet or exceed all their standards.

But just who is "subcommittee X3B8" to issue such

pronouncements?

They're a group of people representing a large,

well-balanced cross section of disciplines—from

academia, government agencies, and the computer

industry. People from places like IBM, Hewlett-Packard,

3M, Lawrence Livermore Labs, The U.S. Department

of Defense, Honeywell and The Association of Com

puter Programmers and Analysts. In short, it's a bunch

of high-caliber nitpickers whose mission, it seems, in

order to make better disks for consumers, is also to

make life miserable for everyone in the disk-making

business.

How? By gathering together periodically (often,

one suspects, under the full moon) to concoct more

and more rules to increase the quality of flexible

disks. Their most recent rule book runs over 20 single-

spaced pages—listing, and insisting upon—hundreds
upon hundreds of standards a disk must meet in

order to be blessed by ANSI. (And thereby be taken

seriously by people who take disks seriously.)

In fact, if you'd like a copy of this formidable docu

ment, for free, just let us know and we'll send you

one. Because once you know what it takes to make

an Elephant for ANSI...

We think you'll want us to make some Elephants

for you.

ELEPHANT. HEAVY DUTY DISKS.
For a free poster-size portrait of our powerful pachyderm, please write us.

Distributed Exclusively by Leading Edge Products, Inc., 225 Turnpike Street, Canton, Massachusetts 02021

Call: toll-free 1-800-343-6833; or in Massachusetts call collect (617) 828-8150. Telex 951-624.



IF YOU'RE WAITING FOR THE
PRICE OF WORD PROCESSORS
TO FALL WITHIN REASON,

Everyone expected it would happen

sooner or later.. .with

it already has! Now all the marvelous

benefits of expensive and advanced

word processing systems are available

on Commodore computers, America's

largest selling computer line. WordPro

PLUS, when combined with the new 80

column CBM 8032. creates a word pro

cessing system comparable to virtually

any other top quality word processor

available—but at savings of thousands

of dollars!

New, low cost computer technology is

now available at a fraction of what you

would expect to pay. This technology

allowed Commodore to introduce the

new and revolutionary CBM 8032

Computer.

WordPro PLUS turns this new CBM

8032 Computer into a sophisticated,

time saving word processing tool. With

WordPro PLUS, documents are dis

played on the computer's screen. Edit

ing and last minute revisions are simple

and easy. No more lengthy re-typing

sessions. Letters and documents are

easily re-called from memory storage

for editing or printing with final drafts

printed perfectly at over five hundred

words per minute!

Our nationwide team of professional

dealers will show you how your office

will benefit by using WordPro PLUS. At

a price far less than you realize.

Invest in your office's future...

Invest in * JS...

Call us today for the name of the

WordPro PLUS dealer nearest you.

Professional Software Inc.

51 Fremont Street

Needham, MA 02194

(617)444-5224

TELEX:951579

TM WordPro is a Registered Trademark ol Professional Software. Inc. WordPro was written Dy Steve Punier.
All specifications subject to change without notice.



Introducing SnooperTroops
detective series.

Educational games that turn ordinary

homes into Sherlockhomes.

Where can you find educational

games that your Kids will really enjoy

playing?

Elementary, my dear Watson. From

5pinnaker

Our Snooper Troops detective games

are fun, exciting and challenging. And

best of all, they have real educational

value. 5o while your kids are having

fun, they're learning.

As a Snooper Trooper, your child

will have a great time solving the

mysteries. But it will take some

daring detective work They'll

have to question suspects, talk to

mysterious agents, and even search

dark houses to uncover clues.

The Snooper Troops programs are

compatible with Apple,® IBM® and

Atari® computers and

provide your kids with everything they

need: a SnoopMobile, a wrist radio, a

SnoopNet computer, a camera for taking

Snoopshots and even a notebook for

keeping track of information.

Snooper Troops detective games help

your children learn to take notes, draw

maps, organize and classify information

and they help develop vocabulary and

reasoning skills. All while your kids are

having a good time.

So if you want to find educational

games that are really fun, here's

a clue: Snooper Troops games are

available at your local software

store, or by writing to: Spinnaker

Software, 215 First Street Cam

bridge, MA 02142.

Commodore 64 te a trademarh of CommcxJore Electronics Limited,



Spinnaker's early learning
games will help makeyour children
as smart as you tell everyone they are.

Your Kids are pretty smart

After all, they're your kids.

Spinnaker can help make them even

smarter. With a line of educational software

that kids love to play.

Spinnaker games make the computer

screen come to life with full color graphics

and sound. And they're fun. Lots of fun. But

they also have real educational value.

Some of our games help exercise your

child's creativity. Others improve memory

and concentration. While others help to

improve your child's writing, vocabulary,

and spelling skills.

And every Spinnaker game provides

familiarity with the computer and helps your

children feel friendly with the computer.

Even if they've never used a comput

er before.

And Spinnaker games are compati

ble with the most popular computers:

Apple? Atari® and IBM®

Our newest game, KlnderComp1"

(Ages 3-8) is a collection of learn

ing exercises presented in a fun

and exciting manner.

Rhymes and Riddles™

(Ages 4-9) is a letter guess

ing game featuring kids'

favorite riddles, famous say

ings and nursery rhymes.

Story Machine™ (Ages

5-9) lets children write their

own stories and see them

come to life on the screen.

And FACEMAKER1" lets your

children create their own funny
faces and make them wink, smile,

wiggle ears (not your kids' ears,

the ears on the screen), etc.

And we're intro

ducing new games

all the time.

So look for Spinnaker

games at your local

software retailer, or b'y
writing to: 5pinnaker

Software, 215 First 5t,

Cambridge, MA 02142.

And show your kids

how smart their par

ents really are.

FACEMAKER

-■■

S/V/Y/YO/fEff
Wfe maKe learning tun.

AWe. IBM and Atari art registered trademarks of AOple Computer. Inc. International Business fiadiines Corp and Alan, Inc. respectively
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EDITOR'S NOTES

The Winter Consumer Elec

tronics Show was most im

pressive, and not solely because

of the variety and magnitude of

new product introductions for

the personal computer mar

ketplace. Tom Halfhill covers

these new computers elsewhere

in this issue. It may seem self-

serving for industry editors to

keep saying, "Well, now the per

sonal computer revolution has

really arrived...," but there is

some historical precedent for

these statements.

Let me provide some histor

ical background. The Winter

CES is a very old, established

trade show. It displays consumer

electronics, but isn't open to

those consumers. It's a buyers

show. It's a fascinating potpourri

of gadgets for gadget lovers. The

appearance of personal com

puters and their associated ven

dors has been recent and swift.

My first Winter CES was January

1980. Commodore and Atari

were there. I don't recall the

presence of a single software

vendor. Commodore had a rela

tively small booth, and three

quarters of it was devoted to

electronic watches. Crowded

back into one corner was a dis

play of Commodore computer

equipment. Near the other end

of a great hall was the much

larger Atari booth... full of video

games. One section of this booth

too was devoted to the Atari 400

and 800.

Since the winter of 1980,

our industry has grown tre

mendously, and its impact was

quite clear this time around. For

the first time, a whole section of

the massive exhibit halls was

devoted to consumer computers.

6 COMPUTE! MofcM983

All around were two story

exhibits packed with not only

the latest from TI, Commodore,

Coleco, Atari, Mattel, etc., but

also, and equally important,

packed with interested, eager

buyers.

Hardware itself isn't suffi

cient, and for the first time ever,

this show sported an impressive

selection of software vendors. In

years past, a single software

company (Automated Simula

tions, now EPYX) persisted in

exhibiting.

This year two points were

quite clear. The support com

panies are sharing in the growth

and maturation, and are doing

so as independents or as merging

subsets of far larger companies.

So we had numerous software

exhibitors, from the independent

companies like Broderbund and

UMI to CBS/K-Byte and

Datamost (now merged with a

venture firm on the East Coast).

1983 will be more than a

shakeout year in the personal

computer hardware market. It

will be a finalizing year in many

ways, a year in which substantial

allocations of resources are com

mitted by industry giants to tie

down their stake in the personal

computer marketplace. We hope

that the spirit of entrepreneurial

independence and innovation

continues to flourish and ener

gize our industry.

IBM did not make any of

the not expected but widely

hoped for announcements re

garding their new home personal

computer, but a recent Wall

Street Journal article indicates

the system, with 64K, will be

available within the next nine

months with a price in the $600-

$700 range. We would expect

the unit to be formally intro

duced at the Summer Consumer

Electronics Show, with deliveries

in volume by August or Sep

tember. After all, even IBM

wouldn't want to miss the spirit

of Christmas future. COMPUTE!

still plans to expand its coverage

to include this new entry.

Some spoilsports have

suggested that I restrain myself

in constantly "going on" about

COMPUTEI's growth, so I'll sim

ply mention in passing that the

press run for this issue is getting

awfully close to 200,000, and it

wouldn't surprise me at all if we

break the 200,000 mark with our

April issue. We are rather proud

of the continued quality of our

growth.

Important reminder: We

moved! Our new street address

for advertising materials, etc., is

505 Edwardia Drive,

Greensboro, North Carolina,

27409. Our Post Office Box and

telephone numbers remain the

same.



THE FILEMANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR

THE ATARI 400/800 AND THE IBM-PC.
The professional database for your personal

computer. Use it for mailing lists, recipe

files, inventory control, business records,

or any other application that requires

fast, accurate record keeping.

FILEMANAGER+™ lets your

personal computer do the work

it was designed for.

Ask for FILEMANAGER+™ at

your local dealer.

Atari is a trademark of Atari, Inc. IBM-PC is a trademark of IBM, Inc. Filemanager*- is a trademark of Synapse Software.

See us at the West Coast Computer Faire - Booth 1512T

5327 Jacuzzi St., Suite I

Richmond, CA 94804

(415) 527-7751
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Professional Software Introduces

AN INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

FOR YOUR COMMODORE COMPUTER

InfoPro is a menu driven and interactive "information management"

system for the Commodore 8032 computer. InfoPro uses "friendly"
screen prompts that "guide" you from function to function. This

makes InfoPro unusually easy to learn and just as easy to operate.

For Mailing List applications InfoPro can print up to 8 labels across

and even has a built in "structure" with fields already pre-set. This
structure can easily be changed to fit many other types of office jobs.

Another extremely powerful feature of InfoPro is Super Scan. The

Super Scan feature acts like an "electronic filing cabinet" and pro
vides the user with almost instantaneous access to the data stored
in a file. The powerful Report Generator allows you to "select" infor

mation for printing based on up to 5 different parameters or criteria

and to perform various math functions.

Another powerful and indispensable feature is InfoPro's ability to
interact with the WordPro family of word processing programs. This

provides the user with a "link' from the area of data information

WordPro and InfoPro are registered trademarks of Professional Software

management to the area of word processing, allowing the user to

manipulate, sort, and select data by certain criteria, which can then

be inserted into "personalized" letters, documents, overdue notices,

etc. InfoPro will also allow you to ADD, DELETE or CHANGE your

information "fields" any time you wish. This means that as your

business changes, InfoPro has the flexibility to change with it.

As with all Professional Software products, InfoPro comes complete

with a professionally written and fully-tested user oriented manual.

InfoPro also includes a program ROM, and InfoPro System Diskette.

Start managing your information today.

Call us today for the name of the Professional Software dealer nearest
you.

Professional Software Inc
51 Fremont Street

Needham, MA 02194

Tel: (617)444-5224

Telex: 951579



It's the same old
AppleIL

For years, people have been

trying to build a better Apple" II.

It finally happened.

Meet the Apple He, an

impressive new version of a

most impressive machine.

The V means enhanced.

Which means a bundle of new

features:

A standard memory of 64K

(versus 48K) that's easily

expandable. So you can create

fatter files and crunch larger

numbers of numbers.

A new, improved keyboard,

with a complete set of ASCII

standard characters. Plus full

cursor controls, programmable

function keys, and a rapid
auto-repeat feature built into

every key on the board.

Both upper and lower case

characters. (And if you want

to see more of them on the

screen at one time, a low cost

80-column text card is available.)

Improved peripheral ports.

Which make it a lot easier to

connect and disconnect game

controllers, printers and all

those other wonderful things

that go with an Apple Personal

Computer.



Exceptforthe font,
backandinside*

Self-diagnostics. That's a
special feature that makes it

easy to give your computer a

thorough check-up.
Plus an even more reliable

design. Achieved by reducing

the number ofcomponents—

which is to say, the number of

things that could go wrong.

And bear in mind, the lie

still has all those other virtues

that made the Apple II so very
popular. Including access to

more accessories, peripheral

devices and software than any

other personal computer you
can buy.

So visit any of our over 1300

authorized dealers, and see the

newest Apple for yourself.

Like the original, it's rather

extraordinary. But then some

things never change.

Icippkz
The most personal computer.

Call (800) 538-9696 for the location of the authorized Apple dealer nearest you. or for informaticin regarding corporate purchases through our National Account Program.
In California (800) 662-9Z38. Or write Apple Computer Inc., Advertising and Promotion Dept.. 2C525 Mariani Ave.. Cupertino. CA 95014- O19S3 Apple Computet Inc.



READERS' FEEDBACK
The Editors and Readers of COMPUTE

Improving VIC Graphics

I would like to know how I can get better graphics

on the VIC-20 without using any add-on. Is there

some small program that will work that you could

send me or tell me where to get it? Can the VIC

be made to do graphics the same as Atari?

Mike Johnson

The VIC-20 and the Atari do not have similar graphics

systems. However, you aw use VIC's custom characters

to simulate some Atari games. See the VIC-20 version

of "Hidden Maze" in the December 1982 issue of

COMPUTE!

Programmable Characters On An

Expanded VIC

I have been designing my own programmable

characters on the VIC-20 (unexpanded) and find

this very useful. I am completely unable to figure

out how to use programmable characters if 8K or

more of memory is added to the VIC-20. Could

you please explain how this can be done?

Neil Boyle

See "Understanding VIC High Resolution Graphics,"

COMPUTE!, December 1982.

Small Screen, Large Printer

What effect would a 22 line screen have on an 80

column printer? Example: VIC (22 lines screen

text) VIC 1515 Printer (80 columns).

T. W. Logan

Lines, columns, characters - it takes a bit of getting

used to. For example, line three is the entire third line

of text down from the top of the TV screen. If you had

two blank lines and then the words "This is a line." on

your screen, that complete message would be called line

three. Columns are just the opposite: the character in

the fourth column (of line three) would be the "s" in the

word this.

The printer is an independent peripheral. It won't

be reading the text off the screen. Instead, it prints out

what it finds in the computer's RAM. memory (when a

program tells it to), and it doesn't need to conform to

any limitations of screen size. Printer columns depend

on the maximum size allowed by the printer's manufac

turer. Printer lines can continue until you run out of

paper. There is no limit.

A Restless Atari ROM

The 10K OS ROM in my Atari 800 tends to work

loose and then my machine crashes or fails to

cold start. Reinserting or jiggling the cartridge

seems to cure the problem temporarily, sometimes

for weeks, sometimes minutes. I understand that

this is a common Atari problem. Can any readers

suggest a more permanent repair?

Joe Cocuzzo

This is a new one to us. If your machine is used on a

level, stable surface, this wandering ROM problem

should be easy for a technician to cure. Take it to an

authorized service center and they can narrow the dis

tance between the rows of pins to provide a better grip.

Atari Tape Loads

I own an Atari 400 computer. Recently I purchased

a game program written in assembly language. It

is stored on cassette tape. I was told to load the

program by turning the computer on while de

pressing the START key (with no cartridge in the

computer). After hearing the beep, I load the tape

as normal. The problem is that sometimes the

program loads fine and sometimes just before it

finishes loading a BOOT ERROR message ap

pears. This seems to happen with no consistency

at all. I can't figure out what causes it to load prop

erly once in a while. I have cleaned the tape player

heads and I am sure I did not damage the tape.

Can you suggest a way to get the program to load

correctly more often and with fewer tries?

Phil Thomas

There are a variety of precautions to take to insure reli

able loads. To isolate your difficulty, you might look

into the following known trouble areas. Connect the

410 directly to the computer console, not through a

peripheral. Follow the maintenance instructions listed

in the 410 manual. Avoid using SYSTEM RESET

before CSAVE. Before CSAVE or CLOAD, execute an

LPRINT command. Be sure that commercial tapes are

fully rewound before attempting a load. Use high-

quality, ferrite audio tapes (and avoid chrome tapes).

Keep some distance between the tape drive and a TV or
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WORD PROCESSING

HAS NEVER.BEEN SIMPLER

Broderbund's Bank Street

Writer turns your Apple or Atari computer into a powerful

word processor, with many of the advanced features you'd

expect to find only in an expensive business system. Powerful,

yet purposefully simple, Bank Street Writer has no complex

codes to memorize. The screen

guides you every step of the

way. It's everything you're ever

likely to need in a word proces- Bank Street

functions with password pro

tection, ♦ Document chaining allows you to print documents

of unlimited length, ♦ Page headers and automatic page

numbering—top or bottom, ♦ Highlighting of text, ♦ Upper

and lowercase without additional hardware.

Broderbund's Bank Street

Writer comes complete with

Tutorial and Utility programs, a

comprehensive reference man-

sor at a price you can afford.

Here are just a few of its many

features: • Add, move, in

sert and erase blocks of text,

• Universal search and replace, • Automatic centering and

indent, ♦ Automatic word wrap, so you don't have to hy

phenate or "return" at the end of each line, ♦ Potent print

format routines all in memory, • Disk storage and retrieve

Writer
ual and a free back-up disk.

Student approved, the en

tire system has been exten

sively tested by Bank Street

College of Education and Intentional Educations.

Bank Street Writer. The ground-breaking, sensible combi

nation of word processing power, thoughtful design, and

exceptional value.

The First Word Processor For The Entire Family.
Hardware requirements! Apple version requires Apple II or

Apple II + with 48K and Applesoft in ROM of language card, DOS
3.3. Atari 400/800 version requires 48K and BASIC cartridge. Both

versions require only one disk drive.

WBroderbund Software
1938 Fourth Street, San Rafael. California 94901, Telephone (415) 456-6424

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. Atari is a registered trademark of Atari, Inc.





\^fe don't care
which computer you own

ll hlWell help you
get the most out of it.

CompuServe puts

a world of information,

communications, and

entertainment at your

fingertips.

CompuServe is the versatile, easy to use

interactive videotex service designed especially

for the personal computer user. It's dynamic,

growing and changing daily to satisfy

its subscribers' needs. It's an industry

leader, created and managed by

the same communications pro

fessionals who provide busi

ness information and

network services to

over one fourth of

the FORTUNE 500

companies.

From current events to current assets,

CompuServe offers a wealth of useful, profitable
or just plain interesting information.

Electronic magazines and national

news wires plus worldwide weather,

current movie reviews, electronic

banking and shop at home services,

and some of the most sophisticated

financial information available are
all offered to current subscribers.

From words to music. CompuServe offers
a communications network that gives special

interest groups from hardware enthusiasts to

computer composers a chance to get

together. There's a bulletin board

for selling, swapping, and

personal notices and a CB

simulator for real-time com

munications between sub

scribers. There's electronic

mail, the fastest, surest, way to

communicate with other users across the street

or across the country, plus file retention and

editing, and lots, lots more.

Fun and games are expected whenever

computer users interact, and CompuServe has

the best. Games you can play alone or with

other CompuServe subscribers

anywhere in the country. Classic

puzzlers, sports and adventure

games, and fantastic space games

featuring MegaWars, the "ultimate

computer conflict."

But, that's just the tip of

the chip. CompuServe offers a

menu of thousands of items

that make subscribing edu

cational, fun and sometimes downright profitable.

If you'd like to know more about CompuServe,

call toll free, 800-848-8990 to receive an illus

trated guide to the CompuServe Information

Service. A videotex service for you no matter
which computer you own.

CompuServe
PO Box 20212

5000 Arlington Centre Blvd.. Columbus Ohio 43220

800-848-8990
In Ohio call 614-457-8650

An HSR Block Company



power transformer. Don't leave any buttons on the 410

depressed when the player is not in use.

If you have tried all of these suggestions and still

cannot get reliable performance, it would be worthwhile

to have the unit checked over at an authorized service

center.

VIC Expansion Memory

A problem has developed with my VIC-20 com

puter that I do not know how to solve.

I have found that the ads lead you to believe

that the VIC is expandable, but one or more RAM

cartridges installed will not run most of the pro

grams I now have.

How does one overcome this problem? Can

you put me in touch with someone who can help

me? Thank you for your time.

Leon A. Weitzel

When you add RAM toa5K machine, the VIC "adjusts"

itself to the extra memory. The screen memory moves to

a new location, the start of BASIC relocates, and a few

other pointers move around.

You can determine where the screen memory (nor

mally at 76S0) resides on any size VIC:

SCR = 4*(PEEK(36866)AND128) +

64»(PEEK(36869)AND120)

If you use the above formula within your programs,

they will run on any VIC, regardless of memory size.

The VIC Custom Character Solution
In reference to the letter from Dick Gough in the

January 1983 issue regarding custom characters

on the VIC-20 with 8K or larger expansion, here is

a solution.

You must move BASIC.RAM above page 30.

This is done by POKEing locations 44 and 643

with the value 32. You must also POKE location

8192 with the value 0. If you don't POKE 8192

with the value 0 you will get a Syntax Error when

you try to run your program. This is because the

first location in RAM for BASIC must have the

value 0. I use the following program for this:

10 POKE 8192,0:POKE 44, 32: POKE 643,32:

POKE 198,1: POKE 631,131

When you run this program, it will move

BASIC RAM to page 30, load, and run the next

program on the tape.

If you are writing a program from scratch,

and not loading from tape, you must type "NEW"

before you start your program.

Tom Ayers

Our thanks to Tom and several other readers who sup

plied this information.
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Specialized Graphics

I and many VIC users in my area feel that it is

time to start offering many "draw" and other

graphic routines in both BASIC and machine lan

guage for the VIC-20. We would also like to see

some animation techniques such as moving stars

in the background or rotating characters in place

on the screen. These and other arcade-type ani

mations are what I'm sure a large majority of your

readers would like to see. I am asked by friends

how to do some of these things, and 1 have no

answers. Would you please ask the readers or

would your magazine please do an article or arti

cles on this badly neglected topic?

Thomas Stewart, Jr.

We are always interested in articles which describe

various graphics techniques. "Understanding VIC

High Resolution Graphics" (COMPUTE!, December

19S2) is one such article. A good source of graphics

information is also to be found in the explanations which

accompany the games zee publish every month.

Bringing Atari Up To Speed

I am quite confused and disappointed. I have

written several games on my Atari 800 (purchased

in October 1981) and given them to my brother to

run on his 400 (purchased in May 1982). These

programs (which include machine language sub

routines and player/missile graphics) invariably

run much faster on the newer machine. I suspect

it is because of the "upgraded" operating system

that supposedly came out in December 1981. But

every attempt I have made (with repair centers

and dealers) to get the new OS ROM for my

machine has failed. What can / do to bring my

system up to speed?

Edward Loniewski

The speed upgrade could be due to a lesser amount of

memory. A machine with 16K runs a little faster than

the same machine with 48K. This is due to the use of

"dynamic" RAM memory. Dynamic RAM is less ex

pensive than "static" RAM, but it must be periodically

refreshed by an electronic signal. During refresh, the

6502 is not allowed to access memory. Since 48K of

memory takes longer to refresh than 16K, there is some

difference in speed, but it wouldn't be drastic. Another

possibility is that your brother has an Atari 400 with

the new, Revision B 10K ROM, which may be faster

than Revision A since the interrupt routines were

streamlined. Benchmarks anyone?

VIC Printer Improvement

I have purchased a VIC-1525 printer and have

used it with good results. However, every once in

a while the printer will make a noise as if it is going



King of the

mountain! u

Software

Workhorse solutions

for tough questions.

When Southern Solutions acquired the exclusive marketing
rights for the CMS Accounting System, the first (and the best)

accounting system for the Commodore computer we offered

dealers who were dissatisfied with their current accounting

software the opportunity to swap... ours for anyone else's.
WOW! We were covered with the others... MAS, BPI,

EBS, etc... all trading for CMS. We provide the only

complete coverage of real software for Commodore

computers:

THE PREMIER ... SYSTEM IV. Real

accounting. More like a mini, yet priced for the

Commodore. SuperMath'" gives precision to

$1 billion. No one else comes close.

General ledger; accounts receivable,

accounts payable, payroll, inventory,

mailing list Plus important vertical

products: oil accounting, pharmacy

management encumbrance

accounting, church records and

more.

THE STANDARD...

SYSTEM III. Similar to

System IV but lower priced.

G/L, A/R Art? P/R, mailing list

Commodore 64*.

Complete line of bookkeeping

record keeping, personal and

household management

Usually sells for under $100.

Uses one or two drives,just about

any printer

Peripherals. Monitors, monitor

cables, blank cassettes.

All software has FileGuard'". Never

lose data files, EVEN IF YOU LOSE

ELECTRICITY! Compatible with almost any

computer disk drive and printer

combination. User-definable reports. Fast

file access.

Sold only through professional

computer dealers.

To become a Southern Solutions

dealer, or for the name of your nearest

retailer, call or write our General

Manager; Bill Swingler

Dealer Hotline: 1-800-527-4548

•Commodore 64 is a registered

trademark of Commodore

PC Box P, MCKirmey, Texas - (214) $42 -02jS



to print, and then stop. The final result is that the

computer hangs up and nothing is printed. Can

someone explain why this is happening and how

I can stop it from happening again?

Chuck Lorigo

The first of the VIC-1525 printers had a bug in their

internal ROMs which occasionally caused the printer

and computer to hang up. If you take your printer to

the nearest Commodore service center, they will replace

the original ROMs which will correct this problem.

mode without affecting the others.

Another problem: how do you instruct the

computer to create colors in each individual

graphics mode?

Richard Kaplan

There is an article m'COMPUTEI's First Book Of

Atari which "would be of help to you: "Designing Your

Own Atari Graphics Modes." Also, you might want to

look at COMPUTEI's First Book Of Atari Graphics,

which was just published (December 1982).

Every Possible Dip Switch
I own an Atari 800 with the works, 48K, disk-drive,

850 interface, 830 modem, and a NEC 8023A

printer. All work well, but there is one glitch.

I discovered this when trying out the program

to dump graphics to the printer. To wit, a two

line program like this:

10 LPRINT "hello";

20 GOTO 10

Does not yield HELLOHELLOHELLOHELLO (etc.)

Instead, the printer does this...

HELLO HELLO

HELLO HELLO

HELLO HELLO

See? It finds the ";" or even a "," to mean

that it should go not to the next available space,

but to a predetermined tab position. I have tried

what seems to be every combination of dip

switches and CHR$() commands, but to no avail.

This glitch prevents me from using your program

suggestions and from using other software like it.

Can you help?

Dave Kruh

LPRINT is a convenient command. Used in place of

PRINT, it routes output to the printer. On the Atari,

LPRINT is equivalent to an OPEN, a PRINTS, and a

CLOSE. However, this prevents two LPRINTs from

printing continuously (using the semicolon). You can

bypass LPRINTand use PRINT# directly, by OPEN-

ing a file to the printer yourself. Using your sample

program, this will give the desired output:

5OPEN#l,8,0,"P:"

10 PRINT #1:"HELLO";

20 GOTO 10

You will need to CLOSE the file (CLOSE#1) if

you want to re-use it for another file. END will auto

matically close all files.

Atari Graphics

I have run into problems concerning Atari

graphics. I would like to mix more than two

graphic modes onto one screen. I don't know

how to instruct the computer to create multiple

graphic modes nor how to write to a particular
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VIC RUN/STOP Traps

How does one "trap" the RUN/STOP key on the

VIC? I am presently working on a preschool pro

gram and have been using GET instead of INPUT

when asking fora user response. Unfortunately,

though, a child may inadvertently "break" into

the program by hitting the RUN/STOP key.

Werner Meserth

This has been a problem for quite some time and numer

ous solutions have been proposed. Reader Don Kitching

recently suggested POKE 808,127 to disable the VIC '

STOP key and tints prevent accidental falling out of a

program RUN into immediate mode. An excellent solu

tion can be found in the article "Perfect Commodore

INPUTs," in the January 1982 issue.

Atari Lockup Escapes

1 have discovered another Atari keyboard lockup.

I followed the suggestions to save my programs

often, but my lockup occurs immediately after

reloading a program using CLOAD. I even saved

it twice and neither copy would work. It was a

long program. Is there any way I can recover it?

Roger Johnson

You don't mention whether your machine locked up

totally (keyboard does not respond, System RESET

doesn't work, etc.) or if you got just an error message.

Always first try to escape from a crash by pressing Sys

tem RESET. Remember also to use the proper cassette

procedures. Enter LPRINT before CSAVE. You can

try saving program modules with LIST "C:". When

you re-ENTER such modules, it is often possible to

salvage part of a damaged program.

COMPUTE! -welcomes questions, comments, or

solutions to issues raised in this column. Write to:

Readers' Feedback, COMPUTE! Magazine, P.O.

Box 5406, Greensboro, NC 27403. COMPUTE!

reserves the right to edit or abridge published

letters. ©



the game control

you've been waiting for

TG Products, • '-,

the oldest and

computers, brings you

fantastic control and

versatility with the new

. TRACK BALL control. You will

be amazed at how accurately,

quickly and easily you can

.position screen objects in

advanced arcade-level games.

. TRACK BALL is designed for years*/ reliable,

active play and is produced of the highest quality

components. Models are available now for your

Atari*, Apple II* and IBM" personal-computers. Ask

for them at your dealer or i-der direct from TG

Products, 1104 Summit'Avar!.. Suite 110, Piano,
Texas 75074. Telephone (214) 424-8568.

.usmess Machines Corporation, respectively,

PRODUCTS
Allow two wee-' '-.- pnjent

All mail orders add $200 for postage
and insurance '

Texas residents add 5% sales tax



Computers And Society
David D Thornburg, Associate Editor

Language And Languages

Next to the question "Which computer should I

buy?", I am most often asked "Which language

should I learn?" This question is often asked by

teachers, but is of relevance to so many people

that I want to devote some space to it this month.

To start with, those of you who read these

columns regularly may expect my answer to be

Logo.

It isn't.

The reason for this has nothing to do with

Logo's power -1 use Logo more than any other

language in my own work. The point is that

no computer language is appropriate for all

applications.

In 1978, when Radio Shack, Apple, and

Commodore owned the personal computer mar

ket, the only high level language in common use

was BASIC. Because BASIC was built into the

hardware, it was easy to see the reason for its

rapid adoption. Just as with the arrangement of

keys on the keyboard, the user didn't have a choice

- BASIC was just there.

As a language that launched an industry,

BASIC was a pretty good choice. It was compact,

and didn't need much of the computer's memory

{remember that the first PETs came with only 8K

bytes of RAM, and that the TRS-80 originally had

only 4K bytes of RAM). Furthermore, BASIC was

"good at math."

Since many of the 75,000 customers for per

sonal computers in 1978 were tinkerers with a

technical bent, BASIC gave them a high-level

tinkering tool.

But then a funny thing started to happen. As

more and more people started learning BASIC,

there was a growing belief that BASIC was the

best computer language, simply because everyone

was using it. By that same argument, one would

argue that Combat is the best video game cartridge,

simply because it is packed with the Atari video

game console.

BASIC'S Weaknesses

So what is wrong with BASIC?

There are two main problems with this lan

guage. First, because BASIC is very good at arith

metic calculations, it tends to be of great use to
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those who are also math-oriented. In fact, BASIC

uses numbers everywhere - even in front of each

program line.

Why is this a problem?

Well, believe it or not, a great many people

don't consider themselves "good at math," and

have avoided using computers for just this reason.

Limiting the computer to use by those who are

math whizzes is unfair to both the prospective

users and to the utility of the computer itself. The

computer is not a math tool - it is more than that:

it is a symbol manipulation tool. It is therefore

essential that people have a choice in languages

tailored to specific types of applications - but more

on that topic later.

I said there was a second problem with using

BASIC as a universal computer language. This

problem is that BASIC is not extensible; the user

cannot define new words in BASIC'S vocabulary.

Imagine how limiting English would be if we

hadn't invented any new words since the time of

Shakespeare. What would we call televisions, or

telephones, or computers?

Are you willing to trust a language designer

to anticipate all the words you might need to create

your application program?

I'm not.

The main reason I'm so fond of Logo is that it

lets me create my own words that extend the lan

guage in any direction I want. Non-extensible

languages are like fine-cut crystal - very pretty to

look at, but not very flexible. Languages such

as Logo are more like lumps of clay that can

be molded to fit your own applications. I find

that moldability to be essential in most of my

applications.

Is Logo a universal applications language?

No, it is not. In fact, there is no computer

language that is appropriate for all applications,

nor should we want there to be.

The reason for this is pretty simple to grasp.

Let's say you are interested in writing a word

processor program and that you decide to imple
ment the program in BASIC. Many BASICs have

some ability to manipulate strings of characters,

so this may not seem to be a bad choice. But look



FIRST THINGS FIRST

LEARN ALL ABOUT IT!

When you don't know the first thing about your new

Apple IP you need a friendly, cheerful, easy going teacher at

your side. And the ELEMENTARY APPLE is just that kind of

book.

It sweeps away the confusion—explains your Apple in

everyday language—shows you how to hook it up, how to use

the keyboard and work on the screen.

Gently and carefully it gives you an understanding of all

the things your Apple can do. And then, it even shows how

easy it is for anyone to write a simple program—provides

common sense answers about graphics, utility programs, and

the how and why of word processors, business programs and

hardware like printers.

VISA/MASTERCARD accepted. S2.00 shipping/handling charge.
(California residents add 6V?% sales tax)

"Apple II is a trademark of Apple Computers, Inc.

Yes, there's a lot of information. But, not one chapter or

one word is dull or difficult to follow or complicated. Prove it to

yourself. Visit your computer store. Open the ELEMENTARY

APPLE. Read a page of the introduction, then flip it open

anywhere and read a paragraph or so. You'll find it's as

understandable, as helpful and as marvelous as we say.

If you, or a member of your family, is an Apple beginner,

this is the book you need. It'll teach you everything you want to

know, in the way you want to learn.

Only $14.95. At computer and book stores, or

aDATAMOSl
9748 Cozycroft Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311. (213) 709-1202.



at what else BASIC can do. BASIC contains many

math-related functions such as SQRT, SIN,

ATAN, SCN, etc.

What happens to your program when the

language is cluttered with extraneous commands?

First, the memory requirement for your applica

tion program plus language is larger than it needs

to be. Second, your program will not run as fast

as it should.

Multilingual Computers

No single language can (or should) serve all needs.

Computer users who write programs in many

application areas should be versed in several com

puter languages. The more languages you have

available, the more versatile you will become,

and the better your programs will be.

How hard is it to gain access to other computer

languages?

Fortunately, computers such as the Atari 400

and 800 are completely flexible as far as language

is concerned. To go from BASIC to PILOT, one

merely switches cartridges. Many other popular

computer systems (e.g., the Apple II, TI 99/4A,

VIC-20, Commodore 64, Max, and Radio Shack

Color Computer) also allow languages other than

BASIC to be loaded, either from disk or, in many

cases, from a plug-in cartridge.

So the question "Which language should I

learn?" becomes "Which languages should I learn

and what can I use them for?"

While any attempt to answer this question

will be incomplete and will display some personal

bias, the following table lists a few languages that

are available on personal computers and some of

their attributes and relevant application areas:

Appropriate ApplicationsLanguage Major Features

BASIC arithmetic

calculations

PILOT word manipulation

Logo general symbol

manipulation

FORTH speed

computation intensive

programs such as budget

calculations

text processing, computer-

aided instruction using text

mathematics (as opposed

to arithmetic), logic,

adaptive programs

realtime graphics, high

speed programs such as

games

Note especially that the applications are just

typical areas where a given language might be of

benefit. As we all know, video games can be writ

ten in BASIC, and one can do arithmetic in most

versions of PILOT. The point is that other lan

guages are better suited to these tasks.

What 1 hope is that an increasing number of

personal computer users will unleash themselves

from the restrictions of a single language and start

to reap the benefits of becoming multilingual. C

PINBALLrATA
10 selectable modes of play, including

Easy, Competition, High Speed, and Cosmic.

40 user-adjustable parameters: create and

save your own custom games.

an instruction card, a hi-score disk label, and

a 16-page manual explaining all of the

variations available.

all for only $29.95 (for the Apple, $34.95)

713 Edgebrook Drive

Champaign, IL 61820

(217)359-8482

aier..

or for direct orders, specify ATAH1400/800 (32K) cassette or disk.
APPLE II (48K) disk. Add $1.50 and indicate UPS or first class mail.

Illinois residents add 5% sales tax. Visa and MasterCard accepted.

'Apple' is the registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc.
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NewHomeComputers
At The Winter

Consumer Electronics Show
Tom R. Halfhill Features Editor

More than a dozen new home/personal computers made

their debuts at the recent Winter Consumer Electronics

Show in Las Vegas. This four-day extravaganza seemed

to fulfill many of the predictions of a home computer

revolution we've been hearing for the past several

years.

Last August COMPUTE! published an article about

"The New Wave OfHome Computers/' a growing

collection of new models that would usher in the

much talked-about age of home computing.

It's not a wave - it's a thundering flood. The

home computer revolution that has been dis

missed by some as a fantasy or a fad is finally

surging forward. At least, the equipment is now

here to fuel it.

The evidence was unavoidable during four

days in January at the Winter Consumer Elec

tronics Show in Las Vegas, a huge exhibition of

the newest leisure electronics equipment that will

be sold to Americans in the coming year. There -

among the stereo systems, videotape recorders,

video cameras, big-screen TVs, remote tele

phones, and myriad other gadgets - were the

new home/personal computers. More than a

dozen of them, in fact. By their glamor, at least, if

not by the sheer numbers of people crowding

their displays, they stole the attention of the show.

One of the show's daily news bulletins predicted

that this year's exhibition would be remembered

as "the year the home computers came to town."

And come they did. An estimated 70,000

attendees witnessed the introductions of three

new models under $100, including the first under-

$100 color computer; the first 48K memory com

puter for under $200; the first portable computer

with 64K, built-in disk drive, and TV screen for

under $1000; the first 12-voice add-on synthesizer

keyboard for under $100; the first accessory voice

synthesizer for under $100; and the first computer-

controlled "home robot" for under $1000.

The future is arriving even faster than we

had thought. And here is what it will include:
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Commodore

Commodore's announcements dominated last

summer's shows; and, although competitors

grabbed much of the spotlight at this one, the

industry's fastest-rising company had even more

bombshells to drop.

Topping the list was the SX-100, a portable

version of the popular Commodore 64. Essentially,

Commodore has taken the insides of a C64 - in

cluding the 64K of Random Access Memory

(RAM), the 16rcolor graphics, and the extraordi

nary music synthesizer chip - and stuffed it all

into a carrying case with a large handle. The top

of the case unlatches and becomes a detachable

keyboard you can rest on your lap. This then re

veals a built-in five-inch TV screen - optional black

and white or color - and either one or two built-in

170K disk drives.

The SX-100 is completely compatible with the

C64 and shares all its specifications. In fact, the

prototype was running a C64 demo program

showing off the color graphics, sprites, and syn

thesized music. The preliminary word from Com

modore is that the black-and-white TV version

with one disk drive will retail for $995, and the

'- '. ". ' r K

Commodore's prototype SX-100 with built-in color monitor

and twin disk drives. Note the detachable lid/keyboard and

carrying handle.



Your VIC 20

never had it so good!

u owners rejoice! HbS presents a com

plete range of software from our exciting

series of games to our professional group of

utility and language programs.

Our new cartridge programs include: HES

MON, an indispensible monitor for assembly
language programmers; HES WRITER, a

word processing program; Turtle Graphics,

a fun and easy way to learn computer pro

gramming; and VIC FORTH, a powerful lan

guage that is many times faster than BASIC,

yet easier to use than assembly language.

HES is committed to offering high-quality,

well-documented computer programs on a

continual basts. Look for our cartridge and

cassette based software at your local dealer.

HB

Human Engineered Software

71 Park Lane

Brisbane, California 94005

Telephone 415-468-4110



Not allbusiness
Andwe'vegotthe
As you know, one picture is

worth a few thousand numbers.

As you may not know,

Apple" Business Graphics

software can generate more

types of pictures, in more

colors, using more data than

any other graphics package.

So you not only get the usual

bar graphs and pie charts.You

also get unusual bar graphs
and pie charts. Sophisticated

line and area graphs. Even

scattergrams. All teamed with

extremely useful and powerful

features—exploded views,

unlimited overlays, floating

titles and more.

Graph Types

Line

Vertical Bar

Horizontal Bar

Side-by-side Bar

Pie

Partial Pit-

Seattergram

Curve Fitnng

Data Pmna<Max.)

Plotter

Compatible

Compatibk
File Tvpes

Math Functions

At a\laUc Colors

Apple

Yes

Yes

Yes

Upto4
Yes

Yes

Yes

5 Kinds

3500+

Virtually

Any

Pascal
BASIC

VisiCalc

Yes

6

VisiTrend/

VisiPlot

Yes

Yes

No

2

Yes

No

Yes

1

645

None

BASIC

VisiCalc

Yes

4

pfsGraph

Yes

Yes

No

4
Yes

No

No

None

36

H-P747OA

Only

rfs
VisiCalc

No

4

Apple Sidmes >« mlaWc/«r fmih ihc JI 'i'vi Apple III

Equally important, with our
graphics package you'll find
more ways to see what you're
doing. On the monitor of your

choice. And on virtually any
printer or plotter on the market.

INDIVIDUAL SALES PERFORMANCE 1931
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graphics are alike,
picturestoproveit

SALES KMNST PfiO.'cCTllWS - 1381 13SI SUtS AGAINST TQTfL KARVET

nm.y ouarters
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Even on transparencies and

slides (by combining Apple

Business Graphics with pack

ages like Screen Director" and

Target Image Maker").

All of which makes for more
presentable presentations.

And more revealing market

analyses, forecasts, budgets,

stock trends, business plans or
customer demographics.

Or the information of your

choice from the files of your

choice. Be it VisiCalc; Pascal,

DFM or BASIC.

We could easily tell you more.
But we'd rather show you

more. In person. At any of our
over 1300 full-support dealers

(they also offer

a vast library

of other quality

software distrib
uted by Apple

for Apples).

So pay one a

visit. And find out how easy

it is to turn a sea of data into

data you can see.

The most personal software.

OH (800) 538-9696 lot the batlon of the auihonxd Apple dealer
nearesi von. en foi infnrnunnn icE.irJmi! airpiiraie purcha:*s ihrnu^h our
Saiional Account Pnnn-im Or write Apple Computer Iik . Advemsmu and
Promotion Depi . 20525 Mariani Avc. Cupertino. CA 95014. Screen
Diiecior is a trademark of Business Professional Software. Inc Target Imaije

Maker is a trademark of Coms!iarc Target Software D1F is a trademark
Of Software Arts. Inc VisiCalc is a registered trademark of VisiCerp
Pfs Graph b a rcKWctmi traiiem-irk of Sofmare Publi^hme Corp

0 1981 App!>- Compuwt W



color TV version with two disk drives for $1295.

Both can be plugged into an external TV or

monitor or any other C64-compatible peripherals.

Commodore suggests it will be available by April

1. It is likely to send Shockwaves throughout the

portable computer market - remember that a

coming plug-in cartridge will allow the C64 and

SX-100 to use CP/M (Control Program for Micro

computers), the most popular operating system

for business programs.

The other new computer from Commodore is

also a portable - the HHC-4 (Hand-Held Com

puter). This calculator-sized machine has an al

phabetic keyboard arranged in the standard

"QWERTY" (typewriter) format; a separate

numeric keypad; a single-line 24-character liquid-

crystal display; 4K of RAM (3K user-available),

expandable to 16K; and 20K of Read-Only Memory

(ROM) including BASIC programming language.

Commodore's HHC-4 handheld computer, plugged into its

peripheral interface and printer.

n

W m m m m m mi m m m mm

Experimental prototype of a VIC-20 with built-in Sony

Watchman TV (upper left). Note that the keyboard has been

shifted right to make room for the TV, and the four function

keys have been displaced to the top. Commodore says this

working prototype is only "an example of what could be

done, not what will be done."

By adding an RS-232 peripheral interface module

(which includes a small built-in dot-matrix

printer), you can hook up the HHC-4 to full-size

printers, cassette recorders, and even a VIC-20 or

Commodore 64. This means the HHC-4 can di
rectly exchange data with your home computer.

Another module allows the HHC-4 to display on

a standard TV or monitor. Commodore says the

HHC-4 will sell for $199.

A Full Keyboard Synthesizer

One of the most exciting peripherals at the show
was a plug-in synthesizer keyboard for the Com

modore 64. Lots of computer music enthusiasts

have been waiting for this, since the C64 has the

most advanced sound capability of any home

computer, thanks to its synthesizer-on-a-chip

Sound Interface Device (SID). SID has three voices

with programmable waveforms, filters, and en

velopes (see "A First Look At The Commodore

64/' Parts One and Two, COMPUTE!, August and

September 1982).

The full-size, organ-style keyboard attaches

to the C64 via a black box that contains no less

than three additional SID chips, for 12 voices in

all. And the software is equally advanced. From

the C64's keyboard, you can change waveforms,

octaves, and even save what you play in RAM

memory for later playback - even playing duets

with yourself.

No recording tape is involved; the notes are

stored in the computer's memory (up to nine

minutes' worth). This means you can modify the

music after it's played by changing waveforms or

octaves. (For a detailed explanation of this tech

nique, which is revolutionary in itself, see the last

section of "Sound Synthesis," COMPUTE!, January

1983.)

Even more amazing, this entire package -

organ keyboard, additional SID chips, and

sophisticated software - is scheduled to be avail

able sometime this spring for under $100.

Another Commodore breakthrough, at less

than $100, is a plug-in voice synthesizer for the

C64. Making a BASIC program talk is as easy as

adding the command:

10 SAY "Hello there!"

A built-in educational program, A Bee C's,

uses clever graphics and speech to teach the al

phabet to preschoolers. The graphics animation

and speech are simultaneous. The voice module

also works with other cartridges; Commodore is

preparing a new series of talking educational pro-

g'rams and games.

Another music peripheral is the Digi-Drum

for the C64 and VIC-20. This three-pad synthe

sized drum kit simulates a snare drum, bass drum,

and "high hat" cymbals. Drawings of the instru

ments appear on the TV screen and flash as their

pads are thumped. Drum routines can even be

saved and played back later. Put the Digi-Drum

together with the synthesizer keyboard, and you'd

have a pretty effective one-man band. The Digi-

Drum is promised for this spring at $59.95.

Other new Commodore peripherals include

a $199.95 four-pen printer/plotter for the C64 and

VIC-20 (available immediately), and a $299.95 13-

inch color monitor (promised by March 1). Com

modore also released the $19.95 Commodore 64

Programmer's Reference Guide, and more VIC-20

and C64 software than we have room to mention.
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The Official

—

The game that puts space games in

perspective. Zaxxon", one of the most

popular arcade games of 1982, is now avail

able for use with your home computer
system.

Zaxxon" technology and creativity present

a 3-dimensional-like playfield which sets

home computer entertainment. From the

daring attack on the enemy's floating for

tress and the blazing battle against the en

emy's fighter fleet to the final showdown with

the deadly armored robot, Zaxxon" chal

lenges the skill and imagination of every

player at every level of skill.

ZaxxonTv looks and sounds like aircraft

flight, and players can soar to new levels of

Imagine yourself the pilot, attacking the

enemy fortress-climbing, diving, strafing to

score points and extra fuel. The enemy

fights back with a barrage of missiles and

gunfire. Then you face a fleet of enemy fight

ers in a gripping dogfight of altitude strategy

and flying skill. Survive this battle and the

riers, then you've earned the ultimate chal

lenge; a blazing confrontation with the pow

erful robot, armed with a lethal homing

missile.

Zaxxon ™ is the one game that you must see

to believe. You have to play it to feel its im

pact. If you're ready to face the challenge,

check with your local software dealer or

send check or money order with $2.00 post-

age'handling. California residents add

6Vz% sales tax. Available on cassette or

diskette. Suggested retail price $39.95.

Available in January on Atari', February on

Apple" and Radio Shack" Color, and April

onTI99'4Au and NEC 6000 '\

V* y r~f~\KACX ITCD Qf\CT\Mf\tU ^^ ( OMPUTER SOFTWARI

9421 Winnetka Avenue

~9y Chatsworlh, CA 91311
(213)701-5161

£ ci982Datasoft*lnc.

)W- Datasoft ■ is a registered Irademark of Datasofl Inc '

Soga1 and Zaxxon" are registered trademarks of Sega Enterprises Inc.



Commodore has also started marketing the

C64 in the same way that it currently sells the

VIC: through mass retailers. Although Commo

dore officials refused to discuss prices, this mar

keting move means discounters will begin slashing

the C64's price - perhaps soon as low as $399.

Since many full service computer dealers do not

compete with this kind of discounting, Commo

dore is releasing the new P Series exclusively to

dealers. The P Series comes with 128K of RAM,

expandable to 896K, and has the same 40-column

screen, color graphics, and sound as the C64 (for

details, see "The New Wave Of Home Com

puters," COMPUTE!, August 1982, and "Editor's

Notes/' July 1982). When the P Series was an

nounced last summer, the price was set at $995;

but now Commodore says it will sell the machine

for $795.

In the manufacturing area, Commodore an

nounced yet another important move: it has

signed an agreement with Zilog to co-produce the

chip manufacturer's Z 8000 microprocessor, a 16-

bit version of Zilog's extremely popular Z 80 micro

chip. Why? Commodore plans to build a new

generation of 16-bit computers around the Z 8000.

Expect the first models to be announced by the

end of this year.

Under-$100 Computers
For the past year, the $99 Timex/Sinclair computer

has had the under-$100 market all to itself - and it

has been selling by the hundreds of thousands.

But that is about to end. Three new computers

retailing for $99 were shown at the show, in

cluding the first one with color.

The color model is the VZ200, the first home

computer from Video Technology Ltd., a company

with two factories in Hong Kong. Promised for

delivery by April, the VZ200 comes with 4K of

RAM, expandable to 16K ($45) or 64K (price not

yet determined). Its 12K of ROM includes Micro

soft BASIC, with one-touch entry of BASIC com

mands from the keyboard (similar to the Timex).

The Central Processing Unit (CPU) - the micro

processor chip that is the "brain" of a microcom-
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Video Technology's VZ200, the first under-SlOO color

computer.
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puter - is the widely used eight-bit Z80.

Unlike the Timex, its established competition,

the VZ200 has a real moving-key keyboard. Not

quite a full-stroke typewriter keyboard, but partial-

stroke, calculator-style keys made of rubber. No

less than six of the new computers at the show

sported rubber keyboards. The keys are soft and

wiggly to the touch and feel sort of like pencil

erasers.

The VZ200 has a text mode of 32 columns by

16 rows, a mixed graphics/text mode with a reso

lution of 64 by 32 pixels (screen dots) with nine

colors, and a high resolution graphics mode of

128 by 64 pixels with eight colors. There's a single-

channel sound output, also unique among under-

$100 computers. Other VZ200 features: full-screen

editing; 600 baud interface to any standard cassette

recorder; RF output for TV sets and video output

for monitors; auto-repeat keys; keypress "beep";

and keyboard character graphics.

Peripherals promised for later this year in

clude a printer interface module, printer, joysticks,

light pen, telephone modem, disk drive, bar code

reader, and a monitor. Video Technology is pre

paring 29 software packages on cassette, and says

about a third will be available when the computer

hits the market. The programs range from educa

tional and entertainment to home management

and simple business. They will sell for $9.95 each.

Video Technology also is introducing to the

U.S. market a video game machine convertible to

a home computer which it has been selling in

Europe and Australia for a year. Called the

CreatiVision, the game machine will sell for $189

and includes a membrane keyboard on the joy

sticks. The addition of a $10 BASIC cartridge turns

it into a 16K RAM computer, and a plug-in

keyboard (with rubber keys) will be available for

$30. The video game graphics looked excellent.

However, the BASIC is not compatible with the

VZ200.

Two From Texas Instruments

Another significant entry into the sub-$100 field

is the $99.95 Texas Instruments TI-99/2, available

in the second quarter of this year. It, too, has a

moving-key, calculator-style, rubber keyboard. It

comes with 4.2K of RAM, expandable to 36.2K.

Although it lacks the color, sprite graphics, and

sound of its elder cousin, the TI-99/4A, the BASIC

programs are "upward-compatible" - meaning

TI-99/2 programs will run on a TI-99/4A, but not

necessarily vice versa.

It accepts software on cassettes or plug-in

cartridges, though not the same cartridges as the

TI-99/4A. Fourteen cartridges have been an

nounced for entertainment, education, and home

management. The computer's CPU is a Texas

Instruments 16-bit chip - making it the first 16-bit



PET/CBM

RperClip
ProfessionalWord Processor at a Breakthrough Price
PaperClip"1 performs all the advanced

features found in Word Processors costing

much more. . .

1) Full screen editing. 2) Copy/Transfer

sentences and paragraphs. 3) Insert/

Delete sentences and paragraphs.

4) Headers/Footers/Automatic page

numbering. 5) Justification/Centering.

6) User defineable keyphrases.

7) Supports both cassette and disk.

8) Variable data - Form letters.

9) Horizontal scrolling up to

126 characters.

10) Insert/transfer/erase

Also available for Commodore 64

Requires

Basic 4.0,32K memory.

H259P
Dealer enquiries welcome

columns of numbers. 11) Add/subtract

columns of numbers. 12) Supports most

dot matrix and letter quality printers. In fact,

a printer set-up routine is supplied to

take the best advantage of the printer at

hand. 13) French and Math technical

character sets

available.

BPiTTERiES
inCLUDEG
71 McCaul Street

Toronto, Ontario

Canada M5T 2X1

(416)596-1405



wabasK
for

as

low

asdiskettes
$1.39 each!
Now...Get High Quality at a Low Price

Wabash means quality products that you can depend on.

For over 16 years, Wabash has been making high quality

computer products. Wabash diskettes are made to provide

error-free performance on your computer system. Every

Wabash diskette is individually tested and is 100% certified

to insure premium performance.

Why Wabash is Special

The quality of Wabash diskettes is stressed throughout

the entire manufacturing process. Aftercoating, all Wabash

diskettes go through a unique burnishing process that

gives each diskette a mirror-smooth appearance. Wabash

then carefully applies a lubricant that is specially form

ulated to increase diskette life. This saves you money,

since your discs may last longer. It also assists your disk

drives in maintaining constant speed which can reduce

read and write errors.

Special Seal...Helps Prevent Contamination

To keep out foreign particles, a unique heat seal bonds the

jacket and liner together. A special thermal seal which

avoids contamination from adhestves, is then used to fold

and seal the jacket. This results in outstanding perfor

mance and true reliability. Wabash then packages each

diskette, (except bulk pack) in a super strong and tear

resistant Tyvek® evelope. The final Wabash product is

then shrink-wrapped to insure cleanliness and reduce

contamination during shipment.

Each Diskette is 100% Critically Tested

Since each step in the Wabash diskette manufacturing

process is subject to strict quality control procedures, you

can be sure Wabash diskettes will perform for you. And

every Wabash diskette meets the ultra-high standards of

ANSI, ECMA, IBM and ISO in addition to the many critical

quality control tests performed by Wabash. Wabash does

all of this testing to provide you with consistently high

quality diskettes. Reliability and data integrity - that's

what Wabash quality is all about.

Flexible Disc Quantity Discounts Available

Wabash diskettes are packed 10 discs to a carton and 10

cartons to a case. The economy bulk pack is packaged

100 discs to a case without envelopes or labels. Please

order only in increments of 100 units for quantity 100

pricing. With the exception of bulk pack, we are also
willing to accommodate your smaller orders. Quantities

less than 100 units are available in increments of 10 units

at a 10% surcharge. Quantity discounts are also avail
able. Order 500 or more discs at the same time and deduct

1 %; 1,000 or more saves you 2%; 2,000 or more saves you

3%; 5,000 or more saves you 4%; 10,000 or more saves

you 5%; 25,000 or more saves you 6%; 50,000 or more

saves you 7% and 100,000 or more discs earns you an 8%

discount off our super low quantity 100 price. Almost all
Wabash diskettes are immediately available from CE. Our
warehouse facilities are equipped to help us get you the
quality product you need, when you need it. If you need
further assistance to find the flexible disc that's right for
you, call the Wabash diskette compatibility hotline. Dial
toll-free 800-323-9868 and ask for your compatibility
representative. In Illinois or outside the United States dial
312-593-6363 between 9 AM to 4 PM Central Time.

Part »

F111

F111B

F31A

F131

F14A

F144

F145

F147

M11A

M11AB

M41A

M51A

M51F

M13A

M13AB

M18A

M43A

M53A

M14A

M44A

M54A

M15A

M16A

CE quant.

100 price

per disc (S)

1.99

1.79

1.99

2.49

3.19

3.19

3.19

3.19

1.59

1.39

1.59

1.59

2.99

1.89

1.69

2.79

1.89

1.89

2.79

2.79

2.Z9

2.69

3.79

SAVE ON WABASH DISKETTES

Product Description

8" SSSD IBM Compatible (128 B/S. 26 Sectors)

8" Same as above, but bulk pack w/o envelope

8" SSSD Shugart Compatible, 32 Hard Sector

8" SSDD IBM Compatible (128 B/S, 26 Sectors)

8" DSDD Soft Sector (Unformalted)

8" DSDD Soft Sector (256 B/S, 26 Sectors)

8" DSDD Sott Sector (512 B/S, 15 Sectors)

8" DSDD Soft Sector (1024 B/S, 8 Sectors)

SW SSSD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring

5'/<" Same as above, but bulk pack w/o envelope

5V*" SSSD 10 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring

Stt" SSSD 16 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring

5V«" SSDD Lanier No-problem compatible

5%" SSDD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring

SW Same as above, but bulk pack w/o envelope

5'V SSDD Soft Sector Flippy Disk (use both sides)

5V«" SSDD 10 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring

5'V SSDD 16 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring

614" DSDD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring

GYt" DSDD 10 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring

BW DSDD 16 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring

5V«" SSQD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring {96 TPI)

5V«" DSQD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring (96 TPI)

SSSD = Single Sided Single Density; SSDD = Single Sided Double Density:

DSDD = Double Sided Double Density; SSQD = Single Sided Quad Density;

DSQD = Double Sided Quad Density; TPI = Tracks per inch.

Buy with Confidence
To get the fastest delivery from CE of your Wabash computer

products, send or phone your order directly to our Computer

Products Division. Be sure to calculate your price using the CE

prices in this ad. Michigan residents please add 4% sales tax or

supply your tax I.D. number. Written purchase orders are accep

ted from approved government agencies and most well rated

firms at a 30% surcharge for net 30 billing. All sales are subject to

availability, acceptance and verification. All sales are final. Prices,

terms and specifications are subject to change without notice. All

prices are in U.S. dollars. Out of stock items will be placed on

backorder automatically unless CE is instructed differently. Min

imum prepaid order $50.00. Minimum purchase order $200.00.

International orders are invited with a $20.00 surcharge for

special handling in addition to shipping charges. All shipments

are F.O.B. Ann Arbor, Michigan. No COD'S please. Non-certified

and foreign checks require bank clearance.

For shipping charges add $8.00 per case or partial-case of

100 8-inch discs or $6.00 per case or partial-case of 100 5V«-inch

mini-discs for U.P.S. ground shipping and handling in the con

tinental United States.

Mail orders to: Communications Electronics, Box 1002,

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 U.S.A. If you have a Master Card

or Visa card, you may call and place a credit card order. Order

toll-free in the U.S. Dial 800-521 -4414. If you are outside the

U.S. or in Michigan, dial 313-994-4444. Order your Wabash

diskettes from Communications Electronics today.

Copyright 1982 Communications Electronics" Ad #110582

Order Toll-Free! wabash

800-521-4414
In Michigan 313-994-4444

.l!

COMMUNICATIONS

ELECTRONICS"

Computer Products Division

854 Phoenix □ Box 1002 D Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 U.S.A.

Call TOLL-FREE (800) 521-4414 or outsid* U.S.A. (313) 994-4444



of The Hundreds of Reasons
You Ought To BeACOMPUTE!
Magazine Subscriber:

From "The Editor's Feedback" Card, a monthly part of our continuing

dialogue with readers of COMPUTE!. These are responses to the question,

"What do you like best about COMPUTE! ?"

l."It is written so a beginner can read and understand it... it's layman oriented..." 2.
"Clear, clean layout, good presentation..." 3."The Atari game programs ." 4."Best
and most information on PET..." 5-"Cover to cover, and all in between..." ©."Reviews

of software and hardware..." 7. "Good balance of application and technical articles..."

8."It is the best source of info about various levels ofVIC/PET/CBM machines and ap

plications..." 9. "The BASIC and machine language programs..." 1O."I like programs
that can be typed into a computer, run, and then used right away (a program without

bugs!)..." 11."That it is organized well, and covers a broad range ofinformation con

cerning Atari. Keep it up! please, I'm learning..." IE. "Table of contents listings and
computer guide to articles is a great idea. Best magazine for personal home computer

users..." 13. "Best I have found for VIC info..." 14."Informative articles: 'Secrets of
Atari', Game programs, especially programs that teach the reader about the Atari..."

15. "I like all the articles and programs for my computer, the PET. I've learned and

found out things about it that I never even thought existed. Other magazines don't

have too much material for the PET and, for that reason, I find COMPUTE! invaluable..."

16."The up-to-date hardware reviews..." 17. "Machine language utilities for Atari..."
18."Articles are terse but understandable and accurate. Utility and applications pro

gram listings very helpful..." 19."The April, '82 issue is my first. I am impressed that
you not only acknowledge the VTC-20,you even have applications for it..." 30."I really
enjoy (since I am one) the Beginner's Page..." 81."The attention it gives to Atari and
the easy-to-understand language it's written in..." 22. "It is concerned with ex
plaining programs, not just listing them. It is the best VIC magazine I could buy..."

S3."The new table of contents 'Guide to Articles and Programs' is excellent, particu

larly the indication of'multiple computer' items..." 24."Broad range (sophistication)
of programs..." 25."You don't speak over the average user's head..."

lOHHHBCBi^iHmiUHBnHSiBBHH

Whether you're just getting started with personal computers, or very advanced, you'll

find useful, helpful information in every issue of COMPUTE! Magazine. We specialize in

supporting the Atari, PET/CBM, VIC-20, and Apple computers. Editorial coverage is

expanding to include the TI-99/4A, the Sinclair ZX-81, and the Radio Shack Color Computer.

Every issue of COMPUTE! brings you user-friendly articles, applications programs, and

utilities you can type right into your computer and use. To subscribe to COMPUTE!, or to

order a sample issue, use the attached reply card or call our toll-free number. COMPUTE!...

We're the resource for thousands and thousands of home, educational, and small business

computer users. Shouldn't you be one of them?

1 year, twelve issue subscription: $20.00 in the US.

Call ToU Free in the US 800-334-0868
In WC call 919-275-9809

COMPUTE! Magazine is a publication of Small System Services, Inc.
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Texas Instruments Tl-9912, with 4K of memory for $99.

computer for under $100 - though it is not the

same chip found in the TI-99/4A.

One of the most interesting things about the

new TI is its line of peripherals. A connector on

the back accepts a new family of add-ons, in

cluding an RS-232 interface ($99.95), a four-color

printer/plotter ($199.95), and the Wafertape drive

($139.95). The Wafertape drive uses "wafers,"

small endless-loop tape cartridges familiar for

years to TRS-80 users (and now other users) as

"stringy floppies." Less expensive than a disk

drive, a stringy floppy drive can store up to 48K

on a wafer and is sometimes faster than a disk.

(See "Mass Memory: Now And In The Future,"

on page 54.) The peripherals also will work on

TI's new portable machine, the Compact Com

puter 40, and on the TI-99/4A (with a $59.95 "Hex-

bus interface"). This means someone starting out

with a low-end TI-99/2 can move up to a TI-99/4A

without discarding the peripherals.

TI's other new computer, the Compact Com

puter 40, is a hand-holdable battery unit. For

$249.95, it comes with 4K of RAM (expandable to

16K); 34K of ROM containing an Enhanced BASIC

compatible with TI's other home computers; a

Texas Instruments Compact Computer 40, a battery-powered

4K portable for $249.95. At right is the new printer/plotter,

Wafertape drive, and RS-232 interface.

one-line, 31-character liquid crystal display that

scrolls sideways to 80 characters; upper- and low

ercase; QWERTY keyboard; memory retention

when switched off; and a cartridge slot for plug-in

software. TI says 75 cartridges will be available by

the third quarter.

The remaining $99 entry is one of three new

Japanese computers introduced at the show, the

Sanyo PHC 20. This compact model has a moving-

key, rubber keyboard, 4K of RAM (unexpandable

for now), 8K of ROM with a Tiny BASIC, 32-

character by 16-line text display, 64- by 64-pixel

graphics, full-screen editing, 1200 baud interface

with any cassette recorder, and a monitor output

that connects to a TV with an adaptor. The CPU

is a Z80A. The PHC 20 is supposed to be available

immediately through Sanyo dealers.

Two similar Sanyos are also on the way. The

PHC 10 is a battery-powered hand-held model

with built-in liquid crystal display, 2K of RAM

expandable to 4K, and a buzzer for simple sound

output. Otherwise, it is almost identical to the

PHC 20. No price or delivery date is available.

And on the higher end is the PHC 25, a souped-up

PHC 20 with 16K of RAM (expandable to 32K);

24K of ROM with a larger BASIC; additional

graphics modes of 128 by 192 pixels and 256 by

192 pixels; parallel printer interface; joystick port;

and three-channel sound output. It should be

available at the same time as the PHC 20 for

$199.95.

A Second Generation Timex
Another exciting low-end introduction is the

Timex Sinclair 2000, the first computer that offers

48K RAM for under $200. The T/S 2000 is basically

the U.S. version of the Sinclair ZX Spectrum, until

now available only in the United Kingdom.

The T/S 2000's main improvements over its

popular cousin, the $99 T/S 1000, are more mem

ory, color, sound, and a moving-key keyboard.

There are 40 rubber keys with upper- and lower

case, auto-repeat, standard Timex Sinclair charac

ter graphics, one-touch BASIC keyword entry,

and the same editing functions as the T/S 1000.

Separate keys control the colors of the screen

foreground, background, and borders, with vari

able brightness and a FLASH command for blink

ing characters. A one-channel sound generator

beeps through an internal speaker over 10 octaves.

Other T/S 2000 features include a 16K extended

BASIC, 256- by 192-pixel high resolution graphics,

high-speed cassette interface (16K in 100 seconds),

and a 32-column by 24-line text display. Timex

says the T/S 2000 will be available this spring for

$149.95 (16K) or $199.95 (48K). With that much

memory at those prices, the T/S 2000 should

prove an interesting competitor.

Timex also introduced a 32-column thermal
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QUICK
BROWN
FOX

friendly
professional
word processing

Quick Brown Fox word processing software has more features than WordStar and runs

on your standard VIC or Commodore 64. Plus you can easily expand your system

by adding memory, 80 column display, disks, and even a letter quality printer.

Let Quick Brown Fox show you how. Get our free brochure.

Quick Brown Fox 548 Broadway New York, NY 10012 (212)925-8290

TM

affordable, usable, reliable

TAX HELPER™

Takes the drudgery out of calculating

Federal Income Tax.

Performs all arithmetic for

1040 and schedules A, B, and G.

Saves results to cassette or diskette.

Available from your dealer for

Commodore VIC 20 8K(No Sch B or G)/16K

Atari 400/800 16K

Timex Sinclair 16K

and others

(M)agreeable software, inc.
5925 Magnolia Lane* Plymouth, MN-{612)559-1108

Computer names are generally trademarks ol the Manufacturing Company

OUR VIC-20 CATALOG WILL BOLDLY TAKE YOU

WHERE NO MAN HAS GONE BEFORE!

WITH COMPUTER SPECIALTIES COMPLETE CATALOG

OF VIC-20 HARDWARE, ACCESSORIES AND SOFT-

WARE SELECTIONS, COMBINED WITH BIG SAVINGS,

YOU CAN GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR VIC-20.

♦BUSINESS

^EDUCATION

♦PROGRAMMING

*GAMES

*MEMORY EXPANDERS

*PRINTERS

*JOY STICKS

*AND MORE

TO RECEIVE YOUR VIC-20 CATALOG SEND $2.00 TO:

COMPUTER S*PECIALTIES
1253 BROADWAY

EL CAJON, CA 92021



Data 20, the company that took the VIC-20® to the

max, has now expanded their line of peripherals to

include both the VIC-20 and the new Commodore 64®.
Peripherals that will give you more power, more

sophisticated capabilities and all are still easy to buy,

easy to install, and easy to use. Just look

VIDEO PAK-Our VIC-20 original. Pick our PAK
to give you a computer that outperforms systems

costing twice as much. Plug our cartridge into your

expansion port, and your display instantly goes to the

industry-standard

24 lines, with a

choice of 40 or 80

characters in the

full Commodore

character set. You

also increase mem

ory to 20K or 70K

to handle more

sophisticated

functions—including

most 803 2 software. Our

package includes a terminal

emulator and a screen print

feature. And now with our

WORD MASTER

software—

FREE with any

16 or 64K VIDEO PAK-

The 16K VIDEO PAK makes

your VIC the most cost-effective

system: $299.95 including 16K

or $399.95 for 64K.

New VIDEO PAK 80 for

Commodore 64. Use the

industry-standard 80-column

format on your CBM. Software

control switches from 40 to 80

characters in black and white—

and back to 40 characters in

color. VIDEO PAK 80 also

lets you take advantage of the ter
minal emulator mode and screen print

feature through software we include. And it's

great with word processing—see our new

WORD MASTER. Suggested retail: $179.95

New Z^80 VIDEO PAK brings CP/M® com
patibility to your 64. This exciting package gives

you all the VIDEO PAK 80 features described above.
Equally important, our

built-in microprocessor

and software give you

CP/M compatibility for

any programs formatted

for the Commodore 1541®

Disk Drive. The

possibilities are

truly awesome!

Suggested retail:

$299.95

NewVIDEO

CABLE completes
the installation.

Here's the easy way

to connect the moni- ^

tor on your VIC-20

or CBM 64 system to our VIDEO

PAK. A must for 80 column use! Sug

gested retail: $12.95

New WORD MASTER—most cost-

effective software system going.



Use WORD MASTER

with our VIDEO PARS to give

your VIC-20 features found only in

the most expensive systems. These

include a full-featured word proces

sor, time manager, and mailing list

programs. The WORD MASTER is pro

vided on tape, and can be loaded to disk.

Best of all—it's FREE with any 16 or 64K

VIDEO PAR!

SERIAL PRINTER INTERFACE is

simple, yet sophisticated. Flexibility, contin

uous visual monitoring of data transfer func

tions, and easy installation make this a smart

buy for your VIC-20 or Commodore 64. A

glance at the status lights tells if the printer

is hooked up, if the data buffer is full, and if data

is being transmitted. Easily configured DIP

switches match your computer to most popular

printers. Our interface comes with cable and connec

tor, needs no assembly and

virtually troubleshoots its own

installation. Suggested retail:

$69.95

EXPANSION CHASSIS

lets you use 4 cartridges at

once. Run a series of com

patible memory, software or

game cartridges of any make

on your VIC-20. Just pop in

tor. And don't worry about your computer's power

supply—we protect it with a built-in 500ma fuse.

Suggested retail: $49.95

New MICRO EXPANSION CHASSIS for

VIC-20. Team this with our video expansion products

and software cartridges. It's a

neat two-slot board with one

22-pin edge connector in the

normal vertical configura

tion and another at a right

angle. This design keeps the

VIDEO PAR in its

normal position and

gives a clean, functional

layout for your hardware. Sug

gested retail: $34.95

MEMORY CARTRIDGE
boosts VIC-20 brainpower to

20K. Here's an ideal first add

on. And when we give you

more memory, you can forget

about headaches. Our cartridge is

housed in a rugged plastic case and features

the finest quality components for reliability: Sug

gested retail: $79.95

Check out our AWESOME peripherals. Ask your

computer dealer for a first-hand look at our extensive

capabilities, high quality, and very reasonable prices.

Or send $3.50 for a copy of our current catalog of

Commodore compatibles. DATA 20 CORPORATION,

23011 Moulton Parkway, Suite BIO, Laguna Hills,

CA 92653
Commodore 64, Commodore 1541. and VIC-20 are registered trademarks of

Commodore Klectronics. Ltd.

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research. I nc.

CORPORATION

Price/PerformancePeripherals

NOWWITH FREE SOFTWARE!



The Timex Sinclair 2000 is the first computer with 48K mem

ory for under $200. Production models will have a topside

cartridge slot for plug-in software. At right is the nezv thermal

printer, which works with both the T/S 2000 and T/S 1000.

printer that works with both of its computers.

The T/S 2040 printer reproduces full-screen

graphics or text at the touch of a single key. It

should be available immediately for $99.95. Timex

also announced a $15 rebate (expiring March 31)

for buyers of the T/S 1000.

New From Japan

The Japanese, largely left out of the U.S. home

computer bonanza, were at the Las Vegas show

trying to make inroads with new models, too.

Besides Sanyo, Panasonic and NEC also had wares

to exhibit.

Panasonic's JR-200U comes with 32K RAM

(unexpandable); 16K ROM with Panasonic's own

BASIC; a 63-key partial-stroke rubber keyboard;

32-column by 24-line text display; eight colors; 64

graphics symbols labeled on the keyboard; 64

programmable characters; 64- by 48-pixel graphics;

three-channel sound covering five octaves; two

Atari-type joystick ports; Centronics-standard

parallel printer interface; and outputs for TV,

composite video monitors, or sophisticated color

RGB (Red-Green-Blue) monitors.

The Panasonic works with any standard cas

sette recorder at 600 baud, but a special recorder

will be available for $89.95 that saves and loads at

2400 baud. The sound comes from an internal

speaker rather than the TV, but an external

speaker jack allows hook-up to stereo systems.

The CPU is an MN1800A chip, equivalent to a

6802. Panasonic says the JR-200U will be on sale

Panasonic's JR-200 features a rubber keyboard and

32K RAM.

by March for $349. About 30 home-oriented pro

grams also will be available at that time, and 70

more are promised by the end of 1983. Some

peripherals also are due later in the year, including

a 320K disk drive, an 80-column dot matrix printer

($369.95), an RGB monitor ($44.95), and an RS-232

serial interface ($69.95).

NEC showed its new PC-6001, due by the

end of February, for $349. Early prototypes had a

partial-stroke rubber keyboard, but production

models were sporting a full-stroke typewriter-style

keyboard with five programmable function keys.

The PC-6001 comes with 16K RAM, expandable

to 32K with a cartridge; 16K ROM, also expandable

to 32K; 32-column by 16-line text display; three

graphics modes, including 256- by 192-pixel black-

and-white, 128 by 192 with "limited color," and

64 by 48 with nine colors; 600/1200 baud cassette

interface; Centronics-standard parallel printer

interface; two Atari-type joystick ports; TV and

monitor outputs; three sound channels with an

eight-octave range, plus a noise generator for

sound effects; and a 280A-compatible CPU.

A number of peripherals also will be intro

duced for the PC-6001. A $99.95 expansion unit

adds three slots for memory cartridges, disk con

trollers, etc. There'll be a disk drive ($599.99), a

touch panel graphics tablet ($149.95), a 20/40-

character thermal printer, a color monitor, and a

tape drive ($99.95), although any standard cassette

recorder will work.

NEC also is lining up quite a bit of software

from such well-known companies as Synapse,

Datasoft, Datamost, Adventure International,

and Courseware. There will also be an extended

BASIC cartridge, a symbolic assembler for

machine language programmers, and a $99 BASIC

compiler on a cartridge. What's more, the memory

expansion cartridges are RAM/ROM units with

an extra empty chip socket, so they can be

customized.

Spectra Video And Mattel

Mattel, Inc., was showing its new Aquarius, an

under-$200, moving rubber-key, 4K RAM com

puter expandable to 52K. Some people seem to be

confusing this with Mattel's Intellivision add-on

keyboard, but the products are entirely different.

Besides showing off some educational and enter

tainment software, Mattel had an interesting

direct-connect modem (about the size of a cigarette

pack) which plugs into the cartridge slot. This

will sell for under $100, complete with terminal

software and a free subscription to the Com

puServe data base. Mattel also is planning to in

troduce a higher-end version of the Aquarius

later this year.

Meanwhile, Spectra Video was exhibiting its

new SV-318, a $299, moving rubber-key, 16K RAM
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RETURN THESCROLL and claim Camelot's Crown!

King Arthur has made you his heir.

But7 gallant knight, to prove

your worth, you must first

journey forth

AND DEFY ALL PERILS!

Slay dragons; bargain

with wizards;

explore magic kingdoms

and enchanted forests;

defeat the evil of Mordred.. •

FIND AND RETURN

TOARTHUR

THESCROLL OF TRUTH!
KING ARTHUR'S HEIR, designed by

Marc Russell Benioff,

Offers...

• Both Puzzle-Solving

& Role-Playing Intrigue!

• Superb Graphics, Sound,

& Color Animation!

• Hours of Challenging Heroics

Requires...

•' ATARI 400/800 with 40K & Disk Drive

or with 16K& Cassette Recorder

• One Player &Joystick Controller

Comes with...

• Came Program & Complete Instructions

• EPYX 30/FOREVER WARRANTY*

Now Available At Your Favorite Dealer

For the name of your nearest EPYX dealer write:

"KING ARTHUR'S HEIR"

EPYX/Automated Simulations, Inc.

1043 Kiel Court, Sunnyvale, CA 94086

epyx

EPYX Temple of Apshai was the very first computer game

ever to win the Hobby Industry award for excellence. EPYX

pledges you that same excellence in every game you purchase

from us...the VERY BEST in entertainment!

COMPUTER GAMES
THINKERSPLAY

EPYX 30/FOREVER WARRANTY

Our 30-day Unconditional Guarantee: If your EPYX

Came has any defect whatsoever within 30 days of

purchase, return it to us or your dealer and we will

replace it free.

Our Forever Warranty: If anything happens to your

disk or cassette tape at any time after 30 days, for

any reason, just send it back with $5.00 for shipping

and we will send you a replacement.

•ATARI 400/800 is a trademark ofATARI INC.



Mattel's new Aquarius and its family of peripherals.

A non-working mock-up of Spectra Video's planned SV-328.

This upgraded version of the SV-318 will have 64K RAM

and sell for about $500.

computer expandable to 128K. The SV-318's were

running some impressive graphics demos, and it

turns out that the computer has the same graphics

chip as the Texas Instruments TI-99/4A - 32 sprites

and all.

In a back room, out of sight from the crowds,

Spectra Video had a mock-up of a higher-end

computer, the SV-328. AH software and peripher

als will be compatible with the SV-318, but Spectra

Video has replaced the rubber keyboard with a

full-stroke typewriter-style keyboard, including a

numeric keypad, and upgraded the standard

memory to 64K, expandable to 128K. Special edit

ing keys on the SV-328 are labeled to match com

mands in a new word processor being introduced

by Microsoft. All other specifications - including

the color graphics, three sound channels, CP/M

capability, and 80-column adaptability - are the

same as the SV-318. The disk drives for both com

puters will use the Xerox 820 format. The SV-328

should be available later this year for around

$500.

Atari's 1200XL
More details also surfaced on the new 64K Atari

1200XL (see "Atari's New Top-Line Home Com

puter," page 66).

First, as expected, the price was set at $899.

One Atari spokesman said that

the 1200XL's 64K RAM chips

accounted for 40 percent of its

production costs, and since 64K

chips should be dropping in price

rather quickly, it's likely that the

1200XL's price also will drop in

coming months. Another factor

is that the 1200XL may be less

expensive to produce than the

800, or even than the 400, once

production gears up. The 1200XL

contains all its components on

a single board. The 400 has

four boards, and the 800 has
six.

Although the 1200XL is compatible with the

400/800, it was revealed that the CPU is a custom

version of the 6502 found in the earlier computers.

The new CPU, code-named "Sally," has an extra

line for the ANTIC chip. This means ANTIC and

the CPU won't be fighting to access the same mem

ory all the time, which means the 1200 XL should

run faster than its predecessors.

The 1200XL also has a different Operating Sys

tem than the 10K OS in the 400/800. The new 16K

OS uses its extra 6K for the diagnostic tests and

four programmable function keys. In addition,

like the Commodore 64, the OS is overlaid upon

the 64K of RAM. This means you can disable the

OS with a POKE to access the RAM underneath.

Of course, this also means you'd have to write

your own OS - not a trivial task. But software

developers will be able to incorporate their own

custom OS in their programs, freeing more RAM

for workspace - as in a word processor or spread

sheet, for example. A maximum 62K of RAM is

available when the OS is disabled (2K is still

needed by the computer).

Other new 1200XL features: an additional

graphics mode, GRAPHICS E, to be supported by

a new BASIC that's on its way; improved circuitry

to sharpen the sound and colors; no more memo

pad mode when the computer is powered up

without a cartridge (a colorful Atari logo appears

instead); and the transfer of all ports and plugs

from the right side of the computer to the rear

(except for the two joystick ports and cartridge

slot, which appear on the left).

The four new function keys can act as 12 -

they work alone, or in combination with the SHIFT

and CTRL keys. If they are not reprogrammed by

the user, the default function of the keys when

pressed by themselves are the four cursor move

ments - up, down, right, and left. This circum

vents the CTRL key which must be held down

when the keyboard cursor controls are used. Atari

also is preparing new software to take advantage

of the 1200XL's HELP key. ©
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FAST ENOUGH FOR
RACE

Our

alien won't

hang around for

slow software. He

wants crisp responses and

really fast processing.

For the human race too, slow PE . ,

is not good enough. When we run a program,

whatever it is, we want fast efficient action.

PETSPEED, the compiler recommended by Commodore
is now available for the 64 and CBM 2. It can make any BA._..

program run many times faster. It even speeds up disk handling. We

guarantee that PETSPEED is easier to use and generates faster code
than any other BASIC compiler for Commodore Systems.

Using PETSPEED is simple. Just type in the name of the program,
wait a fewminutes and then watch your software run up to 40 times
faster.

Petspeodis not simply a compiler, it contains a powerful OPTIMIS
ER. While PETSPEED is compiling, it breaks your program down
into tiny fragments and reassembles it removing the unnecessary and
simplifying the complex. Dazzling graphics. Lightning sorts. With
PETSPEED anything is possible.

Also available INTEGER BASIC COMPILER - 150 to 200 times
the speed of Basic. Integer Basic is for those applications where the
speed of machine code is required without the inconvenience of
assembly level programming. Ideal for scientific and educational
users. Compatible with Petspeed.

PETSPEED (Commodore 64) $150

PETSPEED (8000 or 4000 series) $300

INTEGER BASIC (8000 or 4000 series) $175

SPECIAL OFFER: Petspeed PLUS Integer Basic $435



THE BEGINNER'S PAGE
Richard Mansfield, Senior Editor

If you have a question that's been bothering you,

send it in to the address below. Many of these

columns have been written in response to an issue

raised in one of your letters. This month, a ques

tion from Todd Oldham reminded me how I felt

when I was using a tape drive and was trying to

justify switching to a disk drive.

For the first year I owned a computer I never

used a disk. In fact, there were few computer stores

then and I had only seen disk drives in photos. I

was happy enougri with tapes. On the other hand,

reading about disks made me think that they must

be in some way fairly desirable if people were

spending about as much money to buy a disk

drive as they had spent on their computer itself.

But just exactly what could a disk do for my sys

tem? It seemed to promise to transform it into a

far more powerful machine. But in what ways?

Todd writes: "Why don't you run an article on

this device, including information on what it does, how

it can benefit someone like me, and how well this product

performs?" Fair enough.

An Athletic Memory

A disk makes your computer's memory much

larger and faster. It doesn't make the computer

smarter bv adding new commands to BASIC or

anything, but it does make it easier, far easier, for

the computer to access large amounts of informa

tion quickly. In a way, your RAM memory be

comes bigger, stronger, and more agile.

Adding a disk does not give you more internal

RAM in a literal sense. However, the great speed

with which you can switch programs and data in

and out of RAM from a disk makes it appear that

you have limitless internal memory. It can seem

as if a disk is an extension of RAM. Sometimes

this effect is called virtual memory because a disk

can be virtually as good as adding hundreds of

thousands of RAM memory cells.

There are currently three places that a com

puter typically puts its programs and information

{data, such as a list of addresses): RAM, tape, and

disk. RAM memory is inside the computer and is

limited in size. Usually RAM can only hold one

program and some associated data at one time.

What's more, RAM goes blank when the power is

turned off. It is, however, the fastest way to make
information available to the computer. It's inside

the computer to start with.

Tape is inexpensive because cassette tape

drives are common and relatively easy to man

ufacture. The manufacturing problems are fairly

simple to solve for a machine which siowly pulls
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a ribbon of magnetic material past a "head" that

picks patterns off, or puts them on, the tape. The

head never moves, just the tape.

A floppy disk looks like a limp 45-rpm record

enclosed within a protective black cardboard en

velope. When inserted into the disk drive, the disk

whirls around a spindle at about 300 revolutions

per minute. Equally important, the head can

quickly move to any of about 35 positions along a

line from the spindle to the edge. In this way, any

piece of information, anywhere on the disk, can

be located and sent to the computer at lightning

speed. It can be stored (sent from the computer to

be memorized on the disk) just as fast.

To give you an idea of this speed, a 4,000

byte program takes about ninety seconds to come

in from, or go out to, a tape. A disk loads or saves

the same size program in seven seconds. You

might not think that this represents a crucial dif

ference, but in many ways it makes all the differ

ence in the world.

Here's one example. A normal video screen

will hold about 1000 bytes. Suppose that you

wanted to have dozens of different screenfulls of

instructions. You could have them each on screen

in a second from a disk. They wouldn't all fit at

once in RAM memory, but they could be brought

in almost instantly from disk and flipped like the

pages of a notebook. It's possible, but slow and

awkward, to bring in such screens from tape. You

can only load things off tape in the order in which

they were saved.

This (plus the great increase in speed) is

perhaps the main advantage that disk has over

tape. Disk heads are able to leap to any position

on the surface of a disk. Tape items are all lined

up in order. That's fine if you want the first item

on the tape. If you want the last item, you have to

pull off all the others first. You can't just drop

down instantly to any desired location on a tape.

Changes Of Behavior

As might be expected, switching to disk memory

has an impact on the way that you program.

Programmers are often cautioned to make a copy,

called a backup, every 20 minutes or so to prevent

losing everything if there is a power outage or

something else causes RAM memory to fail and

destroy your work. This backup task becomes a

snap with disks: a matter of waiting a few seconds.

You're more likely to make frequent backups when

it's this easy to do.
There are also several new ways that you can

program when you have a disk drive. You can



WHAT'S SMALLER
THAN A BUSINESS CARD?

FASTER THAN

CASSETTES?

AND FAR LESS EXPENSIVE
THAN DISKS?

Why the ESF-20/64 Stringy Floppy

from Exatron, of course. Our exciting little

storage alternative gives you near floppy

disk speed and reliability at a budget-

minded price. Our high quality digital

mass storage system is the perfect product

to fill the gap between cassettes and floppy

disks. And that's especially true in the

case of the Commodore VIC-20® and

Commodore 64* microcomputers.

The Exatron Stringy Floppy system is

based on a small endless loop tape car

tridge we call "The Wafer". This wafer

measures only 2 3/4" x 1" x 3/16" — or

about the dimensions of a standard busi

ness card. Wafer was born to

run fast — at

around 7200 baud, or 14 times faster than a

standard cassette and has a memory ca

pacity of 64K bytes. The ESF-20/64 system

costs less than $200 and wafers are less

than $3.00 each. No wonder computer

people call us the "poor man's disk

system".

If you'd like to get the world on a

string, and bring your VIC-20^ or

Commodore 64® into the 20th Century, just

fill out the coupon below and mail it to

EXATRON, 181 Commercial Street,

Sunnyvale, CA 94086. If you need to place

an order call (408) 737-7111, outside

California (800) 538-8559 and ask for

Chrissy or Natalie.

The ESF-20/64 Stringy
Floppy System from Exatron
for use with the Commodore VIC-20®
and Commodore 64® microcomputer.

exatron Name

I Address

For exciting alternatives

in mass storage.

City/State/Zip

Mail today for information on the ESF-20/64 from

EXATRON, 181 Commercial St., Sunnyvale, CA 94086



END TAX

THAU

We have the perfect way to

breeze through the most

dreaded task of the year.

And you can do it on your

computer — even if you're a

complete novice.

It's called TheTax

Advantage" It's fast and

it's a cinch to use.

The program takes you

line-by-line through Form 1040 and the other most

common tax forms. It asks you for information in plain

English, and you type in the numbers.That's all there

is to it.

TheTax Advantage™ does complex operations like

income averaging with a few simple commands. Not

only that, but as tax laws change, you can easily update

the tax tables.

Another terrific feature is that it automatically com

putes your taxes with each entry you make. So you

know exactly how each line affects your overall tax

picture.

Pick upTheTax Advan-

tagel" Simply stated, it's the

best way to do your taxes.

But hurry. April's almost

here.

TheTax Advantage™ is

available for the Apple II and

Atari 400/800. Price S59.95.

Continental
Software

A Division o! Arrays, Inc.

Continental Software Co., 11223 South Hindry Avenue,

Los Angeles, California 90045 Telephone (213) 417-8031

Apple II is a tegi«ercd rradematk of Apple Corr.pu.et. Inc. Aian 400/ 800 are regained
traJcmarks of Alan. Inc.. a divWon ofU'amct Communicants, Inc.
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bring programs into the computer quickly and

"overlay" the program that's in memory. In this

way, programs can be made quite large, and di

vided into segments which call each other in from

disk at appropriate times. This technique is called

chaining.

An additional advantage is the fact that a

typical disk (Commodore) can hold 176,640 bytes

on one side. If you have a double-drive (two drives

in one housing), this means that you've got 345K

of memory available to your computer.

Why Not Disks?

Asking "why not get a disk drive?" is like asking

"why not trade in the car on a helicopter, it's faster

and more efficient?" True, but more expensive.

Prices are falling, however. A year ago, a disk

drive cost roughly ten times the price of a tape

drive. Now you can buy single-drive disk units

for under $400. Rumor has it that the drive as

semblies will soon cost OEM's (Original Equip

ment Manufacturers) about $50. This could well

mean that the drives' retail price will be going

down further before bottoming out.

The Beginner's Page

COMPUTE! Magazine

P.O. Box5406'
Greensboro, NC 27403 ®

AREN'T YOU LUCKY

GAME DESIGNERS
THE MIRACLE OF CREATION

CAN BE YOURS™
Introducing a Game Development

System for the Atari5 2600 VCS™

We call it the FROB™ and we supply you with just

about everything you need."

You get an Apple8 peripheral printed circuit board

and an in-circuit emulation cable and two cartridge

adapters and a diskette full of software subroutines

and a user's guide to the system and a subscription to

the FROBBER!V newsletter and a one-year software

update service and licensing support for your game

concepts. Now available for the Atari 5200 HES'".

Another Miracle from the FROB Family

It you wish to know more, call 408-429-1552 nr VVriU' tn

FROBCO, .1 Div of Tri-Comp Polytechnical. Im

P.O. Bo\ 2780. Santa Cruz, CA O50o3

1 Requires an Apple II and Atari VCS with no modification to either machine.

Alan and Apple are registered trademarks ofAtari. Inc. and Apple Computer.

Inc respectively. YCS and HES are trademarks o\ Atari Inc



A MICROCOMPUTER

EXPERIENCE

FOR TODAY
Arcaders who've seen and played

the ATARI and TRS-80 versions of

STRATOS came to the same

conclusions — these state-of-the-art

games were ahead of their time. After

all, any program that boasts crisp

graphics, punchy sounds, joystick

compatability and a full complement of

extras, like high score saving and

multi-player option has a definite touch

of tomorrow.

THE GAME'S SCENARIO IS A REAL
KNOCKOUT

The object is to successfully

defend a futuristic city from waves of
attacking alien ships.

ATARI SCHEEN SHOT
ffie battle baglns! Alarl version features
:olors and sounds that YOU can channel

And these crafty alien critters

just part of a rapid-fire graphics

bonanza that includes meteor swarms,
multiple attack waves, and even a free-

moving saucer that will repair your

city's damaged force field on the ATARI
version.

GOOD NEWS

You don't have to wait years for
the spectacular — STRATOS is

available now for the ATARI and TRS-80
systems.

STRATOS. Entertainment of the
future — today.

TRS-BO SCREEN SHOT

TRS-80 version blows you away with II
ade Action Graphics(tm)!

COPYRIGHT 1982

dventur6
INTERNATIONAL

To order, see your local dealer. If he does not have the program, then call
1-800-327-7172 (orders only please) or write for our free catalog.

Published by ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
a subsidiary of Scott Adams, Inc.

BOX 3435 • LONGWOOD, FL 32750 • (305) 83O6194

AVAI
ATARI 400/800 16K TAPE ... 050-0161 $34.95

ATARI 400/800 32K DISK ... 052-0161 S34.95

TRS-80 16K TAPE 010-0161 S24.95

TRS-80 32K DISK 012-0161 S24.95

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE



Data

An Introduction To

Storage On The VIC,

PET/CBM, And TI-99/4A

64

Ron Gunn

1 ■ ■: ■■

Data storage can be thewost perplexing aspect Qj pro

gramming for the novice. Here'are some practical tips'

for VIC, 64, P-ET/CBM; 'and'Tl usPrswhichjust might
save you days of experimentation. -

Types Of Data

Commodore Computers use three kinds of vari

ables, and it is the values stored in variables that

you will be dealing with when you save and recall

data. The first of these is floating point, repre

sented by a variable like A or A(X). The second is

integer, represented by a variable like A% or

A%(X).

The third is the string variable, represented

by AS or A$(X). Any of these varieties can be

single: A; or may have subscripts: A(X); A(X,Y);

or A(X,Y,Z). Part of your sense of power in

computing comes when you realize just how much

data you can pack and organize into those

multiple-subscripted arrays.

When you are putting data out on tape or

disk and expecting to read it back in, you must

remember two things: 1. The three variable types

are different and are not interchangeable. 2. They

are put onto the recording medium in series with

out any identification and must therefore be read

back in, in exactly the same sequence, to be

recovered.

Only the data is recorded, not the variable

names themselves. You can send it onto the tape

as A, and can call it B when reading it back in.

That is fair. But if you read data back as B% or B$,

you will get an error message. Some error mes

sages are really undeserved, as you know. This

one is deserved. Don't mix your data types - in

teger to integer, string to string, and so on.

A Caution About String Variables
String variables, however, are a special case. Let's

see why. In Commodore BASIC, unlike some

other versions, there is a default value for vari

ables. It is set when the machine is turned on, or

when an array is dimensioned. The value is zero.
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When you write string variables to tape, how

ever, this default value of zero is not a legitimate

representation <jfanything. A string "0" would

be ASCII % butthatis not what is there. What is
there is a binary, octal, decimal, hex 0 - which, in

the special language of strings, represents a null.

Neither the cassette nor the disk will accept null

strings. Result: input rejects it and the data isn't

transferred.

The cure is logical, once it is pointed out:

load all string variables, including string arrays,

with a string variable that the tape or disk can

recognize. Example: you have dimensioned a

string array A$(20) that may not be filled from

your program when you want to save it. Right

after the DIMension statement, do the following:

11000 DIM A$(20)

11010 FOR 1=0 TO 20:A$(l)="X":NEXT

The array has now been loaded with a recognizable

string ("X") and can be saved. All unused parts of

it will be saved as X and will not confuse things

later.

Saving Simple Variables

When the sequence used in saving data is also

followed in loading data, then the right variables

get put back where they belong, and the transfer

proceeds smoothly. You can safely use the fol

lowing procedure, and it will work very well in

deed on cassette:

12000 OPEN 2,1,1:REM WRITE

12010 PRINT#2,A;'\";B%;",";C$

12020 REM WHAT'S THIS?

You should be surprised by line 12010. First, vari

ables are mixed, but that is OK as long as they are

brought back in in the same order. A floating

point, an integer, and a string can be safely han

dled on the same line. You can't just have your

other program trying to bring in a string when a

number is next in line to come off the tape.
Second, what is all that between the variables?

It is instructions to the computer about what to



Products for VEC 20 and CBIVI64
®

Word Wizard Fur The Vic 20--(Requires at least 8K memory expansion) A user friendly
WORD PROCESSOR with full joystick control (use of joystick optional). Easy edit and string

manipulation commands that follow the standard VIC 20- formaL Full use of function keys for ease
, ...„ .... of use. Includes the following options; 1). 100% machine language for lightning fast operation. 2). Uses

standard VIC editing commands. 3 Has Delete Word and Search functions. A) Optional use of joystick for cursor movemenL 5). Prints justified and centered texL 6) Has a Delete Buffer to
retr eve deleted text 71 Prints to VIC Graphic printer, or any Centronics compatible printer connected to the user port 8). Saves and Loads using tapeor disk, 9). Provides complete printout
contrrt including: Top Margin, Bottom Margin, Text Width, Left Margin, Page Length, Line Spacing and Page Numbering, 10). All print parameters can be changed from within a document
1 ). Can generate Roman numerals for page numbering. 12). Allows printing specific pages within a documenL 13). Text can be appended to existing files. 14}, Free space display-S34 95'
BomberWord-A unique graphic word gameon cartridge that provides the full thrill of arcade action to increase word skills. Complete with six modesof play options for added enjoymenL Play
SiSnl^Suf °f aT<& PT'; C'fV u,USf of.9raPhLcs and sound make this an e"joyable game for ages 6 to adult For VIC 20' .-S29.95. Tic Atlack-A fast action arcade game on
cartridge that challenges atl of yourdextenty. Written in machine language forspeciaJ audio& visual effects. Over 100 levels of play. Highscore indication for VIC 20s-SZ9 95 Dot-A-Lot-As
°"?rd.ehro™«>ufthe mHafhe of llfe colleclm9 Berries, you happen upon some magical fruit Pick one and the treasures appear, but the Meanies areout today looking to spoil your fun. They

run after the treasures and they even come after you. Your only hope is developing a shrewd strategy to defeat them and continue on to a higher level. An ever changing maze plus arcade

nn™ElTn£«»««?£?.« v Wl" he'P V0U S.Olve th0Se crVP"cmessages found in newspapers, books, and magazines with a systematic computer techniqua Included are
approximately 50 different puzzles. You can even enter your own cryptic messages. HIDDEN WOflDS will display a matrix of seemingly random letters on the screen Umn ctoser

be r^^
mm«

HARDWARE

149.00. Universal Tape Interface & Duplicator- Use on the CBM 64* and VIC 20e.) No need to use the VIC 20s Recorder with this device vou can easMv

S,™dup"tCf,SPf easi|y with *our recorder'm 3 LED deafen of Data transfer makes itel\^SSmtoS^
and Duplicate A complete 1/0 dev.ee with extras. NOTE: Duplication requires 2 recorders-Only S49.95. Universal Parallel Interfaces-Use
most any parallel Centronics type printer with your Vic 20s/CBM 54". Two models to ch.u.sr ^o .i (■:, Ik -ur \-,.-K Call or
write (oi information and price

Dealer and Distributor

Inquiries Invited

NOTE: We solicit hardware & and software items for the VIC 20" and CBM 64e Royaltys license fees or nitriaht
purchases car. be negotiated CBM 64" & VIC 20* are Registered Trademarks of ComrSfe Business Machines !nc A

micro
umrE

DISTRIBUTING INC.

1342 B Rt 23, Butler, NJ 07405

201-838-9027



"L kwhat mynew

lets me dawith
Here's what you get with the complete

Alphacom printer project kit.

■ Fast, quiet 40-column Alphacom VP42 printer, which

includes the full Commodore graphics set.

■ 5 great software programs. A real 40-column Word Processor,

graphics Sketch Pad, beautiful Kaleidoscope program,

useful Record Keeper, and a general purpose Screen Printer.

■ Compute Magazine's First Book of VIC, full of fascinating

step-by-step VIC 20 computer adventures.

■ All the cables, printer paper, and easy-to-follow instructions

you need to begin enjoying your Alphacom VP42as soon as

you open the box.

Get the complete Alphacom Printer Kit for just $209.95

(suggested list). Call toll free for the name of your nearest

dealer: 800/538-7047 anywhere in the USA (except

California: 408/559-8000). If there is no convenient

dealer, you may order direct from Alphacom.

Same day shipment with MasterCard, VISA,

or American Express card.



Alphacom printer kit

my VIC 20L?
History Book Report

by -Joe Grimes

Aut ■' or '• Robert Graves

Sack in the old days of

Empire the cruel Emperor Ca

murdered and a new leader,

was chosen by the Praetor-ia

(The Romans had rather odd

order in those days.-) The P

Guard thougt they had chose

s:mpleton and weak 1 ing who

Easily manipulated to the G

purposes.

Much t o everyone'= su

Claudius lasted for over a

and turned out to be a wise

moderate 1eader = Robert Gra

1 ■ Claudius describes the E

life before he ascended the

Write and print my letters,

homework—just about anything.

With Word Processor software that

comes with the printer.

Create my own custom computer

games. The printer kit includes the

new First Book ofViC: it's full of

great game ideas.

Show off my computer graphics

creations. The kit includes

Kaleidoscope and Sketch Pad

graphics programs.

: REM*VIC SQUIGGLE*

I REIt*FROM VIC 1061 USER'S

7 REM*TyPEfc AMD DEBUGGED BY

PRINT'S"

£C- DATA1,8,5/6
3C- C'rtTfte, 1, 4, 3

46 DATA3,6,£,0
50 [.fiTA4, 5, 6, 2

60 DIMfl$<5),B<5,5?
70 F0RI=8T05

50 NEXT

180 FORI=1TO4
110 FCiRJ=iT04

1£0 READBCJ,I)
138 NEXT

140 NEKT

190 Tl=l
£80 T£ = l

£ 1G1 H = £ 0

Rec: pe j>34

CHEESE BERRY PIE

Ingredients

£ - P k s (.3 o z. ea.)

1/3 cup powdered

1-3 cup sour

2 tsp grated
Baked 9-inch

crea

cream

S U :i a r

F::

o r a r -3 e

pie

2 - 3 cups whole

strawberries

shell

fresh

'rasp berr i e
1 .-■ £ c u p s t r a w b e r r

preserves/ s

Prc:edure

Soften cheese.
sour cream and ot

in Pie shell, Ti

to glaze. Chill

evec

Be a

ange

p w i

If

a >Tasp

t ins

peel.

th ber

you 1

Learn to write my own VIC 20

applications. With hard copy

program listings that help me

debug my programs.

Keep the family's favorite recipes

on a VIC 20 cassette. Now Mom

can't pretend that she lost the

recipe for cheeseberry pie.

fllphacom
2323 South Bascom Avenue

Campbell, CA 95008

&1982 Alphatom. Inc. All rights reserved.

Commodore* and VIC 20"" are registered trademarks of Commodore Business

Machines, Inc. Alphacom, Inc. ii not related co Commodore Business Machines.

Inc. Offer void where prohibited, taxed, or restricted bv law.



put on the tape record. Semicolons suppress "car

riage returns," but "," is put in to allow the be

ginning and end of each separate item of informa

tion to be established. These are delimiters. They

are like walls to make sure that two items are sepa

rated. (A "carriage return" is like moving the

paper up one line when you hit the RETURN key

on a normal typewriter. Each time you use a

PRINT statement in BASIC, it is followed by a

carriage return unless you put a ";" after it.)

Let's Put It On A Disk

So far we've zeroed in on cassette data operations.

What about the same thing on disk? (Skip this

section if you are concerned now just about cas

sette data.)

12000 DO$="1:SCORES,S,W"

12010 OPEN 2,8,9,00$

12020 PRINT#2,A;",";B% ; "

(13);

C$;CHR$

In line 12000, a record is defined as associated

with disk unit 1: it is to be called SCORES and is

identified as Sequential. This will be a Write oper

ation. A later Read operation will be needed to

bring it back in. In line 12010, file 2 is opened to

unit 8 (the disk) with a secondary address of 9.

Use 9 for a disk secondary address unless you

specifically want something else. It works. The

last part of the file opening statement is the DOS

that was defined in line 12000.

Line 12020 contains all of the variables and

delimiters used in the cassette statement, with

one addition: a carriage return CHR$(13) has been

added to the disk statement. Note that it is sur

rounded by semicolons so no line feeds will be

slipped in.'You want a CHRS(13), not a CHR$(13)
CHRS(10), there to keep the records straight.

There are simpler ways to do this with the new

4040 disk, but this works for all disks, both new

and old.

Saving Array Variables

While it is clear that mixing variable types on a

single line is OK as long as they are recovered

in that same order, this does not seem to be true

if an array is involved. The following is not

recommended:

13000 FOR 1=0 TO 20

13010 PRINT#2,A(I)
13020 PRINT#2,B?(l)

13030 NEXT

For reliable records, just don't mix string and

numerical variables in a FOR/NEXT loop when

saving data. Use an entirely separate loop to

handle the strings. Any potential savings by avoid

ing the use of another separate loop to handle the

strings can be costly. This works reliably:
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13000 FOR 1=0 TO 20

13010 PRINT#2,A(l)

13020 NEXT

13030 FOR 1=0 TO 20

13040 PRINT#2,B$(i)

13050 NEXT

(If this were a disk operation, each PRINT#2 state

ment would end with ;CHR$(13);).

A Practical Application

Now let's define and then write a minor cassette

or disk data tour-de-force program. Let's say you

need to input two arrays that contain names and

scores for a tournament. NT$ is the name of the

tournament, TP the number of tournament

players, N$(TP) their names, and S(TP) their

scores. We are reading data:

1

1

].

I

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

5000

5010

5020

5030

5040

5050

5060

5070

5080

5090

5100

OPEN 1,

INPUT#1

CLOSE 1

1

,NT$

DIM N$(TP),

OPEN 1,

FOR 1=0

INPUT#1

NEXT

FOR 1=0

INPUT#1

NEXT

1

TO

,n|(

TO

,S(I

,TP

S(TF

TP

I)

TP

)

At 15010 the name and size are brought in on

the same line. That's OK. They were put on the

record earlier using the necessary "delimiters."

The file is then closed to bring all of the information

in from the buffer.

At 15030, TP is used to dimension the neces

sary arrays to hold the data. Then, using loops,

the data for names and then for scores is brought

in separately. So, we have stuck to our principles.

Single line data is mixed because it will mix. Array

data is not mixed even though it seems compel-

lingly simple to do so.

Note that we referred to both cassette and

disk in this program. The only difference between

input of cassette data and input of disk data is the

opening statements. It is actually practical to have

independent opening statements, but then

GOSUB to the same input loop subroutine for

both cassette and disk. When you are reading

data back in, there are no forced delimiters and

no fancy manipulation of the line feeds. You can

easily make your program read either cassette or

disk data with negligible extra programming or

complexity.

The Commodore cassette and disk are

amazingly reliable in handling data. I once tried

saving and then reloading .5 megabytes (500,000

characters) in the same program, and no errors

occurred.



THE ULTIMATE

INFASTACTION
FOR YOUR UIC-2O
Dive Into a Fearsome Fight! BlastAn Insect Invasion! Attack CrazyAliens!

Fall back into the far fields of the

galaxy! That bumbling formation coming

at you is the crazy Galactic Blitz. These

aliens have 15 different play patterns- And

each time you take one out of the

game they come back mad as ever! so go

for the galactic score full speed ahead!

if you're merely a spectator, find another

sport.

Suggested Retail Price $24.95

VIC-20'u is 3 trademark o! Commodore Electronics limited.

Dealer inquiries invited. Itonix Publishing, Inc., 701 W. Manchester Blvd., inglewood, CA 90301. (213) 671-8440.

Crab your gloves, survival pack and

headgear! Your sidewinder commandos

are whooshing off into the most

frenzied fight in the far side of the

galaxy! You've got to out-maneuver

deadly Battle pods, dodge destructive

Stalker bombs and go head-to-head

with alien Oblltojets... all at speeds you

wouldn't imagine possible!

suggested Retail Price $29.95

Dive Into the most awesome all-out

battle ever! You'll be attacked from all

directions by a barrage of deadly

android wasps and alien creatures like

you ve never encountered before! Any

contact means instant destruction! If it's

not the fastest game you've ever

played, you're from another planet

suggested Retail Price $29.95



WE'VEMADE
RECKLESSDRIVINGAN

INDOOR SPORT.
Grab the wheel in Hazard Run, our high-speed

cross-country chase . . . and watch the feathers

fly! This exciting game features four progressively

tougher runs, plus one random run. Smash through

the brush, snake around trees and boulders, leap

ponds in a single bound, and

maneuver on just two wheels.

It's all part of the fast moving,

fine-scrolling white-knuckle

action of Hazard Run, 100%

assembly language play that

flexes your Atari graphics to the

max! For more fun than the Program by Dennis Zander

law should allow, get Hazard Run at your local

computer store, or write or call today.
100% assembly language program for the ATARI 400/800

16K Cassette $27.95' 25K diskette $31.95*

ALSO AVAILABLE: Strip Poker, Adult fun for the ATARI 400/800

and APPLE II40K diskette $34.95*
"Add S2. ior postage and handling. N.Y. residents add 7" sales lax

Get it in gear... send in this coupon

or call toll-free 800-828-6573
ARTWORX Software Co., Inc. 150 North Main St., Fairport, NY 14450 (716) 425-2833

Please send me Hazard Run program(s)

Please send me _____ Strip Poker program(s).

□ Enclosed is my check for $ . Bill my □ VISA □ MasterCard

NUMBER

Signature

Name (please print)

Address

City

EX P. DATE

State Zip

D Please send free ARTWORX catalog.

__.__.

So you can play.

Tl Data Storage
C. Pegena

Data handling is discussed in detail in the

User's Reference Guide that is included with

your TI computer. You may refer to the topic,

"File Processing." In the TI-99/4 book, the

pages are 144 to 162. In the TI-99/4A book,

the pages are II-H8 to IM36.

There are only two kinds of variables in

TI BASIC, A or A(X) for numeric and AS or

A$(X) for string. You do not need to worry

about integer or floating-point numbers.

Unlike the Commodore computers, the

TI will accept null strings. You may specify a

null string by setting the variable C$ = "" or

reading in data:

200 DATA 3,4.5,,X

210 READ A,B,C!?,D$

Saving Simple Variables
Only in DISPLAY mode do you need to

specify delimiters in quotes. If you specify

INTERNAL, it is easier to handle data. A

sample program to save the variables A, B,

and C$ is:

100 OPEN #2:MCS1",INTERNAL,

OUTPUT,FIXED

110 PRINT #2:A,B,C$

When you are using the program later

and want to read the variables, use this

procedure:

200 OPEN #3:"CSl",INTERNAL,

INPUT,FIXED

210 INPUT #3:A,B,C$

By the way, you may number your de

vices anything you want, from #1 to #255,

inclusive. You may even use OPEN #X + 5 if

you have previously defined X.

On A Disk

The procedure is the same as with cassette

except for the device name:

100 OPEN #2: "DE.K1.TEST",

INTERNAL,OUTPUT,FIXED

110 PRINT #2:A,B,C$

The Disk Memory System manual that

comes with the Disk Controller describes

"File Processing" on pages 29-41 and pre

sents several sample programs.

o



RTC

7e^
10610 BAYVIEW (Bayview Plaza)

RICHMOND HILL, ONTARIO, CANADA L4C 3N8

(416)884-4165

C64-LINK
The Smart 64

RTC

M any m ore 64s

rrjiTTTTTTrrrri

n rrrmTtftTl

rujJTrrrrrrr
I. ifiXi..'lTf"'■'

I

Spooling

to

Printer

Cartridge

Expansion Slot

Serial

Audio I/O

Switch RF Video Port

C64-LINK

VL16

(future)

Cartridge

Mother Board

CP/M

Other

Cartridges

IEEE Disks

(2031) (4040)

(8050) (8250)

(9090)

EEE Printers

(4022) (8023)

(8300)

etc.

1541 Drive

And

1525 Printer

or 1515 Printer

EEEtoParallel

Interface

Parallel

Devices

IEEE to Serial

Interface

True Serial

Devices

or VL3 Cable

to Parallel

Printer

or VL4 Cable

to Standard

M odem

Give These Expanded

Capabilities To Your 64

if The ability to transfer data from any type of device to another (IEEE, Serial,

Parallel)

* BASIC 4.0 which allows you to run more PET BASIC programs and gives you

extended disk and I/O commands.

* The ability to have several 64s on line together - sharing common IEEE

devices such as disks or printers with Spooling Capability.

if Built-in machine language monitor

* A built-in terminal or modem program which allows the system to communi

cate through a modem to many bulletin board systems and other computer

mainframes.

• Compatibility with CP/M. Copyrights and Trademarks

C64 is a copyright of Commodore Business Machines,
Inc. C64-LINK is a copyright of Richvale Tele
communications. CP/M is a registered trademark of
Digital Research. POWER is a trademark of Pro
fessional Software. PAL is a copyright of Brad
Templeton.



Mass Memory Now

And In The Future
Tom R Holfhill, Features Editor

To be useful, every computer system must have some

kind of mass storage - a tape or disk drive, something

to permanently store programs and data outside the

computer's built-in memory. Here's a brief history of

mass storage methods, a rundown of today's technology,

and what developments we can expect in the near

future.

Eagerly you page through the latest issue of your

favorite computer magazine. Searching for appli

cations, you discover a game program that sounds

fantastic, an educational program that looks fas

cinating, and a programming utility that is just

what you needed.

What if you had no way to store programs or

data and had to type them in every time you

switched on your computer? Or even worse,

imagine having to take apart the computer and

completely rewire it each time you wanted to

change the program.

Yet, that's what operators of the earliest com

puters were forced to do - and it wasn't that many

years ago. The first electronic computer, EN1AC,

a 30-ton behemoth which first came to life just

after World War II, had to be programmed by

hard-wiring. That is, it had to be physically rewired

to alter its programming. And since it contained

more than 18,000 vacuum tubes, rewiring ENIAC

was no easy task.

It didn't take long for computer scientists to

realize the advantage of a stored program computer.

This is a computer whose programs are stored

outside the machine on some recording medium,

and then temporarily loaded into the computer's

memory when needed.

This concept of mass storage or mass memory

was a key step in the development of modern

computers, because it made them more

generalized and versatile. ENIAC was originally

designed to calculate trajectories for artillery shells

and bombs. When reprogramming was made

easier by making it a "soft" process, computers

could be applied to jobs that even the designers

had not anticipated.

From French Looms To Computers

Ironically, although some experts predict that

today's computer revolution eventually will result

in a society that is almost paperless, computers

once devoured whole forests of the stuff. Punch

cards and paper tape were the earliest media for

mass storage. Both work on the same principle -

the presence or absence of a punched hole indi

cates a bit (binary digit) switched "on" or "off."

Punch cards long pre-dated electronic computers;

they were first used in the 19th century to "pro

gram" weaving patterns on mechanized French

looms. They turned up later on adding machines

when the Census Bureau realized its manual

counting methods could not tabulate the 1890

census in time for the 1900 census.

Although punch cards and paper tape are

still used in some places today, they were largely

replaced in the 1960s by what has become the

dominant storage method - magnetic media. Reels

of audio tape and magnetic drums led to hard

disks and floppy disks.

Disk drives were invented to solve a problem

with tape drives: to find a certain piece of data on

a tape, you must first wind through all the inter

vening tape (sequential access). Then someone hit

upon the idea of coating a flat plastic disk with

the same magnetic material found on tape, so

that a movable recording head could skip to the

right spot in a split-second, just as a tone arm can

be lifted to a certain selection on a phonograph

record. This system of random access made it much

easier to retrieve information.

Cassettes Versus Diskettes

When personal microcomputers started appearing

in the mid-1970s, the early hobbyists needed some

sort of inexpensive mass storage device to hook

up to their home-brewed or kit-built computers.

As you've no doubt noticed during a power

failure, all the information in a computer's Ran

dom Access Memory (RAM) disappears the in

stant the power goes off. That's because RAM

chips need a constant flow of electricity to maintain

the molecular alignments that indicate if a given
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NOT EVERYONE CAN TEACH THEIR ATARI™NEWTRICKS...

WE MAKE USING AND LEARNING ABOUT COMPUTERS FUN!
PROGRAMMING GUIDE FOR BEGINNERS OR EXPERTS - MASTER

MEMORY MAP.™A32pagebook with hundredsof hints on how to use

your computer. Over 500 memory locations! S6.95.

LEARN SOUND AND GRAPHICS with our exciting lessons called

TRICKY TUTORIALS.™ Each comes with a tape ordisk full of examples,

and a 12 to 64 page manual written in an easy to understand manner.

#1 DISPLAY LISTS — Put several graphics modes on your screen at

once. #2 SCROLLING — Move text or graphics smoothly up, down,

sideways, or diagonally. #3 PAGE FLIPPING — Change TV screens as

quickly as flipping pages in a book. U BASICS OF ANIMATION - A

beginner's lesson in animation using PLOT, PRINT, and a surprise

game. #5 PLAYER MISSILE GRAPHICS - Learn the basics of writing

your own arcade games. #6 SOUND & MUSIC — Simple methods to

play complete songs, with graphics. Includes PLAYER PIANO free! #7

DISK UTILITIES — 7 programs to help you use your disk drive. 32K. #8

CHARACTER GRAPHICS - The best editor available with examples

using special characters YOU CREATE and ANIMATE, m GTIA,

GRAPHICS 9 to 11 — New tricks you can do with these 16 color modes.

#10 SOUND EFFECTS - Many examples, from rainfall to laser blasts,

4565 Cherryvale Ave., Soquel. Ca. 95073

with ample explanation. #11 MEMORY MAP TUTORIAL - 30 colorful

examples of tricks your computer can do.

TUTORIALS 1 to 4 are $19.95 each. Numbers 5 to 11 are $29.95 each.

16K Tape or 24K disk. SPECIAL: Tutorials 1 through 6 for $119.95.

SAVE $20.00!

WRITE FOR A CATALOG OR CALL FOR ORDERING INFORMATION

VISA/MC/COD: (800) 692-9520 OR (408) 476-4901

OUR GUARANTEE: Your money back if unsatisfied!

"AVAILABLE
FROM DEALERS
WORLDWIDE.

Educational

Software inc.



saw

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
PROUDLY PRESENTS

TRICKY TUTORIALS™ 8 Thru 11
FOR ATARI® COMPUTERS

GTIA
GRAPHIC?

#8 - Create and animate your

own character sets using the

same methods used in many of

your favorite games. Includes a

great editor, utilities, examples,

and a complete Space Invaders

look-alike, all explained in detail.

16K TAPE OR 32K DISK ONLY $29.95 EACH!

#9 - Learn to use Graphics

modes 9,10 & 11 giving you 16

shades or 9 colors, all from

BASIC. Create programs never

before possible such as three

dimentional shapes and digitized

pictures, all explained in great

detail.

#10 ■ Find that perfect sound ef

fect for your games and pro

grams. Includes over 50 effects

ready to use and explains how

they were written. Special

utilities are included to allow you

to develop your own sound

effects.

#11 - Our famous Memory Map

now COMES ALIVE in this

TUTORIAL. Included are thirty of

the most useful POKE locations

within the ATARI, each fully ex

plained with interactive ex

amples. See the tricks you have

always heard about.

PROGRAM
EXCHANGE

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE inc.

OUR NEW PROGRAM EXCHANGE

FEATURING THE FINEST PROGRAMS

FROM AUTHORS AROUND THE WORLD:

m
DIALS*

THE ESI PROGRAM EXCHANGE OFFERS A $24.95 WORD PROCESSOR (TAPE OR DISK), A $19.95 GRAPHICS TOOL THAT USES

SINGLE WORD COMMANDS, A FAMOUS CHARACTER EDITOR FOR ONLY $19.95. A DATABLE PROGRAM ($24.95) THAT ACTUALLY

DIALS YOUR PHONE AS WELL AS KEEP YOUR RECORDS. AND OVER 20 MORE!



Diggerbonk! contains

the following ingre

dients: Orange

Whirlers, Pulsing

Greenies, Twinklers,

Bombs, Fog, Purple

Gurples, Yellow

Blinkers, Aqua

Chasers (watch out),

and of course the

PANIC BUTTON.

Prototype the Robot needs the

help of your child, 4 or older. His

busy day includes catching mar-

shmallows being dropped by

friendly Aliens, Coloring pic

tures, and Playing tunes on his

piano. $24.95

For those of you who always

wanted a pet snake, this game

is for you. What do you feed

a guest like this? An ample

supply of insects, of course,

but be aware that snakes often

wind up biting themselves or

getting electrocuted on their

cage walls if not properly

trained. Difficulty levels for all
ages. $24.95.

ONLY $29.95

Diggerbonk! is the first arcade style game with a continuously scroll
ing maze that never repeats. You must guide your Digger upward before

it goes off the bottom of your screen. There are. however, a few pro

blems you must BONK! along the way (see ingredients). To add to

the complication, you need to BONK! the creatures in a specific order.

Playable by all ages, but be prepared to end up with a NEGATIVE
SCORE.

PROGRAM
EXCHANGE

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWUtE Inc. AVAILABLE FROM DEALERS WORLDWIDE.
WRITE FOR A CATALOG OR CALL FOR ORDERING INFORMATION

VISA/MC/COD: (800) 692-9520 OR (408) 476-4901

4565 Cherryvale Ave., Soquel, Ca. 95073

Do you like to challenge your

mental powers? Try to solve this

color matching puzzle in less

than 11 moves. Play it against

the computer or a human. Easy

you say? SURE $16.95



bit is "on" or "off." Even if memory chips were

designed to retain their data in a powerless state -

as magnetic "bubble" memory chips do - there

would still be a need for mass storage outside the

computer. A typical computer owner's software

library might consist of dozens or hundreds of

programs, and there's no way they could be held

all at once in the computer's relatively small built-

in memory. And even if they could, they would

interfere with each other.

Arriving in the 1970s, personal computers

pretty much skipped the paper methods of mass

storage, although punch card and bar code readers

are used on some microcomputers. Instead, the

early computerists looked around and adapted

audio cassette recorders as mass storage devices.

Cheap and generally reliable, cassettes remain

the most popular way to store programs and data

on low-cost home computer systems.

Unfortunately, cassettes suffer from one

major problem: they are usually abysmally slow.

While this doesn't matter much for casual appli

cations, business users, advanced programmers,

and others who need to frequently transfer large

volumes of data just cannot afford to tie up person-

hours and computer time waiting for tapes to

load. Having already borrowed the idea of tape

storage from the world of large computers, micro

computer users next adapted disk drives to their

small machines.

By this time, there were two sizes of floppy

disks (so-called because the magnetic layer is

coated onto a thin, flexible sheet of plastic): 8"

floppies (pioneered by IBM), and 5V-\" miniflop-

pies (pioneered by Shugart). Partly because the

smaller disks seemed more appropriate to small

computers, and partly because of their smaller

cost, the 5'/t" size became the standard for per

sonal computers.

Both styles are similar, enclosing the disks in

a vinyl dust jacket so that only a small section of

the disk itself is exposed through a head window.

When the disk drive is summoned by a command

from the computer, the disk starts spinning at

about 300 revolutions per minute, and a read/write

head very similar to a tape recorder's playback/

recording head is lowered into contact with the

disk.

The data is stored on the disk in concentric

circular tracks divided into arc-shaped sectors. The

amount of data a disk can store is determined by

the number of tracks and sectors, and the density

of the recorded information (single-, double-, or

quad-density). Some disk drives have two read/

write heads, one for each side of the disk, thus

doubling a disk's capacity. The highest-density

double-sided minifloppies can now store about

one megabyte (one million bytes, or characters).

Hard Disks And Stringy Floppies
Now that their prices are dropping, hard disks are

becoming increasingly common on microcompu

ters. Unlike floppies, hard disks consist of a mag

netic coating on a rigid aluminum platter which

spins constantly, not just when the disk drive is

called by the computer. They also spin much fas-

Typical Floppy Diskette Architecture

Insert This End

Index HoleN

Vinyl Dust

Jacket —*

T

(

i
277?

777!

T
Head

Window

Floppy Disk

Hub Ring

Track 7,

Sector 8

Write-protectJP'

Notch
Cutaway View
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YOUR HOME COMPUTER IS
JUST THE BEGINNING.

You've got your home finances
organized, learned a little French,

played a lot of Zork. You have all

the software you want.

Yet, something is missing.

Introducing Delphi™. The

information, communications and

entertainment system that takes you

far beyond the limitations of disks

and cartridges. The system that's

so friendly the whole family

use and enjoy it.

What the
home

THE PRICE IS
FRIENDLY, TOO.

Delphi is

what the

home

computer

was

really

meant

for.

computer

*- was really-
meant

It's just $49.95 to establish
your Delphi membership and for the

handbook to get you started. Then

just as little as 85 cents for 10

minutes (S5 per hour) on-line for

most services during home time .. .

evenings, weekends and holidays.

Office time, of course, is more.

for.
YOU CAN BE PART OF THE

DESIGN COMMITTEE.

HERE'S WHAT DELPHI GIVES
YOU NOW

With a simple telephone,
call, you can look up any

thing in a vast research

library which includes

a 20,000-entry

encyclopedia. You can

do your banking. Get the news,'

weather and sports stories you

want from several wire services.

Check airline schedules and make

reservations. Shop from an electronic

catalog. Tap into the Comp-U-Store*

discount shopping service. Keep

track of your appointments. Play

games. Get in touch with other peo

ple through the electronic

bulletin board, mail and "talk"

services. Seek advice from other

members and volunteer your

own expertise. Collaborate on

the Delphi novels. Take part

in or run a subscriber poll.

That's just the beginning.

We're continually adding new
services. But only services we think

you and your family

will use and enjoy.

What's coming,

for example,

are tutorials on

subjects from

algebra to zoology.1

You can be part of the

design committee. Just tell

us what you'd like to see

on Delphi.

SO FRIENDLY, YOU DON'T

EVEN NEED OUR HANDBOOK.

Delphi is the easy-to-use,
friendly information system. We

designed it for humans. You

don't have to speak

computerese. In fact,

you don't even need

our friendly

handbook. We'll

take you on a

guided tour right

on vour screen.

DELPHI

DELPHI IS COMPATIBLE
WITH YOUR EQUIPMENT.

No matter what home
computer you have, you can use

Delphi. Unlike other systems, Delphi

is compatible with all makes and is

easily adaptable to any screen size.

And you can use just about any

acoustic coupler or direct connect

modem to connect Delphi to your

telephone.

WE PROTECT YOUR PRIVACY.

We designed privacy into
Delphi from the start. Our

password system

prevents

unauthorized

access. We don't

even know your password,

and you can change it any

"Te can't monitor your trans

actions or communications. We can't

retrieve information except at your

request. The safeguards are spelled

out in our policy statement and

agreed to by our people. A copy is

available. We are members of and

subscribe to the policies of the

Videotex Industry Association.

SIGN UP, LOGXQN
BE IN TOUCH,;

/it

To sign up

and log on, or

for more informa

tion, just see your

dealer. Or get in touch with Delphi.

We'll put your computer in

touch with destiny.

•Comp-L-51ore is 1 regtsiwrd iraitmifk of Camp-U Card of Amma

What the home computer was really meantfor.

General Videotex Corp.. 377 Putnam Ave., Cambridge, MA 02139 (617) 491-3393



ter, as fast as 3600 rpm. (A floppy disk would

quickly wear out under this kind of use, but the

read/write head of a hard disk does not actually

touch the surface.) Hard disks transfer their data

much faster than floppies and can store much

more information, up to 100 megabytes. Like flop

pies, hard disks come in 8" and 5'/i" sizes.

But besides their expense, hard disks have

other drawbacks. The gap between the read/write

head and the disk surface must be critically ad

justed, and the disk itself must be centered exactly

on its spindle. Also, hard disks are much more

sensitive to dust or defects. That's why most hard

disks are permanently sealed in their drives, un

like floppies. Since the disks are non-removable,

they must be backed up on another hard disk, on

floppies, or on tape. Still, hard disks are showing

up in greater numbers on microcomputers used

for business.

Exposed - a 5'A" minifloppy diskette removed from its pro

tective sleeve.

One of the less common mass storage devices

found on personal computers is the string}/ floppy.

This is something of a cross between cassette tape

and floppy disk. The medium is a small cartridge

called a wafer, which is about the size of a business

card and 3/16" thick. Inside the wafer is a special

tape designed for storing digital data. But instead

of being wound end-to-end on a pair of spools,

like cassette tape, wafer tape is wound in an end

less loop, much like an eight-track audio cartridge.

Tape lengths vary from five feet to 75 feet, and

can hold up to 64 kilobytes (64,000 bytes). Wafers

snap into a special stringy floppy drive which

resembles an eight-track player. On some systems,

stringy floppies can load and store programs

as fast as or even faster than disk drives, and they

usually cost less than a disk drive.

Stringy floppies are most commonly used

with Radio Shack TRS-80 computers. However,

they may have found a new market in portable

microcomputers, where their small size, high

speed, and ruggedness make them viable alterna

tives to microcassettes and floppy disks. A newly

announced portable aimed at business people,

the Rover I, will use stringy floppies for mass

storage.

The Incredible Shrinking Floppy

As technology advances, storage media seem

always to shrink. For example, consider what's

happened over the past 50 years to photographic

film (which, after all, is just another method of

storing information - visual information). In the

1930s and 1940s, most professional photographers

worked almost exclusively with cameras that used

4x5" sheet film. Smaller-sized film was avoided

because the enlarged prints would turn out too

grainy (that is, the film was incapable of storing

visual information at a high enough density).

But as film technology advanced, photo

graphers were able to trade in their bulky 4x5"

cameras for lighter models using smaller film. In

the 1950s, 2lA" square film was very popular.

This was superseded in the 1960s by 35-millimeter

{lxV/z"). In the 1970s Kodak introduced the 110

format, and in the 1980s, the new disc film - in

each case, roughly half as large as the previous

format. The ability to record information at greater

densities (more tightly pack the film's grain parti

cles) has allowed smaller film and cameras with

little, if any, loss of quality.

Now we're witnessing the same progression

in computer mass storage technology. Floppies

begat minifloppies which have now spawned

microfloppies.

The main problem with microfloppies right

now is that everyone cannot agree on a standard

format. There seem to be three major microflop

pies emerging-3W, led by Sony; VA", led by

Dysan; and 3", led by Hitachi. Some people be

lieve more than one format can coexist, while

others maintain that one will eventually rule

supreme.

Which disk really has the inside track?

Sony is off to a good start, largely on the

strength of a $30 million contract to supply micro

floppy drives to Hewlett Packard for a new line of

business/technical computers. Also, a group of

U.S. manufacturers has decided to follow the

Sony standard.

"What's going to establish the standard is

the marketplace," points out Myles Tintle, general

manager of Sony Data Products. "It probably

will be the one that emerges as the dominant

technology."
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AMES SWARM

INHOME SOFTWARE INCOBPOHATED

ATARI 400/800 16K

□ DISK 2485 Ounwin DflW

Uml 1

□ CASSETTE Mesussuga Onl. L6L 1TI

You can see the fourbest
for the trees.

In a time where everywhere
you turn there's a forest of new

video games, it's exciting to

see a series of video games

that obviously stand apart from

the rest.

With extensive color, the

best graphics anywhere and

the finest sound utilization avail

able, these Inhome arcade

style games will no longer have

you just playing a video game,

you will be living a video

adventure.

Baseball, Alien Swarm, Senti

nel One and Guardians of the

Gorn, from Inhome, for your

Atari 400/800, just might change

the way you look at video

games for some time to come.

Baseball $34.95 US funds

available in 16K Tape and 24K

Disc, Alien Swarm, Sentinel

One and Guardians of the Gorn

$29.95 US funds Tape and

$34.95 Disc-obviously stand

ing apart from the rest.

IN-HOMS
ADVANCING THE PROGRESS
Inhome Software Incorporated, 2485 Dunwin Drive,

Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L5L1T1 (416) 828-0775

Atari is a trade mark of Atari Inc. Made in Canada.

See us at the West Coast Computer Faire - Booth 1547



The Incredible Shrinking Disk. At left is an 8" floppy diskette; at right, a 5Va

minifloppy; and in the center, a 3'A" microfloppy. Are even smaller disks on

the way?

On the other hand, the competing formats

also have factors in their favor- mainly, greater

compatibility with existing computers. Even

though all three types of miniature diskettes are

known collectively as "microfloppies," there are

significant differences which reflect various design

philosophies.

Microfloppy Wars

The most noticeable difference is in the nature of

the media themselves. Both the Sony-standard

3W and the Hitachi-standard 3" disks are encased

in hard plastic-and-metal housings much more

impervious to abuse than the vinyl sleeves found

on 8" and 5%" disks. They look and handle more

like cartridges than "floppies."

"You can actually stand on these disks with

out damaging the media," boasts a spokesman

for Amdek Corp., whose microfloppies adhere to

the Hitachi standard. Both the Sony- and Hitachi-

standard cases include movable shields which

protect the head window when not in use. The

shield retracts automatically when the Hitachi

disk is inserted in a drive; the Sony shield works

manually.

The Dysan 3'/i" microfloppy is unlike the

Sony or Hitachi disks. The Dysan appears more

like a shrunken 5Va" or 8" floppy.

All three microfloppies, however, have metal

hub rings, an improvement over their larger an

cestors. Since the disk drive spindle does not di

rectly grip the media, the holes are virtually im

mune to wear. And what is perhaps more impor

tant, the metal hubs have special holes or nubs

which securely anchor the disk to the drive spindle

and center it more accurately

and consistently. This is vital

because recording densities are

much greater, so there is less

tolerance for mistracking.

Thanks to the denser re

cording, all the new microflop

pies can store about as much

information as most 5V±" or

even 8" disks. Sony's micro

floppy crams 437.5K (unfor

matted) on a single side of a

double density disk, which

means a double-sided version

would approach a megabyte. It

also revolves at 600 rpm, twice

as fast as larger disks, which

yields faster data transfer

{throughput) and shorter access

times. But these characteristics

also make the Sony microfloppy

less compatible with existing

computers.

On the other hand, Hitachi

decided to go with less capacity and greater com

patibility. Amdek's Hitachi-standard microfloppy

stores 250K (unformatted) on one side of its smal

ler 3" disk, or 500K (half a megabyte) per double-

sided disk. It also spins at 300 rpm and is easier to

interface to existing machines since it adheres to

the 5lA" Shugart standard. In other words, the

microfloppy appears to the computer as an ordi

nary minifloppy drive.

Amdek is selling a dual microfloppy drive,

the Amdisk 3, which attaches to an IBM Personal

Computer or TRS-80, at only $749 retail. The Am

disk 3 also works with Atari and Apple computers

with an extra controller. Amdek also is introducing

a single microfloppy drive for the Apple, with a

built-in controller, that will sell for only $299. A

similar unit is on the way for the Commodore 64.

At those prices, microfloppies already are

more than competitive with minifloppies. The

media price is a bit higher - $55 for a box of ten

Amdek disks - but that should drop with greater

production. Amdek's assistant sales manager,

Jerry S. Benson, Jr., says his firm is being flooded

with inquiries.

"You wouldn't believe the kind of questions

we're getting over here," says Benson. "We get

calls from people who want to know if they can

hook up our $750 dual microdrives to their $99

Sinclairs.

"We've also got a lot of interest from people

who are designing portable computers, because

they really have to go with the microfloppy tech

nology," he adds. "It also greatly simplifies their

design considerations, because we just tell them

the microdrive works with a standard Shugart
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Exterminator By Ken Grant

Just about as action-packed and

complex as is nufisically possible in

your standard 5K VIC 20. This ex

tremely well-written, machine code

game is invariably praised by cus

tomers and has been called the sec

ond best tape game made for the VIC

of 1982 (oh, no, not by us, we don't

agree with that opinion). Rapidfire

from the bottom of the screen at

moving insects and creatures... any

thing that moves, and even anything

that doesn't. Just don't be overrun by

any or all. It's as much fun the hun

dredth time you play it as it was the

first. This game plays stick or key and

runs in standard 5K VIC 20.

3-D Man Not just another eat-the-

dots-in-a-maze game, this! Though

you find yourself in an edible dot-

littered floor plan that may seem

vaguely familiar, we guarantee you

have never looked at it from this per

spective (eye level) before. The dots

diminish into the distance as you

race down a hallway eating them one

after the other. The dot-remaining

counter on the right clicks downward.

Race through a 4-way intersection

and whoops! Head to head with one

of the ghosts that haunt these halls!

Back quickly on the stick puts you

facing the dotless hall you just

cleaned out when ... another ghost!

A quick left turn into that junction

saves you, but in the confusion

you've lost direction momentarily

and must check the miniature radar

plotting screen to set things straight.

... Definitely, an ordinary maze game

this one is not. 3-D Man requires a

joystick and at least 3K extra mem

ory.

Racefun Extensive use of multi
color character graphic capabilities

of the VIC make this game very ap

pealing to the eye. Fast all-machine

language action, quick response to

the stick or keyboard-controlled

throttle, combine with the challenge

of driving in ever-faster traffic to

make it appeal to the rest of the body.

Plays joystick or keyboard.

Antimatter Splatter! a more

dastardly alien could scarcely be

found than one who would wipe out

an entire civilization by dropping anti

matter anti-canisters, right? If your

opinion of this alien troublemaker is

the same as ours, probably your first

thought was, get some matter! We

say calm down! All is not lost. A

mobile rapid splatter cannon capable

of both breaking through his standard

alien moving force fields and laying

waste to the ever-increasing number

of anti-canisters is even now hovering

above us. If only our cannoneer

hadn't called in sick...say, what are

you doing today? Anti-Matter Splat

ter is 100% machine language and

runs in standard 5K VIC.

nUFEKDP
P.O. Box 156, Shady Cove, Oregon 97539-0156

C.O.D. Orders...cal I (503) 878-2113

Mastercard and Visa cards accepted

Ask for our new FREE catalog I

NOW: Two for the 64!
Call, write, check your stores and watch our ads!

Defender on Tri As pilot of the

experimental Defender-style ship

"Skyes Limited," you are the only

hope for an advance party of scien

tists trapped in ancient alien sphere

which suddenly (heat from collision

course with sun presumably—G.E.)

came to life. Four screens worth of

unique defenses, on-off shields, fuel

deposits, alien treasures, running

timer, energy, score and very nice

graphics display make this one that

does not quickly wax old. Defender

on TRI requires at least 3K memory

expander, but will run with any

memory add-on (8K, 16K, 24K, etc.) we

have come across.

Alien Panic Standard 5K VIC

20/combination stick & keyboard.

This arcade-type game pits you

against time and an alien-on a six

level construction sight with ladders

and pitfalls, but not to worry! You

have a shovel.

And there's more...

Rescue From Nufon Adventure M2.95

Collide Crunch M2.95

Vikman Classic M2.95

Search Challenging M2.95

VIC l« ■ indemark ol Commodaro Business Machines. Inc.



Tnndon's3'/2" microfloppy disk drive, the TM35, stores

875K per disk. It adheres to the Sony microfloppy standard.

strip and they automatically know what we're

talking about."

A $100 ZX Microdrive
Like the Hitachi/Amdek, Dysan's 3'/i" micro

floppy also spins at 300 rpm, but manages to pack

even more data than the Sony - 500K per side, or

one megabyte per disk. And an even more exciting

development is on its way from Great Britain:

Sinclair's ZX Microdrive, which does not conform

to any of the aforementioned systems. Although

this still-unseen palm-sized disk drive stores only

100K per disk, Sinclair claims it will transfer data

at 16K per second and sell for about $100. How

could it be so inexpensive? One rumor has it that

the ZX Microdrive is a sequential access device,

like a tape drive. Whatever its secret, the ZX Micro

drive should appear, at least overseas, sometime

this year.

Obviously, there is no storage penalty for

switching from mini- to microfloppy. In fact, most

people will gain capacity. And if the drives cost

about the same (Tandon Magnetics is selling both

size drives at a manufacturer's cost of $200-$225),

then what's left to stop the microfloppy revolution?

Software, for one thing. If commercial soft

ware is hard to get on microfloppies, it will seri

ously affect their popularity. Amdek's Benson

points out that programs such as VisiCalc will

have to be readily available before microfloppies

really take off. The smart companies are already

courting the major software producers.

And, of course, the ever-present standards

battle will slow things for awhile. Many software

producers and computer manufacturers may de

cide to wait until a clear winner emerges. Still, it

seems likely that microfloppies will be the dom

inant mass storage device on personal microcom-
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puters within a couple of years.

Making Magnets Stand At Attention
Meanwhile, even greater developments in re

cording are on the way which will advance mass

storage technology by quantum leaps.

The one which is most promising, or at least

the most impending, is known as vertical or per

pendicular recording. This is a method of magnetic

recording which will dramatically increase the

amount of information that can be stored on a

small disk. How does a five-megabyte microfloppy

grab you?

The secret is in the way the microscopic par

ticles are aligned on the magnetic surface of the

disk. Conventional recording stores information

by aligning the particles horizontally, end-to-end.

Vertical recording aligns them - well, vertically.

It's sort of like the difference between a line of

people lying on the ground head-to-toe, or stand

ing upright. Naturally, you can get a lot more

people into a room if they're standing up.

That five-meg microfloppy is a bit down the

road, but preliminary results are already impres

sive enough. Clark Johnson, president of Vertimag

Systems, a small company in Minneapolis, Min

nesota, says he has a working prototype of a five-

meg 5'/t" minifloppy. Actually, Johnson says, a

microfloppy would work even better, because the

smaller disks are less affected by temperature and

humidity changes and are thus more reliable for

vertical recording.

"A minifloppy is a sub-optimal application

for this technology because it's limited to 96 tracks

per inch for mechanical reasons," says Johnson.

"The plastic shrinks and expands too much, and

all the tolerances are too sloppy."

Vertical recording requires a special magnetic

coating on the disk, one that tends to magnetize

vertically. Johnson is using a two-layer coating.

The first is a half-micron-thick layer of nickel-iron

permalloy, and the second is a cobalt-chromium

alloy. The disks are actually easier to make than

conventional disks, he says, because the coating

is much thicker and therefore easier to apply.

Although the coating is more expensive to make,

he contends that vertical recording disk drives

will be more than competitive with conventional

drives - especially if measured in terms of dollars

per megabyte.

"It really doesn't cost that much more. In

fact, the machine doesn't cost ami more. The media

costs more - maybe two to three times more - but

it also stores more, and the price will come down.

Johnson expects to have vertical recording

drives in production by mid-1984. Oddly, he

doesn't have much competition, at least in the

U.S. "Almost none," he marvels. "Only the

Japanese. And they're no threat to us because the



market is so huge and we're just about the only

U.S. company working on this thing. Very few

people know about us at all. We're kind of just at

the end of a line of a string out here, just doing

our thing."

Dennis Speliotis, whose Massachusetts con

sulting firm, Advanced Development Corp., is

very active in vertical recording, says that only

three or four small companies in the U.S. are ex

clusively working on the new technique despite

"tremendous" interest. A few large firms, such as

Control Data, 3-M, IBM, and Univac, also are

reportedly interested, but none are as active as

the Japanese. Toshiba has announced a vertical-

recording floppy system, but it probably won't

reach the market until late 1983 or 1984. Speliotis

expects the first systems will use SlA" miniflop-

pies, shifting later to microfloppies. The more

stable smaller disks can easily hold 200 tracks per

inch, he says, more than twice what Johnson says

is possible with the larger minifloppies.

A Laser In Your Disk Drive

Another new technology that has a devoted fol

lowing is optical recording. This system dispenses

with magnetics altogether and uses lasers to write

information on disks and read it back. Proponents

maintain that optical recording is more reliable

than extremely dense magnetic recording, and is

more archival (better able to store information

safely for long periods).

Research is taking several paths, but the es

sence of optical recording is coating a disk with a

heat- or light-sensitive material, burning in the

"bits" of data with a laser, and then reading it

back by scanning with another laser. This is similar

to home videodisc systems that use lasers. A big

advantage is that since the read/write head does

not rub the media - as floppy disk drives do - the

disks can last much longer.

Right now one of the problems holding back

optical recording is the formulation of a coating

that can withstand repeated writing and erasures.

Magnetic media can be written to, erased, and

rewritten hundreds of times. Since optical re

cording uses a laser's heat to "evaporate" tiny

bits of material, the process is hard to reverse

over and over again.

Some proponents of magnetic recording con

tend that, barring a breakthrough, optical re

cording cannot achieve the densities of magnetic

recording. Currently, optical recording is pushing

against a diffraction limit which is approximately

the wavelength of the laser's light - .75 to one

micron. This means a limit of about 25,000 bits

per inch. This is large when compared to current

magnetic densities; the Sony double-density

microfloppy records 7610 bpi.

But Vertimag's prototype vertical minifloppy

already packs 36,000 bpi, and Johnson expects

100,000 bpi in five years. And reportedly, some

U.S. researchers who toured Japanese laboratories

saw vertical recording under carefully controlled

conditions which approached 440,000 bpi. Of

course, the chances of errors or defects at these

high densities are also much greater.

Although the magnetic versus optical ques

tion is being fiercely debated, the prevailing opin

ion seems to be that magnetics will dominate

reusable recording for the foreseeable future, and

that optical recording will be used where archival

storage is more important than frequent writing,

erasing, and rewriting.

Superminimicrofloppy?
Even more advanced technologies are being

played with in the laboratories. Speliotis, the ver

tical recording consultant, says the Japanese are

experimenting with something called magneto-

optics. This seems to be an attempt to wed magnetic

and optical technologies. A laser is used to affect

a magnetic coating with heat; somehow, the in-

tense neat alters the magnetic properties. Since

the read/write head would be a laser, disk wear

could be dramatically reduced. But Speliotis says

the system is still stuck with the same diffraction

limits as optical recording.

Getting back to magnetics: now that we've

seen full-sized floppies reduced to minifloppies

reduced to microfloppies, will we see something

even smaller? Tintle, the general manager of Sony

Data Products, responds to this question by

pointing out that Sony is preparing to market an

electronic camera, the Mavica, that dispenses

with film and records photographic images on a

tiny, two inch magnetic disk. The disk and disk

drive is so small that it fits in the back of the camera

- which is about the size of a 35-millimeter single-

lens reflex. Could we someday be using a super-

minimicrofloppy for computer mass storage?

"There's always that possibility," he says. ©

Maxell Floppy Disks

The Mini-Disks

with maximum

quality

Dealer inquiries invited. CO.D's accepted.

Call FREE (800) 235-4137.
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Atari's New Top-Line

Home Computer
Tom R HalfhilL Features Editor

Atari, Inc., enters the new-computer sweepstakes with

a high-end home model that improves on the Atari 800

while retaining full compatibility. A new series of

peripherals rounds out the Atari line.

Let's get the catch-phrases out of the way first:

"1200XL," "64K," "software/hardware com

patible," "under $1000."

There. With that off our chests, we can sit

back and take a closer look at Atari's new entry

into the high-end home market.

Mindful of the growing competition, Atari

took pains not to share too much of the spotlight.

Knowing that competitors were unveiling several

other new home computers at January's Con

sumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas (see coverage

elsewhere in this issue), Atari beat them to the

publicity punch. The Atari 1200XL was announced

at an early December press conference in New

York.

What's the 1200XL like? Very much like an

Atari 800. Basically, the new machine is an up

graded version of Atari's former top-line model,

the 800 (which is not being dropped, according to

the latest word from Atari).

Inside, the Atari 1200XL comes with 64K of

memory, unexpandable, just like the machine it

most likely will be compared to, the Commodore

64. Like the 64, the 1200XL actually has much less

Random Access Memory (RAM) available for

BASIC language programming, after overhead

for the Operating System, BASIC, and screen

memory is subtracted. Both computers are "64K"

machines in the sense that they can address a

total of 64K memory. The 1200XL's Central Pro

cessing Unit is a 6502 microprocessor chip - the

same as in the 400/800, and functionally identical

to the 6510 chip in the 64.

A Friendlier Keyboard

As you can see from the photo, the most obvious

changes are cosmetic. The 1200XL's sieek, low-

profile case is remarkably similar to an Apple II's,

right down to the mock vent slots in the sides.

The 1200XL, though, has a polished metal

frontpiece around the keyboard. Atari devotees

also will notice some interesting changes in the

keyboard.

First, the four console keys found to the right

of the keyboard on the Atari 400/800 - START,

SELECT, OPTION, and SYSTEM RESET - have

been moved above the keyboard and recessed

into the case. They have been joined by four new

programmable function keys - Fl through F4 - a

HELP key, the inverse video key, and the BREAK

key formerly found in the upper right corner of

the keyboard.

The HELP key serves two purposes. With

certain programs, it will call up instructions for

baffled users. It also runs diagnostic tests on the

computer's memory, audio/video and keyboard

systems, and verifies that all external wiring con

nections are intact.

The new function keys also add some fea

tures. The keyboard can be shifted into a European

character set (from the regular graphics set) with

special symbols for currency and grammar.

Another key disables the entire keyboard so that

programs which are running cannot be inter

rupted by accidental keystrokes. Still another key

shuts off the screen to prevent permanently "burn

ing in" the image on the TV when the computer

is left unattended for long periods. This is like the

400/800's automatic "attract mode" which con

stantly changes the screen colors if no keys have
been pressed for a few minutes.

Two additional lights, labeled LI and L2,

located near the new power indicator, show if the

keyboard-disabling function or European charac

ter set have been selected.

The main keyboard layout has also been im

proved. Both SHIFT keys are now extra-wide,

and the inverse video key (also known as the

"Atari logo key") has been moved away from its

bothersome position next to the right SHIFT key -

no more accidental inverse video when reaching

for SHIFT. The CONTROL, TAB, ESCape, CAPS,

and DELETE BACK SPACE keys have been
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MEETTHENEWKID
ONTHEBLOCK.

Catch-up with the newest, wackiest

video game you've ever played! Kid Grid!

But don't get caught with your guard

down because the mischievous bullies

Squashface, Thuggy Muggy and Moose

are after you in hot pursuit.

It's the wildest, fastest chase you've

ever been in. You 've got to connect all

the dots on your grid: keep on the look
out for the mysterious bouncing

question mark and don't slow down at

corners! Squashface, Thuggy, Muggy

and Moose are always on your shirttails.
Your secret weapon - the joystick

button. Press it and the bullies get

zapped! When they turn white and

freeze, make your escape, if the bullies
finally catch you the results are explosive!

With Kid Grid you get all the sights,

sounds and colors of arcade games. The

better you get the faster and wackier

Kid Grid becomes. Soon you'll be racing

around at hyper-space speeds!

Kid Grid by Ironix. A hi-resolution video

game written in 100% machine code.

Designed for the Atari 400 & 800 home

computer. Available now at your dealer

for $29.95 (suggested retail price).

So meet the new Kid on the block. He'll

be your pal forever.

Dealer inquiries invited.

Vonix Publishing, Inc., 701 W. Manchester Blvd.

inglewood, CA 90301 (213) 671-8440

Alan' is a registered trademark ot Atari, inc



widened, the last one extending over the spot

vacated by the old BREAK key. The cursor-control

keys now work without pressing CONTROL,

although this isn't apparent by looking at the
keyboard.

Another interesting keyboard change that

will be immediately noticed by Atari veterans is

the absence of the usual "beep" when a key is

pressed. But the controversial little beep is not

entirely gone. Instead, it now emanates from the

TV speaker, so at least it can be turned down, or

off altogether.

One Cartridge, Two Joysticks

The cartridge slot - notice the singular - has been

moved from beneath the top hatch of the 400/800

to the left side of the 1200XL. It is no longer nec

essary to open a door to plug in ROM cartridges.

Atari apparently elected for just one ROM slot on

the 1200XL because only one cartridge has ever

been marketed for the 800's extra right slot - and

that cartridge is not made bv Atari.

Atari also moved the controller ports from

the front to the left side, and reduced their number

from four to two. This means you can plug in

only two joysticks instead of four, and four pad

dles instead of eight. Atari is silent on its rationale

for this move. Some of Atari's own games (e.g.,

Asteroids) are designed for up to four joysticks.

Like the Atari 800, the 1200XL works with

either a TV or video monitor. Like the GTIA-

equipped 400/800, the 1200XL displays up to 256

colors. On the audio side, there are still four sound

channels as found on the older models.

Atari is promising delivery of the 1200XL late

in the first quarter of 1983.

Color Printing And Plotting

Atari also has introduced a new line of peripherals

designed to match the new computer. They will

also work with the 400/800. In addition, the

peripherals have built-in interfaces for the 1200XL,

so the new computer does not need the 850 Inter

face Module.

There's the Model 1010 Program Recorder, a

repackaged 410 Recorder that will retail for $99.95;

the Model 1025 80-column dot-matrix printer, a

40-character per second device that accepts fan-

fold tractor paper, single sheets, or rolls, $549;

and the Model 1020 40-column color printer/

plotter.

This interesting peripheral prints four-color

text and graphics on 4V2" wide paper. Under pro

gram control, it can draw to any set of X and Y

coordinates, and change the size and typeface of

text. The rotary print head accepts four snap-in

pens available in 16 colors. The printer/plotter

will retail for $299.

All the peripherals are promised for delivery

in March and April. Atari also is hinting that a

redesigned disk drive is on the way.

E. T. Phone Home!

Besides all the new hardware, Atari has also in

troduced some new software with the 1200XL.

The Programmer, Communicator, and Entertainer

Kits have been updated and joined by a new pack

age, the Home Manager Kit. This includes two

disk-based programs, Family Finances and The

Home Filing Manager. (Prices not yet available.)

New games include E.T. Phone Home!,

adapted from the film (no price yet); and Dig Dug,

Galaxian, Defender, and Qix, all home versions of

the arcade games ($44.95 each). Juggle's Rainbow

and Juggle's House are the first two programs in a

new Early Learning Series ($29.95 each). Additions

to Atari's line of home management/personal

development software are Family Finances, a two-

disk package ($49.95); Timewise, an electronic

calendar ($29.95); Atari Writer, a cartridge word

processor that can save text to disk or cassette

($79.95); and Atari Music 1, a music-theory teacher

aimed at third-graders to adults, the first in a new

series of Music Learning Software (no price yet).

All the software is promised for delivery

throughout the first quarter of 1983. ©

S

GENERAL LEDGER SYSTEM

for ATARI 800
95
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CHART OF ACCOUNTS
TRIAL BALANCE
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S219.95 - includes Microsoft Compiler
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Closeout
L L. Beh

"Closeout" has been tested by 30 people, aged 5 to 55,

for over four months. Many claim that they enjoy this

game even more than popular commercial games. Writ

ten originally for Atari computers with 16K of memory,

it has been translated to also work on a VIC with any

amount of memory.

This program just fits into a 16K Atari. Almost all

lines contain multiple statements, so make no

alterations unless you have a bigger machine.

Scrambling For Bargains

Here's how you play the Atari version (VIC-20

owners should refer to the "VIC Notes"):

There's a huge sale going on at a local depart

ment store. You arrive at the multi-story building

hungry for bargains. Boldly, you enter the store

and look around - and see bargains galore. A real

sale! You start gathering up sale items, but then

become aware of a strange group of shoppers.

Wherever you go, they follow you around. Soon

you learjn their true intentions - they are out to

stop you at all costs, so they can have the store to

themselves. What's worse, they're armed with

ray guns from the Toy Department and modified

to work!

The object of "Closeout" is to snatch up as

many sale items as possible while evading the

hostile bargain hunters. Don't let them get too

close, because they'll either capture you or shoot

you. Some of them can shoot farther than others.

You can shoot back with the slingshot you bought

in the Sporting Goods Department (50 percent

off), but since slingshots require two hands to

shoot, you must drop 25 sale items each time you

use it.

You have only one chance and about three

minutes of play. Extra time is awarded for higher

scores. The remaining time is indicated on the

left, and colors change as time runs out (there can

be up to nine different colors on the screen at a

time). When your score surpasses 25 points, you

can shoot your slingshot, but remember, it costs

you 25 points. You can only shoot horizontally,

by aiming the joystick and pressing the fire button.

The best strategy is to shoot only when cornered.

After you have typed in the program, save it

twice on disk or tape, then type RUN. There will

be a short initialization pause, and the screen will

clear to GRAPHICS 7. The four players will ap

pear, and the floors and stairways will be drawn.

Short instructions will appear. Plug your joystick

into port one. Press the fire button to start.

Your shopper is on the ground floor in the

bottom left corner. Use the joystick to move left

and right, or up and down stairs. You must be

directly under the stairs to use them, and to exit

onto a floor you must be standing exactly on it.

The program might run faster on U.S. Ataris

than on my New Zealand model. The game for

Atari is based on an idea in "P/M Graphics Made

Easy" (COMPUTE!, February 1982) which animates

the players with vertical blank interrupts (the

split-second interval between the display of video

frames). American televisions use the NTSC stan

dard, which allows 60 vertical blank interrupts

per second, while New Zealand's PAL standard

allows only 50. On the other hand, the 6502 Cen

tral Processing Unit chip in our Ataris is clocked

at three megahertz, as opposed to 1.8 MHz in

U.S. Ataris, so the two factors might cancel each
other out.

Good luck! I'd like to know who can better

my score of 1200 points.

Since I omitted REM statements from the

program to save space, here is a short explanation

of the Atari version:

Line

No. Comments

10 Initializes. Jumps to lihe 209 toPOKEin the P/M utility
and player shapes, then to line 112 to wait for the

trigger to be pressed to start the game. These jumps

keep the lower numbered lines free for frequently

accessed statements.

20-23 Check for your moves up the stairs.

30-33 Check foryourmoved down the stairs.
37-44 Check for enemy movement on the left stairs.

55-59 Check for enemy movement on the right stairs and

also give the enemy some brainpower.

60-65 Checkforenemy movement on the middle stairs.
73-76 Reading of joystick one (second slot from left) to de

termine your moves. Change this reading here and at

two other locations ifVOU want to use any other slot

for the game.

78 Uses BASIC LOCATE statement to determine points

scored.

79 If the sale items run low, draw some more.

80-82 Determine movemenl of Player 2-Enemy No. 1.

84-86 Determine movemenl of Player 3-Enemy No. 2.

87-89 Determine movemenl of Player4-Enemy No. 3.

90 Checks if you can shoot.

93-95 Check to see if you are in the enemy shooting range.

Note: some enemies can shoot farther than others.

96 Game timekeeper.

97 Go back to start of loop.

100-101 Draw dots - sale items.

105-108 Draw time bar graph and erase the portion of time

that has run out; also award extra time for high scores.

109-114 You got shot! So these lines get you off the visible side

of the screen, and you wait for the trigger to be

pressed to start a new game.

209 Only simple constants and variables are used in the

program. These constants and variables are used all
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over the place to conserve RAM; they are also used for

the line numbers. These make the program look very

untidy, but this is the only way I can get this program

to run on my 16K Atari.

210-215 POKE the P/M utility and players' shapes and colors

intoRAM.

216-225 Constants and variables for the stairs and building

levels; draw it out in Graphics 7.

230 Data for P/M graphics utility as presented in

COMPUTE! (February 1982).

236-237 Last eight DATAs in line 236 and all of line 237 are for

the P/M shapes. Change these if you like different

shapes.

VIC-20 Notes
Charles Brannon, Editorial Assistant

The VIC-20 version of Closeout, like the Atari

version, uses almost all the memory that the

unexpanded 5K VIC can offer. Don't enter

any extra spaces or semicolons. It will run on

any size VIC. "Floating" memory is handled

in lines 180 and 190. Instead of using

TX = 7680, the start of text memory on a 5K

VIC, the formula in line 180 will return the

proper address for any VIC. For more infor

mation on POKEing the screen, see "The

Window" {Home and Educational Computing!,

Fall 1981, or COMPUTEl's First Book Of VIC).

Playing VIC-20 Closeout

Using the I,J,K,M keys (I = up, M = down,

J = left, K = right) move yourself (represented

by the "pi" symbol) around the department

store, avoiding the rapacious bargain hunters

who mercilessly*pursue you. Pick up the

various sale items by moving your character

over the colored dots. You can ascend and

descend escalators to move from floor to

floor. If a fellow shopper gets too aggressive,

you can deliver a shove that will send him

reeling back to the top floor. You start out

with three shoves, and you get two more

every time you acquire 120 sale items (at

which point you move on to a whole new

store). Press SPACE to deliver a shove, but

be careful not to run out of them. You cannot

use your shoves while you're on an escalator.

Unlike the Atari version, you have no time

limit to worry about.

Special Techniques

In an attempt to get the most speed from a

BASIC program while using the least amount

of memory, there are several tricks here that

may be useful to VIC programmers. First,

variables replace much-used constants. For

example, the number 22 (number of charac

ters per line) is used extensively in the screen

POKE statements. Initially setting Q = 22 at

the start of the program lets me substitute Q

for the constant 22. Aside from the con

venience of this, using variables is much

faster. Instead of convening the characters

"22" to the floating point equivalent, the

computer only has to look up the value of Q.

It seems trivial, but judicious use of variables

can significantly speed up your programs.

Also note that the letter "O" is used instead

of zero in some places for the same reason.

Artificial Intelligence?

A game like this is the perfect opportunity to

fiddle with artificial intelligence. When you

write a routine that makes a character chase

another, you've simulated a simple animal's

"instincts," or predetermined behavior.

The crazed shopper'; in Closeout must

know how to home in on you. Their behavior

must include the ability to get on and off

the escalators. One thing you should watch

out for when writing games like this is pre

dictability. If your "intelligence" subroutine

is too good, your creatures will accurately

home in on the victim, but they will act in

predictable ways. Sometimes it helps to stir a

little randomness in with the RND function

(we humans call such "careful" randomness

creativity).

Since all three pursuers use the same

"intelligence" algorithm, we've just created

"mini-arrays" that hold important variables

for each character: the X and Y position, the

character used, the current direction, and

the character "underneath" the pursuer. To

move a character non-destructively, you

have to save and restore the background

characters. The routine can move any of the

three chasers according to E, the "Enemy

index." To create the illusion of simultaneous

motion without slowing down the player too

much, only one chaser can move for every

move the player makes.

Enhancements

If you have more than the normal 5K RAM

memory in your VIC, you might want to

make some enhancements to the game. You

could add: custom characters, improved

sound effects, and more pursuers.
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caiiRi*DflTfl) SOFTWARE

GUIDES YOU AND YOUR

VIC 20s DOWN ROADS OF

ADVENTURE WITH:

Maelstrom*

Escape MCP*

Gator Chase*

Astro Command

Caves of Annod

Capture the Beast

Whirlwind Rescue*

Street Maze

The Market

Chivalry

THROUGH TRAILS OF

CREATIVITY WITH:

Sketch and Paint

12345 ♦!
9x9=81 8

Quality software also available

for Pet and Commodore 64 computers

ALONG THE PATH TO

KNOWLEDGE WITH:

Wordspot

Math Tutor Series

Alphabet Tutor

Conversion

Gotcha Math

English Invaders

Math Invaders Series

ASK FOR COMM*DATA

COMPUTER HOUSE SOFTWARE

AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER.

Or Send for FREE Catalog:

COMM*DATA COMPUTER HOUSE
320 Summit Avenue

Milford, Michigan 48042

(313) 685-0113

Dealer Inquiries Welcome.

VIC 20 is a Registered Trademark of Commodore Business Machines. Inc.

'High Res Full Machine Code Arcade Style Games.
VTS4



Program 1: Atari Version

10 GRAPHICS 7iSETC0L0R 2f0P0iP0KE 732

,U? "CLOSEOUT! -:Q09UB 209:BOSUB 1

12iYl-lBliBOTO C

20 IF Xl-J THEN IF Y1 >A AND YK-B OR

Y1>C AND YK-D OR Y1>E AND YK-1 T

HEN Yl-Yl-3iRETURN

21 IF Xl-L THEN IF Y1>A AND YK-E OR

Y1>F AND YK-I THEN Yl-YI-3iRETURN

22 IF Xl-K THEN IF Y1>A AND YK-B THE

N Y1-Y1-3IRETURN

23 RETURN

30 IF Xl-J THEN IF Yl>-A AND YKB OR

Yl>-C AND YKD OR Yl>-E AND YKI T

HEN Yl-Yl+3sRETURN

31 IF XI-K THEN IF Yl>-A AND YKB THE

N Yl-Yl+3iRETURN

32 IF Xl-L THEN IF Yl>-A AND YKE OR

Yl>-F AND YKI THEN Yl-Yl+3

33 RETURN

37 IF Y5-I OR Y3-H OR Y3-B OR Y3-F OR

Y5-E OR Y5-D OR Y5-C OR Y5-B OR Y

5-A THEN 80SLJB 42i RETURN

41 RETURN

42 Z-INT<RND<0)*3)iIF 2-0 THEN IF Y5-

I OR Y5-H OR Y3-B OR Y5-F OR Y3-D

OR Y5-B THEN X9-0i Y9—3i RETURN

43 IF Z-l THEN IF Y3-A OR Y3-C OR Y3-

E OR Y5-F OR Y3-B OR Y3=H THEN X9-

0iY9-3»RETURN

44 x9-4iY9-OeRETURN

35 IF Y5-I OR Y3-H OR Y3-B OR Y3-F OR

Y3-E OR Y3-D OR Y5-C OR Y3-B OR Y

3-A THEN BOSUB 57

56 RETURN

37 IF Y5>Y1 THEN IF Y5-B OR YJS-C OR Y

3-D OR YS-E OR Y3-B OR Y3-H OR Y5-

I THEN X9-OiY9—3iRETURN

38 IF Y5<Y1 THEN IF Y3-A QR Y3-B OR Y

5-C OR Y5-D OR Y3-F OR Y5-B OR Y3-

H THEN X9-0iY9-3iRETURN

59 X9--4:Y9-01 RETURN

60 IF Y5-B OR Y5=F OR Y5-E OR Y3-D OR

Y5-C OR Y5-B OR Y3-A THEN BOSUB 6

2

61 RETURN

62 Z-INT(RND(0)*4):IF Z-0 THEN IF Y3-

E OR Y5-F OR Y5=D OR Y5-C OR Y3-B

OR Y5-A THEN X9-0*Y9«3iRETURN

63 IF Z-l THEN IF Y5-B OR Y5-C OR Y5-

D OR Y5-E OR Y5-8 DR Y5-F THEN X9-

0iY9«-3iRETURN

64 IF Z-2 THEN X9--4iY9-0sRETURN

65 X9=-4iY9=0:RETURN

73 S=3TICK(0) I IF S=14 OR S*10 DR 5= 6

THEN GOSUB 20

74 IF S-=13 DR S=-9 OR S=3 THEN BDSUB 3

O

75 IF S = 7 AND XKL THEN IF Yl-A OR Yl

=B OR Y1=C OR Y1=D DR Y1=E OR Y1=F

OR Y1=G OR Yl-H OR Y1=I THEN X1=X

1+4

76 IF S=ll AND X1>J THEN IF Y1=A OR Y

1=B OR Yl-C OR Yl-D DR Y1=E OR Yl-

F OR Yl-6 OR Yl-H OR Yl-I THEN XI-

XI-4

78 O=Xl-42:R=(Yl-25)/2:L0CATE Q,R,Z:I

F Z-l THEN COLOR 4iPL0T Q,RiT«T+li

Tl-Tl+li? "SALE ITEMS^1*;:? T

79 IF T1>T2 THEN BOSUB 100

BO POKE 77,0:P0KE M.XUPOKE N.YIsSOUN

D O,Y1, 10.7-.IF X2-J THEN Y5»Y2:X9-

X7:Y9=Y7sG0SUB A: X7= X9:Y7=Y9

81 IF X2= K THEN Y5-Y2: X9-X7 : Y9-=Y7 : BOS

UB 60:X7=X9:Y7-Y9

82 IF X2= L THEN Y5= Y2: X9=-X7: Y9=Y7i BOS

UB Bt X7=X9:Y7=Y9

B4 X2 = X2+ X7: Y2=Y2-fY7iPOKE M+l,X2iP0KE

N+1,Y2:IF X3*=J THEN Y5= Y3s X9-X8: Y

9 = YB: GOSUB A: XB-)(9s YS=Y9

B5 IF X3=K THEN Y5-V3!X9-XB:Y9=Y8(60S

UB 60:X8=X9iYB-Y9

86 IF X3=L THEN Y5-Y3sX9-XB:Y9=YBiBOS

UB B:XB=X9iY8-Y9

B7 X3-X3+X8* Y3-Y3+VBiP0KE M-»-2, X3i POKE

N+2fY3:IF X4-J THEN Y5-Y4iX9-X6tY

9-Y6EB0SUB AIX6-X9IY6-Y9

88 SOUND O.O.O.OiIF X4-K THEN Y5-Y4iX

9-X6iY9-Y6«B08UB 60iX6-X9iY6-Y9

89 IF X4-L THEN Y3-V4iX9-X6iY9-Y6l808

UB BiX6-X9iY6-Y9

90 X4=X4+X6:Y4=Y4+Y6rPOKE M+3,X4:PDKE

N+ 3,Y4sIF BTRIG':O)=O AND T>25 THE

N IF Y1=Y2 OR Yl"-Y3 OR Y1 = Y4 THEN

BOSUB H

93 IF Y1=Y2 AND 70>ABS(X1-X2) THEN U=

X2-44IV-(Y2-31)/2iB0BUB E

94 IF Y1-Y3 AND 60>ABS<X1-X3) THEN U-

X3-44IV-(Y3-31)/2tB0BUB E

95 IF Y1-Y4 AND 55>ABS(X1-X4) THEN U-

X4-44IV-(Y4-31>/2iGOSUB E

96 IF PEEK<19)>A1 THEN BOSUB 105

97 GOTO C

100 SOUND O,O,O,OiCOLDR 1eSETCOLOR O,

Cl ,9

101 FOR Y-6 TO 79 STEP 9iF0R W-16 TO

148 STEP 4»PL0T W,Y:NEXT WiNEXT Y

sTl-OiRETURN

105 C1-INT<RND(O)»15> tSETCOLOR 1,C1,S

iCOLOR 4iPL0T O,VliDRAKTO 3,VliAl

-Al + li Vl-Vl+23 IF A1O41 THEN RETU

RN

106 IF T<T3 THEN BOSUB 112iRETURN

107 ? "EXTRA 3.5 HIN"IT3-T3+T4I? "NEX

T BONUS AT ";i? T3iT4-T4+100

108 COLOR 2iF0R Y-0 TO 78 STEP 2iPL0T

O.YiDRAWTO 3,YiNEXT Y»A1-1iV1«0i

POKE 19p0iP0KE 20,0iRETURN

109 SOUND 0,2p6,15iCOLOR 2iPL0T U,ViD

RAHTO Q.RiPDKE K,liPOKE N,247iC0L

OR 4iPL0T UfViDRA«TO 0,R

112 SOUND O,0,0,OsBDSUB 216iB0SUB 100

i? i? "BANE OVER, SALES FOUND-"»:

? TiT-Oi? "To pl«y-Pr»«s FIRE"

113 IF STRIB(0X>O THEN 113

114 ? "Extra TIME at 200"iBO8UB IO81T

-OiT3-200s T4-300IRETURN

163 W«0lT-T-25i? "SALE ITEMS-"|i? Til

F Y1-Y2 THEN U-X2-44iV-<Y2-31)/2i

Il-M+lsJl-N+lEBOSUB IiY2-ZsX2-L*R

ETURN

164 IF Y1-Y3 THEN U-X3-44 j V=« (Y3-31) /2

iI1-M+2IJl-N+21BOSUB IiY3-Z>X3-Li

RETURN

165 IF Y1-Y4 THEN U-X4-44*V-iY4-31>/2

sIl»«+3iJl-N+3:BOSUB IsY4=ZiX4—Li

RETURN

1B1 SOUND O,1,6,15:COLOR 1iPLOT Q(R:D

RAUTO UfViCOLOR 4iPL0T Q,R:DRAWTO

IJ,V:SDUND O,O,O,O:POKE I 1 , 1 I POKE

J 1,247

189 Z-V*2+67iIF Z-A OR Z-B OR Z-C OR

Z-D OR Z-E OR Z«F OR Z-I OR Z-B T

HEN GOSUB T2:RETURN

190 V-3:B0T0 189

209 A-37:B-55sC-=73: D-91 : E= 109* F»127i B

-145tH-163iI-lBliJ»54sK-126aL-198

iM-5324B*N-1780i0=17B4iP-704sT2-2

2O

210 ? "PImb* Nait"iF0R Y=1536 TO 17O

61READ Z»POKE V.ZiNEXT YiFOR Y-17

74 TO 1787iPDKE Y.OiNEXT YsPM-PEE

K<106)-32

211 PMBASE-256«PMiF0R Y-=PMBASE+ 1O23 T

0 PMBASE+2047:F0KE Y,OsNEXT Y:FOR

Y-PMBASE+1025 TO PMBASE+1032:REA

D Z

212 POKE Y.ZiNEXT Y:FOR Y=PMBASE+1281
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FOR THE

ATARI
400/800

by

Robert Jaeger

Only your skill will save you!
You, Pinhead the Clown™, are at the circus

performing the ultimate acts of acrobatics. You
ride the high wire on your unicycle, catching,

popping and kicking balloons.

Keys, umbrellas, more balloons, and other

objects will come at you from all directions-

any one of them could make you lose your

balance and go hurtling to the ground!

Pinhead™ will give you hours of enjoyment

and excitement!

PINHEAD™ is written in machine language and contains Arcade
Quality graphics and music.

PINHEAD™ Atari® 400/800 16K tape or 16K diskette, $29.95.

To order, see your local dealer or send check or money order to:

UTOPIA Software Inc.
58 Millay Road • Morganvilte, NJ 07751

or call (201) 536-1191.
Atari* is a registered trademark ofAtari. Inc.



TO PMBASE+128B:READ Z:POKE Y.ZiN

EXT YsFDR Y=PMBASE+1537 TO PMBASE

+ 1544

213 READ ZiPOKE Y,Z:NEXT Y;FOR Y=PMBA

SE+1793 TO PMBASE+lBOOsREAD ZaPOK

E Y.ZlNEXT YiPOKE P+2,76iP0KE P+3

,204

214 POKE P,252sP0KE P+l,140tP0KE 559,

62iP0KE 623,lsP0KE 1788,PM+4iPOKE

53277, 3:P0KE 54279, PM: X=»USR < 1696

)

215 POKE O,B:POKE 0+l,8iP0KE 0+2,BiP0

KE 0+3,B:RETURN

216 X1«=J: Y1 = I i Y2 = B: X2=62:Y3»E« X3=154i

Y4= G: X4-122: X6»4s Y6-=0r X7=-4: Y7=0i

XB=-4sY8=0

220 COLOR SsSETCOLOR 2,15-C1,5:FOR Y=

7 TO 79 STEP 9:PL0T 4,YsDRANT0 15

9,Y:NEXT Y

221 PLOT 4,0:DRAWT0 4,79iPLDT 159,0:D

RAHTO 159,79s PLOT 149,79:DRAWTO 1

49,52iFDR Y=52 TO 79 STEP 3iPL0T

149, Y

222 DRAWTO 159,Y:NEXT YrPLOT 14,79sDR

AWTO 14,43:F0R Y=43 TO 79 STEP 3*

PLOT 4,YsDRAWT0 14,YsNEXT YiPLOT

149,43

223 DRAWTO 149,7:F0R Y«7 TO 43 STEP 3

jPLOT 149,YjDRANT0 159,YiNEXT YiP

LOT 14,7sDRAWT0 14f16:FOR Y=7 TO

16 STEP 3

224 PLOT 4,YiDRAWTO 14,YiNEXT YiPLOT

77,7sDRAWT0 77,61»PL0T 87,7iDRAWT

O 87,61iF0R Y-7 TO 61 STEP 3

225 PLOT 77,YiDRANT0 B7,YiNEXT YiPLOT

14,25«DRAWT0 14,34sFOR Y=25 TO 3

4 STEP 3iPL0T 4,YiDRAWT0 14,YiNEX

T YiRETURN

230 DATA 162,3,189,244,6,240,B9,56,22

1,240,6,240,83,141,254,6,106,141,

255,6,142,293,6,24,169,0,109,253,

6,24,109

231 DATA 252,6,133,204,133,206,189,24

0,6,133,203,173,254,6,133,205,189

,248,6,170,232,46,299,6,144, 16, 16

8,177,203

232 DATA 145,205,169,0,145,203,136,20

2,208,244,76,87,6,160,0,177,203,1

45,205,169,0,145,203,200,202, 2OB,

244,174

234 DATA 253,6,173,254,6,157,240,6,18

9,236,6,240,4B,133,203,24,138,141

,2S3,6,109,235,6,133,204,24,173,2

53,6,109

235 DATA 252,6,133,206,189,240,6,133,

Snatching up sale items on the bottom floor while evading

enemy shoppers in the Atari version of "Closeout"

209,189,248,6,170,160,0,177,203,1

45,205,200,202,208,248,174,253,6,

169,O,157

236 DATA 236,6,202,48,3,76,2,6,76,98,

228,0,0,104,169,7,162,6,160,0,32,

92,228,96,60,126,219,255,195,J26,

60,231

237 DATA 126,219,2515,129,126,102,195,

129,195,126,90,299,129,255,60,102

,126,90,126,195,255,60,102,195

Program 2: vic-20 version

100 REM VIC-20 CLOSEOUT

110 DIM EX%(2),EY%(2),EC%(2),EP%(2),PC%(2),DX%

(2),DY%(2),SV%(21)
120 S1=36874:S3=S1+3:V=36878:POKES1,0:POKEV,0:

S2=S1+1

130 R=0:PTS=0:SH=1:O=0:CD$=CHR?(19):FORI=1TO23

:CD$=CD$+CHR$(17):NEXT

140 PRINTCHR?(147)CHR$(18)CHR?(156)" CLOSEOUT

150 R=R+1:PRINTCHR$(19)TAB(12)CHR$(30)"ROUND"R

160 SH=SH+2:GOSUB900

170 SC=36879:Q=22:M=O

180 TX=4*(PEEK(36866)AND128)+64*(PEEK(36869)AN

D120)

190 COLOUR=37888+4*(PEEK(36866)AND128)

200 FORI=44TO65:POKETX+I,104:POKECO+I,6:NEXT

210 FORI=88TO400STEP44

220 F0RJ=IT0I+21

230 POKETX+J,104:POKECO+J,6

240 POKETX+J-Q,46:POKECO+J-Q,6*RND(0)+2

250 NEXT:NEXT

260 FORI=66TO378STEPQ:POKETX+I,64:POKECO+I,0:P

0KETX+21+I,64:P0KEC0+21+I,0:NEXT

270 FORI=1TO10

280 SX=INT(7*RND(0))*3+3;SY=5+INT(6*RND(o))*2

290 LN=2+INT(3*RND(O))*2:IF SY+LN>18 THEN 290

300 FORJ=SY*QTO(SY+LN)*QSTEPQ

310 P0KETX+SX+J,64:P0KEC0+SX+J,0

3 20 NEXT:NEXT

330 EX%(0)=1:EX%(1)=2:EX%(2)=3:F0RI=0T02:EY% CI

)=3:NEXT
340 EC%(O)=65:EC%(1)=88:EC%(2)=81

350 DX%(O)=1:DX%(1)=1:DX%(2)=-1

360 F0RI=0T02:EP%(I)=46:PC%(I)=INT(6*RND(0)+2)

:NEXT

370 PX=2:PY=17:PC=94:DX=O:DY=O:PK=32

380 GETA$:IFA5<>""THEKB$=A?

390 IFB?=" "THENGOSUB600

400 IFB?="I"THENDY=-1:DX=O

410 IFB5="M"THENDY=1:DX=O

420 IFB$="J"THENDX=-1:DY=O

430 IFB$=I<K"THENDX=1:DY=O

440 CP=TX+PX+Q*PY

4 50 IFPK<>64ORPEEK(CP+Q*DY)=104THENDY=O

460 IFPEEK(CP+DX)=104THENDX=O:B?=""

470 POKE CP,PK:POKECO+CP-TX,CC

480 PX=PX+DX:PY=PY+DY

490 IFPX<0THENPX=O:B$="":DX=O

500 IFPX>21THENPX=21:B$="":DX=O

510 NP=TX+PX+Q*PY:CC=PEEK(CO+NP-TX)
5 20 PK=PEEK(NP):IFPK<:-46ANDPK<>42THEN560

530 PTS=PTS+1:IFPK=42THENPTS=PTS+49

540 GOSUB980:PK=32:FORI=15TO0STEP-5:P0KES3,255

-I:POKEV,I:NEXT:P0KES3,0

5 50 M=M+1:IFM=120THEN140

560 IFPK=EC%(O)ORPC=EC%(1)ORPK=EC%(2)THEN730

570 P0KENP,PC:P0KEC0+PX+Q*PY,2

580 E—(E+l)*lE<2)
590 EX=EX%(E):EY=EY%(E):EC=EC%(E):XX=DX%(EJ:YY

=DY%(E):EP=EP%(E)"C=PC%(E)

600 POKETX+EX+Q*EY,EP:POKECO+EX+Q*EY,C

610 CP=TX+EX+Q*EY
620 IF(PEEK(CP-Q)=64ORPEEK(CP+Q)=64)ANDRND(1)>

.1THENXX=O:YY=SGNIPY-EY)
6 30 IFPEEK(CP+YY*Q)=104OR(EY=PYANDEY/2<>INT(EY
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/2))THENYY=O:XX=SGN(PX-EX)
640 EX=EX+XX:EY=EY+YY

650 IFEX=00REX=21THENXX=-XX

660 NP=TX+EX+Q*EY:EP=PEEK(NP):C=PEEK(CO+NP-TX)

670 IFEP=PCTHENPOKENP,161:GOTO730

675 IFEP<>EC%(O)ANDEP<>EC%(1)ANDEP<>EC%(2)THEN
700

680 FORI=OTO2:IFEP<>EC%(l)THENNEXT:STOP

690 EP=EP%(l):C=PC%(l)

700 POKENP,EC:POKECO+NP-TX,3+E

710 EX%(E)=EX:EY%(E)=EY:EP%(E)=EP:PC%(E)=C:DX%
(E)=XX:DY%(E)=YY

720 GOTO380

730 FORI=128TO255STEP2:POKESC,I:POKES3,I:POKEV

,(I-128)/8:NEXT
740 POKESC,27:PRINTCHR$(19)CHR$(18)CHR$(156>" "

NABBED I "

750 PRINTLEFT$(CD?,23);CHR?(3l);"PRESS "CHR$(l
8);

760 PRINTCHR?(156)"SPACE"CHR$U46)CHR$(31)" TO
REPLAY";

770 FORI=1TO10:GETA$:NEXT

780 GETA$:IFA$<>" "THEN780

790 RUN

800 REM SHOVE1

810 IFDX=0THENPOKESC,31:POKES2,200:POKEV/10:FO
RW=1TO100:NEXT:POKESC,27iPOKES2,0:RET

URN

820 IFSH=0THENPOKESC,28:POKES2,255:POKEV,10:FO

RW=1TO100:NEXT:POKESC,27:POKES2,0 s RET

URN

830 CP=TX+Q*PY:LC=64:B$=""

840 FORI=PXTO-21*(DX>0)STEPDX

850 SV% CI)=PEEK(CP+I)t POKECP+I,LC:LC=131-LC:PO

KES1,LC:POKEV,(IAND15)

860 IFSV%(I)=EC%(O)ORSV%(I)=EC%(1}ORSV%(I)=EC%
(2)THENGOSUB920

870 NEXTI:POKES1,0:POKEV,0

880 FORI=PXTO-21*(DX>0)STEPDX

890 POKECP+I,SV%(I)iNEXT:SH=SH-l

900 PRINTCHR$(156);LEFT$(CD$,23);TAB(10)"SHOVE

S ="SH;

910 RETURN

920 FORJ=OTO2:IFSV%(l)<>EC%(J)THENNEXT:STOP
930 SV%(I)=EP%{J):POKECO+CP+I-TX,PC%(J)

940 EX%(J)=INT(20*RND(O)+1):EY%(J)=3
950 DX%(J)=-l:IFRND(O)>.5THENDX%(j)=l
960 DY%(J)=O:EP%(j)=46

970 PTS=PTS+50:FORJ=0TO15:POKES3,128+J:POKEV,1

5-J:NEXT:POKES3,0:POKEV,0

980 PRINTCHR?(159)LEFT$(CD$,21)" SCORE:"P
TS;

990 RETURN

NAB
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Enemy shoppers have captured the player in this game of
"Closeout," V1C-20 version.

AREYOUA
SMART BUYER?
$89.95For *t?0^*^ij this is a smart buy ifyou're looking for a place

to store your computer, peripherals, and accessories without

spending a fortune.

The CS 1632 computer storage
cabinets compact yet functional

design fits almost anywhere while

housing your computer monitor,

joysticks, software, books and

peripherals all for only $89.95.

The slide out shelfputs the

computer at the right height and

position for easy comfortable

operation.

The fold up locking door keeps

unwanted fingers offthe key

board when not in use.
To storejoysticksjust turn them

upside down and slide them into

the inverted storage rack.

Twist tabs on the back of center

panel allow for neat concealed

grouping ofwires, while power

packs rest hidden behind center

panel on shelf.

The slide out software tray has room for 14 cartridges or cassettes
and up to 30 diskettes. Most brands ofsoftware will Gt between the
adjustable partitions with a convenient hook for the spare key at rear.
Stand fits Atari 400 & 800, Commodore 64 &VIC 20, Ti 99/4A
and TRS-80.

Cabinet dimensions overall 36" high x 33-7/8" wide x 16" deep.
Cabinet comes unassembled. Assembly requires only a screwdriver.
hammer, and a few minutes ofyour lime.
Choice in simulated woodgrain. ofwarm golden oak or rich natural
walnut finish.

To order CS1632, send $89.95 toi

RQ Box 446 Vfest Linn, OR 97O68
Phone orders call, (503) 636-6888HVTCCsystems

. State .Zip

Name

Address

Gty

Q Golden oak finish Q Natural walnut finish

O My personal check, cashiers check or money order is enclosed
□ Bill myVISA* Exp. Date
n BiIi my Mastercard # Exp. Date
Card Holders Signature.

Immediate shipmeni if in slock. If personal check is senl. allow additional 2 weete
Pnces subjed to change. Shipment subject to availability. Cabinet shipped unassembled in
2 cartons. Ships UPS fit. collect FOB Portland. Oregon.



BOGGLER
Gory Broun

In the tradition of popular board games like checkers,

Boggier should offer hours of intriguing strategic

planning as you try to capture your opponent's pieces

and avoid capture yourself.

This is a simple, yet challenging, game of skill.

The object of the game is to capture five pairs of

your opponent's pebbles or to get five consecutive

pebbles in a row, either vertically, horizontally,

or diagonally. In this version, the computer acts

as the playing board, checking all moves for va

lidity and keeping score for the two opposing

players, who alternate turns.

At the top center of the screen is a box indi

cating, by turning either black or white, whose

turn it is. White always goes first in the center of

the board. A joystick is used to position the

player's pebble in the desired location, and the

fire button is used to drop the pebble.

The program then checks to see if the player

has either captured a pair of his opponent's peb

bles by placing.one of his on either side or has

five pebbles in a row. If he has captured two peb

bles, it places them on his side of the board. To

begin play after the instructions are printed, touch

any control on the joystick.

Two final notes on the program: If you should

try to go off the board, you will be brought back

to the opposite side from where you left. As you

take a new turn, the program will always return

you back to where you made your last play.

Program 1: vie version

1 DIM JS(2,2):POKE37139,0:DD=37154:PA=37

137:PB=37152

2 FORI=0TO2:FORJ=0TO2:READJS(J,I):NEXTJ,

I

3 DATA7,0,1,6,8,2,5,4,3:GOSUB7000

6 PRINT"{CLEAR}":POKE 36879,221
7 C=37888+4*(PEEK{36866)AND128)

8 A=4*(PEEK(36866)ANDl28)+64*(PEEK(36869

)AND112)

9 CL=0:RS=1:POKEC+230,1

10 POKE A+23,85:BC=A+22:WC=A+42

20 F0RI-lTO17:POKEA+23+1,114:NEXT

25 FORI=1TO 17:POKEA+419+I,113:NEXT

3 0 POKEA+41,73

40 FORI=0 TO352STEP22:P0KE A+45+I,107:NEX

T

45 FOR I=0TO 352 STEP 22:POKE A+63+I,ll5:

NEXT
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47 POKE A+419,74:POK3A+437,75

50 X=A+45:FORI=1TO17

60 F0RQ=lTOl7:POKEX+Q,91:NEXTQ:X=X+22:NEX

TI

110 FOR I=0TO 352 STEP 22:POKE A+63+I,115:

NEXT

115 POKE A+10,160:CR=A+230:POKEC+10,CL

121 BL=CR:WH=CR

122 POKE CR.81

123 FOR WE=22TO220STEP22:POKEWC+WE,70:NEXT

124 FOR WE=22TO220STEP22:POKEBC+WE,70:NEXT

200 GOSUB 9000

202 POKE C+10.CL

205 IFFR=1THEN500

210 IFW=8THEN200

220 IFW=0THENT2=CR-22

230 IFW=1THENT2=CR-21

240 IFW=2THENT2=CR+1

2 50 IFW=3THENT2=CR+23

260 IFW=4THENT2=CR+22

270 IFW=5THENT2=CR+21

280 IFW=6THENT2=CR-1

290 IFW=7THENT2=CR-23

305 GOTO8000

306 IFPEEK(CR)=91THENRS=1

310 POKEC+(CR-A),RS

315 RS=PEEK(C+T2-A)

320 POKEC+(T2-A),3

3 30 CR=T2

3 40 GOTO200

500 IF PEEK(CR)=91THEN510

502 GOSUB6000

504 GOTO200

510 IF CL=1THEN530

511 POKEC+(CR-A),0:POKECR,81

523 GOSUB 1000

524 BL=CR:T2=WH:RS=1:CL=1

5 29 GOTO 3 20

530 POKE C+(CR-A),1

550 POKE CRf81

555 WH=CR:RS=0:T2=BL

557 GOSUB 1000:CL=0

560 GOTO 320

1000 IFCL=0THENOP=1

1001 IFCL=1THENOP=0

1010 O1%=-22:O2%=-44:O3%=-66:GOSUB1800

1012 O1%=-21:O2%=-42:O3%=-63:GOSUB1800

1014 O1%=+1:O2%=+2:C3%=+3:GOSUB1800

1020 O1%=+23:O2%=+46:O3%=+69:GOSUB1800

1034 Ol%=22:O2%=44:C3%=66:GOSUB1800

1036 Ol%=21:O2%=42:O3%=63:GOSUB1800

1040 O1%=-1:O2%=-2:O3%=-3:GOSUB1800

1044 O1%=-23:O2%=-46:O3%=-69:GOSUB1800

1060 Ol%=-88:O2%=22:GOSUB 3000

1070 Ol%=-84:O2%=21:GOSUB 3000

1080 01%=-4:02%=l :GOSUB 3000

1090 Ol%=-92:O2%=23:GOSUB 3000

1780 RETURN

1800 IF PEEK{CR+01%)<>8l0R(PEEK(C+((CR+01%)

-A) )AND15) OOPTHEN 2200



The Leading Distributor Of

Microcomputer Software

PRESENTS

APPLE

ATARI

One of the most complete financial management packages available. Keeps track

of all tax deductible items, bank deposits, monthly charges, cash payments and

more.

Personal Finance System automatically deducts check fees, gives complete finan

cial summaries for any category on a per item, monthly or yearly basis, prints

results in detail or summary form, and even plots results on a monthly bar graph.

Available on diskette/disk only. Price$39.95 (diskette); $42.45 (disk).

IBM-PC

NEC

NORTHSTAR

OSBORNE

PET/CBM

TRS-80

SUPERBRAIN

CP/M DISKS

DISKETTES

Evaluates various tax alternatives and selects the most advantageous method for

preparation of individual Federal Income Tax.

With Tax Optimizer you can easily determine the advantages and disadvantages of

projected financial decisions and actions.

Tax Optimizer evaluates several filing approaches and calculates the resulting tax

liability for each one. This can be done for a series of years, so you can choose the

approach with the overall best tax advantage. Comes with a 14 page instruction

manual. Available on diskette/disk only. Price $59.95 (diskette); $62.45 (disk).

THESE ARE ONLY TWO OF THE HUNDREDS OF PROGRAMS

AVAILABLE FROM THE LIBRARY OF SOFT

WARE PROGRAMS:

Business/Utilities

Adventure

Personal Finance

Games

Education

Thought Provokers

Statistics

Card Games

Engineering

And Much, Much More!

Besides being the leading distributor of microcomputer software,

currently distributes software in over 60 countries. provides

FRIENDLY, ACCESSIBLE CUSTOMER SERVICE through our highly

qualified and knowledgeable staff. WE'RE AS NEAR AS YOUR TELEPHONE.

DYNACOMP'S prices are highly competitive and we promise prompt processing
of every order!

Daytime 24 Hour

Tot! Free Order Phones: Message and Order Phone:

(800) 828-6772 (800) 828-6773 (716) 442-8731

Office Hotline:

9-5E.S.T.

(716) 442-8960

1427 Monroe Avenue • Rochester, NY 14618
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guarantee: to certify or vouch for

the performance of something.

The Program Store guarantees that any

item we sell will run on the system for which

it was designed. We will replace merchan

dise defective in manufacture within 90

days of purchase. Our complete policy is in

cluded with your purchase. Our many satis

fied customers are proof of our dedication

to service as well as selection.

COMPUTER

BASEBALL STRATEGY
From Avalon Hill

You're the Manager of the Home Team. Plan your

strategy and test your skill against the computer

Great opportunity to try out all those plays you know

will make your learn the Champions. Let's go.. .play

ball! - ....

32K Tape, U&95 S«e 15*
Now Thru Mar. 31 You Pay Only $14.41

TANKT1CS
From Avalon Hill

In this combination computef/board game, you

control up to 8 German tanks or anti-tank guns

against the computer's Russian forces. Game takes

place on the Eastern Front during WWII, and raQ«s

through a landscape of forests, lakes, roads and

rough terrain. Includes colorful wargame board.

16K Tape, $23.95

TELENGARD
From Avalon Hill

This fantasy role-playing game Is in real-lime, so you

only have 5 seconds to make decisions! Choose your

characler attributes and begin your descent into the

50-level dungeon of TELENGARD. Some players

defeat the monsters and return with great wealth.

Others, however, may loose sleep, their jobs, and

even their spouses. Don't say we didn't warn you'.

4SK Tape, $22.95 48K Disk, $27.95

SOCCER
From Thorn EMI

The screen features a rolling display of football field

with goals, line-markings and time clock. With 22

players that tackle, pass, dribble, shoot and defend.

Multi-skill levels. Play against a friend or the com

puter. . .or, play with a friend against the computer.

1-4 players.

ROM Cartridge (16K), $4&$5 Save 15*
Now Thru Mar. 31 You Pay Only $42.46

KNOCKOUT
From Avalon Hill

Can be plnyed by two players •lmutUn«ou«ly.

This computer boning game has the exciting graphics

you can expect from the whole Sports Illustrated

Series from Avalon Hill. Ttiis one's a real KNOCKOUT,

as you control me movements of your boxer with your

joystick. For one or two players ... or tfy the computer

against itself, as you watch and learn. Requires joy

stick.

16K Tape, £Jfr9S $W8 15*
Now Thru Mar. 31 You Pay Only $16.96

LEGIONNAIRE
By Chris Crawford from Avalon Hill

One of Ihe most realistic war games ever created for
Ihe home computer! It's 58 B.C., and you're Julius

Caesar, commanding your legions against Ihe Bar

barian Irlbes. The battlefield scrolls before you, dis

playing the 10 square foot map of the battle area.

Are you up to the challenfle? A real-time war game

with hi res graphics and realistic sound effects.

18K Tape, $34.95 32K Disk, $39.95

VC
From Avalon Hill

Can you change history? You command the South
Vietnam army; Ihe computer controls the Viet Cong

(VC) and North Vietnamese Army. Can you win the

hearts and minds of the people, and destroy the VC
units in your province? Challenging operational

level combat game with hi res graphics.

16K Tape, $19.95 32K Disk, $24.95

SUNDAY GOLF
By Jerry White trom Adventure International

Realistic, challenging golf game on courses open 24

hours a day, regardless of weather. Great sound and

graphics; with running tally of each player's score.

Select course, type of club, 1-4 players.

16K Tape to Disk, t&95 WB 15*
Now Thru Mar. 31 You Pay Only $12.71

PERSONAL

FITNESS PROGRAM
By David Gelreu from APX

Do you have Computer Hobbyist's Spread? Do you

panl when moving your equipment? PERSONAL

FITNESS will design an exercise program for you

specifically and our animated model, Pinky Stamina,

wl I work out with you. demonstrating each exercise

in turn. With daily & weekly progress charts.

24K Disk, 522^5" Save 15*
Now Thru Mar. 31 You Pay Only $19.51

Also available*:

BASKETBALL
From Atari

5 game varialions for 1 to 4 players.

ROM Cartridge (16K), $3*95" Sttfl 15*
Now Thru Mar. 31 You Pay Only $28.86

TYPO
From Romox

And you thought typing was dull? TYPO will change

your mind as you increase your skill and speed. It

combines learning and practicing with ihB fun of a

nmzt garnet Challenging, interesting, effective and

fun.

ROM Cartridge (16K), $44.95

ANTEATER
From Romox

Exciting, challenging maze game that requires care

ful planning to beat the ANTEATER. Ants must bur

row underground, making tunnels and mazes, to get

their food. The ANTEATER follows the maze, so ants

must take dlftonnt route each time to avoid being

ealen. In later games, more ANTEATERS are added.

ROM Cartridge, $44.95

4200 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Dept.10-03-3 Box 9582* Washington, D.C. • 20016

Visit our other store.: Seven Comers Center, Falls Church, VA • W. Bell Plaza, 6600 Security Brvd
Baltimore. MD - 829 Bethel Rd., Columbus OH • White Flint Mall, Rcokvllle, MD - Coming Soon to Boston.

©1983 The Program Store, Inc.

For Information Calls

(202) 363-9797

To Order Call Toil-Free:

800-424-2738
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ATARI Books & Software

YOUR
ATARI

COMPUTER
By Poole, McNiff & Cook from Osborne/McGraw-Hill

Comprehensive, all-in-one guide for Atari 400/800

computers that is helpful to the beginning ana ad

vanced programmer. Complete operating instruc

tions; deiailed BASIC programming, including a

handy alphabetical glossary ol BASIC statements

and functions; advanced BASIC; computer graphics;

ant) lips on hardware, peripherals and compatible

software.

Softcover, $16.95

COMPUTERS
SECOND BOOK
OF ATARI
From Compute! Books

An all n»w collection of n«v«r-b«forc published

articles on the Atari for beginner to advanced users.

Topics Include; Utilities, Programming, Graphics,

Applications and Beyond BASIC.

Spiral-bound, $12.95

GAMES &
RECREATIONS
From Reston

This new book is packed with games and ideas on

how to create your own. You'll discover the special

Atari capabilities of the keyboard, graphics, sound

and color. The book provides an entertaining way to

learn more about general programming, too.

Part I: Learning Through Games. Part II: Games for

the Atari. Part 111: The Atari Special. Plus seven

appendices.

Softcover, $14.95 Hardcover, $19.95

MASTER MEMORY MAP
From Santa Cruz Software

II you are serious about programming the Atari, this

booklet could become one of your most important

tools. A highly detailed map ol the Atari's memory, it

details thousands of locations and routines. Using

this bookie! makes easier the use of display list,

player/missile, and interrupt graphics. The "Miscel

laneous Notes" section contains a wealth of knowl

edge picked up by Santa Cruz in theif explorations of

the Atari. Also included are notes on the new GTIA

graphics chip.

Softcover, $6.95

VISICALC
HOME AND

OFFICE

COMPANION
By Castleivitz and Chisaushy

from OsbornefMcGraw Hill

Fitly VisiCalc models for home and office, including:

investments, inventory, sales forecasts, payroll, per

sonal ne! worlh. home budget planning, family in

surance needs. Each comes with model listings,

sample printed reports and narrative

Softcover, $15.95

6502
ASSEMBLY

LANGUAGE

SUBROUTINES
By Leventhai and Saville from Osborne/McGrawMll

II you're inlerested m using assembly language

quickly, this book is ideal. It describes general 6502

programming methods, provides code lor more than

40 subroutines to help you improve your program

ming skills, debug or revise an existing program; add

instructions and addressing modes.

Softcover, $15.95

ATARI
SOUND
AND

GRAPHICS
By Moore. Lower and Albrecht from John Wiley

This sell-paced, self-teaching guide will have you

seeing and hearing things on your Atari in no time-

even il you're a complete beginner. You'll learn to

compose and play melodies, draw cartoons, create

sound effects and games. Each section leaches

something new in BASIC, the most commonly used

computer language.

Softcover, $9.95

PICTURE THIS!
An Introduction to

Computer Graphics

for Kids of All Ages
By David D. Thornburg from Addison-Wesley

This book promises to become the 'modem replace

ment for coloring books and crayons" It's a learn by-

domp manual thai uses PILOT, a simpler language

than BASIC, ana Turtle Geometry to teach kids to

create pictures in lull color trom simple lines to com

plex angles ana curves. Recommended for use in

conjunction with PILOT Cartridge

Spiral-bound, $14.95 the mm

Assembler

ATARI

ASSEMBLER
By Don & Kuri Inman (rom Reston

While the Atari Assembler Cartridge comes with an

operating manual, it assumes that you already know

assembly language. If you're new to the Atari or its

6502 processor, this book is a must. The Inmans

guide you through the rudiments of this lascinating

type of programming in clear, easy steps. Includes

full listing and description of 6502 mnemonics and

addressing modes. Recommended lor use in con

junction with Assembler Cartridge.

Softcover, $12.95

/TOR€,

INSIDE
ATARI DOS
By Bill Wilkinson from Compute

7ho comprehensive manual on the disk File Manage'

System (FMS), commonly known as Atari DOS 2.0S.

Contains the only complete and official listing fo*

the system, plus a lull description of: the external

view, charts * tables, various interfaces and func

tions of individual subroutines.

Spiral-bound, $19.95

DERE

ATARI
From APX

Translated from Latin, the title of this book Is "All

About Atari" and It means what it says! Used In

combination with Atari's Technical Reference

Manual, advanced programmers will be able to leam

to exploit the many hardware and operating system

features that make the Atari 400/800 so tremendous

ly versatile Includes a useful discussion of the new

GTIA chip Once you know Atari BASIC and

assembler, this book Is a must.

Loose leaf

(binder not supplied),

$19.95

COMPUTERS

FOR KIDS
Atari Edition By Sally Larsen from Creative

The BASIC programming manual written for kids,

from flowcharts to color graphics, including (he

sure-to-please program, "Scare Mom with an Ele

phant." Detailed instructions and sketches plus

glossary of statements and commands. With lesson

plans and lips for parents and teachers.

Softcover, $4.95

STIMULATING
SIMULATIONS,
Atari Version,

2nd Edition
By C.W. Engel Irom Hayden

A handbook of 12 simulation games including Art

Auction, Starship Alpha, Monster Chase and Devil's

Dungeon — each complete with listing, sample run,

instructions and program documentation, including

flowchart and ideas lor variations.

Softcover, $6.50

MAIL ORDERS: Send check or money order for total purchase price, plus $2.00 postage & handling. D.C., MD. & VA.: add sales tax. Charge
Cards: Include all embossed information.

THE PROGRAM STORE • Dept. 10-03.3 • Box 9582 • 4200 Wisconsin Avenue, NW • Washington, D.C. 20016

Item Tape/Disk/Book Price Postage $2.00 Name

Total Address

□ CHECK □ VISA City _

□ MASTERCARD Card #

Computer

State Zip

Exp

For the ATARI 400/800 unlBss otherwise indicated
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1840 IF PEEK(CR+01%)<>8l0R(PEEK(C+((CR+Ol%)

-A))ANDI5)<>0PTHEN 2200

1850 IF PEEK(CR+02%)<>810R(PEEK{C+((CR+02%)

-A))AND15)<>0PTHEN 2200

1860 IF PEEK(CR+O3%)<>81OR(PEEK(C+((CR+03%)

-A))AND15)<>CLTHEN 2200

2000 IFCL=1THEN2100

2001 BC=BC+22:POKEBC,81

2003 P0KECR+01%,91:P0KE C+(CR+01%-A),1

2006 BC=BC+22;P0KEBC,81

2009 POKE CR+02%,91:POKE C+(CR+O2%-A),1

2010 IF BOA+220THEN 4500

2020 GOTO 2200

2100 WC=WC+22

2102 POKE WCf81:POKE C+(WC-A),0

2103 POKE CR+O1%,91:POKE C+(CR+Ol%-A),1
2106 WC=WC+22

2108 POKE WC,81:POKE C+(WC-A),0

2109 POKE CR+02%,91:POKE C+(CR+O2%-A),1

2110 IF WOA+240THEN 4500

2200 RETURN

3000 CN%=0

3010 FOR N=1TO 10

3030 IF PEEK(CR+O1%)=81AND(PEEK(C+((CR+O1%)

-A))AND15)=CLTHEN 3500

3040 CN%=0

3050 GOTO 3600

3500 CN%=CN%+1

3600 IF CN%=5THEN 4500

3700 01%=0l%+02%

3 7 50 NEXT N

4000 RETURN

4500 PRINT"{HOME}[20 DOWN} ";

4505 IF CL=1THEN PRINT" {REV}WHITE WINS II

I off}"
4510 IF CL=0THEN PRINT" EREV}BLACK WINS I i{

OFF} "

4515 PRINT" PRESS FIRE BUTTON TO"

4516 PRINT" PLAY AGAIN";

4520 GOSUB 9000

4530 IF FR=0 THEN 4520

4540 GOTO 6

6000 POKE 36878,15

6010 POKE 36876,200

Setting up a trap in "Boggier," VlC-20 version.

6020

6030

6040

7000

7003

7005

7010

7020

7022

7024

7060

7070

7075

7080

7085

7090

7180

7 200

7205

7210

7900

FOR WF=1TO 200:NEXT

POKE 36878,0

RETURN

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

GOSUB

"(CLEAR} * OBJECT OF GAME *"

11 1 CAPTURE FIVE PAIRS"

OF THE OPPONENT'S"

STONES BY PLACING"

ONE OF YOURS ON "

EACH SIDE OF HIS."

g@(s?goR@gg"

" 2 GET 5 CONSECUTIVE"

STONES IN A ROW."

" STONES CAN BE PLACED"

" VERTICALLY,"

HORIZONTALLY,"

" OR DIAGONALLY."

9000

Notes For Atari, Apple, Tl, And

TRS-80 Color Computer

In these adaptations of the VIC-20 version of

"Boggier," two players take turns moving

their playing pieces. Player two goes first,

since player one's piece is placed in the center

automatically. Use joysticks plugged into the

first two ports to move the pieces in the Atari

version. The arrow keys (E,S,D,X for the TI;

I,J,K,M for the Apple) are used in the other

versions. Position the piece, and press RE

TURN (or ENTER) to place the piece. You

cannot place a piece on top of another piece.

Translating Programs

The various versions of Boggier illustrate

how you can translate programs from one

machine to another. The Atari version was

written first (not following the VIC version).

The TI version was written following the

Atari version. The TRS-SO Color Computer

version was next, and finally the Apple II

version, based on the Color Computer

version.

Overall, the programs are similar, but

none are written in "general" BASIC. Each

attempts to use the computer's special

graphics and/or sound capabilities. This

avoids the boring "teletype" style of gaming

you get with games written in totally trans

portable BASIC, but does require familiarity

with each computer.
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BUSICALC

BUSICALC A Honey of an Electronic Spreadsheet
Why electronic spreadsheet programs?

Electronic spreadsheet programs allow the user to create a gridsheet,

spreadsheet, worksheet, or any other table of information, using the

memory of the computer as pencil and paper. The computer display or

terminal acts as a window through which the user views the information

as it is entered. Textual information {such as headings), numerical values,

and formulas can easily be entered into the spreadsheet.

i*BBTrH a a ■ ii h b

aaGD a a sa a eTa

For Commodore 64

For Commodore VIC 20

For Commodore PET/CBM 40 columns

For Commodore CBM 80 column/SuperPet

BUSICALC Your Computer Drone for Repetitive Calculations
The outstanding advantage of using a computer is that it acts not only

as a pencil and paper but as a perfect eraser and an automatic calculator.

The user can quickly and easily make any number of alterations to the

data within the table. The BUSICALC will evaluate any formula using the

data that has been entered. Further, it retains the formulas and displays

the resulting value. With BUSICALC controlling the entry of data, provid

ing a comprehensive memory, and performing arithmetic, the preparation

of a spreadsheet is faster and more accurate than if it were prepared

by hand.

BGSICALC With the Sting Removed from the Prices

BUSICALC 20 only $49.00 for the VIC 20

BUSICALC64 only $69.00 fortheCBM 64

BUSICALC 40 only $79.00 for the original 40 column PET/CBM

BUSICALC 80 only $89.00 for the original 80 column CBMs and SuperPets

BC1SICALC AVAILABLE MOW FROM YOUR LOCAL DEALER

(800) 227-9998

FOR THE NAME OF YOCIR NEAREST DEALER

California, Canada, Alaska and Hawaii please call {415) 965-1735

Skyles Electric Works

231G South Whisman Road

Mountain View, CA 94041

Europe please contact Supersoft, Winchester House, Canning Road. Harrow Wealdstone. Middlesex, England HA3 7SJ. Tel. 01 861 1166



7910 IF FR=0 AND W=8 THEN 7900

7999 RETURN

8000 IF PEEK(T2)=107THEN T2=T2+17

8005 IF PEEK(T2)=115THEN T2=T2-17

8010 IF PEEK(T2)=113THEN T2=T2-374

8020 IF PEEK(T2)=114THEN T2=T2+374

8030 IF PEEK(T2)=85THEN T2=T2+391

8040 IF PEEK(T2)=75THEN T2=T2-391

8050 IF PEEK(T2)=73THEN T2=T2+357

8060 IF PEEK(T2)=74THEN T2=T2-357

8900 GOTO306

9000 POKEDD,

KEDD.255

9010 P=PEEK(PA):S1=-C(PAND8}=0):S2=((PAND16
)=0):S0=((PAND4)=0)

9020 FR=-((PAND32)=0):X=S2+S3::Y=S0+S1

9030 W=JS(X+l,Y+l)

9040 RETURN

:S3=-((PEEK(PB)AND128)=0):PO

350

360

370

3SO

390

400

410

420

430

440

450

460

4 70

480

490

500

9 510

rwiTiT-: 52O

14O PLR=l-PLR

150 COLOR 181-32*PLR:PLOT 0,23:DRAWTO

19,23:REM EH3aEEIB

Program 2: Atari Version

100 REM I.H.KtJg-l'I'ri-IH^I

110 REM

120 GOSUB 760:REM »

130 REM EnHIBaEES

190

200

210

220

230

240

250

260

270

280

29O

30O

310

320

33O

340

160 PK=PEEK(PPOS(PLR)):REM 1*IIMJJ

170 POKE PPOS(PLR),PIECE(PLR);REM

180 FOR W=l TO 20:NEXT W:REM

Makes f1ash

STRIG(PLR>=0 ANDST=STICK<PLR):IF

PK=83 THEN 27O

POKE PPDS(PLR),PK-128*(PK>128)

IF ST=15 THEN 170

POKE PPOS(PLR), PK

PPOS (PLR)=PPOS(PLR>+DIR(ST)

PK=PEEK(PPOS(PLR>)

IF PKOB3 AND PKOPIECE(O) AND PK

<>PIECE(1) THEN PPOS<PLR)=PPOS(PL

R)-DIR (ST)

GOTO 160

POKE PPOS(PLR),PIECE(PLR)

REM

REM

REM t: : '■: - ■

REM

FOR 1=5 TO 14

TEMP=PPOS(PLR):DIR=DIR(I):N=O

IF DIR=O THEN 410

Check for five-in-a-n

"Boggier," Atari version.

COMPUIE! Maich1<?83

540

550

560

570

580

590

600

610

62O

63O

64O

650

660

670

680

690

700

710

720

730

740

750

760

770

780

790

800

81O

820

830

840

850

86O

870

880

TEMP=TEMP+DIR

IF PEEK(TEMP)=PIECE(PLR)

+1:GOTO 350

N =O:REM i»I.W«■» 1 ■

THEN N=N

Mo five*in-a-row

check for capture

I0+1+17*PLR,PIECE(

TEMP=TEMP-DIR

IF PEEK(TEMP)=PIECE(PLR) THEN N=N

+1:GOTO 380

IF N=5 THEN 570

NEXT I

REM

REM

FOR 1=5 TO 14

TEMP=PPOS(PLR):DIR=DIR<I)

IF DIR=O THEN 540

IF PEEK (TEMP + DIR) < >PIECE(1-PLR) O

R PEEK (TEMP + DIR *2) OP I ECE ( 1-PLR)

OR PEEK (TEMP + DIR*3) OPIECE (PLR) T

HEN 540

COUNT(PLR)=COUNT(PLR)+2:IF CDUNT(

PLR)>10 THEN COUNT(PLR)=10

FDR J=l TO COUNT(PLR)

POKE SCR+ (3 + J) *:

1-PLR)

NEXT J

POKE TEMP+DIR,B3:POKE TEMP+DIR*2,

83

IF C0UNT<PLR>=10 THEN 570

NEXT I

GOTO 140

FOR 1=1 TO 100:POKE 712,PEEK(537 7

0) :NEXT I :POKE 7 12,0

P=PEEK(71O+PLR):C=INT(P/16)

FOR 1=1 TO 10:P0KE 710+PLR,0:SOUN

D 0,200,10,8:FOR W=l TO 2O:NEXT W

:POKE 710+PLR,P:SOUND 0,100,10,8

FOR W=l TO 20:NEXT W:NEXT I

P=PEEK(711-PLR):C=INT(P/16)

FOR 1=14 TO O STEP -0.2:S0UND 0,1

*2,12,I:P0KE 71 I-PLR,C* 16+I:NEXT

I

POKE 711-PLR,0

FOR 1=1 TO 1O:POKE 53274,PEEK(537

70>sNEXT I

POSITION 2,0:? #6;"player ";:IF P

LR THEN ? #6;"two";:GOTO 670

? #6;"one";

? #6;" wins"

FOR W=l TO 5OO:NEXT W

POSITION 1,0:? #6;"press fire'new

game"

IF STRIG(O)=O THEN 7O0

IF STRIG(0) THEN 710

RUN

GOTO 730

REM

DIM DIR(15)

FOR 1=5 TO 1

READ A:DIR(I

NEXT I

DATA 21,-19,

0, 0

GRAPHICS 17:

POKE 756, 226

SCR=PEEK(88)

FOR 1=2 TO 2

SCR+K20+J.8

FOR 1=2 TO 1

KE SCR+420+I

FOR 1=2 TO 2

POKE SCR+20*

POKE SCR+42.

E SCR+422,90

POSITION 6,0

)=ft

1,0,19,-21,-1,0,20

SETC0L0R 0,0,0

: REM M:T:1:J:K»v

+256*PEEK<89)

0:FQR J=2 TO 17:P0KE

3: NEXT J :NEXT I

7:POKE 5CR+4O+I,87:PO

.88:NEXT I

0;POKE SCR+2O*I+2,65:

1+17,68:NEXT I

81:POKE SCR+57,69:P

:POKE SCR+437,67



PERIPHERALS UNLIMITED
Fantastic Prices!
Our fast service, product selection and our customers' satisfaction make us #1

NEC Printers
7710 SpinwriterR/O

7720 SpinwriterKSR

7730 SpinwriterR/O

7700 Bi-directional Tractor

7700 Ribbons

3510 Spinwriter

3515 Spinwriter

3530 Spinwriter

3550 Spinwriter

3500 Bi-directional Tractor

3500 Ribbons

NEC Thimbles — All Styles

NEC Dot Matrix
PC-8023

PC-8023

A-C

Ribbons

S2134

$2495

$2145

$250

$5

$1545

$1699

$1545

$1899

$225

$14

$18

$474

$14

Okidctta Printers
OkidataMicroline82A

Okidata Microline 83A

Okidata Microline 84P

Okidata Microline 84S

Tractor (Oki 80 & 82 Only)

Okidata Okigraph

Call for prices on ribbons

Diablo Printers
Diablo 620

Diablo 620 Bi-Directional Tractor

Diablo 630 RO

Diablo 630 KSR

Diablo 630 Bi-Directional Tractor

RS232 Cable

Call for prices on ribbons

NEC Monitors

$439

$679

$1069

$1099

$60

$85

$1349

$175

$1999

$2700

$275

$35

Epson Printers
MX-80 w/Graphtrax Plus $449

MX-80FT w/Graphtrax Plus $529

MX-100 (15" Carriage) $684

Grappler Plus Interface $129

MX-80 Ribbons $12

MX-100 Ribbons $18

Call for prices on interfaces & cables

ids Printers
IDSMicroprism

IDS Prism 132

IDS Prism 132w/color

IDS Grappler

Amdek
Amdek12'

Amdek 12'

Amdek 13

Amdek 13'

Amdek 13

Amdisk3

300 GRN Phosphor

300 Amber

Color I

Color II

Color III

$539

$1449

$1659

$129

$149

$149

$319

$739

$429

$749

(3" Dual Microfloppy Storage for

APPLE II & IBM PC)

NEC JB1201

NEC JC1201

GRN Phosphor

Color

$149

$339

For service, quality and delivery

Call toll free

1-800-3434114

Ordering information: Our order lines are open 9

A.M. to 5:30 P.M. EST Monday through Friday. Phone

orders are welcome; free use of Mastercard and VISA.

Personal checks require 2 weeks clearance.

Manufacturer's warranty included on all equipment.

Prices subject to revision. C.O.D.'s accepted. All U.P.S.

shipments are subject to a shipping charge of 1% of the

total purchase, with a minimum charge of $5.00.

PERIPHERALS UNLIMITED

(617) 655-7400
62 North Main Street, Natick, MA 01760



890 FOR 1=4 TO 13:P0KE SCR+It2O+l,82:

POKE SCR+18+I*20,82:NEXT I

9 00 DIM PPOS(1),PIECE(1),COUNT(1)

9 10 PPOS(0)=SCR+229:PPOS(1> =SCR+209

9 2O PIECE(0)=148:PIECE(I)=212:COUNT(O

)=O;COUNT(i)=O

930 POKE PP0S(0),PIECE<O)

940 RETURN

Program 3: TRS-SO Color Computer Version

100

110

120

130

140

150

160

170

180

190

200

210

220

230

240

250

260

270

280

290

300

310

320

330

340

350

360

370

380

390

400

410

420

430

440

450

460

470

4B0

490

500

510

520

530

540

550

560

570

580

590

600

610

620

630

64O

66O

670

680

690

7 00

TRS-80

DIM DX(8)

( 1 )

60SUB 980

DY(8),R0W<l),CDL(l),CNT

PLR=1-PLR

PRINT3495,CHR«(16*(4+3*PLR)+143);

PK=POINT(COL (PLR),ROW(PLR))

SET(COL(PLR) ,RDW(PLR) ,PIECE(PLR> >

WHICH=ASC(INKEY*+CHR4

IF WHICH=13 AND PK=2 THEN 340

RESET£COL(PLR).ROW(PLR>)

IF WHICH=O THEN 180

SET(COL(PLR),ROW(PLR),PK>

TR=ROW(PLR)

TC=COL(PLR)

ROW(PLR)=RDW(PLR)-2*(WHICH=10)+2*

(WHICH=94)

C0L(PLR)=C0L(PLR)-2*(WHICH=9)+2*<

WHICH=8)

PK=POINT(C0L(PLR),ROW(PLR))

IF PK< >7 THEN 170

ROW(PLR)=TR

COL(PLR)=TC

GOTO 170

SET(COL(PLR),ROW(PLR),PIECE(PLR))

' fggJiWS S3£ faTCTa- SIT-ff- fr

FOR 1=1 TO 8

TR=ROW(PLR)

TC=COL(PLR)

DX=DX(I)

DY=DY(I)

N=0

TC=TC+DX

TR=TR+DY

PK=POINT(TC,TR)

IF PK< >PIECE (PLR) THEN 500

GOTO 44O

N= 0

TC=TC-DX

TR=TR-DY

PK=POINT(TC,TR)

IF PKOPIECE (PLR) THEN 570

N= N+1

SOTO 510

IF N=5 THEN 800

NEXT I

' ce ssa=-hi- e-mas

FOR 1=1 TO 8

DX = DX ( I ) :DY = DY < I )

TC=COL(PLR)+DX

TR=ROW(PLR)+DY

C1=POINT(TC,TR)

C2=P0INT(TC+DX,TR+DY)

C3=P0INT(TC+DX*2,TR+DY*2)

IF C1OPIECE (1-PLR) OR C2OPIECE<

1-PLR) OR C3OPIECE (PLR) THEN 770

CNT CPLR)=CNT(PLR)+2

IMIIIIII1IIIIIIIIIIMII

IIIIMMMIIMl Ill

niiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiii
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

■iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

The TRS-80 Color Computer version of "Boggier."

710

720

730

735

737

740

750

760

770

780

790

BOO

BIO

815

B20

B30

840

850

B60

B70

B80

950

960

9 70

980

99O

1000

1010

1040

1050

1 160

1 170

i 180

1 190

1 191

1 193

1 194

1 195

1200

1210

1220

1230

1240

1250

1270

1280

1290

1300

1310

1320

IF CNT(PLR)>10 THEN

REM

FOR J=l TO CNT<PLR>

SET(56*PLR+5,10+J*2

NEXT J

SET(TC+DX,TR+DV,2)

SET(TC,TR,2)

IF CNT(PLR)=10 THEN

NEXT I

GOTO 150

RFM MII&rfifilillA (TTiTT1

FOR 1=0 TO 7

CLS I

SOUND 1*10+10, .1

NEXT I

CLS

CNT(PLR)=10

,PIECE(1-PLR))

800

PRINT "PLAYER ";PLR+1;" WON!!"

PRINT

PRINT"PRESS SPACE TO PLAY AGAIN:11

IF INKEY*<>" " THEN

RUN

END

CLS 0

FOR 1=1 TO 8

READ DX(I),DY(I)

NEXT I

DATA 0,2,2,0,2,2,-

,-2,2,2,-2

*

FOR 1=3 TO 29

870

2,-2.-2.0.0,-2

PR1NT364+I.CHR*(239);

PRINT3448+I,CHR*(2

NEXT I

FOR 1=3 TO 13

PRI NTSI *32+ 3,CHR* <

PRINTSI *32+ 29,CHR*

FOR J=4 TO 28

PRINTSI*32+J,CHR*(

NEXT J

NEXT I

PIECE (0)=5

PIECE(1)=8

CNT(O)=O:CNT(1)=0

R0W(0)=16

COL(0)=32

ROW(1>=I4

COL <1)=30

SET(COL(0),ROW(0),

RETURN

39) ;

239) ;

(239);

152) ;

PIECE(0))
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Why use other computer media

when you could be using

Scotch
high quality error free media?
Get Scotch Diskettes Directly From Communications Electronics

There's a lot of valuable data stored on the diskettes in

your computer or word processing system. In 1981, a

diskette manufacturer calculated that the "true cost of a

diskette" was $186.50 after data loading. With inflation,

the actual cost is well over $200.00 today. That is why you
don't want to use just any diskette, you want the high

reliability and quality of Scotch diskettes. You can trust

Scotch diskettes to deliver that accuracy because each

diskette is tested before it leaves the factory and is

certified error-free. That means fewer errors and less lost

data. Flexible discs may look alike, but they don't all

perform alike. Scotch diskettes can deliver all the perform

ance you'll ever need. The low abrasivity of Scotch

diskettes, 32% below industry average, saves wear and

tear on your read/write heads, which means fewer service

calls due to head problems. Longer and more reliable

service is yours when you buy Scotch diskettes since they

far exceed the industry standard durability tests. Finally,

your Scotch diskettes are packaged in units of 10, com

plete with color-coded labels (except bulk product) to

make your filing easier.

Flexible Disc Quantity Discounts Available

Scotch diskettes are packed 10 discs to a carton and five

cartons to a case. Please order only in increments of 100

units for quantity 100 pricing. We are also willing to

accommodate your smaller orders. Quantities less than

100 units are available in increments of 10 units at a 10%

surcharge. Quantity discounts are also available. Order

500 or more discs at the same time and deduct 1 %; 1,000

or more saves you 2%; 2,000 or more saves you 3%; 5,000

or more saves you 4%; 10,000 or more saves you 5%;

25,000 or more saves you 6%; 50,000 or more saves you

7% and 100,000 or more discs earns you an 8% discount

off our super low quantity 100 price. Almost all Scotch

diskettes are immediately available from CE. Our ware

house facilities are equipped to help us get you the quality

product you need, when you need it. If you need further

assistance to find the flexible disc that's right for you, call

the 3M/Scotch flexible disc compatibility hotline. Dial toll-

free 800-328-1300 and ask for the Data Recording Prod

ucts Division. In Minnesota or outside the United States

dial 612-736-9625 between 9 AM to 4 PM Central Time.

SAVE OH SCOTCH FLEXIBLE DISCS
Product Description

8" SSSD IBM Compatible (128 B/S. 26 Sectors)

8" Same as above, but bulk pack w/o envelope

8" SSSD Shugart Compatible. 32 Hard Sector

8" SSSD CPT8000 Compatible, Soft Sector

8" SSDD IBM Compatible (128 B/S. 26 Sectors)

8" DSDD Soft Sector (Unformatted)

8" DSDD Soft Sector (256 B/S. 26 Sectors}

8" DSDD Soft Sector (512 B/S, 15 Sectors)

8" DSDD Soft Sector{1024 B/S. 8 Sectors)

5'/«" SSDD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring

5VV Same as above, but bulk pack w/o envelope 744D-0RHB

5'A" SSDD 10 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring

5V«" SSDD 16 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring

5'/r DSDD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring

5W DSDD 10 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring

5V«" DSDD 16 Hard Sector w/Hub Ring

SV*" SSQD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring (96 TPI)

5'/*" DSQD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring (96 TPI)

SSSD = Single Sided Single Density; SSDD = Single Sided Double Density:

DSDD = Double Sided Double Density; SSQD = Single Sided Quad Density;
DSQD = Double Sided Quad Density; TPI = Tracks per inch.

Part*

740-0

740-OB

740-32

740-0-8000

741-0

743-0

743-0/256

743-0/51 2

743-0/1024

744D-0RH

744D-0RHB

744D-10RH

744D-16RH

745-ORH

745-10RH

745-16RH

746-ORH

747-ORH

CE quant.

1OO price

per disc (Si

2.19

1.99

2.19

2.89

2.89

3.49

3.49

3.49

3.49

2.34

2.14

2.34

2.34

3.09

3.09

3.09

2.99

3.99

Save on Scotch Static Control Floor Mats

Scotch Velostat Electrically Conductive Floor Mats, drain static charge

before it can cause serious problems with computer or word processing

equipment. Order number 1853 is a black4' x 5' size mat with lip. Cost
is $170.00 each. Order number 9453 is the same mat, but the color is

earthtone brown, which is designed to blend with any office decor.

Cost on the 9453 mat is $259.00 each. All Velostat mats come

complete with 15 feet of ground cord. All mats are shipped freight collect.

Save on Scotch Data Cartridges
Scotch Data Cartridges are available from CE in three different

configurations. The DC100A data cartridge is a small version of the
DC300A data cartridge. The DC100A contains 140 feet of 0.150" tape

in a package measuring 2.4x3.2x0.5 inches. Cost is$14.00 each. The

DC300A is a pre-loaded tape cartridge containing 300 feet of one mil

thick by 'A" computer tape. The DC300A costs $18.00 each. The

DC300XL is an extra length data cartridge with 450 feet of tape. It is

the same size and interchangeable with the DC300A. The DC300XL

provides a total storage capacity of 34.5 million bits at 1600 BPI. The

cost of the DC300XL is $22.00 each.

Scotch Head Cleaning Diskettes- Helps Cut Downtime
When the read/write heads on information processing machines

are dirty, that can cause you a lot of grief. Now...with Scotch brand

head cleaning diskettes, you can clean the read/write heads on

the diskette drives yourself in just 30 seconds and as often as they

need it. Simply apply the cleaning solution to the special white

cleaning fabric. Insert the cleaning diskette into the drive and

access the heads for 30 seconds. That's all there is to it. Regular

use of the head cleaning diskettes can save you much of the grief

caused by dirty heads. We recommend you use them once a

week, or more often if your system gets heavy use. Each kit

contains two head cleaning diskettes, and enough solution for 30

cleanings. Order # 5-CLE is for 5V»" drives and order # 8-CLE is

for 8" drives. Only $25.00 each plus S3.00 shipping per kit.

Buy with Confidence
To get the fastest delivery from CE of your Scotch computer products,

send or phone your order directly to our Computer Products Division.

Be sure to calculate your price using the CE prices in this ad. Michigan

residents please add 4% sales tax or supply your tax I.D. number.

Written purchase orders are accepted .from approved government

agencies and most well rated firms at a 30% surcharge for net 30

billing. All sales are subject to availability, acceptance and verification.

All sales are final. Prices, terms and specifications are subject to

change without notice. All prices are in U.S. dollars. Out of stock items

will be placed on backorder automatically unless CE is instructed

differently. Minimum prepaid order $50.00. Minimum purchase order

$200.00. International orders are invited with a $20.00 surcharge for

special handling in addition to shipping charges. All shipments are

F.O.B. Ann Arbor, Michigan. No COD's please. Non-certified and

foreign checks require bank clearance.

For shipping charges add $8.00 per 100 diskettes and/or any

fraction of 100 8-inch diskettes, or $6.00 per 100 diskettes and/or any

fraction of 100 5'A-inch mini-discs. For cleaning kits, add $3.00 per kit.

For tape data cartridges, add $1.00 per cartridge, for U.P.S. ground

shipping and handling in the continental United States.

Mail orders to: Communications Electronics, Box 1002,

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 U.S.A. If you have a Master Card

or Visa card, you may call and place a credit card order. Order

toll-free in the U.S. Dial 800-521-4414. If you are outside the

U.S. or in Michigan, dial 313-994-4444. Order your Scotch

computer products from Communications Electronics today.

Copyright S1982 Communications Electronics" Ad #120182

MEMBER

(MasterCard]

Order Toil-Free!

(800)521-4414
In Michigan (313) 994-4444 Authorized Distributor

COMMUNICATIONS

ELECTRONICS"

ComputerProducts Division

854 Phoenix D Box 1002 □ Ann Arbor, Michigan 46106 U.S.A.

Call TOLL-FREE (800) 521 -4414 or outsld* U.S.A. (313) 994-4444



Program 4: Apple ll Version

100

110

120

130

140

150

160

170

180

190

200

210

220

230

235

240

250

270

280

270

300

310

320

330

340

350

360

370

380

390

400

410

440

460

510

530

570

580

590

600

610

620

630

640

660

APPLE II BOGGLERREM

REM

DIM DX(B),DY(B),RDW(1),COL(1),CNT(1)
GOSUS 980

REM MAIN LOOP

PLR = 1 - PLR

COLOR= PIECE(PLR)! HLIN 0,39 AT 0: HLIN

0,39 AT 39

PK = SCRN( COL(PLR),ROW(PLR)>

COLOR= PIECE(PLR): PLOT COL(PLR),ROW(PL

R)

REM

WHICH = PEEK ( - 16384) - 128

IF WHICH = 13 AND PK = 13 THEN POKE -

1636B,0i GOTO 340

COLOR= 0: PLOT COL(PLR),ROW(PLR)

IF WHICH < = 0 THEN ISO

POKE - 16368,0

COLOR= PKi PLOT COL(PLR),ROW(PLR)

TR = ROW(PLR):TC = COL(PLR)

ROW(PLR) = ROW(PLR) - 2 * (WHICH = 73) +

2 * (WHICH = 77)

COL(PLR) = COL(PLR) - 2 * (WHICH ■ 74) +

2 * (WHICH = 75)

PK. m SCRN( COL <PLR) , ROW (PLR) )

IF PK < > 3 THEN 170

ROW(PLR) = TR

COL(PLR) = TC

GOTO 170

COLOR= PIECE(PLR): PLOT COL(PLR),ROW(PL

R)

REM CHECK FOR FIVE-IN-A-ROW

REM

REM

FOR

STEP 1. FIND BOTTOM

I = 1 TO B

TR = ROW(PLR)

TC = COL(PLR)

DX = DX(I):DY = DY(I):N = O

TC = TC + DXiTR = TR + DY

IF SCRNt TC,TR) = PIECE(PLR)

TC = TC - DX:TR = TR - DY

IF SCRN( TC,TR) = PIECE(PLR)

N + It GOTO 5X0

IF N = 5 THEN BOO

NEXT I

REM NO FIVE-IN-A-ROW

REM CHECK FOR CAPTURE

FOR I = 1 TO B

DX = DX(I):DY = DY(I)

TC = COL(PLR) + DX

TR - ROW(PLR) + DY

Cl = SCRN( TC,TR)

THEN 440

THEN N =

670

680

690

700

710

730

740

760

770

780

790

BOO

810

820

830

840

C2 = SCRN( TC + DX,TR + DY)

C3 = SCRN( TC + OX * 2,TR + DY * 2)

IF Cl < > PIECE<1 - PLR) OR C2 < > PI

ECEU - PLR) OR C3 < > PIECE (PLR) THEN

770

CNT(PLR) = CNT(PLR) + 2: IF CNT(PLR) > 1
0 THEN CNT(PLR) =■■ 1O

COLOR= PI ECEU - PLR)

VLIN 10,10 + CNT(PLR) AT 39 * PLR

COLOR= 13: PLOT TC,TR: PLOT TC + DX,TR +

DY

IF CNT(PLR) - 10 THEN 800

NEXT I

GOTO 150

REM SOMEBODY WON!

FOR I = 0 TO 15

COLOR= 16 * RND (1): HLIN 0,39 AT 20 -

Ii HLIN 0,39 AT 19 - I

HLIN 0,39 AT 20 + Ii HLIN 0,39 AT 21 +

I

NEXT I

HOME : PRINT "PLAYER ";PLR + 1;" WON!!"

850 PRINT : PRINT "PRESS "j : FLASH : PRINT

"SPACE";: NORMAL : PRINT " TO PLAY AGAI

860 IF PEEK ( - 16384) < 128 THEN 800

870 GET A»: RUN

960 REM INITIALIZATION

970 REM

9B0 GR : COLOR= 15: FOR I = 0 TO 39: HLIN 0

,39 AT I: NEXT

985 HOME

990 FOR I = 1 TO 8

1000 READ DX(I),DY(I)

1010 NEXT

1040 DATA 0,2,2,0,2,2,-2,-2,-2,0,0,-2,-2,2

2 —2

1050 COLOR= 3

1060 FOR I « 3 TO 39

1160 HLIN 4,36 AT 4

1170 HLIN 4,36 AT 36

1180 VLIN 4,36 AT 4

1190 VLIN 4,36 AT 36

1200 COLOR= 13

1210 FOR I = 6 TO 34 STEP 2

1220 HLIN 6,34 AT Z

1230 NEXT I

1235 COLOR=> 15

1240 FOR I = 7 TO 33 STEP 2

1250 VLIN 6,34 AT I

1260 NEXT I

1270 PIECE(O) = 7iPIECE(l) » 9

1280 CNT(O) « OiCNT(l) = 1

1290 COLU) = 20:R0W(l) = 18

1300 COL(O) - IBiROW(O) = 20

1310 COLOR= PIECE(0)1 PLOT COL(0),ROW(0)

1320 RETURN

Program 5: ti version

"Boggier," Apple version.
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100 REM TI-99/4A BOGGLER

110 REM

120 DIM DELTAX(8),DELTAY(8),ROW(1),CO

L(1),PIECE<1),COUNT(l)

130 GOSUB 980

140 REM MAIN LOOP

150 PLR=1-PLR

160 CALL HCHAR<24, I,12B+PLR*8,32)

170 CALL GCHAR(ROW(PLR>,COL(PLR),PK)

180 CALL HCHAR(ROW(PLR),COL(PLR),PIEC

E(PLR))

190 REM

200 CALL KEY(3,WHICH,STATUS)

210 IF (WHICH=13)*(PK=144)THEN 340

22O CALL HCHAR(ROW(PLR),COL(PLR),32>



230 IF STATUS=0 THEN 180

240 CALL HCHAR(ROW(PLR>,COL(PLR>, PK>

250 TEMPROW=ROW<PLR)

26O TEMPCQL=COL(PLR)

27O ROW <PLR> =ROW(PLR) + (WHICH=69)-(WHI

CH=88)

280 COL(PLR)=COL(PLR)+(WHICH=83>-(WHI

CH=6B>

29O CALL GCHAR(ROW(PLR),COL(PLR),PK)

300 IF PKO152 THEN 17O

310 ROW<PLR)=TEMPROW

320 COL(PLR)=TEMPCOL

330 GOTO 170

340 CALL HCHAR(ROW(PLR), COL(PLR), PIEC

E(PLR))

350 REM CHECK FOR FIVE-IN-A-ROW

360 REM

370 REM STEP 1. FIND BOTTOM

380 FOR 1=1 TO 8

390 TEMPROW=ROW(PLR)

400 TEMPCOL=COL(PLR)

410 DX=DELTAX<I)

420 DY=DELTAY(I)

43O N=O

440 TEMPCOL=TEMPCOL+DX

45O TEMPROW=TEMPRDW+DY

460 CALL GCHAR(TEMPROW,TEMPCOL,PK)

470 IF PKOPIECE (PLR)THEN 500

480 N=N+1

490 GOTO 440

500 N=0

510 TEMPCOL-TEMPCOL-DX

520 TEMPROW=TEMPROW-DY

530 CALL GCHAR(TEMPROW,TEMPCOL,PK)

540 IF PKOPIECE (PLR) THEN 570

550 N=N+1

560 GOTO 510

570 IF N=5 THEN 800

580 NEXT I

590 REM NO FIVE-IN-A-ROW

600 REM CHECK FOR CAPTURE

610 FOR 1=1 TO 8

620 TEMPROW=ROW(PLR)

630 TEMPCOL=COL(PLR)

640 DX = DELTAX <I>

650 DY= DELTAY ( I)

660 CALL GCHAR(TEMPRDW+DY,TEMPCOL+DX,

CK1)

67O CALL GCHAR(TEMPR0W+DY*2,TEMPC0L+D

X*2,CK2)

680 CALL GCHAR(TEMPROW+DY*3,TEMPCOL+D

X*3,CK3)

690 IF (CKK >PIECE ( 1-PLR) ) + <CK2OPIEC

E(l-PLR) ) + (CK3OPIECE (PLR) > THEN 7

70

700 COUNT(PLR)=COUNT(PLR)+2

710 IF COUNT(PLR)>10 THEN 720 ELSE 73

0

720 COUNT(PLR)-IO

730 CALL VCHAR(5,28*PLR+2,PIECE(1-PLR

),COUNT(PLR))

740 CALL HCHAR(TEMPROW+DY,TEMPCOL+DX,
144)

750 CALL HCHAR<TEMPR0W+DY*2,TEMPCOL+D
X*2,144)

760 IF C0UNT(PLR)=10 THEN 800

770 NEXT I

780 GOTO 150

790 REM SOMEBODY WON!

800 FOR 1=1 TO 20

810 CALL SCREEN(RND*15+1>

820 NEXT I

830 FOR 1=1 TO 10

840 CALL COLOR<14-PLR,RND*15+1,RND*15
+ 1 >

□ aaanaaaaaaaaaannunriDnfinn
aoaaaaaoaaaaaaaQaaannnnon
DOODDDDOQaODOOOODaODDDnnil

■aaaaaaaaooaannooDoannnDou
aoaaaaoonaooaoaoaaaaaaonu
DODDODODDOODDOQQOaDaaaODD
DaaoQDOoaaQQGaaoaaaaDDODO

■DOOOODDDDDOODDDOG
IDODOOODOO
aaaanaoaaooano nODDDDOOQG

DaaaoaaaaaonaaaQnannaooaQ

DOaDQnOODDnDODDQOnnnnnnDa
aDaDaaanDnuDooaaDaooDnDDO■

oaaaaaaDoanaaanDDaaaaaQal
oaaaDaDooDoaooDaoaoDDDDDi

□ naoQaaaooaoao >.

Outmaneuvering an opponent in the TI-99/4A version of
"Boggier."

850

860

870

880

890

900

910

920

930

940

950

960

970

980

990

1000

1010

1020

1030

1040

1050

1060

1070

1090

109O

1 100

1 110

1 120

1 130

1 140

1 150

1 160

1170

1 180

1190

1200

1210

1220

1230

1240

1250

1260

1270

1280

129O

1300

1310

1*100+100,I*3>CALL SOUND(-1

NEXT I

CALL COLOR(14-PLR,1,1)

CALL CLEAR

PRINT "PLAYER ";

IF PLR THEN 930

PRINT "TWO";

GOTO 940

PRINT "ONE";

PRINT " WINS!"

END

REM INITIALIZATION

REM

CALL SCREENU6)

FOR 1=1 TO 8

READ A,B

DELTAX(I)=A

DELTAY(I)=B

NEXT I

DATA 0,1,1,0,1,1

,-1,1,1,-1
CALL CLEAR

COLOR(13,9,1)

C0L0R(14,6,1)

C0L0R(15,14,1)

C0L0R(16,1

CHAR(152,"

CHAR(144,"

CHAR (129, "

CHAR( 137, "

CHAR(128."

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

FOR

,-1,-1,-1,0,0,-1

1 )

CHAR(136,

FEFEFEFEFEFEFEOO")

007E666666667EO0"}

O07E7E7E7E7E7E00")

007E7E7E7E7E7E00")

FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF")

FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF")

HCHAR(2,3,152,26)

HCHAR(22,3,152,26)

VCHAR(2,3,152,20)

VCHAR(2,29,152.21)

1=3 TO 21

CALL HCHAR(1,4,144,25)

NEXT I

PIECE(0)=129

PIECE(1)=137

COUNT(0)=0

COUNT(l)=0

ROW(0> = 12

COL(O)=16

ROW(1)=11

COL(1)=16

CALL HCHAR(ROW(0).COL(O),PIECE(O

1320 RETURN
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Questions Beginners Ask
Tom R Halfhill, Features Editor

Are you thinking about buying a computer for the first

time, but don't know anything about computers? Or

maybe you just purchased a computer and are still baffled

by what personal computing is all about. Each month,

COMPUTE! will tackle the types of questions we receive

from beginners.

Do I really need to learn how to program

in order to use a home computer?

A No, you don't - not really. You could simply

stick to buying commercial software, programs

which are pre-written and pre-packaged for you

by professional programmers. Your local com

puter dealers, and mail-order dealers which ad

vertise in magazines such as COMPUTE!, carry

hundreds of programs for all types of computers.

You only have to make sure that the programs

you buy will work on your computer and do what

you want. (Read reviews; test the programs at the

dealer's showroom.)

If you have a standard VIC-20 computer with

a Datasette tape recorder, for example, make sure

the programs you buy come on cassette tape (not

diskette) and use no more memory than the stan

dard VIC's 5K of RAM. Some computers, such as

the VIC, also accept programs stored on plug-in

cartridges. In any case, make sure you know what

you're buying. The software should be clearly

labeled as to its requirements: type of computer,

amount of memory, peripherals required, and

special equipment, if any (such as joysticks). Test

the program if possible to be certain it does what

you want.

Building a software library in this manner is

like buying records or tapes for a stereo system -

you don't have to be a professional musician to

enjoy the equipment.

Computers, however, give you a choice that

stereos do not. You can learn to write your own

programs. This has several advantages. For one

thing, you can tailor your own programs to do

exactly what you want. For example, you could

buy a pre-packaged personal budget program,

but it might not be designed for a household with

two checking accounts. It might also lack other

features you find desirable. If you write programs

yourself, you can fit them to your needs - exactly.

Also, writing your own programs is less ex

pensive than buying commercial ones. Although

it's quite challenging to write commercial-quality

arcade games, something as relatively simple as a

checkbook-balancer could be written in an

evening. You might save $20 or $30.

And finally, do not immediately dismiss the

idea that programming can be fun. Too many

people assume that programming would be too

hard or too boring for them. Yet, thousands of

children have learned how to program computers,

and their attention is often riveted for hours.

Ql'm interested in buying a home computer,

but it seems that the prices are constantly

dropping, and that new and better models are

coming out all the time. Why should I buy a com

puter now? Shouldn't I wait?

A This seems to bother lots of people shopping

for home computers. If you want to wait, you

should define for yourself exactly what you're waiting

for. A computer with 65K of memory selling for

under $500? Any computer selling for under $75?

An under-$I000 computer with at least 128K? A

computer with eight synthesized voices and 500

colors?

If you don't decide exactly what you're wait

ing for, you might be waiting forever. For the

past two decades, computer technology has been

moving faster than any other technology, and it is

not slowing down. In the foreseeable future, com

puters will always be getting cheaper and more

powerful. This is likely to continue throughout

our lifetimes. So if you wait, there's no doubt

you'll get a better deal in terms of computing

power per dollar.

But in the meantime, you won't have a com

puter. It's sort of like deciding whether to join

some friends who are swimming in a lake on a

chilly summer morning. You are hesitating be

cause the water feels cold. You can see that your

friends are enjoying themselves, and you know

that if you jump in, you'll get used to the water

and have fun yourself. But you also know that if

you wait awhile, the day will grow warmer and

make your dive easier. When do you take the

plunge?



TRS-80 COLOR OS*

AARDVARK

VIC-64 VIC-20 SINCLAIR TIMEX

QUEST - A NEW IDEA IN ADVENTURE

GAMESI Different from all the others.

Quest is played on a computer generated

map of Alesia. Your job is to gather men

and supplies by combat, bargaining, explor

ation of ruins and temples and outright
banditry. When your force is strong enough,

you attack the Citadel of Moorlock in a

life or death battle to the finish. Playable

in 2 to 5 hours, this one is different every

time. 16k TRS-80, TRS-80 Color, and Sin

clair. 13K VIC-20. $14.95 each.

ADVENTURES!!!

These Adventures are written in BASIC, are
full featured, fast action, full plotted ad

ventures that take 30-50 hours to play. (Ad

ventures are interactive fantasies. It's like

reading a book except that you are the main

character as you give the computer com

mands like "Look in the Coffin" and

"Light the torch.")

Adventures require 16k on TRS80, TRS80

color, and Sinclair. They require 8k on OSI

and 13k on Vic-20. Derelict takes 12k on
OSI. $14.95 each.

CATERPILLAR

O.K., the Caterpillar does look a lot like a

Centipede. We have spiders, falling fleas,

monsters traipsing across the screen, poison

mushrooms, and a lot of other familiar

stuff. COLOR 80 requires 16k and Joy

sticks. This is Edson's best game to date.

$19.95 for TRS 80 COLOR.

PROGRAMMERS!

SEE YOUR PROGRAM IN THIS SPACE!!
Aardvark traditionally pays the highest com
missions in the industry and gives programs
the widest possible coverage. Quality is the
keyword. It your program is good and you
want it presented by the best, send it to
Aardvark.

ESCAPE FROM MARS
(by Rodger Olsen)

This ADVENTURE takes place on the RED
PLANET. You'll have to explore a Martian

city and deal with possibly hostile aliens to

survive this one. A good first adventure.

PYRAMID (by Rodger Olsen)

This is our most challenging ADVENTURE.

It is a treasure hunt in a pyramid full of

problems. Exciting and tough !

HAUNTED HOUSE (by Bob Anderson)

It's a real adventure —with ghosts and ghouls

and goblins and treasures and problems —

but it is for kids. Designed for the 8 to 12

year old population snd those who haven't

tried Adventure before and want to start

out real easy.

DERELICT

(by Rodger Olsen & Bob Anderson)

New winner in the toughest adventure from

Aardvark sweepstakes. This one takes pface

on an alien ship that has been deserted for a

thousand years - and is still dangerous!

TUBE FRENZY

(by Dave Edson)

This is an almost indescribably fast action

arcade game. It has fast action, an all new

concept in play, simple rules, and 63 levels

of difficulty. All machine code, requires

Joysticks. Another great game by Dave

Edson. TRS 80 COLOR ONLY. 16k and

Joysticks required. $19.95.

CATCH'EM

(by Dave Edson}

One of our simplest, fastest, funnest, all

machine code arcade games. Raindrops and

an incredibe variety of other things come

falling down on your head. Use the Joy

sticks to Catch'em. It's a BALL! - and a

flying saucer! — and a Flying Yl— and so

on. TRS 80 COLOR. $19.95.

BASIC THAT ZOOOMMS!!
AT LAST AN AFFORDABLE COMPILER!

The compiler allows you to write your

programs in easy BASIC and then auto

matically generates a machine code equiv
alent that runs 50 to 150 times faster.

It does have some limitations. It takes at

least 8k of RAM to run the compiler and it
does only support a subset of BASIC-

about 20 commands including FOR, NEXT,

END,GOSUB,GOTO,IF, THEN, RETURN
END, PRINT, STOP, USR (X), PEEK,

POKE, *,/,+,-, > , ■; ,=, VARIABLE

NAMES A-Z, SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLES,

and INTEGER NUMBERS FORM 0-64K.

TINY COMPILER is written in BASIC. It
generates native, relocatable 6502 or 6809

code. It comes with a 20-page manual and

can be modified or augmented by the user.

$24.95 on tape or disk for OSI, TRS-80
Color, or VIC.

Please specify system on all orders

ALSO FROM AARDVARK — This is only a partial list of what we carry. We have a lot of other games (particularly for the

TRS-80 Color and OSI), business programs, blank tapes and disks and hardware. Send $1.00 for our complete catalog.

AARDVARK-80

2352 S. Commerce, Walled Lake, Mi 48088

(313)669-3110

Phone Orders Accepted 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. EST. Mon.-Fri.



64K Ram

780 KB Disk Storage

Word Processing. Ultracalc CP/M

C-Basic Software

Smith Corona TP 1

Letter Quality Printer

S2395.DO

EAGLE 1600... CALL

TELEVIDEQ TERMINALS

910 S57900

912C S699 00

920C S749 00

925C 574900

950 S95O0O

TELEVIDEQ COMPUTERS

800A SI 31900

S02 $264900

802H . 5469500

606 S 549 5 00

816 S949500

803 .. .CALL

1603 CALL

MONITORS

AMDEK

.... 57495

300G Si69 00

300A $17900

Color! $339 00

Color II $69900

Color II A $799 00

Color III $399 00

Color IV CALL

BMC

12'Gieen $79 99

13" Color 1401 |Mid Res) $369 00

9191U 13" $32900

ZENITH

2VM 121 $99 00

SHARP

Sharp 13' Colo TV $27500

PANASONIC

TR-i20MIPiHigh Res Green) $159.00

CT-160 Dual Mode Color $29900

HEWLETT

PACKARD

$2O9

HP41C $149.00

HP IOC. $69.00

HP 11C S7900

HP 12C $1 14.00

HP 15C $109.00

NEW 16C $11400

PERIPHERALS

HP41 Card Reader S144.00

HPIL Module $99.00

HP1L Cassette $449.00

HPIL Primer 5419 00

Quad Memory Module S64.00

Time Module $64 00

Extended Function Module $64 00

NEC
COMPUTERS

aOOIA $72900

8031 $729.00

8012 S549 00

PRINTERS

8023 S499 00

7710/7730 S2399 00

3510/3530 $159900

MONITORS

JB-1260 . . . $129.00

JB-1201 $15900

JC-1201 . $31900

JC-1203 S729 00

TIMEX SINCLAIR

1OOO

$89.99

PC-1 5OC

POCKET

COMPUTER

$SO£)

16K Memory Module

Vu-Calc

Super Malh

Check Book Manager

The Organizer

The Budgeter

Slock Opnon

$44 95

$17.95

$12.95

$13.95

. S 14.95

S13.95

S1495

Loan & Morlgage Amortiier SI 2 95

CE 150 Printer. Plotter and

Cass. Interface Unit... $172.30

CE 152 Cass. Recorder. -. $69.00

CE 155 8K Ram

Expansion Module $94.30

HPtB5 $1969
HP I25 - $1999.00

HP85 16KMemoryModule .. $169.00

5'.«" Dual Floppy Disk $1799.00

Hard Disk w/Floppy . .54349.00

Hard Disk $3549.00

"Sweet Lips" Printer $1219.00

B0 Column Printer. .. $649.00

TP 1

PRINTERS

SMITH CORONA

S59900

NEC

35SO PRINTER... SBO99

PERCOM ORIVES

51ft" 160K Disk Dnve

SV3Z0K Disk Drive

AMOEK

310A Amoer Monitor

31OG

AmdiskOVD'tvei

DXY Plotter

Color II

$249 00

$299 00

Si 79.00

5179.00

$729 00

$759 00

S699 00

SOFTWARE

i U.S. Easywnter II - $?49.00

IUS EasyspeNer 5129.00

Peach Package (GL/AP/AR| $419 00

PROFESSIONAL

SOFTWARE

IBM/PC Word Processing 5319.00

C. ITOH [TEC)

StarwnieriFI 0-40CPS) SI 399 00

Pnmmaster|Fi0-55CPS) $174900

Prowriter 80 Col|Parallel| $49900

Prownter 80 Col.lSeriall 5629 00

Prownter 2 |132 Col.) 5799.00

OKIOATA

82A.. . $429 00

83A $65900

84 (Parallel) $107900

84 (Serial) SI 19900

IDS

MicroPnsm $649 00

132 iFully Configured) $1599 00

80 (Fully Configured). $1399.00

Call tor other configurations

STAR

Gemini 10 $379.00

OAISYWRITER

Letter Quality 1049.00

DIABLO

620 $1179.00

630 $ 1849.00

MODEMS

HAYES

Smart $239 00

Smart 1200(1200 Baud) . . $549.00

Chronograph $199.00

Miciomodem II (with Term) $309.00

Micromodem 100 $309 00

NOVATION

Cat $144 00

D-Cai $159 00

212 Auto Cat $589.00

Apple Cat II $279.00

212 Apple Cai II $609 00

CALL tor Price and Availability on

New novation Cat 103.103/212

ana J-Cat.

ANCHOR

Mark I (RS-232)

Mark II (Atari)

Mark MtfTI-99)

Mark IVfCBM/PET)

Mark V(OSBORNE) .

Mark VI IIBM-PO

Mark VII (Auto Answer Call).

TRS -80 Color Computer

9 Volt Power Supply

$79.00

.. - 79.00

. 109.00

$125.00

$9:< 00

$179.00

$119 00

$9!) 00

. $9.00

■j commodore

8032 $1039.00

CBM 64 ...CALL

4032 . $74900

8096 Upgrade Kit $369.00

Super Pel SI49900

2031 $469.00

8250 DDI.Srded DisKDrive . $1699.00

D9060 5 Meg Hard Disk $2399.00

D90607 5Meg HardDisk $2699.00

8050 $1299.00

4040 $969.00

6300 ILetter Qualily) 51549.00

8023 - $599.00

4022 $399.00

NewZ-Ram.AddsCP/MS64K . $549.00

The Manager $209.00

Magis CALL

Word Pro5 Plus $319.00

Word Pro 4 Plus $299 00

Word Pro 3 Plus $ 199 00

The Administrator $379 00

Into Pro Plus $219.00

Power $79.00

CBM 6032 Oust Cover 514.99

CBM 8050/4040 Dust Cover... 510.99

computer mail order east

800-233-8950
IN PA. CALL (717)327-9575, 477 E.THIRD ST., WILLIAMBPORT, PA. 1 77O1

In stock items shipped sameday you call. No rtsk.no deposit on C.O.D. orders Pre-paid orders receive tree shipping within the continental United States with no waiting period tor
certified checks or money orders. Add 3% (minimum $3.00) shipping and handling on all CO D and Credit Card orders. NV and PA residents add sales lax. All items subiect to
availability and price change NOTE. We stock manufacturers and third parly software tor most all computers on the marke;' CALL TODAY FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE.



FRANKLIN

ACE 1000

ACE 10 with Controller Card

ACE Writer Word Processor

CALL...

FOR SYSTEM PRICE!

ACE 1200 CALL

VIBICORP

for Apple. IBM & Franklin

ViSiQex.... S189.00

Visifile Si 89.00

Visiplot $159.00

Visilerm $89.00

Visilrend/PIO! S229.00

VisiScheduie. $229.00

Desktop Plan $189.00

VisicaOApplelltA!an.CBM.I8M!... $179.00

Visicorp prices for IBM may vary slightly.

CONTINENTAL

HomeAccnt.(Apple/Franklin|.. . S59.00

Home Accountant |IBM) . $119 00

Isi Class Mail (Appie/Frankhni $59.00

BIP.ILJB

Free Fall S24.00

Beer Run $24.00

Snake Byte 524.00

Space Eggs $24.00

Sneakers $24.00

Bandits $28.00

BRODERBUND

Apple Panic $23.00

Davids Magic $27.00

Star Blazer. $25.00

Arcade Macfme $34 00

Choplifter J2 7 00

Serpentine $27.00

INFOCOM

Deadline ...$35.00

Star Cross $29 00

2ork I $2900

Zork M or III $2900

MPC

Bubdisk (123K Ram) . 5719.00

AXLON

Ram Disk (Apple/franKltnl CALL

Call for Price on

VIC 64

Peripherals and Software.

PROFESSIONAL. SOFTWARE

Word Processing foe VIC 64.... S79.95

DISK DRIVES

FQP ATARI

AT88-S1

AT88-A1

RFD40-S1

RFD40-AI

RFD40-S2

RFD44-S1

RFD44-S2

S399 00 |

$289,001

S539Oo|
S329.OO 1
$869 00™
S6G9 00

S999 00

RAIMA DISK DRIVES

Call for price and availability on the

new Rana Disk Drives tor The Apple

and Franklin Computer Systems.

u-sa

MICRO-SCI

DISK DRIVES FOR

APPLE a FRANKLIN

A2 $299.00

A40 $349.00

A70 $459.00

C2 Controller $79.00

C47 Controller $09.00

FLOPPY DISKS

MAXELL

MD I (Bo* of 101... $32.00

MD II (Bo> Of 101 S44.00

FD 1(8") $40 00

FD II (8" DD) 550.00

VERBATUM

5V«"SS DD $26.00

5V OS DD $36.00

ELEPHANT

5V." SS SD $ 19.99

VIC SO

$179.

VIC 20 Dust Cover $9.99

VIC 1530 Daiassette $6900

VIC 1540 DiskOnve $33900

VIC 1541 |64K Disk Drivel CALL

VIC 1525 Graphic Printer. ...5339.00

VIC 1210 3K Mem. Exo $32.00

VIC 1110 8K Mem. E«p $53.00

VIC 1111 16K Mem. Exp. .. $94.00

VIC 1011 RS232CTerm Interface $43.00

VIC 11121EEE-488 Inlerface $86 00

VIC 121 1 Super Expander $53.00

VIC Mother Board . .599 00

AHOME
ATARI"

COMPUTERS

4OO

1BK S199

32K $274*

4SK $359*
•Non-Alan Ram

410 Recorder. 574.00

810 Disk Drive $429.00

822 Prml«r 5269.00

825 Printer S589 00

830 Modem $1S9.OO

820 Printer $259.00

850 Interlace 5169.00

CX40 Joy Slicks (pair) $18 00

CX853 Alan 16K Ram $77.95

..5499
New low price effective January 1, 1983.

Call for Price and

Availability of the NEW

E4KATARI 12OO

Axlon Ramdisk(12BK| $429 95

lnlec48K Board $15900

Intec 32K Board $74.00

One Year Extended Warranty $70.00

CX481 Entertainer Package $6900

CX482 Educator Package S13000

CX483 Programmer Package $54 00

CX484 Communicaior Package $344 00

SOFTWARE

ATARI

Pac-Man $33.00

Centipede $33.00

Caverns of Mars $32.00

Asteroids . $29.00

Missile Command... . $2900

Star Raiders $35.00

Galaxian $33.00

Defender $33.00

ON-LINE

Jawbreaker 527 00

Softporn $27.00

Wizard and Ihe Princess S29.00

The Next Step $34.00

Mission Asteroid $22.00

Mouskattack $31.00

Frooger $31.00

Cross Ftre |ROM| $36 00

SYNAPSE

File Manager 800 t $69.00

Chicken $26.00

Dodge Racer 526.00

Synassembler $30.00

Pane 6 $19.00

Shamus $26.00

Protector $26.00

Naulilus $26.00

Slime $26.00

Disk Manager 524.00

OATABOFT

PacilicCoasl Highway $25.00

Canyon Climber $25 00

Tumble Bugs $25.00

Shooting Arcade $25.00

Clowns and Balloons $25.00

Graphic Master $30.00

Graphic Generator $13.00

Micro Painter $25 00

Ten Wnard $79.00

Spell Wizard . $64.00

Bishop's Square $25.00

Sands ol Egypt S25.OO

FOR ATARI

APX

Tent Formatter.. .. S18.S0

Family Budgeter $18.50

Eastern Front $24.00

Family Cash $18.50

Jukebox. .. 513.00

Downhill 518.50

Outlaw $18.50

Holy Grail $24.00

Player Piano $18.50

Keyboard Piano $18.50

Number Blast $13.00

Frogmaster .. $18.50

747 Land Simulator ..$18.50

Word Processor $40.00

EPYX

Crush, Crumble 4 Chomp $24.00

Crypt ol Ihe Undead .. $24.00

Curseotfla $16.00

Datestonesi Ryn $16 00

Invasion Orion $ 19.00

King Arthur's Heir $24.00

Morloc's Tower . ,. $16.00

Rescue at Rigei $24.00

Ricochet 516 00

Star Warrior. . 529.00

Temple of Asphai . $2900

Upper Reaches of Apshai-. .. 516.00

CBS

K-razy Shoot Out $32.00

K-razy Kritters $32,00

K-razy Antics $32.00

K-star Patrol $32.00

STICK

STAND

$6.99
Arcade Action from your

ATARI or VIC Joy Stick

computer mail order west

8OO-648-331 1
IN NV. CALL [7OS)58B-5B54, P.O. BOX BBSS, STATELINE, NV. 89449

international ORDIMi All shipments Outside continental United States must be pro-paid by certified check only' Include 3ib(m,nimum $3001 shipp.ng anfl hand.mt

EDUCATIONAL DifCOUNTIi Additional discounts arB available Irom both Compoler Mail Order locations to Qualified Educational Institutions.



Another thing to consider is that the computer

you buy first doesn't have to be the last one you'll

ever buy- You might start out with an inexpensive

model to be sure you'll enjoy computing. A few

years from now, maybe you can move up to a

computer which is much more powerful than

what you could afford today. Chances are you

can trade in your original for a discount on a newer

model too.

Also, if you are buying a computer for educa

tional reasons - for yourself or for your children -

you should balance the money you might save by

waiting against the educational value of having a

computer in the meantime. Admittedly, it's not

an easy choice. ©

20 ™

Load
THE INTERNATIONAL USER'S

NEWSLETTER/MAGAZINE

CASSETTE - ALL IN ONE FOR

VIC 20™OWNERS
Do you want "READY TO RUN" educational, adven

ture, utility, and game programs? Do you want to

learn to program or find out how to do some special

effects? Do you want to find out what other "compu-

terites" are doing? For S50 a year you will receive

all the above, and MORE, monthly! Send to: 20 Load,

550 Grant Ave., Junction City, Ks. 66441, or give us

a call for more information - 913-762-4730.

(VIC-20 is a trademark of Commodore Business Machines, Inc.)

SOFTWARE LOAN LIBRARY

Join our unique VIC-20 users club and gel

unlimited use of our extensive loan library of

major VIC-20 software. Borrow any program

for up to one month for only 10% of the list

price (plus shipping and handling).

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY

Software loan fee may be applied to later pur

chase if you want to keep a loaned program.

SPECIAL PRICES

Members also get a free subscription to

20/20. the VIC-20 newsletter, and special

purchase prices on all VIC-20 hardware and

software from our huge catalog featuring all

major producers. Membership fee only S1 5 to

join, plus 510 per year dues (total of S25 first

year). Call or write for detailed information.

1964 Oak Ridge Turnpike

Four Oaks Shopping Center

Oak Ridge, Tn 37830 • (615) 482-9592

Visa and Mastercard Accepted

Commodore-64 Support Too!

AVAILABLE FOR

Atari 800.400

CBM 8032 4032

Commodore 64

VIC-20

CBM 8050.4040

Atari 810

Atari 820

TRS 8011.111

Epson MX Series

OkirJala ML Series

TRS 80 V-VIII

When You Buy Quality

Leave your computer set up and ready for

instant access; provide protection for your

investment with a custom designed, pro

fessional touch for your home or office.

The best in its class, our new concept

-PROTECTIVE COVERS were designed to be

Protect With Quality. functional with the user and observer in mind.

COMPARE THESE FEATURES:
protects against dust, dirt and surface scratches

unlike vinyl, plastic or nylon covers, static electricity is not a problem

lint free, top quality broadcloth (65% polyester, 35% cotton) allows ventilation;

minimizes risk of condensation

durable; washable — needs no ironing; maintains proper size and shape

designed, manufactured and packed in U.S.A.; comes with a warranty against

defects in material and workmanship.

available in Cranberry, Navy or Pewter (each piped in contrasting color) to

compliment any decor.

AN IDEAL GIFT: HELP KEEP YOUR INVESTMENT LOOKING AND PERFORMING LIKE NEW!

— Custom Designers and Manufacturers of Computer Dust Covers —

Covers for other popular hardware available , Visit your local computer store ot contact us 1982 B L.8 W

SHIP TO: (Print)

City. State. Zip. Phone.

ModelMake

Select Color: Navy □ Pewter D Cranberry D
M0N0SNA«IIIIIS:(AddS6.O0percover.andallow5extradays1or

delivery. We cannot acceot returns on monogrammed Hems

PRINT INITIALS: | _
Stud Chick or

CPU S18.00

Printers S16.00

Disk Drives S14.00

Monogramming
|TN residents add

90 sales taxi

TOTAL
iFiyeign - Pay in US Funcs

Money Order to: B.L. & W. - PO Box 381076, Memphis, TN 38138- 901-754-4465

Not JustAnother
Summer Camp.

Learning is part of the fun.
• Coed, ages 10-16 • 2, 4, or 8 week

sessions • Convenient locations

• With or without computer skills

« Traditional camp activities

• Professional Camp Directors

A.
ATARI

COMPUTERCAMPS
Q A Warner Commumcalions Company

CALL TOLLFREE 800/847-4180
For more information and a free, color brochure, write

lo 40 East 34th Street, DeptlT NewTfork, N.Y 10016
(please include age and phone number). Outside U.S.
or in Ne-v York State, call collect 212 889-5200. Staff
applicants should apply in wriling.



FOR ATARI 400/800« ■ VIC-20' • SINCLAiR/TIMEX* ■ OSI

ELCOMP PUBLISHING. INC.
53 Redrock'Lane. Pomona CA 91766 / USA

Phone (714)623-8314

Piymerrl: Gut*, money ottkn VISA Matw Chjrji

EaradMcli
OrCsi Tram ovEjidB USA: add 15 % ihioptng.

rM 6 B \ BI.

No 1B1

6 ipjo ton HandDoot <n 6S02 a

OrdnNo. 151 ».9S
Sooa.1 IB OSI

Tha Fim Boo* ol OHIO =157 tJ3S

ThrSKOnd Book olOHIO = 1SS S7.95

TtaThnd Book of OHIO =159 E?SS

Thi Foanti Book nl OHIO =160 £9.95

Tha Frttn Book of OHIO 11G1 57.95

Bart boMdi from Thv Cui

E52Z I/O Soard

EPHOM Burna-

SK EPROM/RAM Board

PrnToiyp'ng board
bturd

prn APPLE Book
= 605 839.00

-to? S49.00

B609 629.00 We j
-604 IMOO „,„«

= 606 (49.00 .Thf

The CuiiDin Apolt ' Other

MrfierM - A camplola c—oe
Ta cusIo."riiPnD ri>e AppI* Soft

ware arB Hj-J .-.jrr

Ordar-No.6S0 t7*95 p

larouaga
) ]

Or Jo* Two boaidt and pal rha hook FHEF1 ^are Exjard

Tha board!

in ih4 buoli

Appla "

cipiion plji a po-.tr f-j I
machin l

(ha*dup

Ordar Mo. 166

(Book No. 166 kidudadl.

Ordar No.4812 S39 95

K1S.H

imminj in BASIC Hid
rnatdirnai language widi ihe

^XSI l82lorTIMEX 100D.

O.ittr No. I li (boofcl S9.K

Complfla Jillingi for The
butinro uaar.lnvenTcv.'n^icc

writing, nuil>r*g I'll aod mutn

ATARI BASIC - Inciting Dy (Jang

An tuotllanr, book for Ttw beoinner. Mifly

ihot ptoojini) and Naming vittctm

DWMn 164 S7 95

Gjnn for IT* ATARI Computar

TTiti booh daicribM advanced proofam.

ming TeCTrnqjci .-Vc p'jfer n.ink

rjraphie* and uic of 5he ha*dwa™-ragrtte*i

BASIC and one catled QUNHGH1 ki

machine language.

Oniaj-No. 162 S7S5

How to D-oyiTi your ATARI m 6502

mac hip* languag*

The luttjaci of ivs boolt li 1o Eaach you

how to program voih ATARI compulBr

In 6W? raachina language. Conwni i

Ivge collection ol prograrm.

Orita.No. 169 S9D5
Piogiirn Deaciiptioni I ATARI I

Onto No. 173 85 00
FORTH on Kit ATAHI-lnining by

Uuni.OrfhiNc 1/3 S795

BDoki • Sol twin 1w V1C-2D Iraquim

3K RAM E.p.)

Wonlpro«is,..,8KnAM.-4B;£l S19 9S

Mj.lir,., Li.l. 16K HAM = 4883 B 14.95

Tiicliitof VlCsibook) #176 S 9.95

TICTACVIC P4S80" S 9.35

GAMEPACK »l3sjnei>=-4B81 SI135
Dual Joywuik Irulrucl. =4885 S 9.95

INKJT/QUTPUTPcoor ^48W S 9)1
M S »

=4891 C ».MRonfllfsrVIC

Un^nrul EtpwiirwrtCf Bond 1v tTw

UIC-20 - [5m "Wi£> wWl iri.i Till

t»*rdl. Thi| bovd pluci rpghl mtu l^v

n.Mnuon iB! o( tht Vlc-W. TB( bowd
■ ci'.aini a Isiga proiotyprng arts Jo" youf

own circuit dfjgr. and upkreion. The

conttjuccion a:l,cl? sho»w vou how lo

liuikl yo.j' own 3k RAM mjwidfi Bml
h;'m »...), i

n,.i,r No. 1BW (IB95

TIMEX 1000

MpJCElknt L -- H i.'e

□idef Ma. Z3M

M.ilin,L.n

(or SINCIAIH

=2398 E19.85

COMING SOONf

ORDER KOWI

) A Look in tha hfture
I «iEJi your ATARI
(A*lrnlDcy ina rv* TO

I do your own homcDpa

1lh# ATAFftBOO).
Odar-No. 171 E9.95

AsuolOQy and Bio-
ihythm for ATARI

rM- •$* fBllth C
1 ^- ^a^Oginoi.Cs

liom
n .I.ik

Tha praoram

hen* No. 164

I book includad).
OiOai-No. 7100139.00
Programi from Book

No. 162 on »iU. Itnok

amamUilt

OtOcrHt, 7221629 9=

GUKF1GHT

"riii gamai mn

A

"TTT-'J

hardwire ADD OK.

lor ATARI

EPKOM BOAFlo

(Caa:irJijci Hold)

rwo 4k EPROMi

(2532). EPROMi

nOE inclLBJed.

S J043 S29.ES

O.*rr No. 7214 114.95

Thu coruTiuelio* arTicle came? .

led crrcuT br>vd • iohrt3-e You can use

Tha EPSON prim" wlinoul lrw ftTARI

[»lniar inierfici. iGamepai 3 and 4|

Ordar No.7211 S19.95

H5J3? IniBMici lor laar ATBRI400/800

Onter«o. 8291 619.95

EPfiOM BURNER lof ATARI 400/BOO

Work! *iTh jjmapon No additional

pawar mpply .Comet compl. a«ei:iijl:rd

Ord.r*Io. 7042

EPBOM BURNER for ATARI

Primed citfj I nuard m;l lo

S179.DD

buggaf

T

Eha

MacD AuwnMai loi

ATARI-S00/4BK Oil at
Tht moct powerful Hi tot ««mw*r i

nurkfi Veitil.lt adinv win

Up Ta 17k of »urcr-coda. Ve
5k s »^ode in abuui 5

'*'•■::" li Source u.d? can be uvid an Oiik

or tinet(e.(lndudeiATMQNA-l I.

Ordai-No. 7099 disk vetiran SS9 00
Oid-rNi 7999 canrid^c .wiion E129.00

ATAS
Sama « AI MAS but wiUiaiiE macro-

INVENTORY

e>pkv> ~3k ATAF1I RAM.'
ROM area. You can fEop n lire-

viouily wlvctad addrBu ppcode. Of

operand Alut very valjib^e in under-

lEajiding The micEoprocBuor J ncLuCai

ATM0NA-1.
Order-No. 7049

OroVNo. 7050

ATMONA1AONA1
A EXnveriul

dump
I

languana

id ASCII),dump Ihe. tnd

cmoe emory Iocjtid". blodc FFankfrr.

(ill mamory block, uva and Fc*d.m*c*iin*
lanouaoa pcoOTtrr». (Earl progtanil Primer

cpi.cri ni rhra* flittirtnt ^rbfacti

OrdarNo7022 uiialte ntuon *19 95
Oro*. No. 7023 dnk mion SZ4JH

O«af-ate. 7024 cuErota <a>n S59OT

FDHTH
Ekmap

Tandm fig Foilh viwjn. Editor
1.0 packaga ir>ddbcd Utility

PKkJOt incl^lei dvcompilar. wcToi

copy. Minlutrip IASCIII. ATARI

Fi*hartd1ing. EDtat gfaphtc a**J tound,
juyiiu* pioaraTTi and play*' niiuila,

Oido-Ns. 7055 dul £39:95
FI.'-liAg noini padHOfl with ingono-
mitric funaront 10-MO).

Order No. 7230 dirt E29J5

Laam-FORTH Iram Elcomp PuWi-

A lubuE of Fio-Ponn foi Tne oagrnner.

On duk I37K RAU! or on caKBtEc

Ol* r No J0S.1 (19,95

O.ila. Mo 7201 EJiKlii
Or.Br No 72011 dak I

iirt and ATAMIMO - Ths it I

InwnTofy

Ordtt-Ns. 7214 cw. S19 35

- Nn 7215 diifc nniofl SJ.l <■".

fco tt* 11104 for Small EFui<neit

[Irngra-n makBi thrHil'rj in-t)iCFi

n E79.9S

£39.95

tbte* yo



Order TOLL FREE

800-652-8391
California or Inquiries Call

(714)824-5555

INTRODUCTORY

$$

$$$$

INTEC RAM BOARDS
LIFETIME WARRANTY

32K 400/800 $ 59.95

48K 400 $134.95

25% OFF Applet Atari Software

PACKAGE DEAL!!!!
LIST

NEC 8023 PRINTER $695°°
or EPSON MX 80FT

Printer Cable S 4000

ATARI 850 Interface $21995

HAYES SMART MODEM 300 Baud

PERCOM DRIVES

Double Density 1st

2nd

Single Density 1st

2nd

S20995

$57995

S35995

S42500

$32000

YOUr COSt $669.95 Send for FREE MICRO MERCHANT HOT SHEET.

ATARI 800 48K

$499.95

810 DISK DRIVE

EPSON MX 80 FT

,.; MX 100

41995

44995

63995

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

$ BARGAIN BOX $
ZAXXON (D) 29.95
Dig-Dug Cart 33.70

ET Phone Home Cart 33.70

QIX Cart 33.70

Wizard of Wor (D) 29.95

Choplifter 48K 26.20

Frogger Tape or Disk 26.20

Defender Cart 33.70

Text Wizard (D) 74.95

Gaiaxian Cart 33.70

BLANK DISKETTES 51/4" S.S., S.D.

ELEPHANT DISKS (Box of 10) 21.95

VERBATIUM (Box of 10) 28.95

MICRO MERCHANT
290 North 10th Street, P.O. Box 1516, Colton, CA 92324-0821

CA Residents add 6% Sales Tax. Credit Card orders add 3%.

UPS Shipping: 3% for Hardware, $3 for Software.



Get more
from your

small
computer!

BASIC
Microcomputer'

GRAPHICS

Interfacin
icrocompufers

to the
Real World

The

InO,?1""0*"*

Take the

a $76.25

value

6-volume Microcomputing Library for only S2.95
when you join the Snnall Computer Book Club.

You simpfy agree to buy 3 more books—at handsome discounts—within the next 12 months.

This set ofsix carefully selected books-a INTERFACING MICROCOMPUTERS
$76.25 value-will be your basic refer- TO THE REAL WORLD.
ence source for small computing. Murray Sargent III and Richard L. Shoe-

BASIC AND THE PERSONAL

COMPUTER.

Thomas A. Dwyerand MargotCritchfield.

Clear, down-to-earth introduction to pro

gramming in BASIC. Detailed examples

and numerous illustrations explain the wide

range ofapplications possible with personal

computers. Also, many step-by-step exam

ples of word processing, computer games,

and computer simulations. Publisher's

Price $14.95

USING CP/M: A Self-Teaching Guide.

J.N. Fernandez and R. Ashley. A complete

introduction to the CP/M ("Control Pro

gram") software package used on many

advanced microcomputers. How to use
CP/M to copy files, edit, test programs.
translate programs, and more—regardless
of the programming language the micro

computer uses. Publisher's Price S14.95

MICROCOMPUTER GRAPHICS.
Roy E. Myers. Provides the essential math

ematics and programming techniques you

will need for computer graphics applica

tions in BASIC, and shows you how to han

dle animated figures, peripheral equip
ment, colors and resolution, and many other
topics. Publisher's Price $11.95

maker. The complete guide for computeriz

ing your home, office, or laboratory. Tables,

charts, and displays show you how to handle

microcomputer software and operating sys

tems; and how to monitor everything from

the house lights to motors, switches, and

display panels. Examples feature the Z-80

microprocessor. Publisher's price $14.50

THE WORD PROCESSING BOOK:

A Short Course in Computer Literacy.
Peter A. McWilliams. You'll see how to

save up to $15,000 by buying a small com

puter with word processing capacities.

Includes a brand name buying guide. Pub

lisher's Price $9.95

EXECUTIVE COMPUTING.
John Nevelson. 25 business methods illus
trated by computer programs, in a step-by-

step casebook. You'll find details on pric

ing techniques., .long-range planning...
corporate data bases...and much more.

Publisher's Price $9.95

SMALL COMPUTER BOOK CLUB is a
division of the Library of Computer and
Information Sciences, the oldest, largest
and most respected computer book club

in the world. The SMALL COMPUTER
BOOK CLUB will keep you up-to-date

with the latest developments in software,

improvements in hardware, program-

mine languages, and much more—all at

handsome discounts.
So start enjoying the club's benefits today.

4 Good Reasons to Join

1. The Finest Books. Of the hundreds of book;,
submitted to us each year, only the very finest are
selected and offered. Moreover, our books are always

of equal quality to publishers' editions, never econ
omy editions.

2. BJg Savings. In addition to gelling the Micro
computing Library for $2.95 when you join, you keep
saving substantially—up to 30% and occasionally
even more. (For example, your total savings as a trial
member— including this introductory offer—can eas
ily be over 50%. That's like getting every other book
free!)

3. Bonus Books. Also, you will immediately
become eligible to participate in our Bonus Book
Plan, with savings up to 10% off the publishers'
prices.

4. Convenient Service. At 3-4 week intervals(16
times per year) you will receive the Book Club News,
describing the Main Selection and Alternate Selec
tions, together with a dated reply card. If you want the
Main Selection.do nothing and it will be sent to you
automatically. If you prefer another selection, or no
book at all. simply indicate your choice on the card,
and return it by the date specified. You will have at
least lOdays to decide. If, because of late mail delivery
of the News, you should receive a book you do not'
want, we guarantee return postage.

II the reply card has been removed, please write to
the Small Computer Book Club. Depl. V-AB4. Ri\er-
sidi*. YJ. 08075 to obtain membership information
and .in application.



EVIEWS

Magic Spells For Apple

Sheila Cory

Magic Spells, by Apple Com

puter, is designed to give

drill and practice in spelling.

The program is divided into two

parts: (1) a word-unscrambling

game, and (2) a teacher's utility

which allows the creation of

word lists.

The game is set in the Castle

of Spells. Merlapple, the Wizard

of Spells, guides the player into

the castle, where there are treas

ures which the player has a

chance to win. Unfortunately,

though, a demon also lurks in

the castle, and he has his eyes

on the gold. To play the game,

the child first selects the word

list he or she wants to be drilled

on. The words are listed out,

and the child is instructed either

to copy the words or to just pay

close attention as they're listed.

The 12 word lists included on

the diskette each contain 16

words.

When the player is finished

looking at the words, they dis

appear, and one closed treasure

chest appears on the screen for

each word on the list. Then one

of the spelling words appears on

the screen, with the letters

scrambled. The child is supposed

to unscramble the letters to spell

out one of the words that was on

the list. If the word is typed in

correctly, the treasure chest pops

open and the gold is revealed.

The scorekeeping part of

the screen displays the player's

and the demon's points. Two

points are accrued for each letter

98 COMPUTE! March 1963

in the word. If the child takes

more than one try to spell the

word correctly, points are split

with the demon. In this case, a

demon holding a money bag

takes the place of the closed

treasure chest. If the child has to

consult the demon for help (by

typing an asterisk), the demon

gets all points, and an empty

treasure chest appears on the

screen.

This procedure continues

for each of the words on the list.

The order of the words is ran

dom, as is the scrambling of the

letters. At the end of the game,

the child receives a reward based

on his or her score. A typical

reward is getting to make a wish

on a beautiful unicorn.

Create Word Lists

The second part of this program,

the teacher utility, allows the

creation of word lists that are

appropriate for each class set

ting. A menu for the teacher

utility specifies the options,

which include entering a list of

words, deleting a list of words,

viewing a list of words, seeing a

list of file names, and copying a

list on the printer.

Up to 20 words can be en

tered in each list. This will

accommodate most weekly spel

ling lists found in elementary

school spelling books. The lists

will be automatically saved on

diskette, unless the disk drive

contains the Magic Spells master

disk, which comes write-

protected. The correct diskette

to have in the drive is the Magic

Spells backup, which is not write-

protected.

My "kid consultants" for

this program truly enjoyed the

game. They found unscrambling

the words a lot of fun. Lisa, seven

years old, struggled to unscram

ble each word, and then never

looked at the scrambled letters

as she typed in the letters to spell

the word correctly. It took her

about a half-hour to get through

one word list, but she wanted to

try another when she was

through. She conscientiously

wrote down the words in the list

when they appeared at the start

of the game.

Chrissa, eight years old, did

not want to ask the demon for

help, preferring to wangle the

help out of other people in the

room. She felt that the game was

hard, but enjoyed it enough to

want to borrow the diskette.

Cara, ten years old, played the

game for about 45 minutes, and

said she didn't really think she'd

like to use it again.

Suggested Revisions

The program seemed to pass the

kid test. However, I feel that it

fails to do what it is designed to

do - give drill and practice in

spelling. Spellingisa recall rather

than a recognition task. When

we try to spell a word, it is rare

indeed for us to have the letters

there in front of us in scrambled

form. We need to pull the letters

from memory. This program

does not give such practice.

One way recall can be prac

ticed would be through a tape

recorder link-up with the com

puter so that a child would actu-



ally hear the words. A second

way would be for each word to

flash on the screen for a long

enough time to be read, and

then be erased before the child

begins typing it in. A third pos

sibility would be for the program

to generate sentences with the

target word omitted.

Some of the word lists on

the diskette contain words that

children misspell because they

choose the wrong homonym.

Words like "there" and "their"

are in the lists, as are "to",

"two", and "too". Avoiding

these misspellings would be

helped only with practice using

them in sentences. Unscrambling

their letters is of no value

whatsoever.

A relatively minor problem

with the program is the length

of the game. Each game could

take up to 40 minutes. This is

longer than the amount of time

children typically have on a com

puter at school. If a child needs

Unscrambling spelling words in Magic

Spells.

to stop playing before the game

is over, the ESC key will allow

an escape from the game. How

ever, when this option is exer

cised, no score summary is pre

sented, and no reward is given.

The documentation for this

diskette gives information about

the game in an interesting, clear

fashion. Screen photographs

add a lot to its understandability.

It gets a little confusing when it

gives instructions for making

backup copies of lists of words.

however. The major confusion is

whether the manual is referring

to the Magic Spells backup dis

kette or another backup diskette.

A teacher or parent new to the

computer would probably need

some help understanding to

which disk the instructions are

referring.

This program has potential,

but I feel it should be revised.

Although the kids love the game,

the teacher utility works well,

and the flow of the program is

appealing and makes logical

sense, it should be reworked to

include an educationally sound

way of giving practice in spelling

words.

The program, written by

Leslie Grimm, comes with a mas

ter and a backup and runs on an

Apple II Plus with 48K.

Magic Spells

Apple Computer, Inc.

20525 Mariani Avenue

Cupertino, CA 95014

$45 ©

For a free catalog of available software or for

marketing agreement information write:

MIDNIGHT-OIL
P.O. Box 1808 Beaverton, Oregon 97O75



Frogger For Atari Larry Isaacs

A number of arcade games

have been converted for

home computers. Frogger has

now joined these ranks. We Atari

400/800 owners are fortunate to

receive another excellent conver

sion. This game is sold by Sierra

On-Line, Inc., under license from

Sega, the same folks who made

the original arcade version. The

Atari version is credited to John

Harris. Frogger is available on

disk (requires 32K) or cassette.

For those who do not fre

quent the arcade game rooms, a

detailed description of the game

follows. But first, there are a

couple of options that may be

set. Once the game has finished

loading, you may choose be

tween two speeds, FAST and

SLOW, and whether you want

the accompanying music on or

off. The OPTION switch toggles

the game speed between FAST

and SLOW, with FAST being

the initial setting. So far, the

SLOW speed has been plenty

hard enough for me.

The music option is con

trolled by the SELECT switch.

By the way, this music is some

of the best I've heard on any

game so far. The music option is

available only on the disk ver

sion. I also appreciate the fact

that you are not required to listen

to 10 to 20 seconds of music be

fore you can start the game. You

start or restart the game by pres

sing START. Even after the game

has begun, you may still change

speeds or toggle the music using

the appropriate key.

Once the game gets under

way, you face the challenge of

Frogger. The primary task is to

hop frogs, one at a time, across a

highway and a river into one of

the five "homes" on the far side.

On the display, this journey

starts at the bottom of the screen

and ends at the top. You control

the movement of each frog with

the joystick. Each frog is able to

hop forward, backward, left,

and right, but not at any of the

45-degree angles. To make it

hop, you push the joystick in

the desired direction. To make it

hop again, you must return the

stick to the neutral position and

push it again in the desired

direction.

Rest On The River Bank

The first obstacle is the highway.

This involves crossing four lanes

of traffic. To make this phase

less than simple, the direction of

traffic alternates with each lane,

and the speed of each lane is

different. Once you have made

it past the highway, you can rest

on the river bank before tackling

the river. The river contains five

"lanes." The first and fourth

lanes contain turtles swimming

upstream (i.e., to the left as you

face the screen). The second,

third, and fifth lanes contain

logs which are floating down

stream (i.e., to the right).

Naturally, these lanes move

at different speeds. You cross

the river by hopping on top of

the turtles and logs to go from

lane to lane. On the far side of

the river, there is a wall with five

little arches which represent the

frogs' homes. You must hop

directly from the last lane of logs

into the arch to reach home.

The object of the game is to

accumulate as many points as

possible until you lose five frogs.

The frogs may be lost in a number

of different ways. The two most

common ways: they are struck

by a vehicle on the highway, or

they fall into the river (swept

away by the current, I assume).

One feature that makes the river

slightly more difficult to cross is

that some of the turtles will sub

merge, taking your frog into the

water with them. You also lose

the frog if it misses the arch and

hits the wall instead.

Finally, there is a time limit

within which the frog must reach

home. Each frog gets 120 counts

which amounts to about 32 sec

onds. The "clock" appears as an

orange bar at the bottom of the

screen, and it shortens as the

time runs out. When a frog is

lost, a skull and crossbones ap

pears briefly at the frog's last

position. In addition to the

"bleep" when the frog hops,

there are appropriate sound ef

fects when a frog is lost.

Points are accumulated in a

number of ways. First, you re

ceive 10 points for each forward

jump your frog makes and 50

points for each frog that arrives

home. Second, when a frog

reaches home, you get 5 points

for each count remaining on the

time clock. In addition, there are

a couple of ways to earn bonus

points. From time to time an

insect will appear in one of the

unoccupied homes. If your frog

can pounce on this insect, you

receive 200 bonus points.

Alligators, Snakes, And Otters

A typical game consists of a se

quence of rounds, once you can

get past the first. A round is com

pleted by maneuvering a frog

into each of the five homes.

There is a 1000-point bonus for

completing a round, and you get

to move on to the next round.

Naturally, the level of difficulty

increases for each successive

round.

First of all, the traffic pattern

on the highway changes: the

amount of traffic increases, and

the pattern requires more ma

neuvering to get across. The pat

tern of turtles and logs in the

river also changes. Fewer logs

appear in the third lane, and

some of the logs in the last lane

are replaced by alligators. You

may hop on the backs of the

alligators, but if you come too

close to an alligator's mouth, the

frog is eaten. Occasionally, an

alligator will appear in one of

the unoccupied homes for a brief

period. You can wait for the al

ligator to leave or choose a dif-
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400+400=600?

600? Seems ridiculous, and

at first glance that's what you

probably thought, but in fact our

"equation" above represents a

reality that exists now, with

the Tara 400 keyboard for the

Atari 400. Designed to provide the

Atari 400 user with the hardware

of tomorrow, today. Designed with

an understanding of the essential

superiority of a keyboard as

a man-machine interface.

Designed with the user in mind.

For example, our keyboard does

not attach to the 400 with a

ribbon cable, but fits neatly into

the original housing in 5 minutes,

directly replacing the old

membrane panel, and is styled to

complement the lines of the

computer itself. Sure, other

keyboards have been sold, but

who wants one that hangs off the

computer, or whose keys fall off

when you type on it? Our keys are

actually gold-contact switches,

offering increased reliability and

performance, second to none.

Coupled with the Tara 48K RAM

expansion board, you can easily

see how 400 + 400 = 600:

providing the user today with the

hardware of tomorrow.

Why wait? This and many of the

quality Tara products are waiting

for you at your favorite dealer.

Or call us for the Tara dealer

nearest you. He 'II be happy to

show you how rudimentary it can

all be with Tara.

Computer Products Inc.

Stailer Building. 107 Delaware Ave..
Suite 1610, Buffalo. N Y. 14202 (716) 855-0133

2 Robert Speck Parkway. Suite 1540.

Mississauga. Ontario L.42 1H8

(416)273-6820

TARA PRODUCT LINE. COMING SOON FROM TARA

Atari 400 Keyboard

Alan 48K HAM

Atari 32K RAM

Apple 16K RAM

Apple 64K/128K RAM

IBM 256K RAM

Atari 64 K RAM

'600 - The Alan redesigned lull keyboard version

o! the Atan 400

Atari and Atari 400 are registered trademarks

ol Warner Commmumcations.



ferent home.

When you reach the third

round, the difficulty is increased

further by two additional pred

ators: snakes and otters. The

snakes will appear on the logs in

the third lane of the river, and

on the river bank between the

river and the highway. If a snake

appears, it will slither back and

forth on the log. It is relatively

safe to hop onto a log patrolled

by a snake, since the snake will

not chase the frog.

However, if you let the

snake slither into the frog, the

frog is eaten. On the river bank,

the snake will make only one

pass along the bank, but another

may appear from either direction

a short time later. An important

point is that you can hop away

from a snake, but you cannot

hop over one.

The otters also are danger

ously hungry, and can appear

anywhere in the river, swimming

between logs or between groups

of turtles. The otters appear only

Speeding cars, turtles, and logs whiz by

in the official Atari version 0/Frogger.

on the disk version of the game.

After playing Frogger for

quite a few hours, I would have

to rate it as among the best games

available for the Atari. It has

very good graphics with lots of

motion. In spite of all the motion,

there is no noticeable jitter. Joy

stick response is very quick and

quite sensitive. At first I found

the joystick too sensitive. It was

very easy to hop once too often

or hop in the wrong direction.

However, as your skill increases,

this sensitivity becomes more

and more valuable.

One of the best features of

the game is the rate at which the

level of difficulty increases with

each round. The increased diffi

culty noticeably adds to the chal

lenge, but is not so great as to

cause undue frustration while

trying to reach the higher levels.

With the music thrown in for

good measure, the game is a

sure winner.

The Atari version of Frogger

is very close to the real arcade

game. There are only a few dif

ferences. First, there is twice the

number of counts in the time

limit to get the frog home. Along

with this change, you receive

only five bonus points for each

count remaining on the clock.

The only other significant differ

ence is that the Atari version

allows only one player.

Frogger

Sierra Ou-Line hie.

36575 Mudge Ranch Road

$34.95

I
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TWO FOR ONE SPECIAL
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VIC Rabbit: A

High-Speed

Cassette

Interface

Roger N. Trendmvski

With a very unassuming name,

the VIC Rabbit may be one of

the most useful peripherals you

can add to your VIC-20 cassette

system. What is a VIC Rabbit?

It's a Read Only Memory (ROM)

cartridge, manufactured by East

ern House Software, that plugs

into the VIC expansion port.

VIC Rabbit adds 12 new

commands to VIC BASIC. Of

these, the new SAVE, LOAD,

and VERIFY commands are the

most impressive. (More about

these commands later.) The Rab

bit consists of two ROM sockets

mounted on a circuit board; a

ROM is mounted in one socket

and the other is empty. Eastern

House has plans to develop ad

ditional ROMs; possibly other

utility programs or a word

processor.

Also mounted on the circuit

board are some capacitors, a

controller chip, and at the rear, a

female 44-pin connector. This

expansion connector allows you

to add additional memory,

another utility cartridge, or even

an expander motherboard with

multiple slots. In other words,

the Rabbit won't take over you r

expansion port.

SAVE, LOAD, And VERIFY

To activate the Rabbit, type the

following command: SYS 7*4096.

The manufacturer's name will be

displayed, followed by READY.

Two SAVE commands, a

LOAD command, and a VERIFY

command are the main

capabilities of the Rabbit. One of

the SAVE commands, *S, is for

saving programs with a six-

second tape leader. The other

SAVE command, *SS, provides

only a three-second leader. The

general format of the SAVE com

mands:

*SS"name",l,xxxx,yyyy

*SS"name"

*S

The name and device

number are optional arguments,

as they are with the normal SAVE

command. The optional xxxx

and vyyy fields are hexadecimal

addresses which allow you to

designate where in Random

Access Memory (RAM) you want

the program when reloading it.

Loading is done with a simi

lar format:

*L"name",l,xxxx

*L"name"

*L

Normally, a program is

loaded into memory at the same

location from where it was pre

viously saved. If you load a pro

gram with *L"name",l,f00, for

example, the program will be

loaded at the starting address of

$0f00 (3840 decimal). After the

program is loaded, the program

name, program length (hex),

starting address, and ending

address are displayed in reverse

video.

The format for verifying a

program is:

*V"name"

*V

This VERIFY command is a

different technique than is nor

mal for the VIC-20. To guarantee

a good recording, the standard

VIC VERIFY command reads a

program from tape and compares

it (byte-for-byte) with the pro

gram stored in RAM. With the

VIC Rabbit, a checksum value is

calculated as the program is read

from the tape. (The checksum is

the cumulative total of the value

of each byte in the program.)

Next, the computed checksum is

compared with a checksum

which was saved on tape at the

end of the program. Because

Rabbit never compares the tape

version with a copy in RAM,

you don't actually need the pro

gram in RAM to verify it.

Saves Five Times Faster

The Rabbit performs a short

SAVE five times quicker than

the normal VIC SAVE. For ex

ample, for a 3K byte program,

the SAVE command process

takes one minute and nine sec

onds; the Rabbit, 15 seconds.

For a 16K program, SAVE takes

five minutes; the Rabbit takes

only one minute.

The *S commands takes

three seconds longer than *SS,

since a longer leader is put on

the tape. The *S command can

be used to move past the plastic

leader found at the beginning of

most cassette tapes. Both the

LOAD and VERIFY Rabbit com

mands take the same length of

time as the SAVE command.

I did not actually test for

error-rates on the Rabbit; how

ever, I did record the number of

bvtes and the number of SAVEs

I performed over a four-hour

period of testing. I experienced

no loading errors with 75 SAVEs

and LOADs (involving about

200K).

There are three limitations

to the Rabbit. First, it obviously

cannot load a program which

was saved in regular VIC tape

format. Second, multiple com

mands cannot be used, e.g., *S:*

S. Third, the Rabbit does not

transfer data files to cassette

tape. The PRINT# command,

which VIC Rabbit does not affect,

normally does this in the VIC-20.

Other Features
*E/'name" - This command

loads a program and then auto

matically runs it.

*T,v,xxxx,yyyy - This com

mand performs RAM tests in the

memory range xxxx to yyyy

(hex). If v = l for Test 1, the Rab

bit tests RAM chips for storage

retention. If v = 2 for Test 2, the

chips are tested for proper selec

tion operation. If an error is

found, the bad memory address

is printed out, along with the

test pattern and error pattern
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numbers.

*Hxxxx and *Dxxxx - These

commands convert a hex number

to decimal and decimal to hex.

They are especially useful when

working with the hex starting

address and number of program

bytes which are printed out with

the load and verify commands.

*Gxxxx - Go to machine

language program at hex address

xxxx.

* - This is one way to get

back to the normal VIC screen.

Pressing the RUN/STOP and

RESTORE keys also works.

*Z - This command switches

the VIC to the graphics character

set, or back to the alphanumeric

character set. This command

may be useful on other Commo

dore computers; however, on

the VIC you need only to press

the COMMODORE and SHIFT

keys to accomplish the same

thing.

*K - Use this command to

kill the Rabbit (disable the link).

To reactivate the Rabbit link,

you must type SYS 7*4096.

Configurations

VIC Rabbit can be used in a va

riety of configurations, with

memory expansions, utility and

graphics cartridges, and expan

sion motherboards. Rabbit uses

address space in the third 8K

RAM expansion block (from

decimal 28672 to 32767). This

leaves room for 27K of memory

expansion. The Rabbit should be

configured in series with an ex

pansion motherboard if you in

tend to use one.

If you load the motherboard

with both 8K + 16K, the Rabbit

will isolate that portion of mem

ory that overlaps into theaddress

space that it uses. A block three

memory expander should not be

plugged in parallel with the Rab

bit since that places two circuit

controllers on the same VIC

input lead. VIC will not know

which device to take orders

from.

According to Eastern House

Software, block three RAM ad

dress space was used for the

VIC Rabbit program so that the

ROM area (decimal 32768 - 36869)

could be reserved for other utility

programs.

Documentation

An eight-page booklet is sup

plied with the VIC Rabbit. Except

for the first page, it is easy to

read. Page 1 is somewhat con

fusing because of its discussion

of Rabbit interfaces with Com

modore 64, PET Model 2001 and

4001, and CBM 8032. A separate

VIC-20 instruction book will be

available soon, according to the

manufacturer.

The VIC Rabbit is an impres

sive product which should be

extremely useful for BASIC and

machine language programmers.

It is built with expansion in mind

and is both innovative and

inexpensive.

VIC Rabbit

Eastern House Software

3239 Linda Drive

Wmstoii-Salcw. NC 27106

S39.95 ®

ATTENTION!!

Frustrated Owners...

ARE YOU WASTING NEEDLESS HOURS TRYING TO
LOCATE THOSE HARD-TO-FIND PROGRAMS?
enCfMAI I"7E IM ALL VIC-20 PROGRAMS
OrtUI;ALIZ.t IN all vic-20 accessories

WE STOCK THE NATIONS LARGEST SELECTION OF V C-20 PROGRAMS!

GAMES-EDUCATIONAL-MANAGEMENT
PROGRAMS ON TAPE AND CARTRIDGE

WRITE OR CALL (301) 488-7719 or (301) 488-3531 FOR YOUR FREE CATALOG

MORAVIA CENTER INDUSTRIAL PARK

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21206



PERSONAL
COMPUTER

TOP 10 SALE!!

ARCADE GAMES
(VIC-20 TAPE PROGRAMS)

Rant

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

; Name

Super Paratrooper

(Fantastic)

Exterminator-Plus

(Better than Centipede)

Cricket

(Better than Frogger)

3-D Hackman

(3-Dimensional)

Snackman

(Better than Packman)

Bug Blast

(Creepy)

Anti Matter Splatter

(Nuclear Disaster)

Bombs Away

(Great)

3-D Maze-Escape

Krazy Kong

BUY ANY FOUR — DEDUCT

List

$24.95

$24.95

$24.95

$24.95

$19.95

$19.95

$24.95

$18.95

$16.95

$16.95

Sale

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

$15.95

$16.95

$19.95

$15.95

$14.95

$14.95

10% MORE

VIC-20

ACCESSORY SALE!!

1. TRACTION-FRICTION LINE PRINTER This

new COM-STAR deluxe printer, prints 8V x 11"

full size letter quality single, roll or fan fold

paper, labels and etc. Impact dot matrix bi

directional 40, 66, 80, 132 columns. Includes in

terface cable that plugs direct into the VIC-20

computer, no other costly interface is needed.

List $599.00 — Sale $399.00.

2. UP TO 60K EXPANSION MODULE Aero Space

designed—6 slot—add up to 6 cartridges-

switch select any program. Start and stop any

program with reset button—not necessary to

remove cartridges or turn off computer, saves

time, television and computer (one year warran

ty) List $149.00 — Sale $79.00.

• 10 DAY FREE TRIAL

• WE HAVE THE LOWEST PRICES

• ONE DAY DELIVERY EXPRESS MAIL

• FREE CATALOGS

• WE LOVE OUR CUSTOMERS!

(FACTORY-DIRECT)ENTERPRIZES
BOX 550, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 60010

Phone 312/382-5244 to order

YOU ARE GOING TO SMILE!
■■When you see over 2000 books, programs,
and accessories we carry (or All Major Brands

in our Computer'SOURCE BOOK". From intro

ductory level to professional,we cover it all.

Listed Below is just a sample of what we carry.

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

JQC

NEW Vic 20 "GAMES
Direct from England, JMC is proud to

toannouncethatwe have been appointed
exclusive U.S. importer for the following

VIC-20* games. . .
MINEFIELD.* game lor the 5K Vic 20

For Ages 6 and over Your task is 10 orive an

ambulance around a battle ground and Dick
up iniuredsoldiers-facinglneclocKand a void

ing touching oft the buried mines. You can ad-

iusl the com pie mly of the game by choosing to

Dlay against 25 to 100 mines

4002-000001 SI 5.98

MAZE OF DEATH. For 5K V.c-20
Eor ages 8 and over You have to travel across

the screen thru a ma;e of walls blocking your

oath Unseen hobgobbiens and monsters may
capture you before you 'each your sale haven-
on the other hand you may find buried treasure

to add to your fortune Fulldetailsscrollonthe

screen when you start game 7 skill levels and

10 sensitivity levels to choose from

4002-000002 S15.98

SPLOTTER' For5KVic-2O
For ages a and over You control a worm type
animal that moves over the screen to gobble

up the ugle spots-a race against time II you

Dump into a wall, or turn back on yourself to

quickly-you LOSE You choose skill level!rom

= 1 (hardestito *2Oieasiesti II you really want

10 drive someone craiy. buy him this game1

4OO2-O0OO03 $15.98

GUZZLER For 5K Vic-20

=or ages B and over You must pilot you space
shuttle thru a maze Ol asteroids to your mother-

snip But il you a'B not careful you will awaken
the Guzzler*'s space bouys You have to reach

your mothership before running out of fuel

3OOD LUCK
4OO2OOOOO4 S15.98

DELUX 8-PAK' For 5K Vic-20

Here is your chance lo buy 6 g»m«i on one

cassette lor the price of one game1 You gel all
six ol the following games for ONE low price1

Wir.You are defending against waves ol

enemy tanks 3 levels of play., we bet you can't
win at level 3'

Smaihout. This version of bricks game tests
skill.not reaction time.plan ahead1

Blackjack Popular card game'2 V.if you pract
ice long enough maybe you can plan a system

lo beat Las Vegas1

Logic: You have 12 tries to break the code ol 5

balls m random color sequence

Plckupgam*.You have to remove logs from the

pile without disturbing any other logs

Alarm Clock: Use the Computer as a HEAL
24 hour alarm clock, bet you can't ignore its

call when the alarm goes of
4003-000001 $10.98

ANT RAIDERS' For 5K Vic-20

Ages 8 and up An army of ants 15 marching its
way across the land leading lo your home The
land is littered with rocks which make the ants

change direction olten You must shoot the ants

belore one gets to your door If you shoot a rock

it will divide into more rocks If you trap all the
ants, then more will come until you trap all the

group, then more will come until well you gel

the idea have FUN1

4003-000003 S15.98

MORE GAMES COMING! We are working on

more Vic-20* games which we wilt be importing

in the near luture watch our ads tor details'

VIC-20' BOOKS

UNDERSTANDING YOUR VIC, VOL. 1 Begin

ners guide to programming on the VIC-20.
4840-000003 1 4£J Pages 511.95
4840-000004 Cassette Suppl. S 7.95

COMPUTED FIRST BOOKOFViCCollection
of the best articlesIrom Compute1 Magazine
4105-OO0O0T SI 2.95

STARTING WITH 'BASIC1 ON THE VIC-20'
Helps novices learn all the capabilities of the

versatile VIC-20.

4725-007070 128 Pages S12.95

KIDS AND THE VIC Super beginner's book
from publisher of Kids & Apple Series. Makes
cornputer experts out ol kids land their unsus

pecting parents1).

4560-000056 S19.95

VIC-20 PROGRAMMER'S REFERENCE
GUIDE Complete BASIC vocab guide mach

ine language programming, tips, and more!
4100-000110 ' S16.95

JMC Computer "SOURCE BOOK" Over

2.000 books, programs and accessories for
virtually every brand of microcomputer made'

0001-198207 72PageCataiog S 2.00Ppd

£** COMMODORE 64' BOOKS

THEELEMENTAHYC0MM0DORE64' The

easy way to understanding the WEWC-64 from

the author ol The Elementary Apple. Good
lor new computer enthusiasts as well as lor

the new owner of Ihe 64

4560-000034 S14.95

The CBM-64' PROGRAMMER'S REFER

ENCE GUIDE NEW Everything you need to
know to gel started programming your C-641
4760-022056 SI 9.95

ATARI 400/800' BOOKS

YOUR ATARI1 COMPUTER: A GUIDE TO
ATARI 400/800' PERSONAL COMPUTERS
Invaluable reference Complete "How-To
Suide Covers peripherals to programming.

665-OOO065 $16.95

KIDS AND THE ATARI" Super beggmer's

text in the famous "KIDS AND " series
4560-000055 NEW $10.95

CONFUSED? Noone book may offer all the
answers We suggest buying more than one
book on a subiect to get as many different
views and opinions as possible Books are in
expensive if you consider ihe time and fru

strations they can avert1

THE BASIC BOOK: A Cross Referenced Guide to the BASIC Language.

Convenient guide to different implementations ol BASIC language by Apple*.
Atari*. Texas Instruments'. Commodore'. IBM', and Radio Shack1. Commands
and syntax (or each version are covered with examples of Ihe more difficult
concepts. Commands, statements and (unctions listed alphabetically. A special
section devoted to qraphics statements included. A definite must for your library
4525027959 HEW $ 7.95
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Alspa Computer, Inc.

The price- performance leader. Includes Z80A. 1 or 2 full 8"

drives (double density, double sided], 3 serial and 1 parallel

port, and Winchester port Prices start at less than S2000

DEALER and OEM inquiries invited

SPECIALS on tNTREGATED CIRCUITS

6502

6502A,'6512A

6520 PIA

6522 VIA

6532

2114-L200

27I6EPR0M

2532 EPROM

745

840

5.15

645

790

6116 2KX8 CMOS RAM

4116 RAM

10/6.95

10/795

10/4 90

10/6.10

10/7.40

2.45

4.90

7 90

7 90

50/6 55

50/7 35

50/ A 45

50/ 5.75

50/ 7.00

25/ 2.30

5/4 50

5/7 45
5/ 7.45

Zero Insertion Force 24 pin Socket (Scanbe)

i

■ fi

m

ara

■ m a I J

100/615

100/690

100/4 15

100/5 45

100/6.60

100/215

10/4 0C

10/6.9C
10/6 9C

8 tor 14

2.0C

311

A

Anchor Automation Signalman Modems
FREE SOURCE MEMBERSHIP WITH SIGNALMAN

All Signalman Modems are Direct Corned, and include cables

to conned to your computer and to the telephone. Signalman

Modems provide the best price-performance values, and start

at less than 5100 Duitr ml OEM inquiries muled

Mark I RS232

Mark II tor Atari 850

Mark IV for CBM/PET with software

Mark V for Osborne (software available)

Mark VI lot IBM Personal Computer

Mark VII Auto Oral/Auto Answer

Mark VIII Bell 212 Auto Dial/Answei

DC HAYES SmartmorJem

RS232 MODEM — Accoustic

RS232 MODEM - CCITT frequencies

229

119

175

We carry Apple 11+ from

Bell&Howell

16K RAM Card
Apple LOGO

Video Recorder Interlace

Super Serial Card

Thunderclock Plus

Z8Q Softcard and CP/M

Parallel Printer Interface/Cable

Grappler Interface 139

TG Products Joystick for Apple 48
TG Paddles 32

DC Hayes Micromodem II 299

Vide« 80 Column Card 259

fullFORTH+ for Apple (fig-Forth) 85

Silentype Printer and Card 310

Graphics Tablet and Card 645

Apple PASCAL Language 195

Apple FORTRAN 160

We Slock EOUWARE Software

GEMS I Courseware Development System 145

Umcom Grade Reporting or School Inventory 250

Executive Briefing System with fonts 225

Apple Dumpling (Microtek) Printer Interlace 115

Apple Dumpling with 16K Buffer 160

PIE Writer Word Processor 120

Qcommodore

See us for Personal, Business,

and Educational requirements.

Educational Discounts available.

PETSCAN $245 base price
Allows you to connect up to 35 CBM/PET Computers to

shared disk drives and printers Completely transparent to trie

jser Periect lor Softools or multiple word processing con-

figuraiions Sase configuration supports 2 computers Addi

tional computer hookups 5100 eacfi

Commodore COMMUNICATES!

COMPACK $129
Intelligent Terminal Package includes:

ACIA hardware based interface. D825 Cable ana STCP Soft

ware with remote telemetry, transfer to/from disk, printer out

put. XON-XOFF control, user program control, and status

line

VE-2 IEEE to Parallel Interface 119
Includes case, power supply, full 8-bit transmission, and

switch selectable character conversion to ASCII

VIC 20

VIC Printer

VIC 3K RAM

VIC 8K RAM

VIC 16KRAM

VIC Disk Drive

VIC Pmbail

VIC Omega Race

Spiders ot Mars jUMI)

VIC Draw Pokei

189

335

32

53

99

395

32

32

39

24

VIC Sargon II Chess

VIC GORF

Meteor Run |UMI|

VIC Radar Ratrace

Amok (UMI)

Snakman

Rubik's Cube

Programmers Reference

Renaissance (UMI)

VIC Superslot

VICTORY Software lor VIC
Street Sweepers 12 Maze in 3-D

11 Cosmic Debris

12 Grave Robbers Advent

12

Night Rider

Treasures of Bat Cave

Games Pack I

Victory Casino

Adventure Pack II 12

Games Pack II

Adventure Park I

Trek

TNW 488/103 with DAA 450

Compute's First Book of PET/CBM 11

POWER ROM Utilities for PET/CBM 78

WordPro 3+ - 32K CBM. disk, printer 195

WordPro 4+ - 8032. disk, printer 300

SPELLMASTER spelling checker for WordPro 170

COPY-WRITER Professional Word Processor 159

VlSlCALC lor PET. ATARI, or Apple 190

PETHAX PET to Epson Graphics Software 35

SH-KIT enhanced PET/CBM ROM Utilities 40

Programmers Toolkit - PET ROM Utilities 35

PET Spacemaker II ROM Switch 36

2 Meier PET to IEEE or IEEE lo IEEE Cable 40

Dust Cover for PET. CBM. 4040. or 8050 8

VIC or C64 Parallel Printer Interface 85

CmC IEEE-RS232 Printer Interface— PET 120

SAOl intelligent IEEE-RS232 or parallel 235

Library of PET Subroutines „ 12

Prognmmino, the PET/CBM (Compute!) — R. Wesl 20

Compute1 First Book ol VIC 11

Whole PET Catalog (Midnight Gazelle) 8

Color Chart Video Board lor PET 125

PET Fun and Games (Cursor) 11

REVERSAL (Spracklen) Apple or Atari 25

SARGON II — Apple or TRS-80 26

Apple II User's Guide (Osbome) 12

Introduction to Pascal (Sybex) 13

Pascal Handbook (Sybex) 16

Musical Applications of Micros (Chamberlm) 20

Starting FORTH 14

Discover FORTH 12

User Guide to the Unix System 13

6502 Assembly Language Subroutines 11

PET Fun and Games 9

KAMIKAZE (Hoyden Software-Apple) 28

DISK

SPECIALS
SCOTCH (3M) 5"

SCOTCH (3M| 8"

10/2.30 50/210 100/2.05

10/2.45 50/220 100/215

We stock VERBATIM DISKS
Write for Dealer and OEM prices.

BASF5"or8" 10/2.00 20/195 100/185

Wabash 5" 10/1 80 50/1 75 100/1 70

WabashS" 10/2.00 50/195 100/1.90

We stock MAXELL DISKS
Write for dealer and OEM prices.

Disk Storage Pages 10 lor S5 Hub Rings 50 for S6

Disk Library Cases 8"—3.00 5"—2.25

Head Cleaning Kits 11

CASSETTES—AGFA PE-611 PREMIUM
High output, low noise. 5 screw housings

C-10 10/61 50/ 58 100/ 50

C-30 10/ 85 50/ 82 100/ 70

SPECIALS
79

109

Timex/Smclar Computer

Zenith ZVM-121 Green Phosphor Monitor

VOICE BOX Speech Synihesizer [Apple or Alan)

BMC Green and Color Monitors

Many printers available (Star. Broiher. OKI. eic)

We Stock AMDEK Monitors

Watanabe Intelligent Plotter 1095 6-pen 1395

Slaticide anti-static spray 6

tJBASE II 390

Panasonic TR-120M1P 12" Monitor (20 MHz) 149

Panasonic CT-160 Dual Mode Color Monitor 285

Fianklin Computers ■ special system price

Hewletl Packard Calculators

USI Video Monitors—Green or amber
20 MHz hi-res Dealer and OEM inquiries

invited

ALL BOOK and SOFTWAflE PRICES DISCOUNTED

A P Products 15% OFF

Synertek SYM-1 Microcomputer SALE 189
KTM-2/80 Synertek Video and Keyboard 349

KTM-3/80 Synertek Tubeless Terminal 385

data
systems

Z90-8O64K 1995

Z90-82 64K, I double dens, drive 2245

Z37 1.3 Megabyte Dual Drive 1355

Z19 Video Terminal (VT-52 compatible) 695

ZT-1 Intelligent Communications Terminal 479

2100 16-bit/8-bit System CALL

ATARr
SPECIALS

800 Computer

400-16K

810 Disk Onve

825 Printer

850 Interlace

Inside Alan DOS

Joysticks or Paddles

16K RAM (Microtek)

32K RAM (Microtek)

Pilot

Super Breakout

APX Soli ware

669

269

440

625

170

18

19

69

99

65

29

Call

Microsoft BASIC

MISSILE COMMAND
ASTEROIDS

STAR RAIDERS

Space Invaders

Music Composer

Caverns of Mars

PAC-MAN

CENTIPEDE

first Book of Alan

Anchor Modem—Atari

Other Atari products

72

29
29

34

29

35

33

36

36
11

85

Call

252 Bethlehem Pike

Colmar. PA 18915 215-822-7727 A B Computers
WRITE FOR CATALOG

Add S1.25 per order for shipping. We pay balance of UPS surface
charges on all prepaid orders. Prices listed are on cash discount

basis. Regular prices slightly higher. Prices subject to change



KMMM Pascal for PET/CBM $85
A subset ol standard Pascal with extensions.

- Machine language Pascal Source Editor with cursor

oriented window mode

- Machine Language P-Code Compiler

■ P-Code to machine language translator for optimized

object code

■ Run-lime package

- Floating point capability

- User manual and sample programs

Requires 32K Please specify configuration

EARL for PET (disk file based) $65
Editor, Atiiniblir, Rilocitir, Unkar

Generates relocatable object code using MOS Technology

mnemonics Disk file input (can edit files larger than

memory). Links .multiple object programs as one memory

load. Listing output to screen or printer Enhaxed editor

operates in both command mode and cursor oriented

"window" mode.

RAM/ROM
for PET/CBM
4K or 8K bytes of soft ROM with optional

battery backup.

RAM/ROM is compatible with any large keyboard machine

Plugs into one of the ROM sockets above screen memory to

give you switch selected write prolectable RAM.

Use RAM/ROM as a software development tool to store data

or machine code beyond the normal BASIC range. Use

RAM/ROM TO LOAD A ROM image where you have possible

conflicts with more than one ROM requiring the same socket.

Possible applications include machine language sort {such as

SUPERSORT). universal wedge, Extramon. etc

RAM/ROM - 4K $75

RAM/ROM - 8K 90

Battery Backup Option 20

SUBSORT by James Strasma $35
Subsort is an excellent general purpose machine language

soft routine far PET/CBM computers Sorts both one and two

dimensioned arrays at lightning speed in either ascending or

descending order Other fields can be subsorted when a match

is found, and fields need not be m any special order. Sort arrays

may be specified by name, and fields are random length.

Allows sorting by bit to provide 8 categories per byte. The

routine works with all PET BASICS, adjusts to any memory

size, and can co-exist with other programs m high memory.

SuperGraphics 2.0
NEW Version with TURTLE GRAPHICS

SuperGraphics. by John Fluharty, provides a 4k machine

language extension which adds 35 full featured commands to

Commodore BASIC to allow fast and easy plotting and

manipulation of graphics on the PET/CBM video display, as

well as SOUMO Commands. Animations which previously

were too slow or impossible without machine language

subroutines now can be programmed directly in BASIC Move

blocks (or rocketships,etc.).or ent re areas of the screen witha

single, easy to use BASIC command Scroll any portion ol the

screen up. down. left, or right. Turn on or off any of the 4000

(8000 on 8032) screen pixels with a single BASIC command
In high resolution mode, draw vert cal. horizontal, and diagonal

lines Draw a box. fill a box. and move it around on the screen

with easy to use BASIC commands Plot curves using either

rectangular or polar co-ordinates (great for Algebra. Geometry

and Trig classes]

The SOUND commands allow you to mitiatea note or series

of notes (or even several songs! from BASIC, and then play

them m the background mode without interfering with your

BASIC program. This allows your program to run at full speed

with simultaneous graphics and music

Seven new TURTLE commands open up a whole new

dimension in graphics. Place the TURTLE anywhere on the

screen, set his DIRECTION, turn him LEFT or RIGHT, move

him FORWARD, raise or lower his plotting pen, even Nip the

pen over to erase. Turtle commands use angles measured in

degrees, not radians, so even elementary school children can

create fantastic graphic displays

Specify machine model (and size), ROM type (BASIC 3 or 4)

SuperGraphics in ROM S45

Volume discounts available on ROM version for schools

NEW

VERSION II

fir PET/CBM Ctnjiilin

FLEX-FILE isasef of flexible, friendly programs to allow you to

set up and maintain a data base. Includes versatile Report

Writer and Mail Label routines, and documentation for pro

grammers to use Data Base routines as part ol other pro

grams.

RANDOM ACCESS DATA BASE

Record size limit is 256 characters The number of records per

disk is limited only by record size and Iree space on the disk

File maintenance lets you step forward or backward through a

file, add, delete, or change a record, go to a numbered record, or

find a record by specified tield (or partial field) Field lengths

may vary to allow maximum information packing. Both sub

totals and sorting may be nested up to 5 fields deep Any field

may be specified as a key. Sequential Me input and output as

well asf lie output in WordPro and PaperMate format is suppor

ted. Record size, fields per record, and order of fields may be

changed easily

MAILING LABELS

Typical mail records may be packed 3000 per disk on 8050

(1400 on4040). Labels may be printed any numDer wide, and

may begin in any column position. There is no limit on the num

ber or order of fields on a label, and complete record selection

via type code or field condition is supported.

REPORT WRITER

Flexible printing format including field placement, decimal

justification and rounding. Define any column as a series of

math or trig functions performed on other columns, and pass

results such as running total from row to row Totals, nested

subtotals, and averages supported. Complete record selection,

including field within range, pattern match, and logical func

tions can be specified

FLEX-FILE II by Michael Riley $110
Please specify equipment configuration when o'denng

DISK LaU. $40
Intensive Cire Unit by LC Cargile

COMPLETE DISK RECOVERY SYSTEM FOR CBM DRIVES

- edit disk blrcks with ease

- duplicate disks, skipping over bad blocks

- complete diagnostic facilities

- un-scratch scratched files

- check and correct scrambled files

- recover improperly closed files

- extensive treatment of relative files

- optional output to IEEE488 printer

- comprehensive user manual (an excellent tutorial on disk

operation and theory).

Furnished on copy-protected disk with manual

Backup disk available, S10 additional.

PROGRAM"YOUR" OWN EPRQMS $75
Branding Iron EPR0M Programmer for PET/CBM software for

all ROM versions. Includes all hardware and software to pro

gram or copy 2716 and 2532 EPROMs.

PORTHAKER DUAL RS232

SERIAL PORT $63
Two ports with full bipolar RS232 buffering Baud rates from

300 104800 For PET/CBM. AIM. SYM

Hunter-Killer- Commodore 64 15

Authentic naval warfare game (complete with sonar)

CBM Software

Petspeed BASIC Compiler 225

Integer BASIC Compiler 110

CMAR Record Handler 110

UCSD Pascal (without board) 135

Wordcraft 80 or 8096 265

BPI Accounting Modules 280

Protessional Tax Prep System 575

Intelligent Terminal Emulator 25

ASERT Data Base 375

Dow Jones Portfolio Management 110

Assembler Development 80

FORTH for PET
BY L C. Cargile and Michael Riley $50

features include

full FIG FORTH model.

all FORTH 79 STANDARD extensions.

structured 6502 Assembler with nested decision making

macros.

full screen editing (same as when programming in

BASIC).

auto repeat key.

sample programs.

standard size screens (16 lines by 64 characters).

150 screens per diskette on 4040,480 screens on 8050.

ability to read and write BASIC sequential files.

introductory manual

reference manual.

Runs on any 16K or 32K PET/CBM {including 8032) with

ROM 3 or 4. and CBM disk drive. Please specify configuration

when ordering

Metacompiler for FORTH $30

simple metacompiler for creating compacted object code

which can be executed independently (without the FORTH

system)

PaperMate

60 COMMAND

WORD

PROCESSOR
by Michael Riley

Paper-Mate is a full-featured word processor for CBM/PET

by Michael Riley. Paper-Mate incorporates 60 commands to

give you full screen editing with graphics (or all 16K or 32K

machines (including 8032). all printers, and diskor tape drives.

Many additional features are available (including most capa

bilities of Professional Software's WordPro 3).

For writing text. Paper-Mate has a definable keyboard so

you can use with either Business or Graphics machines Shift

lock on letters only, or use keyboard shift lock. All keys

repeat

Paper- Mate text editing includes floating cursor, scroll up or

down, page forward or back, and repeating insert and delete

keys Text block handling includes transler, delete, append,

save, load, and insert

All formatting commands are imbedded in text (or complete

control Commands include margin control and release, column

adjust. 9 tab settings, variable line spacing justify text, center

text, and auto print form letter (variable block) Files can be

linked so that one command prints an entire manuscript Auto

page, page headers, page numbers, pause at end of page, and

hyphenation pauses are included

Unlike most word processors. CBM graphics as well as text

can be used. Paper-Mate can send any ASCII code over any

secondary address to any printer

Paper-Mate functions with all CBM/PET machines with at

least 16K. with any type of printer, and with either cassette

or disk.

To order Paper-Mate, please specify machine and ROM type

Paper-Mate (disk or tape) tor PET, CBM. VIC. C64 $40

SM-KIT for PET/CBM $40

Enhanced ROM based utilities for BASIC4. Includes both pro

gramming aids and disk handling commands.

BASIC INTERPRETER lor CBM 8096 $200

A full interpreter implementation to automatically take advan

tage of the extra memory available with 8096.

PEDISK II Systems from cgrs Microtech available.

FILEX IBM 3741/2 Data Exchange Software available.

JINSAM Data Base Management System lor CBM.

Comprehensive version available for most configurations

COPY-WRITER Wort Processor (or PET/CBM. $159
Works like expensive word processors, plus has added fea

tures like double column printing and shorthand generator,

CASH MANA6EMENT SYSTEM $45

Easy to use disk system. Keeps track of cash disbursements,

cash receipts, cash transfers, expenses for up to 50 cate

gories

252 Bethlehem Pike

Colmar. PA 18915 215-822-7727 A B Computers
WRITE FOR CATALOG

Add S1.25 per order for shipping. We pay balance of UPS surface

charges on all prepaid orders. Prices listed are on cash discount

basis. Regular prices slightly higher. Prices subject to change.



Mathematics

Action Games

ForTI

C. Regena

Parents and teachers - can

you imagine a situation

where you do not have to nag

your students to practice their

math? In our high tech society

what could be more motivating

than computer games? Scott,

Foresman and Company has

developed three command mod

ules for the Texas Instruments

TI-99/4A computer that combine

color, graphics, animation, and

music with educational concepts

for some fun Mathematics Action

Games.

Each module consists of two

major games, and each game

has three levels of difficulty, so

the modules are versatile enough

for a wide range of students.

You may choose a one-player or

a two-player game. The series

supplements any major basal

mathematics program. Each

module is packaged in a durable

vinyl album with a Teacher's

Guide. The Teacher's Guide in

cludes reproducible worksheets

and record sheets.

Hard, Harder, Hardest

The modules are an intriguing

way to practice fundamental

math skills. A student interacts

with the game after a correct

response. If the student answers

incorrectly, the correct response

is supplied. There is a time ele

ment, so the more quickly the

student answers, the higher the

score will be (or more jumps or

more bowling pins, etc.). Scott,

Foresman produces the

Mathematics Courseware Series

to teach and to give tutorial and

remedial help. The Mathematics

Action Games provide the practice.

Module A is for kindergar

ten through third grade and has

difficulty levels of Hard, Harder,

108 COMPUTE! March 1983

and Hardest. Frog Jump at the

Hard level is a game involving

identifying one greater than or

one less than a given number.

The Harder level employs the

concept of the next number in a

series counting by twos, fives,

and tens. The Hardest level in

volves order multiples of 10,

100, and 1000. A sample problem

is "Give 100 more than 8396."

Depending on your answer,

your frog jumps a certain number

of lilly pads.

The second game in Module

A is Picture Parts, which gives

practice in the basic mathemati

cal operations. For the Hard

section, you give answers to

basic addition and subtraction

questions such as 9 + 3 = ?. In

the Harder level, you give the

missing number in basic addition

and subtraction equations, such

as 12 - ? = 5. The Hardest level

requires answers to basic multi

plication questions.

Module B is designed for

grades three through six and

provides practice with multipli

cation and division. Pyramid

Puzzler is the game for multipli

cation. The Standard level in

volves giving missing multipli

cation factors. The Advanced

level involves multiplying by

multiples of 10 and 100. A sample

problem is to multiply 7 x 400.

Ready to practice division?

Try the game of Star Maze. All

the problems are written in stan

dard division form (long divi

sion). The Standard level re

quests answers to basic division

problems. The problems for the

Advanced level involve dividing

by a one-digit divisor to get a

one-digit quotient with a re

mainder. The Master level prob

lems ask you to divide a three-

digit dividend by a one-digit

divisor.

From Amateur To

Champion

Module C of the Math Action

Games, one of my favorite mod

ules, is for 6th, 7th, and 8th

grades. The graphics for Number

Bowling are really good. To get a

strike, you must give the correct

response almost immediately.

The longer it takes to answer,

the fewer pins you'll hit - and an

incorrect answer is a gutter ball.

Number Bowling has problems

involving decimals and fractions.

The Amateur level has two types

of problems. One type asks you

to compare and order decimals

(Which is greater? 3.0254 3.3025).

The second type of problem asks

you to write decimals, such as

"Give as a decimal: fifty-one ten-

thousandths." The Pro level

requires you to write a fraction

given a mixed number or to write

a mixed number given an impro

per fraction. The Champion level

involves writing a decimal equi

valent of a given fraction.

Space journey gives practice

with decimals and percents and

at the same time satisfies any

one's urge for a space game.

Using the arrow keys, you can

land on asteroids or planets,

answer a certain number of ques

tions, and try to get to your des

tination as soon as possible. The

Amateur level asks you to give

decimal equivalents for percents

greater than one and less than

100. The Pro level involves writ

ing decimal equivalents for per

cents greater than 100 or less

than one (Example: Give as a

decimal .7%). The Champion

level requires you to write per

cent equivalents for decimals,

fractions, or whole numbers.

The Math Action Games are

highly motivational, and, in the

competitive formats, encourage

quick thinking. Students will

enjoy playing the games over

and over to try to improve scores.

It's practice at basic math con

cepts disguised as fun.

I highly recommend these

modules for all classrooms up to

8th grade and for families with

children under the age of 14.

Mathematics Action Games

Scott, Foresman and Company

1900 East Lake Avenue

GlenvieuL 1L 60025
$75.95 per module ©



Facemaker And Story Machine

For Apple, Atari And CBM

Spinnaker Software Corp.

has developed two terrific

ideas into programs for young

children. Facemaker, designed for

children aged four to eight, is a

program that allows you to create

and animate funny faces. Story

Machine, for children aged five

to nine, allows you to write a

story at the keyboard and see it

animated. One of these terrific

ideas was developed into a ter

rific program, while the other

one falls a bit short.

Facemaker

Have you ever had a secret desire

to design and animate your own

cartoon? Have you been looking

for software that can be used to

introduce computer program

ming to children as young as

four? Do you like a good chuckle

Sheila Cory

now and then? If you answered

"yes" to at least one of these

questions, Facemaker deserves

your attention. Although de

signed for four- to eight-year-

olds, Facemaker appeals to older

children and adults as well.

Facemaker has three major

options available. First, it allows

you to design a face and, second,

you can determine how the face

should be animated. The third

option is an entertaining and

memory-building game.

To design a face, you choose

from a series of menus of

mouths, eyes, ears, noses, and

types of hair. There are eight

possible choices for each of these

features; this permits a large

number of possible different

faces. As each feature is chosen,

it is added to the face, so the

face takes form right before your

eyes. The choice of features is

varied and creative, and the

method of selecting them from

the .various menus is simple

enough for even young children

to learn.

When you want to make

another face, you replace the

features, one by one, on the old

face. It's almost like a metamor

phosis taking place before your

eyes. Some of the children who

looked at this program felt they

would like to be able to build all

of their faces from scratch. This

can't be done once the first face

is created, unless you turn the

computer off, take the diskette

out, and begin all over again.

Once a face is designed,

you can animate it. In animating

the faces, you are essentially

writing a program, a list of in

structions for the face to follow.

Choices here include wink, cry,

smile, frown, tongue out, and

ear wiggle. To make it easier for

young children to use this pro-

NENX presents

NEXA CORPORATION

P.O. Box 26468, San Francisco. CA 94126-6468

(415)387-5800

ADVENTURES OF THE

BABY SEA TURTLE
A last action arcade game with exceptional designs,

colors and sounds. Meet Clyde, a newborn sea turtle

who must seek a sate haven in the underwater caves.

Along the trail, he will meet his predators, who are out

to eat him. If he reaches the magical level, he will seek

to mate with Claudine.

Requires Atari 400/800 32K disk drive with Joystick. i

fo 4 players.
S 35.00

SUPERBOWL FOOTBALL
is a realistic tootball game. You can design your own

plays. Penalties, fumbles, as well as interceptions are

part of the game. This is the ultimate in computer

football games.

Requires Alan 400/800 with 48K, a Disk Drive ana

Joysticks. Two players. -j- „

DELTA SQUADRON
is a strategic war game that really puts you in the

pilot's seat With Ihis game you will experience the

thrill and excitement of a teal space pilot. DELTA

SQUADRON Is a "must" for all strategic game enthu

siasts, and a change of pace for those who want

challenge!

Requires 64K Apple II with DOS 3 3 and paddle.

$40.00

CAPTAIN COSMO
For those who want a unique last action arcade game

with a new refreshing style, designs, colors and sounds

- meet CAPTAIN COSMO, Devious Dan, Spacey

Stacey and the Grumpy Munchies. Easy to learn and a

challenge lo play. Has 99 skill levels. 1 to 4 players.

Try it and you can't let go!

Requires Atari 400/800 with 32K Disk DnveS. Joysticks.

$35.00

CYBERNATION
A strategic war game that lets you travel to year 3922

and to be in combat with the powerful enemies, the

Entotions which are Cyborgs, half biological and hall

mechnical creatures. For an exerting and a challeng

ing strategic war game. CYBERNATION is the game
for you.

ReQwres 64K Apple n with DOS 3.3 and paddle.

$40.00

Ask for us at your local stores or contact your distributor. DEALERS WELCOME.



gram, each of these options can

be specified with just its first

letter.

A typical program might be

WTWFCW-EEW. This would

cause your face to wink, stick its

tongue out, wink again, frown,

cry, wink a third time, delay a

moment, ear wiggle twice, and

end with a wink. All of this can

be accompanied by appropriate

sounds. I've yet to see anyone,

adult or child, animate a face

and not giggle when the program

is run.

The third option, or memory

game, is also based on a face

you've designed. If you choose

to play the game without having

designed a face first, you'll get

very strange results, so be sure

to play the game after you've

built your face. In this game, the

face you've designed will ani

mate, and the object is for you to

specify exactly what steps were

involved in the animation. If

you get it right, one more step is

added to the animation the next

time.

For example, the first time

the face may wink and frown. If

you respond with the correct

sequence, you're rewarded with

a smile and a wink, and a third

action is added to the animation.

This continues until a mistake is

made. One criticism I have of

this program is the way it

handles a mistake - the tongue

is stuck out, and unfriendly

sounds announce your error.

I would be sure to alert children

to this before letting them use

the program.

The screen layouts for this

program are very pleasing, and

not too complicated or crowded

for use by young children.

Documentation for Pacemaker is

minimal, but that's all that's

needed since the program is

very user-friendly and clearly

explained.

Facemaker might be the ideal

program to accomplish several

different objectives. Introducing

young children to programming

by writing programs for the

created characters would be an

excellent way of exposing them

to an important programming

concept. This program would

also be an ideal invitation to try

a computer - for people of any

age that have some anxiety about

sitting down at the keyboard. I

suspect that few people would

turn down an opportunity to

design their own animated car

toon. Facemaker also lends itself

well to presentation to a group

of people. Various people can

contribute suggestions to the

building of the face, and the

animation can be a group effort.

Story Machine

Children love to make up stories.

They also love to watch cartoons

judging by the number of Satur

day morning cartoons on televi

sion. A recognition of these

things that are enjoyable to chil

dren is behind the development

of Story Machine.

Using the words allowed in

the program, you can write

stories at the keyboard. As the

story is typed in, Story Machine

uses the top portion of the screen

to illustrate the story. When a

sentence involves action (such

as "The dog goes to the store."),

the program will actually ani

mate the sentence.

Story Machine provides a

dictionary of 45 words, divided

into seven categories: (1) articles,

such as the, a, and an; (2) adjec

tives, such as this, that, and those;

(3) pronouns, such as he, she,

and it; (4) nouns, such as apple(s),

dog(s), and girl(s); (5) possessive

pronouns, such as his, her, and

its; (6) verbs, such as are, eat(s)

and run(s); and (7) prepositions,

such as at, by, and to.

The documentation lists the

following rules for generating

sentences that are acceptable in

the program:

1. Begin each sentence with an

article, pronoun, or adjective.

2. Use present tense verbs (run,

not ran).

3. A period or prepositional

phrase must follow a verb (run

to a house).

4. Pronouns can be used only for

the last noun used as the subject

of a sentence.

5. End each sentence with a

period,

6. Only four actors (nouns) may

appear on the screen at any one

time.

Carefully following these

rules, I designed a few simple

stories to type in and animate.

My first story was:

A BOY RUNS BY A BOX.

AN APPLE IS IN THE BOX.

THE BOY EATS THE APPLE.

THE BOY GOES IN THE BOX.

A typical screen common to both

Snooper Troops #1 and Snooper

Troops #2.

Building a [ace with Facemaker. Words are chosen from the dictionary to

spin a yarn with Story Machine.
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Eagerly anticipating seeing

my story animated, I began to

type in the first sentence. Here

is a running commentary of my

experience.

I typed "A BOY" (picture of

a boy appeared on screen), then

"RUNS BY" (BY got a slash

through it and was then erased).

I guessed I couldn't do that, so I

typed in "TO A BOX" (picture

of a box appeared on screen,

and the boy ran to it!). Now, on

to the second sentence. I typed

"AN APPLE" (apple appeared

on screen) "IS IN THE BOX"

(message IT'S FULL appeared

on screen, BOX got a slash

through it, and my whole sen

tence was automatically erased).

Oh well. I decided I'd try a

slight modification and con

tinued typing. "AN APPLE"

(apple appeared on screen) "IS

BY THE BOX" (message NO

SPACE appeared on the screen

and, again, my whole sentence

was erased, but the apple stayed

on the screen although there

was now no sentence mention

ing it).

I decided to stop trying to

relate the apple to the box, and

went on to the next sentence. I

typed "THE BOY EATS THE

APPLE" (message MUST BE

CLOSER appeared on screen,

and again my sentence was

erased). Assuming the boy

needed to be closer to the apple

in order to eat it, I typed in "THE

BOY GOES TO THE APPLE"

(boy on screen moved toward

the apple).

Next I typed in "THE BOY

EATS THE APPLE" (the apple

slowly disappeared, and the boy

moved to the spot where the

apple had been - the boy did not

appear to actually eat the apple).

And finally I was at my last sen

tence, so I typed in "THE BOY

GOES IN" (IN got a slash

through it, then erased), so I

gave up and typed "TO THE

BOX". My finished story looked

like this:

A BOY RUNS TO A BOX.

THE BOY GOES TO THE APPLE.

We know software for personal

computers because software Is

our ONLY business.

Thousands of programs. In stock. At discounted prices.

The Program Discount Centers

MT. KISCO, NY, 187 Main St. (914) 666-6036

FOREST HILLS, NY, 113-01 Queens Blvd. (212) 261-1141

PINE BROOK, NJ 101 Route 46 East (201) 575-4574

TEANECK, NJ, 161 Cedar La. (201) 692-8298

SUMMIT, NJ, 5 Beechwood Rd., (201) 273-7904

MONTVALE, NJ, 147 Kinderkamack Rd. (201) 391-0931

GREEN BROOK, NJ, 60 Route 22 West (201) 968-7780

FAIRVIEW, NJ, 251 Broad Avenue (201) 943-9444

PRINCETON, NJ, 33 Witherspoon St. (609) 683-1644

MIDLAND PARK, NJ, 85 Godwin Ave. (201) 447-9794

FRANCHISES AVAILABLE BOX 313, CLOSTER, NJ 07624

OFFERING BY PROSPECTUS ONLY
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THE BOY EATS THE APPLE.

THE BOY GOES TO THE BOX.

I felt quite frustrated. That's

not at all what I had wanted my

story to say.

Typing in my other two

stories proved equally frustrat

ing. The sentences that were

acceptable to the program were

very limited, with more being

rejected than accepted.

Story Machine allows stories,

once written, to be saved on a

diskette. This option would

allow children to go back and

enjoy their old stories over and

over. In a classroom situation, it

would also allow them to be

shared with others.

The idea for creating a pro

gram like Story Machine is excel

lent and educationally valid.

Unfortunately, in its present

form it could well be more frus

trating than educational for chil

dren at the appropriate age to

use it. To be useful, it would

need to accept a much broader

array of sentences - ideally any

sentence that is correctly formed

with the words available in the

limited dictionary. Because the

program is such a terrific idea, I

hope the Spinnaker people put

out another version that will

accept any syntactically correct

sentences.

Other Spinnaker Software

I also took a quick look at Snooper

Troops, Case #1 and Case #2.

These two adventure games,

designed for people aged ten to

adult, are based on two different

who-done-it type mysteries. The

adolescents in my neighborhood

loved them, comparing them

favorably to other adventure

games they've spent time on.

They can develop logical think

ing skills to narrow in on the cul

prit.

Facemaker (S34.95)

Story Machine ($34.95)

Snooper Troops #1 and #2

($44.95 each)

Spinnaker Software Corp.

215 First Street

Cambridge, MA 02142 ®
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Graphics And Programming

Utilities For Sinclair Timex
Arthur B. Hunkins

Softsync, publishers of high-

quality software for Sinclair/

Timex, has recently released two

useful utility packs for the 16K

Sinclair line - Programmers Toolkil

and Graphic* Kit. The two "kits"

are compatible; i.e., they are

designed to be used together

(though they need not be).

Both are in machine lan

guage, hidden away - protected

-in high memory. Programmers

Toolkit occupies the top IK;

Graphics Kit requires an addi

tional lK-plus. The packages are

not user-relocatable, no doubt in

part because allowing this option

would have compromised secu

rity; these programs are well

protected.

Graphics is a collection of 23

graphics routines; Toolkit in

cludes eight utilities. The nature

of the packages is evident from

their titles. The individual

routines are quite useful, pro

vided one doesn't expect too

much from them. They operate

by calling USR, often after POKE-

ing specific information into key

memory locations. This proce

dure is somewhat unwieldy,

requiring you to remember - or

constantly refer to - many differ

ent memory locations (i.e., five-

digit numbers). Graphics Kit has

no ready reference guide to these

locations; the documentation for

Toolkit is better in this regard.

The Most Important Routine

The software is well-written

throughout. Aside from its cum-

bersomeness, I find only one

thing to criticize about Toolkit: it

omits a repeat key routine.

Perhaps a repeat function was

not considered appropriate for

the package, but it surely would

have been useful. I can't think of

any utility that would do more

to facilitate programming on the

Sinclair/Timex.

The most important routine

in Toolkit is Renumber. This

routine renumbers an entire

program, with any starting line

number and any increment (de

fault values are 10). It handles

GOSUB and GOTO; the only

difficulty - and something of a

nuisance - is that GOTOs and

GOSUBs must be four-digit num

bers. If they are not, the routine

ignores them.

Perhaps next most useful

are Search And List and Search

And Replace. The former lists line

numbers (not entire statements)

where a designated character is

found; the latter replaces all oc

currences of one designated

character with another. Equally

handy is Free, which prints the

number of bytes free at any given

point.

Reverse and Fill affect a

specified number of lines on

the screen, starting with the

topmost line. Reverse inverts the

field of the area; Fill fills it with

any specified character. There is

no provision for reversing or

filling partial lines, or imple

menting any other kind of screen

partition.

Probably the most fascinat

ing routine is Hyper-Graphics

Mode, which changes the start

address of the character table. A

demo program illustrates the

"exploded" characters that re

sult; clearly Hyper-Graphics is an

entry into the intriguing world

of user-created character

graphics. Unfortunately, no

further software is offered; let us

hope that Softsync soon releases

additional tools.

Finally, Wflrtdoesa program

"hold" until it senses input from

the cassette player, whereupon

the BASIC program is continued.

Toolkit's documentation includes

a set of short programs that

nicely demonstrates the various

utilities.

A Wealth Of Useful Aids

It is difficult to select highlights

from Graphics Kit. There are a

wealth of useful routines here;

most are well illustrated in the

demo program included on tape.

The demo is impressive, and

would serve well as a repeating

window display. Perhaps the

best way to become familiar with

Graphics is to study and work

with this program. It is entirely

in BASIC. Note at the outset

that Graphics Kit has no high-

resolution capability/ nor does it

permit you to create your own

character set.

It does, however, allow you

to define your own multi-charac

ter shapes, and to Draw or Un

draw (erase) them anywhere on

the screen, using PRINT AT.

Draw, probably the classiest util

ity of the package, lets shapes be

defined in REM statements,

using the usual graphics charac

ters and a system of "cursor con

trols" (directional arrows).

One useful feature that ap

pears in the demo, but is not

referred to elsewhere, is the

quote character ("), which serves

as a cursor blank (in place of the

space). There is a difference;

"background" shows through

the cursor blank, while it does

not for the space. The demo

shows a worm marching ("crawl

ing" would be stretching a point)

along the screen, behind a. cactus

and in front of a background.

Not spectacular, but not bad

either.

A number of other routines

also "do" and "undo" various

features: Foreground On, Fore

ground Off; Border, Unborder; On

screen, Offscreen; Background On,

Background Off. Foreground On is

especially interesting, as it "pro

tects" everything currently dis

played, causing graphics added

later to "pass behind" the pro

tected display. Background On

works on a related principle; it

creates a background of a

specified character upon which

everything else is projected -

including Foreground and other
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characters.

Thus a simple three-dimen

sionality is created. Background

can include one or both edit lines,

if desired. In general, Graphics

routines can use or exclude these

lines at the user's option. Most

routines optionally permit work

ing with fewer than 20 lines.

Border places your choice of

character around the outside of

the screen. Offscreen blanks the

screen to its normal background

color (not black), while saving

its contents. The documentation

stresses that Fast is not used in

this operation.

A multi-directional scroll

capability is also most attractive.

Upscroll, Downscroll, Rightscroll,

and Leftscroll move the entire

screen display (with wrap

around) one position in the ap

propriate direction for each call.

Edit lines are included in the

scrolling. The documentation is

correct when it states "characters

... will wraparound ... except

when Border is on."

When a border is present, it

normally does not scroll; in

reprinting itself, it erases any

scrolled material it encounters.

What the documentation fails to

mention - the demo illustrates it

admirably - is that there is a lo

cation to POKE that permits any

border to scroll appropriately

along with everything else. The

required statement is: POKE

31743,0. Now watch it go!

Editprint changes the current

print position to the first of the

two edit lines. This change is for

a single PRINT only; the follow

ing PRINT reverts to the normal

placement unless Editprint is

called again. Square is a handy

utility that draws squares and

rectangles according to two sets

of coordinates - one specified by

PLOT, the other by a pair of

POKEs. The width of the line is

one-half character.

Other miscellany regarding

Graphics: Graphics routines use

Slow mode only; and substantial

error code recovery is im

plemented. These codes are

nicely summarized, in tabular

form, in the documentation.

Error recovery is not available in

Toolkit, where it is not nearly as

important.

I discovered no program

bugs, and - with minor excep

tions - found the documentation

quite satisfactory. When instruc

tions for LOADing are precisely

followed, all goes well. I particu

larly recommend Graphics Kit

and its well-done demo program

as helpful tools for exploring the

Sinclair/Timex graphics

capabilities.

Programmers Toolkit

Graphics Kit

Softsync, Inc.

P.O.'Box 480, Murray Hill Station
NeivYork, NY 10156

SU.951each $25/both ©
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Data media for all microcomputers

• Used nationwide by software
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Premium 5-screw shell with leader fits all standard recorders

CASSETTE STORAGE CADDY
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THE WORLD INSIDE THE COMPUTER

The Computer Friend:

Getting To KnowYou
Fred D'lgnazio, Associate Editor

In my recent

COMPUTE! columns

(August through No

vember 1982), I intro

duced the "computer

friend." The friend is

a little animated face

that appears on the

computer picture

screen. A bell rings,

and the friend "wakes up" and talks to the child.

It asks the child's name. Then it asks the child to

play some games. The friend program automati

cally calls up games (like the story-telling game in

the November column). Each time the child is

finished playing a game, the friend pops back on

the screen.

Lots of computer programs are friendly. But

few computer operating systems are friendly. The

computer friend is my effort to make computers

friendlier, warmer, and more human-like for little
kids.

Children are going to be spending many,

many hours in front of these machines. Often the

child's interaction with the machine will replace

his interaction with other people. If the child's

interaction with the machine is cold and imper

sonal, the child will be losing valuable oppor

tunities to develop social skills. The child's char

acter may eventually begin to mirror the

machine's.

Already many people are complaining about

the effect of computers and video games on older

kids. Computer "hackers" are stereotypically

Fred D'lgnazio is a computer enthusiast and author of several

books on computers for young people. He is presently working

on two major projects: he is writing a series of books on how

to create graphics-and-sound adventure games. He is also

working on a computer tnystery-and-adventurc series for

young people.

As the father of two young children, Fred has become

concerned with introducing the computer to children as a

wonderful too! rather than as a forbidding electronic device.

His column appears monthly in COMPUTE!.

pictured as being antisocial loners who speak

BASIC better than they speak English.

So what happens when little kids spend the

same number of hours on their computers? Their

values are still being formed. Their reservoir of

social and emotional experiences is still relatively

limited. Computers are certain to have a big effect

on them. And it may be negative as well as posi

tive. It is likely that the kids will become computer

literate and enhance their mathematical, logical,

and creative skills. But they may not experience

enough of the interaction with adults and peers

which is vital to their development.

Let's face it. Computers are great as mind

expanders and sharpeners. But when it comes to

charm and personality, computers are cold fish.

That's where the computer friend comes in.

The friend is kin to the first computer languages

developed in the 1950s. It is a very crude attempt

to make computers friendlier and easier to use.

Before the early "high-level" languages ap

peared, people interacted with the computer on

its own terms - in machine language. They spent

hours, days, weeks translating complicated prob

lems into endless strings of ones and zeros.

People got fed up dealing with the computer

on its terms. After all, the machine was supposed

to be the servant of human beings, not the other

way around. People sought ways to get the com

puter to do its own translation. They developed

the early compilers and interpreters that took

English-like commands and translated them into

the computer's binary language, and vice versa.

As a result, the computer became more

human-like. It became easier to use and a lot more

useful. As a machine that could almost speak

English, it became a valuable sidekick for people

who needed to solve problems.

A computer friend is a lot like the early com

puter languages. I think computer friends will be

the next step in the computer's evolution. Lots of

people will find a computer friend much more

attractive than the "friendly" computers they're

stuck with today. A human-like machine that
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focuses on a person and his or her problems will

be a confidant, a colleague, and a comrade - not

just a tool.

The Interested Friend

Here is the latest version of my computer friend

program. This friend doesn't play games. It does

only one thing: it learns about your child.

The older versions of the friend used Atari

Graphics 2 Mode to enlarge the friend's face and

the computer letters. However, that left less room

on the screen for the friend's messages and ques

tions, and the child's answers. In this version, we

use the Graphics 0 Mode. This gives us plenty of

space - up to 20 characters per line, and up to

nine lines of text.

In the old program, on line 550, the friend

jumped to a subroutine that asked if the child

wanted to play games. In this program, the

"game" GOSUB on line 550 has been replaced by

a GOSUB to a subroutine that asks the child

questions.

What sorts of questions? All sorts! For

example:

Basic questions about the child's name, ad

dress, phone number, age, school, teachers,

brothers, sisters, and pets.

Important questions like what the child likes

to wear, what the child likes to eat, what makes

the child happy or sad.

Whimsical questions like the child's favorite

superhero, the scariest monster, and the names

of any imaginary friends.

The only limitations are that the child cannot

have more than three brothers, three sisters, three

pets, and three imaginary playmates. If your child

has more, then you need to modify the sub

routines on lines 5780 through 5971, and add new

DATA statements to those found on lines 13421

through 13456.

The computer takes all of the child's answers

and stores them in a long string (C$). Percent

symbols (%) are used as delimiters between the

answers.

When the child is finished answering the

friend's questions, the friend thanks him or her

and tells the child how impressive he or she is.

"You are a neat person!" the friend exclaims.

If you have old versions of the friend on your

computer, look first at the lines preceded by as

terisks. These are the lines I added or modified to

create the new version of the friend program.

This version of the friend is geared to a disk

system. At the end of the program (line 5974), the

friend saves the child's answers (C$) on a disk file

called "CHILD."

With only a couple of changes, you can make

the program store the file on a tape cassette. First,

you should erase the old line 5975, then add a

new 5975 and a 5978:

5975 B05UB 2010:REH * FRIEND TELLS AB

DUT TAPE

5978 OPEN #1,S,O,"C:"

Next, add four DATA statements on lines

10050 through 10053:

10500 DATA 3

10051 DATA BET,THE.,TAPE, READY. ,-1

10052 DATA (PRESS,PLAY,AND,RECORD,BUT

TONS.),-1

10053 DATA AFTER,THE,BEEP,PRESS,RETUR

N,-l

Now the friend will prompt the child when it

is ready to save the child's file. The friend will tell

the child to press the right buttons on the program

recorder and press the RETURN button on the

computer.

Next Month

Next month I hope to print some of the inter

esting letters I have been receiving in response

to my December 1982 column on "Sexism and

Children's software."

In an upcoming column we'll teach the friend

how to converse with the child using some of the

information stored in the CHILD "data base."

We'll see how we can automatically create files

for several children.

I welcome your letters. And I will make every

attempt to write back. From now on, you can write

to me directly:

Fred D'lgnnzio

2117 Carter Road, SW

Roanoke, VA 24015

100 REM *** DIMENSION VARIABLES

110 DIM M*(20):REM * MESSASE

115 DIM C*<1500):REM * CHILD INFO

117 FOR 1=0 TO 1450 STEP 50i C* < I+ 1 , I+■

50>="<50 SPACES>":NEXT I

118 C*=""
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NEW MULTI-USER SOFTWARE LETS THE WHOLE FAMILY

SHARE IN THE JOY OF LEARNING.
Is the personal computer doing all it can to help

our children learn?

To some degree, no, although it's not fair to blame

it entirely on the computer. After all, computers are
only as good as their software.
How can we improve this situation?

A solution already exists. But first, some back
ground.

Where personal computers tail.
For years, studies have shown that children learn

more efficiently in group situations. Peer groups, for
example, motivate slower learners to persevere.
Groups of older and younger children encourage

divergent thinking. Even the simple "group" of a
parent and child promotes faster acceptance of
new ideas by combining education with trust

and confidence.
But personal computers and their programs are

designed to be personal. One computer, one child.

It's hard for anyone else to be part of the learning
experience, even you.

At least not until today

A simple solution.

When two educational researchers, Dr. Matilda But
ler and Dr. William Paisley, observed this problem
they proposed an interesting, yet simple, solution.

Instead of writing programs that shut out brothers,
sisters, friends, and parents, why not give everyone
trie opportunity to share learning simultaneously This

one idea sparked an entire line of unique educational
programs and gave birth to a new company, Edupro.

Software that shares.

With Edupro's Microgroup1" computer programs,
up to eight players work at solving math, language,

social studies, or science problems which are pre
sented as contests, races, and puzzles. The players
work together, either competitively or cooperatively,
as they race against time, each other, or both.

The Math-Race program, for example, converts
your computer into an electronic race track where
children compete to answer math problems and
advance toward the finish line. Picture-Play encour
ages everyone to create pictures together, teaching

both spatial relationships and the value of coopera
tion. And Team-Work combines both cooperation and

Atari* and 400/800- ate trademartts of ATARI Inc.

competition by pitting two teams (of up to four play
ers) against each other in a race to solve word and
number puzzles.

For the first time, your personal computer can
bring all the benefits of group learning into your
home. With a little assist from Edupro.

Designed for the simplest computers.
These unique programs run on the Atari 400 or

800, two of the world's most popular home com
puters. Remember, these aren't game cartridges,
they're fuli computer programs, designed by educa

tors. All are available on floppy disk or cassette, and
each one requires the minimum amount of computer
memory (16K for cassette, 24K for disk). That means

the simplest Atari computer can let your children
share the learning experience with up to seven addi
tional friends. Joysticks required for Word-Draw,

Math-Hunt, and Picture-Play; paddles required for
Word-Race, Math-Race, and Team-Work.

Trust your own experience.

At the fall 1982 Computer-Using Educators Confer

ence hundreds of educators witnessed hands-on
demonstrations of our programs. Many of them said

that this was a most effective way to judge their
potential. But we want to offer you an even better
opportunity. One those educators missed.

We want you and your children to experience this
new way to learn. So choose one or more programs

on either disk or cassette. Try them yourself. Watch
your children get more excited about learning. Enjoy
the thrill of sharing the experience with them. We

know of no other software that can turn a personal
computer into a tool for sharing the joy of learning.

Fill out the order form and see the results for
yourself.

rI wan! to share the joy of earring with my children. Please send

me the programs I've indicated below. I understand that each

program is available on either disk or cassette (my choice) and
comes with a complete set of Instructions and catalog listing over

50 programs Plus a coupon good lor a 10% discount on my next
order.

Quantity Pfogram Description Disk

f Hi

Cassette

STORYBOOK FRIENDS: Ages 5-9
WORD-DRAW:
Storybook Peop'e and Places

MATH-HUNT: Number Relationships

AMERICAN THEMES: Ages 8-13
TEAM-WORK: Social Studies

MATH-HUNT: American Years:
Mulfiplication and Division

THE WORLD AROUND US Ages 12-Adult
WORD-DRAW: Science

MATH-RACE Powers and Roots

JUST FOR FUN: All Ages
PICTURE-PLAY

Total! Total Amount S

. programs on dish @ $24.95 each

. programs on cassette @ $19.95 eacn

. Picture-Play disk @ S19.95

. Picture-Play, cassette @ S14.95

CA residents add sales tax

Total

My check or money order is enclosed lor £

Please bill MasterCard Visa

(cardno) {exp date)

Name

Adcress

City State Zip

Signature

Allow 3 weeks for delivery Satisfaction guaranteed.

Send to: Edupro. Dept. COi. P.O. Box 51346. Palo Mo, CA 94303.

Wnte to above address for Brochure/ catalog listing
or phone inquiries' (415) 494-2790.



DRAW FACE

DRAW SLEEP EYES

DRAW CLOSED MOU

120 N=1:REM * MESSAGE POINTER

125 DATNUM=10000:REM * WHERE TD READ

DATA STATEMENTS

130 DIM NAME*<20>:REM * CHILD'S NAME

500 REM *** FRIEND MASTER

510 IF PEEK(1791>=1 THEN GOSUB 7010:6

OTO 550

515 GOSUB 1010:REM * FRIEND WAKE-UP

520 GOSUB 2010:REM * FRIEND INTRODUCE

S HIMSELF/HERSELF

530 ANSWER=2:BOSUB 321O:REM * FRIEND

LEARNS CHILD'S NAME

54O GOSUB 2010:REM * FRIEND HAPPY TO

SEE CHILD

55O GOSUB 5610:REM * ASK INTRO QUESTI

ONS

600 PRINT "(CLEAR}":POKE 752,0:END

1000 REM *** FRIEND WAKE-UP

1010 GOSUB 5010:REM *

1020 GOSUB 5410:REM *

1030 GOSUB 5210:REM *

TH

1035 FOR P=l TO 800:NEXT P

1040 GOSUB 4010sREM * WAKE-UP BELL

1050 GOSUB 5460:REM * DRAW OPEN EYES

1060 FOR P=l TD 600:NEXT P

1070 GOSUB 5320:REM * WINK EYE

1080 FOR P=l TO 50:NEXT P

10B5 GOSUB 5460:REM * DRAW OPEN EYES

1090 M=O:GOSUB 4820:REM * WINK NOISE

11OO FOR P=1 TO SOOsNEXT P

1120 RETURN

2000 REM *** FRIEND TALK

2010 RESTORE DATNUM+N*10:REM * SELECT

MESSAGE

2011 N=N+1:REM * SET POINTER TO NEXT

SET OF FRIEND MESSAGES

2012 READ SNUM:REM * SNUM = NUMBER OF

SCREENS IN CURRENT SET OF FRIEN

D MESSAGES

2015 FOR K=l TD SNUM

2020 GOSUB 3010:REM * FRIEND TALK 1

SCREEN

2033 FOR P=l TO 200:NEXT P

2035 GOSUB 5510:REM t CLEAR MESSAGE W

INDOW

2040 NEXT K

2050 RETURN

3000 REM *** FRIEND TALKING 1 SCREEN

3010 PY=6:REM * MESSAGE VERTICAL (Y)

START LOCATION

3030 PX=30:REM * HORIZONTAL (X) CENTE

R OF MESSAGE ON SCREEN

3040 READ M*

3050 IF M*="-l" THEN FDR P=l TO 2OO:N

EXT P:GOSUB 5510=RETURN

3051 IF M*=M*M THEN M*=NAME*

3055 GOSUB 5260:REM * OPEN MDUTH

3060 POSITION INT(PX-(LEN<M*)/2)+0.5>

,PY:REM * CENTER LINE

3070 PRINT #6;M*

3075 GDSUB 4810:REM * FRIEND SOUND

3080 FOR P=l TO 10:NEXT P:REM * KEEP

MOUTH OPEN

3090 GOSUB 5210:REM * CLOSE MOUTH

3095 FOR P=l TO 50:NEXT P:REM * KEEP

MOUTH CLOSED

3100 PY=PY+2

3110 GOTO 3040

3200 REM *** FRIEND ASKS CHILD A QUES

TION

3210 OPEN #l,4,0,"Ks"

3212 M*=11M

3215 POSITION 2O,6

3217 FOR 1=1 TO 20
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3220 GET #1,A

3222 IF A=126 AND 1=1 THEN 3220

3225 IF A=126 THEN GOSUB 3310

3230 IF A=155 THEN 3265

3240 PRINT #6;CHR*(A);

3250 M*(LEN(M*)+1)=CHR*(A)

3260 NEXT I

3265 FOR P=l TO 75:NEXT P

3267 GOSUB 5510:REM * CLEAR MESSAGE W

INDOW

3270 CLOSE #1

3280 GOSUB 3410:REM * EVALUATE ANSWER

3290 RETURN

3310 POSITION I+18,6:PRINT #6;" ";

3312 POSITION 1+18,6

3315 M*(LEN(M*))="■

3317 1=1-1

3320 GET #1,A

3330 IF AO126 THEN 3390

3350 IF I<2 THEN 3320

336O GOTO 3310

3390 RETURN

3400 REM *** EVALUATE ANSWER

3410 ON ANSWER GOSUB 3510,3610

3420 RETURN

35OO REM *** NO NEED TO STORE ANSWER

3510 RETURN

3600 REM *** AN5WER=CHILD*S NAME

3610 NAME*=M*

3620 RETURN

4OOO REM **« WAKE-UP BELL

4010 BEL=105:TIM=7.5:80SUB 4O40

4020 BEL=132:TIM=8.5:G0SUB 4040

4030 SOUND O,0,0,0:RETURN

4040 VLM=15:INC=O.79+TIM/50

4050 SOUND 0,BEL,10,VLM

4060 VLM=VLM*INC

4070 IF VLM>1 THEN 4050

4080 RETURN

4800 REM *** FRIEND VOICE

481O M=INT(RND(1>*51>+15

4820 FOR A=M+25 TO M STEP -8

4830 SOUND O,A,10,10

4840 FOR T=l TO 10

4850 NEXT T

4860 NEXT A

4875 SOUND 0,0,0,0

4880 RETURN

5000 REM *** FRIEND'S FACE

5010 GRAPHICS 0

5015 POKE 752,1

5020 PRINT "<CLEAR}"

5040 POSITION 9,7:PRINT #6;"

<3 SPACES}*"

5050 POSITION 9,S:PRINT #6;" / \"

5060 POSITION 9,9:PRINT #6;" ■"»■'

5070 POSITION 9,10:PRINT #6;"/

C5 SPACES>\"

5090 POSITION 8,11:PRINT #6;"<i

5100 POSITION 9,14:PRINT #6;"\

5110 RETURN

5200 REM *** CLDSE MOUTH

5210 POSITION 9,12:PRINT #6;":

{5 SPACES}:"

5220 POSITION 9,13:PRINT #6;":

523O RETURN

5250 REM *** OPEN MOUTH

5260 POSITION 9,12:PRINT #6;":

5270 POSITION 9,13:PRINT #6;": \_/

5280 RETURN

5300 REM *** LEFT EYE WINK

5320 POSITION 9,10:PRINT #6;": 0 -

5330 FOR P=l TO 150:NEXT P

5340 RETURN



5400

5410

5440

5450

5460

5470

55OO

5510

5520

5530

5540

5550

5600

5610

5615

562O

5630

5632

5635

5640

5650

5660

5670

5680

5685

5688

5690

5700

5710

5715

5720

5725

5730

5740

5741

5742

5745

5750

5755

5760

5770

5780

57B5

5790

5795

5800

58O5

5B10

5815

5820

5825

5827

5829

5830

5835

5837

REM *** EYES ASLEEP

POSITION 9,10:PR INT #6;": - - :"

RETURN

REM *** EYES AWAKE

POSITION 9,10=PRINT #6;": 0 0:"

RETURN

REM *** CLEAR MESSAGE WINDOW

FOR Y=6 TO 22 STEP 2

POSITION 20,Y

PRINT #6;"<19 SPACES)"

NEXT Y

RETURN

REM *** ASK INTRO QUESTIONS

ANSWER=1:REM * EVALUATE ANSWER A

S PART OF THIS SUBROUTINE

GOSUB 2010:REM * CAN FRIEND ASK

CHILD QUESTIONS?

GOSUB 3210:REM * GET CHILD'S ANS

WER

IF M*(1,I>O"N" THEN 5640

RESTORE 12526:SNUM=1:GOSUB 2015:

REM * FRIEND SAYS SOOD-BYE!

GDTO 5745

IF M*<1,1>O"Y" THEN N=N-1:GOTO

5610

RESTORE 13010

READ SNUMrREM * READ # OF QUESTI

ONS

FDR 1=1 TO SNUM

GOSUS 3010:REM * FRIEND ASKS ONE

QUESTION

FOR P=l TO 200:NEXT P

GOSUB 5510:REM * CLEAR MESSAGE W

INDOW

GOSUB 3210:REM

WER

GOSUB 5755:REM

TRING

NEXT I

GOSUB 5785:REM » BROTHERS?

GOSUB 5B45:REM * SISTERS?

GOSUB 5895:REM *

GOSUB 5945:REM *

DS?

N=4:60SUB 2010:REM *

G TO KNOW YOU!

GOSUB 5975:REM * SAVE ANSWER

RESTORE 12526:SNUM=1:GOSUB 2015:

REM * FRIEND SAYS GDOD-BYE!

RETURN

REM *** ADD CHILD'S ANSWER TO ST

RING

IF LEN(C»)O0 THEN C* < LEN < C* > + 1 )

= ■ X "

C*(LEN(C*> +1)=M*

RETURN

REM *** BROTHERS?

RESTORE 1342O

GOSUB 3010:REM

GOSUB 3210:REM

GOSUB 5755:REM

TRING

IF MS="OM OR Mi

RN

FDR 1=1 TO VAL(M$)

» GET CHILD'S ANS

* ADD ANSWER TO S

PETS?

IMAGINARY FRIEN

NICE GETTIN

t

t

t

= .

ASK

GET

ADD

'NONE

QUESTION

ANSWER

ANSWER

" THEN

TO S

RETU

GDSUB 3010:REM

GOSUB 3210:REM

GOSUB 5755:REM

TRING

GOSUB 3010:REM

GOSUB 3210:REM

GDSUB 5755:REM

TRING

NEXT I

RETURN

ASK QUESTION

GET ANSWER

ADD ANSWER TO S

ASK QUESTION

GET ANSWER

ADD ANSWER TO S

5840

5845

5849

5851

5853

5855

5857

5859

5862

5864

5866

5868

5870

5872

5875

5890

5895

5900

5902

5904

5906

590B

5910

5912

5914

5916

591B

5920

5922

5924

5940

5945

5947

5949

5951

5953

5955

5957

5959

5961

5963

5965

5967

5969

5971

5974

5975

5980

5990

5995

6000

6010

6020

6030

6O4O

6050

6090

6095

6100

REM *** SISTERS'

RESTORE 13430

GOSUB 3010 REM

GOSUB 3210:REM

GOSUB 5755:REM

TRING

1

1

i

IF M*="0" OR M* =

RN

FOR 1=1 TO VAL

GOSUB 3010

GOSUB 3210

GOSUB 5755

TRING

GOSUB 3010

GOSUB 3210

GOSUB 5755

REM

REM

REM

REM

REM

REM

TRING

NEXT I

RETURN

REM **t PETS?

RESTORE 13440

GOSUB 3010:REM

GOSUB 3210:REM

EOSUB 5755:REM

TRING

I ASK

t GET

t ADD

="NONE

CM*)

1

1

t ASK

t GET

t ADD

t ASK

i SET

t ADD

* ASK

* GET

* ADD

IF M*="0" OR M*=

RN

FOR 1=1 TO VAL

=MNONE

(M*>

QUESTION

ANSWER

ANSWER

" THEN

TO S

RETU

QUESTION

ANSWER

ANSWER TO

QUESTION

ANSWER

ANSWER TD

QUESTION

ANSWER

ANSWER

11 THEN

TO

s

s

s

RETU

QUESTION

ANSWER

ANSWER TO S

QUESTION

ANSWER

* ADD ANSWER TO S

GOSUB 3010:REM * ASK

GOSUB 3210:REM * GET

GOSUB 5755:REM * ADD

TRING

GOSUB 3010:REM * ASK

GOSUB 3210:REM * GET

GOSUB 5755:REM

TRING

NEXT I

RETURN

REM ***

RESTORE 13450

GOSUB 3010:REM *

GOSUB 3210:REM *

GOSUB 5755:REM *

TRING

IF M*="0" OR M*="NDNE" THEN RETU

RN

FOR 1=1

IMAGINARY FRIENDS?

ASK QUESTION

GET ANSWER

ADD ANSWER TO S

TO VAL(MS)

GOSUB 3010

GOSUB 3210

GOSUB 5755

TRING

GOSUB 3010

REM

REM

REM

REM

ASK QUESTION

GET ANSWER

ADD ANSWER TO S

ASK QUESTION

GOSUB 3210:REM * GET ANSWER

GOSUB 5755:REM * ADD ANSWER TO S

TRING

NEXT I

RETURN

REM *** SAVE ANSWER

OPEN #1,8,0,"D:CHILD"

PRINT #1;C*

CLOSE #1

RETURN

REM *** FRIEND'S GAMES

GOSUB 2010:REM * FRIEND ASKS CHI

LD: PLAY A GAME?

ANSWER=1:GOSUB 3210:REM * GET CH

ILD'S ANSWER

IF M$(1,1)="N" THEN 6090

IF M«<1,1><>"Y" THEN N=N-1:GOTO

6O1O

GOSUB 6110:REM * SELECT GAME

RESTORE 12526:SNUM=1:GOSUB 2015:

REM * FRIEND SAYS GOOD-BYE!

RETURN

REM *** SELECT GAME
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61 10

6120

6130

6140

6150

6160

6170

6180

6190

00

10

DATNUM=12OOO:N1=N:N=1:REM * RESE

T DATA POINTERS

GDSUB 2010:REM * GENIE BEGINS

ME-SELECTION QUESTION

READ GAMENUM

THEN GDSUB 6310:S

THEN N=N-l:G0T0

6220

63OO

6301

6302

6303

6304

6305

6306

6307

6308

6309

6310

6315

6320

6330

6335

6340

6350

6400

6405

6408

6410

6420

7000

7010

7020

7030

7040

7050

7060

7070

10000

10005

10010

1001 1

10012

10013

10020

10021

10022

10030

10031

10032

10040

10041

10042

10043

1 1000

11010

1 1011

SA

FDR Z=l TD GAMENUM

GOSUB 2010:REM * DISPLAY GAME NA

ME

GOSUB 3210:REM * GET CHILD'S ANS

WER

IF M*(1,1>="Y"

OTO 6410

IF M*(1,1)<>"N

6160

NEXT Z

N=52:G0SUB 2010:REM * NO GAMES S

ELECTED—FRIEND'S SORRY MESSAGE

RETURN

REM *** PREPARE FRIEND'S MEMORY

FOR EXIT FROM FRIEND PROGRAM

*** STORE CHILD'S NAME

**t IN LOCATIONS

*** 1781-1789

*** (LENGTH OF NAME IN 1790)

*** AND SET LOCATION 1791

*** AS FLAG THAT

*** FRIEND HAS ALREADY

*** BEEN CALLED SINCE

*** TURNING ON COMPUTER

REM

REM

REM

REM

REM

REM

REM

REM

REM

REM

FOR

POKE

NEXT

POKE

POKE

1=1 TD LEN(NAME«)

1780+1,ASC(NAME*(I

I

1790,LEN(NAME*)

1791.1

I ) )

M *.-*:■ VERSION OF FRIEND

SELECT GAME PROGRAM/EXIT

ON BEFORE

RETURN

REM *tt

REM ***

REM ***

FRIEND

GOTO 6410+Z*10

RUN "DsTELLTALE"

REM **« FRIEND CALLED

FOR 1 = 1 TO PEEK ( 179O)

NAME*(LEN(NAME*)+1)=CHR*<PEEK(17

80+1))

NEXT I

GOSUB 5010:G0SUB 5210:G0SUB 5460

:REM * DRAW FRIEND

DATNUM=11000=GOSUB 2010:REM * NE

W FRIEND MESSAGES

DATNUM=10000:N=3

RETURN

REM *** WAKE-UP FRIEND

REM *** MESSAGES

DATA 3

DATA HI, I'M, GED,-1

DATA YOU,TURNED,ME,ON,-1

DATA WHO'S,OUT,THERE?,-1

DATA 2

DATA I'M,SO,HAPPY,-1

DATA TO,SEE,YOU,*, - 1

DATA 2

DATA CAN,I,ASK,YOU,-1

DATA SOME,QUESTIONS?,~1

DATA 3

DATA THANKS,*,-l

DATA I'M GLAD,I LEARNED,ABOUT,Y

OU.,-1

DATA YOU,ARE,A,NEAT,PERSON!,-*

REM *** FRIEND ALREADY AWAKE ME

SSAGES

DATA 5

DATA HIf*,-l

11012

11O13

11O14

11015

12000

12001

12002

12003

12OO4

12005

12006

12OO7

12010

12011

12012

12020

12030

12031

12520

12521

12522

12523

12524

12525

12526

13000

13010

13015

13020

13030

13040

13050

13060

13070

13080

I 3090

131OO

13110

13120

13130

13140

13150

13160

13170

13180

13190

13200

13210

13220

13230

13240

13250

13260

13270

13280

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

REM

REM

REM

REM

REM

REM

REM

REM

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

REM

DATA

DATA

DATA

-1

DATA

DATA

DATA

-1

DATA

I,HOPE,YOU,-1

HAD,FUN'!,-1

I,WONDER,WHAT,-1

WE,SHOULD,DO,NOW.

* * CAMCC

-1

*** LIST GAMES ON

«>* EVERY 10TH LINE

*** LINES 12030-124 90

«** FOR A MAXIMUM OF

*t* 50 GAMES.

DO,YOU,WANT,-1

TO, PLAY,, -1

1

1

THE,STORY,GAME?,-1

6

*,I,AM,SORRY,-1

NONE,OF,THE,GAMES,-1

LOOKED,FUN.,-1

MAYBE,WE,CAN,-1

PLAY,LATER.,-1

BYE!,BYE!,BYE!,-1

*** QUESTIONS

40

WHAT,IS,YOUR,FIRST,NAME?,-1

WHAT, I S .. YOUR, M I DDLE , NAME? ,

WHAT,IS,YOUR,LAST,NAME?,-1

WHAT,IS,YOUR,NICKNAME?,-1

WHAT,IS„YOUR,STREET,NAME?,

WHAT,IS„YOUR,STREET,NUMBER

DATA WHAT,IS,YOUR,APARTMENT,NUM

BER?,-1

DATA WHAT,IS1YOUR,APARTMENT,NAM

E?,-l

DATA WHAT, IS,THE,NAME,OF,YOUR,C

ITY?,-1

DATA WHAT,IS,THE,NAME,OF,YOUR,S

TATE1?, -1

DATA WHAT,IS,YOUR,ZIP,CODE?,-1

DATA WHAT,IS,YOUR,PHONE,NUMBER?

,-1
DATA WHEN,IS,YOUR,BIRTHDAY?,-1

DATA WHAT,YEAR,WERE,YOU,BORN?,-1

DATA HOW, OLD,ARE,YOU?,-1

DATA WHAT,IS,YOUR,FAVORITE,COLO

R?, -1

DATA WHAT,IS,YOUR,FAVORITE,TV,S

HOW?,-1

DATA WHAT,IS,YOUR,FAVORITE,MOVI

E?,rl
DATA WHAT,IS,YOUR,FAVORITE,BODK

DATA WHAT,IS,YOUR,FAVDRITE,VIDE

OGAME?,-1

DATA WHAT,IS,YOUR,FAVORITE5SPOR

T?,-l

DATA WHAT, IS,YOUR,FAVOR ITE,THIN

G,TO,DO?,-1

DATA WHAT,IS,THE,YUCKIEST,THING

,TO,DD?,-1

DATA WHAT,IS,YOUR,FAVDRITE,THIN

G,TO,WEAR?,-1

DATA WHAT,IS,YOUR,FAVDRITE,HOLI

DAY?,-1

DATA WHAT,IS,THE,THING,YOU,LIKE

,MOST,ABOUT,YDURSELF?,-1

DATA WHAT,TRICK,OR,SKILL,ARE , YO

U,MOST,PROUD,DF?,-1

DATA WHAT, IS,THE,SCAR IEST,MONST
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13290

13300

13310

13320

13330

13340

13350

13360

13370

13380

13390

13400

13420

13421

13422

13423

13424

13425

13426

13430

13431

13432

13433

13434

13435

13436

13440

1344 1

13442

13443

13444

13445

13446

13450

13451

13452

13453

13454

13455

13456

ER,YOU,KNOW,OF?,-1

DATA WHAT, IS, THE , NAME , OF , YOLJR,B

EST,FRIEND?,-1

DATA WHO, IS,YOUR,FAVOR ITE,HERO?

,-1
DATA WHO,IS,YOUR,FAVORITE,SUPER

HERO?,-1

DATA WHAT,MAKES,YOU,THE,HAPPIES

T?,-l

DATA WHAT,MAKES,YOU,THE,SADDEST

?,-l

DATA WHAT DO,YOU WANT,TO BE,WHE

N YOU,BROW UP?,-1

DATA WHAT,IS,THE,NAME,OF,YOUR,S

CHOOL?,-1

DATA WHAT,IS,YOUR,TEACHER'S,NAM

E?,-l

DATA WHAT.SRADE OR CLASS,ARE,YD

U,IN?,-1

DATA WHAT,IS,THE NAME,OF,YOUR,F

AVORITE, DOLL OR TOY?,-1

DATA WHAT TYPE,OF,WORK,DOES,YOU

R MOM,DO?,-1

DATA WHAT TYPE,OF,WORK,DOES,YOU

R DAD,DO?,-1

DATA HOW,MANY,BROTHERS,DO YOU,H

AVE?,-1

DATA WHAT IS,BROTHER #1'S,NAME?

,-1
DATA WHAT IS,BROTHER #1'S,ASE?,

-1

DATA WHAT IS,BROTHER #2*S,NAME?

,"1
DATA WHAT IS,BROTHER #2'S,AGE?,

-1

DATA WHAT IS,BROTHER #3'S,NAME?

,-1
DATA WHAT IS^BROTHER *3*S,AGE?,

-1

DATA HOW,MANY,SISTERS,DO YOU,HA

VE?,-1

DATA WHAT IS,SISTER #1'S,NAME?,

-1

DATA WHAT IS,SISTER #1'S,AGE?,-1

DATA WHAT IS,SISTER *2'S,NAME?,

-1

DATA WHAT IS,SISTER #2'S,AGE?,-1

DATA WHAT IS,SISTER #3'S,NAME?,

— 1

DATA WHAT IS,SISTER #3'S,AGE?,-1

DATA HOW,MANY,PETS,DO YOU,HAVE?

DATA WHAT.KIND OF,ANIMAL,IS,PET

ftl?,-i

DATA WHAT IS,PET *1'S,NAME?,-1

DATA WHAT.KIND OF,ANIMAL,IS,PET

#2?,-1

DATA WHAT IS,PET #2'S,NAME?,-1

DATA WHAT,KIND OF,ANIMAL,IS,PET

DATA WHAT IS,PET #3'S,NAME?,-1

DATA HOW MANY, I MAS I NARY FRIENDS

,DO YOU,HAVE?,-1

DATA WHAT,KIND OF,CREATURE,IS,F

RIEND #1?,-1

DATA WHAT IS,FRIEND #1'S,NAME?,

-1

DATA WHAT.KIND OF,CREATURE,IS.F

RIEND #2?,-1

DATA WHAT IS,FRIEND #2'S,NAME?,

-1

DATA WHAT.KIND OF,CREATURE, IS, F

RIEND #3?.-1

DATA WHAT IS,FRIEND #3'S,NAME?,

An Intriguing

New Release from

COMPUTE! Books:

Every Kid's

First Book

Of Robots

And Computers
By David Thornburg

From the author's preface:

"This book allows children to develop

skills in computer programming and

geometry through the use of a com

monly available toy - the Big Trak'"

roDot vehicle. Programming is intro

duced as the communication tool

through which rhe child conveys

instructions to the machine. Once

the machine's language limita

tions are understood, it can be

made to follow any procedure

which has been entered by

the user.

"Our use of turtle commands

as the programming language

mirrors the process-based

descriptions commonly used by

children. For example, a child is likely to

describe a nearby location, such as a friend's house, by a

procedure (Go two blocks, turn right, go another block, turn

left,...). Because turtle geometry has been incorporated as

the graphics environment in several computer languages

available for the popular desk-top computers, these pro

gramming ideas can continue to be used as the child learns

to operate other computers."

In Every Kid's First Book Of Robots And Computers, author

David Thornburg conveys a uniquely exciting learning

experience for children, parents, and teachers. The book

uses Big Trak. PILOT/LOGO type languages, and Turtle

Tiles'" to explore the concepts and techniques of robot/

computer programming. Turtle Tiles, included with every

book, are designed to provide hands-on programming

experience to children without access to a Big Trak or a

personal computer. Additionally, the Tiles can be used in

conjunction with either of these items to share and reinforce

the exercises in the book.

Ask for

Every Kid's First Book Of Robots And Computers

at your computer retailer, locai bookstore.

or order directly from:

COMPUTE! Books For Fastest Service,

P.O. Box 5406 Call Toll Free

Greensboro, NC 800-334-0868

27403 In NC 919-275-9809

S4.95 plus S1.00 shipping and handling.

ISBN 0-942386-05-1. Perfect bound, 96 pages plus Turtle

Tiles'". Fully illustrated.

Dealer and educator quantity discounts ate available.

Big Trak is a trademark of the Milton Bradley Company.

Turtle Tiles are a trademark of David D TtiornDurg and Innovision. Inc.



LETTER AND

NUMBER

PLAY Garold R Stone

This has given my two year old, Jesse, and me a

good deal of fun together. It really isn't a game. It

offers an opportunity to play with large letters

and numbers on the screen.

When the program starts, it's in the Alphabet

mode. A large letter "A" appears in the middle of

the screen, and a small reverse video "A" appears

near the bottom. Each time Jesse presses the space

bar, the next letter in the alphabet replaces the

previous one in the middle of the screen, and the

new letter is added to a growing alphabetic se

quence at the bottom.

I had originally planned to use a speech syn

thesizer with the program. But, while play testing

it with Jesse, I discovered that I made an even

better speech synthesizer. Although Jesse already

can say his ABCD's, he is just now learning that

the ABC song he has learned is really made up of

things called letters.

He sits on my lap and presses the space bar

to see the letters. I say the names of the letters,

and he repeats after me (sometimes). Or I may

ask him questions like "What is the first letter of

the alphabet?" or "Can you find the A?" It's all

quite relaxed, but he is being exposed to the

names, shapes, and alphabetical order of the

letters.

If he says the wrong name for a letter, I don't

say, "That's not B." I simply say the correct name

of the letter. He sometimes just sits and listens as

I say the names, while he presses the space bar to

advance the letters.

One day he asked to see the Q when we were

only up to D. Later, I added code which lets him

put any letter at the top of the screen by pressing

its key on the keyboard. After pressing individual

letter keys, he can continue the alphabet at the

bottom of the screen from where we left off by

pressing the space bar again.

At any time I can press the shift and space

bar to start over with the letter A. If we ever get to

the end of the alphabet, the string of letters at the

bottom of the screen flashes ten times, and I make

a big deal of it.

But there are lots of other things to do, too.

He can guess the name of the next letter or try to

find a letter on the keyboard. Sometimes he just

wants to see some favorite letters and touch them

on the screen.

Finally, I added the Numbers Game. To play

with the numbers, press the SHIFT and the

number one. Pressing the space bar displays the

next higher number in large print in the middle of

the screen. Numbers greater than 9999 will not fit

on the screen. Pressing any of the digits, zero to

nine, displays that digit in large print at the top of

the screen. To start counting over with one again,

press SHIFT and space. To get back to the al

phabet, press SHIFT and A.

These sessions are not very long - three to

five minutes, at most. Jesse is usually a little im

patient as the program loads from tape. Just about

the time it's ready, he's decided he wants to play

another favorite game (another excuse for getting

a disk drive).

Jesse has been playing at my computer since

he was about 18 months old. By now he knows

that you "press" the keys, not pound them,

though exuberance can lead to banging. He has

learned that the keyboard has letters, numbers,

and symbols like "star" (*) and "arrow" (^).

(I can provide a copy of the PET Version ol

the program to those sending a cassette with $3

and a SASE mailer to: Garold R. Stone, P.O. Box

153, Annapolis Junction, MD 20701.)

Program 1: PET/CBM Version

Some diameter* are inaccessible from the PET/CBM business
style keyboard and adjustments will need lo be made in order

to run Letter and Number Play on this machine.

100 POKE59468,12:REM GRAPHICS MODE

110 PRINT CHR$(142)

120 PRINT"{CLEAR)";
130 PRINT"{03 DOWNiFOR THE SUPERVISING ADU

LT: "

140 PRINT:PRINT"PRESS [SHIFT] AND [A] FOR ~

THE ALPHABET:"

150 PRINT:PRINT" PRESS LETTER KEYS OR [SP

ACE] TO PLAY."

160 PRINT" [SHIFT] U [A] RESETS ALPHABET "

TO "A1."
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Shown actual size

S9O95
^fl ^^m Each J

SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY

OFFER!

Less is more. This

maxim has never been

more true than now with

the introduction of our new

Edumate Light Pen. This

affordable and reliable tool

was originally designed and

developed for use with our

Learning Center educational soft

ware—however, it is the perfect

accessory for your Atari 400/800,

VIC-20 or Commodore 64, regardless

of application. Response has been so

overwhelming that we now announce a

new price schedule for quantity orders:

1-4-s2995each

5«24-s2097each 25-99-s1948each

100 and more—$1797 each

Order now! See your local dealer or order direct.

New catalog $2.00. Visa and MasterCard accepted—

please add S2.00 for postage and handling.

Call toll free!

1-800-334-SOPT
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

programmer's
0

a division ofFUTURE HOUSE — dept. c

p.o. box 3470, chapel Mil, north Carolina 27514, 919-967-0861



170

180

190

200

210

220

230

240

250

260

270

2 80

290

3 00

310

320

330

340

350

3 60

370

380

390

400

410

420

430

440

450

460

470

480

490

500

510

5 20

530

5 40

550

560

570

580

590

600

610

620

630

6 40

650

660

6 70

6 80

690

700

710

720

730

740

750

760

770

780

790

800

810

PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"PRESS [SHIFT] AND [1

] FOR THE NUMBERS:"

PRINT:PRINT" PRESS NUMBER KEYS OR [SP

ACE] TO PLAY."

PRINT" [SHIFT] & [l] RESETS NUMBERS T
0 '1 ' . "

PRINT: PRINT :PRINT"PRESS [SPACE] TO CON

TINUE, '/' TO STOP"
REM STORE LETTERS IN A$ ( )

DIM A?(26):DIM N$(9)

NL$="{DOWnJ{08 LEFTj":REM 1 DOWN 8 BAC
K

FOR 1=1 TO 26

REM SET UP A LETTER

FOR J=l TO 6

READ A$:A$(l) = A$ CI ) + A$

NEXT J

NEXT I

GOSUB2220:REM SET UP NUMBERS

GETA$:IFA?=""THEN310

GOSUB 3170

REM LETTERS

L$ = "":L=1:GOSUB 2040:GOSUB2070:GOSUB

2120

GETA?:IF A$ = "" THEN 350

GOSUB 3170

IFA$=CHR$(177)ORA$=CHR$(33)THENGOSUB29
20:GOTO340:REM NUMBERS

IFA? = CHR5U93) THEN 340

IFA$=" "THEN L=L+1:IFL>26THEN340
IFA$=" "THEN IF L>26 THEN 340

IFA$=" "THEN GOSUB 2040:GOSUB2070;GOSU
B 2120:GOTO350

A = ASC(A?):T = L:REM REMEMBER L

IF A >= 65 AND A <= 90 THEN L=A-t>4:PRI

NT"{HOMEi";:GOSUB 2070
L=T

GOTO350

PRINT"{CLEAR}";:END

REM LETTERS

DATA" N####M "

DATA"' ~* "
DATA"]_ Z "
DATA"T#####P "

DATA"' "
DATA..-r t- .,

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

O####M

%_ ~[_
% N

O####M

% ~~^
L?$?$N

N###M

M$$$N

O##M

% M

% N

L$$N

0####

%_

L?$

L$$?$

O####

L$?

820 DATA"

830 DATA"

840 DATA"

850 DATA"

860 DATA"

8 70 DATA"

880 DATA"

890 DATA"

900 DATA"

910 DATA"

920 DATA"

930 DATA"

940 DATA"

9 50 DATA"

9 60 DATA"

970 DATA"

980 DATA"

990 DATA"

1000 DATA"

1010 DATA"

1020 DATA"

1030 DATA"

1040 DATA"

1050 DATA"

1060 DATA"

1070 DATA"

1080 DATA"

1090 DATA"

1100 DATA"

1110 DATA"

1120 DATA"

1130 DATA"

1140 DATA"

1150 DATA"

1160 DATA"

1170 DATA"

1180 DATA"

1190 DATA"

1200 DATA"

1210 DATA"

1220 DATA"

1230 DATA"

1240 DATA"

1250 DATA"

1260 DATA"

N##M

%

%$$$

%, _|_
% ^_

M$$N "
% ^_ "

% ^ "

L$?$: "

%_ ■ "

% T "
% _|_ "

#P##

_^

_^

$:??

#P## "

M$N

]j

' M

I
L$$$? "

'M N%_"

^"M N %"
r MN %"

[M
I"

1280

1290

1300

1310

1320

1330

1340

1350

1360

1370

1380

1390

1400

1410

1420

1430

1440

1450

1460

1470

1480

1490

1500

1510

1520

1530

1540

1550

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"'
DATA"'
DATA"'
DATA""

DATA""
DATA"'
DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA""

N###M "

N M"

M N"

M?$$N "

'#####M "

r$$?$?N "

N###M "

N M"

M MN"

M?$?NM"

'#####M "

r$$$$$N "
DATA"_

DATA"_

DATA"

M

M "

M "
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I id sothe
fortheAtari400.

.n the beginning there was the membrane keyboard.

So it was to be done that Inhome Software would create a full-stroke

keyboard for the Atari 400 Home Computer and it would be called the B Key

400, and would sell for $119.95 U.S. funds.

The new B Key 400 was made so easy to install that the owner could do

it himself in a miraculous two minutes.

With the B Key 400 keyboard from Inhome Software, you will follow

into the land of professional home computers that are powerful, easy to

program and have a great capacity that can be made even greater with Inhome

Software 48K and 32K memory boards. It was done and it was good.

IN-HONS
ADVANCING THE PROGRESS

Inhome Software Incorporated, 2485 Dunwin Drive, Mississauga, Ontario, L5L 1T1 (416) 828-0775. Atari is a trade mark of Atari Inc. Made in Canada



1560

1570

1580

1590

1600

1610

1620

1630

1640

1650

1660

1670

1680

1690

1700

1710

1720

1730

1740

1750

1760

1770

1780

1790

1800

1810

1820

1830

1840

1850

1860

1870

1880

1890

1900

1910

1920

1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

2020

2030

2040

2050

2060

2070

2080

2090

2100

2110

2120

2130

2140

2150

2160

2170

2180

2190

2200

2210

2220

2230

2240

2250

2260

2270

M

M$$$$N

##P###

M$$$$N

M N

M N

MN

DATA" N####M

DATA" %

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

DATA"

*"

lH **:
M N

M N

MN

NM

N M

N M

M N

M N

MN

N

N

N

N

####

REM PRINT LETTER

PRINT"{CLEAR}";

FOR I = 1 TO 9:PRINT:NEXT:RETURN

PRINT"{15 RIGHT)";

FOR 1=0 TO 5

PRINT MID$(A$(D,1*8+1,8);NL?;

NEXT:RETURN

REM PRINT ALPHABET

L$ = L$ + CHR${L+64)

B$="{HOME}{21 DOWN} {REV}":PRINT

B$;L$

FOR 1=1 TO 250:NEXT

IF L=26 THEN GOSUB2180

FOR 1=1 TO 10:GETA$:NEXT:RETURN

REM FLASH ALPHABET

FOR 1=1 TO 10

C$="{HOME}{21 DOWN) ":PRINTC$;L$

FOR J=l TO 100:NEXT

PRINT B$;L$:FOR J=l TO 100:NEXT

NEXTI:RETURN

REM STORE DIGITS IN N?{)

BL$="{DOWN}{03 LEFT}"

FOR 1=0 TO 9

REM SET UP A DIGIT

FOR J=0 TO 5

READ N$

2280 N$(I)=N$(I)+N?

2 290 NEXT J

2 300 NEXT I:RETURN

2310 REM DIGITS

2 320 DATA"R#M"

2330 DATA"_% ' "

2 340 DATA"£ T"
2 350 DATA"^ "'

2 360 DATA"i J_"

2370 DATA"M$N"

2 380 DATA" N%"

2 390 DATA" _%"

2400 DATA" %_"

2410 DATA" %"

2420 DATA" %"

2430 DATA" $L"

2440 DATA"N#M"

2450 DATA" _]_"

2460 DATA" $N"

2470 DATA"N "

2480 DATA"_% "

2490 DATA"L$?"

2 500 DATA"N#M"

2510 DATA" j_"

2520 DATA" ?N"

2530 DATA" M"

2 540 DATA" Z."
2 550 DATA"M?N"

2560 DATA"^ I"

2570 DATA"^ %"

2580 DATA"^ _%"

2 590 DATA"##O"

2600 DATA" %"

2610 DATA" _%"

2620 DATA"O#tt"

2 630 DATA"L£ "

2640 DATA" M"

2 650 DATA" _^"

2660 DATA" j_"

2670 DATA"M?N"

2680 DATA"N#M"

2690 DATA"^ "

2 700 DATA"L$_ "

2710 DATA"^ M"

2720 DATA"%_ J_"

2 730 DATA"M?N"

2740 DATA"O#P"

2 7 50 DATA" N"

2 760 DATA" N "

2 770 DATA" %^ "

2 780 DATA" % "

2 790 DATA" % "

2800 DATA"N#M"

2810 DATA"^ _^"

2820 DATA"M?N"

2 830 DATA"N M"

2840 DATA"^ j_"

2850 DATA"M$N"

2860 DATA"N#M"

2 870 DATA"^ J_"

2 880 DATA"M$: "

2 890 DATA" 3"
2 900 DATA" _^"

2 910 DATA"M$N"

2920 N=1:GOSUB3160

2930 GETA?:IFA$=""THEN2930

2940 GOSUB 3170

2950 IFA$=" "THEN N=N+1:GOSUB3160:GOTO2930

2960 T=N:N=ASC(A$)-48

2970 IFN>=0ANDN<10THENGOSUB3020

2 980 N=T

2990 IFA?=CHR?(177)OR A$=CHR$(33)THEN N=1:G

OSUB3160

3000 IFA?=CHR${193)THEN RETURN
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You
Can

COUNT

A/IC • COMMODORE 64 * PEf>
'SPRITE-AID s=r io sanoi wim layihck option $14.95

'SYNTHY-64 r-.sic & Sound Svntti«tii*(.fonroittci $29.95

'SCREEN-GRAPHICS-64 ado grapMci ctmmormi ra BASIC mcl.iOfii«...S24.95

•SKIER-64 8.c(linggar™>»o>n $19.95

Tiny Bade Compilers vie. cbm-motPbi $19.95
•BUDGETEER Vi.ualplonn«ilotVic. CBM-MmPot J19.95

•VIC QUICK CHART proton-ation chartmokor $14.95

'VIC GREAT BALLOON RACE anotn.. ..cuing gom« $14.95

VIC I-CHING Oftwilol loiuno Ml«rM6Keip) $24.95

VIC SUPER EXPANDER SCREEN DUMP p.,™. you. oraPt»c* S14.95

VIC JOYSTICK PAINTER *14.95

VIC OR PET VIGIL oamm language witt 9 garnet $29.95

VIC OR PET PIPER the muuc mactiinel $19.95

VIC HIRES / MULTICOLOR GRAPHICS UTILITIES mo «m nwmoryi. $19.95

VIC GRAPHVICS UEJflf lulUcroon Qropiics [roq 31 Of M mome.pl $24.95

VIC TINY PILOT edjcofconal longuao. $17.95

'VIC CRIBBAGEt'eq 16K«P) $14.95
VIC MACHINE LANGUAGE GUIDE (S6.95 kxeign) $ 5.95

PET MACHINE LANGAGE GUIDE (S7 <* kxwgo] $ 6.95

PET TINY PASCAL PLUS + (we 32 k> $39.95
BASIC REFERENCE CARD (Szooi«oiof<)S 150

'NEW

Write for FREE Catalog or for fast service, call our Order Line.

us

Software

TINY PILOT

P.O. Box 7211. Grand Rapids, Ml 49510 616/241-5510

All io"ware packagm corns with complole initructioni ot monjcl) Monuali oioeted lepoioiely N

ciednable lowatai puicnoie ol softwaie 55 OOeoch. S7 00 foreign Add S3 Xpst dilk packa30 \

FMEWDSIAGt in USanO Canoao Formgnoad S3Xpoi itom Paymentoccepwbte inUSDoikm I
by crwck 01 mternatiooQl money cxasr o( via VISA. MC. ACCESS. Baiclaycoid /
s. /

Announcing THE WHOLE PET CATALOG
Atwo year compendium of the Midnite Software Gazette and other resources for

users of Commodore, CBM, PET, and VIC computers.

The Whole PET Catalog contains:
• Over 500 independent reviews of commercial products.

• Over 700 education programs reviewed & organized by course.

• Over 200 reviews of free games.

• Information on over 1,800 free programs.

• Information about dozens of PET and VIC user groups.

• Many pages of hints and helps for all Commodore users.

• "Commodore's Family Tree", by Jim Butterfield.

• Completely reorganized and greatly expanded edition.

• Typeset and printed full-size on bond paper.

• In all, 320 pages of useful information.

If you've seen Midnite before, directly or reprinted in the TorPET newsletter, here it is, complete in
one volume, completely reorganized for easy reference, and greatly expanded with new information
from members of the Toronto PET Users' Group.

"I still use my copy of The Best of the PET Gazette regularly. It was a

treasure trove of information, and a great bargain for $10 three years ago. I

hope you'll feel the same way about my Whole PET Catalog someday.

Considering that it's three times as long, completely organized by topic,

printed on bond paper instead of newsprint, typeset instead of dot matrix

printed, bound instead of stapled, and still only $10, in spite of inflation, I'm

sure you will." —Jim Strasma, Contributing Editor, Micro

Whole PET

Catalog
$8

252 Bethlehem Pike

Colmar. PA 18915 2158227727 a B Computers
WRITE FOR CATALOG

Add $1 25 per otder for shipping We pay balance of UPS surface

charges on all prepaid orders Prices listed are on cash discount

basis Regular prices slightly higher Prices subiec! to change



3010 GOTO2930

3 020 REM

3030 P=1:F5=STR5(N)
3040 IF LEN(F$)>5 THEN 460

3050 X=VAL(MID$(F?,P+1,1))

3 060 IFVAL(A5)=NTHENPRINT"IhOME}";:G0SUB311

0:GOTO3080

3070 GOSUB3100

3080 P=P+1:IFP<=LEN(F$)-1THEN30 50

3090 FORQ=1TO 250:NEXT:F0RQ=lT09:GETA?:NEXT

:RETURN

3100 PRINT"{HOME}{10 DOWN}";
3110 PRINT"{20 RIGHT}";:FORQ=1TOLEN(F$):PRI

NT"{05 LEFT}";:NEXT
3120 FORQ=1TO P:PRINT"{05 RIGHT}";:NEXT
3130 FOR 1=0 TO 5

3140 PRINT MID?(N$(X),1*3+1,3);BL$;

3150 NEXT:RETURN

3160 PRINT"[CLEAR}";:GOSUB3020:RETURN

3170 IF A?="/" THEN 460
3180 RETURN

Program 2: vie version

100 PRINT"{CLEAR}{09 DOWN}{RIGHT}{REV}LETT

ERS AND NUMBERS"

110 PRINT"{09 RIGHT}iREVjPLAY"

120 FOR 1=1 TO2000

130 NEXT

140 PRINT"{CLEAR}";

150 PRINT:PRINT"PRESS [SHIFT] AND CA] FOR '

THE ALPHABET:"

160 PRINT:PRINT" *PRESS LETTER KEYS OR [SP

ACE] TO PLAY."

170 PRINT" [SHIFT] & [A] RESETS ALPHABET '

TO 'A'."

180 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"PRESS [SHIFT] AND [1

] FOR THE NUMBERS:"

190 PRINT:PRINT" *PRESS NUMBER KEYS OR [SP

ACE] TO PLAY."

200 PRINT" [SHIFT] & [l] RESETS NUMBERS T

0 ' 1 ' . "

210 PRINT"{02 DOWNjPRESS [SPACE] TO"

220 PRINT"CONTINUE, '/'TO STOP"
230 GETA?:IFA$=""THEN230

240 GOSUB 890

2 50 REM LETTERS

260 L$ = "":L=1:GOSUB 390:GOSUB420:GOSUB 5

30

270 GETA$:IF A$ = "" THEN 270

280 GOSUB 890

290 IFA?=CHR$(33)THENGOSUB640:GOTO260:REM "

NUMBERS

300 IFA? = CHR$(193) THEN 260

310 IFA$=" "THEN L=L+1:IFL>26THEN260

320 IFA$= " "THEN IF. L>26 THEN 260

330 IFA$=" "THEN GOSUB 390:GOSUB420:GOSUB "

530:GOTO270

340 A = ASC(A?):T = L:REM REMEMBER L

350 IF A >= 65 AND A <= 90 THEN L=A-64:PRI

NT"{HOME}";:GOSUB 420

360 L=T

370 GOTO270

380 PRINT"{CLEAR}";:END

390 REM PRINT LETTER

400 PRINT"{CLEAR}";
410 FOR I = 1TO 9:PRINT:NEXT:RETURN

420 T8=6

430 M=32768+8*L

440 PRINT"{02 DOWN}";
450 FOR J=M TO M+7

460 D=PEEK(J):FOR K=l TO 8

470 Y=146:D=D*2:IF D>255 THEN D=D-256:Y=18

128 COMPUtt! March 1933

A wrong letter match in "Letter And Number Play," VlC-20

version.

480 PRINT TAB(T8);CHR$(Y);CHR$(32);

490 NEXT K

500 PRINTTAB(T8);CHR$(146)
510 NEXT J:RETURN

520 REM PRINT ALPHABET

530 L? = L$ + CHR$(L-t-64)

540 B?="{HOME}{20 DOWN}{REV}":PRINT B$;L$

550 FOR 1=1 TO 250:NEXT

560 IF L=26 THEN GOSUB590

570 FOR 1=1 TO 10:GETA$:NEXT:RETURN

580 REM FLASH ALPHABET

590 FOR 1=1 TO 10

600 C$="{HOMEJ{20 DOWN}":PRINTC$;L$:FOR J=
1 TO 100:NEXT

610 PRINT B$;L$:FOR J=l TO 100:NEXT

620 NEXTI:RETURN

630 REM DIGITS

640 N=1:GOSUB880

650 GETA$:IFA$=""THEN650

660 GOSUB 890

670 IFA$=" "THEN N=N+1:GOSUB880: GOTO650

680 T=N:N=ASC(A$)-48

690 IFN>=0ANDN<10THENGOSUB740

7 00 N=T

710 IFA$=CHR?(33) THEN N=1:GOSUB880

720 IFA$=CHR$U93)TH3N RETURN

730 GOTO650

740 REM

750 P=1:F$=STR$(N)

760 X=VAL(MID$(F$,P+L,1))

770 IFVAL(A?)=NTHENPRINT"{HOME}";:L=X:GOSU
B820:GOTO790

780 L=X:GOSUB810

790 P=P+1:IFP<=LEN(F$)-1THEN760

800 FORQ=1TO 2 50:NEXT:FORQ=1TO9:GETA$:

NEXT:RETURN

810 PRINT"{HOME}{10 DOWN}";
820 T8=17:FORQ=1TOLEN(F$):T8=T8-7:NEXT

830 FORQ=1TOP:T8=T8+7:NEXT

840 IF T8<0THEN 380

8 50 L=L+48

860 GOSUB 430

870 RETURN

880 PRINT"{CLEAR}";:GOSUB740:RETURN
890 IF A?='7" THEN 380
900 RETURN

Program 3: Apple Version

10

20

LOMEMi 16384

DIM Lt<26>
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V 6 FOURACROSS

Vertical game for two players;

similartolic-lac-toe. £9.95

V 10 SNAKE

Like the Arcade game SURROUND

Oneorlwoplayers. $9-95

V 12 BREAKOUT

Adaption of the classic

Ping-Pong against the wail. All

time favorite. S9.95

V 78 BRICK

The computer has a brick float

across the screen and it

disappears before it hits the

window. You have to stop the

brick before it breaks the

glass. S7.95

V 79 SHOOT

You have to shoot a moving

object. The game has five

differentskill levels. $7.95

V 80 REVERSE

This game is played with two

sets of pegs. The board starts

with a set of pegs at each end

and you must reverse them.

$7.95

V 81 CAPTURE

You have to capture the two

beasts by containing them in

the brick cage that you build.

It has nine skill levels. S9.95

V 82 WORLDCAPITALS

An entertaining and educational

variation of STATE CAPITALS.

S9.95

V 83 JACKPOT

You must see this one armed

bandit in action to believe it.

Full color graphics and sound.

S7.95

V 84 STATE CAPITALS

The computer displays a state

' orcapital;thesludenttypes

in the corresponding capital or

state. Even corrects spelling

mistakes. S9.95

V 85 HANGMAN

Unbelievable graphics and sound

wilh a twist of humor. Kids of

ail ages will love this one.

$9.95

V 86 TAC-TAC-TOE

The perennial favorite, a

fast-paced colorful game. Try

if you can to beat the VIC.

S7.95

V 87 MEMORY

The VIC challenges your memory

to the ultimate degree. Just

like the oldT.V.sbow

Concentration. $9.95

V 88 MATCH

Hand and eye coordination are a

must in this game. Beat the

clock and get the maximum

numberof points. $7.95

V 89 MONKS

A devilish game of logic. It

will have you glued to the VIC

lordays. S7.95

V428 INTRUDER-SCRAMBLE

Just as fine as the arcade

game. Machine language.

A must! $19 95

V 90 MOSAICS

A variation of Rubies cube for

the VIC. This game has never

been seen before for any

computer. We wrote the program

but could not solve the puzzle.

$9.95

V 91 SENKU

If you like thinking logically,

this one will challenge you ail

the way! Based on the

popular game of Mastermind.

$7.95

V 92 MAGIC PAD

A mini-version of Visi-Calc for

the VIC. Allows storageand
retrieval of data from

cassette; invaluable for

personal and business use.

Turns VIC into the perfect

record keeper. $20.00

V107 BINARYNUMBERS

This program is designed to

introduce you to the binary

number system and (he

conversion to binary from base

10 numbers and back. S9.95

V108 BOMBER

You must decide who you want to

fly for. You then get fo pick a

target and your experience

level. $9.95

V151 BI2Z-BUZZ

Math game that tests the

student on division by 2S3.

Good for elementary school

students. With color and sound
$9.95

V152 MISSILE COMMAND

You have three bases and you

must destroy as many space

ships as you can before you run

outof missiles. $9.95

V153 TANK VS. UFO

The tank is moving back and

forth along the base and you

must shoot the UFO before it

shoots you. S9.95

UIO20
The friendly computer

BIORHYTHM

Just like the biorhythm charts

you find in books. S9.95

BLACKJACK

Just iike Blackjack in the

casinos.$14.95

BESTSTRAIGHTLINE

This program finds the equation

for the best straight line

through [he desired points on a

graph. $9.95

SNAKMAN

PacmanfortheVIC. $24.95

ASTROBASE-2001

Deslroy the alien invaders from

space as they attack your

planet. Requires 3K memory

expander. $9.95

SUBROUTINES

The use of this standard pro

gramming technique allows you

to save much room and effort.

Typical uses are stressed.

$14.95

A CAT HAS NINE LIVES

You're an alley cat who is Irying

desparately to defend himself

from unidentified deadly objects.

Fast paced game. $7.95

PSYCHIC MISSILES

The object of the game is to

guess where the target will be.

then fire Ihe missile! This pro

gram will exercise your psychic

ability. Requires

$9.95

By Richard Leiman

BEECHAGOTCHA

Play "Beecha Gotcha." II the

harpoon hits the monster fish,

I "beecha." II the monster eats

the boat, I "gotcha." Requires

3K expander. $9.95

By Richard Leiman

AIRATTACK

You must shoot down enemy

aircrafts with your limited

supplyofmissiles. $7.95

V190

V191

V192

V194

V197

V199

V299

V300

V301

V302

r- ______

Please send me the A I

commodore Cz

Please send me the

, VIC 1982 CATALOG

I AMERICAN PERIPHERALS
122 Bangor Street

I Lindenhurst, NY 11757

NAME

WRITE FOR FREE

SOFTWARE CATALOG
I

ADDRESS

CITY STATE. I
| ZIP _ COMPANY _ _ I



30 HOME

40 VTAB 3I PRINT "FOR THE SUPERVISING ADULT

i "

50 PRINT i PRINT "PRESS <SHIFT> AND <A> FOR

THE ALPHABET:"

60 PRINT I PRINT ■ PRESS LETTER KEYS OR <S

PACE> TO PLAY."

70 PRINT " <SHIFT> & <A> RESETS ALPHABET T

0 'A'."

80 PRINT : PRINT j PRINT "PRESS <SHIFT> AND

<1> FOR THE NUMBERSI"

90 PRINT i PRINT " PRESS NUMBER KEYS OR <S

PACE> TO PLAY."

100 PRINT " <SHIFT> & <1> RESETS NUMBERS T

0 ' 1' . "

110 REM STORE LETTER COORDINATES IN A

120 DIM A(26,20)i DIM N<10,20>

130 REM SET UP LETTERS

140 FOR I = 1 TO 26

150 FOR J - 1 TO 20

160 READ A(I,J)

170 NEXT Ji NEXT I

180 GOSUB 13701 REM SET UP NUMBERS

190 PRINT : PRINT i PRINT "PRESS <SPACE> TO

CONTINUE, »/■ TO STOP"

200 GET A*

210 GOSUB 2050

220 REM LETTERS

230 L« ■ ""iL - 1j

240 BET A*

250 GOSUB 2050

260 IF A* - CHR*

GOTO 230i REM

270 IF A* - CHR*

280 IF A» = " " THEN

26 THEN 230

290 IF A« - " ■ THEN

300 IF A* = " " THEN

01 GOTO 240

310 IF B < > 0 THEN T = LiL = B - 64i HCOL

0R=0iY7 = 30i GOSUB 1190iL = Tl HCOLOR= 3

GOSUB 1170i GOSUB 1270

<33) THEN

NUMBERS

(65) THEN 230

L = L + 1:B

BOSUB 1750:

Oi IF L >

IF L > 26 THEN 230

GOSUB 1170i GOBUB 127

320

330

340

350

360

370

380

390

400

410

420

430

440

450

460

470

480

490

500

510

520

530

540

550

560

570

580

590

600

610

620

630

640

650

660

A - i

IF A

64iB

L - T

GOTO

TEXT

REM

REM

DATA

DATA

REM

DATA

DATA

REM

DATA

DATA

REM

DATA

DATA

REM

DATA

DATA

REM

DATA

DATA

REM

DATA

DATA

REM

DATA

DATA

REM

DATA

DATA

REM

DATA

<A*>iT Li REM REMEMBER LASC

> - 65 AND A < - 90 THEN L

- AiY7 = 30i GOSUB 1190

240

I HOME i END

LETTERS

A

0,40,13,0,13,0,26,40,6,21

20,21,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1
B

0,0,0,40,0,1,25,1,25,1

25,39,0,39,25,39,0,20,25, 20

C

25,0,0,0,0,0,0,40,0,40

25,40,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1

D

0,0,0,40,0,1,25,1,25,1

25,39,25,39,0,39,-1,-1,-1,-1

E

25,40,0,40,0,40,0,0,0,0

25,0,0,20,13,20,-1,-1,-1,-1

F

0,40,0,0,0,0,25,0,0,20

13,20,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1

G

25,0,0,0,0,0,0,40,0,40

25,40,25,40,25,20,25,20,15,20

H

0,0,0,40,25,0,25,40,0,20

25,20,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1

0,0,24,0,0,40,24,40,12,0

i2,40,-l,-l,-l,-l,-l»-lp-l»-l
J

25,0,25,40,25,40,0,40,0,40

- A -

670 DATA 0,30,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1

680 REM K

690 DATA 0,0,0,40,0,20,25,0,0,20

700 DATA 25,40,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1

710 REM L

720 DATA O,0,0,40,O,40,25,40,-1,-1

730 DATA -1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1

740 REM M

750 DATA 0,0,0,40,0,0,13,20,13,20

760 DATA 26,0,26,0,26,40,-1,-1,-1,-1

770 REM N

780 DATA 0,40,0,0,0,0,25,40,25,40

790 DATA 25,0,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1

BOO REM 0

810 DATA 0,0,25,0,25,0,25,40,25,40

820 DATA 0,40,0,40,0,0,-1,-1,-1,-1

830 REM P

840 DATA 0,40,0,0,0,0,25,0,25,0

B50 DATA 25,20,25,20,0,20,-1,-1,-1,-1

B60 REM Q

870 DATA 0,0,25,0,25,0,25,40,25,40

8B0 DATA 0,40,0,40,0,0,20,35,30,45

890 REM R

900 DATA 0,40,0,0,0,0,25,0,25,0

910 DATA 25,20,25f 20,0,20,10,20,25,40

920 REM E

930 DATA 25,0,0,0,0,0,0,20,0,20

940 DATA 25,20,25,20,25,40,25,40,0,40

950 REM T

960 DATA 0,0,25,0,13,0,13,40,-1,-1

970 DATA -1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1

980 REM U

990 DATA 0,0,0,40,0,40,25,40,25,40

1000 DATA 25,0,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1

1010 REM V

1020 DATA 0,0,13,40,13,40,25,0,-1,-1

1030 DATA -1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1

1040 REM W

1050 DATA 0,0,5,40,5,40,13,0,13,0

1060 DATA 21,40,21,40,26,0,-1,-1,-1,-1

1070 REM X

10B0 DATA 0,0,25,40,0,40,25,0,-1,-1

1090 DATA -1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1

1100 REM Y

1110 DATA 0,0,13,20,13,20,26,0,13,20

1120 DATA 13,40,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1

1130 REM Z

1140 DATA 0,0,25,0,25,0,0,40,0,40

1150 DATA 25,40,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1

1160 REM PRINT LETTER

1170 HOME iY7 = 90

1180 HGR I HCOLOR* 3

1190 X7 = 130

1200 FOR J = 1 TO 20 STEP 4

1210 XI - A(L,J)iYl » A(L,J + DiX2 = A<L,J

2):Y2 = A(L,J + 3)

1220 IF XI < 0 THEN 1240

1230 HPLOT XI + X7,Y1 + Y7 TO X2 + X7.Y2 +

Y7

1240 NEXT J

1250 RETURN

1260 REM PRINT ALPHABET

1270 L* = L* + CHR* (L + 64)

1280 VTAB 22: HTAB 6i INVERSE : PRINT L*i

NORMAL

1290 FOR I = 1 TO 250i NEXT

1300 IF L - 26 THEN GDBUB 1330

1310 RETURN

1320 REM FLASH ALPHABET

1330 VTAB 22i HTAB 6i FLASH i PRINT L*

1340 FOR I - 1 TO 30001 NEXT

1350 VTAB 22I HTAB 6: NORMAL : PRINT L»

1360 RETURN

1370 REM STORE DIBIT COORDINATES IN N

1380 FOR I = 0 TO 9

1390 REM SET UP A DIGIT

1400 FOR J - 0 TO 19

130 COMPUTC! March 1983



1410

1420

1430

1440

1450

1460

1470

1480

1490

1500

1510

1520

1530

1540

1550

1560

1570

15S0

1590

1600

1610

1620

1630

1640

1650

1660

1670

1660

1690

1700

1710

1720

1730

1740

1750

1760

1770

1780

1790

1S00

iaio

1820

1830

1840

1850

1860

1870

1880

1B90

1900

READ

NEXT

NEXT

REM

REM

DATA

DATA

REM

DATA

DATA

REM

DATA

DATA

REM

DATA

DATA

REM

DATA

DATA

REM

DATA

DATA

REM

DATA

DATA

REM

DATA

DATA

REM

DATA

DATA

REM

DATA

DATA

Nl - 1

N(I,J)

J

Ii RETURN

DIGITS

0

0, 0, 20, 0, 20, 0, 20, 40, 20,40

0,40,0,40,0,0,-1,-1,-1,-1

1

5,10,13,0,13,0,13,40,0,40

2

0,10,12,0,12,0,24,10,24,10

0,40,0,40,25,40,-1,-1,-1,-1

———3""™"^

0,0, 20,0,20,0,20,40,20,40

0,40,0,20,20,20,-1,-1,-1,-1
4

20,0,0,35,0,35,25,35,20,0

19,0,5,0,5,0,0,19,0,19

20,19,20,19,20,40,20,40,0,40

6

2,0,0,20,0,20,22,20,22,20

22, 40, 22, 40, 0, 40,0, 40, 0, 20
7

0,0,25,0,25,0,0,40,-1,-1

8

0,0,0,40,0,40,20,40,20,40

20,0,0,20,20,20,20,0,0,0
9

0,0,22,0,22,0,22,20,22,20

0,20,0,20,0,0,22,20,20,40

i GOSUB 2040

GET A*t GOSUB 2050

IF A*

GOSUB

IF C2

30iX7

« " ■ THEN Nl - Nl + 1:C2 - 0:

2040i GOTO 1760

- 1 THEN X = N2i HCOLOR= 0:Y7 -

= 135i GOSUB 1980i HCOLOR= 3

T - NliNl * ASC <A») - 4BiN2 - NliC2 «=
li IF

IF Nl

GOSUB

Nl - T

IF A*

2040

IF A*

GOTO

REM

P - 1:

Nl < 0 OR Nl > 9 THEN N2 - 1

> = 0 AND Nl < 10 THEN C5 - 1:

1850

- CHR* (33) THEN Nl = li GOSUB

- CHR» (65) THEN RETURN

1760

F* - STR* <N1)

X - VAL ( MID» <F»,P,IM

IF VAL <A«> - Nl THEN Y7 = 30i GOSUB

19301

GOSUB

P - P

GOTO 1900

1920

+ ll IF P < = 1 EN <F») THEN 187

Program 4: Atari Version

- 1 TO LEN <F«):X7

X7 = X7 + 33i NEXT

THEN 1980

0

1910 RETURN

1920 Y7 = 90

1930 X7 - 135i FOR Q

7-33: NEXT

1940 FOR Q » 1 TO Pj

1950 IF P > 1 OR C5 = 1

1970 HGR : HCOLOR= 3

1980 FOR J ■ 0 TO 19 STEP 4

1990 XI ■ N(X,J)iYl = N(X,J + 1)iX2 = N(X,J +

2)iY2 = N(X,J + 3)

2000 IF XI < 0 THEN 2030

2010 HPLOT XI + X7,Y1 + Y7 TO X2 + X7,Y2 +

Y7

2020 NEXT

2030 C5 - Oi RETURN

2040 HOME t BDSUB 18S0: RETURN

2050 IF A* - "/" THEN 360

2060 RETURN

50 OPEN #1,4,0,"K:"

60 DIM A*(1).L*(26),F*(4)

180 GRAPHICS O:POKE 752,1

190 PRINT :PRINT :PRINT "FOR THE SUPE

RVISING ADULT:n

200 PRINT :PRINT "PRESS [SHIFT] & E A ]

FOR THE ALPHABET:"

210 PRINT ;PRINT "(PRESS LETTER KEYS

OR CSPACEJ TO PLAY."

211 PRINT " >[SHIFT3!<[A] RESETS ALPHA

BET TO * A' . "

220 PRINT :PRINT :PRINT "PRESS [SHIFT

3 & Cl3 FOR THE NUMBERS:"

221 PRINT :PRINT "*PRESS NUMBER KEYS

OR [SPACE] TO PLAY."

222 PRINT " >CSHIFT38tC13 RESETS NUMBE

RS TO *i*."

250 PRINT :PRINT " (3 SPACES>l»fit*^*iT-»

280 REM STORE LETTER COORDINATES IN A

270 DIM A(26,20):DIM N<10,20)

305 REM SET UP LETTERS

310 FOR L=l TO 26

32O FOR L1=1 TO 20

330 READ A:A<L,L1)=A

340 NEXT Ll

350 NEXT L

370 GOSUB 2270:REM SET UP NUMBERS

375 PRINT :PRINT :PRINT "PRESS ESPACE

3 TO CONTINUE, •/■ TO STOP"

38O GET #l,A

385 A*=CHR*(A>:GOSUB 3500

390 REM LETTERS

4OO L4="":L=I:GOSUB 2100:G0SUB 2170

410 GET #1,A:A*=CHR*(A):GOSUB 3500

420 IF AS=CHR*<33) THEN GOSUB 2970:G0

TO 400:REM NUMBERS

430 IF A*=CHR*(£5> THEN 4O0

44O IF A*=" " THEN L=L+l:B=O:IF L>26

THEN 400

450 IF A*=" " THEN IF L>26 THEN 400

460 IF A*=" " THEN GOSUB 2100:60SUB 2

170:G0T0 410

465 IF BOO THEN T = L: L=B-64: COLOR 0:Y

7=3:GDSUB 2120:L=T:COLOR 1

470 A=ASC(A«>:T=L;REM REMEMBER L

4B0 IF A>=65 AND A<=90 THEN L=A-64:B=

A:Y7=3:G0SUB 2120

49O L=T

500 GOTO 410

510 GRAPHICS O:END

520 REM LETTERS

The computer awaits a match in "Letter And Number Play,"

Atari version.
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530 REM A

54 0 DATA 0,30,10,0,10,0,20,30,5.15

5 5O DATA 15,15.-1.-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1

560 REM B

570 DATA 0.0,0,30,O,1,20,1,20,1

580 DATA 2O,29,O,29,20,27,O,15,20,15

59O REM C

600 DATA 17,0,0,0,O,0,0,30,0,30

610 DATA 17,30,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1

620 REM D

630 DATA O,O.O.30,O,1,17,1,17,1

640 DATA 17,29,17,29,0,29,-1,-1,-1,-1

65O REM E

66O DATA 18,30,0,30,0,30,0,0,0,0

670 DATA 17,0,0,15,12,15,-1,-1,-1,-1

680 REM F

690 DATA 0,30,0,0,0,0,17,0,0,15

700 DATA 12,15,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1

71O REM G

72O DATA 17,0,0,0,0,0,0,30,0,30

73O DATA 17,30, 17,30, 17, 17, 17, 17, 1 1 , 1

7

740 REM —H—

50

-1

75O DATA O,O,O,30,20,O,2O,3O,O,15

760 DATA 20,15,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1

770 REM I

78O DATA 0,0,20,0,0,30,20,30,10,0

790 DATA 10,30,-1 ,-1 ,-1,-1,-1 ,-1 , -1 , -1

800 REM J

810 DATA 2O,O,2O,30,20,3O,O,30,0,3 0

820 DATA 0,23,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1

830 REM K

840 DATA 0,0,0,30,O,15,15,0,0,15

850 DATA 15,30,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-

1

860 REM L

870 DATA O,O,0,3O,O,30,17,30,-1,-1

880 DATA -1,-1.-1 -1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1.-

1

890 REM M

900 DATA 0,30,0,0,0,0,10,1O,10,10

910 DATA 20,0,20,0,20,30,-1,-1,-1,-1

920 REM N

930 DATA 0,30,0,0,0,0,20,30,20,30

940 DATA 20,0,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1

950 REM O

960 DATA 0,0,19,0,19,0,19,30,19,30

970 DATA 0,30,0,30,O,O,-1,-1,-1,-1

980 REM P

990 DATA 0,30,0,0,0,1,16,1,16,1

1000 DATA 16,15,16,15,0,15,-1,-1,-1,-1

1010 REM Q—r-

1020 DATA 0,0,19,0,19,0,19,30,19,30

1030 DATA 0,30,0,30,0,0,15,25,23,35

1040 REM R

1050 DATA 0,30,0,0,0,1,16,1,16,1

1060 DATA 16,15,16,15,0,15,5,15,16,30

1O70 REM S

1080 DATA 16,0,0,0,0,0,0,15,0,15

1090 DATA 16,15,16,15,16,30,16,30,0,3

0

1100 REM T

1110 DATA 0,0,20,0,10,0,10,30,-1,-1

1120 DATA -1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,
_ |

1130 REM U

1140 DATA 0,0,0,30,0,30,20,30,20,30

115O DATA 20,0,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-

1

116O REM V

1170 DATA 0,0,10,30,10,30,20,0,-1,-1

1180 DATA -1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,

-1

1190 REM W

1200 DATA 0,0,5,30,5,30,10,0,10,0

1210 DATA 15,30,15,30,20,0,-1,-1,-1,-1

122O REM X
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1230 DATA 0,O,20,30,0,30,20,0,-1,-1

1240 DATA -1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,

-1

125O REM Y

126O DATA 0,0,10,15,10,15,20,0,10,15

1270 DATA 10,3O,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,

1280 REM Z

129O DATA 0,0,20,0,20,0,0,30,0,30

13OO DATA 20,30,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,

-1

209O REM PRINT LETTER

21OO GRAPHICS O:P0KE 752,1:Y7=45

2110 GRAPHICS 6:PDKE 752,1:COLOR 1

2120 X7= 65

2130 FOR J=l TO 20 STEP 4

2135 X1=A(L,J):Y1=A(L,J+l>:X2=A(L,J+2

) :Y2= A CL,J+3>

2140 IF XKO THEN 2147

2145 PLOT X1+X7,Y1+Y7:DRAWTO X2+X7,Y2

+Y7

2147 NEXT J

2150 RETURN

2160 REM PRINT ALPHABET

2170 L*(LEN<L4>+1)=CHR*(L+192)

2180 PRINT "(5 SPACES>";L*

2200 IF L=26 THEN GOSUB 223O

2210 RETURN

2220 REM FLASH ALPHABET

2230 FDR 1=1 TO 20:P0KE 755,0:F0R W=l

TO 20:NEXT W:POKE 755,2:F0R W=l

TO 20:NEXT W:NEXT I

2250 RETURN

2270 REM STORE DIGITS IN N

2290 FOR 1=0 TO 9

2300 REM SET UP A DIGIT

2310 FOR J=0 TO 19

2320 READ N:N(I,J)=N

2330 NEXT J:NEXT I

2350 RETURN

2360 REM DIGITS

2370 REM 0

2380 DATA 0,0,16,0,16,0,16,30,16,30

2390 DATA 0,30,0,30,0,0,-1,-1,-1,-1

24OO REM 1

2410 DATA 4,6,10,0,10,0,10,30,0,30

24 20 DATA 20,30,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,

— 1

2430 REM 2

244O DATA 0,7,10,0,10,0,20,7,20,7

24 5 0 DATA O,30,O,3O,20,30,-1,-1,-1,-1

2460 REM 3

2470 DATA 0,0,16,0,16,0,16,30,16,30

2480 DATA O,30,0,15,16,15,-1,-1,-1,-1

2490 REM 4

2500 DATA 18,30,18.0,18,0,0,27,0,27

2510 DATA 20,27.-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,

-1

252O REM 5

2530 DATA 16,0,3,0,3,0,0,15,0,15

2540 DATA 17,15,17,15,17,30,17,30,0,3

O

2550 REM 6

2 56O DATA 5,0,0,15., 0,15,16,15,16,15

2570 DATA 16,30,16,30,O,30,O,30,O,15

2580 REM 7

2590 DATA 0,0,20,0,20,0,0,30,-1,-1

26OO DATA -1,-1,-1.-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,-1,

-1

2610 REM 8

2620 DATA 0,0,0,30,0.30,16,30,16,30

2630 DATA 16,6,16,0,0,0,0,15,16,15
2640 REM 9

2650 DATA 0,0,16,0,16,0,16,15,16,15

2660 DATA 0,15,0,15,0,0,16,15,10,30

2970 Nl=lsGDSUB 3190

2980 GET #I,A:A*=CHR*(A):60SUB 3500



- $89.95 -
The Best and Most Complete

LOGO for Apple II on the market

at a Super Saver price.

Sprites now available for LOGO

Kreli's College Board

SAT*
Preparation Series

ATARI, APPLE, PET, TRS-80, ISM

A COMPREHENSIVE PREPARATION PACKAGE
MORE THAN 40 PROGRAMS/$2S9.95

1. Diagnostic analysis

2. Prescription of Individual study plans

3. Coverage of all SAT' skills

4. Unlimited drill and practice

5. SAT' Exam Question simulator

6. All questions in SAT' formal and at

SAT" difficulty level

7. Instantaneous answers, explanations

and scoring (or problems

8. Worksheet generation and performance

monitoring - (optional)

9. A complete record mmanagement system -

(optional)

10. Systematic Instruction m pertinent math.

verbal and test taking skills - (optional)

Kroll't unique logical design provldat

penonzl .-r.J Initructlon tor each ttudant

according lo Individual naadi.

Shelby Lyman

Chess
Shelbys Socraies Chess Tutorial Series uses the

latest Al Techniques to customs eacn lesson lor

you Construction modules cover every aspect ol Ihe

game For all micros Call or write lor details

Amazing Ben
The Royal Road to

Artifical Intelligence

$79.95

CONNECTIONS
A complete game system Learn the principles ol

scientific reasoning in your choice Of game formats

Expand minds at all ages Sub|ecl areas include

Geography. Biology, Everyday Objects, etc

Game System $99.95

Data Base, $24.95 per subject,

3 for $50

Isaac Newton + F.G. Newton
$49.95

Descarie's Delight

$89.95

1320 Stony Brook Road/Stony Brook, NY 11790

T«t*ption* 515-751-5139
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'Tnfcurti tf Appli Comp Corp.. Tindf Corp.
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M.T.S. rnldMti idd ulti bx

Prices slightly higher oulside I) S

TRACK REAL SATELLITES
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WHAT CAN I DO WITH MY

COMPUTER?

*0i BE AN AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLER

BUDGET RECORD KEEPING

l$o

WRITE LETTERS WITH SPELLING CORRECTIONS

LEARN TO TYPE

/
O°

If you have been iooking lor new ways lo use your Home Computer, a way to make your

compute' more versatile and exciting, then look no further1

THE SOFTWARE CONNECTION'S— PROGRAM OF THE MONTH CLUB is for you.

THE PROBLEM

In me past aecaae a revolution nas occurred mat has changed our lives --

!he Computer Revolution Every lime we go to lie slore tvaich television

or even answef the telephone computers are involvea What makes a

computer perform aiioflhesemarveious teats7 Thekey is lt>e PROGRAM

The Home Computer however is stilt m its mfarcy Sure you can buy a

:omoule' josi about anywhere but the aetocllon ol program* offered at

these places to make your computer perform marvelous teats for you

is very limited.

THE SOLUTION

There am creative ana imaginative programmers worldwide wntng

programs lor your computer With these programs your computer can

transport you to a world never before available. You can Fly to 'he

Moon. Track Real Satellites. Improve Your Memory, Play Chess with an

Expert or even Fly your own Airplane Your computer can be used as a

Paint Brush to Draw Mura>s or as a Musical Instrument to Compose and

Play Music Wuh Financial Programs you can analyzethe Stock and Bond

Markets. Perform Mortgage Analysis. Balance Your Checkbook, or Control

and Analyse your Household Budget Using Educanonai Programs you

can learn |usl about anything through a revolutionary technique called CAI

[Compuler-Assisied Insiruction) or ihrough Computer Simulations

The key lo all this la Ihe PROGRAM.

The SOFTWARE CONNECTION'S staff is seeking ou( Ihe authors of

these marvelous programs and are offering them to you through the

- PROGRAM OF THE MONTH CLUB ■

Each month you will receive a descrip!ion o' a teatured program along v.rth

3 alternale programs - one from each catagory GAMES, EDUCATION

and PERSONAL & FINANCE. Take your time looking Through it and

deofle if you wani to aOd the featured program to your horary if no!.

chec* NO or one of the alternate programs on [he enctoseoca^d and return

within 10 days Otherwise be prepared io embark on a new Computer

Adventure

HOW TO GET STARTED

To gel srarted compiele the Club Membershio Application telling us what

kind of computer you have Includethe Me* Memoer Initiation Fee of 55 00

('^ OFF the Normal Initiation Fee)

As a Special Oflerto readers of COMPUTE Magazine we will send you

a certificate good lo' 10% OFF all purchases made during any one month

There are No Minimum or Maximum number o' programs lo purchase AM

programs are fully tested and guaranteed to be a unique experience

THE

ONNECTION

— PROGRAM OF THE MONTH CLUB —

THE

— PROGRAM OP THE MOUTH CLUB —

PO BOXH13I9

DALLAS TEXAS

75214

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
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2990 IF A*=" " THEN N1=N1+1:C2 = 0:GOSU

B 3190:G0T0 2980

2995 IF C2=l THEN X=N2:C0L0R 0:Y7=3:X

7=7O:GOSUB 31S5:C0L0R 1

3000 T=N1:N1=ASC(A*)-48:N2=N1:C2=1:IF

NKO OR NI>9 THEN N2=I

3O1O IF Nl>= 0 AND NK1O THEN C5=l:G0S

UB 3060

3020 N1=T

3O3O IF A*=CHR*(33) THEN Nl=l:GDSUB 3

190

3040 IF AS=CHR*<&5> THEN RETURN

3050 GOTO 29B0

3060 REM LETTER PRINTING

3070 P=l:F*=STR*(Nl)

3080 X=VAL(F*<P,P))

3O9O IF ASC<A*)-4S=N1 THEN Y7=3:GDSUB

314O.-GOTO 31 10

3100 GOSUB 3130

3110 P=P+lsIF P<=LEN<F*> THEN 3080

3120 RETURN

3130 Y7=45

3140 X7=70:F0R Q=1 TO LEN<F*):X7=X7-2

3:NEXT Q

3145 FOR D=l TO PsX7=X7+23:NEXT Q

3146 IF P>1 OR C5=l THEN 3155

3150 GRAPHICS 6:C0L0R 1

3155 FOR J=0 TO 19 STEP 4

316O X1=N(X,J>:Y1=N(X,J+1>:X2=N(X,J+2

):Y2=N(X,J+3)

3170 IF XKO THEN 3185

3175 PLOT X1+X7.Y1+Y7:DRAWTD X2+X7,Y2

+Y7

3180 NEXT J

3185 C5=0:RETURN

319O POSITION l,l:GGSUB 3060:RETURN

3500 IF A*="/" THEN 510

3510 RETURN i

OTAL
ONTROL

COMMAND

CONTROL

JOYSTICK
BY WICO

ARCADE QUALITY CONSTRUCTION

TWO FIRE BUTTONS (TOP & BASE)

• ADAPTERS TO OTHER tOMPUTERS AVAILABLE
• FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY

FOR ATARI ....
FOR APPLE . . .
FOR TRS-80 . . .

29.95*
49.95* INCL. ADAPTOR
39.95* INCL. ADAPTOR

■ADD $3 PER ORDER FOR POSTAG : AND HANDLING • CHECK. MONEY

ORDER. MASTERCARD OR VISA. C.( ID. (C O D. CHARGES ADDED) • FLA

RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES TAX • F 3REIGN ORDERS MUST BE PREPAID

GATOR MARKETING ENTERPRIZES. INC.
P.O. BOX 296 • CASSELBERRY. FL 32707

(305)699-5848
DEALER INQUIRIES INV TED — PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

FOR

PET® VIC®AND

COMMODORE 64

READING

VOCABULARY

LANGUAGE

SPELLING

MATH

METRICS

ALGEBRA

PHYSICS

SCIENCE

HEALTH

COMPUTER LIT

SOCIAL STUDIES

TEACHER AIDS CHEMISTRY MUSIC
PET & VIC are registered

trademarks of Commodore Business Machines

Q Please send me FREE information about your
□ PET. □ VIC. and D Commodore 64 programs

Name

Address

City

MICROGRAMS

COHPOHHTEO

PO BOX 2146 LOVES PARK 1L 61130

PHONE 8i5<196S-2464
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CASSETTES ! ! !

FOR YOUR COMPUTER

• Computer Grade • Wide Dynamic Range

• 100% Error Free • 5 Screw Housing

• Fully Guaranteed • Carefully Packed

All Prices Include Shipping

• Phone Orders Add$1.50 C.O.D. Fee '

COMPUTER TAPE PRICES

Length 12 LOT 24 LOT 100 LOT

C-5 .52/6.24 .38/9.12 .35/35.00

C-10 .55/6.60 .40'9.60 .35/35.00

C-20 .60/7.20 .45'10.80 .40/40.00

BASF DPS Tapes Add .05 Cents Per Tape

— Custom Lengths Available —

... Write For Volume Prices...

— Norelco Cassette Cases and Labels —

\with Cassette Orders Only]

12-24 Cases/ .20 Ea. 250.13Ea.

12 Labels for .20 120 for 1.70

SEND MONEY ORDERS OR CHECKS TO:

CASS-A-TAPES

Box8123-C

Kansas City, Mo. 64112

816-444-4651

POWER LINE
PROBLEMS?

SPIKIiSPIKEK® ...THESOLUTION

Protects, organizes, controls computers &

sensitive electronic equipmenl. Helps prevent

software "glitches", unexplained memory loss,

cod equipment damage. Filter models attenuate

conducted RF interference. 120V, 15 Amps.

Other models available. Ask for free literature.

DELUXE POWER CONSOLE

$79.95
Trontient obscber, duol 5-stogt

filter. 8 individually switched

sockets, fuwd. man switch, & lite.

QUAD II $59.95
Transient obsort>er. Dual 3 stoge

filter. 4 sockets. File.

QUAD-I $49.95
Troniitnt obiortMr, 4 socketi.

MINIM $44.95
Transient absorfcw. 3 stage filter.

2 sockets.

MINI-I $34.95
Transient obtorber, I lockets.

4584 Ruch Rd.. Deo'- V P
Bethlehem, PA 18017

215-837-0700
M 0( s,ote Oder Toll Free

800-523-9685

EKALER INQUIRIES INVITED • CODs odd S3.00 + Ship.



Learning With Computers
Glenn M Kleimon

Computerized

Drill And Practice

There is a very old joke which starts with the ques

tion: How does one get to Carnegie Hall from

here? The answer is, of course: practice, practice,

practice.

Practice is necessary to become proficient at

any skill, whether it is a musical skill such as play

ing the piano, a physical skill such as riding a

bicycle, or the more cognitive skills of reading,

writing and arithmetic. In each case, beginners

must concentrate their effort and attention on

basic components of the skill. Beginning pianists

think about the location of each note, beginning

bicyclists attend to balancing, steering and

pedaling, and beginning readers concentrate on

recognizing each word.

After extensive practice, the individual be

comes agile and can perform the basics without

much effort or attention. Proficient pianists move

their fingers almost automatically, and can there

fore concentrate on the music, not the physical

actions of playing the notes. After practice, bi

cyclists can balance, steer and pedal without at

tending to their movements. Proficient readers

recognize most words quickly and effortlessly,

and therefore can focus their attention on the

overall meaning of the text.

Rote Drills And Practice

Despite the obvious need and value of practice,

there are controversies about the drill and practice

work that occupy so much of students' and

teachers' time. One controversy centers on the

amount of time and effort which should be de

voted to drill work, as opposed to more concep

tual, exploratory, or creative endeavors. Another

controversy centers on the nature of the practice

exercises given to students.

Many educators believe that common ap

proaches to reading, math, and other drills are

not effective and, in some cases, may even be

detrimental. Often, this debate is over the virtues
of dividing skills into many subskills and having

students practice each one in isolation, as opposed

to practicing the entire skill at once. The most

common example is in the teaching of reading,

where the contrast is between emphasis on prac

ticing phonics and word recognition subskills

versus emphasis on practicing reading real books,

magazines, and newspapers.

The introduction of computers into schools

has involved these debates about drilland prac

tice. Drill work was the first use of computers in

many schools, and it continues to be a prevalent

application. There is more software for math and

other drills than for any other educational appli

cation of computers. However, many educators

decry such use of computers. They strongly ad

vocate that the limited number of computers in

schools be used to encourage conceptual learning,

not rote drills.

I concur, to a large extent, with those who

criticize the drill and practice exercises so common

in many schools. However, I do not agree that

computers should never be used for drill and prac

tice. Practice is, I think, a necessary evil, one which

is essential for mastering any skill. Computers,

with properly designed software, can make the

practicing of certain skills both more effective and

more enjoyable.

Many types of practice follow a similar format.

Practice items, such as math problems or typing

drills, are presented to the students. The students

respond to each item, answering questions or

performing actions such as typing sequences of

letters. At some point, the students receive feed

back on their work. In many skills, speed as well

as correctness is important, so the feedback covers

both. Students are then expected to direct further

study and practice to those items with which they

had difficulty.

Effective Computer Exercises

Several factors determine the effectiveness of prac

tice drills. First, the selection of the practice items

is critical. There is no value to practicing already

mastered items, and items that are too difficult

will lead to frustration rather than learning. Cer

tain characteristics of feedback are also critical.

Immediate feedback is much more valuable

than delayed feedback, since it enables students
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to catch their errors and learn the correct response

while they are still actively involved in the drill.

Immediate feedback also helps keep students'

attention on their work.

Also important is whether the feedback helps

students understand and correct their errors.

Feedback that explains why responses are incor

rect leads to much more effective learning than

feedback which simply tells students whether

their answers are correct or incorrect.

Computers can be programmed to present

practice items, monitor students' performance,

adjust the items to an appropriate level for each

individual, and provide immediate and, in many

cases, explanatory feedback. For skills in which

speed is important, computers can accurately

measure the time of every response and control

how quickly practice items are presented.

Learning to type provides a good example of

the possible benefits of using computers. Every

one agrees that typing is a valuable skill, one that

is becoming even more valuable as computers are

used more widely. The only way to become a

proficient typist is through repetitive practice.

Computers can make practice more effective, so

less time need be devoted to it. Computers can

also free teachers from the drudgery of correcting

typing tests.

Several companies market programs to help

people learn to type. When these programs are

used, the computer presents sequences of letters

and words on the screen, and the student types

them. The drills follow established methods of

teaching typing, so they begin with the "home"

keys (ASDFJKL;) and then gradually add other

letters. As the student types each sequence, the

computer monitors both accuracy and speed. It

can make students immediately aware of their

errors, so that incorrect habits do not become in

grained.

In addition, the computer can identify keys

and sequences on which the student needs to

gain more speed. The programs automatically

adjust later drills so that practice time is directed

to those letters and sequences that are most in

need of further work. This continuous dynamic

adjustment of the drill items can be accomplished

only with computers.

Practice With Games
Computers can also make drills more enjoyable

by incorporating them into games. In one such

program, called MasterType (from Lightning Soft

ware, P.O. Box 11725, Palo Alto, CA 94306), typing

drills are placed into the context of a space invaders

game. The scenario has the player defending his

planet against attackers from the planet Lexicon.

The attackers are represented by letters or words

in each of the four corners of the screen. The at

tackers fire missiles at the planet. The player must

destroy the attackers by quickly and accurately

typing each of the words. The excellent arcade-like

features have many people so caught up in the

game they forget they are actually involved in the

drudgery of typing practice. The same approach

is used in a series of well-designed programs from

Developmental Learning Materials, Inc. (1 DLM

Park, Allen, TX 75002) which incorporate math

drills into arcade-like games.

Music training is another area in which com

puterized drills can be beneficial. Several music

drill programs are available. The following exam

ples are based on programs developed by the

Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium.

One drill helps train students to recognize

and produce rhythms. The computer presents a

sequence of notes on the screen. The student is

asked to tap the rhythm by pressing the space bar

on the computer keyboard. The computer im

mediately checks the answer. When the student

makes an error, the computer plays the original

rhythm and the one tapped out by the student,

thereby aiding understanding. Another part of

the drill plays rhythms and has the student specify

the length of each note.

Another music drill helps students learn to

recognize musical notes and musical notation. In

this drill, the student sees written notes on the

computer screen and then hears notes played. In

each case, one of the notes played does not match

the corresponding note in the written sequence.

The student's job is to find the incorrect note. If

the student makes a mistake, the computer repeats

the original sequence and plays the notes as writ

ten, so that the student can hear the difference.

These are but a few examples of the potential

benefits of computerized drill and practice. These

benefits can, of course, also be applied to more

academic skills, such as math and spelling drills.

A great deal of drill and practice software is avail

able. This software varies in how well it takes

advantage of the potential value of computer-

assisted practice. Careful evaluation is necessary

before selecting any drill and practice program. ©

COMPUTE! is looking

for good articles,

tutorials, and games

fortheSinolair/Timex,

Commodore 64 and

Color Computer.
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PI Tfta 5i iij Lltii Buck Blufr
VERBAL COWTfO. PROGRAM!/.-. ; :

MICROCOMPUTERS APPLE II
ICOMPUTER

"The ONLY Book Club for micro users"

Play games . . . develop new programming skills . .

organize your finances ... earn extra income ...

even build your own microcomputer. . .

HAVE IT ALL FOR ONLY $2,95

Select any 5 books, pay only $2.95

(avaiueuptosio2.75) when you join

The Computer Book Club@!

KASTESHAIiOBSOiCOF

ilDROPRDGESSOR
CHIPS

HOME
GOMPUTERS

60 PftACTKAL
TIME-SAVING
PROGRAMS

FORMTR5-00

7 very good reasons to try

The Computer Book Club4
Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214

- Reduced Member Prices. Save 20% to 75% on books sure
to increase your computer know-how

• Satisfaction Guaranteed. All books returnable within 10
days without obligation

• Club News Bulletins. All about current selections—mains,

alternates, extras —plus bonus offers. Comes 13 times a year
wilh dozens of up-to-the-minute titles you can pick from
• "Automatic Order." Do nothing, and the Main selection

will be shipped automatically! But... if you want an Alter

nate Selection—or no books at all—we'll follow the instruc
tions you give on the reply form provided with every News

Bulletin

• Continuing Benefits. Get a Dividend Certificate with every

book purchased after fulfilling membership obligation, and
qualify for discounts on many other volumes

• Extra Bonuses. Take advantage of added-value promo

tions, plus special discounts on software, games, and more
• Exceptional Quality. All books are first-rate publisher's

editions, filled with useful, up-to-the-minute information

1*12 Scrnpufgr Ece1! Jluh
Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214

®

Please accept my membership in The Computer Book Club

and send the 5 volumes circled below, billing me $2.95 plus

shipping and handling charges. If not satisfied. I may return

the books within ten days without obligation and have my

membership cancelled. I agree to purchase 4 or more books

at reduced Club prices (plus shipping/handling) during the

next 12 months, and may resign any time thereafter.

337 338 841 1045 1050 1085 1108

1111 1160 1169 1183 1195 1199 1205 1251

1276 1293 1295 1299 1369 1391 1394

1396 1398 1406 1423 1468 1480 1496 1506

Name Phone

Address

City

State Zip
(Valid for now members nnly. Foreign and Canada add 20%. Orders outs idfi U.S.
or Canada must be prepaid with international money orders in U.S. dollars). This

order subject lo acceptance by The Computer Book Club. CMPT-3B3



FIGHTER ACES-

Add A Second VIC Joystick
John Parr

This game, Fighter Aces, is fun in its own right. But it

also shows a simple way to add a second joystick to

your VIC for two-player games.

I spend many hours behind the CRT on my VIC,

attempting one program or another, but when

the work is done, I am not ashamed to play a game

or two for relaxation. Many of the games that I

like, however, require two joysticks.

Other programmers have circumvented this

problem through the use of keys, but I find the

use of keys awkward. Besides, most games use

the same keys over and over, which I am sure

must be wearing on my precious investment. The

only answer to my dilemma, therefore, was to

find some way of connecting a second joystick.

Before I went to work, I decided that I'd better

find out a little bit about how the joysticks worked.

As it turns out, the VIC joystick is just a lever

connected to four micro switches at its base. When

the stick is pressed in one direction, the lever

closes the appropriate switch, grounding one of

the pins on the games port. For diagonals, two

switches are closed simultaneously, grounding

two pins in the games port. When a pin is

grounded, one bit is turned off in either memory

location 37137 or in location 37152. (For any who

do not know what a "bit" is, I refer you to COM

PUTE!, November and December 1981, #'s 18 and

19, "An Introduction to Binary Numbers.")

From this understanding, I decided that the

best place to hook a second joystick on was

through the parallel user port. (As it turns out,

PET users have been doing this for years.) After a

little checking of my memory map, I decided to

connect my second joystick on pins D through J,

grounding to pin A. These pins are easily read

through memory location 37136.

My next chore was to determine the most

logical order in which to make my connections. I

finally decided on a system by which any formulas

for the first joystick could be used by the second.

The following hookup is the result of my research.

Looking at the plug on the joystick, you will

see this (minus the numbers, of course):

Figure 1: VIC Joystick Plug

The filled-in holes represent pins which are used.

You will notice that this is a mirror image to the

diagram which is in your VIC book.

The following chart tells what each pin does:

Table.

Pianumber

1

2

3

4

6

8

Description

Up -JoyO

Down -Joyl

Left -Joy 2

Right -Joy 3

Fire Button

Ground

Simply connect these pins to a 24-pin edge con

nector as follows:

Edge Connector

to E

to F

to H

to

to

to

D

J
A

The 24-pin edge connector then plugs into

the User I/O Port on the back of the VIC, which

has the configuration shown in Figure 2.

8 9 10 11 12

A B D F H J K L M N

Pins to which connections are made are marked with an

asterisk(*).

Figure 2: vie user i/o Port

These connections can be made either by

replacing the existing joystick plug with the edge
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Cardco, Inc. announces five Ail-American ways to ...

ExpandyourVIC

ataffordableprices

A universal Centronics parallel

printer interface for the VIC-20

& C-64 computers. Obeys all

standard VIC print commands.

Suggested Retail — S79.95 A universal cassette

interface for the

VIC-20 & C-64

computers.

Emulates all

functions of the

data cassette.

Suggested Retail

— S39.95

The CARDBOARD 3 is a fuse

protected, economy expansion

interface designed to allow the user

to access more than one of the

plug-in-type memory or utility

cartridges now available. It will accept

up to three cartridges at once. This

product includes reset button and switches

Suggested Retail — S39.95

A light pen for the VIC-20 and C-64

computers with a switch on the barrel

and 6 good programs.

Suggested Retail — S39.95

All Cardco products are Made in the U.S.A. and

are individually tested to ensure quality and

reliability. Superior technological engineering

optimizes the value/performance ratio of all of

our products.

The CARDBOARD 6 is a fuse

protected expansion interface

designed to allow the user to access

more than one of the plug-in-type

memory or utility cartridges now

available. Additionally it allows switch

selection of games and other

programs now available in the

cartridge format, without the necessity

of turning the computer off and on

again, thereby saving a great deal of

stress on your VIC-20 and on your

television or monitor.

Suggested Retail — S99.95

Specifications and prices subject to change.

Dealer inquiries invited.

United States: Cardco, Inc. • 313 Mathewson • Wichita, KS 67214 • (316) 267-6525

West Canada: LSI Distributing • Attn: Mr. Wong • 2091 W. 61st Avenue • Vancouver, BC. CA V6J 122 • (604) 733-0211

England & Europe: Audiogenic • Martin Manary • 34-36 Crown St. • Reading, Berkshire England • (0734) 595647
East Canada: Hobby Craft Canada • 24 Ronson Drive • Rexdols Ontario M9W1 B4 • (416) 241-2661

WVIC-20 is a registered trademark of Commodore



connector or by using a "patch" cord. A "patch"

cord is an extension cord with one type of plug

on one end (such as our edge connector and with

a different type of plug on the other end (such as

a connector like the one which is mounted on the

side of your computer for the games port). I per

sonally prefer the "patch" cord method, because

then the joysticks can be interchanged if one wears
more than the other. Also, if a joystick breaks for

some reason, there need be no changes made to

the replacement.

From the arrangement I have chosen, all for

mulas used on one joystick can be used on the

other with little modification. Personally, I find

the new joystick easier to use because all switches

can be read from the same memory location with

one simple PEEK. I like it so much, in fact, that it

has become my main joystick.

Fighter Aces

Now that I have shown you how to connect this

joystick, I will show you how to use it with one of

my favorite games, Fighter Aces. In this game,

two players engage in a "dog-fight" across your

VIC's screen. The game ends at fifteen points;

may the best pilot win!

As it is written, this program will run on any

memory configuration the VIC can attain.

Before continuing, I must explain the use of

the decimal points. The decimal point is a constant

for the number zero. The only difference between

the use of the decimal point and the use of a zero

is that decimal points will speed program execu

tion. If you feel ambitious, try replacing the deci

mals with zeros to see what I mean.

At last, we have arrived at our program de

scription. The code follows a fairly simple al

gorithm, so with the explanation, you should be

able to understand its workings.

Lines Description

10-50 Set the program to run with any memory by

changing the locations of the screen and color. Also,

these lines move the variable storage above the user-

defined characters if your computer is expanded by

8K or more; if not, the program sets the end of

memory below the special characters, thus pro

tecting them for any memory configuration.

60-150 Set up the variables and the screen before the game

begins.

160-170 Get values for each joystick.

180-220 Check for a fire button; see if a shot has already been

fired. Each shot is checked here to see if it has gone

to the end of its limited range. Note: By eliminating

line 180and the NEXT on line 290, the biplanes will

be more responsive, but the shots will he slower.

Conversely, if the value of the loop is upped, the

shots will move faster, but the planes will be harder

to control.

230-280 Move the shots checking for out of bounds, out of

range, and a hit.

290-340 Set new direction on each biplane and determine

which type of biplane is tobePOKEd.

350-400 Move each biplane, checking for out of bounds and

crashes.

410-440 Subroutine to determine what a shot hit. (Control

tower, another shot, or a biplane.)

450-540 Subroutine for an explosion. Also checks tor a mid air

collision and updates the score. If either score equals

fifteen, the ending flag(s) are set.

550-650 Game over routine.

660-790 Create the biplanes and print the title page.

Important Variables:

S The first sound channel.

V% The starting address of the video display.

C The difference between the screen and color

locations.

P%() Position ofeach plane on the screen.

SP%() Position on the screen of each shot.

SD%() Direction of each shot.

SF%{) Flag to show whether'a shot is on the screen and, if

it is, how far it has to travel.

D%(> Direction of each plane.

A%() The attitude of each plane.

SC%() The score for each player.

E%() Flag to show if someone has fifteen points.

G%(> The number of games that each player has won.

M%() Value from each joystick.

L% Flag for the biplane being out of screen limits.

10 IFFRE(0)>7000THEN"POKE46,32:GOTO30
20 POKE56,29

30 CLR:S=36874:POKE4+S,5:POKE36879,2 5

40 V%=4*(PEEK(36866)AND128)+64*(PEEK(3686
9)AND120):C=37888+4*(PEEK(36866)A
ND128)-V%

50 GOTO660

60 DIMP%(1),SP%CL),SD%(1),SF%(1),D%(1),A%

70

80

90

100

110

DEFFNM(X)=((XAND4)=.)*22+((XAND16)=.)-

((XAND2)=.)-((XAND8)=.)*22
GOTO120

P%(.)=V%+463:A%(.)=.:D%(.)=1:RETURN

P%(1)=V%+482:A%(1)=4:D%(1)=-1:RETURN
PRINT"{HOME}{CYN}{REV}SCORE:":PRINTTAB

(5)"{REV}{BLK}"SC%(.)TAB(14)"{WHT

WHT}"SC%(1):RETURN

120 PRINT"{CLEAR}{GRN}{02 DOWN}{REV}******
****************":FORX=1TO18:PRIN

T:NEXT:PRINT"{REV}{CYN} #########

£"<
130 PRINT" {UP}jj{UP} {LEFT}^{UP} {LEFT)Es{UP} {

left}b{04 down!{left}##########{home}"

140 gosub90:gosub100:gosub110

150 pokes+3,200:pokes,200

160 poke37154,127:x=peek(37152):poke37154,

2 55:M%(1)=2*(X=119)+PEEK(3 7137)

170 M%(.)=PEEK(37136)-129

180 FORY=1TO2

190 FORX=.TO1:IFM%(X)AND32THENNEXT:GOTO230

200 IFSF%(X)THENNEXT:GOTO230

210 SF%(X)=11:SP%(X)=P%(X)+D%(X):SD%(X)=D%

(X)
2 20 IFSP%(X)>V%+483ORSP%(X)<V%+66ORPEEK(SP
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GAME PROGRAM

DEVELOPMENT KIT

/\

for the
* . i

VIC - 20 and COMMODORE - 64
Registered trademarks of Commodore Business Machines, Inc.

SIX TOOLS TO HELP YOU WRITE YOUR OWN

FASTACTION ARCADE-STYLE GAMES

DECODER — Decodes programs written in machine language {like game cartridges, utility cartridges, and even the

computer's own internal operating programs). Produces a program in an English-like language (Assembler) which can

be studied to figure out how they did it. The programs created with the decoder can be customized with the EDITOR

AND INCORPORATED INTO YOUR OWN NEW GAME PROGRAM. The ASSEMBLER turns your programs

created with the Decoder and the Editor back into machine language and puts them out to tape or disk so the LOADER

can load them into the computer's memory to be tested and RUN. The MONITOR assists you in debugging your new

game program by allowing you to run it a step at a time and making modifications if you need to. The INSTRUCTION

GUIDE is written so that even a beginner can learn the skills needed to become a pro!!!

DESIGNED TO RUN ON ALL VIC-20's

$49.95 plus $2.00 p&h buys the kit that could make you rich. Why wait?

Send check, M.O., VISA/MC ($2.00 s.c, please include expiration date), or specify COD (add $3.00) to:

P.O. Box 207, Cannon Falls, MN 55009

507-263-4821
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%(X))=194THENSF%(X)=.:NEXT:GOTO23

0

FORX=.TOl:IFSF%(X)=.THENNEXT:GOTO290

SF%(X)=SF%(X)-1:IFSF%(X)=.THENPOKESP%(

X),32:NEXT:GOTO290

POKESP%(x),32:SP%(X)=SP%(X)+SD%{X)

IFSP%{X)<V%+66ORSP%(X)>V%+483THENSF%(X

)=.:NEXT:GOTO290

IFPEEK(SP%(X))<>32THENSF%{X)=.:GOTO410

:NEXT:GOTO290

POKESP%(X)+C,X:POKESP%(X),41:NEXT

NEXT:FORX=.TOl:IF(M%(X)AND30)=30THEN35

0

D%=FNM(M%(X)):IFD%=D%(X)THEN350

D%(X)=D%:A={D%/11):IFA> 2THENA=A+1

IFA<-2THENA=A-1

IFA<.THENA=A-4

A%(X)=ABS(A)

IFP%(X)+D%(X)<V%+66ORP%(X)+D%(X)>V%+48
3THENC%=X:L%=1:GOSUB450

IFPEEK(P%(X)+D%(X))<>32THENC%=X:GOSUB4

50

IFE%(.)ORE%(1)THEN550

POKEP%(X),32:P%(X)=P%(X)+D%(X)

POKEP%(X)+C,X:POKEP%(X),A%(X)+33

NEXT:GOTO160

IFPEEK(SP%(X))=194THEN290

IFPEEK(SP%(X))=41THENPOKESP%(X),32:SF%

(.)=.:SF%(1)=.:GOTO290

C%=1-X:GOSUB450:IFE%(X)THEN550

GOTO290

POKEP%(C%),42:POKES+4,15:FORI=lTO70:NE

XT:POKES+4,5:POKEP%(C% ) ,3 2

H%=PEEK(P%(C%)+D%(C%))

IFH%=41THENSF%(l-C%)=.:POKEP%(C%)+D%(C

%),32:H%=32

IFH%<>3 2ANDH%<>194THENB%=1

IFSC%(1-C%)=15THENE%(1-C%)=1

ONC%+1GOSUB90,100

IFL%THENL%=.:B%=.:GOTO540

IFB%THENB%=.:C%=l-C%:GOTO450

GOSUB110:RETURN

POKES+4,0

IFE%(.)ANDE%Cl)THENPRINT"{CLEAR}{REV)t

IE GAME 11":GOTO600

PRINT"{CLEARHREViPLAYER"W%" WINS."

PRINT"{02 DOWN}{CYNjI REV}* CURRENT ST

ANDINGS *":FORX=.T01:PRINT"{DOWN}
{YEL) {REVIpLAYER'^+I11 -mG%(X) :NEX

T

PRINT:PRINT"{BLKj{REVjPLAY AGAIN?"

GETA$:IFA$=""THEN620

IFA$<>"N"THENSC%(.)=-:SC%(1)=.:E%(.)=•
:E%(1)=.:POKES+4,5:GOTOl20

PRINT"{CLEAR}{BLU}"
POKE36869,240+48*(V%=4096):FORX=.TO4:P

OKES+X,0:NEXT:POKE36879,27:END

PRINT"{CLEAR}{BLU}{DOWN}* * FIGHTER A

CESl * *"
FORX=1T05:PRINT:NEXT

PRINTTAB(7)"{BLK}ANOTHER":PRINT:PRINTT

AB(9)"JHP":PRINTTAB(9)"VIC":PRINT

690 PRINTTAB(7)"PROGRAM"

700 FORX=.TO10:READY:FOR2=.TO7:READA:POKEZ

+Y,A:NEXT:NEXT:

710 DATA7464,0,56,145,187,255,187,145,56,7

440,4,22,39,88,58,180,72,32
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7 20 DATA7448,60,24,0,90,126,90,0,60,7456,3

2,104,2 28,26,92,45,18,4

730 DATA7432,0,28,137,221,255,221,137,28,7
4 72,4,18,45,92,26,2 28,104,32

7 40 DATA7480,60,0,90,126/90/0,24,60,7 488/3
2,7 2,180,58,88,39,22,4,7496,0,0,0
,24,24,0,0,

7 50 DATA7504,153,90,60,255,255,60,90,153,7
424,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0

760 FORX=1TO6:PRINT:NEXT

770 PRINT"{GRNjpRESS RETURN TO BEGIN{HOME}

780 GETA$:IFA$<>CHR$(13)THEN780
790 PRINT"{CLEAR}":POKE36869,25 5+48*(V%=40

96):POKE36879,110:GOTO60 <Q

SIMULATIVE STRATEGY GAMES
VIC"20 *° JOVST|CKS HEQUIfltD

AT THE TRACK: Horserace gambling game (or 1 to 4 players. VIC gives odds You bet 10
win. place and show $n 95

SKY PILOTS (avail. Jan. 19831. Pilot a WWI Btpiane. 0</er 10 Allied and German aircraft to
choose from S 11.95

DUNGEONS OF KAL: A fantasy adventure in the lealm of the Evil Two-Headed Ruler Kal
Not for the timid at heart.' 511.95

STAR DEFENDER: Prolect your Star Systems from the Alien Invasion. Over 15 separate
Starship commands! SI 1.95

CONVOY RAIDER:1- ■. ■. out and destroy the enemy merchant Heet. Commands include
SONAR. PERISCOPE, TORPEDO and mote! JU.95
BOXER'S CORNER: Unique simulation allon-s you to match great fighiers on your VIC. Pick
ring strategy. Ratings included 111.95
CONVOY ESCORT: Escort your fleet to safety Commands include SONAR. FORMATION
SUB TRACK and more! *11.95

COMPUTER BASEBALL: Use real life sats as you field a team against your VIC. Gives
unique options for batters and pitchers til.95
FOOTBALL CHALLENGE (8K expandei req.) Manage an NFL team against Vic or an
opponent. All 1981 NFL teams included! 114.95

GALACTIC CONQUEST I8K expander rerj.J by Scott Jensen. Interactive strategy game for 1
to 6 players. A classic struggle for existence! .'. . S 15.95

All Programs On Cassette. No Memory Expansion Required Unless Specified.
Send check or money order plus $1.50 postage and handing to:

P.R. Software, P.O. Box 169. South San Fwiclaco, CA 94080
Calif. Res. ,idd 6% sales tax

Dealer Ing, Invited * Programmers sought VIC is a reg.T M. of CBM

VIIC-20 OWNERS
Expand your System with these

Exclusive Factory Direct Products

\,

A. DATASPAN-20

• 5 slot-switch selectable (not an incon

venient DIP switch) allows control

between computer mode and game

mode

• Fully buffered

• Reset butlon

• Auxiliary power supply jack

• Fuse protection

• Write protection on one slot

DATASPAN Kit S59.95

OATflEPAN Assembled $84.95

C. RAMcharger

• Turn your Commodore BK cartridge

into a full 16K cartridge

• Full address switching capabilities

• Sockets allow future EPROM

substitution

RAMcharger Kit S34.95

All assembled units have lull 90-day limited guarantee.

Digital Interface Systems Co. TERMS:
pa Bn< dtie Shipping and Handling J3.QQ

„ ^ . ' ™n, VISA/MASTERCARD - Add 3%
Portland, Oregon 97Z07 UuSl oruers shipped within 48 hours.

(503) 295-5890 (Personal checks — allow 2 weeks.]

VIC TIP OF THE MONTH

Remember. SYS 64802 will reset your VIC without having to turn the power switch off
'VIC-20 is a trademark of Commodore Business Machines.

B. RAMraider

• Makes your 3K or 'Superexpander

cartridge a full 4K RAM
• Recaptures your RAM lor BASIC and

moves it into Expansion memory

(lower half of Blocks ^. 2. or 3)

RAMraiderKit $24.95

RAMraider Assembled S34.95

D. BREEZE MACHINE

• Extend the life of your computer with

our Whisper Quiet FAN

• Plugs directly into your expansion

porl

• Designed to work with any VIC

compatible cartridge or expansion

board

BREEZE MACHINE Assembled $59.95



NEW

VIC SOFTWARE VIC
Great VIC Software COMMODORE 64 SOFTWARE

Use Joystick or keyboard

ALIEN INVASION — Arcade style excitement for your VIC. Look out here

they come. Aliens are descending from the sky. Move your laser into position

and defend the earth. The attacks are unending — can you survive ur will

Uader rule the galaxy. Many exiras on this one. 20 levels of play. $12.95

CATTLE-ROUNDUP — The cows are loose in the maze. You have 2

minuies to get each cow back into the corral. You can push, coax and call the

cows. Some cows are not very smart and some are very stubborn. You will
have to help them. Be careful that you don't leave the corral gate open. Color

graphics and sound. Eight levels of play and a time limit. $12.95

HEAD ON — Your car moves forward around the race track. You can move

up, down, right and left. Try to score points by running over the dots on the

track. Waichout for the crusher — if you crash you lose a car. Four cars and

bonus levels. Full color graphics and sound. Fasi action and very addicting. 9

levels of play. S12.95
SNAKEOUT — Blocks appear on the screen at random. You move up.

down, right and left and try to move your snake over the blocks. Each block

that you get raises your score. Keep building your score but watch out

because the escape routes keep gelling smaller. Time limit, color graphics

and sound. 3 games on this cassette. Snakeout — 2 player Snakeout and

Trapper. 9 Levels of Play. 512.95
TARGET COMMAND — Move your laser into position and get ready for

some quick action. Different types of missiles are dropping. How many can

you shoot down. They all travel at different speeds and different levels. You

must be fast on the trigger to get them all. Time limit, bonus points and very

addicting. Color graphics and sound. Arcade style fun. 10 levels. $12.95

Let the ELECTRIC COMPANY

turn your 64 into a home arcade!

COLOR • GRAPHICS • SOUND
ON CASSETTE

ARCADE PAK - $24.95

3 Programs

Head On

Alien Invasion

Target Command

ADVENTURE PAK - $14.95

2 Programs

Adventure

Caves of Silver

EDUCATION PAK $24.«

3 Programs

Geography Match

Math ■ Adventure

King

GAME PAK $14.95

2 Programs

Dragon Chase

Deflect

Joystick and Keyboard versions included

COMPUTERMAT . BOX 1664, DEPT -20 WRITE FOR

LAKE HAVASU CITY, ARIZONA 86403 free CATALOG

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY

P.O. Box 388C • Lake Havasu City • Arizona 86403

TELECOMMUNICATIONS on theVIC and'64!
"A versatile and exceedingly well-done package.""David Malmberg, MICRO

"Simply the best & nicest VIC terminal software I have seen."
Greg Yob, CREATIVE COMPUTING

We created quite a flurry and earned rave reviews with

Terminal-40, the unique software that transforms the

VIC screen into a 40-column smooth-scrolling display. ^*1

And with features like a Receive Buffer and VIC MODEM

printer dump, Terminal-40 sets a new standard for per

sonal modem communications with networks such as

CompuServe and Source. Our '64 Terminal does the J%t
same quality job for the '64.

And now there's even MORE! ! ! SuperTerm-40 and

SuperTerm '64 support text storage to disk or tape

and program UPLOAD/DOWNLOAD. SuperTerms,

used with our Smart ASCII, also support popular
parallel printers.

Choose the one right for you. Call or write

today for the "best", then...

For the VIC:

Terminal-40 (req bk exp). $29.95

SuperTerm-40 fwqiSKexp) Call

For the Commodore 64:

'64 Terminal $29.95

SuperTerm '64 Call

(On cassette. Requires modem; VIC printer optiona

MIDWEST
MICRO associates

REACH OUT

and BYTE SOMEONE!

PO BOX 6148, KANSAS CITY, MO 64110

ORDER DESK: |9 am -4 pm. Orders only!!

(816)254-9600
Technical support [816) 921-6502

Send for a free brochure describing
our other quality products.

MAIL ORDER: Add $1.25 shipping and handling

($3.50 for C.O.D.): VISA/Mastercard add 3% (card#

and exp. date). Missouri residents include 4.6%

sales tax. Foreign orders payable U.S.$, U.S. Bank

ONLY; add $5 shp/hndlg. Deafer inquiries invited.



Tl Trapshoot
C Regena

It's time to try your skill at the TI-99/4A trap-

shooting range. Each game consists of 50 clay

pigeons sprung from the trap near the center of

the screen. You aim the shotgun located at the

bottom center of the screen by pressing the left or

right arrow key. Fire when you are ready by pres

sing the ENTER key. You'll need to aim and fire

quickly - you have only one chance per target.

At the lower right side of the screen is your

scoring record. The number of successful hits, the

number of clay pigeons, and the number of rounds

fired are displayed.

Programming Techniques

Line 120 defines a function RRV for the random

row velocity for the clay pigeon moving from 0 to

140 upward. You may change the number 14 in

the equation to 15 or 16 to make the target move

upward more quickly, but you will have less time

to aim the shotgun, shoot, and hit the target.

Line 130 defines a function RCV for the ran

dom column velocity of -17 to + 17 moving the

target toward the left or right. The number 18 in

the equation may be changed to decrease or in

crease the range of the target. Increasing the

number will move the target more to the left or

right, but the target may "wrap" to the other side

of the screen before being deleted.

The shotgun is Sprite #3, defined in Line

190. There are seven shotgun positions drawn

with characters 108 through 135. CALL MAG

NIFY^) is used so the shotgun may be drawn as

large as possible by specifying only one character

number for the sprite. If the left arrow key is

pressed, the character number N is decreased by

4; if the right arrow key is pressed, N is increased

by 4. N may vary from 108 to 132, where 120 is

straight up. The shotgun position is changed after

a key is pressed by using CALL PATTERN(#3,N).

Line 220 stops the game after 50 clay pigeons.

You may change the limits of the game by chang

ing the limit for T, or you may wish to test for the

number of shots, SH (perhaps stopping after 50

rounds or 100 rounds instead of after 50 birds).

Line 230 springs the clay pigeon from the

trap at the random row and column velocities.

The target is Sprite #1.

If you press ENTER to fire, buckshot appears

as Sprite #2 at the end of the shotgun and goes

upward in the direction the shotgun is aimed.

The value of N2 is N-120 and is used in calculating

position and column velocity parameters for Sprite

#2. The position of the end of the shotgun is dot

column 116 plus some function of N2. Ex

perimentation shows that the dot column position

is 116 + N2*1.2.

Following are the graphic representations of the seven positions of the shotgun:

116108 1

1

120
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By using trigonometry, the angle of the shot

gun was determined dependent upon the charac

ter number. The ratio of the row velocity to the

column velocity is equal to the ratio of the hori

zontal displacement to the vertical length of the

shotgun. Whether the shotgun is pointing left or

right is determined by SGN(N2). The upward

(row) velocity of Sprite #2 was set at 100.

The theoretical factor to calculate column

velocity is 12.5, but since the displacement per

character number is not precisely linear, 12.7

works better. The resultant column velocity is

(N2/4 + 2*SGN(N2))*12.7.1 chose the row velocity

of 100 so the buckshot moves faster than the clay

pigeon, but slowly enough to report coincidence

and to prevent wrapping on the screen.

Controlling Sprites

Lines 330-340 check to see if the buckshot hits the

target. CALL COINC(ALL,C) is used so coinci

dence is reported if any dot of the buckshot coin

cides with any dot of the target. Using a statement

such as CALL COINC(#1,#2, TOL,C) between

two sprites tests coincidence of the upper left

corners of each sprite within a certain tolerance;

sometimes a hit would be scored when the buck

shot appeared to miss the target.

The faster sprites move, the more difficult it

is to control them in a program. Coincidence is

reported only if the sprites are touching at the

exact moment the CALL COINC statement is

executed in the program. Once ENTER is pressed

and the buckshot starts on its path, CALL COINC

is executed in a FOR/NEXT loop 19 times. At the

end of 19 loops without coincidence, the buckshot

is near the top of the screen and is deleted.

If coincidence is reported, then the program

branches to the appropriate section fora hit. If

you change the speed of either the target or the

buckshot, you may need to change the limit 19 in

the FOR/NEXT loop. If you play many times, you

may notice that once in a while the buckshot will

pass through the target without recording a hit.

This happens when the target is going straight

upward slowly and you fire immediately. The

sprites pass each other before the program has a

chance to get to the CALL COINC statement. To

avoid this problem, you could slow the buckshot

down; however, I prefer the faster buckshot since

the problem rarely occurs. This is an example of

"programming trade-offs."

After the buckshot is deleted, the program

keeps testing the position of the target until it is

at the top of the screen; then Sprite #1, the target,

is deleted (line 360). If ENTER is not pressed, then

the position of Sprite #1 is tested in the CALL

KEY loop.

If the target is hit, then the broken clay pigeon

is shown by changing the pattern of the sprite.

330 FOR 1 = 1 TO 19

330FORI = lTO9

330FORI = lTO19

330 FOR 1=1 TO 12

The buckshot disappears by changing the pattern

of the buckshot to a blank character. The statement

is CALL PATTERN(#l,100,#2,136). After sound

ing a hit using Noise -6, both sprites are deleted

with CALL DELSPRITE(#1,#2).

99/4 Versus 99/4A

Note: Some of the consoles process at different

rates. It makes a difference whether you have the

TI-99/4, the earlier TI-99/4A, or the later TI-99/4A.

It also makes a difference if you have the old Ex

tended BASIC module or the new Extended

BASIC. (You can tell which you have by holding a

key down. If it will automatically repeat, you have

a newer module.) Since this game is very critical

on timing, you will have to experiment a little so

that sprites won't wrap and cause bugs. You can

adjust the game by changing the limit in line 330.

New XBASIC, TI-99/4A 330 FOR I = 1 TO 19 (or 20)

OldXBASIC,TI-99/4A

New XBASIC, TI-99/4

Old XBASIC, TI-99/4

If you prefer to save your typing time and

effort, I will send you a copy of this program if

you send me $3 plus a stamped, self-addressed

mailer, and a blank tape or disk.

C. Regain

P.O.Box 1502
Cedar City, Utah 84720

100 REM TRfcPSHOOT

110 REM TI EXTENDED BASIC

120 DEF RRV=-INT(RND*10+14)

13O DEF RCV=(-1)A(INT(RND*4+1) >*<I NT<

RNDtlB))

140 GOTO 460

150 RANDOMIZE

s: H,T,SH«0

160 CALL C0L0R<8,3,1)i

,1,92,32)

170 CALL HCHAR(15,14,140)l

R(15,15,141,3)

, 142)

ISO CALL HCHAR<16, 14, 141,5)

HAR(17,14,141,5)

190 CALL 3PRITE(#3,N,5,160,108)

200 DISPLAY AT<21,19):"HITS:" :

LAV AT(22,19):"BIRDS:" n

AT<23,19)s"ROUNDSi"

210 DISPL-AY AT(21 ,26) iUSINO "UfiH i

i DISPLAY AT<22,26)tUSING "#»#"iT

It DISPLAY AT(23,26):USING "••*"iSH

220 IF T-50 THEN 41O

230 T-T+l ii CALL SPRITE<#1,96,7,112,

117,RRV,RCV)ii CALL 30UND(130,-3,

O)

240 CALL KEY<O,KEY,S>

250 IF KEY-13 THEN 31O

260 IF KEYOB3 THEN 280 ELSE N-N-4 it

IF N<108 THEN N«108

270 CALL PATTERN(»3,N)Ii GOTO 300

280 IF KEYO6B THEN 300 ELSE N-N+4 n

IF N>132 THEN N-132

290 CALL PATTERN<#3,N)

300 CALL POSITION(#l,RfC)ii IF R>10 A

ND R<112 THEN 240 ELSE CALL DELSP

RITE<#1)3 I BOTO 21O

CALL CLEAR i N=120

CALL HCHAR(24

CALL HCHA

HCHAR(15,18

CALL HC

DISP

DISPLAY
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6>SIZE<17>iMT R A P

310 CALL SOUND<1000,-4,0) i » N2-N-120

320 CALL SPRITE<#2,104,2,154,116+N2*1

.2,-100,(N2/4+2*S8N(N2>)*12.7)

33O FOR 1-1 TO 19 s: CALL COINC(ALL,C

):t IF C=-l THEN 370

340 NEXT I

350 CALL DELSPRITE(#2)

360 CALL POSITION(#1,R,C>:s IF R>S AN

D R<112 THEN 360 ELSE CALL DELSPR

ITE(# 1 ) : : SH=5H+1 39 GOTO 210

370 CALL PATTERN <*1 , 100, #2, 136) -.! CAL

L SOUND(1000,-6,0)

380 CALL DELSPRITE<#1,#2>

390 SH=SH+1 :: H=H + 1

4OO CALL SOUND(1,-6,30):: BOTO 210

410 CALL DELSPRITE(ALL):: CALL HCHAR(

24,1,32,32):: CALL COLOR<8,2,1>

420 PRINT : :TAB(4);■SCORE =U;INT(H*1

00/T+.5);"PERCENT": :TAB(4)j"TRY

ABAIN? (Y/N)"

430 CALL KEY(OfKEY,S)

440 IF KEY=B9 THEN 150

450 IF KEY=78 THEN STOP ELSE 430

460 CALL CLEAR :s CALL MAGNIFY(4)

470 CALL CHAR(96,-3C7EFFFFFFFF7E3C000

0000000000OOOOOOOOO00000000000000

000000000000") : :CALL COLOR(2,7, 16)

480 CALL HCHAR(9,6,42,21)s: CALL HCHA

R(13,6,42,21)

490 CALL VCHAR(10,6,42,3):: CALL VCHA

R<10,26,42,3)

500 DISPLAY ATC11.

SHOOT"

510 CALL CHAR(64, "3C4299A1 A 199423C">

530 CALL CHAR(104,"103810000000000000

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO"

):: CALL COLOR(2,16,7)

540 CALL CHAR(108,"18181C0E0607030101

0000000OO0000O0000O0O0O0O08080COE

06070381818"):: CALL COLOR<2,7,16)

550 CALL CHAR<112,"O00C0COEO607O303O1

010000000000000000000000000080BOC

0C0E060703 030")::CALL C0LDR(2,16,7)

560 CALL CHAR(116,"060606070303030101

0100000000000000000000000080B080C

0COC0E0606060")siCALL COLOR(2,7, 16)

370 CALL CHAR(120,RPT«("Ol",16)*RPT*<

"80",16))i: CALL COLOR(2,16,7)

380 CALL CHAR(124,"000000000000010101

O3O3O307O60606606O60E0C0C0C080808

")n CALL COLOR (2, 7, 16)

590 CALL CHAR(128,"OOOOOOOOO0000001O1

030307060EOCOC0030307060EOCOCOB08

■) i i CALL COLOR<2,16,7>

600 CALL CHARC132,"00O00000O000010103

O7O6OE1C181BOO181B387O6OE0COB0BO-

):: CALL COLOR<2,7,16)

610 CALL C0L0R(9,11,I):: CALL C0L0RC2

,16,7)

620 CALL CHAR(140,"O103070F1F3F7FFFFF

FFFFFFFFFFFFFFB0C0E0F0F8FCFEFF011 )

i: CALL CDL0R(2,7,16)

630 CALL CHAR(100,"DCDD590244D29B1900

000000OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

") s : CALL COLOR(2, 16,7)

640 CALL COLOR<14,11,1):: CALL COLOR(

2,7,16)

650 CALL CHAR*136,"0H>:: CALL C0L0R(2

,16,7)

660 CALL CHAR(92,"82A6B7F7FFFFFFFF")s

: CALL COLOR(2,7,16)

670 CALL COLOR(2,2,1):: CALL CLEAR

6B0 DISPLAY AT(3,1):"A CLAY PIGEON WI

LL SPRINB<5 SPACES>":"FROM THE TR

AP. "
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PRESS <ENTER> T

69O DISPLAY AT(8,1):"USE THE ARROW KE

YS TO AIMC4 SPACES}":"YOUR RIFLE

LEFT OR RIBHT-1

700 DISPLAY AT(13,1):

0 SHOOT."

710 DISPLAY AT(17,1):

CHANCEC7 SPACES>

LAY BIRDS."

720 DISPLAY AT(24,1):

D START."

73O CALL KEY(O,KEY,S>

50 ELSE 730

740 END

YOU WILL HAVE

'a"TO SHOOT 50

PRESS ANY KEY T

IF S=l THEN 1

MEMOREX
FLEXIBLE DISCS

WE WILL NOT BE UNDER-

SOLDti Call Free (800)235-4137

for pnces and information. Dealer

inquiries invited and COD s

ticcepted

PACIFIC

EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd.

San Luis Obispo, CA

93401. inCal. call

(800) 592-5935 or

(805) 543-1037

HARDWARE & SOFTWARE

CDCT1PUTER

Products by mail
f> A wi— nn Ann/

SAVE 20—40%

Mail the attached coupon to CPM with $1.25

{check or money order) and receive our listing of

computer hardware and software. Listed below

are a few of the many software manufacturers

currently in stock.

Software in Stock for Software

Apple Broderbund [ i Quality Software

Atari Thorn, EMI □ Sierra On Line

Vic-20 Big Five [ ] Automated Simulations

IBM Sinus n Coniinental Software

Radio Shack Synapse [ ! Avalon Hill

Over 1200 software titles currently in stock.

Yes, I am interested in Computer Products By

Mail. ! am enclosing a check or money order for $1.25

for my complete computer print-out catalog. I under

stand that this amount is applied to my first pur

chase.

Name

Street

City _ _State_ -Zip

Mail to: CPM P.O. Box 19137 Charlotte. NC 28219



Musical Scales

On The VIC
Brian H Lawler

"Scales" is a short, 2K RAM educational program

which exploits the sound generating capabilities

of the V1C-20 microcomputer. The program allows

you to choose one of nine musical scales in the

key of your choice. The computer then plays the

scale up and down and assigns eight notes of the

scale, in ascending order, to keys 1 through 8 on

the VIC keyboard. You may then play any note

on the scale by pressing one of these keys.

You will soon be able to play simple tunes on

the scales "by ear," even if you can't read a note

of music. Besides being fun, this exercise will give

you some understanding of the scales used in

different types of music. You will be able to rec

ognize which scale is commonly used in jazz and

which scale has an oriental sound. Get together

with three of your computer friends and start a

VIC quartet, or be the first composer on your block

to write a symphony for cello and VIC.

Program Notes

Line Nos.

10 Initializes variables SI-S4 as the four VIC "voice"

locations and variable VO as volume.

20 Reads data into variable N(x). These are all the

notes that the VIC can play. The values are from

page 135 of the User's Guide.

30-38 These are strings containing the data used in

making the scales. A 1 raises the next note 1/2 step,

a2 raises the next note a whole step, etc.

155-160 Get the scale number.

175-240 Input the key and set variables as the pointer to

the firstnote of the scale.

250-290 Put the notes of the scale intoQ(l) toQ(K) by using

the data strings in lines 30-38.

300-390 Play the selected scale up and down once.

420-450 Get your note and POKE it into S2.

460 Waits for you to release the key.

470 Turns off the sound and goes back to line 42(1 to

wait for anothernote.

5 DIMN(37)

10 VO=36878:S1=36874:S2=S1+1:S3=S2+1:S4=S

3+1

20 FORI=lTO37:READN(l):NEXT
30 D?(l)=M2212221"
31 D?(2)="2122122M

32 D$(3)="2122131"

33 D$(4)="2322323"

34 D5(5)="2222222"

35 D$(6)="2122212"

36 D$(7)="1222122"

37 D$(8)="2221221H

38 D$(9)="2212212"

100 PRINT"{CLEAR} SCALES"
110 PRINT"{02 DOWN)"
112 PRINT"THIS PROGRAM ALLOWS YOU TO SEL

ECT A MUSI-";

114 PRINT"AL SCALE IN ANY KEY."

115 PRINT"THE COMPUTER THEN AS- SIGNS THE

NOTE VALUES"

116 PRINT"TO KEYS 1 TO 8 ON THE VIC KEYBOA

RD."

117 PRINT"{03 DOWNjHIT ANY KEY-"
118 GOSUB890

120 PRINT"{CLEAR}{02 DOWN}{REV}1{OFF} MAJOR*
122 PRINT"{DOWN){REV)2{OFF} MINOR"

124 PRINT"[DOWNHREV)3{OFF! HARMONIC MINOR"

126 PRINT" {DOWN) {REVHiOFF} PENTATONIC"
128 PRINT"lDOWN)IrEV)5{0FF) WHOLE TONE"

130 PRINT"{DOWN)tREV)6{OFF) DORIAN"
132 PRINT"{DOWN)lREV)7{OFF) PHRYGIAN"

134 PRINT"{DOWN)IrEV)8{OFF) LYDIAN"

136 PRINT"{DOWN}{REV)9{OFFj MIXOLYDIAN"

150 PRINT"[02 DOWNlWHICH SCALE?"
155 GOSUB890:IFA?<"1"ORA$>"9"THEN155

160 SC=VAL(A$)

170 PRINT"[CLEARjWHAT KEY?"
171 PRINT"{DOWN) {REV}ABCDEFG{OFF}"

172 PRINT"{DOWN} {REV)#{OFF) SHARP I

rev)-{off} flat"
173 PRINT

175 INPUT KY$

180 K$=LEFT5(KYS,1)
190 IFK$<"A"ORK$>"G"THENGOTO170

200 IFK?="C"THENS=13

202 IFK$="D"THENS=15

204 IFK$="E"THENS=17

206 IFK$="F"THENS=18

208 IFK$="G"THENS=8

210 IFK$="A"THENS=10

212 IFK$="B"THENS=12

220 IFLEN(KY$)=1THEN250

225 K$=RIGHT$(KY?,1)
230 IFK$="#"THENS=S+1:GOTO250

235 IFK$="-"THENS=S-1:GOTO250

240 GOTO170

250 Q(1)=N(S)
260 FORI=2TO8

270 S=S+VAL(MrD?(D$(SC),1-1,1))
280 Q(I)=N(S)

290 NEXTI

300 REM-PLAY IT

305 POKEVO,15

310 FORI=1TO8

3 20 POKES2,Q(I)

330 FORK=1TO100:NEXT

340 NEXTI

350 FORI=7TO1STEP-1

360 POKES2,Q(I)

3 70 FORK=1TO100:NEXT

3 80 NEXTI

390 POKES2,0jPOKEVO,0

400 PRINT"ICLEARlYOU MAY NOW PLAY THE SCA
LE ON YOUR KEY- BOARD."

410 PRINT"{02 DOWN} —HIT {REV}]{OFF) TO "
QUIT—"

420 GOSUB890:IFA?="]"THENPOKES2,0:POKEVO,0

:GOTO120

430 IFA$<"1"ORA5>"8"THEN420

440 A=VAL(A$)

450 POKEVO,15:POKES2,Q(A)
460 IFPEEK(203)<>64THEN460

470 POKES2/0:GOTO420

890 A$="n:GETA$:IFA$=""THEN890

895 RETURN

900 DATA 135,143,147,151,159,163,167,175,1

79,183,187,191

910 DATA 195,199,201,203,207,209,212,215,2

17,219,221,223

920 DATA 225,227,228,229,231,232,233,235,2

36,237,238,239,240 ©
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FRIENDS OF THE TURTLE

David D. Thornburg, Associate Editor

On Logo And Turtles

Last December I attended the California Math

Council meeting at the Asilomar conference cen

ter. Although the conference was directed primar

ily towards educators from Northern California,

attendees came from all over the country.

One evening I was giving an informal pre

sentation in a hospitality suite. While the com

puter was running a graphics demonstration, one

teacher came up to me and said, "I didn't know

that Logo ran on the Atari 800."

"That's not Logo," I replied. "That's Atari

PILOT."

"Oh," said the teacher, "I thought these pic

tures were made with turtle graphics."

"They were made with turtle graphics," I

said. "Turtle graphics doesn't have any specific

relationship to any one computer language."

As we talked some more, it became clear that

Logo is becoming more and more identified with

the turtle. Worse, the turtle is becoming more

and more identified with Logo. While the teacher

who approached me seemed startled to find that

there were turtles outside of Logo, and that Logo

could do far more than turtle graphics, I'm sure

that this confusion is commonplace among new

computer users.

The real tragedy comes when the association

of Logo as simply a turtle graphics language be

comes a self-fulfilling prophecy. I am content to

believe that many Logo users may not want to

use the other features of Logo for the first few

months. But any language that has just turtle

graphics, no matter how sophisticated, user-

friendly, or Logo-like it is, is not Logo.

Radio Shack Color Logo
Unfortunately, the superb turtle graphics package

developed for the Radio Shack Color Computer

(Radio Shack Color Logo) is one example of such

a language. Radio Shack Color Logo supports

much of what we expect from Logo - extensibility,

local variables, recursion, and turtle graphics.

However, the only variables that can be used with

this language are numbers. There is none of the

list processing capability that gives Logo its

tremendous power as a symbol manipulation

language.

The sad part is that this symbol manipulation

capability is often of value in advanced turtle

graphics programs! If you doubt this, you can see

some striking examples in Abelson and diSessa's

Turtle Geometry, or in my new Logo book.

Even with these detractions, I find Radio

Shack Color Logo to be a tremendous turtle

graphics language. It supports multiple turtles

(created with the word HATCH). It has a built-in

procedure editor that allows the user to format

multi-line statements so they look nice. (Most

other Logos require that you just keep typing a

line until you are done. For a line of a few hundred

characters in length, this can look messy.)

Radio Shack Color Logo runs in a 32K system

(using the disk-based version I had last year), and

a cartridge version (as of this writing) is expected

to run in a 16K computer. This makes Radio Shack

Color Logo one of the less expensive Logo-like

turtle graphics packages on the market.

Realtime Animation

The language provides the user with several

modes. When the computer is turned on, it is in

the BREAK mode. To gain access to the turtle

immediately, you simply press R to enter the RUN

mode. From this mode the turtle can draw pictures

using single commands such as FD 50, RT 37, etc.

Unfortunately, you cannot enter repeated com

mands in this mode. For example, you cannot

enter REPEAT 4 (FD 30 RT 90) to draw a square.

You must use this command inside a procedure

instead.

A very nice feature of the RUN mode that

has great appeal to young turtle users is the

DOODLE mode. To enter this mode from the

RUN mode, the user just types the character @.

The computer then waits for the user to enter a

word that becomes a procedure name. Once this

has been entered, the user can draw pictures by

pressing the number keys on the keyboard. Each

key corresponds to a different command, e.g.,

CLEAR, HOME, PENUP, PENDOWN, RIGHT

45, LEFT 45, FORWARD 1, FORWARD 10, RIGHT

15, and LEFT 15. Once a picture is completed, the

user can redraw it by simply entering the proce

dure name from the RLJN mode.
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The EDIT mode allows the user to create his

or her own extensions to the language. These can

be saved on disk or tape (for the disk-based ver

sion), or on tape (for the cartridge version).

This language also supports user-defined

turtle shapes and multiple turtles. Unlike TI's

Logo, the user-defined multiple turtles can each

draw lines and actually rotate as their orientation

is changed. The high speed of these turtles makes

this language useful for some realtime animation

applications.

Overall, I am quite impressed by this lan

guage. As a turtle graphics environment, it should

be of great use to all owners of the Radio Shack

Color Computer. My only criticism is that Radio

Shack is calling the language Logo, when it is not

Logo at all.

The task of educating the public and the man

ufacturers is an important one. After all, you

wouldn't think you had purchased a car if it didn't

have an engine in it. To call a language Logo, one

must be able to perform list processing. It would

have been much better if Radio Shack had called

the language TurtleTalk, or some other catchy

name.

But, until the customers come to understand

that Logo is far, far more than just a turtle lan

guage, we can't be overly critical when a manu

facturer makes the same mistake. ©

At Last, A Program to

Test Your

Programming

Potential

Give yourself or your family

the opportunity to be

in demand in the job market.

PASE, Programmer Aptitude Self Evaluation, can allow

you, at home on your own Atari 400 or 800 to measure

your potential forthe field of computer programming. For

the first time, this program offers the novice a try at

programming with absolutely no prior computer

experience or knowledge of a computer language.

Presented in a game format, PASE will instruct you

through every step of a first program to give you a feel for

what actual computer programming is like. PASE is

suitable for both adults and children, excluding no one

from discovering their aptitude for a field that has

nowhere to go but up!

$1995
For the

Home Computer

16KTape
Send Check or money order to

IRIDATA corporation
COMPUTER PROFESSIONALS

3057 College Heights Blvd., Allentown, Pa. 18104

(215)820-9577

Heartland Software is now toll free!!
\r And we're passing on the savings to you! (thru March only)

Scarfman

Robot Attack

Andromeda Conquest (c)

Keys of Acheron

Morloc's Tower

Bounceoids

King Arthur's Heir (c)

Danger in Drindisti

Coming

Zaxxon $25.95

Mcippkz AATARI

Stellar Shuttle

Mission: Asteroid

VC

Mystery House

Commbat

War

Space Warrior

Invasion Orion

Sea Fox

Hard Hat Noah

Canyon Climber

Anti Sub Pattol

New World

Pig Pen

Pest Patrol

Snack Attack

TR5-8O

Call 1-800-621-4749

In Ohio 216-641-5055

Bandits

Choplifter

Fort Apocalypse

Frogger

Tubeway

O'Rileys Mine

Rosen's Brigade

Shamus

f49

S.A.G.A. 1-12

Aztec

Mask of the Sun

Starcross

Wayout

Wizard ol Wor

ZorkI, II. Ill

Airstrike

Atari 400

Full-Stroke Keyboard

.055 $99.95

Indicate type of computer, disk or cassette.

For fast delivery, send Certified Check

or Money Order.

Personal checks require two weeks to process.

C.O.D. orders add $1,50.

Master Charge or Visa orders add 3%

(Include all embossed information on card)

Add $2.00 shipping and handling.
1'rices effective thru March -U

Make Checks and Money Orders payable to:

HEARTLAND SOFTWARE DISTR.

P.O. Box 25517

Cleveland, Ohio 44 125

Ohio Residents add 6.5%Tax

(216)641-5055

Order Lines Open 10 a.m. - 9:00 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

Noon - 6:00 p.m. Sat.

Shipping On Hardware - Call

Send S1.00 for complete catalog

Apple is a Registered Trademark of Apple

Computer Inc Alarus a Registered Trademark ol

Atari. Inc TRS-80 is a Registered Trademark ol

the Radio Shack Division ol Tandy Corporation

If you don't see it, call!



Direct Atari Disk Access
Andrew Lieberman

Here are three programs that make disk access easier,

display the contents of any sector on disk, and allow

you to save screen displays to disk. Caution: these tech

niques write directly to disk. Be certain that you fully

understand how to use these methods or you risk dam

aging existing disk files. The program opens the door to

many interesting and valuable applications. And it's

only 67 bytes long.

Even with a fast-formatted disk, the Atari disk

drive is slow for many applications if BASIC com

mands like INPUT, PRINT, PUT, and GET are

used. With the machine language subroutine in

this article, you can transfer the contents of a

specified area of memory to disk, and vice versa,

quickly and easily, eliminating the need for the

slower BASIC commands.

Program 1 is the source code for the program.

Type in the program on your Assembler/Editor,

assemble it, and save it with "SAVE#D:SECRAM.

OBJ<601,643". If you do not have the Assembler/

Editor, use Program 2. Type in the program, save

it, run it, go to DOS, and use option K, binary

save, by typing: D:SECRAM.OBJ<601,643". It

may be a good idea to lock the file.

To use this subroutine in a BASIC program,

just add Program 2 to the BASIC program. Be

sure the DATA has been put into memory before

the routine is used; otherwise, you will crash the

system. To call the routine, simply type: I = USR

(I537,RAM,SECTOR,NUMSEC,DCOMD).

"I" can be any variable; RAM is the starting

memory location; SECTOR is the first sector to be

read from or written to. Each disk has 720 sectors,

numbered from 1 to 720. The computer fills these

sectors starting with 1 and works up, so you

should plan to use sectors from 650 to 720 de

pending upon how many you need.

These sectors are not protected; if the disk

starts getting full, your information may be over

written. Program 3, which is described later, will

be a help in preserving your data. NUMSEC is

the number of sectors to be copied. There are 128

bytes to a sector and eight sectors to a kilobyte.

DCOMD refers to read or write. An 82 here means

read from disk to RAM, and 87 means copy mem

ory to disk.

Let's look at an example of all this. Suppose

you wanted to copy a modified character set to

disk. Suppose further that your character set is

located in memory locations 30720 through 31743

and you wanted it stored starting at sector 700.

You would first have to calculate that you need

eight sectors for the 1024 bytes of character set.

Then simply type I = USR(l537,30720,700,8,87). If
you did not understand this example, go back

and look at what each number means; it should

then be clear.

Saving Data And Graphics Displays

There are many applications for this program.

Program 3 will display the contents of any sector

on a disk. Another application that you are sure

to find useful is saving screen displays to disk for

quick recovery from within a program. Suppose

you wanted to save your current Graphics 0 screen

to disk. Simply type: I = USR(1537,PEEK(88) +

PEEK(89)*256,~680,8,87). Clear the screen and then
type: I = USR(1537,PEEK(88) + PEEK(89)*

256,680,8,82).

Voila! After eight beeps you recover your old

screen. If you have a customized display list, you

may want to save it also by using: PEEK(560) +

PEEK(561)*256 instead of PEEK(88) + PEEK(89)*

256.

You should also find that this program works

well when saving and loading character sets and

player/missile data. The program should be used

in any situation in which the contents of any area

of memory should be the same every time, like a

character set or a graphics display.

Program 3 is a simple program that copies

the contents of a disk sector into a string and then

prints the string on the screen. RETURN'S are

printed as "(RET)", and other editing characters

are printed as their graphics symbols, i.e., with

an ESCape printed first. This is very useful for

finding free space on a disk for saving DATA. If,

for example, you wanted to check sectors 700 to

710 to make sure they are empty, just RUN the

program, start with 700, then use the right arrow

to see what is on 701, etc.

A whole string of hearts (CHR$(0)) indicates

an empty sector. Anything else means there is

DATA on that sector. This program may also be

used to modify DOS and other programs that
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cannot normally be modified. Look at sector 43 of

any DOS II disk. It should be the top of the menu.

If it isn't, find the correct sector. Now, BREAK

the program and type "PRINT A$". It will be the

same as what appeared on the screen except RE-

TURNs and CLEAR SCREENs will be printed.

Try making some changes in the middle of

the string. For example, type: A$(71,87) = "A.

DISK MENU ". Then save this modified string

back to the disk by typing: / = USR(1537,ADR(A$),

43,1,87). Now go to DOS, and if all went correctly

your change has been made.

Now that you know how to use this program,

you probably want to know how it works. Lines 1

through 40 should be fairly obvious. Line 50 clears

the keyboard of any key pressed earlier. Line 60

reads the keyboard. A 7 means the right arrow

was hit, so the variable SEC is incremented. Line

70 checks for a left arrow in the same way. If no

key has been pressed, the program jumps back to

line 60 to wait for a key to be pressed. If a key

other than left or right arrow was pressed, line 90

accepts the input.

Lines 100 and 110 check to make sure the

sector is within the legal limit. Line 130 loads the

requested sector into the RAM area of string A$.

Instead of just printing the string to the screen,

each character is printed one at a time. Before the

character is printed, it is checked for being a

RETURN (CHR$(155)); if it is a RETURN, "(RET)"

is printed instead. Furthermore, an ESCape is

printed before each character. If these precautions

were not taken, many sectors would clear the

screen and do other strange, undesirable things

when printed. The extra spaces are printed at the

end of the sector to clear away any loose ends left

over from the last sector.

Easy Programming

Now for the good stuff: how does this program

work in only 67 bytes? The real key to this program

is the Operating System subroutine at $E453. Each

time it is JSRed to, it takes the information in the

lower page three memory locations and processes

it, and it does that very quickly. There are many

handy subroutines in the Operating System for

things like print to the screen, plot, drawto, set

up VBLANK, change graphics modes, etc. For

more information on how to use the graphics

subroutines, get the February 1982 issue of

COMPUTE! and look at "Insight: Atari," page 77.

These subroutines can make life very easy on a

programmer.

You should be able to interpret how the as

sembly language program works by looking at

the comments in the source code. The only part

that is likely to be unfamiliar to you is the first

part. The first number in the USR command is the

starting memory location. The other numbers are

all placed on the stack as shown in the table. Lines

260 to 390 pull the values off the stack and put

them into the memory locations in which they be

long.

There is one other memory location that you

may find useful: $303 (decimal 771) shows the

status after the most recent operation. A 1 means

everything is all right. Any other number is an

error code. Errors are usually the result of trying

to read a bad, or nonexistent, sector.

Number of variables

passed

First number passed

First number passed

Second number passed

Second number passed

Third number passed

Third number passed

Fourth number passed

Fourth number passed

Top Of Stack

hi byte

lobyte

hi byte

lo byte

hi byte

lobyte

hi byte

lobyte

XX

XX

yy
XX

yy
XX

yy

XX

yy

We ignore this

RAM pointer

RAM pointer

Sector pointer

Sector pointer

Number of sectors - we ignore

the hi byte because the

program is set up to do a

maximum of 255 sectors

Disk command -since this

value should only be S52 or

S57 we can ignore the hi byte

Bottom Of Stack

Program 1.

O1OO ;***********Stt>****************

**

O11O ; * *A routine for storing RAM on

**

O12O ;**a disk or for reading it back

**

013O i**by ANDREW LIEBERMAN 7/10/82

tt

O140 ;********t*t* I:******************

**

0150 NUMSEC=*600 ;Number of sectors s

till to be dons

0160 DUNIT=*301 ;Which drive?<l-4>

0170 DC0MD=*302 ;*52=Read, *57=Write

0180 DBUFL0=*304 ;Pointer for Lo byte

of RAM

0190 DBUFHI=*305

of RAM

O2OO DAUXL0=*30A

of sector

0210 DAUXHI=*30B

of sector

0220 *=*60i

0230 ;The USR command

the stack

0240 ;This part of the program pulls

the data off and puts it in the

0250 ;proper memory locations

;Pointer for

;Pointer for

;Pointer for

Hi byte

Lo byte

Hi byte

places data on
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0260

0270

0280

0290

O3OO

0310

0320

0330

0340

0350

0360

PLA

PLA

STA

PLA

STA

PLA

STA

PLA

STA

PLA

PLA

;We don'

DBUFHI

DBUFLO

DAUXHI

DAUXLO

;Thi s is assumed to be 0



NEW FOR ATARI from mmg micro software

MOW - THE TWO MOST POWERFUL AIDS FOR ATARI BASIC!!

BASIC COMMANDER

• Single key entry file commands

- ENTER "D: - SAVE "D;

-LIST-D: -RUN"D:

— LOAD "D:

• Single Key DOS functions from BASIC

— FORMAT a disk - LOCK a file

- RENAME a file - UNLOCK a file

- DELETE a file - DISK DIRECTORY

• THREE PROGRAMMABLE KEYS!!

— single keys programmed lor your own use, even

whole subroutines

• AUTONUMBER

— automatically generates line numbers for you —

speeds program entry 25-75"»

• BLOCK DELETE

— deletes any range of lines instantaneously!

• RENUMBER

— renumbers lines and all references

— extensive error trapping

— 3 seconds to renumber 500 lines

MMG BASIC DEBUGGER

• TRACE through your Basic program

— Single step — TRACE while

— TRACE UNTIL — change variables

— LIST line numbers executed

— examine variables' values

• Full screen BASIC editing

— scroll up or down by cursor

— edit your whole program easily

— no more LIST line number ranges

• Split screen mode

— view two parts of your BASIC program at once,

and edit both!

— scroll each window independently

• CROSS REFERENCE

provides a list of variables and the line numbers

in which they are used in your program

• SEARCH FOR PHRASE

— search your BASIC program for any phrase,

command or string of characters; let your

computer do the searching for you!

EACH PRODUCT ALONE REQUIRES 16K, AND IS AVAILABLE ON DISK FOR ONLY $34.95

Now, the convenience of both powerful utilities together in your Atari at once

The Combined Basic Commander and MMG Basic Debugger requires 24K. $74.95

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS

NECESSITIES
RAM TEST II The fastesi and most thorough memory test available for the

ATARI has now been further improved! Tests not only all locations, but also tests

the memory addressing system. This all machine language program takes 4

minutes to test 48K. It's the only program that tests the cartridge area oi RAM.

Good for new 400.800 computer owners, (or testing new RAM boards and for use
in computer stores to test and pinpoint bad memory locations. Bad memory

locations are pinpointed so repair is as simple as replacing a chip!

Requires 8K, Disk or Cassette $29.95

DISK COMMANDER II Just save this program on your BASIC disks and it will

autoboat and automatically list all programs for the disk into your screen. Simply

run any program by typing a single number.

Requires 16K, Disk Only $29.95

TUTORIALS
ASTEROID MINERS - This 50 page book and program provides for a unique

intermediate to advanced tutorial. A 32K BASIC game utilizing over 25 players in

player-missle graphics, machine language subroutines, a redefined character set,

multiprocessing utilizing the vertical blank interrupt interval, and much more!

The 50 page book included with the program documents each part of the entire

program and contains the fully documented source code for both the BASIC and

assembly language parts of the program. Use these routines in your own

programs. These examples make it easy!

Requires 32K, Disk or Cassette $34.95

GAMES
CHOMPER - An all machine language arcade style game with intelligent
monslers. Requires 16K Ram, 1 Joystick and nerves of steel.

Available on Disk or Cassette $29.95

BUSINESS/HOME
MAILING LIST - Extremely fast BASIC and machine language program. Each

data disk holds over 500 files. Sort on any of 6 fields at machine langugage speed

or search on any fragment of a field! Use any size labels or envelopes.

Require 40K, Disk Only $39.95

NEW
MMG DATA MANAGER - If you frequently find yourself looking for

something, only to find it eventually right under your nose, then MMG DATA

MANAGER is for you. Organize virtually anything into a computer-searchable

format, and let your ATARI do the hunting for you. MMG DATA MANAGER is

the first of a series of business applications from MMG MICRO SOFTWARE, all

of which will share the ability to access files created by any of them. This flexible

database manager will allow many fields, with machine language sorting, on any

field. In addition, you have total control of the structure of your data, allowing you

to design a database which you feel most comfortable. A special feature of MMG

DATA MANAGER is its ability to select for a given value of any single field, or any

combination of values from many fields. You could, for instance, determine who

lived in Las Vegas, Nevada, and bought item B3145 from you, and whose last

name began with SM, and whose telephone number began with (702) 8734. You'll

never lose track of information again! Multiple print options add to the versatility

of MMG DATA MANAGER.

Requires 40K, Disk Only $49.95

Available At Your Favorite Computer Store

OR Send a Check or Money Order to:

MMG MICRO SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 131 • Marlboro, NJ 07746

OR CALL

(201) 431-3472

For MasterCard, Visa or COD Deliveries

(Please Add $3.00 For Postage & Handling)

NJ RESIDENTS ADD 5% FOR SALES TAX

ATARI is a registered trademark of ATARI, Inc.



assumed to be 0

0370 STA NUMSEC

O38O PLA ;This i

0390 PLA

0400 STA DCOMD

O41O LDA #*O1 ;As5ume drive 1

0420 STA DUNIT

0430 LOOP DEC NUMSEC ;One less sector

to be done

0440 BMI END ; I-f minus result, last

sector Mas O, so branch to END

0450 JSR *E453 ;This is the O.S. sub

routine that does all the work

O46O CLC

0470 INC DAUXLO ;Increment sector po

i n t er

04B0 BCC SKIP1 ;Check for carry

O49O INC DAUXHI ;There was a carry s

o hi byte is incremented

0500 SKIP1 LDA DBUFLO ;Since each sec

tor is *S0 bytes long, the

0510 CLC ;RAM pointer, DBUF, must be

incremented by *SO

0520 ADC #*80 ;Add *80 to lo byte

0530 BVC SKIP2 ; I-f it didn't overflo

h everything's O.K.

0540 INC DBUFHI j Lo byte overflowed,

so increment hi byte

0550 SKIP2 STA DBUFLO ; Don ' t -forget t

o store the lo byte

0560 CLC ;A jump done this way makes

the program relocatable in RAM

0570 BCC LOOP

058O END RTS ;A11 done

140 IF J = 155 THEN ? "(RET)";:GOTO 160

150 ? CHR*(27);CHR*(J);

16O NEXT Is? "C28 SPACES>":GOTO 40:REM

about 30 spaces

30979 END

31000 RESTORE 31010:FOR 1=1537 TO 160

3:READ J:POKE I,J:NEXT I :RETURN

31010 DATA 104,104,141,5,3,104,141,4,

3,104,141,11,3,104,141,10,3,104

,104,141,0,6,104,104,141,2,3,16

9, 1, 141,1,3, 206

31020 DATA 0,6,48,29,32,83,228,24,238

,10,3,144,3,238,11,3,173,4,3,24

, 105, 128,80, 3,238,5,3, 141,4,3,2

4,144,222,96 0

Program 2.

1 GOSUB 31OOO

30999 END

31000 RESTORE 3101O:F0R 1=1537 TO 160

3:READ J:POKE I,J:NEXT I:RETURN

31010 DATA 104,1O4,141,5,3,104,141,4,

3, 104, 141, 11,3, 104, 141, 10,3, 104

, 104, 141,0,6, 104, 1O4, 141,2,3, 16

9, 1 , 141,1,3,206

31020 DATA 0,6,48,29,32,83,228,24,238

,10,3,144,3,238,11,3,173,4,3,24

,105,128,80,3,238,5,3,141,4,3,2

4, 144,222,96

Program 3.

1 REM A program to examine disk secto

r s

5 GOSUB 31000

10 DIM AS(128):A*<128)=" "

20 GRAPHICS 0:? "Type sector number,

or use right arrawfor next sector,

left arrow for last sector."

30 POSITION 2,5:? "C11 MCCLEAR>"

40 POSITION 2,12:? "C4 DEL-LINE

CCLEAR>WHAT SECTOR?";

50 POKE 764,255

60 I=PEEK(764)sIF 1=7 THEN SEC=SEC+1:

GOTO 1OO

70 IF 1=6 THEN SEC=SEC-1:GOTO 100

80 IF 1=255 THEN 60

90 TRAP 40:INPUT SEC

100 IF SEC<1 THEN SEC=1

110 IF SEO720 THEN SEC= 720

120 POSITION 2,4:? "SECTOR #";SEC;"

130 I=USR<1537,ADR <A«> ,SEC, 1,82) :POSI

TION 2,6:FOR 1=1 TO 128:J=ASC(A*<

1,1))
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GRAPHICS HARDCOPY
NOW FOR NEC & OKIDATA

Dumps anything on the screen of an ATAfll

400/600 lo a primer. All graphics Et lent

modes Players/missiles/scaling/grey

scale/GTIA/mote! Works with EPSON.
NEC. Obdata. Centronics 739. IDS and

Trendcom Specify 800 or 400 and printer

when ordering

(209) 667-2888 ^

itCS.mc.-c.o.D.

1125 N Golden State Blvd. ^wa-iu-

Turiock. California 95380 rnyi .ui«. r

'ATARI is a registered trademark of ATARI Computer Ine

INCLUDES CABLE & SOFTWARE
650 MODULE NOT REQUIRED

SOFTWARE for the

ATARI 400/800

C*SDUP -machine Iariguaga program

thai allows you to cony most 'boot'

tapes ana cassette data tiles as easily

as you normally cony a BASIC

tape C.im!!' only S20

CASDIS - machine language program

thai allows you lo transfer most "boot"

tapes and cassette dala files lo disk No

Special programming knowledge

required Programs thai normally read

cassette files during elocution may oe

up-loaded lo disk ana operate normally

without software modifications Only

difference is the program is on disk and

loads at disk transfer speeds

Dli> (III Ortl, SI5

FULMAP - (avail late

alphabetically with line

generator which tells yoi

all indirect address relert

memory ana accessed f

printer

B2>

nil

how

mach

nbers

and

ncesand I

om

ne la ng

wtiich

here 11

.1.;-

mei

utility package tor developers ot BASIC

nce them, line number i

urnbe

ells you where they a

3ASIC ay entering MAP

sare used addressi

e used Tmsprograr

All outputs can oe

CaiHttf

ross reference

lihtywhich lists

n resides in hign

flumnea lo a

or DliktiU UO

DISASM - machine language program

that allows you to disassemble machine

language programs You can load a Me

from cassette or disk and the program

will display all tne tile's addresses anO

their contents In he*. ASCII (it any), and

6502 op code mnemonics All outputs

can be dumped to a printer

Sp*eHr Ci.hiu or Ol.k.m |25

DISDUP - machine language program

tor sector level copying ol disk

mlormahon User may specify smgle

sector, range ol sectors or all sectors

on a disk to be copied Copies may be

made with or without a read verily

Sectors wnich cannot Be read from or

written to are displayed on Ine screen

and optionally to a printer

Olrttfr only 125

Utility

Programs

for the

ATARI 400/800

FROM



Do You Run A Retail Business?
The Computer Age Comes To Your Retail Business Via C.R.I.S.

The computer age comes to your retail business via C.R.I.S. (Cash Register Inventory

System) — a complete software package that will literally convert your ATARI 400 or 800 into a

total point-of-sales terminal. C.R.I.S. is a complete inventory control system, too! Information

on backorders, total items sold, items in stock, stock ordered, vendor numbers — it's all here

and at your fingertips. C.R.I.S. also prints complete inventory reports, including purchase

order, stock inventory, end of period, AND it will print customer sales receipts, just like the

"Big Machines" do! at 1 /10th the price.

• Holds up to 1000 separate inventory items (1400 with

C.R.I.S. II)

Supports up to 10 salesmen

User-defined commission rate for each salesman

Accepts stock name of up to 20 characters in length

Up to 16 items can be listed on each invoice

End of Day, End of Period, and Purchase Order

reports

Easy error correction and recovery

Many "password-protected" functions to help pre

vent accidental data loss

Calculates totals on sales tickets and computes

change

Requires only 1 disk drive (2 required for C.R.I.S. II)

•

•

•

Retailers — Just think of it: a

complete inventory and point-of-

sales system in a single package!

PACKAGE INCLUDES C.R.I.S. II

This latest version features the dependability of

C.R.I.S. I with the added punch of a 40% increase in

storage capacity. Since C.R.I.S. II requires an additional

8K of memory (for a total of 40K) and two disk drives, you

can purchase C.R.I.S. I for use now on your one-drive, 32K

system, and move up to C.R.I.S. II whenever you decide

to expand your system.

C.R.I.S. has been designed for use with the following

equipment:

• ATARI 400 or 800 with 32K memory (40K required

for C.R.I.S. II)

• Atari 810 disk drive (2 drives required for C.R.I.S. II)

• Black & white or color TV

• 40-column printer (if customer receipts are to be

issued)

• 132-column printer (for report information)

We recommend having both printers (receipts can

be run on the 132-column printer) and a second disk drive

(to make backups easier). These peripherals are optional

and can be added later.

$24995

THE BUSINESS DIVISION

P.O. BOX 3435

LONGWOOD, FL 32750

(305)862-6917



Automatic

Commodore

Program

Selector
Steven A Smith

Here are several ways to make disks easier to use with

the VIC, Commodore 64, or PET/CBM. Are you setting

up a business application and want to save users the

trouble of working with LOAD and RUN? Are you

planning a party and want to avoid spending all your

time just showing friends how to run the games? Do

you want to save yourself time and trouble in your

everyday computing? Try out these various menu pro

grams and see if they wouldn't be useful in many ways.

If you want to be able to choose from among a

number of options within a program, one of the

best methods available is a menu. The computer

displays a list of items with numbers or letters

assigned to each, and you press the number or

letter corresponding to the option you want. This

way, you don't have to worry about which re

sponses are allowed or about how to spell a par

ticular response, and it's much faster.

All this applies to disk drives, as well. Also,

someone who is not familiar with the operating

system of the computer can call up any of a number

of programs without having to know about dis

kette directories or about LOADing or RUNning

programs.

You can choose between two ways of auto

mating program selection from a disk. The first

one we'll describe uses specific, pre-defined

menus for each diskette or function. The second

can be used with any diskettes, determining at

runtime which programs are available on the

disk.

Pre-defined Menus
A pre-defined menu is written right into the BASIC

menu program. Because of this, a new program

must be written for each diskette for which you

want a menu. However, there are several advan

tages to using a pre-defined menu. First, it's fast.

As soon as you RUN it, the menu program knows

what programs should be on the diskette and can

go about the business of displaying the menu.

Also, you can add program descriptions to the

menu screens to show more information about

the programs than just their names.

Another, less obvious advantage to pre

defined menus is that you can set up a menu for

just a few of the programs on a diskette, have

another menu for some others, and have other

programs that are not accessed by any menus.

This way, you can let someone have access to

only the programs that a particular application

requires.

Program 1 is a sample of a pre-defined menu

for an inventory file maintenance system. Al

though it is short, it is surprising how impressive

it can be in operation, especially to someone who

is used to having to load and run individual pro

grams via the traditional directory method.

Lines 120-130 set up an array of program

names, one per array element.

Lines 140-230 display the actual menu. The

numbers "1" through "8" are displayed in reverse,

with a description of the associated programs

next to them. The number of items on the menu

is not significant - eight just happened to fit well

on this menu. Just remember to change your array

dimensioning and the error-checking in lines

250-260.

In this menu, the programs are grouped by

type of operation to make things clearer for the

user. Inventory file operations, transaction file

operations, and setup operations are each grouped

together and separated from the others by a line.

Of course, you can display and group items on

your menus any way you wish, remembering to

have your item numbers and array elements cor

respond properly.

Lines 240-260 accept your menu item choice,

making sure it is between one and the maximum

item number on the menu. On this menu, choice

number "8" simply ends the program.

Lines 270-300 are the heart of the menu pro

gram. Using the "dynamic keyboard" technique

(where the computer enters its oum instructions)

the computer types the LOAD and RUN instruc

tions on the screen, and then forces RETURNs

into the keyboard buffer to make it execute them.

For Original ROM BASIC, change line 300 to:

300 POKE 527,13:POKE 528,13:POKE 525,2

To accomplish this "dynamic" effect, you need to

POKE a value of 13 into the first two "Keyboard

Buffer" bytes, and a value of two into "Number

of Characters in Keyboard Buffer." These locations

vary on different Commodore machines. For the

VIC and the 64, change line 300 to:

300 POKE 631,13:POKE 632,13:POKE 198,2:END

Line 300 in the printed program works as is on

Upgrade and 4.0 BASIC PET/CBMs.

This menu program will expect to find a "Li-
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Sometimes

OnlyWords

Will Do

RAFT.. A First! Word Processing for VIC 2(f
Never be at a loss for words again!

Expressing yourself is easier, faster, and

less expensive than ever before... thanks to Wordcraft

20© from United Microware. Wordcraft 20© has all

the features found on bigger systems costing a lot

more — all the features you'll need to prepare "picture-

perfect" documents, letters, personalized mailers, lists,

and many other projects that have you juggling

words.

Wordcraft 20© is easy to use; it won't confuse

you. Your words will appear on the screen just as

you've written them. This fully featured system lets

you do whatyou need to do... change a character, a

word, or an entire block of copy . . . arrange and

rearrange the text... set the tabs and margins. . .

adjust the line lengths . . . move the copy up and

down, left or right, so you see every word on the

screen ... before you print. Wordcraft 20© gives you

personal word processing with professional results.

Plug wbrdcraft 20© into your VIC® today... see for

yourselfjust what words will do. Available exclusively

from your local UMI dealer.

United Microware Industries, Inc.

3503-C Temple Awnue

Pomona, CA 91768

(714) 594-1351

Commodore and VIC 20 are registered trademarks of Commodore Business

Machines, Inc. Wbrdcraft 20© copyright held try PL Dowson.



brary Inventory System" diskette in Drive 1. If

you want to use Drive 0, just change the "1:" in

line 280 to "0:".

Increasing Menu Items

Nine items can be placed on this menu before it

begins to look crowded. There are two ways to

improve on this number: the first is simply to use

several menus and let each menu chain (call in)

the next. You can let one menu item be the next

menu program, or add a line:

245 IF A?=CHR$(13) THEN C$(1)="MENU2":A$="

1":GOTO 270

This line will call the next menu program (here

named MENU2) if RETURN, rather than one of

the options shown, is pressed.

While this works quite well, you do have to

wait for the new menu to be loaded each time

you chain from one to the next. A faster way is

shown in Program 2. Several menus can be stored

in the same program. By pressing RETURN, you

can go from one menu to the next without waiting

to load a new menu program. A message is added

to the bottom of the screen indicating that you

can press RETURN' to go on to the next menu.

After the last menu is shown, pressing RETURN

again will bring you back to the first menu. Of

course, going to the next menu could itself be

made a menu option, instead of being automatic.

To make menus especially useful to people
unfamiliar with computers, you can make the

programs called by the menu, themselves call the

menu back when they finish. To do this, find

where your program ends, whether by an END

statement or by reaching the last of the line num

bers. Change your END statements to GOTO

62000 and add the following lines:

62000 PRINT"{CLEAR}(04 DOWNj"

62010 PRINT"LOAD"CHR?(34)"0:MENU"CHR$(34)",

8 E 04 DOWN}"
62020 PRINT"RUN":PRINT"{09 UPJ"

62030 POKE 623,13:POKE 624,13:POKE 158f2:END

This assumes that your menu program is named

"Menu" and is in Drive 0. As before, change line

62030 for your computer exactly as you modified

line 300, to perform the "dynamic keyboard" on

your model.

Once you load the menu program, you don't

need to worry about loading any more programs.

Each time you finish one program, the machine

will take you back to your menu. This is why

menus are especially helpful for inexperienced

operators. A menu also works well at parties -

you set it up with games which call back the menu,

and you don't have to worry about being around

to show people how to load and run their

choices.

Fully Automatic Menus

Program 3 is a different method of generating

menus, a fully automatic diskette menu. When

you run this program, you can put any disk in

Drives 0 and/or I, and it will find out what pro

grams are on the disk and build a menu around

them. Although you can't add descriptions to the

program names, with diskette files you do have

16-character names to work with, and you can

make them quite descriptive.

This method is slower than using pre-defined

menus because, before the program can generate

the menus, it must read the diskette directory

and fill its own array of program names. However,

you don't have to write a new menu program for

each diskette or change a menu program when

you change the contents of a diskette.

The following is a description of the variables

used in Program 3:

AES

AN

A0

CS

DE

DR$

ER

F$

FL

I

J
MM

MN

: Filename Army

: Array Entry Number

: Files From Drive 0

: Character Read In

: Directory Entry

: Drive Number

: Disk Error Number

: Filename Found

: Filename Length

: Iteration Variable

: Iteration Maximum

: Maximum # On Menu

: Menu Number

Lines 190-210 set up the variables and the

program name array used by the program. Line

220 initializes the diskette in the drive currently

being checked. Although the 4040 and 8050 dis

kette drives do not need to be initialized, this sets

things up for line 230, which checks to see if a

diskette was found in the drive. If not, the program

goes over to the other drive.

Lines 240-250 are in the program mostly to let

you know something is happening. While the

program is reading the diskette directory, it lets

you know how many programs it has found on

that drive.

In lines 260-390, the diskette directory is

opened and read as a sequential file. After skip

ping over the directory header, each directory

block of eight file entries is checked for programs

until the last entry is reached.

Line 310 skips entries which have their first

byte equal to anything other than 130. That would

indicate that the file was not a program file. You

could use this line to create menus which dis

played only USR or SEQ files if you wished. Line

330 puts the program name into string FS. Line

340 keeps the "Universal Wedge" DOS Support

program from showing up on the menus. This

line can be deleted if you wish. Line 350 updates

COMPOTE! March 1983



Finally...

A More Powerful

Planning And

Forecasting Tool

That Takes Less Time,

Work And Money Than

Any Other On The Market!

With all the knowledge and experience gathered through previously

released spread-sheet programs, it had to be possible to create a tool

that would be easier to understand, easier to handle, and more powerful

than those which already existed. And thus a new product was born!

CALC RESULT is just that. . . the result of dynamic enhancements to earlier versions

of electronic spread-sheet programs! Below are listed just some of the highlights of

this revolutionary new product!

A three-dimensional spread-sheet with a

minimum of 32 pages of 63X254 cells

Utilizes only the memory in cells that are active

Consolidation of pages

Graphics [Histograms] on screen and printer

Flexible Print format can be different than

screen format

View as many as three spread-sheets at one

time through a window and split screen

Replicate, copy and move commands

Help function on-line

Cells containing formulas are protected

IF-THEN-ELSE with AND, OR and NOT-ELSE

gives you unlimited possibilities in each cell

RANDOM function

Independent column width for column "A"

Ability to Edit Formulas within a Cell

Can load VisiCalc™ files

Contact Your Nearest Commodore Dealer Today ...

You'll Be So Glad You Did

For: Commodore 64 - Cartridge/Tape Version - 269.95

Commodore 64 - Cartridge/Disk Version - $149.95

Commodore 8032/8096 with 8050 Disk Drive - $1 99.00

Distributed By:

COMPUTER

MARKETING services inc.
300 W. Marlton Pike, Suite 26

Cherry Hill. New Jersey 08002

[609] 795-9480

A Product Of:

Box 42054

Vretensborgsvagen 8

126 12 Stockholm, Sweden

VisiCalc is a trademark ol

CALC RESULT is a trademark of Handle Software ab



your screen to tell you how many program entries

have been found, and line 360 puts this program

name and drive number into the array of filenames

found. Lines 370-380 then read past the proper

number of bytes to be ready to read in the next

file entry.

Lines 410-420 finish up the work with one

drive and switch to the other, if necessary. If no

programs are found on either drive, the program

ends here. Otherwise, the first menu is ready to

be displayed.

Entering Your Choices

Line 440 prints the menu heading. The heading

will include a menu number starting with "1"

and going as high as necessary to show all of the

program names found, in groups of nine. Line

450 checks to see if there are enough program

names left in the array to display nine menu items.

If not, the menu is shortened. Line 460 displays

the menu item itself, and lines 470-480 display the

messages at the bottom of the screen.

Lines 490-530 check for your choice of menu

item. It must be between "1" and the maximum

number on the menu, or it can be RETURN, in

which case the program will display the next

menu. If there are no more items in the program

name array, the first menu is redisplayed.

If the key you pressed was one of the menu

items shown, the program continues to line 540.

Variable AES is now the drive number, a colon,

and the 16-character name of the program you

have chosen. Any blanks in the name are stored

in the directory as shifted spaces, with an ASCII

value of 160.

Lines 560-580 check to see how long the pro

gram name is by looking backwards from the end

for the first character that is not a shifted space.

When one is found, variable FL contains the length

of the name plus the drive number. Then, the

LOAD and RUN instructions are displayed, and

the keyboard buffer is POKEd with RETURNS to

load the chosen program, just as in the pre-defined

menu programs. Line 600 of Program 3 should be

modified as before for the "dynamic keyboard"

appropriate to your model.

Using these programs with the 2020 disk

drive requires no changes. Using them with the

8050 drive requires only one change in Program

3. Change line 230 to:

230 IF DS=21 THEN 400

Program 1.

100 REM ** LIBRARY INVENTORY SYSTEM DRIVER

MENU **

110 POKE59468,14:DIMC?(6)

120 C$(0)="SLIB":C?(1)="SLIBPRINT":C?(2)="

SLIBINQ":C?(3)="STRANPRINT"

130 C?(4)="STRANPURGE":C$(5)="SLIBSETUPM:C

S(6)="FORMAT"

140 PRINT"{CLEAR}[02 DOWN} {REV} "

£ROGRAM CHOICE MENU {OFF}{02 DOWN

DOWN]"
150 PRINT" {rEVHEOFF} INVENTORY FIL

E MAINTENANCEtDOWN}"
160 PRINT" {REV}2{OFFj INVENTORY FIL

E LISTING{DOWN}m

170 PRINT" {REV} 3 {OFF} INVENTORY .FIL
E INQUIRY{02 DOWN}"

180 PRINT" {REV}4{OFF} TRANSACTION F

ILE LISTING{DOWn}"

190 PRINT" {REV}5{OFF} TRANSACTION F
ILE £URGE{02 DOWN}"

200 PRINT" {REV}6{OFFJ F_IRST-TIME FI

LE SETUP{DOWN}"

210 PRINT" (REV}7{OFFi J_ORMAT A DISK
ETTE{02 DOWN}"

220 PRINT" [REV}8{0FFl END OF LIBRAR

Y WORKEDOWN}"
230 PRINT" {REV} CHOOSE ONE OF THE ~

ABOVE {OFF}";
240 GETA?:IFA$=""THEN240

250 IFA?<"1"ORA?>"8"THEN240

260 IFA$="8"THENEND

270 PRINT"[CLEAR}{06 DOWN}"

280 PRINT"LOAD"CHRS(34)"1:"C?(VAL(AS)-1)CH
R5(34)\3"

290 PRINT"{04 DOWNJRUN":PRINT"{09 UP}"

300 POKE623,13:POKE624,13:POKE158,2:END

Program 2.

100 REM ** INVENTORY SYSTEM DISKETTE DRIVE

R MENU #1 **

110 POKE59468,14:DIMCS(9)

120 C$(1)="SLIB":C$(2)="SLIBPRINT":CS(3)="

SLIBINQ":C$(4)="STRANPRINT"

130 C§(5)="STRANPURGE":C?(6)="SLIBSETUP":C

$(7)="FORMAT":CS(8)="DIRECT"

140 PRINT"{CLEAR}{DOWN] {REV} LIBRAR
Y INVENTORY MENU 1 {OFF}{02 DOWnT

150 PRINT" {REV]i(OFF} LIBRARY FILE "
maintenance{down}"

160 print" lrev}2{off] library file "

listing{down]"

170 PRINT" IrEV}3{0FF] LIBRARY FILE "
I_NQUIRY{02 DOWN} "

180 PRINT" {REV}4{oFF} TRANSACTION F
ile listingedown}"

190 print" erev}5{off} transaction f
ile p_urge{02 down}"

200 print" [rev}6{off} jsetup invento

ry files{down}"

210 print" {rev}7{off] format a disk

ette{down]"
220 print" {rev}8{off} p_rint a diske

tte directory{02 down]"

230 print" {rev} choose one of the '

above {off]"

240 print" {rev} or press return tor n
ext menu [off]";

250 geta?:ifas=""then250

260 ifa$=chr?(13)then290

270 ifa$<"1"ora$>"8"then250

280 GOTO450

2 90 C$(1)="SLIBPRT1":C$(2)="SLIBPRT2":CS(3

)="SLIBPRT3":C$(4)="SLIBPRT4"

3 00 C$(5)="SLIBPRT5":CS(6)="SLIBPRT6":C$(7

)="SLIBPRT7":C$t8)="SLIBPRT8"

310 PRINT"{CLEAR]{DOWN} {REV} LIBRAR

160 COMPUTl! Match 1983
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JINSAM

CUTIVE

space

Used at NASA,

Kennedy Space Center

With Multiple Applications Related

fe Columbia Space Shuttle Project

rescue operations, statistical

inventory and vehicle tracking.

age

micro

software

JINSAM EXECUTIVE

has broken the 10,000 record limit. You

may now have up to 65,000 records In one

database.

We also have included a free form

report generator for data entry, elimi

nating the need for WordPro™ and have

included automatic mathematical relations

eliminating the need for VisiCalc™. How

ever, you still have these superb Interfaces

available.

Executive™ will be available for CBM

and IBM personal computers.

JINI MICRO-SYSTEMS, Inc.
DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM DESIGN

BOX 274 KINGSBRIDGE STN.. RIVERDALE, N.Y. 10463 (212) 796-6200



Y ^INVENTORY MENU 2 {OFFj(02 DOWN]

320 PRINT" {REV)l(OFF) PRINT jSALES R
eport{down}"

330 PRINT" iREVJ2iOFFj PRINT BACKORD
ER REPORT[DOWN}"

340 PRINT" {REVj3{OFF} £RINT DELINQU
ENT ACCOUNTS{DOWN}"

350 PRINT" {REV]4{OFF) PRINT HISTORI
CAL REPORT{DOWN}"

360 PRINT" {rEV}5[0FF] £RINT HISTORI
cal summary[down}"

370 print" {rev}6{off} hunt £ales t
ax reportEdown]"

380 PRINT" lREV)7{0FFj £RINT MONTHLY
REPORTStDOWNi"

390 PRINT" {REV)8{oFFJ .PRINT YEARLY "
REPORTStDOWN}"

400 PRINT" (REV} CHOOSE ONE OF THE ~
ABOVE [OFFj"

410 PRINT" [REV} OR £RESS RETURN FOR N

EXT MENU {OFF}";

420 GETA?:IFA?=""THEN420

430 IFA$=CHR$(13)THEN120

440 IFA$<"1"ORA$>"9"THEN420
450 PRINT"[CLEAR}{06 DOWN}"

460 PRINT"LOAD"CHR?(34)"0:MC$(VAL(A?))CHR$
(34)",8"

470 PRINT"{04 DOWN}run":PRINT"{09 UP}"

480 POKE623,13:POKE624,13:POKE158,2;END

NEXT MENU IOFF]";

490 GETC$:IPC$=""THEN490
500 IFC$<>CHR$(13)THEN530

510 MN=MN+1:IFMN*9+1>ANTHENMN=0
5 20 GOTO440

5 30 IFC§ <"1"ORVAL(C$)>MMTHEN490

540 AE$=AE$(MN*9+VAL(C$))

550 PRINT:PRINT"[CLEAR}{04 DOWNJmENU ITEM
CHOSEN: # "C$ " - "MID$(AE?,3,16) ~

560 F0RI=18T01STEP-l:FL=I

5 70 IFASC(MID?(AE$,I,1)}<>160THENI=1

580 NEXT:PRINT"[04 DOWN}lOAD"CHR$(34)LEFT$
(AE$,FL)CHR5(34)"/8{04 DOWN}"

590 PRINT"RUN":PRINT"{09 UP}"
600 POKE623,13:POKE624,13:POKE158,2:END

Program 3.

190 AE5="":AN=0:A0=0:C$="":DE=0:DR$="0"

200 ER=0:F$="":FL=0:1=0:J=0:MM=0:MN=0

210 POKE59468,14:DIMAE$(300)

2 20 OPEN15,8,15:PRINT#15,"I"+DR$

230 INPUT#15,ER:IFER=21THEN400

240 PRINT:PRINT"[D0WN}rEADING DIRECTORY OF
DRIVE "DR$

250 PRINT"[DOWN} £ROGRAMS FOUND: 0"
260 0PEN8,8,8, "$ "+DR$+" , SEQ"""

270 FORI=1TO254:GET#8,C$:NEXT

280 FORDE=lTO8:F$="":GET#8,C$

290 IFC$=CHR?(13)THEN410

300 IFC5=""THENJ=29:GOTO370

310 IFASC(C$)<>130THENJ=29:GOTO370

3 20 AN=AN+1:J=11:GET#8,C$:GET#8,C$

3 30 FORI=1TO16:GET#8,C$:F$=F?+C$:NEXT

3 40 IFLEFT?(F$,9)="UNIVERSAL"ANDMID$(F$,11

,5)="WEDGE"THENAN=AN~1:GOTO370

350 PRINT"[UP}"TAB(18)AN-A0

360 AE$(AN)=DR$+":"+F$
370 FORI=1TOJ:GET#8,C?:NEXT

380 IFDE<>8THENGET#8,C$:GET#8,C$

3 90 NEXT:GOTO280

400 PRINT" [DOWNiNO DISKETTE J_OUND _IN DRIVE
"DR$"(dOWN}":FORI=1TO2000:NEXT

410 CLOSE8:CLOSE15

4 20 IFDR$="0"THENDR$="1":F$="I1":A0=AN:GOT

0220

430 IFAN=0THENPRINT"[02 DOWN}[rEV} NO £ROG

RAMS FOUND [OFF}(02 DOWN}": END

440 MM=9:PRINT"[CLEAR}{DOWN) {REV}
PROGRAM CHOICE MENU #"STR?(MN+1)"

[OFF][DOWN}"
4 50 FORI=1TO9:IFAE$(MN*9+I)=""THENMM=I-1:I

=9:GOTO470

460 PRINTTAB(12)"[REV}"RIGHT?(STR$CI),1)"{
OFF} "MID?(AE$(MN*9+I),3,16)"{DOWN}"

470 NEXT:PRINT" {REV} CHOOSE ONE OF

THE ABOVE OR {OFF)"
480 PRINT" TrEV} £RESS RETURN TO GO TO
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VIC 20/PET/CBM OWNERS

ROAPTOAU - Hop your lond across 5 lanes of traffic, avoid deadly
snakes, and dodge Ihe dreaded ioac eaters. Cross a raging river full ol logs,
lurtles. alligators, and park youf toaO in Ihe safety of a harbor. Each lime you
park 5 loads, you enter a tougher level where the action is faster and the toad
eaters are more numerous. ROADTOAD is written in machine language and

uses high resolution graphics. The sound effects are excellent and you can use

a joystick or the keyboard to control your toad.

CASS/5K/VIC 20 (Includes Shippinfl/Hsridting) $19.95

ICAUF RES ADD 6% SALES TAX]

GLIX-MAIM - PET;CBM owners Stephen Ghckman has Cfeaied a
video work of ar! with GLIX-MAN Eat up the Glui-dots while avoiding the 4 Atak-

monslers. Gobble up a Glupellei and mash the mischievous monsters Call
upon the Shield-saviour when you're about lo be gimed! Hilarious graphics,
aulo-advancing screens, amusing sound effects, bonus point features, and in

creasing monster intelligence combine to make GLIX-MAN a game your entire

family will enjoy.

CASS/ALL40-80 COL. PET/CBM's.. . (IncludesShipping/Handling) $19.95
[PLEASE SPECIFY MODELJRDM/ETC] [CAUF. RES. ADD B% SALES TAX)

Write For NIBBLES & BITS, INC. Write For
FREE p_o< BOx EO44 FREE

Catalog ORCUTT, CA B34B5 Catalog

NEW CBM-64 AND VIC-20 PRODUCTS

— CBM-64/VIC-20 PRINTER INTERFACE -

Model MW-302 S11 9.95

This unit will interface your VIC-20 or CBM-64 to

standard parallel printers such as Epson, Centronics.

C. Itoh, and many others. Allows printing of full upper

and lower case.

6 pin DIN ■*!

5 fool cable

Switches lo select device addresses 4 through 7. Also

select ASCII or PET ASCII and bit 8 output.

36 pin connector on end of 2 loot cable. Compatible

with most Centronics, Epson, etc. printers.

MW 302 PRINTER INTERFACE

*** SYSTEM 310 "** $1195.00
Consists of CBM-64, MX-80. Printer interface

MW-302. and C2N cassette

(CBM-64 sold separately for S5951

*— DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERTER

OR 8 CHANNEL ANALOG TO DIGITAL

CONVERTER ***

Model MW-304v $129.95

Allows your VIC or CBM to output analog signals

or digitize up to 8 analog channels.

MICRO WORLD ELECTRONIX INC

6340 W. Mississippi Ave.

Lakewood Colorado 80226 1303) 934-1973



Input Into Apple's EXEC
WotlyHubbord

This simulation of the INPUTcommand, written in

Applesoft BASIC, can he used to make EXEC files take

input from the Apple keyboard.

Normally, the command INPUT A$ in an EXEC

file ignores the keyboard and uses the next line in

the EXEC file as its input. As an example, the file

INPUT A$

INPUT B$

PRINT A$, B$

would set A$ = "INPUT B$".

Program 1 shows a text file, EXPUT, which

issues a prompt and then puts the response from

the keyboard into XX$. The second line then RUNs

the file named by XX$. Program 2 shows an

Applesoft BASIC program which can be used to

make EXEC files. It could be used to enter Program

1, but because EXPUT is so long, Program 2 con

tains a subroutine that automatically enters

EXPUT whenever you type CTRL-I.

Let me explain how EXPUT works. It uses

two FOR/NEXT loops as WHILE-WENDs, which

are not explicitly available in Applesoft. The FOR/

NEXT loop using B keeps cycling until B = 1. B

does not equal 1 until a key has been pressed.

The statement B = (X>127) sets B = 1 if the state

ment in parentheses is true, otherwise B = 0. And

X, the value at the keyboard port, is always less

than 128 until a key is pressed. The B loop gets

each character, and the A loop, which is around

it, puts each character into XX$ until RETURN is

pressed. The sequence from FLASH to NORMAL

puts the flashing cursor on the screen. The

segment

XX$ = LEFT$(XX$,LEN(XXS)-(X = 13>-2*(X = 8))

subtracts one character from the end of XX$ if

that last character is a carriage return [CHR$(13)]7

two characters if it is a backspace [CHR$(8)].

If a one-character response is all that is

needed, you can simulate a GET command by

eliminating the segments that affect XX$ and the

statements that refer to A, including the last

NEXT. This will put the character in X$.

EXPUT allows use of the left-arrow (BACK

SPACE) key but does not allow use of the right-

arrow or ESCape functions. A RUN, LOAD,

CLEAR, or NEW command will erase the contents

of XX$ and the other variables.

Using Make Exec

"Make Exec" (Program 2) is a simple, general-

purpose text-entry program. The familiar Apple

editing features (right-arrow, left-arrow, and pure

cursor moves via the ESCape key) are available.

Tap the space bar twice instead of once to get out

of the ESCape functions. To back up to a previous

line, type CTRL-B. To go forward one line, without
* J x c

changing the contents of the current line, enter a

RETURN as the first character on the line. When

you have finished entering all of the text, enter a !

as the first character on a new line; you will be

prompted for the name the file is to be saved

under. If you want to resume editing, don't enter

a file name, just press RETURN. If you want to

exit the program, type CTRL-C.

Most of EXPUT is automatically entered on

the current line when you type CTRL-I. You must

designate the contents of PR$, which is used as

the prompt, and if desired, use HOME and VTAB

before typing CTRL-I. Keep in mind that EXPUT

is long, and lines cannot exceed 255 characters.

To eliminate a chance of syntax errors, EXPUT

begins with a colon.

Program 1.

THE FILE 'EXPUT' CONSISTS OF TWO

LINES. THEY ARE BROKEN INTO SEGMENTS

IN THIS LISTING FOR CLARITY.

THE FIRST LINE GIVES THE PROMPT AND

TAKES THE INPUT. THE SECOND EXECUTES

A COMMAND USING THE INPUT AS A

PARAMETER. (IF THE FOR-NEXT

LOOPS ARE NOT ON THE SAME LINE THEY

WILL NOT BE EXECUTED.)

XX*-""t

HOMEi

VTAB 15i

?"ENTER FILE TO BE RUNi "(:

FOR ft - 0 TO li

FLASHi

?" ")CHR*(8)j[

NORMALi

P0KE-1636B,0i

FOR B = 0 TO li

X-PEEKC-I6384)r

B-(X>127)|

NEXTi

X=X-12Si

X*-CHR*(X)i
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?X«M

XX*-XX»+X»i

A»(X-i3)i

XX*=LEFT*(XX*fLEN(XX*)-(X=13)-2*(X=8))t

NEXT

PRINT CHR*(4)fMRUN "j XX*

Program 2.

110 VTAB 1: INVERSE : INPUT "CLEAR SCREEN?

(Y/N> "jA»i NORMAL I IF LEFT* <A«,1> =

"Y" THEN HOME

120 VTAB 5

130 DIM C»(100)

140 GOTO 320

150 REM GET EACH LETTER

160 GET A*t PRINT A*j

170 IF A* - CHR» <13) AND LEN <B») = 0 THEN

A » A + li CALL - 958i PRINT i PRINT A

I" "|C*(A)|i FOR B = 0 TO LEN (C«(A)):

(8);i NEXT : PRINT " "|i

GO FORWARD ONE LINE

(13) THEN CALL - 958:

RETURN

(B) AND LEN (B*> < 2 THEN

REM BACKSPACE IF LEN

PRINT CHR*

GOTO 160i REM

180 IF A* - CHR*

GOTO 300i REM

190 IF A* = CHR*

B* - ""l GOTO 160:

<B*> <« 1

200 IF A* = CHR* (8) THEN B* = LEFT* <B«,

LEN (B*> - l)i GOTO 160: REM BACKSPAC

E IF LEN(B*)<>1

210 IF A* = CHR* <2i) THEN A* = CHR* ( PEEK

( PEEK (40) + 256 * PEEK (41) -*■ PEEK

(36)>>: PRINT A*)i REM RIGHT-ARROW

220 IF A* - CHR* (27) THEN CALL - 721I

GOTO 160i REM ESCAPE

230 IF A* - CHR* <2) THEN A = A - liB* = C

*(A>i CALL - 958i PRINT t PRINT A;" ";

B*|i FOR B - 0 TO LEN (B*>: PRINT CHR*

<8>ji NEXT i PRINT " ";:B* = ""j GOTO 1

60: REM BACK UP ONE LINE

240 IF A* = CHR* (3> THEN STOP i GOTO 160

I REM CTRL-C

250 IF A* = "!" THEN 340

260 IF Al « CHR* (9) THEN 500I REM CTRL-I

270 B* = B* + A*

280 GOTO 160

290 REM STORE A LINE

300 C*<A> - B*

310 B* = ""

320 A = A + li PRINT : PRINT Ai" ";

330 GOTO 160

340 REM SAVE IT ALL

350 D* - CHR* (4)

360 PRINT : PRINT

370 INPUT "WHAT IS THE FILE'S NAME? ";FL*

380 IF FL* = "" THEN 160: REM NULL

390 PRINT s PRINT "SAVING ";FL*

400 PRINT D*;"OPEN";FL*

410 PRINT D*i"DELETE"iFL*

420 PRINT D*|"OPEN"|FL*

430 PRINT D*i"WRITE"jFL*

440 FOR B «= 1 TO A

450 PRINT C*(B>

460 NEXT

470 PRINT D*)"CLOSE";FL*

480 END

490 REM CTRL-I CALLS EXPUT

500 A* - ":XX*=" + CHR* (34) + CHR* (34) +

lli?PR*|iFOR A=0 TO 11 FLASH:?CHR«(32)jCH

R*(B>;:NORMAL(POKE-16368,0iFOR B=0 TO 1

iX=PEEK(-163B4>i"

510 A* = A* + "B»(X>127>:NEXTiX=X-128iX*-CHR

*(X)i?X*iiXX*=XX*+X*bA=(X=13):XX*-LEFT*

(XX*,LEN(XX*)-(X=13)-2*(X=8)>iNEXT"

520 PRINT A*|

530 B* = B* + A*

540 BOTO 160 ©
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ACA introduces

the next generation of

memory upgrades. By

using simple yet innovative

techniques, the cRAM board

puts complete control of up to

of addressable memory at your

fingertips.

Features:

Powers up with 52K of continuous RAM.

4K overwrite protected RAM for assembly

object code and BASIC user functions; 52K

for boot users.

Cartridge ROM can be replaced by RAM

under program control. Simplifies cartridge

program development and testing; or 8K/16K

hidden RAM for temporary data.

OS ROMs can be replaced by RAM, for OS

development or use of an alternate OS.

Built-in flexibility. Several customizing options

have been built into the cRAM board. These,

along with the features above, convert your

Atari 400 into a truly powerful tool.

IN STOCK for immediate shipment.

INTRODUCTORY PRICE

KIT: $169.00

(regular price $189.00)

ASSEMBLED AND TESTED: $209.00

(regular price $229.00)

A Applied

Computer

Alternatives, Inc.

1600 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 900

Arlington, Virginia 22209

(703) 525-6960

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

Ream'es minor medication to yo»i Alan RAM ooara For Alan 400 only

ATARI 400 is a registered trademark of ATARI. Inc.



Atari Menu Printer
Dona Noonon

Alphabetize and then automatically print a listing of

programs on an Atari disk. It also provides an easy way

to quickly update file listings.

Ever wondered just what was on a particular disk?

Tried using a disk library program, but gave up

because of the time involved in updating your

library listing? Do you want a simple way to know

what is on all your Atari disks?

For the last six months most of my disks have

included some sort of menu program I saw in a

computer magazine. These menu programs list

all the files on the disk as they appear in the DOS

disk directory. Most allow you to call DOS or to

run programs by typing a number. While useful,

I have never been completely satisfied with any

of them.

What annoyed me most was that the pro

grams were listed in a disorganized manner. Since

I use word processing and spread-sheet programs

extensively, I usually back up each file, using the

same title but a different extender. 1 may have

files called CHAPTER2.S12, CHAPTER2.S15, and

CHAPTER2.BAC on the same disk. The DOS

directory is organized by the order in which disk

space is used, and similar file names can be over

looked easily.

Lines 100 to 860 are a simple alphabetized

menu program. If your disk contains more than

32 programs, the menu program gives you a choice

of viewing either the first or the last 32 programs

on a disk. You can call DOS or run any BASIC

program which has been previously SAVEd from

the menu.

Although I was pleased with the improved

appearance of the menu listing, I was still not

satisfied with it. What was really needed was a

program that would automatically create a printed

listing of the programs on a disk (lines 900-1130).

I wanted a program that could print either a

4" x l'/2" pressure-sensitive label or a slip of paper

that I could insert in the disk jacket.

The label could be applied to closed disks -

those that were full of programs that I intended to

keep indefinitely. I use the simplified Menu (lines

100 to 860) on these disks. For disks that are only

partially full or are still being changed, I use a

4%." x 5Vs" paper label which slips into the disk

jacket.

This is ideal for using with a word processor

or spread-sheet. After each session in which you

add to, or delete anything from, a disk, simply

run the Menu Printer and insert the new listing

into the jacket. The list as programmed here is to

be printed on an Epson MX-80 printer with

Graphtrax, but could be adapted to any printer

with a condensed font.

Unless a disk already boots another program

automatically, you could use the program in the

article, "Automate Your Atari," in the January

1983 COMPUTE!.

After formatting a disk, use a pattern disk to

duplicate (DOS option J) DOS.SYS, DUP.SYS,

MENU and the AUTORUN.SYS.

You could even keep a copy of Menu Printer

and DOS.SYS (but not DUP.SYS) on word pro

cessor and spread-sheet data disks. Although

these programs take about ten percent of the disk

space, the ease of generating a hard copy listing

of working files is worth it. One possible disad

vantage of auto-booting this program: it takes

about 18 seconds to bring up the menu, while

booting DOS takes only about nine seconds.

The program has significantly improved my

ability to find the programs I need quickly and

easily. The alphabetized printed list of disk files is

particularly useful for finding data files for com

mercial word processing, data base, and spread

sheet programs.

Menu Printer Listing

Lines Function

100-150 Dimension the strings. Line 150 names the disk.

200-290 Read tlie disk directory and set up the string to

be sorted.

300-370 Theactual string sort.

400-630 Display the program names and enable you to run

a program, call DOS, or print a menu.

620-630 Let you switch back and forth between the first

and last 32 programs.

700-860 Run the program, if itis a SAVEd BASIC file.

900-1050 Printan alphabetized list of the programs on the

disk. Line 920 provides bUmk fields if they are

needed. If you want toadd more information,

such as a date or your name, to the title line, delete

the final ? #4;CHRS(13) from line 980 and add line

985 ? #4;"My Name";: ? #4;CHRS(13). If a

pressure-sensitive label is needed, change line
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1030 to IFPG<7THENGOTO 1020. This works

best if the disk contains fewer than 24 programs.
1100-1130 Trapanydiskorprintererrors. After you check

the diskor printer, the program continues.

iOO

1 10

120

130

1 40

150

200

210

220

230

240

250

260

270

280

290

300

310

320

330

340

350

360

370

400

420

430

440

450

460

470

4B0

490

500

510

520

530

540

550

56O

57O

580

590

600

610

620

630

REM SET-UP

REM SAVE"D:MENU

OPEN #2,4,0,"K:":GRAPHICS O:POKE

752,1:POKE 559,0

DIM A*(900),P*(15>,S*(13),B*(15),

BL*(40),F*(15),L*(13>,N*(30),Z*(l
6):Z*="AND PRESS RETURN"

A*(1 ) =" ":A* <9OO> = " ":A*(2)=A*:P*

="":S*="":B*="":BL*=" ":BL*(40)=B

L4:BL4(2)=BL*:F*=""

N*="JOURNAL AND WORKING FILES"

REM READ DIRECTORY

TRAP 1I3O:OPEN #1,6,O,"D:*.*":TRA

P 4OO0O

FOR 1=0 TO 14:B*=" ":NEXT I

INPUT #1,P*

IF P*(5,8)="FREE" THEN GOTO 290

P*=P*(3,13)

REC=REC+1:CC=LEN(P*>

IF CC=O THEN T=REC:CLOSE #1:GDTO
300

A*(REC*13-12,REC*13-12+CC)=P*:G0T
0 230

F*=P*:CC=O:GOTO 270

REM SORT

T=INT(T/3)+l:FQR Ll=l TO REC-T:FO

R L2=L1 TO 1 STEP -T

IF A*(L2*13-12,L2*13X=A*((L2 + T)*

-13-12,(L2+T)*13) THEN 360

S*=A*(L2*13-12,L2*13):A*(L2*13-12
, L2*13>=A4 (<L2+T)*13-12,(L2+T)*13

A* ( (L2 +T) *13-12, (L2 +T) *13)=S*

NEXT L2

NEXT LI

IF T>1 THEN 310

REM PREVIEW DATA

P=l: X=l :TEC= REC-32: IF TEC<=0 THEN

44 0

IF TEOO THEN N=16:REC = 32

N=INT(REC/2)

POKE 559,34:GRAPHICS O:POKE 752,1

1 POKE 82,2

L=LEN(N*):LL=(38-L)/2:POSITION LL

,0:7 N*

12,2:7 F4;"S

2,4:F0R MX=X TO NlS*-"°

THEN S*=CHR*(32>

) ";:? A*(MX*13-12,MX*13

MX=N+1 TO REC:S*=""

MX<=9 THEN St=CHR*(

:? A*(MX*13-12,MX*13

■1) RUN

POSITION

POSITION

IF MX<=9

7 S*;MX; " ) " ;

):NEXT MX

POKE 84,4:F0R

POKE 85,20:IF

32)

7 S*;MX;") ";

):NEXT MX

POSITION 2,21:

<7 SPACESJ2) D0S<7 SPACES}3) PRIN

T"

IF TEOO THEN POSITION 13,22:7 "4

> NEXT PAGE"

POSITION 13,23:7 "CHOOSE OPTION";

GET #2,R:IF R<49 OR R>52 THEN 560

A=VAL(CHR*(R))

IF A=l THEN 700

IF A=2 THEN DOS

IF A=3 THEN 900

IF A=4 AND P=l THEN 7 CHR*(125):R

EC=REC + TEC:X = 33:N=INT(TEC/2> +32sP

=2:G0T0 460

IF A=4 AND P=2 THEN P=1:GOTO 460

70O REM RUN PROGRAM

710 TRAP 710:POSITION 2,21:? "

C6 SPACES}INPUT PROGRAM YOU WANT

C6 SPACES}":POSITION 11,22s? 24--
INPUT X:TRAP 40000

720 IF XOINT(X) THEN 71O
730 IF X=0 THEN 71O

740 L4 = A4 (X413-12, X*13)
750 IF L*<9,9)=" » THEN L* = L*(1,8):GO

TO 770

760 FOR X = 12 TO 1O STEP -1:L*(X,X>=L*
(X-l, X-l ) :NEXT X : L4 (<? , 9 ) = " . "

770 S4=»D:":F0R 1=1 TO LEN<L*>:IF L4(
I,I>=" » THEN 790

780 S4 (LEN(S4)+1>=L4(I, I)
790 NEXT I

BOO POKE 752,1:POSITION 6,22:^ "
C4 SPACESJLOADING ";L4

S10 TRAP 820:RUN S4:TRAP 40000

820 POSITION 6,22:7 "<3 SPACES}CANNOT
RUN ";S4:TRAP 4O000:F0R WAIT=1 T

0 900:NEXT WAIT

830 POSITION 2,19:F0R J=20 TO 23
840 7 BL« < 1, 38) ;

850 NEXT J

860 POSITION 2,19:Ci0T0 540
900 REM PRINT

910 GOTO 940

920 REC=REC+1:P4="t11 SPACES3"

930 CC=LEN(P4>:A4<REC*13-12,REC*13-12
+CC)=P4

940 IF REC/4OINT (REC/4) THEN 920
950 TRAP 1110:0PEN tt4,0,B,"P:":TRAP 4

OOOO

96O 7 #4;CHR*(27>;CHR*<68);CHR*(3);CH

R*<23);CHR4(43);CHR*(63);CHR*(O);

970 7 84;CHR4(I5) ; |

98O ? «4;CHR*{13);CHR*<9);N*;CHR*i9>;

F*;"S";:7 #4;CHR*(13)

990 PG=1

1000 N=INT(REC/4):FOR Q=l TO N:FOR MX

=G TO REC STEP N

1010 7 #4;CHR*(9);A*(MXI13-12,MX*13);

:NEXT MX:? #4:CHR*(9):PG=PG+1:NE

XT Q

1020 7 #4:PG=PG+1

1030 IF PG<=27 THEN GOTO 1020

1040 7 #4;"

1050 CLOSE #4:GOTO 54O

1100 REM ERROR TRAPS

1110 CLOSE #4:7 "{CLEAR}":POKE 82,11:

POKE 752,1:POSITION 13,10:? "CHE

CK PRINTER":? "<2 DOWN}";Z*:GET

#2, R

1120 POKE 82,2:GOTO 400

1130 7 CHR*(125):POKE 82,11:POKE 752,

1:POSITION 14,10:^ "CHECK DISK":

7 "C2 DOWN}";Z*:GET #2,R:G0T0 20

o n
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LEARN TOTYPE

OR GET

BLOWN TO BITS.

Masteriype

a blast.

TM and Atari™ make typing

Now anyone can learn to type and have hours of fun

at the same time. With MasterType. WeVe combined the

fast-action of blow 'em up video games with the best

instructional prosram available. You either learn to type

or the aliens ZAP your spaceship into oblivion. The results?

Highly motivated and enjoyable learning.

MasterType earns a ten-gun salute,

MasterType is fast becoming the best selling educa

tional software product designed for use with the Atari 800

home computer.

It's no wonder, when you consider what InfoWorld

magazine had to say:

"MasterType is an excellent instructional typing game. We

had fun reviewing it, and we highly recommend it to

those who want to learn typing in an unconventional but

motivating way."

InfoWorld also went on to rate MasterType as"excellent"

in all four of its categories.

Masteriype teaches your fingers to fly.

Face it. If you're like most people, the most inefficient

components on your computer are probably your fingers.

But you can change all that with MasterType. In just a few

easy lessons your fingers will be doing things you thought

them incapable of.

MasterType. With 18 explosive learning levels. You'll

either learn to type or get blown to pieces.

$39.95. Requires disk drive 32k and basic.



Parti:

COLOR COMPUTER
GENERAL PURPOSE

DATA BASE
Jeffrey S Yohoy

For TRS-SO Color Computer, this tutorial can serve as

a model for creating a data base manager. Among the

most useful of computer applications, data bases can

manipulate and process lists, catalogs, and thousands

of other kinds of information. This article concludes

next month with a discussion ofscreen displays, pro

gram structure, and the data base program itself.

As a personal information manager, the TRS-80

Color Computer is often overlooked in favor of its

more expensive counterparts. This may be because

of the machine's somewhat cramped screen format

or its calculator-like keyboard.

Whatever the reason, it is a serious mistake

to relegate the Color Computer to a back seat in

information handling. This is because the Color

Computer offers as standard equipment a fast

and reliable cassette tape storage system with

many disk-like features for data storage. This

allows even the lowest priced Color Computer to

store and retrieve personal data quickly and effi

ciently-an important consideration in a machine

that is likely to be purchased by computer novices

who won't be starting right away with a disk

drive.

Using the TRS-80 Color Computer's powerful

cassette system, this program is a model for a

personal information management system. It is

called the "Videotape Movie Data Base Program"

{VMDP), because it was designed to catalog and

manage a collection of movies on videotape. While

the VMDP is designed around the Color Com

puter's powerful cassette storage format, it also

makes good use of the limited 16 line x 32 character

text screen to display a great deal of information

about the cataloged movies. The program is writ

ten in Extended Color BASIC and requires at least

16KofRAM.

As more and more video enthusiasts are dis

covering, the TRS-80 Color Computer is a good

microcomputer to include as part of a home video

system. It is easily connected to any television or

videorecorder, and it combines all the features of

a ROM-based video game system and a powerful

microcomputer system. The high-resolution color

graphics can be used to produce spectacular video

displays for games and simulations. Those same
graphics, combined with the Color Computer's

innovative cassette-to-television audio channel,

can be used for numerous educational applica

tions. And the CPU itself, the Motorola 6809, is a

powerful one that can support many applications.

How The VMDP Can Help
Let's take a look at a typical video enthusiast's

collection of movies on videotape. Chances are

that the joy of possessing a recording of some

rare old movie will quickly fade the first time the

intrepid video buff goes to find the recording and

can't! Scribbled labels, out-of-order index cards,

and frazzled nerves are typical of a videotape

cataloging system. Yet those video hobbyists who

are organized enough to develop an accurate and

useful catalog of their videotapes can find them

selves spending as much time on the record-

keeping as on the collecting.

The VMDP offers a cure to these ills. For each

movie in your collection, the VMDP will allow

you to store:

1. The title.

2. The year of release.

3. The type of movie (comedy, mystery,

etc.).

4. The name of the director.

5. The names of up to three actors/actresses.

6. The videotape you recorded it on.

7. The location on videotape by VCR counter

number.

8. The recording speed.

9. The approximate viewing time.

10. The time remaining on the videotape.

11. The date you recorded it.

12. The channel you recorded it from.

13. Whether the movie is in color or black-and-

white.

14. Whether you recorded it with or without

commercials.

Once you've cataloged your movies, the VMDP
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will let you:

1. Display all data for any movie or movies.

2. Display all movies by title and type.

3. Search for and display data for a particular

movie.

4. Print all movie data or only title and type.

5. Enter data for a new movie.

6. Delete data for an existing movie.

7. Sort the movie data by title, type, or video

tape number.

Using the VMDP, your Color Computer can

organize even the most haphazard collection of

videotape movies and let you choose the movie

you're in the mood to see, when you're in the

mood to see it. Feel a little low? Just have the

VMDP sort your movie collection by type, and

pick out a good comedy. Or let the VMDP search

through your collection for that particular movie

you haven't seen in months. Finding entertain

ment to suit your mood couldn't be easier.

Data Storage Concepts
The most important consideration in the design

of the VMDP was the Color Computer's cassette

tape storage system. Before 1 tell you how I de

cided on the VMDP's tape data storage format,

let's take a look at how this cassette system

works.

For those of you who are new to data storage

concepts, let me first define a few terms. Data is
stored on a magnetic device (cassette tape or

floppy disk) in groups of related information called

"files." Files themselves are collections of related

data items called "records," which are usually the

smallest units of data read or written to a cassette

tape or disk at one time. Within each record, the

data is further organized into "fields." This is

done so that once you read the record from the

tape or disk into the computer, you'll know where

to find any particular subset of data that you're

looking for.

If all you want from the record is the title of

the movie being described, knowing the location

of the field containing the title makes it easy to

find. Remember, too, that though the computer

handles the storage of records and files, the stor

age of the data within the records is completely

up to you. So it's a good idea to do what the com

puter does, and organize your data fields so you'll

always know how to get your data back quickly
and easily.

Files can be stored by the computer in two

different ways: sequential-access or random-
access files. For tape storage, however, we can

use only sequential-access files. These have to be

read or saved one record after another; thus, you

can reach a record in the middle of a file only by
reading in all the records that come before it.

Random-access files have records that can be read

or saved no matter where they are in the file, but

that can only be done if you have a disk.

The biggest advantage of random-access is

that you don't have to read an entire file into

memory before you start extracting the informa

tion you want from it. Just read in the records

that you want and get the data out of the fields in

those records. Of course, you could do that with

sequential-access files, but you'd have to go

through the entire file every time you wanted a

particular group of records. For cassette files, that

would be too slow to be practical.

The Color Computer Cassette

The Color Computer's cassette tape system has

many improvements over those of earlier TRS-80

models. The most important of these improve

ments is the speed at which programs and data

are saved on tape: 1500 baud (bits per second), or

about 11,000 characters per minute. There are

also many disk-like features; one of these is the

use of a file structure for all data stored on cassette.

Instead of simply PRINTing data to cassette di

rectly from a variable as in the Model I/III, the

Color Computer opens a file on tape, stores the

data, then closes the file when you're done. This

is the same way sequential-access data files are

stored on disk.

Central to this data file storage method is the

use of "buffers." A file buffer is an area of RAM

memory reserved for data that is to be read from,

or written to, cassette. When you want to read or

write cassette data, you use the Color Computer's

OPEN command to initialize a file buffer in mem

ory. This buffer is used to hold cassette data during

cassette I/O operations.

When you have data to save on tape, the

buffer is filled before the data is written to tape,

keeping data transfer time to a minimum since

the tape doesn't have to be moved for every vari

able value that your program tells the computer

to save. This also enables data to be stored on

tape very efficiently, since the computer "saves it

up" until it can write one buffer's worth of data to

tape. Similar use is made of the file buffer when

loading data (i.e., assigning tape data to a variable)

to minimize tape movement and data transfer

time.

Using the OPEN command when saving data

also causes BASIC to write a block of data onto

tape called the "NAMEFILE" block. (These block

names and descriptions are all from the Radio

Shack TRS-80 Color Computer Technical Reference

Manual. ) The NAMEFILE block consists of 15

bytes of BASIC-generated data that describe your
data file in several ways, including the name of

the file and how it is recorded.

OPENing a data file to load data tells BASIC
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to read this NAMEFILE block to see if this is the

data file you wanted; if not, the cassette will be

searched until the file you wanted is found. This

lets you store several independent data files

(perhaps collections of movies by certain directors

or with certain actors/actresses) on the same tape.

Similarly, use of the CLOSE command tells

BASIC to delete the file buffer and write an "END-

OF-FILE" block to tape. When reading in the data

file, BASIC can then use the END-OF-FILE block

to tell when it has reached the end of your data

file. The EOF(-l) function will be "true" (equal to

-1) if the END-OF-FILE block has been reached;

use it when loading a data file to check whether

all of the data vou wanted has been read in from

tape.

In between the NAMEFILE and END-OF-

FILE blocks are your actual data. These are stored

in "DATA" blocks that both describe the data and

contain up to 255 bytes of the data itself.

Building Your Data Base

Using my knowledge of the Color Computer cas

sette system, I decided to store the data for each

movie in 127-byte records. This would allow my

movie data to make the best use of the 255-byte

tape data blocks, and would make it simple for

BASIC to read and write data to and from the

tape buffer and the tape itself. And, since Color

Disk BASIC stores data on disk in multiples of 256

bytes, I would get the added benefit of movie

data that could be easily adapted to a random-

access disk system in the future.
J

Once I had chosen the 127-byte length for the

movie records, I decided that this would be the

record size no matter how few bytes were actually

required to describe a particular movie. This "fixed

length" record format has a big advantage over

"variable length" records (where each record is

only as long as required to describe each movie

adequately).

Though it takes more tape to store a file with

records that may be filled with a lot of blanks, a

fixed record length insures that the locations of all

movie data within a record (the fields) are the

same in every record. This makes it easy to get

the data for displaying, printing, and sorting.

And no matter what the future brings (e.g., a disk

drive!), my videotape data would be consistent

and easily accessed by any program on cassette or

disk.

I then had to decide how to place the movie

data within the record. From experience with a

pencil-and-paper system, I knew what information

I wanted to have for each movie, and I could see
that I would need 17 individual fields within each

record to store this information. So, after deciding

on the size of each field and its location within

the record, I came up with the record format illus-
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trated in Table 1 next month.

I chose the size of each field so that each was

just large enough for the data it was to contain,

but not so large that it would be filled with blanks

most of the time (because of the fixed record

length). This was particularly important for the

director and actor/actress fields, where the names

could vary widely in length. Since my favorite

director's name (Alfred Hitchcock) is 16 characters

long, I thought that would he a good length to

start with. As it turned out, that length was ideal,

and left more than enough bytes for the rest of

the data, with two bytes left over for future use

(they're filled with a slash "/ " for now). Note that

some fields had to be only long enough for a one-

byte or two-byte code that the VMDP can recog

nize and expand into usable information.

There was a method to my madness in the

ordering of the fields within the record, too. If

you BREAK the program after loading data and

then PRINT some values from the movie record

array RS, each 127-byte record will fit neatly on

four of the Color Computer's 32-character screen

lines. The title and year will be on the first line,

the director and actors/actresses will be on the

second and third lines, and the remaining infor

mation will be on the fourth line, separated for

easier readability by the slashes 1 placed in the

"future use" fields. This bit of clever record for

matting makes it easy to check the contents of

any movie record in the R$ array.

However, my real purpose in organizing the

records to fit neatly onto the Color Computer

screen was to make it easier to enter data into the

R$ array directly. This can be a real boon to those

who already have large videotape movie collec

tions who want a fast way to enter numerous

movie records into the VMDP without repeatedly

running the "add record" routine.

For example, if N is the number of movie

records, then just set R$(N + 1) equal to the four

lines of movie data to enter a new record into the

movie array directly (a good screen editor, such

as Datasoft'sS.E.C.S., makes this a lot easier). Do

this in "command mode" (i.e., without a line

number), and then restart the program with

"GOTO 50" to avoid the CLEAR statement in line

40. (Note that because a RUN statement contains

its own CLEAR, you must use a GOTO when you

want to restart the program with your data

intact.)

COMPUTE!
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Apple

Subroutine

Capture
R W W Taylor and Max Hailperin

Do you include certain favorite BASIC subroutines

in program after program? The easiest way to

incorporate a standard subroutine into a new

program is to EXEC the code from an existing text

file, as explained on page 76 of the Apple II DOS

Manual. A short program is given on that page for

"capturing" specified lines from a program

already in memory and writing the lines as text to

a sequential file for later retrieval by an EXEC

command.

The main inconvenience of this particular

approach is that the capture subroutine must be

typed in new each time it is to be used, with details

specific to the situation at hand.

This nuisance can be avoided. In fact, it is

possible to create and store a master file Capture

so that a user who simply types EXEC CAPTURE

will be interrogated about the desired file name

and line-number range, and the desired capture

will then be performed without any further action

by the user.

The text of Capture appears in Program 1.

This text can be entered into a file by a program

such as File Builder (Program 2). Note the sub

routine at line 8000. The purpose of this subroutine

is to allow input of arbitrary text strings, including

commas, colons, and hyphens. It is a good exam

ple of the sort of subroutine that is handy to cap

ture and maintain for re-use in other programs.

Saving To Memory
Once Capture has been stored on disk, and a pro

gram containing lines to be captured has been

loaded or created, the command EXEC CAPTURE

is issued. The first effect is to overlay lines 1-18 of

the program in memory - lines in this range cannot
be captured. These lines are then run by the RUN

at the end of Capture. The user is asked to specify

a name for the file to be created and two line num

bers indicating the range of code to be captured.
The line numbers must be entered separated by a
comma.

The program then proceeds to build a file

called Tempcapture, incorporating the informa

tion supplied by the user. Before ending, the pro

gram issues a command to EXEC TEMPCAP

TURE. Once again, lines in the range 1-18 are

overlaid, and the new lines are run. This time,

the desired capture is performed, Tempcapture is

deleted, and the completion of the task is

announced.

Note that if the user's disk already happens

to contain a text file named Tempcapture, this file

will be overwritten and then deleted. An already

existing text file will also be overwritten if its name

is specified as the file to be created. However, if

the name specified represents an existing binary,

Applesoft, or integer file, a "FILE TYPE MIS

MATCH" message will be generated, and the

process will halt without any damage to the file.

Program 1: Text For Capture File
1 REM - CAPTURE SUBROUTINE

2 CD* = CHR* (4)t REM CONTROL D

3D*- CHR* (162>i REM QUOTE CHARACTER

4 HOME i INPUT "FILE NAME TO BE CREATED? "|F«

5 VTAB 4i INPUT "LINES TO BE CAPTURED? "|LO

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

IB

PRINT CD*;"OPEN TEMPCAPTURE"

PRINT CD«i"WRITE TEMPCAPTURE"

PRINT "4 PRINT CD*i"(QSj"OPEN "jF« + □*

PRINT "5 PRINT CD*["jQ*|"WRITE "(F» + Q*

PRINT "6 LIST "|L0X|"-"|L1X

PRINT "7 PRINT CD*j"iQ*|"CLOSE "fF* + Q*

PRINT "8 PRINT CD*("jQ«|"DELETE TEMPCAPT

URE"|Q*

PRINT "9 HOME: PRINT "jQ*|"FILE ";F*;" H

AS BEEN CREATED."|□*

PRINT "10 END"

PRINT "RUN"

PRINT CD*|"CLOSE TEMPCAPTURE"

PRINT CD*i"EXEC TEMP CAPTURE"

END

Program 2: EXEC File Builder
10 REM ** FILE BUILDER **

20 CD* = CHR* (4)1 REM CONTROL D

30 HOME i PRINT "ENTER NAME OF FILE TO BE B

UILTi"

40 PRINT i HTAB 10: INPUT F*i HTAB 10s VTAB

PEEK (37): PRINT " "

50 PRINT I PRINT "INPUT LINES ONE BY ONE."

60 PRINT "TO END, JUST PRESS RETURN."

70 VTAB 9i POKE 34,Si REM SET TOP OF TEXT

WINDOW

SO PRINT CD*j"OPEN "iF*i PRINT CD*i"DELETE

"lF»i PRINT CD*|"0PEN "|F*

90 FOR I = 0 TO 1

100 PRINT "* "|i S0SUB 8000

110 IF 0 < LEN (IN*) THEN I = Oi PRINT CD*

;"WRITE ";F*i PRINT IN*: PRINT CD*

NEXT I

PRINT CD*j"CLOSE"|F*

HOME : POKE 34,0: REM RESET TEXT WINDOW

PRINT "* FILE ";F*f" HAS BEEN BUILT."

END

CALL 54572« REM INPUT SUBROUTINE

FOR B - 512 TO 751

IF PEEK <B> < > O THEN NEXT

120

130

140

150

160

8000

8010

8020

8030 IN* =

8040 POKE

1,0

8050 POKE

2,2

8060 POKE

- 512

8070 IN* - MID* (IN»,1)

80S0 RETURN

PEEK (131) + 256 * PEEK (132) +

PEEK <131) + 256 « PEEK <132) +

PEEK (131) + 256 * PEEK (132),B
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Part II

Commodore 64 Video -

A Guided Tour

Jim Butterfield, Associote Editor

Wenow continue ourguidediourofthe video capabilities

of the Commodore 64 computer. Along the ivay we'll

stop for lots of experiments, things for you to type in

and watch the effects of manipulating this remarkably

versatile computer.

The story so far: we're touring the 6566 chip,

which gives the Commodore 64 its video. We

noted last month that the chip goes to memory

for its video information, but can only reach

16K; the computer controls which 16K bank via

control lines in 56576 (hex DDOO). Then we picked

out the functions of the video control word at

53265 (hex D011).

We've seen the variety of important controls

that we can reach in location 53625: vertical screen

positioning, screen blank, bit mapping, and ex

tended color. There's a second control location, at

53270 (hexadecimal D016); let's look at it.

The first thing we should note about this

location is that the two high bits are not used.

That means that we can usefully POKE only values

from 0 to 63 in there. It happens that if we PEEK

53270, we'll probably see a number that is 192 too

big; if you want to see the working value, use

PEEK(53270) AND 63, which will throw away the

unused part of the number.

We saw a vertical fine scroll in location 53265.

Location 53270 has a horizontal fine scroll that

works exactly the same way. Type:

FOR J = 8 TO 15:POKE 53270,J:NEXT J

You'll see the screen characters slide over

horizontally. As with the vertical fine scroll, we

also have facilities for trimming the size of the

screen. Restore the screen to its original form with

POKE 53270,8. Then shrink the screen by typing

POKE 53270,0. You'll see a character disappear

from each end. In other words, you now have a

38-character screen instead of 40 characters. Don't

forget that fine scroll and shrink can be used

effectively together.

If you add 16 to the contents of 53270, you'll

switch to multicolor mode. This is not the same as

extended color which we discussed previously.

Multicolor allows selected characters to be shown

on the screen in a combination of colors. Extended

color, you may remember, allows screen back

ground and foreground to be set individually for

each character.

If you're familiar with the VIC-20, you'll find

that setting the multicolor mode makes the Com

modore 64 behave in the same way. Here's the

trick: we invoke multicolor on an individual char

acter by giving that character a color value greater

than 7. This way, the regular colors (red, blue,

black) behave normally, but the new pastels (grey,

puce) switch to multicolor mode.

You'll need to create a new character base to

exploit the advantages of multicolor, since the old

characters weren't drawn with color in mind.

However, we can get a quick idea of the feature

by invoking it: POKE 53270,24 sets up multicolor;

the screen characters may turn a little muddy, but

don't worry about them. Set a primary color such

as cyan and type a line. Normal, right?

Next, set up one of the alternate colors (hold

down the "Commodore" key and press a key

from 1 to 8). Type some more; you'll get multicolor

characters. They won't make much sense, since

the character generator isn't building the colors

suitably; but you can see that something new is

going on.

Adding 32 to the contents of 53270 gives chip

reset. You won't want to do this very often - it's

done on your behalf when you turn the power

on. If you do use chip reset, remember that to

make it work, you must turn reset on and then

off again. POKE 53270,32:POKE 53270,8 will clear

you out of multicolor mode.

Setting Screen And Characters

Location 53272 sets the location of screen RAM

(the video matrix) and the character generator

(the character base). Don't forget that they must

be in the same 16K block, as determined by the
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MONITORS-GREAT RESOLUTION (64 or VIC)

Panasonic 13" 1320V (Also a great color TV) S489

Amdek Color I 329

Nee JB 1201M, 12" Color 329

Nee JB 1201, 12" Green Phosphor. 159

Amdek Video 300L 159

Transtar (High Resolution) 143

Video/Audio Cable 25

Arcade Joysticks—Heavy duty with 2 firing

buttons! Great for the VIC or 64 ....
SuperPET (5 languages, 2 processors)

CBM 8032 Computer, 80 column ,

CBM Memory Expansion, 64K

PET 4032, 40 column

CBM 8050, 1 Mg, Dual Drive

CBM D9060, 5 Mg, Hard Disk

CBM D9090, 7.5 Mg, Hard Disk

CBM 4040, 340K Dual Drive

CBM 2031, 170K Single Drive

DC Hayes Smart Modem ,

PRINTERS-LETTER QUALITY
CBM 8300, 40cps

Diablo 620, 25cps

Nec Spinwriter 3500, 35cps ,

PRINTERS-DOT MATRIX
CBM 4022, SOcps/graphics

CBM 8023, 150cps/graphics

Okidata 82A, 1 20cps/serial or par

Nec 8023A (parallel)

Epson MX50F+ [[[[[[
IDS Microprism

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
WordPro4+ or5+

Administrator (Awesome Database)

VisiCalc (expanded)

The Manager (database)

Legal Time Accounting

BPI A/R, G/L, Job Cost, Inventory, Payroll

SJB will service any VIC or CBM64.

. $25

..$1409

. 1029

,. 359

.. 950

.. 1259

.. 2240

.. 2600

. 919

. 489

.. 220

.$1450

. 995

. 2350

1600

309

489

199

199

400

325 pkg.

MasterCard, Visa, Money Order, Bank Check
COD (add $5) accepted.

Add 3% surcharge for credit cards.

In stock items shipped within 48 hours, F.O.B, Dallas, TX
All products shipped with manufacturer's warranty.

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE

800-527-4893 800-442-1048 (within Texas)
SJB will meet any competitive price under
similar in-stock conditions.

SOFTWARE FOR CBM 64 X
Word Processing (Word. Palabra) S85

WordPac 70

COCO (great computer tutoring game) 44

COCO II (build your own games easily) 49

Home Finance Package 25

General Ledger. A/R. Inv 1 75pkg.

CBM EasyCalc 90

CBM Easy Finance 50

CBM Easy Schedule 80

Data Manager 70

Pet Emulator (emulates 4.0 basic) 30

Sprite-Magic (build sprites on screen with

Joystick save to disk or cassette) $19

Assembler Package for CBM 64 (cassette)

Editor (creates and updates source code)

Assembler. Loader, Disassembler 50

Mail Mate 45

IEEE Interface (64) 95

Parallel lnterface(Epson.Okidata. IDS. Nec).... 80

RS232 Printer Interface (Okidata etc.) , 65

Apple Loader 100

Programming Reference Guide 18

VIC PRODUCTS

VIC 20 Computer, 5K SI79

VIC Datasette Recorder 60

VIC 1541 Disk Drive 395

VIC MODEM (for CBM 64) 95

VIC 1525 Graphic Printer (for CBM 64).... 325

8K Memory Expansion Cartridge 49

16K RAM 99

24K RAM 155

IEEE Interface (VIC) 85

VIC 3 slot Expander 43

VIC 6 slot Expander 83

RS232 Printer Interface 65

Cassette Interface 27

Intro to Basic I or II 23

Home Finance Package 48

Turtle Graphics 35

Heswriier (great wp) 35

VIC GAMES

Choplifter (cartridge) 37

Apple Panic 37

Trashman 37

j Blackhole 37

Jargon II 30
Satellites S Meteorites 38

Seawolf 23

Cosmic Cruncher 23

SJB DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
10520 Piano Road, Suite 206

Dallas, Texas 75238

(214)343-1328

Business Hours

M-F 8 to 6

Sat. 10-2

Prices are subject to change without notice.



low bits of address 56576.

You can get the BASIC address of screen RAM

in this way: take the contents of 53272 and divide

by 16; then throw away the remainder and multi

ply by 1024, and you have the screen address.

You can get the BASIC address of the character

base in this way: take the contents of 53272 and

divide by 16. Then take the remainder, subtracting

one if it's odd, and multiply by 1024; that's the

character base address. Both addresses will need

to be adjusted to allow for the 16K quadrant we

have selected.

Now: if we are in bit map mode, we get the

character base address in a slightly different way:

divide the contents of 53272 by 16; take the re

mainder and divide by 8, discarding the remain

der; finally, multiply by 8192. That's the bit image;

it should be either (f or'8192.
How does this work out in the standard

Commodore 64? We may PEEK 53272 and see a

value of 21. That means the screen is at INT(21/16)*

1024, or address 1024. Right on target. The char

acter matrix works out: the remainder of 21/16 is

5, so drop one for the odd number, giving 4; mul

tiply by 1024 to get address 4096. You may re

member that our discussion last month indicated

that RAM was replaced by the character generator

ROM at this video chip address. And when we

flipped to bit mapping in the last episode, we still

got remainder 5; divide by 8 giving 0, then multiply

by 8192-you still get 01 high resolution screen

from address 0.

If you'd like to try your hand at the arithmetic,

flip to upper-/lowercase mode (hold down SHIFT

and press the Commodore key) and sec what

addresses have changed. Or if you'd rather, try

typing in FOR J = 1 TO 100:POKE 53272,21:POKE

53272,23:NEXT J and watch the action.

The Raster Register

Location 53266 (hex D012) and the high bit of the

previous location are not of much use to the BASIC

programmer, but can be very valuable to the

machine language tyro. Here's the idea: by looking

at these locations, you can tell exactly where the

screen is being scanned at that moment. This al

lows you to change the screen as it's being

scanned: halfway down, you could switch from

characters to bit map, or change to multicolor, or

move a sprite that has already been displayed.

If you're really interested in machine lan

guage, you may want to take an extra step: instead

of watching where the screen is, you can leave

the message "Wake me when you get to scan line

100." ML tyros will recognize this as an interrupt

request. How do you set the identity of the desired

scan line? By placing it into the same locations,
that's how. We have a dual function here: when

we read, we recall the scan location; when we
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write, we store an interrupt value.

Light Pen

Locations 53267 and 53268 (hex D013 and D014)

are the light pen registers. An Atari-style light

pen can be plugged into joystick port number

one; if it sees a suitable signal from the screen,

the X and Y values will be latched into these reg

isters. The light pen can be used on an interrupt

basis: we can "stop the music" and get immediate

action if we choose to set things up that way.

This is the second time we've mentioned

interrupts; perhaps we'd better discuss them a

little more closelv.

Interrupts

Interrupts are for machine language experts -

things happen too fast for BASIC to cope in this

area. There are four types of interrupts: raster,

light pen, and two kinds of sprite collision. (We'll

talk about sprites in Part III next month.) We may

use all of them or none; and even when these

signals are not used for interrupt, we can check

them.

Location 53273 (hex D019) tells us which of

the four events has occurred. We don't need to

make the interrupts "live"; they will signal us any

time the particular event happens. The weights

are as follows:

1 (bit 0) - the raster has matched the preset

line value;

2 (bit 1) - a sprite has collided with the screen

background;

4 (bit 2) - a sprite has collided with another

sprite;

8 (bit 3) - the light pen has sensed a signal;

128 (bit 7) - one of the above has triggered a

live interrupt.

Once any of the above takes place, the bit

will remain stuck on until you turn it off. How do

you turn it off? This may sound goofy, but you

turn an interrupt signal off by trying to turn it on.

Hmmm, let me try that again. Suppose that we

have both a raster and a light pen signal; we'll see

a value of 9 (8 + 1) in the interrupt register. Now

suppose further that we are ready to handle the

light pen, so we want to turn its signal off. We do

this by storing 8 into location 53273. Huh?

wouldn't that turn it on? Nope, it turns it off, and

leaves the other bit alone. So after storing 8, we

look at the register again, and (you guessed it) we

see a value of 1 there. Honest.

Location 53274 (hex D01A) is the interrupt

enable register: it sets the above signals for "live

interrupt." Select bits 0 to 3 corresponding to the
interrupts you want. Whatever live interrupt you

select will now trigger a processor interrupt and

also light up that high bit of 53273. Don't forget to



ARCADE GAMES
NEW FOR THE

commodore

COLLISION
Avoid the walls. Ihe purple

dots, and the lines as you

maneuver to make your

opponent crash before time

runs out. 9 levels of
difficulty. Bonus time for

high scores. 1 or 2 players.

Joysticks required.

AT YOUR DEALER NOW!

HAVE A

NICE DAY!
Move your base and fire

your missiles to blast Happy

Faces from the sky! Full
sprite graphics! 1 or 2

players. Keyboard, joystick,

or paddle controls.

AVAILABLE SOON!

AUgames compiled from BASIC for speed. Ask for
COLLISION! at your dealer, or send SI2.95 for each program
on cassette tape. SI5.95 on disk, plus SI.50 shipping.

Dealer inquiries ■

i Tjilr.1urTi.lrk of ComiTl

c 810 North Ninth Street

Burlington, Iowa 52601

PET/CBM

PROVINCIAL
PAYROLL

Wycor Business Systems has developed

a complete payroll system for Canada.

• Set up files for over 200 em
ployees • Calculate and print
payroll journal • Print cheques
• Print monthly submission for

Revenue Canada • Accumulate
and print T-4s • Complete em
ployee lists.

This system comes with full user docu
mentation and tutorial disk.

Complete System $850.00
Manual only 25.00

Call collect (416) 444-3492 for

information or contactyour dealer.

WYCOR BUSINESS
SYSTEMS LIMITED
170 THE DONWAY WEST, STE. 401

DON MILLS, ONT. M3C2G3

64 ** ALL NEW!!! ** 64

SOFTWARE FOR COMMODORE 64

WORD-PAC $74.95

Print up to 99 pages of text.

Automatic tabbing/Centering/Underlining.

Copy Lines/Merge/Plus More!

Coded in Machine language.

CALC-PAC $74.95
Interface-Compatible with WORD-PAC & DATA-PAC.

Coded in our own Unique Spread-Sheet language.

User-Friendly Mathematical Applications.

DATA-PAC $39.95
Interface-Compatible with WORD-PAC & CALC-PAC.

User defined Formats/Search & Sorts.

Printer compatable.

EDITOR-PAC $69.95

Complete Programmer's Editor.

Auto-Number/Renumber including goto & gosub.

Program Merge/Global Search and Replace.

Plus Much More!

ASSEMBLER-PAC $59.95

Programmers take note!

Mnemonic format to Machine Language.

Link Modules/External references, More!

HOME-ACCOUNTANT $29.95

Checkbook with reconciliation routine.

Hard-Copy listing option.

Search and Review/Chart of Accounts.

Income and Expense.

ANNOUNCING...

The PCS/8064 Upgrade Module for the 64

On power-up the PCS/8064 provides:

80-column video output.

WORD-PAC word processing.

CALC-PAC spread sheet mathematics.

DATA-PAC data base system.

Exit to BASIC.

All Applications Interface-Compatible.

Check local dealers or Call Pacific Coast Software

for retail pricing.

Plus Full line of Games/Home Software for 64

Free Catalog Offer.

PACIFIC COAST SOFTWARE

3220 S. Brea Canyon Rd. 218 S. Main/Box 147

Diamond Bar. CA 91765 LeSueur. MN 56058

(71 4) 594-8210 (612) 665-6724

Mid-Eastern Distribution:

PERIPHERALS PLUS (215) 687-8540

155 E. Lancaster Ave. - Wayne. Penn. 19087

New England Distribution:

OMICRON (617) 769-6867

1416 Providence Highway - Norwood. Mass. 02062
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shut the interrupt flag off when you service the

interrupt, using the method indicated in the pre

vious paragraph. Otherwise, when you finish the

job and return from the interrupt (with RTI), it

will re-interrupt you all over again.

A Little Color

Some of the colors we have mentioned and some

we have yet to discuss are neatly stored in ad

dresses 53280 to 53286 (hex D020 to D026). We

may store only values 0 to 15 here, for the 16

Commodore 64 colors.

The chart shows it all: the exterior (border)

color; then four background colors (they may be

selected as part of multicolor characters or bits);

and finally, two colors reserved especially for

sprites.

Sorry, but we had to be a little more technical

this time around. Many of the locations are of

value to machine language users; we can't show

their features with simple PEEKs and POKEs.

But these locations are powerful, and they

are not hard to use once you get a feeling for

them.

Next time, we'll take a look at sprites and,

literally, fit them into the picture. They are great

fun.

Copyright © 1982 ]im Butterfield ©

Your Commodore 64

Deserves An Assistant

Data Base Management

Financial Planning

Word Processing

RAINBOW

COMPUTER

CORPORATION

490 Lancaster Avenue

Frazer, PA 19355 (215)296-3474

Dealer Inquiries Invited

COMMODORE USERS

Join the largest, active Commodore

users group in North America and get—

— Access to club library of over

3000 free programs.

— Informative club newsletter.

— The latest information about

the PET, CBM,VIC, Super-

PET and Commodore-64.

Send $20.00 ($30.00 overseas)

Associate Membership to:

for

Toronto Pet Users Group

P.O. Box 100, Station 'S'

Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5M 4L6
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ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE
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Detail G'L Income Stmt. • Bal. Sheet Journals • Budget

Variance Stmt. • Trial Bal. Cash Flow Analysis • 300
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Payroll System $ 129.95
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on a Commodore 64. using a 1541 disk drive.

ORDER FROM

TEXAS TECHNICAL SERVICES, INC.

3115 W. Loop, S., Suite 26 • Houston, Tex. 77027

PH: (713)965-9977
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A CommodoreGotcha
M. G Ryschkewitsch and M V Barnhill

For all Commodore computers, a short hint on how to

prevent a hidden error when writing or reading data

files to tape or disk.

From the time you first began to learn algebra,

you were taught that if X = Y and Y = Z then X = Y.

This may seem trivial to you, but the problem is

that your PET, VIC, or 64 doesn't always see things

this way. However, this state of computer confu

sion doesn't happen often and is easily taken care

of if you know to look for it.

Try typing in and running this disk program

(tape users, see below):

10 CLOSE 1:OPEN 1,8,15,"S0:TEST":CLOSE 1

20 OPEN 8,8,8,"0:TEST,S,W"

30 X=l/3:Y=.333333333
40 PRINT"{CLEAR)";X;Y;X-Y

50 PRINT*8,X;",";Y;CHR$(13);

60 CLOSE 8:OPEN 8,8,8,"0:TEST,S,R"

70 INPUT#8,X,Y:CL0SE 8

80 PRINT X;Y;X-Y

If you hadn't thought carefully about what

your Commodore computer does with numbers,

you were probably surprised that you didn't get

the same result both times. What happened? Well,

when the computer writes a number to the disk,

it sends character by character exactly what it

would write to the screen if you asked it to print

that number (all of these comments also apply to

tape files).

Since the internal operations are carried out

with more significant figures than those displayed

on the screen or printed to the data file, you can

get a truncation error when doing operations with

data from a disk file. In cases where the display

uses less than the full number of digits because of

trailing zeros, there will be no problem (try re

placing the 1/3 with 1/2 and .333333333 with

.500000000).

You should watch out for this problem if you

are comparing numbers written to a data file to

numbers kept in memory (for example, if you

store temporary results from calculations or try to

verify that data has been written properly to a

data file). These situations can be handled by

comparing STR$(number in memory) to STRS

(number from the disk). This comparison will not

give an error if the numbers were the same to
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start with, but of course there is no guarantee that

the numbers were not slightly different. At least

your program will not crash unnecessarily.

Tape Version

10 OPENl,lf1,"TEST"

20 X=1/3:Y=.333333333

40 PRINT"{CLEAR}";X;Y;X-Y
5 0 PRINT*1,X;",";Y;CHR$(13) ;

6 0 CLOSE 1

70 PRINT"REWIND TAPE,THEN TYPE:CONT"
80 STOP

90 OPEN 1,1,0,"TEST"

100 INPUT*1,X,Y:CLO5E1

110 PRINTX;Y;X-Y

"COMMODORE 64"

IS IT WORTH

13.95$2 UPS PREPAID

PET ™ LOADER 8.0
The cassette PET LOADER configures the

Commodore 64 memory so that it duplicates

the PET internally.

PET LOADER

NEW "TrnTn NEW

Education Circuit, Inc.
P.O. Box 333, Landing, NJ 07850

O
e

The PET LOADER will:

• Load into upper memory.

• Not interfere with BASIC user memory.

• Run thousands of PET programs.

DON'T LET YOUR PET LIBRARY BE IDLE!

Education Circuit, Inc.
P.O. Box 333, Landing, NJ 07850

DEALER INQUIRES INVITED.
PET IS A TRADEMARK OF COMMODORE BUSINESS MACHINES.

COMMODORE 84



General-purpose

Speedups For Atari BASIC
D K Titchene

Da you ever need to quickly move character sets around,

to achieve fast vertical PIM motion, to instantly clear

out players or missiles? These ami many other speed-

critical problems can he solved with these short, simple

subroutines. You need not understand or write machine

language to take advantage of its great speed. (Since

BASIC itself is written in machine language (ML), you

use it all the time "without having to be able to explain

exactly how PRINT prints.) Here are some efficient

solutions to those programming problems where BASIC

is just too slow. The example (Program 1) illustrates

how to use these subroutines from BASIC.

BASIC is a comfortable language, very friendly,

helpful and delightfully forgiving. Eventually,

however, the user discovers that there are a few

things that can't really be done in BASIC. Then

the only solution seems to be to walk over into

the rather less certain world of machine

language.

There are no two ways about it - BASIC is

slow - and you occasionally need to make several

things happen with apparent simultaneity.

The Atari provides a very convenient channel

for BASIC to communicate with machine lan

guage (ML), the USR statement. USR, allowing as

it does the passage of any number of values from

BASIC to ML, permits a great deal of flexibility.

Not only is the number of parameters unlimited,

but this number is a known quantity once in the

routine and therefore it may be treated as a vari

able. In taking advantage of this feature, I have

found that a relatively small selection of ML

routines may be used to solve a large percent of

these problems requiring machine language

solutions.

MultiPOKE

Under certain circumstances it can be necessary

to change the contents of a few addresses without

the noticeable lag time between the operations

that you encounter using BASIC. One instance of

this is in playing music. When BASIC plays a piece

with multiple voices, a sharp attack (the start of a

sound) cannot be achieved because the attack of

the different voices is slightly staggered due to

the sluggishness of the language.

This point is brought out in De Re Atari, and

a short machine language routine is presented as

a remedy. Another problem of this kind occurs

whenever a two-byte register must bo changed in

realtime-scrolling, for example. Inevitably, that

perceptible interval between changing the low

byte and the high byte of a register will cause

embarrassment. As ANTIC goes zipping through

the load memory scan 60 times a second, it can

easily display several screens of material during

that interval. You could, of course, write little ML

routines to solve these individual problems as

they arise; or better yet, if you are a little lazy or

simply not overly enamored of machine language,

you could write a program to solve that type of

problem in general.

This was the intention behind MultiPOKE.

The MultiPOKE routine acts just like several POKE

statements together, performed at machine lan

guage speed. Since the number of parameters

passed in the USR function is a known quantity,

any number of addresses and data to be POKEd

into them may be contained in the parameter list.

They follow the same order as the POKE state

ment. The general format is:

D = USR(ADR(POK$),ADDRESS, DATA,

[ADDRESS, DATA...])

A special feature of the routine was added

specifically to address the high-byte, low-byte

problem. If a data element passed is a one-byte

quantity (less than 256), then the routine acts just

like one or more POKE statements. If, however, a

larger quantity is passed, the low byte is POKEd

in in the normal fashion, and the high byte is

POKEd into the next higher register in standard

low-byte, high-byte form. This eliminates the

bother of calculating the carry. Consider the fol

lowing solution to the scrolling problem:

DLIST=PEEK<560)+256*PEEK<561>: FDR 1=

3O0 TO 20000 STEP 40: D = USR< ADR(PDK*>

,DLIST+4,I): NEXT I

This is a very simple way to scroll the screen

RAM through most of memory; DLIST + 4 and

DLIST + 5 (the LMS operand) are adjusted without

BASIC.
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Moving RAM With MOV$ And MOVU$
The MOVS and MOVU$ routines solve a different

type of problem: moving large, contiguous areas

of RAM. When used in various ways, these

utilities can perform the following functions: rapid

player/missile vertical motion; initializing areas of

memory to a single value or a repeating set of

values; or moving around blocks of RAM, such as

character sets, with no wasted time. The general

form of the call to these routines is: D = USR

(ADR(MOVS),FROM,TO,HOWMUCH) where

FROM and TO are addresses of origin and desti

nation and HOWMUCH is the number of bytes to

move.

The routines are used in exactly the same

way, but for complete versatility both are needed.

Bytes are moved from the origin to the destination

areas one at a time. MOV$ starts at the bottom

and goes up. MOVUS starts at the top and goes

down. If the locations of origin and destination

do not intersect, both perform identically; if there

is overlap, though, the right routine must be

chosen for the data to remain intact.

Here's why: suppose you wanted to move

five bytes starting at location 500 to the five bytes

starting at location 499. MOVS, whose execution

proceeds up, would perform correctly - moving

the byte at 500 to 499, then the byte at 501 to 500,

etc., leaving the data intact. If, on the other hand,

you were to us'e MOVUS, which proceeds down,

the following would be the case: the byte at loca

tion 504 would be moved to 503, then the bvte at

503 would be moved to 502 and so on, filling all

five bytes with the original contents of location

504. Both effects can be very useful, but make

sure to choose the right one. Let's see some

examples.

Speeding Up P/M Graphics With MOV$
Vertical player/missile motion in BASIC tends to

resemble an inchworm crawling up the screen.

Some alternative methods I have seen have used

string manipulation or dedicated machine lan

guage programs which erase the former image

and position the new one rapidly. Using MOVS is

far simpler than either. You need only to put your

player data into a string or other safe place with a

zero or two before and after it and "MOVS" that

data to the appropriate position in player/missile

RAM. No erasing of the former player data is nec

essary because the incoming data (with help from

the zeroes before and after) will obliterate it.

The simple example (Program 1) just puts a

player, movable by joystick 1, on the screen, while

playing a three-voice melody. It demonstrates the

use of POKS in playing multiple voice music and
uses MOVS for vertical player motion and RAM

initialization. The three subroutines at lines 2000,

2100 and 2200 read the machine language code
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for POKS, MOVS and MOVUS into their respective

strings.

This is, of course, a terribly inefficient use of

time and space, but it is the only method possible

when readable, printable characters are required.

After entering these routines, you may then con

vert them into character strings using the fol

lowing method: call the reading subroutine for

POKS, for example, then enter the following line

in direct mode:

= 1TOLEN(POKS):?CHRS(27);POK$(W,W);

:NEXTW

This will print out the character string, which

then may be made into an assignment statement

by putting double quotes at either end and putting

"POKS = " in front of it. Each of the three routines

fits easily on a single BASIC line.

The short reading routine at line 1000 sets up

the two arrays DIRH(15) and DIRV(15) with di

rection indicators which are selected during ex

ecution by using the value returned by the STICK

function as a subscript. This is a useful and very

time-efficient device.

Clearing P/M RAM With MOV$
The virtual simultaneity afforded by POKS is not

required in the P/M setup procedure at all, but it

is used here in line 230 where it serves well to

show the format of the routine call. It's also nice

to be able to get all of that picky P/M stuff out of

the way in one chunk. Line 240 then shows off

one of the applications of MOVS, clearing P/M

RAM in a split second.

MOV$ executes a data transfer from the bot

tom up and can thus be used to move blocks down

in memory, leaving them intact. Here, however,

it is used in the opposite direction, for a purpose.

A zero is POKEd into location PMBASE + 512.

Then 128 bytes are moved up a distance of one

byte, starting at that point. Thus the zero value is

passed up from each register to the following

one, thereby clearing the entire player area.

The actual program loop is a bare skeleton.

In line 310 the player data is moved into P/M RAM

with MOVS passing, as parameters, the address

of PLAYERS (FROM), the P/M position (TO) and

the number of bytes, ((HOWMUCH) 10 in this

case) as the player is eight bytes high and a zero

is added at either end.

Since this move does not involve overlapping,

either MOVS or MOVUS could have been used

with identical results; the choice was arbitrary.

Lines 320 and 330 read the STICK value and adjust

the X and Y coordinates accordingly. Lines 340

and 350 read the tune data and RESTORE when

the end is reached. Line 360 uses POKS to set the

player X position and insert the frequency bytes

into AUDF1, AUDF2 and AUDF3, the AUDC



registers having been initialized by the SOUND

statement in line 250. The piece chosen plays here

at an appropriately frenetic pace in the absence of

a delay loop. The tempo is sufficiently restrained

by the snail's pace data reading speed of BASIC.

Were we to retard the loop further with added

processing, it would probably be advisable to

read the tune data into a string first; this would

more than double the tempo.

Notes On Structure

A note on the structure of the ML routines them

selves: free memory locations that are safe from

the meanderings of BASIC or graphics mode

changes are often in high demand. In order not to

consume the few safe memory areas at the pro

grammer's disposal, each of these routines is re

locatable and is placed in a character string.

Most of the space in the routines is used to

handle the stack contents properly; the actual

loop in each case requires very little space. Were

we to POKE all of the parameters into the correct

locations beforehand, the size of the routines

would be considerably diminished, but the beauty

and generality of the parameter list would be lost.

Care must be taken in all the routines to pass the

correct number of parameters.

Because the address to which execution will

return upon completion of the routine is kept in

the stack (just below the passed parameters),

exactly the right number of bytes must be pulled

off the stack or the computer will never find its

way home again. In the case of POK$, the number

is a variable and the routine keeps track of how

many have been pulled; however, there must be

an even number, pairs of [address, data]. MOV$

and MOVU$ each must receive exactly the three

parameters: FROM, TO and HOWMUCH.

Whenever starting a new project I have taken

to entering a listing of these routines into the pro

gram at the outset, confident that I will eventually

have a need for them. In most cases I do. Possible

applications for these ML BASIC helpers are cer

tainly not limited to the ones presented here. New

uses suggest themselves often.

Program 1.

50 GRAPHICS O:SETCOLOR 2,3,3

100 GDSUB 2OOO:REM POK*

110 GOSUB 2100:REM MOV*

120 GDSUB 2200: REM MOVLJ*

130 G0SUB 2300:REM PLAYER DATA

140 GOSUB 1000:REM DIRECTION ARRAYS

2O0 TEMP-PEEK(106)-8

210 PMBASE=256*TEMP

220 X=100:Y=50

230 D=USR(ADR(P0K*),54279,TEMP,559,46

,53277,3.53248,X,704,216):REM ALL

THOSE PM THINGS

240 POKE PMBASE+512,O:D=USR(ADR(M0V$ >

,PMBASE+512,PMBftSE+513,12S):REM C

LEAR PM RAM QUICKLY

260

290

310

320

330

340

350

3 6 0

4 00

999

1 0 0 0

1005

10 10

1020

1030

1040

1050

1 060

10 70

1 100

1999

2 0 0 0

2 O 0 2

2003

2 0 0 5

2006

2007

2OO8

2099

2100

2102

2 1O3

21O5

2106

2 107

2 108

2 1 09

2199

2 200

2 202

2 203

2205

2206

2207

2208

2209

22 10

2300

2310

2320

2330

234 0

2 350

SOUND O,O.IO,6:SOUND 1.0,10,6:SOU

ND 2,0.10.6

RESTORE 3 100

REM ********* LOOP **********

D=USR(ADR(MOV*),ADR(PLAYER*),PMBA

SE+S12+-Y, 10) sREM MOVE IN PLAYER

TEMP=STICK(O)

Y=Y+DIRV(TEMP):X=X+DIRH(TEMP)

READ A:READ B-.READ C

IF C=-l THEN RESTORE 3 10 1:GDT0 3 4

0

D = USR (ADR(PDK*) ,53248. X,53760,A,5

3762.B,53764,C)

GOTO 310:REM ****** END LOOP ***

REM READ DIRECTION ARRAY

DIM DIRV(15):DIM DIRH(15)

RESTORE 1100

FOR W=5 TO 15

READ Q

DIRH(W)=Q

READ D

DIRV(W)=Q

NEXT W

RETURN

DATA 1,1.1,-1

,-1,0,0,0.0,1

SET UP POK*

0,0,0.-1

-1,0.0

ROUTINE

1 1 . -

REM

DIM POK*(25):RESTORE 2OO5

FOR W=l TO 25:READ P:POK*<W,W)=C

HR* <P> :NEXT W

RETURN

DATA 104,74,170,160,0,10 4,133,25

.j

DATA 104,133,254.104,24O,4,2OO,1

45

DATA 254,136,104,1 43,254,202,208

, 237

DATA 96

REM SET UP M0V* ROUTINE

DIM MOVS(39):RESTORE 2 105

FOR W=l TO 39:READ P:MOV*(W,W)=C

HR*(P):NEXT W

RETURN

DATA 104,104,133,2 15,104,133,214

, 104

DATA 133,217,104,133,216,104,133

,218

DATA 104,170,160,0,17 7,214,145,2

16

DATA 200,208,4,2 30,2 15,230,217,2

02

DATA 208,242,198,218,16,2 38,96

REM SET UP MOVU* ROUTINE

DIM MOVU*(47):REST0RE 2205

FOR W=l TO 47:READ P:MOVU*<W,W>=

CHR*(P):NEXT W

RETURN

DATA 10 4. 104, 13 3,255, 104, 133,254

, 104

DATA 133,253,104,133,252,104,170

. 24

DATA 1O1,255.13 3,255,138,24,101,

253

DATA 133.253,104,168,177,254.145

, 252

DATA 136.192,255,208,247.198,253

. 198

DATA 255,202,224.255,208,238,9 6

REM SET UP PLAYER DATA

DIM PLAYER*(10):RESTORE 2350

FOR W=l TO 10

READ P:PLAYER*(W.W)= CHR*(P)

NEXT W:RETURN

DATA 0,255, 129, 129, 129, 129. 129, 1

29.255.0

March 1<J83 COMPUTE! 1B1



3100

3 1

31

31

0 1

02

03

3104

31 0 5

3106

3 1O7

3 108

3 109

31

31

31

31

31

31

31

31

31

31

31

31

10

1 1

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

REM

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

MUSIC DATA

121,0.0,121

0,91,128,0,

144.0.121.1

144,182,O,1

0,121.182,0

162,0.128.1

121,243,0,0

0,108,243,0

243,0,96,24

o

81 ,

62.

44,

, 12

62,

,24

,96

3,0

108,162,0,96,1

0,121.144.0

217,0,128.1

121.121,0,1

O,91,128,0,

144,0,121.1

, 12

62,

21,

81 ,

62,

144,182,O,144,

0,121,182,0

162,0,128,1

12 1,243.40,

45, 121 j, 243,

162.60.108.

, 1 2

62,

108

47,

162

0,96,128

144,0,81

0. 121 . 162.0

182,0,108.182

8,162,0,144

0,162,162,0

3,0,121,243

,243,0,108

,121,243,0

62,0,108,144

8,217,0,144

O,162,162.O

121,0,96,128

144,0,81

O,121.162.O

182.0.108,182

8,162,0,144

0,162,162,81

,243,40,96,24

7

3122 DATA 128,217, SI, 144.217,91, 128. 1

62

3123 DATA 76.162.162,108,121.24 3,121,

121

3124 DATA 243,121.121,243,121,121,24 3

,121

3 126 DATA 0.0,0,0.0,0,0,0,0,-1,-1,-1

Program 2.

POK* SUBROUTINE

BY D. K. TITCHENELL

PARAMETERS PASSED:

ANY NUMBER OF PAIRS OF CADDRESS,

DATA]

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80 *=$0600

POINT

90 ADDR=*FE

POT

0100 PLA

TERS PASSED

0110 LSR A

0120 TAX

0130 LDY #«00

0140 ;

KE

0150 LOOP

0160 PLA

RESS

0170 STA ADDR+1

0 180 PLA

S

0190 STA ADDR

0200 PLA

R TO BE POKED

02 10 BEQ SKIP

0220 INY

ARBITRARY STARTING

A FREE ZERO PA6E S

NUMBER OF PARAME

DIVIDED BY 2

KEEP IN X

Y INDEX ZERO

LOOP FOR EACH PO

HIGH BYTE OF ADD

HIGH BYTE OF NUMBE

IGNORE IF ZERO

IF NOT ZERO,

0230 STA (ADDR).Y STORE IN NEXT REG.

0240 DEY ZERO Y

0250 SKIP PLA LOW BYTE

026O STA <ADDR>,Y STORE IN REG.

0270

0280

0290

DEX

BNE LOOP

RTS

COUNT DOWN

LOOP IF NOT ZERO

RETURN TO BASIC

Program 3.

0 1 ; MOV* SUBROUTINE
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02

03

04

05

1 0

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

01

0 1

01

0 1

0 1

0 1

01

01

0 1

01

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

O2

02

02

; BY D. K. TITCHENELL

; PARAMETERS PASSED: FROM, TO, HOW

MUCH

* = * O 6 0 O ARBITRARY STA

RTING POINT

FR0M=*D6 ZERO PAGE SPO

TS FOR STORING ADDRESSES

T0=4DS

LENGTH=*DA AND LENGTH

PLA PULL PERAMETE

RS OFF OF STACK FIRST IS NOT USED

PLA

STA FROM+1

ORIGIN RAM

PLA

STA FROM

00 PLA

10 STA TO+1

DESTINATION RAM

20 PLA

30 STA TO

4 0 PLA

50 STA LENGTH

LENGTH

60 PLA

70 TAX

80 LDY #*00

9 0 LOOP LDA(FROM)

ROM FROM

00 STA (TO),Y

10 INY

20 BNE SKIP

SO INC FROM+1

40 INC TO+1

50 SKIP DEX

BYTE COUNTER

6 0 BNE LOOP

70 DEC LENGTH

MENT HIGH BYTE

HIGH BYTE OF

LOW BYTE

HIGH BYTE OF

LOW BYTE

HIGH BYTE OF

LOW BYTE IN X

ZERO Y

LOAD A BYTE F

STORE IN TO

INCREMENT Y

IF < >0 SKIP

INCREMENTING

HIGH BYTES

DECREMENT LOW

LOOP IF< >0

IF ZERO DECRE

80 BPL LOOP

ITIVE

90 RTS

IC

Program 4.

RELOOP IF PDS

RETURN TO BAS

10

20

30

4 0

50

60

70

80

MOVU* SUBROUTINE

BY D. K. TITCHENELL

PARAMETERS PASSED:

FROM. TO, HOWfiUCH

LOW BYTE OF ADDRES 90

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

02

02

02

* = * O 6 0 0

ING POINT

FROM=*FE

IONS

00 TO=*FC

10 PLA

USED

2 0 PLA

OM

30 STA

PLA

STA

PLA

STA

PLA

STA

PLA

MUCH

TAX

CLC

4 0

50

60

70

80

90

00

1

10

20

FROM+1

FROM

TO+1

TO

W

ARBITRARY START

ZERO PAGE LOCAT

FIRST BYTE NOT

HIGH BYTE OF FR

STORE IT

LOW BYTE

HIGH BYTE OF TO

STORE IT

LOW BYTE

HIGH BYTE OF HO

IS STORED IN X.



Unlocks your hidden sounds
Now you can access all those sounds you programmed with your Atari 800 in seconds

because Soundbox will keep them on file! Soundbox is actually a directory of your

sounds. Save laser sounds, doorbells, buzzers, drones, sirens and much more. Simply

name your programs and store them. Later, "page" through Soundbox and pick a

sound, RUN it and LIST to screen, if you like. It's easy for first-time Atari users as well

as experts. Soundbox disks hold about 100 programs, four on a page. The expansion

disk also holds 100. Why search for hours to find that perfect sound ... when it's right in

your Soundbox!

Martin Acceleration, Ltd., Wilmington, Delaware Dealer Inquiries Invited
Inquir* at your local stor* or Mail OrcUr Form to: Soundbox Division, c/o Martin Acceleration, Ltd., P.O. Box 1323, Bethlehem, PA 18016

Order
Ibnn
Inquire at your local
store or Mall Order Form

to: Soundbox Division,

c/o Martin Acceleration,
Ltd., P.O. Box 1323,

Bethlehem, PA 18016

TM Atari Corporation

Soundbox was written by

Martin K. Romanchuk

Please send me the following Soundbox disks.

Soundbox for Atari™ 48K (only) at $39.95 each

With expansion disk at $49.95 per set

Expansion disk separately at $19.95 each

Name

Address

City .State. -Zip-

Telephone

A certified check or money order is enclosed in the amount of
PA residents add 6% sales tax.

Please charge my Visa MasterCard

Card Number

Signature

Expiration Date.

(required for credit card purchases)

Free Soundbox t-shirt while supplies last. State size S.



0230

0 24 0

0250

0 26 0

0270

0280

0290

0300

0310

0320

0330

0340

0350

ADC

STA

D

TXA

CLC

LL

ADC

P

STA

PLA

MUCH

TAY

;

LOOP

LDA

SED

STA

R THE

DEY

FROiitl

FROM+1

TO+1

TO + 1

(FROM),V

(TO),Y

TRANSFER

0360 CPY #SFF

0370 BNE LOOP

0380 DEC TO+1

0390 DEC FROM+1

0400 DEX

OUNT

0410 CPX # * F F

0420 BNE LOOP

0430 RTS

SIC WHEN THROUGH

HIGH BYTE OF

HOWMUCH IS ADDE

TO FROM AND TO

AS EXECUTION WI

START AT THE TO

LOW BYTE OF HOW

IS KEPT IN Y

WHICH IS THEN U

AS THE INDEX FO

AND DECREMENTED

WHEN IT REACHES

<0 THEN

THE HIGH BYTES

ARE DECREMENTED

THE HIGH BYTE C

IS DECREMENTED

AND CHECKED

RETURNING TO EA

COMPUTE! The Resource,

Model EP-2A-79

EPROM Programmer

Kim-l

Gimix

Aim-65

Sym-1

VIC-20

Three years in the field with unsurpassed performance Software is available for

the EP-2A-79 for most all of the microcomputers including Ihe popular CP/M,
FLEX, HDOS operating systems. Write or call for specific hardware/software inter

facing. Driver packages available for F-3. 6800. 6809, 8080, 8085. Z-80. 1802,

6502 and 2650 based systems.

EP2A-79 I15V50/60H2 $169.00

Personality Modules

PMC) TMS2708 - . . $17.00 PM-5 2716.2758 . . $17.00

PM-1 2704,2708 . - 17.00 PM-5E 2816 35.00

PM-2 2732 33.00 PM-8 MCM68764 . . 35.00

PM-2A 2732A .... 33.00 PM-9 2764 35.00

PM-3 TMS2716 . . . 17.00 SA-64-2 TMS 2564,25128 39.00

PM-4 TMS2532 . . . 33.00 SA-64-3 2764.27128 . . 39.00

Optimal Technology, Inc.
Phone (804) 973-5482

Blue Wood 127 Earlysville, VA 22936

Introducing rhe

BAYLIS BIG STICK

Arcade rough

Lefr or righr

hand models

available

7"x8"x3"

£39.95

suggested retail

The DAYLI5 DIG STICK for Atari > and Vic-20*

computers by R. Allen Dayiis.

Available or Compurer Store Inr'l. Glendole,

CA and other fine dealers.

Released :\r :ucr< UIH) forrey Engberg Smirh Co.
RO. Box 1075. Glendole, CA 91209 (213) 247-6464.

Dealer and disrriburor inquiries welcome.

COMSTAR

AATAR
600 (WITH 48K|

•loo iwi r ii iaKj

B KEY 400 IKEYBOARD)

PRQWRITER PRINTER

48K RAM

32K RAM

NEWPORT PROSTICK

VOICE BOX (O.TJ

S.A.M. |0|8K

VALFOHTH (D) 24K

FROGGEH |0 Tj I6K

TEMPLE OF APSHAI |O.T| 32K

CANYON CLIMBER |0.T| 16K

SUBMARINE COMMANOER |C|

CHOPLIFTEB (0) 48K
SAMMY SEA SERPENT [T| 16K

KICKBACK |C]

SPACE ACE [D.T] I6K

BAJA BUGGIES |0.T) 16K

MINER 2049ES |C)

SOCCER [C|

AIR STRIKE (O.TJ 16K

DEFENDER (C)

GALAXIAN |C|

STAfiBOWL FOOTBALL [O.Tj 16K

SHIPPING WITHIN 2 DAYS

1
$5
2

4
1

1

49

49
J9

io

!5

15
?9

39
IE

J6

26

Ji)

!3

39

J5

"&

a

>_:s

J5

J5
>9

14

34

>5

STEREODAPTER -
;3tffe5' .B'lif.VSH'.hU'liHiHll. ■' LJ

UIO2D
VIC-20

I6K RAM

BK RAM

CARDBOARD |3 SLOT EXP.J

VIOEOPAK WITH 64K (40/80 COLj

VIC FORTH [C]

HES WHITER IW0R0 PROG.) (C)

HES M0N (ASSEMBLER] (C|

TURTLE GRAPHICS |C|

SPIDERS OF MARS (C|

SHAMUS |C)

PROTECTOR (C|

RICOCHET (T|8K

PIN8ALL |T] 5K

SNAKMAN |T) 5K

SUB CHASE (T| 13K

RIVER RESCUE |C|

MUSIC COMPOSES |C|

SWARM! [T| 5K

CAVE IN |C|

CHOPUFTER |C|

APPLE PANIC |C|

RESCUE AT RIGEL |T] 21K

VIKTREK |T]5K

SARGON CHESS |C]

- FOR ATARI BOO
:an use stered headphones

5179

85

55

2B

319

49

33

33

33

35

33

35

17

15

20

20

31

31

23

29

34

34

23 1
171

331

■I

• SHIELDED CABLE - ADJUST TONE & VOLUME WITH STEREO CONTROLS
STEREODAPTER WITH 16 FT CABLE S8 WITH 26 FT CABLE SIO

OEALEfl INQUIRIES INVITED

C CARTRIDGE

COMSTAR

a DISK T CASSETTE

ORDERS: 600-558-6803

■1

or send check or money order. VISA, MC add

P.O.BOX 173DG0LETA.CA93 IE 3C
j (805) 964-4660

d, Shipping—S2 lor software leal lor

hardware!. Calil add 6Do tax. COD add S2.&Q.



BASIC Trace For The VIC
Jim Wilcox

A trace program is very helpful as a tool for finding errors,

for debugging. It will let the operator see at which line

number the program is, while it is running. The pro

grammer can see errors in program flow as well as find

the areas where problems are located.

This "Trace" program will adjust to any size memory

in the VIC. It uses fewer than 200 bytes of memory.

The program will be protected in the uppermost

memory positions.

Type in the BASIC program below and double

check the DATA statements. Once you're sure

the program is right, SAVE it. RUN the program,

and in a couple of seconds the screen should show

you the SYS values to turn the TRACE on and off.

On an unexpanded VIC the following will be

printed:

TRACE ON SYS(7501)

TRACE OFF SYS( 7488 )

If, when you type SYS (7501) on an unexpanded

VIC, the machine "crashes," or does something

unexpected, something was typed in wrong. The

solution is to LOAD the program and correct any

mistakes, then try again.

After you've got a working tracer, the program

that you would like TRACEd may now be LOADed

or typed in. Type in the SYS and hit RETURN to

turn the TRACE on and RUN the program. The

line numbers will be printed in reverse field.

Trace will help you find bugs faster and correct

them. It will also show exactly where a program is

operating at any given time during execution.

5 F=0:C=PEEK(55)-192:IFC<0THENC=C+256:F=
-1

10 D=PEEK(56)+F:POKE5 5,C:POKE56,D:CLR
15 N=PEEK(55)+256*PEEK(56)

20 F=0:FORD=NTON+191:READA$:IFASC(A$)<58T
HENA=VAL(A$):GOTO3 5

2 5 IFASC(A$)=76THENA=VAL(RIGHT$(AS,LEN(AS

)-l))+PEEK(55):IFA>255THENA=A-256
:F=1

30 IFASC(A$)=7 2THENA=VAL(RIGHT$(A?,LEN(A$
)-l))+PEEK(56)+F:F=0

35 POKED,A:NEXT

40 PRINT"TRACE ON SYS("N+13")"

45 PRINT"TRACE OFF SYS("N")":NEW

50 DATA169,230,133,115,169,122,133,116,16

9,208,133,117,96,169,255,141,61,3
,169,76

5 5 DATA133,115,169,L31,133,116,169,H0,133

,117,96,72,138,7 2,152,72,165,58,2

01,250

60 DATA176,12,205,61,3,208,10,165,57,205,

60,3,208,3,76,L134,H0,165,5 7,141

65 DATA60,3,141,62,3,165,58,141,61,3,141,

6 3,3,169,18,32,210,25 5,169,32

70 DATA32,210,255,169,0,141,64,3,162,0,32

,L148,H0,173,65,3,240,3,238,64

7 5 DATA3,173,64,3,240,8,173,65,3,9,48,32,

210,255,232,224,5,208,227,173

80 DATA64,3,208,5,169,48,32,210,2 55,169,1

46,32,210,25 5,104,168,104,170,104

,230

8 5 DATA122,208,2,2 30,12 3,7 6,121,0,169,0,1

41,6 5,3,56,173,62,3,253,L182,H0

90 DATA168,17 3,6 3,3,2 53,L187,H0,144,12,23

8,65,3,141,63,3,140,62,3,76,LI53

95 DATAH0,9 6,16,232,100,10,1,39,3,0,0,0,3

2,56,53,32,4,1,20,1 ©

p
(sol

VICIO ,

SOFTWARE/

CATCH A WINNER!
•Tax Helper. 1040 & Schedule A $16.95

•General Ledger 19.95

"Accounts Payable 16.95

'Accounts Receivable 16.95

"Inventory 16.95

'Order. Invoice 16.95

•Suppliers 14.95

'Customers 14.95

•Payroll (Checks, etc) 29.95

Word Pauer 19.95

'[Miagreeable Snttwaie

'Available far Cassette. Disk iaHdS2 Id list price), Printers (VIC 1515 &

1525. IEEE-488 Forms available)

Buy all " Mflmra «l onc# lor J99.9S andtaie S47.6SI

Disk versions rsaue more features for accounting programs

SOFTWARE
] Division or PM Business Services

4400 Arden View Cl. St. Paul, MN 55112 (612) 633-0891

write today lor i<ea catalog' VIC-20 is a TM at Commodore ComputerSystems

March 1083 COMPUTE! 1B5
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SUPER SPECIAL
CHOPLIFTER

$22.95 DISK

GENETIC DRIFT SHOOTING ARCADE
$20.49 DISK/TAPE $20.49 DISK/TAPE

K-RAZY SHOOT OUT STRATOS V BAJA BUGGIES
$31.95 CARTRIDGE $24.49 DISK/TAPE^ $22.49 DISK/TAPE

~t Prices effective March 1 through March 31, 1983 1

FREE* SOFTWARE FREE* SLIK STIK
ATARI
CONVERSATIONAL

LANGUAGES-T 43.95
INVITATION TO
PROGRAMMING2&3-T ... 21.95

MUSIC COMPOSER - C 32.95
MY FIRST ALPHABET -D ... 26.95
TOUCH TYPING T 19.95

HOME FILING MANAGER D 37.95

MA1UNGUSTT 19.95

ASTEROIDS C 26.95
CAVERNS OF MARS - D 28.95
COMPUTER CHESS -C 26.95
MISSILE COMMAND C .... 26.95

SUPER BREAKOUT-C 26.95
STAR RAIDERS C 32.95
ASSEMBLY EDfTOR C 44.95

BASIC C 44.95
MACROASSEMBLER D .... 65.95

MICROSOFT BASIC ■ D 65.95

PILOT (HOME PACKAGE) C 58.95
INVITATION TO PROGRAMMING

1-T 18.95
SPEED READING T 55.95

BASKETBALL - C 26.95
GRAPH IT T 15.95

JUGGLE'S HOUSE D T .... 22.95
PILOT (EDUCATOR)-C .... 97.95

VIDEO EASEL ■ C 26.95
DEFENDER-C 32.95
GALAX1AN-C 32.95

QIX-C 32.95
DIG DUG-C 32.95
ETC 38.95
T1MEWISED 23.95
ATARI WRITER C 61.95

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
PREPPIE-D/T 23.95
S.A.G.A.ADVENTURES-D . 31.95
SEADRAGOND/T 27.95

STRATOS-D/T 27.95
BUGOFF-D/T 23.95

ANALOG

RACE IN SPACE-D T 20.95

CARNIVAL DT 20.95

SUNDAY DRIVER D/T 23.95
CRASHDIVEI-DT 23.95

ONLINE

JAWBREAKER ■ D/T 23.95
ULTIMAI-D 31.95

THRESHOLD D 31.95

ULTIMA II-D 44.95

MOUSKATTACK - D 27.95
FROGGERUT 27.95

SIR1US

BANDITS D 27.95

WAYOUT D 31.95
BEER RUN D 23.95

THE DISCOUNT SOFTWARE

COMPANY THAT

PAYS YOU

A DIVIDEND!!!

♦COUPON PROGRAM
The purchase o( each program (luilh (he

exception of Super Specials, Atari, and

APX) wilt earn you ! COMPUTABILITY

DIVIDEND COUPON. Save 3 coupons

and redeem them (or your choice of Silk

Stik, a Lelty Adaptor, or an Extension

Cable OR save 10 coupons and redeem

them for your choice ol any program we

sell lor S24 00 or less (with the exception

of Super Specials. Alan, and APX). You

pay only a S2.50 shipping and handling

charge

DATASOFT

SHOOTING ARCADE -D/T . 23.95
PACIFIC COAST

HIGHWAY D/T 23.95
MICROPAINTER D 27.95

CANYON CUMBER D/T ... 23.95

FATHOMS FORTY - D 27.95
O'RILEY'SMINE DT 27.95
ROSEN'SBRIGADEDT ... 27.95
SANDS OF EGYPT D 31.95

BIG FIVE

COAL MINER 2049"ER Cart . 39.95

1. D.S.I.

POOL 1.5-D 27.95

POOL 400- Carl 31.95

SPEEDWAY BLAST-Carl ... 31.95
JUGGLER D 23.95

SURVIVAL OF THE

FITTEST-Cart 31.95

FIRST STAR

ASTRO CHASE -D/T 23.95

SENTIENT

CYBORG-D 27.95

GOLDRUSHD/T 27.95

BRODERBUND

APPLE PANIC D/T

STELLAR SHUTTLE D/T .

DAVID'S MIDNIGHT

MAGIC D

STARBLAZER-D

TRACKATTACK-D
LABYRINTH ■ D/T
SERPENTINE-D

DUELING DIGITS D

DEADLY SECRETS-D....
CHOPUFTER-D
GENETIC DRIFT -D/T ....

SPINNAKER

SNOOPER TROOPSol-D.

SNOOPER TROOPS «2 - D.

FACEMAKER-D

STORYMACHINED

. 23.95

. 23.95

. 27.95

. 25.50

. 23.95

. 23.95

. 27.95

. 23.95
. 27.95

. 27.95

. 23.95

. 35.95

. 35.95

. 27.95

. 27.95

WE CARRY HUNDREDS OF fTEMS FOR ATARI 400/800, ASK FOR OUR FREE CATALOG.

Xcvfighter
The Ultimate Joystick ^^3," /// • *> Day Warranty
• 2 Year Warranty ^S?^// ' EasV Ba" T°P
• More Accurate ^^^V Control
• Easier to Hold 51V

LEFTY JOYSTICK ADAPTOR
Adapts lo any Atari Joystick. __ np "™k« •« -■■? ■ —— ■

Moves fire button to lop Right. *".V5 O.VI>
A1X JOYSTICKS WORK WITH Alan VCS. Scars Tekgame. Commodore VIC 20. Alori 400/800 (All produce have registered (rademarU*)

30 Dav Money Back Guarantee on all Suncom Products - Dealers inquiries invited!!!

EXTENSION CABLE (5 ft.)
Adapts to any Atari controller.

EDU-FUN

CALL FOR ITEMS AND PRICES

THORN

CALL FOR ITEMS AND PRICES

NEW FTEMS

PiGPEN-D 23.95

BAJA BUGGES ■ D/T 25.50

STARBOWL

FOOTBALL-D/T 25.50

MASTER TYPE- D 31.95

ALIBABA D 26.50

JEEPERS CREEPERS - D 23.95
PAINT-D 33.95
KIDGRIDDT 23.95

MOSAJC32K 97.95

D ■ Disk T - Cassette

C - Cartridge

ATARI is a rrademark of ATARI. Inc.

Mastercard/VISA

Order Toll Free
800-558-0003

No surcharge for credit cards

VISA'
In Wise. Call

414/351-2007

S5^n^S^«rt&dcheck or persona.check (alb. 14^%£™™»l$™
Include $2.00 shipping on software orders and $2.50 shipping on hardware orders (FREEOR PURCHASED). Master-
card & VISA please include card number and expiration date. Wl residents please add 5% sales tax. Outside of con-
tinental USA please add 15% shipping (U.S. Funds only). Prices subject to change without notice.

ComputAbility
p 0 g^ 17882

Milwaukee, Wl 53217



Atari Mass
Line Delete
Aaron M Contorer

Probably just about even/one who has tried to write a

lengthy BASIC program on the Atari has encountered

the most serious bug in Atari BASIC: system lockup.

When changes are made in a program so that a major

portion of the program must be moved either up or down

in memory, BASIC can cause the computer to completely

stop working, or to "lock up." In such cases, there is

usually no recourse but to turn the computer off and

back on, completely erasing the memory. One good

solution is this program, "Mass Line Delete."

If changes in a BASIC program are made by the

program itself (through the use of the "dynamic

keyboard"), system lockup will not occur. "Mass

Line Delete" will erase a specified area of a target

program - for example, lines 100 through 200 -

without causing the computer to crash. Use of

Mass Line Delete also saves a considerable amount

of typing, since the only line numbers the user

must type are the start and end of the area to be

erased, as opposed to typing in the number of

every line in the area.

The program itself is as brief as possible so

that it will leave most of the computer's memory

for the main program. To use Mass Line Delete,

first type it in, then list it to cassette by typing

LIST "C" or to disk by typing LIST "D:DELETE.

LST". Then, at any point during work on another

program that you wish to use Mass Line Delete,

retrieve it using the ENTER command and type

GOTO 32600. In response to the utility's prompt,

type the starting and ending line numbers of the

program area to be deleted. Mass Line Delete will

delete the appropriate lines and automatically

end. You may then continue work on your

program.

Remember that the safest wav to make sure
J

that your program is not lost forever is to SAVE it

at least every half-hour that you work on it.

326O0

32605

326 1O

32615

32620

32625

32630

32635

GRAPHICS

HE"

0: ? :

TRAP 32605:POKE 84

end";:INPUT S

IF INT<S)< >ABS

INT(E)<

<S THEN

GRAPHICS

? SsS=S+

? "CONT"

13:ST0P

POKE 842

GRAPHICS

>ABS <E

? CHR*

0:? s

1

:POSIT

,12:IF

0: END

, E

(S)

) OR

LJ=

,1

OR

E

<253>:

?

ION

S< =

o,

E

1:? "Start,

S>32099 OR

>32099 OR E

GOTO 32605

O:POKE 842,

THEN 32615

Here are the latest, most exciting arcade

and adventure games PDI has ever offered

ATARI® computer owners!

SMANP
CHOMP Life in the Muckedoo Swamp is

tough. Alligators, snapping turtles,

vampire bats and even ghosts-

all try to eat you, a hungry defense

less Gorx. If only you can make it

to the feeder station and meta

morphose, you'll show them what

a swamp chomper can do! One

or two players. 24K Disk & Joystick/

16K Cassettes. Joystick.

MBHWHA5E ID
Most Innovative Game of 1982

(Electronic Games Magazine)

Moonbase lo is a winner every

way. It's a voice-activated arcade

game with three very different

adventure settings. 1) Navigate the

alien mine field. 2) Defend Moon-

base lo. 3] Attack & destroy mother

ship. If you win, you get a personal

Presidential commendation from

Earth! Seven levels of difficulty.

Sensational graphics. 24K Disk,

Cassette & Joystick/16K Cassette &

Joystick.

Clipper
(Around The Horn in 1850)

You're the captain of a clipper ship

bound from New York to San

Francisco, with lots of decisions to

make. You pick vessel, cargo, crew

and course. Then use your skills

to overcome storms, icebergs, ill

ness, delays, doldrums, mutiny

and more! Voice-narrated, this
high adventure challenges your

brain and navigation skills. 32K

Disk, Cassette & Joystick/24K

Cassette & Joystick.

Available at leading stores or direct from PDI.
ATARI5 is a trademark of Atari. Inc.

Program Design, Inc. 11 Idar Court, Greenwich, CT 06830



The Confusing Catalog
Jim Butterfielcf. Associate Editor

Have you ever wanted to have a program gain control

of the disk catalog? There are a number of ways to use

directory information, but getting hold of it is not as

simple as it might seem at first glance.

On 4.0 Commodore machines, you just type

CATALOG or DIRECTORY. On earlier machines,

you must LOAD "$",8 and then LIST. Either way,

you get a directory with your disk header, infor

mation on the programs, and the number of bytes

free. Very handy indeed.

Here's the problem: you would like your

program to be able to read a directory. It seems

simple: just OPEN it as a file and bring in the items.

Unfortunately, it doesn't work that way.

Two Types

When you command LOAD "$",8 you are bring

ing in a directory with a LOAD command; it arrives

in a certain format. If you OPEN 1,8,2,"$" within

your program, you'll get an entirely different for

mat. Why?

When you say LOAD, the disk manufactures

a directory that imitates a BASIC program. After

all, the next thing you'll say is LIST, and the only

thing that can be listed is BASIC. If you say OPEN,

however, the disk will give you its directory, in

binary, just as it is stored on the disk surface.

That seems to be a little better - until you realize

that BASIC has a devil of a time understanding

binary.

You can do an OPEN and get the "imitation

program." The trick is to use secondary address 0

- usually reserved for LOADing.

Another Problem

Either way, you get binary. You'll need to translate

it and interpret it; and you'll need to cope with

that annoying BASIC glitch, inputting a CHRS(O).

Whenever BASIC GETs a CHRS(O), it changes it

to a null string (" "), and you'll need to detect this

and change it back.

The coding for this is fairly easy. After we get

a character with GET AS, we may take its binary

value with A = ASC(AS) - except that the null

string won't work right. So, we say, A = ASC

(A$ + CHR$(0)) and everything works out.

Imitation BASIC

This is the easiest and most standard way of ob

taining directory information; it works the same
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way with all Commodore disks. To understand it,

we must see how a BASIC line is constructed:

First two bytes: forward chain or zero (dummy on

directory)

Next two bytes: binary number

Then: textofline

Ending with: binary zero

So let's write it:

100 OPEN l,8,0,"$0"

Let's get the directory for drive 0.

110N$=CHR$(0>

I lere's our null string replacement.

190GET#l,A$,A$

Skip the "Load Address" <it file start.

200CET#l,A$,A$

Skip the forward chain, except:

210 IF A$ = "" GOTO 400

Zero chain means the end.

220GET#l,A$,BS

Get the binary number.

230 PRINT ASC(A$ + N$) + ASC(BS + N$)*256;

Print "number of blocks."

300 GET#1,A$

Let's get text.

310 IF A$ = " " THEN PRINT:GOTO 200

End of this line: go back;

320 PRINT A$;

Print one character;

330 GOTO 300

Get some more.

This program prints the directory. Big deal:

you could do that anyway. But since it's a pro

gram, you can change it to do whatever functions

you need. For example, you could dig into the

text part in more detail, extracting the program

name and typo; that way, your program would

know if a given data file were on the disk.

It's handy to be able to check how many blocks

are free on the disk. Our program already does

this: the last number that line 230 calculates will

be the blocks-free value. You can abbreviate this

procedure by making the program skip all the file

names. Change the OPEN statement to read:

100 OPEN l,8,0,"$0:S%Q"

Now, the program will catalog only those

programs whose name happens to be exactly

S%Q. Chances are you won't have many of these.

Your directory is now shortened down to the

header line and the BLOCKS FREE line. Let's

telescope our program into a simple block-free

checker:



Software lor the VIC-20 from

Creative Software

CARTRIDGE GAMES

CHOPUFTER

This smash hit 8RODERBUND game

is now available tor the VIC-20 in

cartridge form $44.95

APPLE PANIC
A faithful adaptation of the

popular Apple Monster game on a

VIC-20 cartridge $44.95

ASTROBUTZ
Grven the highest accoiaaes m a

popular computer magazine, this

TOM GRINER creation offers a fast

moving challenge 544.95

SERPENTINE

Fine translation of the popular

game to a VIC-20 cartridge S4d 95

TERRAGUARD

Classic space action game by TOM

GRINER Protect your planet from

galactic attackers $4495

ViDEOMANIA

TOM GRlNER'Sgame requires you to

be aggressiveatall times No rest for

the weary in this VIC-20 cartridge

$44.95

TRASHMAN

This game received great reviews in

a recent magazine article You are

a spirited citizen who drives a

garbage truck and collects debris

$44.95

BLACK HOLE

This game is for adventurous space

travelers who understand the fatal

attraction ola black hole $44 95

Software from

UMI

CARTRIDGE GAMES

SPIDERS OF MARS

Author PETER FOKOS has designed

one ot the smoothest VIC-20 cart

ridge games Defend the Martian

surface $40.00

OUTWORLD

TOM GIGUERE has created one of

the most visually stunning space

games for the VIC-20 cartridge

format $40 00

CLOUDBURST

This game has been piaytested by

several people in our office and was

a resounding success Another

triumph for PETER FOKOS in a VIC-20

cartridge $32 00

SKIBBEREEN

This is a colorful breakout game by

JOANNE LEE Beware the Loch Ness

monsters and get to the pot of

gold $32.00

ALIEN BLITZ

This VIC-20 cartridge was created

by the dynamic duo of FOKOS S

GiGUERE it is reminiscent of an all

time ciassc space game

$32 00

RENNAISSANCE

A challenging strategy game

based on Reversi. Rennaissance will

Challenge the analytical VIC-20

user $40 00

•VIC-20 is

o registered

trademark ot

Commodore

Business Machines

** Prices &

availability

suDieci to

change without

prior notice

UMI

CARTRIDGE GAMES cont

SUPER AMOK

This highly advanced version of the

original AMOK game from UMI

provides nail bitting suspense1

$40.00

METEOR RUN

Traversing the meteor lields on the

way to the planet Aidebaran you

must fend off the natural and un

natural threats to your survival

$40.00

ARACHNOID

The most innovative cartridge

game we have ever seen Change

several parameters simultaneously

to create a tremendous variety of

playing conditions $6495

SATELLITES & METEORITES

Blast meteorites from outerspace

and beware the mile' satellites

$40 00

UMI

CASSETTE GAMES

AMOK

Avoid being zapped by the robots

of AMOK, as you roam the rooms

$20.00

SUBCHASE

Patrol the seas and rid them of

enemy submarines $20.00

ALIEN BLITZ

The challenge of Alien Blitz will be

enpyed a long time $20.00

THE ALIEN

The roles reversed, now your The

alien wandering the passages of

Critter City $20.00

3-0 MAZE

The passageways open realistically

as you walk in search of escape

$12.00

RACEWAY

Time, speed, and driving skill are

your measure in Raceway $12.00

KOSMIC KAMIKAZE

Being a pilot of the honorable Kami

kaze Space Squadron, you learn to

face death with a smiie $20.00

GRANDMASTER

Try to match strategy and skill with a

Grandmaster Chess Champion

$32.00

METEOR SHOWER

Avoid the Meteor Storm to survive

$12.00

^irvcO
UMI

BUSINESS SOFTWARE

VICALC

A handy calculator program for

your Commodore VIC-20

Cassette $12.00

VITERM B

Use your VIC modem to communi

cate over the telephone with data

oases, mail networks, the SOURCE

and larger computers

Cartridge $40.00

VIDATA

This tape is a useful addition to any

VIC owner's library The user can

manage inventories or any type of

list Cassette $24 00

VICHECK

A checkbook balancing program

on tape Everyone we know could

use this Cassette $20 00

WORDCRAFT

Bring professional work processing

home to VIC The most complete

package available $269.95

FORTH-20

A high level language with the

power of a low-level language

$79 95

UMI VIC-20

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

SPACEDIV

Engrossing math education cassette

that holds a child's interest Colorful

graphics are a big plus

Cassette $12.00

SKYMATH

Good graphics "nd solia design

make this a useful educational tool

for teaching addition and sub

traction Cassette $20.00

SUPER HANGMAN

A classic game with educational

value increases spelling ability in

some children Cassette $16.00

UMI

VIC-20 HARDWARE

VICEPS

At last, a low cost way to connect

your VIC-20 to an EPSON MX-80 or

MC-100 If your EPSOM printer has

GRAFTRAX. all the standard VIC-20

Characters may be printed $49.95

BUT!
The acronym stands for "Basic Pro

grammer's Utility ROM" itisabeouty

of a product that adds 3K of RAM

and seventeen new instructions to

theVlCsBASlC language $69.95

Commodore-64

SOFTWARE

At last. UMI has come to the rescue

of the thousands of Commodore-6d

owners who are frustrated by the

lack of software The following cas

sette games require a datassette

MOTOR MANIA
This road racing game provides a

challenging race course for you. the

driver it is one of the first games to

show what the 64 can really do.

Cassette $29.95

RENNAISSANCE

For the strategists among you. UMI

has adapted REVERSI, a classic

board game, to the Commodore-

6d Cassette $29.95

VICHECK

For those who want To balance their

checkbooks quickly and accurate

ly, this is the program for you

Cassette $29.95

MOOSEWARE

THE SPOKESMAN

Mooseware is proud to be the ex

clusive distributor of the SPOKESMAN,

a versatile speech synthesizer for

the VIC-20 and the Commodore-

M With its built in vocabulary and

self contained memory, very little

effort is required to make your pro

grams talk back to you This synthe

sizer outperforms units costing much

more $150.00

MOOSE CLUB

So you want to be a MOOSE ot

whaf By sending us a $2000 initi

ation fee (thereafter S5 00 annual

dues) you will receive a discount of

10% off any software products we

sell This offer is valid only for MOOSE

CLUB members in good standing

TO ORDER SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:

MOOSEWARE INCORPORATED

Post Office Box 17868. Irvine. California 92713

— California Residents Add 6% Sales Tax —

All Orders Add S2.00 Shipping

NAME.

ADDRESS.

CITY STATE ZIP

WRITt FOR FREE BROCHURE & ASK ABOUT THE MOOSE CLUB!!!



100 OPEN l,8,0,"$0:E7!N"

Another unlikely name

110N$ = CHR$(0)

200 GET#1,AS,AS,AS,AS,AS,A$

Throw away load address, link, number.

210 GET#1,A$:IF A$<>" "GOTO 210

Throw away the header line

220 CET#1,A$,AS,AS,B$

Throw away the link, get the number.

230 F = ASQAS + NS) + ASC(B$ + N$)*256

Here's our block-true count.

400 CLOSE 1

410 PRINT F

We've only scratched the surface. Try your

hand at programming some directory search func

tion of your choice.

Bit-image Directories

You can get more information from a bit-image

directory than from a BASIC-imitator. For exam

ple, you can read the length parameter of relative

files, see deleted files, and view file track and

sector values.

But this comes with considerable difficulty.

You might get any one of several different formats,

depending on the disk. We won't do the whole

job here: you can chase after some of the details

for yourself.

100 OPEN l,8,15/'I0":CLOSE 1

We must initialize for this one.

110 OPEN l,8,2,"$0"

Here comes the bit directory.

120N$ = CHR$(0)

130GET#l,AS

The disk will identity itself.

140A = ASC(A$ + N$>

Here's the identity.

150 IF A = 67 THEN PRINT "t8050 I"

160 IF A = 65 THEN PRINT "t4040 I"

170 IF A = 1 THEN PRINT "+2040 I"

just to prove we identified it.

8250's will give trouble here.

200 FOR J = 1 TO 253

210GET#l,A$

220 NEXT J

Skip the (bit) BAM.

230 IF AO67 GOTO 300

240FORJ = 1 to 254*2

250GET#l,A$

260 NEXT J

The 8050 has a big BAM to skip.

300 FOR J = 1 TO 8

Eight files per block.

310GET#l,F$,T$,S$

File type, Track, Sector.

320F=ASC(F$ + N$)

330 P$ = " ":FOR K = 1 TO 16

Get I6-character name.

340 GET#1,X$:PS= PS + X$

350 NEXT K

360 FOR K = 1 TO 9

370GET#l,X$

380 NEXT K

There's useful stuff here; we'll skip it.

190 COMPUTH Ma(cM083

39OGET#1,L1S,L2$

File length

400 IF J<8 THEN GET #1,X$,XS

Weird; 254 bytes/8 leaves us two bytes short.

410SW = ST

To allow us to test end-ot-di rectory.

420 IF F<129 OR F>132 GOTO 480

Not a real file.

430 PRINT P$;ASC(L1S + N$) + ASC(L2S + NS)*256

Name and length.

480 NEXT J

500 IF SW = 0 GOTO 300

900 CLOSE 1

This isn't a program - it's a research outline.

Yes, you can go in there and drag out the BAM.

Yes, you can dig useful data out of the stuff we

skipped in lines 360-380. Check your disk manual

for details.

It's not easy either way. The "imitation

BASIC" is the shortest and works on all disks: use

it when you can. But if you need the extra power

of the bit map, don't hesitate to go for it. <g

COMPUTE!

The Resource,

VIC-20 „,„ CBM 64

EXPflNDER BDRRD5

4 Slot lor the G4. Toggle switches anc

reset switch

P/N C64 *69.95

PTI offers the finest selection

of expander boards available

for the VIC-20 and CBM 64.

The design features, quality

construction, and competitive

prices make any of them an

exceptional value. New pro

ducts are being added monthly,

so write for complete catalog.

6 Slol lor the VIC. Toggle switches

and reset switch

P/N V36 '79.95 P/N V13

Slot lor the VIC. No switches, reset, or

fuse

'49.95

P/N V24

4 Slot lortheVIC.Toggleswitchesand 3 Slot for the Vic. Slide switches, no

reset swilch resel switch

*69.95 P/N V23 '59.95

See your dealer, or place

your order direct

VISA-M/C-CHECK-COD

PRECISION TECHNOLOGY. INC.

COMPUTER PRODUCTS DIVISION

P.O. BOX 154S4

SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH B411 i

(80') 4B7-6266



VERSACALC
VERSACALC
VERSACALC
VERSACALC

TUTORIAL

UTILITIES

AND FILE MANAGER

Everything you always wanted to do' with Visicalc ,

(but thought you couldn't).

VERSACALC
VERSACALC
VERSACALC

VtNIACALC

I

NOW YOU CAN:

SORT a Visicalc screen on any column,

ascendinq or descendinq; all related

formulas and labels are sorted too.

put the entire disk CATALOG on the

screen at once!

easily do Year-To-Date accumulations!

"pound" formulas to expose the full

formulas in place on the screen!1
append two Visicalc files!1
print the contents of a /SS file!

print the contents of a /PF file!

AND our EASEL BINDER is so nice

you will put your other manual in

that

it!

Apple M*

PET & CBM'1
IBM PC '
Apple III'

"specify DOS

$100

125

150

150

If you use Visicalc" but you are

bumping into its limitations, then you

need Versacalc™! Versacalc runs within

Visicalc but uses no extra memory; in

fact, it effectively increases memory by

letting you call in modules from disk as

needed.

A Tutorial section makes clear such

features as ^LOOKUP, DIF, PNA, PERROR,

which are not well explai ned in the

Visicalc manual.

A Utilities section makes it easy to

create your own menu-driven modules which

condense hundreds of commands into four

keystrokes. You can build in sophist

icated error checking (e.g. Is the input

value between certain limits?). Now it is

possible for people untrained in Visicalc

to perform the weekly updating without

constant instruction.

Anthro-Digital Software

P.O.Box 1385

Pittsfield.MA 01202

413-448-8278

Appll

versacalc J

BATTERIES
inCLLJDED

HI
j

village by the grange, 71 mccaul st. (f.6) toronto m5t 2x1 telephone 596-1405

ARBITER 1.4 MULTI-USER DISK SYSTEM FOR COMMODORE 4.0 COMPUTERS

OVER THREE HUNDRED IN USE ACROSS ONTARIO

Since September 1981 BATTERIES INCLUDED has been installing the ARBITER system in classrooms of Commodore BASIC 4.0

computers. The computers are connected to CBM Disk Drives and printers. All users have access to all diskdrives and printers plus a host of

commands to make this system configuration really usable!

THE ARBITER 1A SYSTEM IS READY TO GO!

FEATURES

1) Easy installation.

2) Uses no RAM or Utility Sockets. S
3) Up to 32 computers in one system. **^ j ^ j,
4) System self initializes on power up. I \£ \Jr P©r unit
5) Operation is completely transparent to the user.

6) Extended commands allow a friendly multi-user environment.

7) System design virtually eliminates interleaved printer output.

SPECIAL COMMANDS

mS- Allows students to protect files with a five character password. A three character user ID is forced into the file name.

(<t L- Allows the students to load protected files if the password code is known.

LISTC-Used to produce program listings with a Commodore printer. Clumsy OPEN, CMD. LIST, PRINT#. CLOSE sequence not needed. It over

comes the listing problems found on other multi-user hardware systems.

LISTP- Used to get program listings on systems which have an ASCII printer. The cursor control characters are expanded and displayed in brackets,

e.g. <home)

ALL FILE TYPES ARE SUPPORTED-During relative or sequential Me access a delay has been built in so the computer will retain control of the system
until the file is closed.

TEACHER UTILITY-A utility is supplied on disk to allow the teacher to produce a hardcopy listing and output from any of the protected or unprotected

files selected. Once the files are chosen from the disk directory the teacher may do other tasks while trie job is completed.

IF YOUR CLASSROOM WAS DESIGNED TO TEACH COMPUTER LITERACY OR

STRUCTURED BASIC THEN THIS SYSTEM WAS DESIGNED FOR YOU.

Arbiter and Arbiter 1.4 are copyrights of Batteries Included.



INSIGHT: Atari
Wilkinson

Almost BASIC
This month we'll start a major project: a pseudo-

BASIC interpreter written in Atari BASIC. Will

this be a useful product? No. First, since it is writ

ten in and interpreted by Atari BASIC, it will of

necessity be much slower than even Atari BASIC.

Second, it will be an extremely limited language

(as we'll shortly see) and, in fact, a nonstandard

language.

But suppose we could overcome the first

objection (speed) and ignore the second (so what

if it is nonstandard, as long as it is ours). Would it

be useful then? Sure. In fact, we could even specu

late on rewriting the interpreter in C/65 or assem

bly language and ending up with an extremely

fast, presumably integer-only interpreter. Still,

the language is limited, and it would have to have

some major extensions added before it would be

really usable.

Enough speculation. Let's proceed to the

language's definition.

1. The program editing scheme used will be

essentially identical to that of Atari BASIC.

Line numbers from 1 to some maximum will

automatically be sorted and executed in order.

Entering just a line number will erase any

line with that number.

2. Single letter variables only will be allowed.

This is a major point of departure from Atari

BASIC, but it makes the interpreter signifi

cantly simpler. And no string variables.

3. Only the first letter of each statement name

(command name) will be significant. Another

big departure, and one which limits us to 26

different statements. Also note that this im

plies that if we use "Print," we can't use

"Plot," "POKE," or "Position," etc. This also

implies that you can keep programs small

(and unreadable) by using single letter

commands.

4. No functions. Sorry, but there will be no

"RND(O)", no "SIN(30)", etc. This is neces

sary if we are to keep the expression analyzer

down to manageable proportions when it is

written in Atari BASIC.

5. No precedence of operators. Same excuse

as number 4. This means that "3 + 4*5" will

evaluate as "(3 + 4)+5"or35. Most BASICS

would see that as "3+ (4*5)" or 60. Similarly,

no parentheses will be allowed.

6. No provision for loading or saving pro

grams. It would be easy to add this, and we

might do so later. However, I see little point

in doing so as long as the interpreter is

running under Atari BASIC.

Whew! Feel restricted? Well, if you are ad

venturesome, you can try adding to and modifying

the interpreter. It is a good exercise in logic, and

you might even get good enough at it to give us a

scare.

And one more thing before we get started

with the heavy stuff. What do we call this thing? 1

haven't come up with anything better than BAIT,

which is my acronym for BASIC (Almost) InTer-

preter. (And which is also meant to imply that it

IS bait: I am fishing for innovation and interest

from you, my gentle readers.)

BAIT Statements

Remember: only the first character of each

statement/command name is significant, so what

I am really presenting here is a list of which letters

of the alphabet we are going to use. The table

below lists the first letter, the mnemoic I am using,

the syntax of the statement, and (in parentheses)

the Atari BASIC equivalent, if indeed that BAIT

statement is not the same.

A Accept <variable>

B Begin

C Call <line-number>

D Display

E End

F Fetch <address>, <variable>

G Goto <line-number>

I If <expression>, <statemi-nt>

L Let <variable> = <expression>

N New

P Print <string-literal>

Print <variable>

Print

R Return

S

(INPUT)

(RUN)

(GOSUB)

(LIST)

(pseudo-PEEK)

Store <address>, <expression> (POKE)

A few of the statements need explanation,

which is given below. Also, note that line-numbers

and addresses, as used in the above syntax, may
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Fly theSPACE SHUTTLE

from your

ATARI

FUN

W

GAMES™

Leapfrog, Possible,

and Wordgames giving

you hours of fun and

entertainment. Leapfrog

is a Chinese-Checker

type jumping game in

which you try to position

two sets of animated jumping

/// frogs in a minimum of moves.
Use Possible to help descramble

word jumble puzzles or to

create your own. Wordgames,

two games in one. contains Guessit - a deductive alphabetic reasoning

game for one or two players and Wordjumble - a multiple word

descrambling puzzle with play-on-word hints and mystery answers.

Disk version of Guessit works with a Votrax Type'N'Talk. A real crowd

pleaser. Joystick and printer optional. By Jerry White

Price: $17.95 16K Cassette/ $19.95 24K Diskette

TRIVIA TREK
TM

By Jerry White

Play it for fun, test your knowledge or

entertain friends. Fun for the whole

family and great at parties. A multiple

choice trivia game for one or two players

complete with 500 trivia questions

in fifty categories and two

thousand multiple choice answers. Included

is a program for creating your own trivia

questions and answers. Joystick optional

Price: $29.95 32K D'S-;et-e

SPACE SHUTTLE ByPaulKindl

Join the crew of the Space Shuttle as they prepare to take the next step

into the world of space travel. Take control of the world's first

reuseable spaceship, the Space Shuttle, and in an accurate full

graphic simulation, place yourself in the cockpit. Pilot the Space Shut

tle through take-off with booster stage separations, orbit, descent

down the glide path and landing to touchdown - complete with a chase

plane and scrolling runway visible through the cockpit windscreen. You

assume command throughout all phases of the mission aided by

complete instrumentation.

Price: $29.95 32K Diskette

ATARI1 is a registered trademark of Atari Inc , a Warner Communications. Co.

HAUNTED HILL
TM

theFight bats and ghosts in

dark of the cemetary.

This exciting, all

machine language game

has arcade quality

graphics and speed.

Requires Joystick.

By George Richardson

Price: $24.95 16K Cassette/ S29.95 16K Diskette

Plus many more
AVAILABLE AT SELECT COMPUTER STORES

MAIL ORDERS: Send check or money order plus

$2.50 shipping and handling. N.Y. Residents add

71/4% sales tax.

TELEPHONE ORDERS: (516)549-9141

Dealer Inquires Invited Send for FREE catalog

SWIFTY SOFTWARE, INC.

64 Broad Hollow Road

Melville, New York 11747

1981. 1982 SWIFTY SOFTWARE. INC.



always be general expressions.

"Accept" allows only a single variable per

use, unlike "INPUT" which allows several vari

ables separated by commas.

"Fetch" and "Store" are complementary

statements, both with the form of Atari BASIC'S

"POKE." The only difference is that "Fetch" ob

viously needs a variable (instead of an expression)

to place the fetched (PEEKed) byte into.

"If" does not use a "THEN" keyword. In

stead, any BAIT statement may follow the

comma.

"Let" is a required keyword in BAIT. Actually,

you may have already presumed this, since other

wise there is no way to distinguish a statement

letter from a variable letter in such an assignment

statement.

"Print" allows only one item to be printed

per statement. Not shown in the above syntax,

but allowed by BAIT, are the trailing semicolons

or trailing commas, which have the same meaning

as under Atari BASIC.

A discussion of what constitutes a valid ex

pression, as well as several other more esoteric

points, will have to wait for following month(s).

General Concepts

Since the code for BAIT will be presented in pieces

over the course of several months, we must start

with a coherent scheme. Also, since we will not

reprint this month's code next month (for exam

ple), the listings must merge properly and neatly.

To this end, I have designated several line

number ranges for specific purposes, as listed

below.

1000-1999 Initialization of variables used as constants;

dimension of strings and arrays; etc.

2000-2999 The "ready" prompt. Get a line of program/

command. Parse line for line number.

3000-3999 Program editing. Delete and insertlines.

4000-4999 Control execution of running program. Execute

next line, execute command line, etc.

5000-5999 Major subroutine which evaluates arbitrary

arithmetic expressions by executing them.

8000-9999 Various miscellaneous subroutines, used by one

or more statements.

10000 up Execution of the actual statements and com

mands ofBAIT. Line numbers of execution

routine for each statement are defined in

initialization segment, above.

Sidelight: What are the major differences

between this scheme and that actually used by

the authors of Atari BASIC? (1) There is no provi

sion for generalized I/O routines. (2) Atari BASIC

checks the syntax of each line as it is entered and

tokenizes it into internal form right then and there.

BAIT simply stores exactly what you type in. (3)

BAIT is missing many, many of BASIC'S

capabilities, as noted above.

1'M COMPUTE! March 1983

This Month's Listing

This program is my offering for this month. It

consists primarily of the program editor, including

the initialization need thereby.

One note about some temporary code: In the

finished BAIT, lines 4000 through 4999 will control

which statement/command will be executed next.

In the case of a command (direct statement, in

Atari parlance), these lines will pass control back

to the ready prompt when the particular command

executor returns. For program editing, we really

only need one command, "Display" (LIST), so

we have provided a very simple execute control

which assumes that nil direct statements are a

request for "Display."

And now for some commentary on the code.

Each section of comment is preceded by the line

number (or range of numbers) that it refers to.

1010. I chose a practical number here. The

larger MAXLINE is, the slower the line deletion

process, and the larger the memory you will need.

But feel free to change it.

1020. BUFFERS is used to hold the program

you type in and can be almost any size, but be

careful: I have not put any provisions in the current

BAIT code for detecting when you run out of

space.

1030. This is a departure from Atari BASIC

(and an effective, though memory-consuming

one). Rather than scanning through the program

space (BUFFERS) fora line, we "know" where it

is via a table kept in LINES.

2360. Since I can't suppress the question mark

which the INPUT on line 2300 produces, it is pos

sible that using the Atari cursor keys will some

times cause the "?" prompt to appear at the

beginning of an input line. This gets rid of it by

moving the right hand part of the string to the

left. (It really works! Try it. And it's also used in

line 2720.)

2520 and 2630. Remember, a completed FOR/

NEXT loop exits with the loop variable already

changed to the first failing value (thus LL + 1 in

this example).

2710. If we don't do this, and if LP is greater

than LL (i.e., if there is nothing following the line

number), then the reference to LINE$(LP) in line

2720 gives us a string length error.

3020. Necessary, if we stripped off the line

number.

3040. Shame on you. You typed in a line

number with a decimal point, trying to fool me.

Gotcha.

3060. The only error message in this month's

code.

3110. If the line doesn't yet exist, we can't

delete it.

3120, 3130. The number stored in the "LINES"



MORE SERIOUS SOFTWARE FOR THE ATARI

FORECASTER $49.00

Forecast future evenis based on past informa

tion. Forecasl profits, costs, sales trends, prices.

test scores, virtually anything. Edit, save on disk

anci lest various elements to determine the

outcome FORECASTER is a powerful "what if"

program - a must for business.

LETTER WRITER $39.00

LETTER WRITER is a prelormatted letter writing

program LETTER WRITER can be used for any

number of applications involving entering,

editing and printing text. LETTER WRITER is

designed to be easy to use and does not require

extensive training. While LETTER WRITER is

not a full word processing system, it performs

90% oi Ihe functions used by harder to use and

more expensive word processors.

STAT PLUS $49.00

STAT PLUS is the most powerful statistic tool we

have seen. Run sample space, mean, variance

and slandard deviation. Do probabilities using

binomial, poisson or normal distribution. Also, do

students' t-test, Mann-Whitney U test and Chi

Square Do linear regressions, may use 1-12

independent variables. Interact a sample from

one module to another, edit, rank and print out.

LETTER SYSTEM $79.00

This disk contains both LETTER WRITER and

MASTER LIST plus the necessary program that

allows for combining the two programs for inter

action. Call a file off disk, type a letter and (wilh

Ihe right printer) type on envelope. or|ust run one

letter after another. All ol the powerful features of

both LETTER WRITER and MASTER LIST plus

the ability to use them together

MASTER LIST $39.00

MASTER LIST is prelormalted disk based mail

list system. MASTER LIST is designed for use by

businesses but can easily be used for individu

als. This program features high speed disk to

disk sort. Printing formats include continuous list,

labels or envelopes. Files can be printed; all the

files from one file number lo another; by zipcode:

by area code; by state or by selected files.

BILLING/INVENTORY $49.00

Invoices, posts lo account card, deducts from in

ventory, enters price and extends. Provisions for

shipping, discounts, no charge items and lax al

lows maintenance tor up to 500 customer files.

Prints daily total of billings. Inventory allows for

up to 300 files. Prints inventory amounts, price

list and need list. 2 disk drives ■ 40K - sheet feed

printer.

CALL OR SEND REQUEST FOR OUR FREE CATALOG.

The Programmers Workshop to order: visA/Mastercard, check or
5230 Clark Ave., Suite 23 ™°ney °rder accepted. If charge, please in-

I qL-o\A/r»nH PA 00719 elude expiration date of card. Add $1.50 for
LdrvCWUUU, OM yu/l^ shipping and handling. California residents

Orders (213) 804-1475 add sales tax Phone or mail.
* ATARI is a registered trademark of Warner Communications

THE VERSATILE 4MHz Z80 DOUBLE DENSITY

DISK INTERFACE FOR THE ATARI® 800/400

Connect the ATR8000 to convert your ATARI 800/400 into a viable business machine.

Open the doors to a further dimension by adding the 64K CP/M upgrade —then you

can enter the vast CP/M marketplace to select programs tailored to your specific needs.

The ATR8000 is versatile, so it can grow as you need it to. Its handling of disk drives

is revolutionary ... it runs four 5%" or 8" drives, single or double or quad density, single

or double-sided AND allows you to mix them!

SPECS: 4MHz Z80 processor • 16k RAM standard • Connects

to expansion port of the ATARI 800/400 • 12'/2" x 11V4" x 2W

gray and beige enclosure • Runs four drives of mixed definition

• Centronics parallel and RS-232 serial port {and printer drivers)

• Runs single density ATARI DOS and existing ATARI software

• With OSA+, Ver. 4, is double density • 64K upgrade includes

CP/M.

PRICING: ATR8000

5V*" Drive

64K Upgrade

(with CP/M)

S499.95 OSA+, Ver. 4 $49.95

$399.95 Printer Cable $29.00

5V*" Drive Cable $35.00

$250.00 8" Drive Adapter —CALL-

CONTACT: SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS, INC.

2500 E. Randol Mill Rd., Suite 125

Arlington, TX 76011

(817) 469-1181

ATARI is a registered trademark ol ATARI, Inc. CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research. Inc.



table is the length of the line as stored in "BUF

FERS" added to 1000 times its starting position in

"BUFFERS". We could have used two arrays (one

for starting position and one for length) to make

it neater, but it would have used a lot more

memory.

3140. This line might not work, thanks to a

bug in Atari BASIC. Perhaps next month we will

have a fix to work around the bug. In the mean

time, small programs in BAIT will always work.

(Same as the my-system-went-away-when-l-

deleted-a-line problem in Atari BASIC.)

3160-3180. This is tricky. After you remove a

line via 3140, the starting position of all lines above

it in the buffer must be adjusted downward by

the size of the line deleted. Can you follow line

3170? Remember, "START" and "LENGTH" refer

to the former start and length of the deleted line.

3210. In case we typed in just a line number.

3220-3240. Notice that each new line overlays

the " " which we tack onto the end of the buffer.

We then have to put the "*" back on the end.

This insures that line 3140 will always work

properly, even when we delete the last line in the

buffer.

3250. See the comments about lines 3120 and

3130.

3310. If it wasn't a direct line, assume it was

added to the program and go after another line.

10100-10150. We check all possible line num

bers to see if they need to be listed. Note the simi

larity between this code and the code needed to

delete a line (lines 3110 through 3130): in both

cases we need the starting position and length of

the line.

10190. Note how each statement will simply

RETURN to the execute control code.

Still with me? Go try it. Type it in very care

fully, backing yourself up every 20 lines or so. If it

doesn't work, go back and examine what you

typed in, because I guarantee that it worked just

seconds before I made this listing for COMPUTE!.

Next month, we will try our hand at adding

Execute Expression (the most complicated part of

what is left) and Print (so we can verify that ex

pressions are executing).

1000 REM ..INITIALIZATION..

1001 REM

1010 MAXLINE=99

1020 DIM BUFFERS(5000),LINES(128)

1030 DIM LINES(MAXLINE)

1040 FOR LP=0 TO MAXLINE:LINES(LP)=0:NEXT LP

1050 BUFFER$="*"

1500 REM LINE NUMBERS OF EXECUTION ROUTINES

1510 PROMPT=2100:INNEXT=2300

1550 DODISPLAY=10100

2000 REM ..INTERACTION..

2001 REM

2100 PRINT "READY"

2300 INPUT LINE$

2350 IF LEN(LINES)=0 THEN GOTO INNEXT

2360 IF LINE$(l,l)="?" THEN LINE$=LINE$(1):

196 COMPtftt! March 1983

GOTO 2350

2370 LL=LEN(LINE$)

2 500 REM CHECK FOR LINE NUMBER

2510 FOR LP=1 TO LL

2520 IF LINE$(LP,LP)<="9" AND L^IE?(LP,LP)>

="0" THEN NEXT LP

2550 REM LP HAS POSITION OF FIRST NON-NUMER

IC CHARACTER

2560 CURLINE=0

2570 IF LP>1 THEN CURLINE=VAL(LINE?(1,LP-1))

2600 REM NOW SKIP LEADING SPACES, IF ANY

2610 IF LP>LL THEN 2700

2620 FOR LP=LP TO LL

2630 IF LINE?(LP,LP)=" " THEN NEXT LP

2699 REM

2 700 REM REMOVE LINE NUMBER AND LEADING SPA

CES

2710 IF LP>LL THEN LINE$="":GOTO 3000

2720 LINE$=LINE?(LP)

3000 REM ..EDITING..

3001 REH

3010 REM IF HERE, LINE NUMBER IS IN CURLINE

3020 LL=LEN(LINE$):REM AND LL IS LENGTH THE
REOF

3030 IF CURLINE=0 AND LL=0 THEN GOTO PROMPT

3040 IF CURLINE<>INT(CURLINE) THEN 3u60

3050 IF CURLINE<=MAXLINE THEN 3100

3060 PRINT "***BAD LINE NUMBER***"

3070 GOTO PROMPT

3100 REM FIRST, DELETE CURLINE IF IT ALREAD

Y EXISTS

3110 LENGTH=LINES(CURLINE):IF LENGTH=0 THEN
3 200

3120 START=INT(LENGTH/1000)

3130 LENGTH=LENGTH-1000*START

3140 BUFFER?(START)=BUFFER$(START+LENGTH)

3150 LINES(CURLINE)=0

3160 FOR LP=1 TO MAXLINE:TEMP=LINES(LP)

3170 IF TEMP>=START*1000 THEN LINES(LP)=TEM

P-LENGTH*1000

3180 NEXT LP

3 200 REM NOW ADD LINE TO END OF BUFFER

3210 IF LL=0 THEN GOTO INNEXT

3220 START=LEN(BUFFER?)

3230 BUFFER$(START)=LINE$

3 240 BUFFER$(LEN(BUFFER$)+1)="*"

3 250 LINES(CURLINE)=START*1000+LL
3300 REM NOW LINE IS IN BUFFER...WHAT DO WE

DO

3 310 IF CURLINE THEN GOTO INNEXT

3320 REM **** TEMPORARY: JUST FALL THROUGH '

TO 4000 ****

4000 REM ..EXECUTE CONTROL..

4001 REM

4010 GOSUB DODISPLAY

4020 BUFFER$(INT(LINES(0)/1000))=M*"

4030 LINES(0)=0
4040 GOTO PROMPT

4050 REM **** 4010 THRU 4050 ARE TEMPORARY "
* ***

5000 REM ..EXECUTE EXPRESSION..

5001 REM

8000 REM ..MISCELLANEOUS SUBROUTINES..

8001 REM

10000 REM ..EXECUTE THE VARIOUS STATEMENTS..

10001 REM

10100 REM ==EXECUTE DISPLAY==

10110 FOR LP=1 TO MAXLINE

10120 LENGTH=LINES(LP):IF LENGTH=0 THEN 1015
0

10130 START=INT(LENGTH/1000):LENGTH=LENGTH-1

000*START

10140 PRINT LP;" ";BUFFER?(START,START+LENGT

H-l)

10150 NEXT LP

10190 RETURN



FIRST and FINEST

In Systems Software for Atari and Apple

MAC/65

first we delivered Atari's Assembler Editor (the

cartridge).

Then we produced our enhanced "EASMD."

Now OSS is introducing trie finest integrated

assembly language development system yet!

In addition to being ideal for writing small,

quick and dirty" subroutines and

programs.MAC 65 shows its full power and

speed when used with even the most complex

of large assembly language source files.

Naturally, MAC 65 is upward compatible with

both EASMD and the Atari cartridge. And. of

course, the object code output is also compati

ble with DS/A+, Atari DOS, and or Apple DOS.

as appropriate.

MAC 65 S80.00-

0S/A+

Optimized Systems Software — the group that

produced both the first Apple DOS and the first

Atari DOS — now brings you OS A*, which

combines the finest features of these and other

successful personal computer operating

systems.

0S/A+ is the first and finest operating system

available for both Apple II and Atari computers

and features a keyboard-driven, easy-to-use

command processor. In addition to several

simple resident commands. OS A- allows logi

cal and readable requests for even the most

sophisticated utility commands. In fact, the

user can even add system commands as

desired.

But the real power and flexibility of OS A ■ is

its ability lo easily interface to devices and disk

drives of virtually any kind and size. File com

patibility (with Apple DOS or Atari DOS. as ap

propriate), device independence, batch proces

sing, easy of use — OS A- truly brings the

finest in operating systems to your computer

AND NOW OS A- (for standard Atari or Apple

drives) is included as a part of every standard

OSS language package. Versions of OS A- for

some higher capacity drives available at

extra cosl

Unless otherwise noted, all OSS products re

quire 48K and at least one disk drive. We re

commend 64K for the Apple version of 0S-A+.

SpeedRead -

The first and still finest speed reading tutor

designed for you to use on your computer is

available only from OSS.

SpeedRead+ uses time-proven techniques to

train you to instantly recognize words and

phrases, and yet it goes far beyond what mere

mechanical devices are capable of.

SpeedRead+ exercises your peripheral vision,

improves your eye movement and timing, and

generally works with you at your pace... now

and in the future.

NOTE: The Atari version ol SpeedRead ■ needs only

16K of RAM.

SpeedRead- S59.95

C

As a product of Tiny C Associates, tiny-c was

the first structured language interpreter for

microcomputers. Now OSS brings this innova

tive interpretive language to your home com

puter. While not having the speed and power a

true C compiler, tiny-c is an excellent choice

for the programming student who is ready to

begin learning the valuable techniques of

structured languages.

tiny-c provides an easy-to-use, easy-to-

modify environment that encourages ex

perimentation while promoting proper pro

gramming style. The tiny-c package includes

not only a comprehensive and instructional

user manual but also complete source.

tiny-c $99.95"

C/65

NOW AVAILABLE!

The first native mode C compiler ever produced

for Atari and Apple computers.

C 65 supports a very usable subset of the ex

tremely powerful and popular C language. Just

as C is used by the most sophisticated pro

grammers from the professional and academic

communities, so shall C 65 prove to be a pow

erful and much-needed tool for 6502 software

developers.

C'65 supports integer and character types (and

arrays), pointers, fully recursive functions, and

much more.

NOTE: C 65 requires MAC 65 or an equivalent assem

bler. Two disk drives recommended but not required.

C/65 S80.00*

BASIC A+

"From the authors of Atari BASIC...''

It's a fact! OSS gave you that first and most

popular language for Atari Home Computers.

But why be content with the first when you can

have the finest?

BASIC A- is the only logical upgrade available

to the Atari BASIC programmer. While retaining

all the features which make Atari BASIC so

easy to use, we've also given BASIC A+ fea

tures that place it at the forefront of modern

interpretive languages. BASIC A- will let you

explore the worlds of structured programming,

superior input output, helpful programming

aids, and even a very comprehensive PRINT

USING command. And. exclusively for the Atari

computer, an almost unbelievable array of

PLAYER MISSILE GRAPHICS commands and

functions.

BASIC A S80.00-

"REMEMBER: Standard OS A* is included at no extra charge with BASIC A-. MAC 65, C 65, and tiny-c

ATARI. APPLE II. and TINY C are irademarks of Alan. Inc , Apple Campuier. Inc . and Tiny C Associates, respectively SpeedRead- MAC 65. C 65.
BASIC A - ana OS A- are irademarks of Optimized Systems Sollwaie. Inc

Optimized Systems Software, Inc., 10379 Lansdale Ave.. Cupertino, CA 95014, (408) 446-3099



MACHINE LANGUAGE
Jim Butterfield, Associote Editor

Parti

Numeric Input
It's relatively easy to input strings in machine

language. You must receive the characters and

put them away neatly. But numbers are a different

problem: the ASCII characters must be changed

to binary and gathered into a single number.

It's usually best to gather the digits into a

buffer rather than to try to process them as they

arrive; in this way, you can cope with special

characters such as delete and backspace. When

the user signals that the input is complete (usually

by pressing RETURN), your program can go to

the buffer and work out the whole number.

Single Digits

One-digit numbers are fairly easy. If we under

stand that values coming in from keyboard or file

are in ASCII, we're well on the way to doing the

job.

ASCII represents the character zero as

hexadecimal 30, decimal 48. To print the character

zero in BASIC, you'd need to say PRINT

CHR$(48). This may seem confusing to beginners

(PRINT CHRS(O) doesn't print anything), but it

works out well when you get used to it. So hex 30

represents zero; and, if we wish to do arithmetic

on it, we must change it to binary zero. The easiest

way to do this is with an AND command: AND

#S0F will knock out the unwanted high bits.

This works on all the decimal digits: zero,

hex 30, up to nine, hex 39. We should check each

input character to insure that it is indeed a legiti

mate digit - otherwise, we may be converting a

nonsense character, such as a comma.

Before we output, we must convert our binary

value back to ASCII. If its value may be printed as

a single digit (0 to 9), the job is once again easy.

We simply use the ORA function to insert the

missing bits back in: ORA #S30 changes binary to

an ASCII digit.

Let's write a simple program to accept a single

numeric digit. We'll use SFFE4 for GET, and $FFD2

for PRINT - this will work on all PET/CBM

machines, VIC, and Commodore 64. Our coding

goes:

198 COMPUTE! Match 1983

TOP JSR SFFE4 (get a character)

CMP #$30 (less than zero ASCII?)

BCC TOP (it's less, go back)

CMP #$3A (greater than nine ASCII?)

BCS TOP (it's greater, go back)

JSR $FFD2 (echo to screen)

RTS (return to BASIC)

We have not converted our number to binary

- just checked it to insure that it's in the right

range. If our program were to continue, it might

perform AND #$0F to convert to binary, and then

store the value in A.

As a matter of amusement, let's convert the

above program to BASIC POKEs and run it. Our

BASIC equivalent goes:

100 DATA 32,228,255, 201,48, 144,249

110 DATA 201, 58, 176,245, 32,210,255,

120 DATA 96

200 FOR j =848 TO 862:READ X: POKE J,X:NEXT J

300 FOR J = 1 TO 10:SYS 848:NEXT J

The first three lines give the machine language

program in decimal. The individual instructions

have been separated by spaces to make them more

visible. Line 200 POKEs the program into the cas

sette area. Finally, line 300 invokes the machine

language program ten times; you will be required

to type ten numeric digits. If you try to type other

keys, alphabetic or punctuation, the computer

will ignore you.

Hexadecimal Input

Hex input is fairly easy. Since each digit is

weighted at 16 times the following one, we need

to multiply by 16, and that's easy to do, since 16

is a power of two. For example: to convert hex

1234, we must start with the one, multiply by 16,

add the two, multiply by 16, add the three, multi

ply by 16, and finally add the four. If we did this

on a calculator, we'd get 4660 as the result. Even

though we're working in binary, we must do the

same kind of calculation. Let's input four digits

and convert them to a binary value. First, a sub

routine to get a hex digit in ASCII and convert to

binarv 0-15:

HEXIN JSR SFFE4

TAX

CMP #$3A

BCS BIG

SBC #S2F

BIG CMP #S41

(get a digit)

(save a copy)

(less than 9?)

(no, skip next)

(convert 0-9)

(A or more?)

BCC SMALL (no, skip next)



Programming The PET/CBM
byRaetoCollin West

The book described by Jim Butterfield as

"...unquestionably the most comprehensive

and accurate reference I have seen to date..."

The Reference Encyclopedia for Commodore 2000,3000,4000, and 8000 series computers and peripherals.

Here'sjust a sample of reviewer and reader reaction:

From reviewers' srarr tnis review at first...
Educational Computing Review by Stephen Potts "This book is a must for every CBM/PET user."

"Of all the books I have read on the PET this book Programming From readers.'

the PET/CBM by Raeto West must rank as one of the most

comprehensive and readable accounts on the PET that I have ever

had the pleasure to see...

"If you wish to get more from your PET than arcade games

and simple teaching programs then this book is a must for your

bookshelf. It does not matter whether you run on BASIC 1. BASIC

2, or BASIC 4 since all routines are supplied with addresses and

changes to make them run on any machines wherever possible...

"...this book, with its lucid explanations of the PET, its useful

routines and programming hints, is an essential purchase."

IPUG Magazine Review (British PET User Group) by Ron Geere

"This publication represents over a year's intensive research ... and

the resulting product is a valuable work of reference. A tremendous

amount of useful information has been packed in this 500 + page

work at which I was so over-awed that 1 did not know how to

"...a book the average to advanced user cannot afford not to

possess..."

"My copy of your 'Programming the PET/CBM has been in daily

use for nearly a month and I am finding it totally addictive,

suffering severe withdrawal symptoms whenever I try half

heartedly to move on to other reading matter. It is without doubt

the best book on its subject available today..."

"I have recently acquired a copy of your book Programming the

PET/CBM and must congratulate you on its concept and on

packing in so much detail. It's so very much better than anything I

have had up to now that it'll be my constant reference manual."

"I have received my copy of Programming the PET/CBM by Raeto

West and I have recommended it to several of my students. This

book is so valuable that I cannot now afford to be without it."

Published exclusively in North America by COMPUTE! Books. The book is an astonishing

reference manual of useful information. Contents include this and much more:

1 Introduction and overview: Plan of the book, sources

of information, features and chronology of CBM hardware.

2 BASIC and how It works: Storage of BASIC and its

variables; tokens, pointers, syntax; optimising BASIC.

3 Program and system design: Capabilities of the

equipment; charts, algorithms, space, timing.

4 Effective programming in BASIC: Seventeen examples,

including subroutines, dates, DATA. INPUT, rounding.

5 Alphabetic reference to BASIC keywords: Full

descriptions, with examples, of all keywords, with methods for

adding additional commands not present in CBM BASIC, e.g.

AUTO, DEL, OLD, POP. PRINT USING, SORT. VARPTR.

6 Disk drives: Descriptions of operation and workings of

disk drives, with BASIC and machine-code examples; bugs.

7 Alphabetic reference to disk BASIC commands:

BASIC 4 disk commands with examples and notes.

8 Other peripherals and hardware: Tape storage and

handling; printers; modem; keyboard; EPROMs; reset switches.

9 Graphics anc1 sound: Tables of CBM characters; CRT chip;

animation, bar plots, 80 by 50 etc.; user-port sound.

10 The transition to machine-code: Introductory concepts;

a BASIC monitor; use of MLM, Supermon, Extramon; easy

examples.

11 More 6502 machine-code: 6502 hardware features;

eighteen common problems in programming; debugging.

12 Alphabetic reference to 6502 opcodes: Examples,

notes, and explanations on each opcode from ADC to TYA.

13 Using ROM routines: IRQ, NMI, RESET; the Kernel;

examples - modifying LIST; ordinary and relocating loaders.

14 Effective 6502 programming: Assemblers; CHRGET

and wedges; PIAs. VIA, IEEE; common mistakes.

15 Index to BASIC ROMs and RAM: Memory map of RAM

and ROM, detailing and comparing BASICS 1, 2, and 4.

16 Mathematical programming: Precision; equations;

statistics; simulation; finance; calculus; machine-code.

17 Programming in business and education: Examples,

applications and pitfalls in business and education.

Appendices: 6502 reference charts; Supermon listings;

ASCII; glossary

Plus many programs,diagrams and charts. Paperback, 504 pages. ISBN 0 942386 04 3. $24-95,

To Order

Programming The PET/CBM

Call

TOLL FREE 800-334-0868
In IMC Call 919-275-9809

Or send coupon to

COMPUTE! Books, P.O. Box 5406, Greensboro, NC 27403

In England, order from Level Limited, P.O. Box 438. Hampsiead London

NU/3 IBH. Price in England is £ 14.90. including P & P.

Please send. copy (copies) of Programming The

PET/CBM at S24.95 each, fin the US and Canada, add S3

shipping and handling. Outside North America add SI 0 for air

mail delivery, S3 for surface delfveiyj,

All orders must be prepaid in US funds |money order, check,

or charge)

n Payment Enclosed

Please charge my Q VISA □ MasterCard □ Am. Express

Account No. Expires /

Name

Address

City State

Country

Allow 4-6 weeks (of deliveiy Foreign surface dehveiy allow 2-4 months



SBC

SMALL CMP

BCS

TAY

TXA

JSR

RTS

#$37

#$10

HEXIN

SFFD2

(convert A-F>

(result too big?)

(yes, try again)

(copy value to Y)

(restore ASCII)

(print digit)

There are some "tricks" to the above coding.

The first subtraction seems to be taking off 47

($2F), but it really subtracts the correct value of 48

since the carry is clear, which is a "borrow" in

subtraction. The carry is set for the second sub

traction, so the stated value of $37 (55) is used. AM

illegal characters are excluded, although it may

take a little hand calculation to work out why.

That's the hard part. Now let's do the easy

part - the actual hex input of four digits:

ROL A ..byS..

ROL A ..by 16

STA VALUE put result somewhere

JSR HEXIN fourth character

TYA

ORA VALUE combine with previous

STA VALLO store in low byte

Not too hard? Multiplying by 16 is performed

by four short instructions: a shift and three rotates.

The rest involves combining the digits and putting

them away.

Next time, we'll discuss decimal number

input, which requires a somewhat more difficult

multiplication by ten. ©

FOUR JSR

TYA

ASL

ROL

ROL

ROL

STA

JSR

TYA

ORA

STA

JSR

TYA

ASL

ROL

HEXIN

A

A

A

A

VALUE

HEXIN

VALUE

VALHI

HEXIN

A

A

get character

move value to A

mult, by 2..

..by4..

..by 8..

..by 16

put result somewhere

another character

combine with previous

store in high byte

get third character

move value to A

mult, by 2..

..bv4..
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THE MONKEY WRENCH

A PROGRAMMER'S AID FOR ATARI 800

If you are a person who likes to
monkey around with the ATARI BOO —
Then THE MONKEY WRENCH is for

you! Make programming tasks

easier, less time consuming and

more fun. Why spend extra hours

working on a BASIC program when

the MONKEY can do it for you.

Plugs in the RIGHT cartridge slot
and works with ATARI BASIC.

The Monkey Wrench provides «/q qc

9 new BASIC direct mode com-

mands. They include: AUTO LINE NUMBERING, DELETE
LINE NUMBERS. CHANGE MARGINS. MEMORY TEST

RENUMBER CURSOR EXCHANGE, HEX & DECIMAL

CONVERSION, and MONITOR. The monitor command
gives access to a machine language monitor with 15

commands used to interact with the powerful features

of the 6502 microprocessor.

ATARI AND PET

EPROM PROGRAMMER

Programs 2716 and 2532

EPROMs. Includes hardware

and software. PET = $75.00-

ATARI (includes sophisticated

machine language monitor) =

S119.95

- T.I

VIC RABBIT CARTRIDGE

"High-Speed
Cassette
Load and Save1"

$39.95

(includes Cartridge

and Manual)

■Expansion Connector

"Don't waste your Life away waiting to LOAD and SAVE

programs on Cassete Deck."

Load or Save 8K in approximately 30 seconds! Try
it - your Un-Rabbitized VIC takes almost 3 minutes.
It's not only Fast but VERY RELIABLE.

Almost as fast as VIC Disk Drive1 Don't be foolish —

Why buy the disk when you can get the VIC Rabbit

for much, much less!

Easy to install — it just plugs in.

Expansion Connector on rear.

Works with or without Expansion Memory.

Works with VIC Cassette Deck.
13 Commands provide other nea! features.

Also Available for 2001. 4001, and 8032

PET TERMINAL SOFTWARE

A buy you RS-232 users can't pass-up. Includes

RS-232 hardware with a sophisticated software

package. May be controlled via keyboard or from

BASIC. A super buy. $129.95

More than just an Assembler/Editor!

It's a

Professionally

Designed

Software

Development

System

MAE
for

PET

APPLE

ATARI

Blast oil with the software used on the space

shuttle project!

• Des^eno improve Programmer PioOuciivitY

• Stfrrtu lyilax *v! wnnunfls - No new 10 reteam ptcuur

syntaxes ind commands wfiefi you 90 from PET 10 APPLE

ID ATARI

• CorradfAil tonM'l ;■!:' - '■: n*M 10 ■'■>'. ''■" • - ".' "<" "*

AsamOie' men me EtMor tic

• AIM incudes Word Prowwor Rriocilmg Loadtf. »nd mucn

rrtue

• Options EPROM Programmer. ummpMrncnted opcooe circuflry

• STILL NOT CONVINCED Stnd lor Ireest** IN-;'

E>% INCH SOFT

SECTORED DISKETTES

Highest quality. We use them on

our PETs, APPLEs, ATARIs, and other

computers. $22.50/10 or $44.50/211

PiownierPrnier-Excellent aoimatmnnm Parallel - S489 00

Serial = S600 00 IEEE = S589 0C

DC Hayes Smart Moflem = S235 00
DC Hayes Micro Moflem U = S?89 00

Rana Disk Drive - 375

t Dnve Connolie' - 114

3239 Linda Dr.

Winston-Salem.N.C. ;»7106

(919)924-2889 (919)748-8446

Send for free catalog!

t6 = S6 50 2a32 = 512 50

Over 40 Com-nodo'e Programs Dy Bauer ion 4O40I = S25 00

VISA'



PROGRAMMING THE Tl
C. Regeno

Easy Editing
Ifyou use these editing keys and built-in programmers'

commands, you'll soon discover howfun and easy-to-use

the T1-99I4A can be.

You are typing along writing a program or "keying-

in" one from COMPUTE! Magazine when - oops! -

you make an error. Hold it! Don't type the whole

line over! Take advantage of the easy-to-use

editing capabilities built in to the TI-99/4A.

Take a look first at the arrow keys (found on

letters E,S,D,X). You thought they were just for

games? They will probably be the most used

editing keys once you get used to them. Suppose

you have typed lines 100-150 and look up at the

screen and notice you want to change the number

in line 130:

130 CALL SCREEN(14>

Type in 130 then hold the function key (FCTN)

down while you press the down arrow I. (It might

be best to follow through this article as you sit at

your TI-99/4A.) You'll notice line 130 comes up at

the bottom of the screen with the cursor at the

first position. Now press FCTN and the right

arrow. The cursor will go toward the right. You

may go one space at a time, or hold the key and it

will repeat. Go over to the 4 in 14. Stop right over

the 4 and type 6. Press ENTER, and the line will

now be

130 CALL SCREEN (16)

Any characters you don't want to change

you can just pass over with the arrow key. Change

the character you want, then press ENTER - you

don't need to go to the end of the line either.

Now suppose you don't like color 16 (white)

and decide you want color 6. Type 130 then FCTN

i. Use FCTN-* to get over to the 1 in 16. Stop right

on top of the 1. Now press FCTN and 1, which is

DEL, for DELete. Now press ENTER and you

should have

130 CALL SCREEN{6)

Try another function key. Type 130 then

FCTNj. Use FCTN^to go on top of the 6 and

type 2. Just a second, though. You don't want

screen 2; you want 12. Use FCTN <■ to back up

one spot (cursor on 2). Press FCTN 2 for INSert.

You won't notice anything right away, but now

type 1 - you have color 12. Press ENTER and your

line has been changed.

Automatic Repeats

The left arrow, right arrow, and DELete keys have

the automatic repeat feature by just holding the

key down. The INSert key needs to be pressed

just once and characters will keep being inserted

as you type until you press ENTER, DELete, or

one of the arrow keys. To delete or get rid of a

whole line, type the line number and then press

ENTER.

Two more handy editing keys are the up

arrow and down arrow. Let's assume you have

the following lines:

200 CALL HCHAR(3,5,42)

210 CALL HCHAR(3,8,42)

220 CALL HCHAR(3,20,33)

You RUN your program and discover the graphics

needs to be a line lower - the row value needs to

be changed from 3 to 4.

Type 200, press FCTN i, and use the right

arrow to change the 3. Instead of pressing the

ENTER key, press FCTN \. After line 200 has been

edited, the very next line, line 210 in this case,

will appear for editing. Likewise, the up arrow

will give you the line just before the one on which

you were working.

Two other editing keys you should be aware

of are ERASE (FCTN 3) and CLEAR (FCTN 4).

You may already be familiar with CLEAR. If you

are running a program and want to stop, FCTN 4

will interrupt the program. (QUIT, FCTN =, will

stop the program, erase it from memory, and

return to the TI title screen; CLEAR stops the pro

gram but it is still in the computer and you may

either CONtinue or RUN.)

CLEAR has another function while you are

programming. If you start typing a line and decide

you don't want that line after all, press CLEAR.
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The cursor will go to the next line and the line

you were working on is ignored. ERASE will erase

the line that you are working on.

The other function keys you see along the

top row of your keyboard are used in some of the

command modules and are described in the man

uals accompanying the modules.

Some helpful commands for programmers

are LIST, NUM, and RES. As you are writing a

program, each command needs a line number.

When the program is RUN, the computer executes

each line in numerical order. The command LIST

will list your complete program in order. As your

program lists, if it is too long for one screen, the

lines scroll off the top. If you want to stop the

listing, press CLEAR. If you want to list only part

of your program, just list the lines you wish:

Command Lists:

LIST

LIST-200

LIST 200-300

LIST 300-

Whole program

All lines up to and including line 200

Lines 200 to 300 inclusive

Lines 300 to the end

When you're typing in a program, it will save

time and reduce the chance for error if you let the

computer type the line numbers. Type in the com

mand NUM (for NUMBER). The computer will

automatically start with line 100. Now type in

CALL CLEAR and press ENTER. The computer

enters line 100 and starts you on line 110. The

NUM command automatically increments the

line numbers by 10.

You may start anywhere - for example, type

NUM 3220 and press ENTER. Your program starts

with line 3220 and increments by 10.

Yes, you can change the increments also.

Type NUM 200,5 and you'll start with line 200

and increment by 5 (line 200, 205, 210, etc.). The

general form is: NUM initial line, increment.

If you want the program to start with line 100

but the increments to be 7 instead of 10, you may

use NUM ,7.

To get out of the automatic numbering, just

press ENTER after the line number or CLEAR.

You'll also notice that if you have a program in

the computer and type NUM the computer will

show you what is on that line. If you want to keep

the line as is, just press ENTER.

Complete Renumber
RES is a command that stands for RESEQUENCE.

You've been programming and adding lines here

and there and want it to look nice again, all num

bered by tens. Type RES and press ENTER. As

soon as the cursor reappears, your program is

resequenced or renumbered, including all line

numbers referenced in other lines. Try this

sample:

10 CALL CLEAR

?02 COMPUTE! March 1983

12 CALL SCREEN(14)

20 FOR 1=1 TO 8

30 CALL SOUND(500,-I,2)

35 GOTO 20

Now type RES and press ENTER, then LIST. The

lines are resequencod, starting with 100 and in

crementing by 10. Like the NUM command, you

may specify the starting line number and the in

crement; RES initial line, increment.

Try RES 10 then LIST.

Try RES 1,1 or RES ,5 and experiment with

your own numbers.

Quite often 1 like to start writing programs

with line numbers incrementing by 10. Type in

NUM and start programming. If the program has

several branches, I may start one branch at 1000

(NUM 1000), another at 2000, etc. Leaving gaps in

the line numbers makes it easier to add lines

later.

For example, if I have a line 200 and the next

line is line 210, I may easily add lines in between

by numbering them 202, 204, etc. But what if I

have to add 15 lines between lines that are only

ten apart? RES ,50 will spread the lines apart and

allow more numbers in between. Of course, when

I'm through with the program, 1 RES so the pro

gram starts at 100 and increments by 10, and you

can't tell where I have planned poorly and had to

add lines. ©

Quit Playing Games . . .
Disk Based Software to Make Your
Computer Get Down to Business

Disk Data Manager—Create and manage your own data
base. Allows you to create, add, change, delete, search,

sort, print, etc. Up to 1200 records on a single disk.

VIC 20. . . 59.95 CBM 64 ... 79.95

Payroll System—Full featured, complete payroll sys
tem. Even prints checks.

VIC 20. . . 89.95 CBM 64 ... 99.95

Mailing List—Up to 12ti0 records on a single disk.
Presorts by Zip Code. Prints on stock up to four

labels wide.

VIC 20. . . 44.95 CBM 64 ... 54.95

Inventory Package—Maintains quantity on hand, cost,
sales price, reorder point, etc. Generates suggested

reorder, sales report, and sales analysis.

VIC 20. . . 79.95 CBM 64 ... 99.95

General Ledger—Up to 7!. accounts! Generates Balance
Sheet, Income Statement, Update Report, etc.

VIC 20. . . 89.95 CBM 64 ... 99.95

Checkbook Manager—Up to 25 expense categories.
Tracks all outstanding checks until they are paid.

VIC 20. . . 49.95 CBM 64 . . .49.95

CONTACT US FOR ALL YOUR

DISK BASED SOFTWARE NEEDS
Call for specifics on Hardware Configurations.

Send Self-Addressed Stamped Envelope for
Catalogue of Garner and other Applications

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

2905 Ports O'Call Court
Piano, Texas 75075

(214) 867-1333

VISA and MASTERCARD Accepted



PET Quickplot
Matt Gams

This machine language subroutine, when added to any

BASIC program, will perform fast, high-resolution

drawing or plotting on PET/CBM's of any memory

size, any version of BASIC (see Programs 2 and 3 for

the variations). Program 1 checks your memory size

and places itself in the correct location at the top ofRAM

and reports to you the SYS address to use from BASIC

programs.

Program 1, the BASIC loader for "Quickplot,"

can be RUN and then, to get an idea of its graphics

capabilities, try Programs 4 and 5 for demonstra

tions. When you give a value for X and Y, that

point on the PET screen is illuminated with the

appropriate character from the table. This series

of characters effectively creates an 80 x 40 resolu

tion for the screen. In order to plot a point, say

(20,10), just execute SYS (address given by loader),

20,10 and there it appears.

The program is set up to avoid any negative

values. The lower left-hand corner of the screen is

0,0 (line zero, column zero). The way the value of

X and Y is given to the machine language plotting

routine is the most interesting feature of Quick-

plot. There is a short subroutine, three machine

language JSR's long, which is contained in line

500 of Program 1. It jumps to three PET ROM

routines in a row.

The first jump is to a ROM routine called

"checkcom," which looks through the line in

BASIC for a comma. Then we jump to "evaexp"

which evaluates expressions. It can handle both

numbers and variables. Finally, "fltfix" gives a

numerical value expressed as an integer, anything

to the right of the decimal point is dropped, and

the number can be found divided between its

high byte in the accumulator and low byte in the

Y register.

After the program thus recovers the coordi

nates, it decides which of the characters (see the

table) is appropriate and then figures out the

screen address.

The method used here to pass values from a

SYS to a machine language subroutine could easily

be adapted to other machine language work. Just

disassemble the three JSR's in line 500 which apply

to your computer. Jot them down if you ever need

to send numbers conveniently from BASIC to

machine language.

The plot characters

Character Index Binary Representation

■

1

1

■

H

2

J

1

5

—

PI

1

k

■

0

i

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

«

12

,3

14

15

0000

0001

0010

0011

0100

0101

0110

0111

1000

1001

1010

1011

1100

1101

1110

1111

Program 1: basic Loader

100 TP=PEEK{53)-1

110 FOR T=0 TO 220

120 READ A$

130 IF A$="*" THEN A=TP:GOTO 150

140 A=VAL(A?)

150 POKE T+TP*256,A

160 NEXT T

170 POKE 53,TP:PRINT"(CLEAR}USE SYS"TP*256:N

EW

180 DATA 32,185,*,140,211,*,141,212,*,32

190 DATA 185,*,140,213,*,141,214,*,173,212

200 DATA *,208,11, 173,214,*,208,6,32,35

210 DATA *,32,60,*,96,24,78,211,*,144

220 DATA 4,169,1,208,2,169,4,141,215,*

230 DATA 24,78,213,*,144,3,14,215,*,96

240 DATA 56,169,24,237,213,*,141,216,*,169

250 DATA 40,141,218,*,169,0,141,217,*,32

260 DATA 133, *,173,219,*,24,109,211,*,144

270 DATA 3,238,220,*,133,1,173,220,*,24

280 DATA 105,128,133,2,160,0,162,0,177,1
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290

300

310

320

330

340

350

360

500

510

520

530

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

DATA

221,19 5,*,240,7,232,224,16,208,244

162,0,138, 13,215,*,170,189,195,*

145,1

*,24,78,216,*,144,25,24,173,219

*, 109

220,*

220,*

216,*

96,169,0,141,219,*,141,220

218,*,141,219,*,144,3,238

24,173,220,*,109,217,*,14L

24,14,218,*,46,217,*,173

208,213,96

32,245,190,32,152,189,32,45,201,96

32, 108,124,225,123,98,255,254,126,127

226,251,97,252,236,160,0,0,0,0

0,0,0,0,0,0

Program 2: Use this line for Upgrade BASIC.

500 DATA 32,248,205,32,159,204,32,210,214,96

Program 3: Use this line for Original BASIC.

500 DATA 32,17,206,32,184,204,32,208,214,96

Program 4: Example Sine Wave

10 FORX=0TO79

20 Y%=24*SIN(6.28*X/80)+24

30 SYS32512,X,Y%

40 NEXTX

Program 5: Example plot of a circle centered

at (40,24) and radius 10

10 X=40:Y=24:R=10

20 FORT=lTO360

30 X%=X+R*C0S(T*3.14/180)

40 Y%=Y+R*SIN(T*3.14/180)

50 SYS 32512,X%,Y% ,g.

60 NEXTT **

VIC-2C & 64 &

• PET OWNERS •

NEW AUTHENTIC PROGRAMS

CASINO CRAPS
•Any bet made in Vegas,

now can be made at home.

•The Field Hardways-

Place Bets-Come-Pass Line
• Find a winning system.without

losing a dime.
8K version [1player]S10.95

16K version [5 plavers)$ 12.95

KONNECTFOUR
•Now play this popular game
against your pet.

•Excellentsound ^graphics
• Realtimeclock

•Three levels of play

•Can fit into 8K
•Fun & Educational for all ages

ONLY$10.95
GP Microsystems

72-31 67th Place

Glendale.N.Y. 11385

Please include $ 1.50 shipping

& handling for each program.

Indicateversion.

COMPUTERS

First Book Of VIC
The newest title in COMPUTERS First Book series...

Our First Book ofVIC contains the best of our VIC articles and applications

published since the summer of 1981. In one convenient spiral bound volume,

you'll find approximately 200 pages of information.

□ Chapter 4: Color and Graphics

□ Chapter S: Maps and Specifications

□ Chapter 6: Machine Language

□ Chapter 1: Getting Started

□ Chapter 2: Diversions — Recreation

and Education

□ Chapter 3: Programming Techniques

In addition to material previously published in COMPUTE!, several of the articles

and programs including a screen print program, append, tutorials on screen

formatting and keyboard input and others, are being published for the first time.

Order your copy of COMPUTE!'s First Book Of VIC today by calling TOLL FREE:

800-334-0868
In NC Call 919-375-9809

S 12.95 plus $2 shipping and handling. MasterCard, Visa, and American Express accepted, or

send your check or money order to: COMPUTE! Books, P.O. Box 5406, Greensboro, NC 27403.

US funds only. Foreign order add $5 for air mail, S2 for surface delivery.



TI Graphics

Made Easy
Lyle O Haga

There is a better way offiguring out pattern-identifier

code than that presented in the TI manual.

The TI screen is divided up into a giant grid of 24

rows and 32 columns for graphics. This grid,

shown in yourTI manual in the CALL CHAR

section, makes 768 positions or spaces for you to

put your graphics in. Each square of the grid is

divided up into an 8x8 grid consisting of 64 dots

to be turned on or off. Each 8x8 grid is divided up

into a "left block" and a "right block."

Left Right

Block Block

Each time you define a pattern-identifier,

you use all 64 dots whether or not you so stipulate.

Thus, the statement CALL CHAR(100,"FF") cov

ers all 64 dots even though you stipulated only

the top row of eight dots to be turned off; the re

maining dots stay turned on. This can be seen by

a simple little exercise. Make a box outline, 4x4.

On the surface this sounds like a pretty simple

exercise, anditis. The problem is that many people

probably won't think it through, and will come

up with the following:

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

GOTO

CLEAR

CHAR(100,

CHARQ01,

HCHARU2,

HCHAR{16,

HCHAR(12,

HCHAR(12,

80

"FF")

"8080808080808080")
8,100,

8,100,

8,101,

12,10]

.4)

.4)

.4)

-,4)

No matter what you do, this won't work;

there will always be a gap somewhere. Remember

that even though you didn't stipulate all 64 dots

in CHAR 100, you still have them to deal with.

F i F

On top of this you put the following:

You should be able to see where the gap

comes in now. When you put CHAR 101 on top

of CHAR 100, the dots you left turned on cover

the dots you turned off, thus the gap.

Here's one solution to the problem:

10 CALL

2 0 CALL

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

GOTO

CLEAR

CHAR(100

CHAR(101

CHAR(102

CHAR(103

VCHAR(12

VCHAR(12

HCHARUl

HCHAR(16

100

"00000000000000FF

"FF")

"8080808080808080

"0101010101010101'

8,102,4)

11,103,4)

8,100,4)

8,101,4)

What's the easier way of defining graphics?

The new method is one your kids learned in

school, called base 16. Using base 16, you write

the numbers 8,4,2,1,8,4,2,1 across the top of each

8x8 grid. Let's see how this works in defining the

heart; we will make it two positions high and two

wide.

If you are planning to do many graphics, you

should get some graph paper - this will make it

easier. Let each square on the graph paper repre

sent one dot; this gives you 16 squares wide and

16 squares high. Make the outline with a heavy

line. Count horizontally from the left 4, 8, and 12

lines; make these heavier than the other lines,

and make the eighth line even heavier and have it

extend beyond the outline. This will mark off

your left and right blocks and one position from

another. Now, counting vertically, go down eight

and darken this line, going beyond the outline.

Across the top, put your base 16 numbers 8, 4, 2,

1, 8, 4, 2, 1, and your paper should look like this:

842184 2184 2184 21

With this, let's make our heart. First, color in

all the squares marking your heart. Then, starting
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at the top row, add up the numbers over the

squares you darkened. If the total is under ten,

your pattern code will be that number, and if it is

over nine, you use the letters A-F. You do the one

complete grid and then move to the right; when

you are through, move down to the next line.

You should come up with the following results:

s

;

4 2

!

1

!
8

1
4

1
I

2

|
1

1

I
1

1
1

S

——

4 2 1 8 4

1 1 1

|
-

1 1 1

11!

2

!

i

i
B = ll

C = 12

D = 13

E = 14

F = 15

Row one has no darkened squares, so the

code is zero for both left and right blocks. You get

the same results with row two. In row three, a

square under the number one is darkened in the

left block of grid one, so the code is one. In the

right block, squares under the 8 and 4 are

darkened, so the code is C. In row four, the

squares under the 2 and 1 are darkened; the code

is 3. Row four of the right block has darkened

squares under 8, 4, and 2, so the code is E. Just

keep this up, and you will come up with the

following:

'00001C3E7F7F7F7F")

'0000387CFEFEFEFE")

CALL CHAR(100

CALL CHAR(101

CALL CHAR(102,"3F1F0F0703010000")

CALL CHAR{103,"FCF8F0E0C0800000")

Using base 16 is easier.

COMPUTE!

TOLL FREE
Subscription

Order Line

800-334-0868
In HC 919-275-9809

Everyone knows where the

U.S. capital is...

Do you know where

YOUR capital is?

"MAGIS PLUS"
A fully integrated accounting software

package for small businesses

by MAG, INC.

• Special Values •

5V4" Floppy Disks - Box of 10

single-sided double density - $40.00

S.E.C.O. carries a full line of hardware &

software featuring: Commodore, Digilog, Victor,

Texas Instruments and others.

For Information and Prices

Call Collect: 404-783-5011

South Eastern

Computer Outlet
P.O. Box 127 • Comer, Georgia 30629
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A SuperPET Monitor You

Can Bank On
Gary L Ratiiff

How to add and easily relocate Micrornon to the Super

PET. When this powerful monitor is paired ivith that

powerful computer-you can explore the languages,

the operating system, and maybe construct a 6809

disassembler.

Have you acquired the SuperPET computer and

found that resident monitors lack several features

found in extended monitors such as Supermon

and Micromon? (Both of these monitors were

made available to COMPUTE! readers: Supermon,

December 1981 and Micromon, January 1982.)

Have you considered adding additional memory

or buying one of the newer Commodore units

with the 6508 or 6509 chips? Since both these

devices can use bank switching to extend the

address range to several megabytes, it's likely

that you will soon need a monitor which adds

bank switching to an already powerful set of

commands.

Or, have you wished to add a user feature to

one of these monitors and wondered how it was

done? If so, then the methods which I've used to

add a Bank command to Micromon Plus will be of

interest to you. We will examine more closelv the

structure of the command and jump tables so that

any code which you may wish to add to the mon

itor will also be easy to relocate with the T and N

commands of Micromon.

The first step necessary for the addition of a

command to Micromon Plus which will allow

bank switching is that you have correct versions

of Micromon and Plus which have not been run.

When Micromon Plus is executed, several changes

are made to the Micromon portion of the code

which make relocating the code difficult. [After

the code first appeared in the January 1982 issue of

COMPUTE!, several readers found relocating the code

difficult. Consequently, several comments and sugges

tions appeared in the "CAPUTE!" section of later

issues (April 1982 and June 1982).] If you are enter

ing this on a SuperPET, be certain to make the

changes for converting the code for the 8032

screen format toyourcorrect version of Micromon.

The assumed starting point is Micromon located

at $6000-$6FFF and the Plus code at $5B00-$5FFF.

The first features of the Plus code which we

shall examine are the commands and jump vec

tors. This segment of code is found at $5F15-S5F39.

Note that the jump vectors for the (a; command

and the > command are both to $5CD8. The first

change is to add a shifted B command by locating

the $3E in the line starting at S5F15 and changing

it to SC2. Now you can test this by issuing a shifted

B command.

If you don't get the disk status, you have

made an error and should correct it before entering

further code. Next, change the second occurrence

of the pattern D8 5C to 4A 5F. The code of the

bank command will be assembled starting at

$5F4A. If you wish to enter your own command

into this monitor, you would follow a similar

procedure.

The commands are obtained by the command

search and dispatch routine found at $5B69 to

$5B86. The commands start at $5F15; the jump

vectors start at $5F22. If the value of the X register

becomes negative, it signals that the command

was not found and an error message is printed.

The design of the command is the next step.

My idea of the B command was to print out the

present bank setting on B <return>. Change the

bank setting on entering any hex value from 0 to

F, then print out the altered status. Any character

other than spaces between the B and the parameter

would be an error; the error message (?) should

be printed to show this fact.

Note: if after the break a simple G command

is issued, Micromon Plus with a BANK command

added will perform a cold start. The code for

adding the bank command is found in Program 1.

You may enter it directly with the command: A

5F4A JSR $6006 etc. Just enter the listed code until

you reach the end of the bank code at $5F8D. (If

you make any entry errors, use the D command

to correct the assembled code.)
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Easy Relocation

A text message is easily printed by loading the Y

and A registers with the address of the string

followed by JSR STROUT. This was the first ap

proach; however, the two-byte immediate in

structions will not relocate properly when the

finished code is moved. A careful study of the

Micromon Plus code reveals that if the address is

contained in a pointer, it will change automatically

with the N command word option and make it

easy for the user to relocate the code to any desired

address. If your own routine is to use ROM-based

routines which require setting up certain registers,

then a similar analysis will reveal whether you

need to reserve some memory as pointers to your

code.

Micromon is designed to work for both Up

grade and 4.0 operating systems so look up both

routines and code accordingly. SuperPET is avail

able only for 4.0 operating systems, yet the code

will operate on Upgrade BASIC which has a

bank-switched RAM board (the hidden RAM

feature of the 8032 excepted).

Next, the text message and the hexadecimal

data need to be moved to safe ("hidden") memory.

This is the purpose of the initialization code pre

sented in Program 2. Again, just use the A com

mand of Micromon Plus to assemble the code

starting at S5AD7.

The final step is to enter the text and data.

Using the M command, change the contents of

locations $5F15-$5F45 and S5F90-S5FF0 to read

exactly like those presented in the text of the

article. This change will also enter your pointers,

which will allow easy relocation of the code.

Before saving the code, load the correct version of

Micromon. As I mentioned, running the Plus

portion will alter the Micromon code and make

relocation difficult. When all these changes have

been made correctly, you are ready to save the

finished product. Now save the finished product

by entering: S "0FILENAME",08,5AD7,7000.

You are now ready to test the operation of

the bank command. Since this was written to

overcome some of the shortcomings of the resident

monitors present in the SuperPET, flip your

machine to the 6809 setting and load in the de

velopment system. This step will fill your 64K

bank switched RAM and give you something to

explore. Now flip back to the 6502 side and load

in Bankplus or whatever you called it when you

saved the program.

Enter a SYS(1024) to get the monitor and

then a command of: G 5AD7. Since this is an

assembler, linker, and editor, let's try to find the

instruction set text for 6809 opcodes. Enter the

command: B0 followed by M 9000 9FFF to examine

bank zero.
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Examine Both 6502 And 6809

What? Something passed by which you wanted

to see! You now have the power of Micromon

Plus to examine not only the 6502 side, but also

the 6809 side of your SuperPET. Before working

with the 6809 monitor, you would have had to

reissue the command and hope to narrow down

on the target. Now, to catch that segment you

missed, just hit the cursor keys and scroll up or

down through memory.

Did you want to hunt through memory for

the 6809 equivalent of the JSR and RTS statements

to more closely zero in on the code to be translated

later by the 6809 translate instruction? (While

you're at it, if you turn on the printer you'll have

the results of your search as hardcopy.) Want a

printed hex dump of the APL in the SuperPET?

Since this is larger than the 64K, you now know

why the code for BANK switching must be easy

to relocate. For those who are becoming impatient,

the opcode data table will be found in bank six at

locations S9660-$9A70.

The next step is instructions to move the

code. I am certain that SuperPET owners will

want to explore not only the languages, but also

the operating system itself. To do this we will

want to relocate Micromon to start at $7000 and

the Bankplus addition to run from S0AD7-0FFF.

This will allow us to move a copy of the 6809

operating system from SAO00-FFFF to the freed

space from S1000-6FFF. The goal is achieved by

writing a simple 6809 move routine. The trick is to

power-up with the switch in program mode, and

then, once the code has been moved, change the

registers to automatically switch to the 6502 mode.

Be certain that you know how to control the diag

nostic sense pin, or you will completely wipe out

your freshly moved code. You'll notice that the

stack pointer is messed up. Don't try to correct it:

just get the code to the disk as a file.

Step-by-step

The following instructions will achieve this relo

cation of the code:

1. T 6000 6FFF 7000

(first move Micromon)

2. N 7000 7FFF 1000 6000 6FFF

(relocate the code)

3. N 7FB0 7FFF 1000 f.000 6FFFW

(relocate the words)

4. T5AD7 5FFF0AD7

(move Plus and additions)

5. N 0AD7 0FFF B000 5000 5FFF

(relocate Plus)

6. N 0F4A 0F8F B0OO 5000 5FFF

(relocate Bank)

7. N 0AD7 0FFF 1000 6000 6FFF

(correct any Micromon calls from Plus)

8. N 0D4A 0F8F 1000 6000 6FFF

(correct any Micromon calls from Bank)



SF15 50 C4 49 CD 40 C2 DA 4A CB CC 5E 55 59 BE 5B 89PDIM@BZJKL~UY>[.

5F25 5B 6B 5C 16 5C D8 5C 4A 5F 27 5E 3A 5E 62 5E 69[k\.\X\J_'*:*b"*
5F35 5E 77 5E 82 5E D2 5E 69 5B 00 5B B0 5F D7 5A 31~w".ARAi[.[0_WZ1

5F45 30 32 31 38 31 20 06 60 C9 20 D0 03 20 17 6C C902181 .*I P. .11

Figure 1: Command/Jump Vectors

5F90 0D 2E 20 42 41 4E 4B 20 3D 20 30 2E 0D 2E 00 00.. BANK = 0

5FA0 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 41 42 43 44 45 460123456789ABCDEF

5FB0 93 4D 49 43 52 4F 4D 4F 4E 20 50 4C 55 53 0D 42.MICROMON PLUS.B

5FC0 59 3A 20 42 2E 20 53 45 49 4C 45 52 0D 11 42 41Y; B. SEILER..BA

5FD0 4E 4B 20 43 4F 44 45 20 41 44 44 45 44 0D 42 59NK CODE ADDED.BY

5FE0 3A 20 47 2E 20 52 41 54 4C 49 46 46 0D 0D 00 00: G. RATLIFF....

5FF0 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

Figure 2: Text String Area

9. N 0F22 0F47 B000 5000 5FFFW

(correct the word tables)

At this point you can run the code and issue

a load command to recall the file of the 6809 oper

ating system. Save the whole thing, and with one

very powerful monitor you can examine the 6502

ROM, the relocated code of the 6809 side of the

SuperPET, and any of the languages which load

Program 4:

Add

5F4A

5F4D

5F4F

5F51

5F54

5F56

5F58

5F5A

5F5D

5F5F

5F60

5F62

5F65

5F66

5F69

5F6C

5F6F

5F72

5F75

5F77

5F79

5F7C

5F7E

5F80

5F83

5F86

5F89

5F8A

5F8D

the

20

C9

D0

20

C9

F0

A2

DD

F0

CA

10

4C

8A

8D

8D

AE

BD

8D

A0

A9

AE

E0

F0

20

4C

20

00

20

6C

Bank

06

20

03

17

0D

14

0F

E0

06

F8

8E

DF

FC

DF

E0

DA

87

D0

00

40

06

ID

89

1C

60

3E

60

6C

87

60

87

EF

87

87

87

C0

BB

5F

CA

6C

5F

Command

JSR

CMP

BNE

JSR

CMP

BEQ

LDX

CMP

BEQ

DEX

BPL

JMP

TXA

STA

STA

LDX

LDA

STA

LDY

LDA

LDX

CPX

BEQ

JSR

JMP

JSR

BRK

JSR

JMP

$6006

#520

$5F54

$6C17

#$0D

$5F6C

#$0F

$87E0,X

$5F65

$5F5A

$608E

$87DF

$EFFC

$87DF

$87E0fX

$87DA

#$87

#$D0

$C000

#$40

$5F86

$BB1D

$5F89

$CA1C

$6C60

($5F3E)

into the bank-switched RAM space. Furthermore,

you can also load and save segments of 6809

code. (A feature omitted from the 6809 monitor.)

Not only this, but you can also determine where

the 6809 programs load with the J "1:FILENAME"

command of Plus and alter this location with the

Y command to load the short program "loader"

into the bank-switched RAM space.

I would like to learn how the disassembler

works. The biggest headache in writing a disas

sembler in BASIC is getting the data statements

correct. Since these are easily copied in from the

source code used in the development system, I

think the disassembler from Micromon could be

converted to translate the 6809 opcodes and also

print them in a correct format. How about it? Is

anyone game for writing a 6809 disassembler

routine in 6502? Would such a product be called a

cross disassembler? You can now bank switch;

let's translate too.

Program 2:

Initialization of Bank

5AD7

5ADA

5ADD

5AE0

5AE2

5AE4

5AE7

5AEA

5AED

5AEF

5AF2

5AF5

5AF6

5AF8

5AFA

5AFD

AC

AD

AE

E0

F0

20

4C

20

A2

BD

9D

CA

10

A9

8D

8D

41

40

00

40

06

ID

ED

1C

IF

90

D0

F7

00

DF

FC

5F

5F

C0

BB

5A

CA

5F

87

87

SF

LDY

LDA

LDX

CPX

BEQ

JSR

JMP

JSR

LDX

LDA

STA

DEX

BPL

LDA

STA

STA

Command

$5F41

$5F40

$C000

#$40

$5AEA

$BB1D

$5AED

$CA1C

#$1F

$5F90,X

$87D0,X

$5AEF

#$00

S87DF

$EFFC c
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Automatic VIC Appending
Mark Niggemann

It's quite simple to add two programs together to make

a single, larger program. This brief tutorial shows how

and explains how the VIC automatically relocates pro

grams in memory.

One of the nice features of the VIC is the auto-

relocation of BASIC programs during a LOAD.

The VIC puts a program into the correct place in

RAM memory automatically because programs

can be located at three different places in VIC,

depending on the memory size that it has. If you

saved a program on a 3.5K VIC and later on you

bought a 3K expander, it would be next to impos

sible to RUN that program if the locator didn't

make an adjustment.

BASIC on a 3.5K machine expects the starting

memory address to be 4097. All programs are

saved with this memory address as their starting

point. On an expanded-by-3K VIC, the starting

memory address is 1025. Since the starting point

of BASIC can thus vary, it's left up to the relocator

to set things right.

How The Relocator Works

The relocator first checks to see where the start of

BASIC is. This is an address POKEd by the com

puter into locations 43 and 44 when the VIC is

switched on. This "start of BASIC" address is
where the relocator will begin to store any program

that the VIC is LOADing. Note: This does not in

clude programs that are saved using absolute

save mode, as in Jim Butterfield's "Tinymon"

(COMPUTE!, January 1982, #20).

Since the relocator depends on the "start-of-

BASIC" memory locations (called "pointers") to

know where to start storing a program during a

LOAD, it is possible to join two separate programs

by using a method that I will describe later on.

Note that the two programs to be joined must not

have overlapping line numbers and that the pro

gram in memory at the time must have lower line

numbers than the program you are "appending"

onto it from tape.

Type in this example program:

50 REM PART 2 OF TEST PRG.

60 PRINT "THIS A TEST"

70 PRINT "TO SEE A VIC"
80 PRINT "APPENDING I"
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Now save this example on tape and clear the

memory using NEW to make way for the next

program:

SAVE"PART 2"

PRESS PLAY & RECORD ON TAPE

OK

SAVING PART 2

READY.

NEW

Now type in this example program:

10 REM PART 1 OF TEST PRG.

20 PRINT "WILL THIS WORK?"

30 PRINT "I HOPE IT DOES."

40 PRINT "I KNOW IT WILLl"

I had you type in the second part first so that

part one, the program we are appending, is in

memory, and part two is on tape.

Clear the screen and type the following in

direct mode:

PRINT PEEK(43),PEEK(44)

On a 3.5K machine you should get 1 and 16,

respectively. Write down these printed values

because you're going to need them again later on.

Now type in the following in direct mode:

POKE 43/PEEK(45)-2:POKE 44,PEEK(46)

LOAD"PART 2"

PRESS PLAY ON TAPE

OK

SEARCHING FOR PART 2

LOADING PART 2

READY.

The above lines typed in direct mode set the

start of BASIC to the end of the current program

already in memory. Then you load part two as

you would any other program. The key to the

whole thing is that the relocator will use as its

starting location the start of BASIC which is di

rected by locations 43 and 44.

There is one final step before the two pro

grams are finally appended. You must reset the

start of BASIC to what it was before you loaded in

part two. To do this, you simply POKE the two

values that you previously PEEKed into their re

spective memory locations. Fora 3.5K machine it

would look like the following:

POKE43,l:POKE44,lli



FOR THE VIC-201
THE COMPUTER REVOLUTION IS COMING!

BE READY WITH A MASTERY OF THE COMPUTER KEYBOARD!
IN THE AGE OF THE COMPUTER, EVERYONE FROM THE SCHOOL CHILD TO THE CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD SHOULD
BE AT HOME AT THE COMPUTER KEYBOARD. THESE PROGRAMS PROVIDE EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO MASTER THE
KEYBOARD AND GAIN THE COMPETITIVE EDGE THIS BRINGS IN THE COMPUTER AGE.

'Rated THE BEST educational program for the ViC-20 by Creative Computing Magazine

'TYPING TUTORPLUS WORD INVADERS — $21.95
(2 programs on one cassette tape for the unexpanded VIC-20)

Typing Tutor plus Word Invaders makes learning the keyboard easy and fun! Typing Tutor teaches the keyboard in easy
steps. Word Invaders makes typing practice an entertaining game. Highly praised by customers: "Typing Tutor is great",
"Fantastic", ■■Excellent", "High Quality", "A source of great learning and joy for our children."

Customer comment says it all ...
"... and it was everything you advertised it would be. In three weeks, my 13 year old son, who had never typed before, was
typing 35 w.p.m. I had improved my typing speed 15 w.p.m. and my husband was able to keep up with his college typing

class by practicing at home."

FOR THE COMMODORE 64(
SPRITE DESIGNER by Dr. Lee T. Hill — $16.95

Save hours of work when designing sprites. Helps you create multiple sprites, copy and alter them to create views from
different perspectives automatically for 3-D or animated effects. Options include: copy any of the previous sprites, reflec
tion, rotation, translation, shearing, reverse image, merge & intersect. Saves sprite data for merge into your program.

SHIPPING AND HANDLING $1.00 PER ORDER. CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADD 6% SALES TAX.

VISA AND MASTERCARD ORDERS MUST INCLUDE FULL NAME AS SHOWN ON CARD, CARD NUMBER, AND EXPIRATION DATE.

FREE CATALOG SENT WITH ORDER AND ON REQUEST

po roxq.03P.O. BOX 9403

SAN RAFAEL, CA 94912

ACADEfilV
(415)499-0850

Programmers. Write to our New Program Manager concerning any exceptional VIC-20 or C64 game or other program you have developed.

WE'VE GOT AN OFFER

YOU CAN'T REFUSE!

WORD PROCESSING Full capability word processing. Word-oriented—not a
line editor. Menu-driven. For VIC: TOTL TEXT 2.0 $25.00

More powerful versions include footnotes, headings, footing, keyboard input, special

printer control and more. For VTC + 16K or 24K: TOTL TEXT 2.5 $35.00

For C-64; TOTL TEXT 2.6 $40.00

MAILING LIST and LABELS Easy editing, automatically sorted, optimal non
printing data iine(s), browse and select functions. Menu-driven.

For VIC or 64; TOTL LABEL 2.0 $20.00

KEYWORD CROSS REFERENCE Students and authors: keep track of
reference notes and bibliographies. Quick reference by keyword. Requires printer.

For VIC: RESEARCH ASSISTANT 2.0 $30.00

For C-64: RESEARCH ASSISTANT 2.0 $35.00

TIME MANAGEMENT Keep track of activities by date (and time). Screen inquiry
by date, person, project. 56 different bar chart formats available.

For VIC: TOTLTJME MANAGER 2.1 $25.00
Fof Cm-TOTLTIME MANAGER 2.6 $30.00

BUSINESS ACCOUNTING Accounts receivable and payable. Inventory and
expense tracking, print invoices, statements, reports. Disk only.

For VfC and C-64: Inquire for price.

SOFTWARE for VIC 20* and

COMMODORE 64*
QUALITY at a price that's

music to your ears!
All programs work with disd ana/or rape, adapiable lor 40 or B0 column

rormais and mosl prinlers VIC programs require minimum 8K expansion

Look for TOTL Software at the

San Francisco Computer Faire, March 18-20.

ANNOUNCING THE

ONE MEGABYTE

fumpDISKETTE

A Revolutionary New

Concept in User Support

—A soft-sectored novelty

pillow no serious computer

user should be without.

S25.00 including full

documentation!

Mail Orders Send check or-

money order (Calif, residents

add 6°/o sales lax) to:

TuTL
software inc.

1555 Third St., Walnut Creek, CA 94596

wsT Call (415) 943-7877

(Be sure to specify machine when ordering) "VIC 20 and COMMODORE 64 are trademarks of Commodore Business Machines



If you made no error in the procedure outlined

above, you should be able to list the whole pro

gram with both parts together. Appending can be

a very powerful programming aid, since it allows

you to develop several sets of subroutines and

then later on lets you patch them into a main pro

gram at will.

Why not create a library of frequently used

subroutines (that: shuffle cards, round off num

bers, accept INPUT in a special way, anything

you use in lots of different programs)? Simply use

high line numbers for the subroutines (50000 and

up) and then use this technique to add them pain

lessly to your main programs. ®

PIP ENTERPRISE
CUSTOM COMPUTER EXPANSION CHASSIS

PRESENT THE ULTIMATE IN EXPANSION AND COOLING CHASSIS

ALL OF THIS IN A FINE PIECE OF SOLID HARDWOOD FURNITURE

• FAN IS IMPEDANCES
PROTECTED AND OF
THE HIGHEST QUALITY

• TOTALLY FUSED
PROTECTED

• SOLID HARDWOOD +
HARDWOOD PLYWOOD

• NO PRESS BOARD
• COOL AIR IS BLOWN

THROUGH AND
FILTERED. LIKE ON

MAIN FRAME
COMPUTER

• THE PRICE AT

RIGHT IS FOR THE
CABINET SHOWN

WE ALSO WILL BUILD
CUSTOM TO SUIT
1 TO 8 DISK DRIVES

BASIC WOOD
■OAK"

■ SK

jimi ins oh dp

DRIVE

COMPUTER

KEYBOARD

SOLID

HARDWOOD

SIDES

AVAILABLE FOR IHE

VIC-JO CDUM 6J

mm (no apple

PRICES START
AT

$189-95

CALL FOR INFOH

AT 1-7 14-527-8264

HOURS W tluu S

a oo A M meooPM

SUHOtY BOOlo I OO

SHIPPING

COST NOT
INCLUDED

PAT PENDING

LUNA
SOFTWARE

LUNA SOFTWARE has

now available for im

mediate delivery a

diverse line of software

for the Commodore

64™ and Vic 20™. Call
us today for a com

plete look at our pro

grams.

DISKETTES & CASSETTES FOR THE

COMMODORE 64™AND VIC 2O'

P.O.Box 26922 • San Jose, CA 95159-6922

Apropos introduces

The only RAM your VIC-20® will need
FEATURES

A FULL 27K bytes. (Added to VICs 5K)

Fully switchable in sections, (may

be used with SuDer Expander and

games, and other plug-ins

Built in reset button.

Fuse protected.

Totally self contained

2 extension connectors

for any device normally

plugged into the expansion port

Very tow power useage

High reliability, gold plated connectors

THIS SUPERB PLUG-IN GIVES YOUR VIC-20

REAL POWER AND EXPANDABILITY

FOR ONLY $1 65.00
6 monih parts and labor warranty

WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL

TO ORDER:

Send Check or Money Order For the Total, plus

Shipping: S2.00 (Software) or S4.00 (Hardware),

max S5.00. Calif residents add 6% tax.

Phone orders; CALL (805) 482-3604 24 HRS.

For credit card orders, include all information on card.

Foreign orders, add S8.00.

All items shipped from stock.

VIC-20 is a registered trademark of Comodore Business Machines, Inc

"HAPROPOS TCCHNOIOGU

SOFTWARE

DR.FLOYD

Psychoanalysis by

computer? - well,

not quite, but Dr.

Floyd will carry on

a conversation with you

using psychoanalytic techniques

giving the appearance of artificial

intelligence. Requires 16K or more.

$12.95

WORD PLAY

Includes: "Jargon" - a jargon word

generator. "Animal" - a fun game

where the player teaches the com

puter about animals. "Story" - the

computer writes stories using the

players input names, places, etc.

"Haiku" - the computerwrites HAIKU

like poetry. Requires 16K or more.

S12.95

All software is on high quality casseltes

and is replacement quaranteed.

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

Camarillo, CA 93010

350 N. Lantana Ave.. Suite 821

J GemTech
.aboratories

Effective software and peripherals

for microcomputers

UNIVERSAL LABORATORY INTERFACE - ;.■,.■■..■

dition to any research or instructional laboratory, the ULI pro

vides 5traightforward connection of eiperimenral apparatus lo

micros. ULI features two \7 bit tinning outputs, two 12 bit

analog inputs, one B bit digitol output port and one S bit digital

input pori Access from BASIC is simple without POKEsor PEEKs

Existing <Y recorder; con be used as dig tal plotter), and

oscilloscopes as hi-res graphics displays usng included soft

ware. Available for PET'CBM and soon for Commodore 64.

1750.00

GRADEPRO — More then an averaging program. GRADEPRO

is a fle'ible grade processor It performs strcight and weighted

overages permits counting lowest score less, ond Calculates

class averages and standard demotions on each test. GRADEPRO

generate', bar graphs of grade distributions and allows easy

storage and retrieval of files on disk or tope Classes can be ar

ranged alphabetically or by score on any toil. PROGRESS

REPORT Istlers ore generated AUTOMATICALLY!> Availoble for

PET/CSM32K, VIC16K. Commodore 64. TRS-BO 48K. and soon

for Apple 48K. 125.00

BIBLIOGRAPHER - An inde> card-type filing system for up

to 350 bibliographic references per disk. References may be

recalled liy on author's last name or a combmaton of up to 10

user-defined keywords. Search display is availoble on CRT or

printer or specific references may be transferred from CRT lo

printer during a search. Multiple file disks ore easily handled to

eipand capocity. Available for Commodore B032/4032 with

dual disk and Commocore 64 or Apple 48K with single disk.

S50.00

When ordering, specify computer and whether disk

or tape: Commodore disks available lor 1540, 1541,

2031, 2040. 4040 drives. Send order with check or

money art)er to:

GemTech Laboratories
731 Bundaberg Lane

Rural Hall, North Carolina 27045



VIC-20"
Personal Computer $179 95

RS232C Interface 39.95

Printer 334.95

Datasette 67 50

Disk Drive 349.95

Expansion Module 139.95

Joystick 9.95

Game Paddles 19 95

Telephone Modem 99 95

Terminal 40 29 95
n output of information received through ine modem

VIC 3K Memory Expander Cartridge 34.95
Plugs directly into tne VIC's expansion pori Expands to BK RAM total

VIC-1110 VIC 8K Memory Expander Cartridge 52.50
8K RAM expansion cartridge plugs directly into the VIC

VIC-1011A RS232C Terminal Interface 39.95
Provides interlace between trie VIC-20 and RS232 telecommunications modems

Connects to VIC's user par!

CM 16K Memory Expander 89.95

CM 24K Memory Expander 110 95

CARDBOARD 6 S87 95
xpaision interface far the VIC-20 Allows expansion to 40K or accepts up to Sin

games Ma/ be daisy chained tor more versatility

CARDBOARD 3 S29 95
Economy expansion interlace lor me VIC-20

CARD "?■■ CARD/PRINT $79 95
Universal Centronics Parallel Printer Interface for tne VIC-20 or CBM-6-J Use an
Epson MX-80 or OKIDATA or TANDY or |ust about any other

CARDETTE S39 95
Use any standard cassette player -recorder with your VIC-20 or CBM-64

CARDRITER S29 95
A light pen with sn good programs to use with your VIC-20 or CBW-6J

BUSINESS & HOME APPLICATIONS FOR VIC-20"

CW-107A Home Calculation Program Pack

CPV-31 Data Files - your slorage is unlimited

CPV-96 Household Finance Package - 10 keep records oi an
your household expenses

CPV-208 Bar-Chart - display your numerical data

CH Turtle Graphics - learn programming

CH VIC Forth - is a powerlul language lor 3ASIC programming

CH HES MON - is a 6502 machine language monitor with
a mini-assembler

CH HES Writer - linio-saving word processing tool

CH Encoder - keep your personal records away from prying eyes

CT-21 Statistics Sadlstics - statistical analysis
CT-121 Total Time Manager 2.0 - creates personal or

business schedules

CT- 1 24 Totl Label - a mailing list ana label program

CT-125 Totl Text BASIC

CT-1 26 Research Assistant - keep track of reference data

CT-140 Totl Text Enhanced

CM-152 Gralix Designer - design graphic characters

CQ-5 Minlmon - allows you lo program, load. save, or execute
machine language programs

CT-3 Order Tracker

CT-4 BllSineSS Inventory - to maintain record of inventory

CPV-210 Bidder

CPV-217 Cash FlOW Model - Determine cash Now

CPV-220 Client Tickler

CPV-221 Club Lister

CPV-224 Depreciator

CPV-236 Investment Analyst - keep track of investments
and investment opportunities

CPV-251 Present Value

CPV-269 Super Broker

CPV-270 Syndicate' - calculates whether to buy oi sell

CPV-274 Ticker Tape - maintains investments profile

CPV-276 Un-Word Processor - screen editor

CPV-286 Phone Directory - never lose a phone number again

CS- 1 11 Checkbook - home ' utility" program

CPV-294 Calendar My Appointments - print a calendar
for every month in any year

CPV-296 The Budgeter - place your personal finances in order

CPV-327 HESCOM - transfers data and programs bidireclion-
ally between VICs at three times the speed of a disk drive

CPV-328 HESCOUNT - monitors program execution

CHV HESPLOT - Hi-res graphics subroutines

CPV-367 Conversions - figures, volume, length, weight area
and velocity to all possible configurations

CC The Mail - you' complete mail program Cassette

Disk

CS Home Inventory - lists your home belongings

CS Check Minder - (V-20 & 64)
keep your checkoooti Ihe right way

CS General Ledger - a complete general ledger

$48.95

14.95

30 95

8.95

34.95

49.95

34 95

34.95

34.95

14.95

15.95

13.95

15.95

17.50

29.95

12.95

13.95

15.95

15.95

13.95

12.95

16 95

13.95

9.95

12.95

10.95

12.95

13.95

14.95

16.95

9.95

14.95

14.95

12.95

40.95

19.95

12.95

7.95

24.95

29.95

17.95

14.95

19 95

BUSINESS & HOME APPLICATIONS FOR C-64
CHC-504 HES Writer - word processor $39 95

CHC-503 Turtle Graphics II - utilizes the full graphics oi your 6« 49.95

CHC-502 HESMON - machine language monitor w mim-assembler 34.95

CHP-102 6502 Professional Development System 29 95

CFC Data Files - a management program 27.95

MANY MORE PROGRAMS FOR YOUR 64 & 20

VIC-1211A

COMMODORE SOFTWARE
VIC-20 Super Expander S57 99

Everything Commodore could pack into one cartridge - 3K RAM memory e«pansion

higti resolution graphics plotting, color, paint and sound commands Grapnic. lex!
multicolor and music modes 1024*1024 dot screen plotting All commands may be

typed as new BASIC commands or accessed by hitting one Of the VIC's special

lunctionkeys Includes tutorial instruction book Excellent tor all programming levels

ViC-1212 Programmer's Aid Cartridge S45.99
More lhan 20 new BASIC commands help new and experienced programmers

renumDer trace and edit BASIC programs Trace any program ime-by-lme as it

enccutes pause 10 edit Special KEY command lets programmers reOefine function

keys as BASIC commands, subroutines or new commands

VIC-1213 VICMON Machine Language Monitor S48.99
Helps machine code programmers write fast efficient 6502 assembly language

programs Includes one line assembler/disassembler

GAMES FOR YOUR VIC-20®
CCS Cribbage S14.95

CCD Motor Mouse 12.99

CW-1901 Avenger Cart. - an invasion of space intruders 24.95
and you're the VIC ' Avenger"

CW-1904 Superslot Cart. - greai music and sound effects' 24 95

CW-1906 Super Alien Cart.- you re trapped m amaze 24.95

CW-1907 Jupiter Lander Cart. - pilot your Jupiter Lander1 24.95

CW-1908 Draw Poker Cart. 24.95
CW-1909 Midnight Drive Cart. - authentic night driving 24.95

CW-1910 Radar Rat Race 24.95
CW-1911 Sky Falling 24.95
CW-1912 Mole Attack - a colorful cartoon action game 24.95

CW-1913 Raid on Ft. Knox - try to escape the guards 24 95

CW-1914 Adventure Land - Formerly available only on larger. 31.95
more expensive computers All Adventure games are decoded tc

talk on ihe Type N Talk voice synthesizer (available from VOTRAX)

CW-1915 Pirate Cove Adventure- Yo.fio.no. 4 a botiie of rum 31.95

CW-1916 Mission Impossible Adventure

CW-1917 The Count Adventure- trapped m Dracuias castle 31.95
w.th 3 days to find and destroy the vampire

CW-1918 Voodoo Castle Adventure - you have to free 31.95
Count Yorga from a curse

CW-1919 Sargon II CheSS - seven challenging play levels 31.95

CW-1923 Gorf - iThe smash-hit arcadegame1) 31.95

CW-1924 Omega Race - the ultimate space game 31.95
CW-1937 SeawOll — an explosive Bally Midway arcade "classic" 24.95
CH-G202 Maze Ol Mikor - adventure-packed game with 15.95

stunning graphics

CH-G2C3 Tank Wars 15.95
CH-G205 Pinball 1345
CH-G206 Simon ■ It gets lougher as you gel better Great for 13.45

kids ot all ages

CH-G207 Fuel Pirates 13.45

CH-G209 Laser Blitz 15.95

CH-G210 Tank Trap 15.95

CH-G211 Concentration 13.45

CH-G212 Dam Bomber- pilot your plane, avoid enemy fire

CH-C307 ShamUS - search room after room for the Shadow- 34.95
eluding androids, two levels of intense arcade action

CH-C308 Protector 36.95

CPU-79 Breakout 7.95

CPU-85 Hangman- unbelievable graphics and sound 9 95

CPU-87 Memory- vie challenges your memory 9.95

CPU-88 Match - hand ana eye coordination 7 95

CPU-89 Monks - a devilish game of logic 7 95

CPU-108 Bomber- you must decide who you want to fly (or. 9.95
men pick a target and your e*penence level

CPU-109 Amok- inehaiisot Amok are populated by robots that 20.95
obey one instruction - get the intruder

CPU-153 Tank VS. UFO - me tank is moving back and form 9.95
along the oase. shoot :he UFO before it snoots you

CPU-194 Snakman - PacmanfortneVIC 14.95

Defender on Tri - you re the pilot of tne experimental ship. Defender 1 7 95

3-D Man - Ilia popular arcade game, requires 3K 1 7.95

Exterminator - a game lull of bugs 20.95

GAMES FOR YOUR 64
CCS Cribbage

CFC Flight 64 - what a program1

CFC Spright Generator

Mastermind

Star Trek

Black Jack

Tic-Tac-Toe

Backgammon

Maze 64

$17.95

Cassette 14.95

Disk 16.95

Cassette 15.95

Disk 17.95

.4) 19.95

9.95

11 95

7 95

14 95

15.95

Prices subject to change.

TO ORDER

PO Box 18765

Wichita, KS 67218

(316) 684-4660

Personal checks accepted (Allow 3 weeks)

or C.O.D. (Add $2) Handling charges $2.00

VIC-20" is a registered trademark oi Commodore



-Bit Atari Music
Fred Tedsen

Did you know that you can improve the tuning of your

Atari's notes and extend its range dramatically? Nor

mally you can only choose between 256 notes with the

ordinary SOUND command. These subroutines let you

have more than 65,000 frequencies to make music that's

more precise and more pleasant to hear.

As I listened to my Atari play a new song that I

had entered from a magazine listing, I could hear

that some of the notes were not quite right. The

music extended into the third octave above middle

C, and though the tune was recognizable, some

of the notes were off pitch enough to make listen

ing to the tune unpleasant. I decided that it was

time for me to investigate 16-bit music. What I

discovered was not only that the accuracy of the

notes could be improved dramatically, but also

that thp effective range could be more than dou

bled.

How SOUND Works

Before we discuss 16-bit music, let's take a look at

what is happening when we use the SOUND

statement or in other words, eight-bit sound, in

Atari BASIC. The following registers in the POKEY

chip are used for sound generation:

AUDFl (53760) - Audio Frequency Register 1

AUDC1 (53761) - Audio Control Register 1

AUDF2 (53762) - Audio Frequency Register 2

AUDC2 (53763) - Audio Control Register 2

AUDF3 (53764) - Audio Frequency Register 3

AUDC3 (53765) - Audio Control Register 3

AUDF4 (53766) - Audio Frequency Register 4

AUDC4 (53767) - Audio Control Register 4

AUDCTL (53768) - Audio Mode Control Register

The audio control registers are used to set volume

(low order four bits) and sound content (high

order bits). Thus there are 16 different volume

settings and a variety of sounds available. For this

discussion we are concerned only with pure tones,

corresponding to SOUND x,x,10,x.
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The audio frequency registers are used to

control the divide by "N" circuits. These circuits

use the contents of the frequency registers to di

vide a "clock" frequency to produce different

output frequencies. Since they are one-byte regis

ters, they are referred to as eight-bit dividers. The

output frequency is determined by the formula

F0 = F/(2x(AUDF + 1)), where F is the clock fre

quency and AUDF the value in the audio fre

quency register. With a normal clock rate of

64KHz(or more exactly 63,921 cycles per second),

the frequency range is about 125Hz to 32KHz.

The effective range for music is limited to

about four octaves. This is because the tuning

accuracy of notes being reproduced becomes

progressively worse as the frequency gets higher.

Figure 1 illustrates this very clearly. It shows how

far out of tune, measured in "cents," each note in

the four octave range is. (A cent is l/100th of a

half-step. A sound which is 50 cents sharp or flat

is exactly half-way between two notes.) Notes

which are less than ten cents out of tune are usu

ally acceptable, though two notes played together

could sound bad if their combined inaccuracy is

too large. For example, if you play a note which is

eight cents flat followed by a higher note which is

eight cents sharp, the second note will probably

sound out of tune.

Tuning inaccuracy results from having a lim

ited number of values to use as dividers. With ^n

eight-bit divider, only 256 unique frequencies can

be reproduced. The A note in the fourth octave

should be 440 cycles per second. To reproduce

this note on the Atari, the number 72 is used as a

divider. The resulting frequency is 437.8Hz, which

is 8.6 cents flat. If instead we use 71 as a divider,

the output frequency is 443.9Hz. This note is 15.3

cents sharp and is obviously a poorer choice than

the note using 72. The choices become more re

stricted as the notes gel higher. For the A note in

the sixth octave, for example, 17 produces a note

which is 15.3 cents sharp, while 18 produces a

note 78.4 cents flat (closer to G# than A).



FOR THE WONDERFUL

WORLD OF ATARI

400 & 800 SYSTEMS

RCE ANNOUNCES . . .

COMMANDER 2400

AN INVITATION TO AN

EXCITING NEW DIMENSION

OF COMPUTER CONTROL

AND PROGRAMMING EASE.

2400 WITH KEYPAD - 2400 STANDARD

EXPERIENCE

. .. The responsive feel of superbly crafted

engineering under your fingertips.

. The convenience and comfort of your own

detachable professional keyboard system.

... The beauty, elegance and natural warmth

of wood.

... The luxuriousness, softness and durability

of fine furniture textured vinyl.

... A combination of features designed to

return the thrill of personal command to

computing.

FEATURES

1. Exclusive and unique calculator circuit!

Allows keypad to be switched into use as a

standard rapid entry calculator.

2. Detachable option allows easy disconnec

tion to store away while the youngsters play

their games!

3. User installable in minutes, no soldering

required!

4. Allows simultaneous use of BOTH

keyboards!

5. Keyswitches and components are top

quality design and manufacture.

THE COMMANDER 2400 IS AVAILABLE

FROM $109.00 TO $199.00 DEPENDING

ON YOUR CHOICE OF OPTIONS AND

COMES WITH A 10 0AY MONEY BACK

GUARANTEE. OUR WARRANTY IS FOR

6 MONTHS, BOTH PARTS & LABOR!

SEND FOR OUR FREE BROCHURE AND

FULL ATARI CATALOG!

TO ORDER, CALL TOLL FREE

(800) 547-2492

536 N.E."E" STREET

GRANTS PASS, OREGON 97526

Attache-style cases for carrying and pro
tecting your complete computer set-up.

Accommodates equipment in a fully oper
ational configuration. Never a need to
remove equipment from case. Simply

remove lid, connect power, and operate.

AP101

AP102

AP103

AP104

AP105

AP106

RS201

RS204

AT301

P402

P403

P404

P405

P406

P407

P408

P409

IB501

IB502

HP601

CM703

CM704

NS010

CC80

CC90

CC91

CC92

Apple II with Single Drive '

Apple II with Two Disk

Drives

Apple II, 9 Inch Monitor &

Two Drives

Apple III, Two Drives &

Silentype Printer

13" Monitor with

Accessories

AMDEK Color Monitor

TRS-80 Model I, Expansion

Unit & Drives

TRS-80 Model III

ATARI Computers with

Peripherals

Centronics 730/737 &

Radio Shack Printer

Epson MX70/80 or
Microline 82A

Epson MX100 Printer

IDS 560 or Prism

132 Printer

Starwriter Printmaster

F-10 Printer

Okidata Microline

B3A or 84 Printer

Prowrlter 2 Printer

Prowriter {Apple Dot Matrix
Printer

IBM Personal Computer

IBM Monitor

HP41 with Accessories

Commodore Model 64

with Drives

Commodore Model 64

with Dataset

North Star Advantage

Matching Attache Case (5")

Matching Attache Case (3")

Matching Accessory Case

5.25" Diskette Case

5109

119

129

139

99

119

109

129

109

89

89

99

109

119

99

99

)
89

129

99

99

119

109

139

85

75

95

49

compuTer case companv

5650 Indian Mound Court

Columbus, Ohio 43213

(614) 868-9464

CALL TOLL FREE

800-848-7548 |7^im

Gee, Dad, it's

a PlatterMania!

...Yes, Dad, a real PlatterMania

that I can use on my very own

Atari computer. Unbelievable

graphics. Great fun. And I'm

outscoring everybody.

I start with four

spinning platters

on top of four
rods. I've got

to spin not too

hard, not too

soft, as I add platters and rods.

And I can see, with a twist of

the joystick, the circus perfor

mer with a tableful of platters

that are spinning on top of

rods. AH in full color and

superb animation!

PlatterMania is by EPYX,

one of the oldest, largest—

and, we believe—best design

ers and producers of games

for microcomputers.

Now you can have the fun.

All you need is an Atari Home

Computer and $39.95. A rea

sonable price for hours and

days and weeks, and maybe
years, of enjoyment.

Available now at your

computer software dealer. If

he doesn't have it in stock,

suggest that he order it now.

Or call EPYX at (800) 824-

7888. Ask for

operator 29. In

California, call

(800) 852-7777,

operator 29.

© 1982, EPYX, 1043 Kiel Court,

Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
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Fine-tuning: 16-Bit Dividers

Luckily, the Atari provides a solution to this prob

lem: 16-bit dividers. With a 16-bit divider 65,536

different output frequencies are possible. For ex

ample, to reproduce the A in octave 6, we could

use either 502 (1.8 cents flat) or 501 (1.6 cents

sharp) and not be able to hear any difference.

Figure 2 shows how dramatically the range and

accuracy are improved.

More accurate tuning does not come without

a price. Sixteen-bit dividers are obtained by com

bining frequency registers: AUDF1 with AUDF2,

or AUDF3 with AUDF4. This gives us a choice of

one 16-bit and two eight-bit voices, or two 16-bit

voices. We also cannot use the SOUND statement,

even for the eight-bit voices, as it will confuse our

settings for 16-bit sound. As it turns out, this is

not much of a problem since machine language

routines to play the music are simple and have

the added advantage of being faster than separate

SOUND statements.

Now let's look at how 16-bit sound is set up.

The audio mode control register has four bits for

this purpose:

Bit 6-Clock channel 1 with 1.79MHz instead

of 64KHz

Bit 5 - Clock channel 3 with 1.79MHz

Bit 4 - Combine channels 1 and 2

Bit 3 - Combine channels 3 and 4

The other bits in AUDCTL have no bearing on

this discussion, so we will ignore them. If you are

curious, see chapters 2 and 3 in the Hardware

Manual.

The 1.79MHz (1.78979 MHz, to be exact) clock
rate is required to obtain the full range of output

frequencies. The formula for determining output

frequency is a little different: F0 = F/

(2^(AUDF + 7)). In this case, AUDF is the two-byte

frequency register value. The second register of

Note Table.

NOTE

C

c#

D

D#

E

F

F#

G

G#

A

A#

B

C

c#

D

D#

E

F

F#

G

G#

A

A#

B

C

C#

D

D#

E

F

F#

G

G#

A

A#

B

16-BIT

27357

25821

24372

23003

21712

20493

19342

18256

17231

16264

15351

14489

13675

12907

12182

11498

10852

10243

9668

9125

8612

8128

7672

7241

6834

6450

6088

5746

5423

5118

4830

4559

4303

4061

3832

3617

8-BIT

OCTAVE 1

OCTAVE2

243 OCTAVE 3

230

217

204

193

182

172

162

153

144

136

128

NOTE

C

C#

D

D#

E

F

F#

G

G#

A

A#

B

C

C#

D

D#

E

F

F#

G

G#

A

A#

B

C

C#

D

D#

E

F

F#

G

G#

A

A#

B

16-BIT

3414

3222

3040

2869

2708

2555

2412

2276

2148

2027

1913

1805

1703

1607

1517

1431

1350

1274

1202

1134

1070

1010

953

899

848

800

755

712

672

634

598

564

532

501

473

446

8-BIT

121 OCTAVE 4

114

108

102

96

91

85

81

76

72

68

64

60 OCTAVE 5

57

53

50

47

45

42

40

37

35

33

31

30 OCTAVE 6

28

26

25

23

22

21

19

18

17

16

15

NOTI:

C

c#

D

D#

E

F

F#

G

G#

A

A#

B

C

C#

D

D#

E

F

F#

G

G#

A

A#

B

C

c#

D

D#

E

F

F#

G

G#

A

A#

B

C

16-BIT

421

397

374

353

332

313

295

278

262

247

233

2V)

207

195

183

173

163

153

144

136

128

120

113

106

100

94

88

83

78

73

69

64

60

57

53

50

46

8-BIT

14 OCTAVE 7

OCTAVE 8

OCTAVE9

■

OCTAVE 10
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WE HAVE DONE IT AGAIN!

BYTE the company you have come to

appreciate for such high quality

games as Krazy Antiks, Krazy Shootout, K-star

Patrol and Krazy Kritters, now brings you the

same high quality wrapped up in one of the most

advanced and informative instructional programs

ever developed. Now, in your own home, you can

teach yourself assembly language with

K-BYTE's 6502 ASSEMBLER LANGUAGE

program.

Upon completion of this self learning, self testing,

menu-driven package, you will be able to enter the

fascinating world of assembly language

programming. This well rounded and versatile

instructional package has to be experienced to be

believed. Package includes disk and instruction

bookletforusewithyourAtari Home Computer. ..,

this software is distributed exclusively by

tele soft, inc.
P.O. BOX 3456, TROY, MICH iBOBA

Call toll free to place your order

1-800-255-2000

or in Michigan

1-800-742-4242.

HYPERCARTRIDGE™

for ATARI" 400/800 *

16K S39
w/o EPROMs/ROMs

FOR SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS AND HOBBYISTS!

• extend memory of 16K RAM and 32K RAM computers

• create 16K cartridges easily with an EPROM programmer

• combine ATARI" BASIC ROMs with your own subroutines on

ROM/BPROM

• eliminate need for disk drive and extra RAM for lengthy programs

CONFIGURATIONS:
2532#1 Any combination of 4

EPROMs/2332 ROMs

#2 Two ATARI ROMs and two

2532 s (or 2332'sl
SPECIFY WITH ORDER

2532 4K EPROMs

S7 50 each

with cartridge order only

CHAMELEON COMPUTING ™

Dept of Physics & Astronomy Box 119-C

Dickinson College. Carlisle PA 17013

(7171 245-1717

Please add S1 50 shipping/handling

PA residents add 6% sales tax

Quantify discounts available CHECK MC VISA

TraOema'K o' ATARI INC

TheHome
Accountant:
It can cover
yourassets.
Ifyou're concerned about your money, it's important

to know not only where your assets are but whether

they're working for you.

By tracking up to 200 different budget categories,*

5 different checking accounts and all the credit cards

you can carry,The Home Accountant will let you

know where you stand on any given day. It will even

print your checks, your net worth statements and

financial statements.

Additionally, full-scale color graphics of actual vs.

budgeted expenses give you an instant overview of

your financial condition.

The Home Accountant can save you enough time

and money to more than justify its cost. And the

experts agree;

• • Ofthe five (home financial] programs reviewed
here THE HOME ACCOUNTANT is the most thor

ough and powerful. Considering how much it can

do, it's remarkably easy to use.*»

—Softalk, Apple, April, 1982.

mm Personal-finance programs, have for the most

part, a manual file system. Only THE HOME

ACCOUNTANT is fully automatic.%%

—Popular Science, December 1982.

% & The program itself does just about everything
you'd ask of a personal finance package.«•

—Popular Computing, November,1982.

THE HOME ACCOUNTANT. The #1 bestsell-

ing personal finance program in the world.

Available for: Apple II, IBM

Personal Computer, Atari 400/

800, Osborne,TRS-80 Model III,

Commodore VIC 64.

'Actual budget capacities will vary with each

computer.

Continental
Software
A Division of Arrays. Inc

Continental Software, 11223 South Hindry Ave.

Los Angeles, CA 90045,(213)417-8031-

The Home Accountant la a registered trademark ofContinental Software. Apple n Is
a registered trademark ofApple Computer, Inc IBM Personal Computer isareglsicred
irjdenurk of IBM Curp Atari 400/800 arc registered trademarks ofAtari, Inc.,
a division of Warner Communications, Inc. Osboroe is a registered trademark
ul Osbornc Computer Corp TRS-SO Model III is a registered irjdcmark of Tandy.
Iiil- Commodore VIC 64 is a registered trademark of Commodore Business
Machines. Inc.



the pair is the low order byte, either AUDF2 or

AUDF4. For example, to use 1049 as a divider

with registers 1 and 2, we would POKE 4 in AUDF2

and 25 in AUDF1.

The audio control register of the low order

frequency register is not used and should be set

to zero. Volume is controlled with the second

control register only (AUDC2 or AUDC4).

16-Bit Subroutines
Now take a look at the BASIC 16-bit sound sub

routines. The first plays one 16-bit and two eight-

bit voices, and the second plays two 16-bit voices.

Notice the SOUND 0,0,0,0 at the beginning of

each routine. This statement must be included to

initialize POKEY for sound. The POKE 53768,X

initializes AUDCTL for 16-bit sound, either one

or two voices. Remember that any SOUND state

ment executed later will reset this register to zero.

To use these subroutines, simply copy one or

the other into your program and do a GOSUB

20100 once at the beginning of the program. Then,

to play music, do the appropriate machine lan

guage call, X=USR(ADR(HF1$),N1, VI, N2,V2,

N3,V3) or X = USR(ADR(HF2$),N1, V1,N2,V2).

Nx is the note to be played and Vx is the volume.

Nl is the 16-bit voice in the three-voice routine.

You don't need to pass parameters for unused

voices. For example, if you want only the 16-bit

voice in the three-voice routine, you can use

X bb USR(ADR(HF1$),N1,VI), but to use only an

eight-bit voice you would have to use X = USR

(ADR(HFl$),0,0,N2,V2).

The note tables give you the most accurate

values for four octaves of eight-bit and nine oc

taves of 16-bit notes. In a practical sense, the first

octave of 16-bit notes is not usable because there

are some loud harmonics which tend to mask the

actual note being played. You can get some good

sounds if you hook up to a stereo amplifier, how

ever. Notice that the eight-bit value for F# in the

third octave is 172 rather than 173 as shown in the

BASIC ReferenceManual. 173 produces a note which

is more than 12 cents flat, while the note from 172

is only 2.4 cents flat.

Finally, some thoughts on when to use 16-bit

music. If you have a piece of music which sounds

fine using SOUND in BASIC, don't bother chang

ing it - you probably won't be able to hear much

improvement. I think you'll find that just about

any music which extends into the fifth octave will

be worth converting, however, especially if it is

very complex. For three-part music, use the 16-bit

voice for the highest notes. Some chord combina

tions may still sound slightly out of tune, in which

case you might want to tune the 16-bit voice a

little sharp or flat to match the eight-bit voices.

The large number of divider values available gives

you plenty of possibilities.
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Figure 1: Tuning inaccuracy of musical notes
in cents using 8-bit dividers

Figure 2: Tuning inaccuracy of musical notes
in cents using 16-bit dividers

Program 1.

20000 REM 16-BIT SOUND ROUTINE 1

20010 REM

20020 REM 1 16-BIT 8t 2 8-BIT VOICES

20030 REM

20040 REM X=USR(AI)R<HF1«> ,N1 , Vlf N2, V2

,N3,V3>

2005O REM

20100 SOUND O,O,OrOs X=64+16iP0KE 5376

8,X

2O11O DIM HF1«<56>sRESTORE 2O14O

2O12O FOR 1=1 TO I56sREAD X : HF1 * < I , I ) =■

CHR*<X>sNEXT I

2O130 RETURN

20140 DATA 104,170,104,141,2,210,104,

141,0,210,104,104,41,15,9,160,1

41,3,210

20150 DATA 224,2,240,32,104,104,141,4

,210,104,104,41,15,9,160,141,5,

210

20160 DATA 224,4,240,14,104,104,141,6

,210,104,104,41,15,9,16O,141,7,

210,96

Program 2.

20000 REM 16-BIT SOUND ROUTINE 2

2OO1O REM

20020 REM 2 16-BIT VOICES

2O03O REM

2OO4O REM X=USR<ADR<HF2»>,N1,VI,N2,V2



The First and Only System to Backup

Diskettes Protected by Bad Sectoring

without modification to your drive.

ATARI DISK BACKUP SYSTEM $49.95
Superclone is Ihe onty ATARI diskette copier svsiem that
lew you backup lust about ANY'copvp'oiecied'diskette . .
including those protected by 'bad sectoring.' Bad tracks and

seclors are created without modifications to or adjustment

of your hardware. Each backup diskette generated by Super-
clone functions exactly like the original. . .self-booting, etc.

lln fact, we suggest that you use the backup and seva the
original!

Superclone includes:

SCAN ANALYSIS - Map of diskette contents (Location of
data, bad sectors, etc.I

FORMATTING/BAD SECTORING - Non-ATAHI DOS
formatting and bad track/seclor creation.

BACKUP - Copies just about everything we can find. . .
regardless of protection scheme.

Superclone is user-friendly and simple to use.

PIRATES TAKE NOTE: SUPERCLONE only allows two

copies to be made of any specific diskette. . .Sorry!!!

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Atari 400 or 800 Computer / 48K Memory

One Atari 810 Disk Drive I Printer Optional

Available at your computer store or direct from

FRONTRUNNER. Include $2.00 (85.00 Foreign Orders) for

each system. DEALER INQUIRES ENCOURAGED,

TOLL FREE ORDER LINE:
I24 Hrs.l 1-GC0-**8-4780

In Nevade or for questions
Cell: (702! 786-4600

Personal chocks allow 2-3
weeks to clear. M/C and

VISA accepted. Include

shipping.

316 California Avenue. Suite #712

Reno. Nevada 89509 - 17021 786-4600

Others make cleims. . .SUPERCLONE makes copies!"

ATARI is a Trademark of ATARI. Inc.

versatility
portability

afSordability

versatility—you cant expand your
Atari 400 or 800 by adding the
"Sidewriter" so you can have a full

keyboard.

portabtftty*a-we designed '' Side-

writer" to go wHgie you are. If you

want to sit at the table or in a chair

"Sidewriter" goes with you.
affordability—"Sidewriters" avail

able as components, completely in

stalled or DIY. Sec your dealer for
competitive prices. Dealer inquiries

invited.

■

14416 So. Outer 40 Hd

Chesterfield, MO 63017

Or Call (314) 434-0433

DATA FAIRE

&

WATCH OUT!!! Those CRAZY FACES are
coming. . . QUICK !!! fly between them . . .

OH NO, now they're chasing you

CRAZY FACES is a fast action arcade style

gome with high resolution graphics

16 k

DISK

©ungton
Heres an adventure that everyone

con enjoy. Try to conquer DEBULAR'S

DUNGEON, if you dare, but be careful

Debular is a mighty wizard that does

not like intruders.

48 k -d/t ONLY $19.95

24.95

All DATA FAIRE products are for the

ATARI 400/800. Send $2.°° for our catalog

DATA FAIRE

1614 SPEYER

REDONDO BCH,Ca

90278

213-374-8743

ATARI ii a riademork of Alaii Inc. PLEASE INCLUDE J2 FOR POSTAGE & HANDLING



2OO5O

20100

20110

20120

20130

20140

20150

20160

REM

SOUND 0,0,0,0:X=(64+16)+<32+8)j

POKE 53768,X

DIM HF2*(41):RESTORE 2014O

FOR 1=1 TO 41:READ X:HF2*( I , I ) =

CHR*(X):NEXT I

RETURN

DATA 104,170,1O4,141,2,210,104,

141,0,210,104,104,41,15,9,160,1

41,3,210

DATA 224,2,240,17

DATA 104,141,6,210,104,141,4,21

0,104,104,41,15,9,160,141,7,210
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FIRST BORN IN 1978!

the original & continuously updated

CCA
Data Management

System

Now Available For Atari Computers

For Apple Computers

ForCPM Based Computers

CCA Data Management System

$ 99.50

150.00

225.00

Uses Features And Capabilities

Long record lengths

Up to 24 fields per record

Not Copy Guarded

Alptia numeric items

Numeric only items

Add, update, scan, etc. files

10-Level sort ascending, descending,

allows alphabetizing data tile.

• Contact your local dealer lor

details or write us lor our catalog

Business

Accounts Receivable

Accounts Payable

Inventories

Billing

Lists and Rosters

Home Phone Lists

Budgets, Hobbies

PIV1SI0N OF CUSTOM ELECTRONICS. INC

SOFTWARE
238 Exchonge St., Chicopeo. Moiioehuietii 01013

(413) 592-4761

Moitercard & VISA Accepted

" Deafer And Diilribulor Inqumet Invited

• Cloied Mondayi - Open Daily 'Til 5.30 - fridoyi 'Til B Ja

Jk
ATARI

800 (48K) CALL

400 16K CALL

400 YOURS to 32K or 48K CALL

410 RECORDER 79.00

810 DISK DRIVE 439.00

850 INTERFACE 165.00

830 MODEM 149.00

825 PRINTER 575.00

481 ENTERTAINER KIT 69.00

484 COMMUNICATOR KIT 309.00

PRINTERS — Atari, Epson, Smith Corona CALL

Prices subject to change without notice.

Shipping extra. No tax out of state.

Ca. residents add appropriate taxes.

WE ARE AN AUTHORIZED ATARI SALES AND

^^^ SERVICE CENTER

I COMPUTERTIME, INC.

P.O. Sox 216

Kentfielcl. CA 94914

CALL TOLL-FREE 800-227-2520

in California 800-772-4064

For product and price list: send 82.00 for shipping.



Parallel

Printer Interface
for the ATARI 400/800™' Computer

► NO ATARI 850™' INTERFACE MODULE

NEEDED

• COMPATIBLE WITH ALL SOFTWARE

(Including Visicalc™ Text Wizard™ Data

Perfect™, etc.)

' 5 FOOT CABLE WITH CENTRONICS

CONNECTOR (Compatible with Epson,

NEC, IDS, etc. Adaptor available for

Atari 825™1)

The MICROBITS MPP-11OO parallel printer interface

uses a replacement operating system ROM to insure

software campatabilitv- No messy driver routines to

load, and it works with copy-protected software. The

MPP-1100 also features faster data transfer —ideal

for printers with buffers.

You can pair the MPP-1100 with our direct-

connect MODEM and have both a printer interface

and a modem for little more than the cost of an

850 interface module.

MICROBITS
Peripheral Products

434 W. 1st

Albany, OR 97321

{503} 967-9075

ONLY

$99.95

MONARCH C\
MAKES ATARI
BASIC FLY.

With ABC™, Monarch's | new BASIC

compiler for ATARI 400* and 800, you
develop and debug pro-■ grams using

your ATARI BASIC car-#tridge, then
use ABC to transform ■them into

compact code that runs* up to 12
times faster, without the ^cartridge

(and protects your sourcelcode, too).

40K and disk required.J For your ABC

diskette and manual ^send check or
money order for & $69.95 (or $9.95 for
manual alone).^^ Monarch Data Systems

^^PO. Box 207, Cochituate
01778, (617) 877-3457.

Mastercard/Visa by phone. Dealer

inquiries invited. Mass, residents add

5% sales tax. ATARI, ATARI 400, and

ATARI 800 are trademarks of ATARI, Inc.

32k RAM
FOR

ATARI 400/800

Only Tech^Data can offer such top quality at so

low a price. Our Ram board features:

• Lifetime Warranty

• Gold-plated edge

connectors

• Compatability

with Atari 400/800

Dealer Inquiries Invited

8OO-237-8931

In Fla.: 813-577-2794

V
Tech*Data Corporation

3251 Tech Drive North, Sr. Petersburg. FL 33702

ATARI"

PAYROLL SOFTWARE

FOR

THE ATARI*1 800™

Miles Payroll System"1 is an advanced 3rd comprehensive payroll accountirq system

designed lot businesses loday Cumulative totals are maintained for each employee, as well as

complete repot! ng. check willing, and ti-2 reporting Some features include

• Random access file organization l<y last updating ol individual records

• Allows weekly, biweekly, semimonthly ot monttily pay periods

• Completely menu-dnven and user-friendly

Payroll deductions include Federal W/H Tax. Slate W/H Tax. City W/H Tax. FICA. SDI. Group

Insurance and 3 user-defined deductions.

Tax sheltered annuity deduction capability lot IRAs and other lax shelters

State and federal Unemployment Insurance maintained

Complete file viewing and editing capability

Maintains up to 50 employees

Up to 10 user-defined Worker's Compensation class if i cat ions-

Federal Tax laNes may be changed monly 15 minutes each year by user when IHS changes tax.

Table method used lor Slate and City Tax, allowing compatibility with any stale's or city's tan

Produces 15 different reports, including W-2 Forms Report

Checks calculated and printed automatically.

PROGRAM ENABLING MODULE" ptotects valuable payroll inismaionlrom unauthorised users

3 user-defined payroll deductions to accommodate customized needs suchas savings, profit

sharing, lai shelters, pensions, etc

Pay period, monthly, guartetly and yearly cumulative totals maintained lor each employee

Automatic input error detection and recovery protects system Irom user-genera ted errors

Easy-to-follow, detailed, and comprehensive user's manual and tuionai leads the uset step

by step allowing anyone with little computer experience to easily operate the package

Includes index

Color, sound, and graphics utilized lot uset ease

Maintains employee pay history.

Allows lor manual payroll Check writing

Packaged m a handsome 3-nng deluxe pocketed binder with 3 diskettes and manual

Reasonable price

See your local store, or contact Miles Computing

MILES COMPUTING
7136 Haskell Ave. #204

Van Nuys, CA 91406

(213)994-6279

Alan is a registered trademark ol Atari, inc.

Miles Computing MILESPAYROLISVSTEM. PROGRAM ENABLINGMODULE are trademarks

ol Miles Computing. Van Nuys, California Not affiliated with Atari. Inc.

S179.95 Requires 32K and two Alan* 810" disk drivers Payment in U.S. funds required with

order Calilorma residents add 6 5% sales tax. COD or prepayment only. Dealer inquires

welcome



Custom Catalog
G J Vullings

For Apples with DOS 3,2.1 or 3.3, all memory sizes,

this program lets you create customized director}/

headers, with inverse or normal input

Have you ever wished to personalize your disks,

identify the theme of a serres of programs on a

disk, or just improve the appearance of the direc

tory as it appears on the screen after a CATALOG

command? "Custom Catalog" will allow you these

prerogatives and more by creating seven "bogus"

files at the top of the directory. These bogus files

will serve as a header to the disk's directory, dis

playing contents, ownership, DOS version, or

whatever you wish.

The program is designed to run in either a

DOS 3.2.1 or 3.3 environment. It will, additionally,

permit either inverse or normal input and will

allow toggling between the two input states. These

features make possible directories with content

and artistry.

Your Choice Of Input Types

The program should be used only with newly-

initialized diskettes since it will occupy the first

seven entries in the directory. Thus, if the program

is used with established diskettes, the first seven

programs will become inaccessible. To implement

Custom Catalog, initialize a diskette the normal

way and then delete the "HELLO" program. Run

Custom Catalog and, when prompted, insert the

diskette to be customized.

You have an initial choice of input states (nor

mal or inverse) and may then design seven lines

of 23 characters each (any except for control char

acters) to represent your identifying remarks or

messages. The program sets aside a buffer of 256

bytes in high memory, using the input/output

block at decimal location 896. There it stores the

last sector of the directory track, which is normally

track 17, sector 12 or sector 15, depending on the

DOS version.

Each directory entry occupies 35 bytes. The

first two represent the track and sector of the track/

sector list (header). These we will direct towards

an empty sector, namely track 17 (in most cases),

sector one. The third byte represents the file type.

Here we will use "00" to indicate an unlocked

text file. The next 30 bytes represent the file name.

We will make the first seven bytes backspaces to
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eliminate the "t" (for text) and the sector count

from the display. The remaining 23 bytes may be

anything of your choosing (normal or inverse).

The 34th byte is the file length. This we set to

"00" and the last byte is the end marker, which is

also normally "00".

We now alter the entries in the buffer, but

one problem remains. The output for the directory

listing is via the COUT routine at SFDED using

screen ASCII values, but keyboard ASCII values

which we entered are in a different range. We can

translate these values listing logical variables (one

of the least used, yet very powerful, variable

types). See page 15 of the Apiplc Reference Manual

for screen ASCII values for both normal and in

verse display. After altering the buffer, the revised

version is written back to the disk.

Using a similar technique, track 2, sector 2 is

then read into the buffer and the DISK VOLUME

message which occupies the 176th to 186th bytes,

inclusive, may be optionally changed.

A typical directory header might look like the

following example:

& APPLE II - DOS 3.3 &

& DISK UTILITIES &

& JANUARY 1983 &

&PR0P. OF G.J.VULLINGS&

&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

The above looks especially attractive in inverse

mode. A hint: if the seventh line is left blank, a

natural break is formed to separate the header

from the rest of the directory.

Both backspace and forwardspace editing are

implemented and work normally, with a few en

hancements (because of the two modes of input).

The only exception to normal implementation is

that you cannot backspace beyond the first column

(column numbers are provided to make centering

easier). Therefore, pressing "RETURN" or typing

past column 23 is final.

After the seventh line is entered, you are

given the choice of accepting or rejecting the

header that you have constructed. If you reject it,

the procedure will begin again. Rejecting headers

will give practice in obtaining a result which is

aesthetically pleasing. If, on the other hand, you

accept the header, it will be permanently written

to the disk. The choice will then be offered to



change the DISK VOLUME message to any 11 (or

fewer) characters of your choice.

You can create additional custom entries

using the method in this program, or you might

want flashing entries, which you can get by trans

lating to the required ASCII values. Have fun

experimenting, and happy customizing.

How It Works

LINES

30-220 - the input routine, which allows input in

two modes as well as forwardspace and backspace

editing.

250-260 - translate keyboard ASCII into screen

ASCII and store into disk buffer.

280-290 - toggle input status.

310-330 - backspace edit routine.

350-390 - forwardspace edit routine. Translate

screen ASCII to keyboard ASCII.

410-450 - point each of the "bogus" header files

to empty track 17, sector 1; declare each file to be

of type "text-unlocked" of length zero; and set

the end marker.

470 - inputs a series of seven backspaces into the

filenames so that the lock indicator, file type, and

sector count do not appear on screen.

480 - checks the memory size of your Apple and

sets up a disk buffer, making the program virtually

memory-size independent.

500-570 - organize screen display.

590-620 - set HIMEM: to protect the buffer and

also initialize the variables.

640-670 - use track 17, sector 0, to find the direc

tory, thus making it possible to use the program

with either DOS 3.2.1 or 3.3, or even with disks

having directories on tracks other than track 17.

680-800 - main routine.

820-840 - write the catalog header to the disk.

860-920 - change DISK VOLUME message.

940-990 - finishing touches.

1020-1040 - set up the input/output block for the

Read Write Track Sector routine.

5 TEXT i HOME : DNERR GOTO 1000

10 GOTO 480

20 REM ***.INPUT ROUTINE.***

30 FOR I = 0 TO 6

40 VTAB VTB + I: HTAB HTB

50 CN = 1

60 INVERSE

70 IF NOT INV THEN NORMAL

BO GET CH*: IF CH* < > CHR» (13) THEN 110

90 IF CN > 23 THEN 200

100 FDR Z = CN TO 23iCH* = " "i PRINT CH»j:

EOSUB 250iCN = CN + ll NEXT i GOTO 200

130

140

150

160

170

1BO

190

200

210

220

230

240

250

260

270

280

290

300

310

320

330

340

350

360

370

390

400

410

420

430

44O

450

460

470

475

480

490

500

510

520

530

540

550

IF CN > 23 THEN 200

IF CH* = CHR» <21> THEN GOSUB 340: GOTO

160

IF ASC (CH*) < 32 THEN 60

PRINT CH«j

EDSUB 250

CN - CN + 1

GOTO 60

GOSUB 460

GOSUB 400

NEXT

RETURN

REM *M.SCRN ASC INTO BUFFER.***

IF ASC (CH*> > = 32 AND ASC (CH») <

64 THEN POKE BFR + I * 35 + 10 + CN, ASC

(CH») + ( NOT INV > 0) * 128i RETURN

POKE BFR + I * 35 + 10 + CN, ASC <CH«) -

<INV > 0) * 64 + ( NOT INV > O> * 128i RETURN

REM ***.CHANGE INPUT STATE.***

IF INV THEN INV = Os RETURN

INV ■ li RETURN

REM ***.BACKSPACE ROUTINE.***

CN = CN - 1: IF CN = 0 THEN POP : GOTO

50

PRINT CH*;

RETURN

REM ***.FORWARD SPACE ROUTINE.***

ASKII ■ PEEK ( PEEK (40) + 256 • PEEK

(41) + PEEK (3&>)

IF ASKII < 32 THEN CH* = CHR* (ASKII +

64)i RETURN

IF ASKII < 64 THEN CH* = CHR* <ASKII)i

RETURN

CH* = CHR* (ASKII - 12B): RETURN

REM ***.PLACE COMMON POINTERS.***

l.TRK

2,1

3,0

34,0

35,0: RETURN

REM ***.PUT BKSPACES IN DIRECTORY.***

POKE

POKE

POKE

POKE

POKE

BFR -

BFR -

BFR -

BFR -

BFR -

* I

> I

- I

- I

<- I

I 35 +

1 35 +

t 35 +

t 35 +

t 35 +

I * 35 + M,FOR M = 4 TO lOi POKE BFR

1^6i NEXT : RETURN

REM ***.SET DISK BUFFER.***

BL - PEEK (115)iBH = PEEK (116) - 1iBU

FR - BL + BH * 256

REM ***.INITIALIZE SCREEN.***

TEXT i HOME i VTAB 2i INVERSE i FOR I =

1 TO 4Oi PRINT "-"|i NEXT

PRINT "= APPLE II CATALOG CUSTOMIZ

ER -",

PRINT " = ";

FOR I

PRINT

PRINT

"BY G.J. VULLINGS-'j : INVERSE i PRINT

1 TO 38i PRINT " ";i NEXT

")i NORMAL i PRINT

560 FOR I = 1 TO 40i PRINT "=")! NEXT a NORMAL

57O

5B0

590

600

610

620

630

POKE 34,6

REM ***.INITIALIZE VARIABLES.***

HIMEMi BUFRiIOB = 904iITRK - IOB + 4iIS

ECT - IOB + 5iIBUFP = IOB

B + 12iST ■ IOB + 13iRWTS

8iICMD = 10

896iD* = CHR*

(13) + CHR* (4)iRD - liWRT - 2iBFR - B

UFR + 10

GOSUB 1020! POKE IBUFP.BLi POKE IBUFP +

l.BH

HOME i VTAB 20i PRINT "INSERT DISK TO B

E CUSTOMIZED"

VTAB 22i PRINT "THEN PRESS "|i INVERSE

i PRINT " RETURN "fi NORMAL t GET Z*i PRINT

Z*

REM *»*.READ CATALOG INTO BUFFER.***

110 IF CH* =

60

120 IF CH* =

60

CHR* (27) THEN GOBUB 270: GOTO

CHR* (8) THEN GOSUB 300: GOTO

640 TRK - 17iSECTR - 0

650 POKE ITRK.TRKi POKE ISECT.BECTRi POKE I

CMD.RDi CALL RWTS

660 TRK - PEEK (BUFR + 1)iSECTR - PEEK (BU

FR + 2)

670 POKE ITRK.TRKi POKE ISECT,SECTRi CALL R

WTS
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675 REM »**.MAIN ROUTINE.***

6B0 HOME i VTAB 20i PRINT "(1>NVERSE OR <N)

ORMAL "|i GET A*i PRINT A»iVTB - 12iHTB

- 8

690 INV - 0

700 IF A» - "I" THEN INV - 1

710 Zl» - "00000000011111111112222"

720 Z2* = "1234567B901234567890123"

730 VTAB lOi HTAB HTBi PRINT Zl*l HTAB HTBi

PRINT Z2»

740 TB = 12: FOR Z = 0 TQ 6

750 VTAB TB + Zi HTAB 7i PRINT "+"j: IF INV

THEN INVERSE

760 FOR J = 1 TO 23i PRINT " ";: NEXT : NORMAL

I PRINT "+"

770 NEXT

7B0 VTAB 20: CALL - 95Bt HTAB 5i PRINT "IN

PUT LINES OF CUSTOM CATALOG"

790 VTAB 22s PRINT " PRESS "|l INVERSE : PRINT

" ESC "j: NORMAL : PRINT " TO CHANGE DI

SPLAY STATUS"

800 BOSUB 30i NORMAL

810 REM ***.WRITE SECTOR TO DISK.***

820 PRINT i VTAB 20i CALL - 95Bi PRINT "IS

THIS WHAT YOU WANT? (Y/N) "|1 GET ZZ«i

PRINT ZZ*

830 IF ZZ* - "N" THEN 6B0

B40 POKE ICMD.WRi CALL RWTS

850 REM ***.CHANGE DISK VOLUME.***

B60 PRINT i PRINT "IS "(I INVERSE : PRINT "

DISK VOLUME ";:i NORMAL : PRINT " TO B

E REPLACED? (Y/N) ";; GET Z«j PRINT Z«

B70 IF Z* < > "Y" THEN 930

880 TRK = 2:SECTR = 2: POKE ITRK.TRK: POKE I

SECT.SECTR: POKE ICMD.RDi CALL RWTS

B90 INPUT "INPUT 11 CHARACTER HEADER: ";MS*

jLN = LEN (MS«)i IF LN > =11 THEN MS

» = LEFT* (MS*,11): GOTO 910

900 FOR I = LN + 1 TO 11iMS* - MS* + " "I NEXT

910 J = Ol FOR I = BUFR + 176 TO BUFR + 1B6i

POKE I, ASC ( MID* (MS*, 11 - J,l>> + 1

2BiJ - J + li NEXT

920 POKE ICMD.WR: CALL RWTS
930 REM **».DISPLAY CATALOG AND FINISH.**

*

940 HOME i PRINT D*"CATALOSD1"

950 PRINT : PRINT "MORE CUSTOMIZING? (Y/N)

"Ii GET ZZ*i PRINT ZZ*

960 IF ZZ* = "Y" THEN 610

970 TEXT i HOME ; VTAB lOi HTAB Hi FLASH :

PRINT " SEE YA' LATER!! "t NORMAL

980 VTAB 23i END

990 RETURN

1000 HOME i PRINT "***.ERROR.***"i END

1010 REM ***.SET-UP IOB.***

1020 FOR I = 1 TO 25: READ IXl POKE B96 + I

- 1,17.1 NEXT Is RETURN

1030 DATA 160,136,169,3,32,181,183,96,1,96

,1,0,17,15,251,183,0,128,0,0

1040 DATA 2,2,254,96,1,59,236,236,59,59,23

6, 236, 59,27,236,2B,29,30,236,236
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VIC Tracing

Disassembler
Peter Busby

Here's a handy tool to let you look at machine language
programs - those in your VIC BASIC ROM chips,

programs you're typed in from COMPUTE!, or some

you've written yourself. If you don't know machine

language, seeing it and watching how fast it executes

might tempt you to learn more about it.

This article also describes how to adapt a special

cassette technique to the VIC.

What is a disassembler? It is a program which

looks at the machine code in memory, RAM or

ROM, and prints the hexadecimal and decimal

values or, more importantly, translates the hex

code into 6502 mnemonics. These abbreviated

words describe what the microprocessor is doing

at that point in the machine language program
being disassembled.

Why use a disassembler? Suppose you have

Louis Sander's article on PET tape header machine

language programs (COMPUTE!, July 1981, #14),

which you wish to utilize with your computer.

You would use the disassembler to discover how

your computer handles tape headers and SAVEs.

Hardly a week passes that I do not spend some

time exploring the operating system.

The addressing modes are:

# -Immediate

Z -Zero Page

-A -Accumulator

(X) - Indexed Indirect

(Y) - Indirect Indexed

Z X\
7\ > - Zero Page Indexed

x \
' > -Absolute Indexed
' * J

(I) -Indirect

No mode indicated represents either Absolute

Addressing or an implied or relative operation.

The addresses are shown first in hexadecimal,

then in decimal, notation.

When disassembling, it is often convenient

to jot down the mnemonics and assign descriptive

labels to the branch targets and subroutine loca

tions. At first these will be no more than "A",

"B", etc.; but, as the purpose of each part becomes
clear, the names evolve to "CHRGET",

"SCNKEY", etc. Those of you with printers may
wish to add a subroutine to print to hard copy.

As you work through a program, you may

occasionally find "ILLEGAL" opcodes or perhaps

misleading ones, particularly between sub

routines. You have to follow the logic of the

routines so that these traps do not prevent easy

decoding. There may also be bytes of data inter

spersed with the program.

No one minds if you look at and disassemble

a routine in order to decipher its workings and

access points. If you discover that the routine you

need is at SE165, by all means have your program

go SYS 57701 and use the routine. On the other

hand, you may not distribute any portion of

copyrighted material, even with the (variable)

names changed, without written permission.

This program is intended only to explore the

workings of your computer or to verify the as

sembly of your own programs.

Here's how to adapt the tape header machine

language program ("MLP") routine to the VIC-20.

Develop your MLP according to the precepts in

Louis Sander's article. Prepare to load the program

whose header you are using; place its title some

where in RAM above the program {I use $333F

on), and follow it immediately with the MLP.

Generally, the title would be 16 characters and

blanks and the MLP up to 171 bytes. With your

monitor, display the six registers starting at S00B7

and place these values:

$00B7 -length of MLP + 16for the title

00B8 -0

00B9 -0

00BA -1

00BB"l .. ,„ lt
nnRr > -address of first byte of title, low byte first

J (e.g., 00BB - 3F;00BC - 33)

Now enter .G E156. Presto! Your program title

and MLP, when LOADed, will start at $033F.

The VIC Disassembler will handle more than

10 subroutine levels with two adjustments that,

however, do use extra memory: at the end of Line

520 may be added:

:DIM RE(99>

or however many you desire; also place this figure

inside the parentheses in Line 280:

(SR<99)

or whatever.

10 PRINT"[CLEAR] 6502 DISASSEMBLER"
20 GOSUB520

30 PRINT:PRINTSE$"ELP "RIGHTS(STRS(SR),2
)r:GOSUB70

40 GOSUB80:FORI=1TO12:IFA$<>MID$(SE$,l,l )

THENNEXT:GOTO40

50 PRINT" ";:GOSUB70

60 MODE$=" ":LI=PA:ONIGOSUB220,220,200,

6 30,210,180,580,999,170,190,220,6
00:GOTO30

7 0 FORJ=0TO18:PRINTCHR?(157);:NEXT:RETURN

:REM CURSOR LEFT'S - APPLE USE CH

R?(8)

80 POKE198,0:WAIT198,1:GETA?:RETURNjREM A
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PPLE USE GETA?:ON-(A$="")GOTOB0:R

ETURN

90 J=3+2*(A<LI):K=16
100 A%=A+HI*(A>H):AD$="":FORI=0TOJ:AD?=AD$

+MID?(H$,(A%/Kf(J-I)AND(K-I))+l#l
);NEXT:RETURN

110 AD=0:FORL=1TOR:GOSUB260:A=PEEK(X):AD=A
D+A*PAT(L-l):GOSUB90:MN?=AD$+LEFT

$(MN$,2):NEXT

120 RETURN

130 J=10:A=0:K=A:L=5

140 GOSUB80:IFK=0THENIFAS="$"ORA$="%"THENP

RINTA?;:K=1:J=16:IFA5="%"THENJ=2:

L=9

150 ON-(A?=CHR$(13))GOTO120:FORI =1TOJ:I FA?

<>MID$(H$,I,1)THENNEXT:GOTO140

160 PRINTA$;:A=A*J+I-1:K=K+1:ON-(K<L)GOTOl

40:RETURN

170 GOSUB290:X=Y-3:GOTO220

180 R=-1:X=Z:GOTO220

190 Y=BR:FL=0:IFR=-lTHENX=X+2*(X>1):GOTO22

0

200 IFFLAG<4THENONFLGOSUB270,2S0,290:Z=Y

210 X=Z:R=0

2 20 Z=X:A=X:LIMIT=0:GOSUB90:LI=PA:PRINTAD$

" ";:A=PEEK(X):IFR>-1THENGOSUB300
2 30 IFR=-1THENGOSUB90:PRINTAD$;A;IL?;:GOTO

260

2 40 PRINTMN$;MO$" ";IL?;:MN$="
245 IF FL-1 THEN GOSUB 110:LI=0:A=Y:GOSUB

90:LI=PA:PRINT HN?" "AD$;:GOTO 26

0

2 50 IFRTHENGOSUB110:PRINTBS$(R);MN$;AD;BS$

(R)l
260 IL$="":X=X-(X<HI-l):RETURN

2 70 BRANCH=X-2:RETURN

280 SRTN=SR-(SR<10):RETURN

290 SR=SR+(SR>0):Y=RE(SR):RETURN

3 00 R=0:FL=4:ONAAND3GOTO430,450,460:ONFNA(
4)GOTO3 70:MN$=MID$(ZE$,(AAND248)/

8*3+1,3)

310 IF(AAND31)=16THENR=1:Y=PEEK(X+1):Y=X+2

+Y-2*(YAND128):FL=1

3 20 ON-((AAND31)>0)GOTO120:ONFNA(128)GOTO3

40:ONFNA(32)GOTO350

330 IL$=" END OF ROUTINE":RETUR

N

340 ON-(A=128)GOTO460:R=1:MO?=" # ":RETURN

3 50 ONFNA(64)GOTO360:R=2:Y=FKX(0):RE(SR)=X

+3:FL=2:RETURN

360 FL=3:ON-(SR=0)GOTO330:RETURN

370 ONFNA{128)GOTO410:IF(AAND247)=36THENMN

S="BIT":GOTO420

380 ON-((AAND223)<>76)GOTO460:R=2iFL=0:MN$

="JMP":Y=FNX(0)
3 90 IFA=108THENMO?="(I)":Y=PEEK(Y)+PEEK(Y+

1)*PA

400 RETURN

410 MN$=MID$(ZE?,(AAND224)/8*3+l,3):IF(AAN

D80)=80ORA=156THEN460

420 MO$=MID$(MD?,(AAND28)/4*3+l,3):R=l-((A
AND31)=25)-((AAND15)>11):RETURN

430 GOSUB420
440 MN?=MID?(0P$(AAND3),(AAND224)/32*3+l,3

);ON-(A=137)GOTO460:RETURN

450 ONFNA(4)GOTO500:ONFNA(8)GOTO470:MO$="

# ":R=l:IFA=162THEN440

460 R=-1;IL?="ILLEGAL":RETURN

470 ONFNA(16)GOTO490:ONFNA(128)GOTO480:MO?

="-A ":GOTO440

480 MN5=MID$(TW$,(AAND96)/32*3+l,3):RETURN

490 ON-{(AAND208)<>144)GOTO460:MN?="TSX":O

NFNA(32)GOTO120:MN$="TXS":RETURN

500 GOSUB430:ON-((AAND208)<>144)GOTO120:ON
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FNA(8)GOTO510:MO$="Z,Y":RETURN

510 ON-(A=158)GOTO460:MO$=",Y ":RETURN

520 H$="0123456789ABCDEF":SELECT?=" ABCDEN

QRU H"

5 30 ZERO$="BRKPHPBPLCLCJSRPLPBMISECRTIPHAB

VCCLIRTSPLABVSSEI"

5 40 ZE?=ZES+"STYDEYBCCTYALDYTAYBCSCLVCPYIN

YBNECLDCPXINXBEQSED"

5 50 OP$(1 ) = "ORAANDEOR/,DCSTALDACMPSBC":OP$(
2)="ASLROLLSRRORSTXLDXDECINC"

560 MD$="(X) Z # (Y)Z,X,Y ,X ":TWO$="T

XATAXDEXNOP":BS$(2)=CHR?(157):REM

CURSOR LEFT

5 70 HI=65 536:H=32 767:PAGE=256:DEFFNX(A)=PE

EK(X+l)+PEEKtX+2)*PA:DEFFNA(B)=(A

ANDB)/B
580 PRINT"ENTER STARTING ADDRESS (PREFIX '

$' FOR HEX)":GOSUB130

5 90 X=A*-(A<HI):Z=X:BR=X:RE(0)=X+3

600 PRINT:PRINT" A-DVANCE ONE STEP B-R

ANCH/GO SUBROUTINE C-ONVERT BASES

610 PRINT" D-ISASSEMBLE CODES E-XAMINE

ADDRESSES N-EW START ADDRESS

Q-UIT

620 PRINT" R-ETURN SUBROUTINE U-NBRANCH

/BACKSTEP UP (SUBROUTINE LEVEL)"

:RETURN

630 PRINT"ENTER NUMBER (PREFIX '$'-HEX, '
%"=BINARY)":GOSUB130

640 PRINT:IFA>HI-1THENPRINT"OUT OF RANGE";

:RETURN

650 GOSUB90:IFA>255THENPRINT"?"AD$;A;:RETU

RN

660 PRINT"S"AD$" %";:K=2jJ=7:GOSUB100:PRIN

TAD$;A;:RETURN

999 END
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APPLICATION SOFTWARE
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•Vic20andTRS80CC
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THH EDITOR - Advanced Word Processor
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ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE/PAYABLE - Create
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ORDER TRACKER S19.95
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S15.95

AND MANY, MANY MORE!!

FOR CASSETTE OR DISC (S 10.00 Extra - 64 & Vic 20)

•FREE CATALOG
WITH INTRODUCTORY SPECIALS

POWERBYTE SOFTWARE
2CHIPLEY RUN

WEST BERLIN, NJ 08O91

(609) 346-3063

*
*
*

*
*

*

* ¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥.¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥*-¥-¥-¥-¥-

*

*
*

*
*
*
*

*

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

*

*



VIC-20 & C64

Exclusive needs... exclusive source!

Southwest Micro Systems Inc

HARDWARE PERIPHERALS:

CiE CARTRIDGE (IEEE-488 FOR C64)

VIE CARTRIDGE (IEEE-488 FOR VIC-20)

C232 RS-232 C64 INTERFACE

V232 RS-232 VIC INTERFACE

CPIC64 PARALLEL INTERFACE

VPI VIC PARALLEL INTERFACE

VEX-3 EXPANDER

VEX-6 EXPANDER

V3K RAM EXPANSION

V8K RAM EXPANSION

V16K RAM EXPANSION

V24K RAM EXPANSION

40 COL VIC VIDEO EXPANDER

80 COL VIC VIDEO EXPANDER

VIC-20 COLOR COMPUTER1

COMMODORE 641

MSD SINGLE DISK DRIVE

VIC 1525 GRAPHIC PRINTER

VAC AUDIO CASSETTE INTERFACE

VMC/CMC VIC & C64 MONITOR CABLES

JOY STICK (ARCADE QUALITY)

ATARI GAME INTERFACE FOR VIC-20

99.95

79.95

45.00

45.00

75.00

75.00

29.95

85.00

35.00

49.95

95.00

139.00

250.00

325.00

175.00

545.00

CALL

330.00

25.00

15.00

25-00

CALL

C64 SOFTWARE PRODUCTS:

WORDPRO 3 + WORDPROCESSING3 85.00

INFO DESIGNS GENERAL LEDGER* 185 00

INFO DESIGNS ACCT. REC. 18500

INFO DESIGNS ACCT. PAYABLE 18500

INFO DESIGNS SOFT PACK (G/LA/CA/P) 575.00

DATA BASE FOR C64 12500

FINANCIAL SPREADSHEET FOR C64 125 00

SPRITMASTER 645 CASSETTE 35.00 DISK 35.00

Dealer inquiries invited.

VIC-20 SOFTWARE PRODUCTS:

VTE/CTE TERMINAL PROGRAM

FOR VIC & C64 CASSETTE 8.95

DISKETTE 12.95

VT-40 VIC 40 COL TERMINAL COMMUNICATOR

CARTRIDGE WITH DOWNLOADING 55.00

VIC SUPER EXPANDER 49.95

VIC PROGRAMMERS AID CARTRIDGE 45.00

VIC INTRO TO BASIC PART I & II 45.00

DECISION MAKER2 CASSETTE 15.00 DISK 19.95

LOAN ANALYZERS CASSETTE 10.95 DISK 15.00

EDUCATIONAL/RECR PART |2

CASSETTE 10.95 DISK 15.00

EDUCATIONAL/RECR PART IP

CAR COSTS2

HOME INVENTORY2

HOUSEHOLD FINANCE2

LOGIC GAMES-

ACTION GAMES2

CITY BOMBER & MINEFIELDS

BLACK HOLE GAME?

TRASHMAN GAME?

ASTROBLITZGAME2

CHOPLIFTER GAME=

SERPENTINE GAME2

APPLE PANIC GAME2

TERRAGUARD GAME2

VIDEOMANIC GAME2

WORDPROCESSING FOR VIC-20

CASSETTE 10.95

CASSETTE 15.00

CASSETTE 15.00

CASSETTE 30.00

DISK 15.00

DISK 19.95

DISK 19.95

DISK 35.00

CASSETTE 10.95

CASSETTE 19.95

CASSETTE 19.95

CARTRIDGE 39.95

CARTRIDGE 39.95

CARTRIDGE 39.95

CARTRIDGE 39.95

CARTRIDGE 39.95

CARTRIDGE 39.95

CARTRIDGE 39.95

CARTRIDGE 39.95

CARTRIDGE 99.95

A catalog of all hardware and software products

for the VIC-20 and Commodore 64 is available

upon request.

Immediate delivery on all items.

'-■Trademark of

Commodore Int.

Yes, Please send me:

7-Trademark of
Creative Software

Q- Trademark of
Professorial Software

■^'Trademark of
Info. Designs. Inc.

S!Trademarkof
Access Software

QTY

TOTAL (In

MODEL #

Texas, add 5%

NAME

sales tax)

PRICE

Your Name

Address

City State

payment method Check _ Card-Exp. Date.

Master Card *

Visa #

American Express #

Southwest Micro Systems Inc.-2554 Southwell •Dallas, Texas 75229-(214) 484-7836336 I



ZX-81/TS-1000
Data
Management
George W Miller

The user of the Timex-Sinclair computer can store and

work with data files, even though some commands for

handling data are missing. This program can be easily

adapted for other kinds of data management too.

There are no commands for DATA, READ, RE

STORE, RIGHT$, LEFT$, and MID$ in Sinclair

BASIC. However, there are ways of getting around

this lack of data management commands.

The easiest way to store data is in string ar

rays, using a FOR/NEXT loop to load the array,

and using substrings to retrieve the information.

The program here is a file of addresses, but

you could use the same method to keep track of

membership rosters, records for an amateur radio

station, a reference index for keeping track of

interesting magazine articles or recipes. I do all

these things with it.

The data is saved on tape by the SAVE com

mand and is loaded into the computer for use.

However, you don't start the program with RUN.

The RUN command clears all variables, so all

that's left is a program with no data. If you do

forget and hit RUN, you'll have to stop and reload

your program from the tape.

Handy Address File
The "Addfile" program is set up to store 100

names, addresses, and phone numbers, and to

search for information by either name or city.

If you have a printer, just add another func

tion, LPRINT, and the appropriate subroutine,

and you can have a printout of any addresses you

desire.

Type the program into RAM. Try using in

verse video on some of the headings to dress up

your program a bit.

Notice lines 10-17, the dimension statements.

Line 13 sets up an array named N$ which is a

two-dimensional array with 100 subscripts for

N$, each 30 characters in length. Or you may find

it easier to visualize as a block 100 lines long and

30 characters wide in which information can be

stored.

In lines 40-46, I'm just being fancy. The Timex-

Sinclair Computer can look for headings to execute

commands as well as looking the more common

way, by checking line numbers.

CHANGE = 500 is setting up a change for

later; the correction sub-program begins at line

500. Likewise for ENTER= 1000, LIST= 1500, and

SEARCH = 2000.

In typing in my program menu, I used inverse

letters for my commands. Note that for the stop

in line 63, the shifted A is not spelled out.

In the SEARCH routine, we are using sub

strings to compare the characters stored in the file

to the information supplied from the keyboard.

If you don't enter the FAST command, the

program will run very slowly as the computer

searches sequentially through its memory for the

information.

After typing in the program, you're ready to

RUN it; this is the only time you'll use the com

mand RUN, unless you want to clear the variables

to start a new file-

After entering RUN, the computer sets aside

space in RAM for the variables, and will initialize

the FOR/NEXT loops.

The screen will display the title block, then

go to the menu. Enter "E" to go into the Entry

Mode.

The program will display the last number

used; this number is stored in memory for use in

the change mode.

Caution: Narrow String Arrays

Follow the program prompts to enter data into

the string arrays. Note that the strings for name

and address are only 30 characters wide, so some

abbreviation may be necessary. Any extra charac

ters entered will be ignored.

The array for the phone number is 12 charac

ters wide, so an area code can be included.

Zip code, Z$, is only five characters wide. Ii

the postal service goes to the expanded zip code,

you'll have to re-dimension this array to store the

extra digits.

In line 1115, the computer will ask if you want

to make another entry. By answering "N", you

will exit the loop, but the number is stored in line

47 by allowing N = L.

Whenever you return to the Entry Mode, the

program will pick up at the number where you

stopped and then continue to number 100, when

the "memory full" message will be displayed.

After entering "Y", you will drop to line 1140,

and go back to the start of the loop.

If you notice an error in your data, complete

the entry of information called for in the prompts

by entering anything; then, when asked for

another entry, enter "N". The screen will clear,

and the program menu will be displayed.

Enter "C" and go into the Change Mode,

which begins with line 500.

The display will ask for the number to change

and, after receiving the number, will display the
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data on file at the top of the screen. Follow the

instructions from the computer to reenter your

data. Note that you will have to enter all the in

formation for that entry.

After you complete the corrections, the screen

will clear, and the menu will be displayed.

Choose Any Function

Now, you can enter "E" and continue making

entries to your file, or enter any other function

displayed on the menu.

If you'd like to scan your file, enter "L" for

list. Be careful - this is the letter "L", not the func

tion list. If you're like me, you'll want to keep

entering the function "LIST", which will print as

a "K"; the computer will ignore this error and ask

for another command.

The screen will now begin to scroll up, dis

playing the contents of your file. After printing

the last data in the file, the display will pause

several seconds, and then the display will begin

to scroll off, one line at a time. This is annoying,

but 1 couldn't find any way around it after scrolling
a long list.

After the screen is cleared, the display will go

blank for several seconds, then return to the pro

gram menu.

Here's the most interesting feature of the

program. Enter "5" to start the Search Mode.

The computer will ask if you'd like to search

for a name or for all the names in a given city.

If you're looking for an address, enter the

appropriate command from the prompts.

Make sure the spelling is correct. It may be

necessary to try several variations if you're not

sure of the spelling because the computer will

only give you the information stored in the mem

ory if there is a perfect match. For instance, if the

name you're looking for is "John Smith" and the

computer has "Mr. and Mrs. John R. Smith"

stored in memory, the display will indicate "Name
Not Found".

City-Wide Search

If you want a listing of all the names and addresses
in your file from a given area, enter the CITY

SEARCH command, and the computer will print

a list of all names in memory in that city.

Again, the list must be exact for the computer

to print it, so be consistent with your entries. Don't

list Penna. one time and Pa. the next.
If there are more names and addresses than

can be displayed on the screen, the program will

fill the screen and return the error code 55/2041.

After using the displayed information, enter

CONT to clear the screen and continue with the
listing of data from the memory.

By using subscripts in the arrays, the com

puter is comparing each character in the key arrays

to find [he matches. This is why you must be very

careful with the data you input to get anything

useful in output. If the program fails to run prop

erly, check your input.

In the search mode, the command PAUSE

30000 is used. This holds the display for about

nine minutes to give you a chance to use the

displayed data. Since you will seldom need nine

minutes, just press ENTER when you're finished,

and the program menu will be displayed.

After working on your file, return to the pro

gram menu, and enter the function STOP (shifted

A). The cursor will disappear and an error message

will be displayed to indicate a break in the

program.

All the data you entered is now stored in the

string arrays. Enter LIST, get a display of the pro

gram listing, and SAVE in the usual manner; enter

SAVE-ADDFILE".

This program takes about seven minutes to

LOAD or SAVE, so don't be concerned about the

time the screen is flickering.

It is probably worthwhile to save the program

twice, for insurance against missing bytes. If the

first program fails to load, the second follows

immediately; the computer will pick it up.

Then use your file, LOADing in the normal

way. However, after getting the 0/0 report, enter

LIST, or just GOTO 35. This keeps all your data

stored in the variables. If you pressed RUN and

ENTER, you'll have to reload the tape to retrieve

your dala. From the program listing, enter GOTO

35 as shown in line 8.

If you'd like to make changes in the program

for other uses, just change the title in the title

subroutine to one more appropriate, and change

the PRINT statements in the program prompts.

If your file is filled and you need to start a

second file, just load the program into RAM, enter

RUN to clear the variables, and start a new file,

holding your old file on the cassette tape. Change

the title blocks to indicate that two files exist, and

remember that the information you don't have in

one file may exist in the other.

Note: All underlined characters should be entered in
inverse video.

I REH "ADDFILE"

5 REM START PROGRAM BY ENTERING GOTO 35
10 DIM L(l)

II DIM S$(l,30)

12 DIM T$(l,30)

13 DIM N$(100,30)

14 DIM A$(100,30)

15 DIM CS(100,25)

16 DIM P$(100,12)

17 DIM Z$(100,5)

25 LET L=0

30 LET N=0

3 5 GOTO 5000

40 LET CHANGE=500

42 LET ENTER=1000

44 LET LIST=1500

46 LET SEARCH=2000
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47 LET N=L

49 CLS

50 PRINT AT 0,10;":FUNCTION:"

52 PRINT

54 PRINT TAB 5;"ENTER C FOR CHANGE MODE"

55 PRINT

56 PRINT TAB 5

5 7 PRINT

59 PRINT TAB 5

60 PRINT

61 PRINT TAB 5

62 PRINT

63 PRINT TAB 5;"ENTER STOP...TO STOP"

'ENTER E FOR ENTRY MODE"

'ENTER L FOR LIST MODE"

'ENTER S FOR SEARCH MODE"

65

67

68

69

INPUT

IF

IF

IF

B? =

B? =

BS =

B$

"C

"E

"L

70

THEN GOTO CHANGE

THEN GOTO ENTER

THEN GOTO LIST

THEN GOTO SEARCH

THEN STOP

IF B?="S'

71 IF B5=" STOP

75 GOTO 49

113 PRINT

500 CLS

510 PRINT AT 0,12;"CHANGE MODE"

512 PRINT

513 PRINT TAB 5;"ENTER NUMBER TO CHANGE

514 INPUT C

515 CLS

516 PRINT N$(C,1 TO 30)

517 PRINT A$(C,1 TO 30)

518 PRINT C$(C,1 TO 30)

519 PRINT Z$(C,1 TO 5)

520 PRINT P$(C,1 TO 12)
524 PRINT AT 10,5;"ENTER CORRECT NAME"

525 INPUT Y$

530 LET N?(C,1 TO 30)=Y$

535 PRINT AT 10,5;"ENTER CORRECT ADDRESS"

540 INPUT H$

545 LET AS(C,1 TO 30)=H$

550 PRINT AT 10,5;"ENTER CORRECT CITY"

f.55 INPUT G$

560 LET C?(C,1 TO 25)=G$

562 PRINT AT 10,5;"ENTER CORRECT ZIP CODE"

563 INPUT Z$CO

564 PRINT AT 10,5r"ENTER CORRECT PHONE NUMBER1

565 INPUT P$(C)
570 GOTO 49

1000 CLS

1010 FOR X=N+1 TO 100

1015 IF X=100 THEN GOTO 1142

1020 LET L=X

1030 CLS

1040 PRINT AT 0,10;" ENTRY MODE "
1050 PRINT AT 2,10r"LAST ENTRY WAS : ";X-1

1052 PRINT

1055 PRINT "ENTER NAME"

1060 INPUT N$(X)

1070 PRINT

1075 PRINT "ENTER ADDRESS"

1080 INPUT A$(X)

1090 PRINT

1095 PRINT "ENTER CITY11

1100 INPUT C$(X)

1105 PRINT

1107 PRINT "ENTER ZIP CODE"

1108 INPUT Z$(X)

1109 PRINT

1110 PRINT "ENTER PHONE NUMBER"

1111 INPUT P$(X)
1112 PRINT

1115 PRINT "ANOTHER ENTRY?? (y/n)"

1130 INPUT FS

1138 IF F$<>"Y" THEN GOTO 47

1140 NEXT X

1142 PRINT

1145 PRINT " LIST FILLED"

1147 PAUSE 200

1150 GOTO 47

1500 CLS

1505 PRINT AT 20,12;"LIST MODE"

1510 FOR V=l TO L

1515 SCROLL
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1520

1521

1522

1523

1524

1525

1526

1527

1528

1529

1530

1532

1540

1550

2000

2020

2021

2022

2023

2033

2034

2036

2037

2038

2039

2040

2041

2042

2043

2044

2045

2047

2050

2055

2060

2062

2063

2065

2070

2100

2110

2115

2117

2120

2140

2141

2142

2143

2144

2145

2146

2150

2160

2161

2162

2163

2164

2165

5000

5005

5006

5007

5008

5009

5010

5011

5012

5013

5015

5020

5021

5022

5023

5024

5025

5026

5027

5028

5029

5030

'SEARCH MODE"

END OF LIST"

PRINT N?(V);V

SCROLL

PRINT A?(V)

SCROLL

PRINT C$(V)

SCROLL

PRINT Z$(V)
SCROLL

PRINT P$(V)

SCROLL

PRINT

NEXT V

PAUSE 200

GOTO 49

CLS

PRINT AT 0,12;

PRINT

PRINT "SEARCH NAME(N) OR CITY(C)??"

INPUT V$

FAST

IF V$="N" THEN GOTO 2050

PRINT "ENTER CITY AND STATE"

PRINT "NOTE: SPELLING MUST BE EXACT"

INPUT T$(l,1 TO 25)

FOR S=l TO L

IF C$(S, 1 TO 25)=T${1,1 TO 25) THEN GOTO ™

2160

NEXT S

SLOW

PRINT TAB 5;H

PAUSE 30000

GOTO 47

PRINT

PRINT "ENTER NAME FOR SEARCH"

PRINT

INPUT S5U.1TO 30)

FAST

FOR S=l TO L

IF N$(S,1 TO 30)=S$(1,1 TO 30 THEN GOTO 21

NEXT S

PRINT

PRINT

PAUSE 30000

SLOW

GOTO 47

PRINT N$(S)

PRINT A$(S)

PRINT C$(S)

PRINT Z$(S)

PRINT P$(S)

SLOW

PAUSE 30000

GOTO 47

PRINT N?(S)

PRINT A${S)

PRINT C$(S)

PRINT Z$(S)

PRINT P$(S)

GOTO 2041

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

REM FILE NAME

PRINT AT 4,5;

PAUSE 300

CLS

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT "100 NAMES, ADDRESSES AND PHONE"

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PRINT

PAUSE 500

GOTO 38

'NAME HOT FOUND"

ADDRESS FILE"

"THIS PROGRAM WILL STORE UP TO"

NUMBERS, AND WILL SEARCH BY NAME"

"OR CITY"



Managing Memory:

VIC And Atari
Charles Brannon, Editorial Assistant

Properly handling and allocating memory can he quite a

challenge. This article, for the VIC and Atari, reveals
some of the tricks used to successfully manage your com

puter's memory.

Programmers often wrangle with limitations and

possibilities involving their computer's memory.

For one thing, there never seems to be enough of

it. If you have a 48K machine, you may never come

close to filling it with a BASIC program. But when

you start allocating RAM for graphics, or use your

48K for VisiCalc or a word processor, you need all

you can get, and then some.

Where Did It Go?

A confusing problem is the discrepancy between

memory installed and what you get from PRINT

FRE(O). The 5K VIC has 3583 bytes free; the 48K

Atari has less than 3SK available for BASIC (this

varies if you use DOS, or if the RS-232 handler is

installed). Where did the missing memory go?

You've probably heard of the operating system

(OS). It is a series of machine language programs in

your computer's ROM that handle such mundane

but vital functions as keyboard input, screen dis

play, cassette and disk input/output, and inter

preting BASIC code. The OS resides in permanent

ROM memory, so it's not included in your RAM

memory size. But since it is a program like any other,

it needs some RAM for variables and buffers. The

OS uses about IK of low memory (starting from

zero) and varying amounts of high memory for

screen display.

Going...Going...

For example, the Atari GRAPHICS 0 text screen

uses 960 bytes, the VIC's combination text/color

map screen uses 1012 bytes. So, on the VIC-20, 5K

less 2K gives about 3K. 48K - 2K = 46K on the Atari.

Using the BASIC cartridge disables another 8K on

the Atari (if you have 48K, since a cartridge "maps"

into the same memory range as upper RAM), so

we get the approximate figure of 38K. Extensions to

the OS, such as the DOS (Disk Operating System),

gobble up from 4-9K of memory. And adding soft

ware-based languages, such as Atari Microsoft

BASIC or BASIC A+ , can use from 16-26K more!

Whatever's left is yours to use for BASIC program

ming, variables, arrays, strings, and graphics.

Graphics

Using graphics consumes even more memory. A

full character set on the Atari uses 1024 bytes; a full

set on the VIC uses 2048 bytes of memory. A full

set is required for a VIC-20 hi-res screen. Atari's

super hi-resolution screen (and the 16-color GTIA

modes) uses almost 8K of RAM. Player/missile

graphics uses at least 2K.

Picky Computers

And if that weren't enough, the computer can make

life even harder for programmers. The VIC and

Atari won't use just any block of RAM you've gener

ously set aside - they're too choosy for that. The

graphics chips in the Atari frequently require that

the memory be on a IK, 2K, or 4K boundary

(explained later). VIC's requirements are similar.

In addition, the memory we reserve must be

protected. Unless we say otherwise, BASIC will

probably encroach upon our block of memory. We'll

have to lower the "top-of-memory" pointer that

tells BASIC or the OS how much memory it has. In

effect, we'll fool the computer and reserve some

"high memory" for our own purposes. Even this

can cause problems, however, and we'll try to docu

ment them. Sometimes it's safer to use low memory
J

(discussed later).

Getting Specific

Let's start with screen memory. This is the area

where the text vou see on the screen is stored. It

can also hold the information required fora high-

resolution, multicolor display. Many programmers

use POKE, rather than PRINT, to place information

directly on the screen. For example, if you enter

POKE 7680,1 on a 5K VIC, or POKE 40000,33 on a

48K Atari, an A will appear at the upper left-hand

corner of the screen. Using these same POKEs on

an expanded VIC or 16K Atari won't work. This is

because the screen memory "moves around," de

pending on the amount of memory installed.

Screen Memory: Atari

The Atari likes to keep its screen at the very top of

memory, so that it's side by side with ROM. That
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way, the screen can be erased with a massive series

of zeros. Because of the way the screen clear code

is written, it overshoots the end of screen memory.

With the screen tucked up next to ROM, it won't

matter. ROM is safe from these extra POKEs. But

if you have relocated the Atari screen, memory

just past the end of screen memory won't be safe.

Clearing the screen can erase 64 bytes past the

top of screen memory. Scrolling the text window

can clear up to 800 bytes.

Screen clears too much:

Screen

Memory
ROM

Top of

RAM
(ROM not affected)

Screen clears too much:

Screen

Memory

* More user memory

* (Character set, P/M

* graphics, etc.) ROM

*Corrupted

(64 bytes or 800 bytes)

One solution is to reserve more memory than you

need, and position your character set or P/M

graphics higher up. You might be able to prevent

the screen from scrolling or clearing. To reserve

memory, just POKE a new value into RAMTOP

(location 106) and re-execute a GRAPHICS state

ment. For example:

POKE 106, PEEK(106)-4:GRAPHICS 0

reserves four pages (IK) of high memory. The

GRAPHICS command moves the screen and dis

play list below RAMTOP. Everything above RAM-

TOP is yours. It will not be altered except as noted

above. RAMTOP will be restored only by system

reset.

You can find out the new address of screen

memory with:

SCREEN=PEEK(88)+256*PEEK(89)

SCREEN will contain the proper address for any

memory size. So instead of POKEing directly to

locations 40000-40959 on a 48K Atari, use the above

code and POKE SCREEN instead. This permits

vour program to run on any Atari, and the code is

even more readable.

Screen Memory: VIC
Text screen memory is at location 7680 on a 5K

VIC. This changes when you add memory. To

obtain the correct text screen address on any VIC,

use:

TEXT=4*(PEEK(36866)AND128)+64*

(PEEK (36869 )ANDi;>0)

Color memory (normally at 38400) is determined

with:

COLOUR=37888+4*(PEEK(36866)AND128)

Now if you want to manually move the

screen, things get more complicated. One use of

multiple screens is page flipping, where you use

two or more views of an object and show them in

sequence to provide animation. See Jim Butter-

field's "Alternate Screens," in COMPUTE!'* First

Book of VIC. We've reprinted his dual screen pro

gram at the end of this article. Press the Fl key to

switch screens.

More Moving Memory

Other areas of memory also change with various

memory sizes. Most Atari programs are stored at

the same location in low memory, but if you boot

DOS, the LOMEMory pointer is bumped up, and

BASIC starts higher up (at about S2000). You can

determine the start of BASIC on any Atari with:

STARTP=PEEK(136)+256*PEEK(137)

The VIC is notorious for moving BASIC. On

a PET/CBM, BASIC always starts at S0401 (decimal

1025). 5K VICs start at $1001 (decimal 4097). Add

3K of memory (8K total), and it's just like the PET

- decimal 1025. But add 8K to a 5K VIC (13K total),

and the start of BASIC moves again, this time to

4609 decimal. You can eliminate all the guesswork

with:

BASIOPEEK(43)+256*PEEK(44)

This information is useful if you're trying to

load a VIC program into a PET.

Character Sets: Atari

A character set must be located on a 512 byte

boundary. You can even use pages four to six,

subject to interference by floating point routines.

(Pages are blocks of 256 bytes, starting at location

zero. Thus, page zero would be the addresses from

0-255.) The easiest way is to simply "step back"

from the top of RAM/without altering RAMTOP.
If you place it behind the display list, but well

above BASIC, it will be safe. Large BASIC pro

grams, however, can encroach upon your reserved

area. And if you change graphics modes, you

must step back past the largest mode used.

The step size has to be a multiple of four for a

full 1024-byte character set. You need to step back

four pages to get past the screen in modes 0,1,2,3,4

and 5, and then four more to hold your character

set, fora total of eight. GRAPHICS 6 would require

:.*;■ COMPUTI! Varc



THE ARFON MICRO VIC 20
EXPANSION CHASSIS FEATURES

• 7 expansion slots

• AH aluminum construction

• Large power supply with torodial transformer

• 5 volt supply direct to expansion board for more

reliable operation

• Low voltage output jack

• Detachable cover protects cartridges

• Houses VIC and Expansion in one portable unit

• Holder for RF modulator

• Supports all VIC 20 cartridges trom Arfon Micro,

Commodore and others

VIC 20 HARDWARE FROM ARFON MICRO

•8K CMOS Static RAM

• 16K CMOS Static RAM

DR. WATSON COMPUTER LEARNING SERIES

• Beginners Assembly Language Programming Manual

for the VIC 20

VIC 20 SOFTWARE FROM ARFON MICRO

BALDOR'S CASTLE is a fast moving real time adven

ture. Can you fight off 9 different types of monsters

with just your bare hands or will you need bow & arrow,

magic sword, potions and more to steal Baldor's gold?

Fast on-screen graphics make this the adventure of a

lifetime (if you live.) Game cartridge. {More fun with

joystick.)

TOTL. TEXT 2.0 is a full featured word processing pro

gram which allows you to create and format profes

sional looking documents. $25.

TOTL. TEXT 2.5 has ail the features of TOTL. TEXT 2.0

plus up to 4 heading lines per page, footing line every

page, footnotes, keyboard input for form letters,

special characters for printer, right justify, and 3K addi

tional working memory for editing. $35

TOTL TIME MANAGER 2.0 allows you to create per

sonal or business schedules, calenders of events, and

checklists of activities. Prints 56 different bar chart for
mats. $25

VtC 20 is a registered trademark of

Commodore Business Machines.

RESEARCH ASSISTANT 2.0 allows you to keep track of

reference data and create sorted keyword cross

reference lists. Keep data on reference sources: author,

title, bibliography. Keep reference notes: page(s), text,

up to 12 key words, date(s). $25

TOTL LABEL 2.0 mailing list and label program features

easy editing, add or delete labels, define your own

labels (width, length, number of printed lines), sort

alphabetically or numerically and more. $20.

ALL TOTL 2.0 series programs work with tape

and/or disk and require VIC 20, 8K expansion,

cassette deck and/or disk drive, VIC printer

or RS-232 printer.

MINVIC cassette programs allows soft

ware written for the unexpanded VIC,

to run with memory expansion in

stalled. $5
W ~ ft ■ *4 V ^fc

4s* your VIC

Dealer, or Contact

ARFON

MICROELECTRONICS, U.S.

111 Rena Drive

Lafayette, LA 70503

{318)988-2478



12, GRAPHICS 7 would require 20, and you would

need to step back a whopping 36 pages to fit your

character set beneath a GRAPHICS 8 display.

A statement like:

CHSET=« (PEEK (106 )-8 ) *256

is most often used. CHSET will hold the starting

address where you should POKE your character

set, or copy from ROM character set at 57344.

Character Sets: VIC

You have to lower high memory on the VIC to

protect a custom character set from BASIC'S string

storage. The high memory pointer is at location

56. For a small character set, you need to protect

two 256-byte pages at the top of memory. POKE

56/PEEK(56)-2 protects the RAM. You also have

to change BASIC'S string pointer. Use these lines:

X~PEEK(56)-2:POKE52,X:POKE56,X:

POKE51, PEEK ( 55 ): CLR CS«256*PEEK

(52)+PEEK(5l)

You have to execute CLR to reset BASIC'S

pointers after you lower high memory. Find the

character set area as CS. (Use POKE 36868,255 to

tell VIC where the new character set is.) This tech

nique doesn't work on expanded VICs. Instead,

you can store a full character set at locations 4096

to 7615 on an expanded VIC if you execute the

following series of POKEs:

POKE 52,22:POKE 56,22iCLR:POKE

36869,240

To use these POKEs with an 8K expander, you'll

have to relocate the start of BASIC as well:

POKE 44,32iPOKE 8192,0:NEW

Naturally, the latter code cannot be within a

main program. You'll also have to relocate the

screen:

POKE 36866,150:POKE 648,30:PRINT

CHR$(147);

This will set the screen memory to location 7680,

just like an unexpanded VIC.

Player/Missile Graphics On Atari
There are two types oi P/M graphics: single and

double line resolution. Single line resolution re

quires 2K of RAM: 256 bytes for each player (4 x

256 = IK), 256 bytes for the missiles, and 768 un

used bytes. Single line resolution, which has the

vertical "fineness" of GRAPHICS 8 pixels, must

start its memory on a 2K boundary (divisible by

eight pages).

Double-line resolution, where two bytes are

displayed for every byte in the shorter 128-byte

player area, uses only 1K. 128 bytes are used for

each player, 128 for the missiles, and 384 bytes

i»3J COMPUTI! Match 1983

are wasted. We've reprinted at the end of this

article the memory table that pictorially represents

this layout. You can easily store a small character

set, machine language, or player shapes in the

unused area.

If you lower RAMTOP, you have to subtract

eight for single-line resolution, and four for double

line. If you must fit large GRAPHICS screens

(greater than seven) below RAMTOP, you must

be sure to lower RAMTOP in 4K blocks. You can

also just step back past the existing screen display

(without touching RAMTOP). You must step back

a multiple of four pages for double line resolution,

and a multiple of eight pages for single-line.

To be safe, step back eight pages (or 16 for

single-line) from modes 0-6. Go back 16 pages for

double / 24 pages for single resolution in

GRAPHICS 7, and 36/40 pages for GRAPHICS 8.

The same problems apply as with character sets:

lowering RAMTOP can cause up to 800 bytes of

your protected area to be erased.

An Alternative: Use LOMEM
Let's take a look at another technique for reserving

memory on an Atari. Various utilities and exten

sions (such as large machine language programs)

frequently load in at low memory. For example,

DOS loads in at $0700. To protect itself, DOS

bumps up the low memory pointer (o the end of

DOS, where BASIC programs will ihun be stored.

You can do the same trick to protect your own

area of memory. Pick any point after about $]F00

to store your machine language, character sets, or

P/M graphics. Address $2000 is perfect - it's on a

IK, 2K, and4Kboundarv.

Before using the low RAM, it must be pro

tected by changing LOMEM, S02E7. After you

change LOMEM, you have to re-initialize the
machine, so any program in memory will be lost.

The best solution is to use a two-part program.

Let the first part protect low memory, and then

run the second part. For example, let's say you

want to protect 2K of memory from $2000. The

last byte in the 2K range will be S27FF. To place

$2800, the new low memory value into LOMEM,

use:

POKE 743,0:POKE 744,40:POKE 8,0:A=

USR(40960)

POKEing 0 into WARMST ($08) tells the OS to re

initialize, and jumping to address 40961) (SA0OO)

re-executes the cartridge (BASIC). The memory

below S2800 is safe from any interference.

Cheer Up

Someday, computers will have unlimited RAM.

We already see low-cost 64K and high-end 8%K

microcomputers. Even languages will likely grow

larger, becoming faster and easier to use. There



Four smart ways

to makeyourAtari 400/800,

TRS-80 COLOR,VIC-20 and Commodore 64

much more intelligent.

The Color Accountant pays

for itself. This complete per

sonal financial package is

designed to make your money

easier to manage. Included are:

/. Checkbook Maintenance

2. Chan ofAccounts

3. Check Search

4- Income/Expense Statement

5. Net Worth Statement

6. Color Graph Design Package
7. Home Budget Analysis

8. Color Payments Calendar

9. Mailing List

10. Decision Maker

This unique menu-driven pack

age requires less than one hour

data input per month. The Color

Accountant has over 60 pages

of documentation including

examples and step-by-step

instructions. TRS-60 COLOR

requires Ext. Basic and 16K for

cassette, 32K for diskette; Atari

400/800 requires 24K for cas

sette, 32K for diskette; VIC-20

requires 16K Expander. Now

available for Commodore 64.

$74.95 cassette;

$79.95 diskette

The Tax Handler makes

April 15th just another day.

This is the perfect complement

to our Color Accountant. The Tax

Handler will help prepare your

tax returns and probably save

you money. Included are:

1. Form 1040 (Long Form)—filing

status, exemptions, income,

income adjustments, com

putation of tax. tax credits

and payments or balance/

refund due.

2. Schedule A (Itemized Deduc

tions)—medical and dental

deductions, taxes, interest

expenses, contributions,

casualty/theft losses, miscel

laneous deductions and

summary.

3. Schedule G (Income Averag
ing}—base period income and

adjustments, computation of

averageable income and

computation of tax.

Additional schedules or altera

tions to the tax codes will be

available separately in our

monthly magnetic magazines.

Atari 400/800 requires 24K for

cassette. 32K for diskette. VIC-20

requires 16K Expander. Now

available for Commodore 64.

$3435 cassette;

$3935 diskette

You'll love your computer

with The Magnetic Maga

zine. Our magnetic magazines
will entertain, inform, educate,

challenge and delight you. Each

issue contains 4 to 7 ready-to-

use quality programs, at! fulfy

listable. Every issue includes a

newsletter containing instruc

tions, tips on programming

techniques and a line-by-line

examination of the feature

program. And starting with issue

number 8, the first in a series of

tutorials on machine language

programming. Database I with a

new application every following

issue and a new utility in our

Utility~of-The-Month section. And

word processing is coming soon!

A full year's subscription

consists of 10 issues—over 50

programs a year at a mere

fraction of their cost. Available

for TRS-80 COLOR Ext. Basic.

Atari 400/800; all require 16K.

Back issues available.

One year subscription:

$50.00 cassette;

$75.00 diskette

Half year subscription:

$30.00 cassette;

$45.00 diskette

Sample issue:

$10.00 cassette;

$15.00 diskette

VIK VIDEO issue 1 available

for VIC-20; $12.95 cassette

The Learning Center

teaches and enlightens

children. Our exceptional

educational programs are class

room designed and tested. These

unique packages have been

invented to introduce 3 to 9 year

olds to the ease of computer

learning. Through the use of

basic concepts such as colors.

shapes, numbers and letters,

children understand counting,

math and language skills. Each

program is designed to develop

a specific skill, rewarding each

correct answer with music and a

happy face. Most are compatible

with our new Edumate Light

Pen S34.95.

Available for Atari 400/800,

VIC-20 and Commodore 64; all
requireSK for cassette. 16K for

diskette. Also available for

Timex/Sinclair 1000 and TI-99.

Please ask about programs

available and their prices

for Pre-Schoof, Kindergar

ten and Grades 1 & 2.

Prices range from $8.95

for a single cassette to

$79.95 for a complete set
on diskette.

Order now! See your local dealer or order direct. New catalog S2.00. Visa and MasterCard accepted—
please add S2.00 for postage and handling.

Call toll free!

1-800-334-SOFT
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

programmer's
a division of FUTURE HOUSE — dept. c

p.o. box 3470, chapel Mil, north Carolina 27514, 919-967-0861



are already languages available for the VIC and

Atari that ease the hassle of memory allocation,

such as BASIC A + for Atari, with its built-in P/M

graphics commands, and the Super Expander for

the VIC, which adds easy high-resolution com

mands such as CIRCLE and PAINT (adding 3K of

RAM as a bonus!). But if you're interested in doing

it yourself (and you have to in machine language),

I hope these suggestions help.

Page Flipping for VIC

100 REMDUAL SCREEN JIM BUTTERFIELD

110 P0KE56,28:CLR

120 DIML%(23)

130 GOSUB400:PRINTCHR$(147):GOSUB400

140 Z$=CHR$(133)

200 GETX$:IFX$=Z$THENGOSUB400

210 PRINTX$;:GOTO200

400 REM SWITCH

410 S=PEEK(648)

420 IFS=28THENS=30:T=150:GOTO500

430 IFS=30THENS=28:T=22:GOTO500

4 40 STOP: REMARK: ERROR

500 POKE648,S:POKE36866,T

510 FORJ=0TO23

5 20 V=PEEK(J+217):POKEJ+217,L%{J):

530 L%{J)=V

540 NEXTJ

550 PRINT:RETURN

Memory Allocation for P/M Graphics
PMBASE must be on IK boundary for double-line resolution,

2K boundary for single-line resolution.

double-line single-line

PMBASE resolution resolution I'MBASE

+ 128

+ 256

Missiles

+ 768

Missiles

1024

+ 1280

+ 153b

1792

+ 2048

VIC-20
SOFTWARE

SPECIALS CBM-64
A 100*. machine coOe game Kilh colorful

graphics, music, sound and a lunny looking

lurlle to entertain your entire family!

By Thomas Kim and Jimmy Huey ON LYSIS. 95
DISCOUNT

FROMTRONIX prices

SWARM $24.95

GALACTIC BLITZ 21.95

SIDEWINDER-8K 24.95

CBM-64 games from Tronix.

Call or write for details!

FROM TRONIX

SIDEWINDER

Maneuver your

chopper to destroy

ana avoid va'ious

attacking space

beings 8K Ram

Eip Req

Machine Language ■

Joystick

NEW from Hal Labs

STELLAR TRIUMPH!

for your CBM-64

100% machine code

Two player game

Many leveled space war game.

$24.95

NEW from Interesting Software

MINI-MONfor64& VIC-20

includes mini-assembler disassembler

Specify lape or disk

Only S24.95

<t~* INTERESTING SOFTWARE
' I* 21101 S Harvard Blvd., Torrance. CA 90501

(213) 328-9422

Visa MC Check Money Orde: Add S2 00 Posiage & Handling

CA residents add appropriate sales ta> Dealer inquirers Invited

Write lor free Catalog



AATARI
800 (48K) $499
810 DISK DRIVE $428 32K MICROTEK $75

410 RECORDER $74

850 INTERFACE $164

400 COMPUTER $219

Entertainer $66

Communicator $298

32K (RAM) (Mosaic) $99

32K RAM (Intec) $69

48K (lntBC/400) $139

Educator $112

Programmer $52

WIC0 $23

WIC0 Red Ball $25

WIC0 Track Ball $49

PEFGCM
Single Density Master — S399

Double Density Master .... $559

ATARI SOFTWARE

Double Density Dual $859

Dbl Sided Obi Density Mstr . $659

ADVENTURE INT'L
Rear Guard (D)

Saga 1-13 each (D)
Adv. M2each(C)

Preppie(C'D)

APX
Oj|law'How(C/D)

Eastern Front (C/D) ....

Fam. Cash Flow(D) ....
747 Land. Sim. (C/D) ...

ATARI INC.
Galaxian

Defender

ET
Microsoft Basic (D) ....

Macro Ass. & Edit. (D)
Assembler Editor(R) ..

Basic Cartridge (R)
PacMan(R)

Centipede (R)

Cavernsof Mars(D)....
Missile Command (R).

Star Raiders (R) ,

Corw. Lang. Ea. (C) ....
Music Composer (R| ..

Super Breakout (R) ....
My First Alphabet (D|

Prog. 2&3(ea.)(C)

Word Processor(D) ...

Pilot (Educ)

TouchTyping(C)

Home File Mngr(D) ...

AUTOMATED SIMUL.

Invasion Orion (C/Di ..

Rescue at Rigel(QD)

Temple of Aps.(C/D| ..

StarWarrtoi(CfD)
Datestnsof Ryn{C/D|

$16

$28
$18
$21

$17

$23
$17

J17

$33

$33

$36

. S65

$65

S45
$45

.$32

.$32

.$28

.$27

$32
$44

. S31

.$27

.$26

.$21
$107

$98
.$19

-S37

. $18

.121

.$28

.$28

.$15

..$21

. $29

S25

$13

$21

$25

$21

$73

.$21

Dragon's Eye (D|

Monster Maze (D) .

AVALON HILL

Empireof Over(D) ..

B-1 Nuc. Bomber (C)

BRODERBUND

Apple Panic (C/D) ....

Star Blazer $23
ChoplilietfD) $25
Davids Midnight (D).... $25

Deadly Secrets (D).
Steller Shuttle (C/Dl

DATA SOFT

Text Wizard II (D) ...

Canyon Climber (D)

Pacific Coast Hwy (D) . $21
Clowns S Balloons (DJ $21

EDUWARE

Compu-Read(D) $21

Compu-MathFr.(D) $28
Compu-Maih Dec. (D).. $28

INFOCOM

Zorkl(D) $28
Zorkll(D) $28
Zorh III (D> $28
Starcross $28
Deadline (D) $35

JV SOFTWARE

Action Quest (C/D) $21
Ghost Encount. (C(D) ..$21

KBYTE
Krazy(each) $34

ONLINE
Mouseattach(D) $24
Wiz& Princess (D| $24

Crossfire (C(D) S21
Frogger(CZD) $25

Threshold (□) $28

Ultima I (D| 528

Ultima II {DJ $«
Jawbreaker (CD) $21

The Next Slep(D) $28

Crossfire {R) $2B

ROKLAN

Gorf(O) $30
Gorf(R) $33

Wizard of Wor(D) $30
Wizard Of Wor(R) $33

SIRIUS

Space Eggs (D) $21

Sneakers (D) $21

Way Out (D) $28
Bandits (D) $24

STRATEGIC SIM.
Shattered Alliance (D). $28
Tigers lnSnow(C/D).... $28

Battle of Shiloh(OD) ..$28

SYNAPSE SOFTWARE

FiloMngre00+ (D) $73

Protector II $24

Shamus(C/D) $24

Nautilus (C/D) $2*
Claim Jump (CD) $24

MISCELLANEOUS

Ah Baba(D) $24
Miner 2049er(R) $35

Jumbo Jet (R) $37

Kid Grid (DD) $21
Pool 1.5 (D) S24

Raster Blaster (D) $21

Sam(D) $4"
Galactic Chase (C) $17

Warlocks Revenge (D). $24
Visicalc(D) $175
3-DSupergraph(C/D) .. $2£

StarbaseHyp(D) $17

PRINTERS

CITOH

Prowriter $439

Prowrilerll $649

Starwriter F-10
(40cps) S1325

Printmaster F-iO

(55cps) $1599

NEC

8023 A-C $465

3510 $1375

3530 $1595
3550

(IBM compatible) . $1829
7710/7730 $2319

PRINTERS (Continued)

STAR MICRONICS

Gemini 10 CALL

Gemini 15 CALL

SMITH CORONA TPI . $589

AXIOM GP-100 $269

MONITORS
NEC

12-GRN[JB126O) S115

12"GRN(JB1201M)...S155
12" Color Composite

(JC1212) S329
12" Color RGB

{JC1203IBM} $689

AMDEK

V3O0 $139

V310(GRN-IBM> $169

MONITORS (Continued)
V310(AMBERIBM] ..CALL

COLOR I $310

COLOR II $650

USI (AMBER) CALL

MODEMS
HAYES
Micromodemll $26!

Stack Smartmodem .. $215

Smartmodem 1200 .... $519

NOVATION
Apple-Cat II $299

2l2Apple-Cat $589
O-Cat $155

ANCHOR AUTOMATION
Signalman I or II $7E

z. commodore

VIC 64 CALL 1525 PRINTER $296

VIC 20 $177 1530 RECORDER $59

1541 DISKDRIVE $298 1600 MODEM $87

-j— ___. _ THE ABOVE PRICES ARE FOR PREPAID ORDERS

IN |Vi If^ AddS2 00 Shipping per software order anywrtere in U.S Add
UUUIIIIU $5 00 Shipping per software lor non-U S orders, P 0 Boxor
nniini .__,_._ FPO-APO. Call lor co$l ot Hardware shipping Calif residents

IslllVlr II I hnS ;;■.■■■ Cashiers Checks or Money Orders filled
Will I \J I LI IU same day Personal checks require 4 weeks lo clear Miitir

UNLIMITED Card ind Viu OK lot lortwir* onlv. add 3% lurclucgs.

ORDER LINES OPEN include card no . expiration date and signature Prices
■■•>.. -„. - sjBiect lo cnange
MON-FRI 9 am - 6 pm *
228 N. PROSPECTORS HD.

DIAMOND BAR. CA 91765 atari is a trademark of atari, inc

PracliCaic VIC-20 16K RAM/64

The extraordinary electronic spreadsheet program

that does formula calculations, replicates formulas and

data, has adjustable column width and numeric format,

over 20 mathematical functions, alpha and numeric

sorting, prints, and saves spreadsheets. Tape caid disk

versions available $35.00

Sensational and International Software

fox Domestic VIC-20.

RABBIT BASE- Rabbit Base is a data file manager that allows

sort routines, password protection output to printer, er

ror checking routine, add, delete, change, last find, crash

proof code, simple screen instructions, and more.

(1GKRAM) $19.95

CHECKBOOK - This program allows you to keep a running

check balance. You may store up to a year's worth of
checks on the program. Functions available: write checks,

write deposits, debit memos and service charges, cancelled

checks, and a review routine (8K RAM) $9.95

ABDUCTOR - Planet Zog has been colonized by human

beings. Aliens have begun to kidnap and murder the

settlers. Your job is lo defend the colony. All machine

language. (Unexpanded) - SI6.95
TANK-WAR - Maneuvering your tank through the rubble of

Casablanca. Instinct tells you your foe is very much alive.

As you turn the corners of the vacated road, WATCHOUT!

1 or 2 player game. (Unexpanded) $11.95

Sinclair Times 1OOO 16K RAM Required

LYNCHHOB - A competitive game of skill and strategy for 2

to G players. Developed from the traditional game of

Hangman. (16K RAM) $9.95

GALACTIC PATBOL-Your 6-year mission is to explore new

worlds, to go where no being has gone before. Your job as

captain of the Galactic is lo protect the lives of the 500

aboard and operate the bridge. (16K RAM) $11.95

Other programs for the VIC-20 or SINCLAIRTIMEX 1000

in the areas of home use, business applications, educa

tional needs, and other games are available.

Order direct by calling 1-800-343-1078

We're looking for new software
CSA is searching ior programmers who are cre

ating software for Commodore, Timex, or Atari. We

offer you an immediate, wide distribution network.

Contact us at the address below.

We're looking for new dealers
CSAis a distributor for U.S. and foreign software.

Call or write us for a complete list of programs.

COMPUTER

ASSOCIATES

50 Teed Dr., Randolph,

Massachusetts 02368

617-961-5700



Friendly VIC Inputs
Bill Pfeifer

Edit, Scan, and Input are special aids to help you pain
lessly enter lists or large amounts of information into

your VIC. Errors won't result in hours of re-typing if

you add Friendly VIC Inputs to your programs.

If you've ever run a lengthy program which re
quired inputting a lot of string variables (such as

an inventory sort, phone listing, etc.), you've

probably had these experiences: 1. You dis

covered, halfway through the long list, that you

entered one item Iwice. 2. You accidentally hit

the return key twice, thereby entering a null string.
3. You misspelled something. 4. All of the above.

Trying to correct these errors before sending the

information to a tape or disk file can be tricky.

The thought of having to re-do all that typing is

most unpleasant. Here are some subroutines that

will help take the drudgery out of entering, cor

recting, and re-entering your data.

Take a few minutes to enter the demo pro

gram into your computer. You can eliminate the

REM statements to save keystrokes, but don't

change the line numbers. Note that lines 310, 450,

and 470 have two (2) spaces between the empty

quotes, and line 90 has no space in the empty

quotes. After you have entered the program and

checked for errors, type RUN and hit RETURN.

Now, let's walk through the program and see

what's happening.

Easy Editing

The computer first asks for the number of entries

(for our test, let's enter 10) and DIMensions A$ to

this figure. We then enter a loop to input our data,

using subroutine 310-350 as the INPUT routine

(let's enter "THIS IS A TEST TO SEE HOW THE

PROGRAM WORKS" - one word for each input

prompt). Subroutine 310 looks rather involved for

a simple input statement, but we'll see how this

routine really shines, later on. After making each

entry, we go back to line 90, and the computer

checks to see if that entry was the letter E (for

EDIT). For input prompt number 4, let's enter

TYSTand hit RETURN. For entry number 5, enter

E and hit RETURN. Now the last entry is an E,

and the program will jump to line 210, the EDIT

routine.

If we know which entry number we want to

correct, we simply enter that number. However,

if we forget the number, or if it has scrolled off

the screen, we enter 0. In the latter case, the pro

gram goes to yet another subroutine, the SCAN

routine at line 370. This allows the user to scan up

and down the list of data simply by holding down

the f7 or f5 FUNCTION keys until the desired

entry (along with its associated number) comes

on screen. We note the number, hit the fl key,

and enter this number in response to the prompt
at line 210.

Armed with this information, the computer

counts the number of characters in our selected

entry, and tells us to make our changes and hit

the RETURN key. Now the power of the INPUT

subroutine comes into play. First, the routine

prints the entry number, then the entry itself-

TYST. Then the cursor is moved BACK to the

LEFT of the entry, the input prompt is displayed,

and the cursor is left flashing on the first letter of

the entry, which is all neatly printed out for us.

We need only move the cursor to the trouble spot

(the letter Y), make our correction (E), and hit

RETURN. The computer's screen editor then ac

cepts the change and replaces the old entry with

the new one - and we had to type only one letter!

Obviously, this is a great help when dealing with

long, complicated strings, and will eliminate the

chance of making further errors, since we don't

have to re-type the whole entry. Inserts and dele

tions are perfectly acceptable too, of course.

The computer then asks if we have any more

changes to make - if we do, the EDIT routine re

peats. If we have no more changes, the E we en

tered in input number 5 is wiped out, and we are

asked for a new entry number 5. The whole input

loop continues until all the entries are made, at

which point the program goes on with its other

chores (sorting, number crunching, filing, etc.).

You can check to see if our correction was accepted

by entering the following line in direct mode:

FOR 1= I TO N: PRINT A$(I);: PRINT " ";: NEXT I

Changing Input Prompts

These subroutines can be called from any place in

the program, but keep in mind that the cursor

positioning in the INPUT routine works from the

character count of the specified (or last used) entry.

To get "new" input prompts, you must initialize
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CARDBOARD 6

$87.95
An expansion interface for the VIC-20.

Allows expansion to 40 K or accepts up

to six games. May be daisy chained for

more versatility.

CARDBOARD 3

$39.95
Economy expansion interface for

the VIC-20

CARD"?" CARD/PRINT

$79.95
Universal Centronics Parallel Printer

Interface for the VIC-20 or CBM-64.

Use an Epson MX-80 or OKIDATA or

TANDY or just about any other.

CARDETTE

$39.95
Use any standard cassette player/re

corder with your VIC-20 or CBM-64

CARDRITER

$39.95
A light pen with six good programs to

use with your VIC-20or CBM-64

Prices subject to change.

TO ORDER P.O. BOX 18765

WICHITA. KS 67218

(316) 684-4660

Personal Checks Accepted (Allow 3 Weeks;

C O.D (Add S2| Handling Charges 52 00

VIC-20-
(OMMODOPI

COMMODORE

64® •

TREK' 512.95

Thfl classic game that has

fascinated computerists for

over a decade. Command

ing the bridge of your star-

ship, you explore the galaxy,

fending off the Klingon in

vasion with your phasers

and photon torpedoes, at the

same time conserving your

limited time and energy, A

real bargain at $12.95.

LUDWIG'S

LEMON LASERS S14.95

You'd never think blasting

lemons oul «f the sky could

be so much fun! Fast ma

chine code action. One or

(wo players. Written by the

demented doctor who gave

us "Hospital Adventure".

COSMIC DEBRIS $14.95

This highly oddictlvs ar-

cadfl typB gams will keep you
hBilling the aliens for days.

•ONLY ADVENTURES ARE

AVAILABLE FOR THE

COMMODORE 64

5DFTWARE ■*'

ADVENTURES'

The best adventures at the

best prices! Controlled from

the keyboard.

GRAVE ROBBERS' $14.95

Introducing the firstGKAPHIC

ADVENTURE ever available

on the VIC-20! Explore an old

deserted graveyard. Actually

see the perils that lie beyond.

ADVENTURE PACK I*

(3 Programs) S14.95

MOON BASE ALPHA—

Destroy the meteor that is rac

ing towards your base.

COMPUTER' ADVENTURE-
Re-live the excitement of get

ting your first computer.

BIG'BAD WOI.F-Don't let
the wolf gobble you up.

ADVENTURE PACK II"

(3 Programs] $14.95

AFRICAN ESCAPE—Find

your way off the continent

after surviving a plane crush.

HOSPITAL ADVENTURE-

Written by a medical doctor.

Don't check into this hospital!

BOMH THREAT—Got back to

town in time t» warn the

bomb squad of the bomb.

ANNIHILATOR $19.95

Protect your planet against

hostile aliens in this

defender-like game. All

machine code for fast ar

cade action, Joystick

required.

KONGO KONG $19.95

Climb ladders; avoid barrels

ihe crazy ape is rolling at

you. Rescue the damsel. Par

tially machine code for

smooth, fast action. Key

board or joystick.

Send for free catalog

Ail programs Fit in the standard

VIC memory, and come on

cassette lape.

Ordering—Please add SI.SO

postage & handling per order.

PA residents add 6% sales tax.

Foreign orders must be drawn

in U.S. Funds or use

credit card.

Credit card users—include

number and expiration dale.

VICTORY SOFTWARE CORP.

7 VALLEY BROOK ROAD

PAOLI, PA 19301

(215) 296-3787

PUT SOME MUSCLE

IN YOUR

VIC 20

16K RAM

EXPANSION

$69.90

8K RAM

EXPANSION

$47.70

•DIRECT FROM

MANUFACTURER

-HIGHEST QUALITY

■LOWEST PRICE

•90 DAY WARRANTY

■micro
7881 La Riviera Dr. Suite 131

Sacramento. CA 95826

Add $2 for shipping & handling

(California Residents add 6% sales tax)

DEALER INQUIRES WELCOME

Commodore 64 Software

"SPRITEWRITER"

Multicolor and Single Color

Spnle Edit/Design

The sprite generation package with the most

features available.

Append sprite data statements to any program.

Test your sprites - up to 8 sprites displayed at

the X.Y location you choose. Manipulate color

of sprites and background. X.Y scaling and X.Y

coordinates.

Our price is S24.95 on cassette or S29.95 on

diskette + $1.00 for shipping and handling.

Several new software packages will be

available by the time this ad runs.

Pixell Now sells Hardware!

CBM 64 and peripherals

Amdek Monitors and Plotters - lowest prices

available

Corvus Disk Drives

The complete NEC product line

NEC 6000 and 8000 Personal Computer

NEC 8800

The APC - the best personal small business

machine built

Call for the most competitive prices.

Mastercard/Visa

Dealer inquiries welcome

oo . ,,
o pixell software

6595 W. Mississippi PI. Lakewood, CO 80226

(303) 922-9197

ssssssssssssssssssssssssss

CQ2DPU
"CARD/?"

(CARD/PRINT)

UNIVERSAL CENTRONICS

PARALLEL PRINTER

INTERFACE FOR THE VIC-20®

Now you can use your VIC-20* with

an EPSON MX-60 printer, or an OKI-

DATA printer, or a TANDY printer, or

just about anybody's printer. And you

don't have to give up the use of your

user port (MODEM), or change to

special printer commands, or load any

special software driver programs to do

it.

• Outputs standard ASCII codes to

the printer.

• Plugs in the VIC-20* printer serial

i/o port.

• Understands all standard VIC-20*

print commands.

• No modification to your VIC-20*.

• No special programs required.

• Includes all necessary cables to

hook up a standard printer using

Centronics parallel input.

• MADE IN THE U.S.A.
The XARD ■■>" is a product of CARDCO. Inc

$79.95
TO ORDER

P O BOX 18765

WICHITA. KS6721B

(316) 684-4660

Personal checks accepted :{Moa**rC

(Allow 3 weeks) or ;V_i<L
COD (Add $2-00]

Handling charges $2 00

VIC-20' is a registered trademark of Commodore



A$(I) and CH, as shown in line 90, or you may

get funny-looking prompts. E is given the value

of I because the INPUT subroutine uses both the

original loop (line 90) and the EDIT routine (line

210) as sources for printing the input prompt.

A sample application: you might want to use

the sample program pretty much as is when ini

tially entering your data. You then might re-scan

all the entries to check for omissions and typos,

then sort the data and scan once again. Now any

duplications will be readily apparent (right next

to each other), and you can make further correc

tions (using the INPUT routine) as required, and

re-sort, if desired. You then may file or print ouj:

the results - one time, with all your corrections

made, thanks to the help of the powerful screen

editor of the computer.

One final note- on my VIC, the SCAN routine

sometimes works only partially (the scan con

tinues only when the (7 or 65 key is re-pressed).

This happens only when I've entered a large

number of strings and I don't have one of the

RAM cartridges inserted. Apparently, the VIC

needs lots of elbow room to juggle the strings

around during the SCAN routine. Don't worry,

though; if (his happens, simply press and hold

the function key again, and another batch of

strings will come up on the screen.

10 REM INPUT WITH SCREEN EDIT DEMO

50 PRINT"(CLEARlHOW MANY ENTRIES":INPUT"W

ILL YOU BE MAKING",-N:DIMA$ (N) :PRINT

70 FORI=1TON

90 AS(I)="":E=I:CH=O:GOSUB310:IFA$(I)="E"
THENGOSUB2L0

110 PRINT:NEXTI:GOSUB130:END:REM CONTINUE '
W/MAIN PROGRAM

130 PRINT:PRINT"HORE CHANGES (Y/N)?":Y$=""

150 GETY?:IFY?=""THEN150

170 IFY$="Y"THEN210

190 IFY?="N"THENI=I-1:RETURN

210 PRINT:PRINT"TITLE# (IF UNKNOWN,":INPUT

"ENTER 0)";E

230 IFE=0THENGOSUB370;GOTO210

250 PRINT:PRINT"CHANGE ENTRY & [REV}RETURN

{OFF}":CH=LEN(A$(E))
270 PRINT:GOSUB310

2 90 PRINT:PRINT:S=0:E=0:GOSUB130:RETURN

310 PRINT"ENTRY#"E;:PRINT" ";:PRINTA$(E);

3 30 F0RK=lT0(CH+2):PRINT"[LEFT}";:NEXTK
350 INPUTA$(E):RETURN
370 PRINT:PRINT"HIT F7 KEY TO SCAN UP.":PR

INT"HIT F5 KEY TO REVERSE."

390 PRINT"HIT Fl KEY TO STOP.":S=l:POKE650

,128

410 E$="":PRINT

430 GETE?:IFE$=""THEN430

450 IFPEEK(197)=63THEN?RINTS" ";:PRINTA$(
S):S=S+1:IFS=N+1THHNS=1

4 70 IFPEEK(197)=5 5THEN1?RINTS" "? :PRINTA$(
S):S=S-1:IFS<1THENS=N

490 IFPEEK(197)=39THENPOKE650,0:RETURN
510 GOTO410 (?

5SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
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CARDBOARD 3
An Economy Expansion Interface

(Motherboard)

For the VIC-20<5 Personal

Computer
The "CARDBOARD 3" is an expansion inter

face designed to allow tne user to access more

than one of the plug-m-type memory or utility

cartridges now available It will accept up to 3

RAM or ROM cartridges at once. For example

• 16k RAM ■ 16k RAM * 3k HAM

• 16k RAM * 8k RAM • Super Expander

• 16k RAM i 8k RAW - Vic-Mon

• 16k RAM i 3k RAM - Programmers Aid

• High quality T.R.W. gold plated connectors

• This board is fused

• 90 day free replacement warranty covering

everything except the fuse

$39.95

CARDBOARD 6
An Expansion Interface for VIC-20-

• Allows memory expansion up to 40K

• Accepts up 10 six games

• Includes a system reset button

• All slots are switch selectable

• Daisy chain several units for even more

versatility

$87.95

TO ORDER:

P. O. BOX 18765

WICHITA. KS 67218

(316) 684-4660

Personal checks accepted -(UmHCadi
(Allow 3 weeks) or ~-J*—s\

COD. (AddS2)

Handling charge $2.00

VIC-20' is a registered trademark of Commodore

VGR TREK
■ .• haJLk ■■ :;■

Take Command!
Take command of the USS Enterprise and turn your VIC 20

into a Starship! As commander you must use all your skills in

protecting Federation limits from enemy ships. Maneuvering

your ship, firing its weapons- phasers, photons, and probes- and

maintaining its shields ond power, require skill and experience,

but you have weapons analysis, scanning, and damage reports

to help out. This complex, fast-moving strategy game has 50 skill

levels and a (pseudo) real-time option.

VIC 20 with 16K Memory Expansion, cassette. On sale near

you or send check for $21.95 to:

VOYAGER SOFTWARE P.O. BOX 1126 BURLINGAME, CA 94010
.Allow 2) days lor delivery California residents odd 6';% sales tox

I



■ tie LomiTiouore Gazette

The Monthly User's Guide for VIC-20™ and 64™ Personal Computers

The Commodore ™ Gazette, a monthly publication of COMPUTE! Publications, is a layman's

guide to consumer computing. Written for beginning and intermediate level owners and

users of the Commodore VIC-20 and 64 computers. Regular features include best seller lists

for recreational and educational software, reviews, new products, tutorials on home and

educational applications, and much more. Written for entertainment as well as teaching.

The Commodore m Gazette, while appealing to users wishing to iearn more about pro

gramming and computers, has continuing appeal for those who simply want to obtain

maximum use from their computers in a non-technical way.

The Commodore ™ Gazette premieres with a May 1983 issue of an estimated 128 pages.

The paid circulation monthly will have a first issue estimated press run of 75,000 copies. Cover

price: $2. Annual subscription: $15.

To subscribe to The Commodore m Gazette, call TOLL FREE 800-334-0868 (in NC or outside

the US, call 919-275-9809), or write to: The Commodore™ Gazette, P.O. Box 5406,

Greensboro, NC 27403, USA.

Other than as an independent supplier of quality products re- Commodore. VIC-20. and Commodore 64 are trademarks of
gardmg the Commodore personal computer systems. COMPUTE! Commodore Business Machines, Inc., and/or Commodore

Publications is in no way associated with Commodore Business Electronics Limited.

Machines. Inc.

Spring releases from COMPUTE! Books.

January

COMPUTERS First Book OfAtari Graphics, $12.95.

Mapping The Atari, $14.98. A Definitive Reference

Manual and Resource Book on Atari BASIC.

February

Home Energy Applications, $14.95. Complete,

ready-to-use programs for home energy conservation.

Versions for VIC, Atari, Apple, TI-99/4A, PET/CBM,

Radio Shack Color Computer, OSI, and Commodore 64.

March &April

Machine Language For Beginners, $12.95. By

Richard Mansfield. For Atari, PET/CBM, Apple,

Commodore 64, and VIC.

Programmer's Reference Guide ForThe TI-99/4A,

$12.95. A tutorial sourcebook with sample programs

for beginning, intermediate, and advanced TI-99/4A

users.

COMFUTEI's First Book ofVIC Games, $12.95.

COMJtUTJJi's First Book ofAtari Games, $12.95.

For more information, or to order COMPUTE! Books call

toll free: 800-334-0868 (in NC or outside the US, call

919-275-9809).

COMPUTE!

Subscriber Services

Please help us serve you better. If you

need to contact us for any of the reasons

listed below, write to us at

COMPUTE! Magazine

P.O. Box 5406

Greensboro, NC 27403

or call the Toll Free number listed below.

Change Of Address. Please allow us

6-8 weeks to effect the change; send

your current mailing label along with

your new address.

Renewal. Should you wish to renew your

COMPUTE! subscription before we

remind you to, send your current mailing

label with payment or charge number

or call the Toll Free number listed below.

New Subscription.A one year (12 month)

US subscription to COMPUTE! is $20 (2

years, S36; 3 years, $54. For subscription

rates outside the US, see staff page).

Send us your name and address or call

the Toll Free number listed below.

Delivery Problems. If you receive dupli

cate issues of COMPUTE!, if you experi

ence late delivery or if you have prob

lems with your subscription, please call

the Toll Free number listed below.

COMPUTE!

800-334-0868
In NC 919-275-9809

March 1983 COMPUTE! 2&\



PETterns
Bruce Shawyer

For PET/CBM's with 40-colitmu screens, "PETterns"

creates patterns, rotates ami reflects them, and can be

used to introduce mathematical concepts to students.

Although the program can use the Commodore 2022

printer for hardcopy, it will also work with most other

printers.

"PETterns" will create patterns on the screen,

rotate them, and reflect them. For any created

pattern, the user can print it as it was created,

print its rotation through 90°, 180°, or 270°, print

its reflection in the positive diagonal line (its in

verse), or print the rotations of the inverse. Certain

combinations of these can be obtained directly in

order to create pretty patterns.

The program is useful in introducing students

to group theory, for the basis of the program is

the group of symmetries of the reflections and

rotations of the square (the dihedral group). This

group has two generators, but they are, of course,

not unique. For the first, I chose the rotation

through 90° in the positive (counterclockwise)

sense. For the other, I chose the reflection in the

positive diagonal line (the line Y = X).

The other group operations are done within

the program by calling the appropriate combina

tions of the generators. Thus they are slightly

slower. I chose the second generator because it

gives the inverse relation to the relation created,

and so is useful in illustrating, for example, that

the inverse of a function is not necessarily a

function.

The program given here is designed for a 40-

column screen PET and uses the alternate charac

ter set. For reasons of symmetry, patterns of 39-

columns by 25-rows are allowed. This permits the

right-hand column to be reserved for a set of

prompts to the set of input codes.

Patterns start at the center of the screen. This

point is the origin for the X- and Y-axes. A symbol,

initially a "*"', will appear at this point. To print

the next point, use the numeric key-pad in the

conventional way. "5" is the center. The other

non-zero digits are used to enter the direction for

the next point to be printed. For example, entering

"9" results in the next point printed being in a

north-east direction from the previous point.

A crystalline shape begins to form in "PETterns.

There are also five codes which allow combi

nations of the above to be printed. These codes

are "a", "b", "c", "d" and "e".

Code "a" prints the original pattern together

with reflections as if the X- and Y-axes were mir

rors. That is, we have p, S, t and F.

Code "b" prints the inverse of the pattern

together with reflections as if the X- and Y-axes

were mirrors. That is, we have P, s, T and t.

Code "c" prints the original pattern together

with its rotations. That is, we have p, s, t and f.

Code "d" prints the inverse of the pattern

together with its rotations. That is, we have P, S,

TandF.

Code "e" prints everything, that is, all eight

possible positions.

There are two codes not appearing in the

prompt column. The first is "h". This stands for

"cHange the symbol". When you hit "h", the

right-hand column is replaced by a list of symbols.

Each has a number beneath it. By hitting the

number that appears below a symbol, you cause

that symbol to be the next printed in the patterns.

This new symbol will continue until another sym

bol is selected. Note that "1" is below the blank

symbol.

The second code is "v". This stands for

"change Vector length". When you hit "v", the

right-hand column is replaced by the words

"CHANGE VECTOR LENGTH"; beneath them is

the length of the present vector. When you hit a

non-zero number, a new vector length is entered.

When a new point is next entered, it will be re

peated the number of times of the length of the

vector.
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Here is a list of other codes appearing in the

prompt column, with an explanation of their

effects:

VECTOR FOR NEXT POINT

CODE

q

r

n

o

P

s

t

f

P

S

T

F

EFFECT

QUIT

RUN

NOTHING

OUTPUT

PRINT

SECOND

THIRD

FOURTH

(Shift)p

(Shift)s

(Shift)!

(Shift)f

- terminates the program.

- restarts the program for a new

pattern.

- clears the screen.

- prints the pattern on the

printer. This program is

written for a CBM 2022 printer.

- prints your pattern on the

screen.

- rotates the pattern through 90°.

- rotates through 180°.

- rotates through 270°.

- reflects the pattern in the

positive diagonal.

- reflects, then rotates 90°.

- reflects, then rotates 180°.

- reflects, then rotates 270°.

10 REM PETTERNS

11 REM

12 REM

13 REM

14 CS=59 4 68:CG=PEEK(CS):POKECS,14:PRINT"{CLEA

CLEAR}":VL=1:BS=CHR$(1):G0T077
15 REM ******************************

16 REM

17 REM THE ROTATIONS AND INVERSES

18 REM

20 T=X:X=Y:Y=T:RETURN:INVERSE "£"
21 RETURN: NO CHANGE P

22 T=X:X=-Y:Y=T:RETURN:R0TATE 90' S

23 GOSUB22:GOSUB22:RETURN:ROTATE 180' T

24 GOSUB23:GOSUB22:RETURN:ROTATE 270' F

25 GOSUB20:GOSUB22:RETURN: "S ■ £S"

26 GOSUB20:GOSUB23:RETURN: "T = PT"

27 GOSUB20:GOSUB24:RETURN: "_F = PF"

28 FORC=2TO8STEP2:GOSUB46:NEXT:RETURN:COMB.A

2 9 FORC=1TO7STEP2:GOSUB46:NEXT:RETURN:COMB.B

30 FORC=2TO5:GOSUB46:NEXT:RETURN:COMB.C

31 C=1:GOSUB46:FORC=6TO8:GOSUB46:NEXT:RETURN:
COMB.D

3 2 FORC=1TO8:GOSUB46:NEXT:RETURN:COMB.E
3 3 REM ******************************

34 REM

35 REM PLACING THE POINT ON SCREEN

36 REM

38 IFABS{X)>19THENX=19*SGN(X)

39 IFABS(Y)>12THENY=12*SGN(Y)

40 POKEOG+X-40*Y,SY:RETURN:PLACE POINT
4 1 REM ******************************

4 2 REM

43 REM WHICH OPERATION TO BE DONE

4 4 REM

4 5 REM ******************************

4 6 X=0:Y=0:FORI=0TON:GOSUB55:XX=X:YY=Y

4 7 ONCGOSUB20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,3
1,32

4 8 IFO0ANDC<9THENGOSUB38
49 X=XX:Y=YY:NEXT:RETURN
5 0 REM ******************************

5 1 REM

52 REM

53 REM

5 5 IFI=0THENX=0:Y=0:GOSUB38:RETURN

56 V=V(I):IFV<4TH£NY=Y-1

57 IFV>6THENY=Y+1

58 IFV=2ORV=8THENRETURN

5 9 IFINT(V/3)*3=VTHENX=X+1:RETURN

60 X=X-1:RETURN

6 2 REM

63 REM OUTPUT TO THE PRINTER

6 4 REM
65 REM ******************************

6 6 0PEN6,4,6:PRINT#6,CHR$(32):OPEN1,4,1:CMD1:

SC=2"15:FORVY=0TO24:PRINTB$;:FORVX=0T
038

67 VZ=SC+VX+40*VY:V=PEEK(VZ):A$ = " ":IFV=32THE

N70

68 FORVZ=2TO26STEP3:IFSY(VZ)OVTHENNEXT

69 A$=SY${INT(VZ/3))

70 PRINTAS;:NEXT:PRINT:NEXT

71 PRINT#1:CLOSE1:CLOSE6:R£TURN:SCREEN DUMP T

0 PRINTER

7 2 REM ******************************

7 3 REM

74 REM MAIN PROGRAM - SET UP

75 REM

7 7 DIMSYC27),VL{27):FORVX=0TO26:SY(VX)=32:NEX

T:FORVX=1TO26STEP3

7 8 SY(VX+2)=50+INT(VX/3):NEXT:SY{23)=160

79 SY(2)=42:SY(5)=43:SY(8)=35:SY<11)=15:SY(14

)=170:SY(17)=171:SY(20)=91

8 0 SY${0)="*":SY$ (1)=" + ":SY$(2)="#":SY$(3)="0
":SY$(4)="{REV}*[OFF}":SY${5)="{REV}+

{OFF}"

81 SYS (6)="_[":SY$(7) = "{REV} { OFF} " : C$ = ""

82 VL(0)=32:VL(1)=67:VL{2)=8:VL(3)=1:VL<4)=14

:VL(5)=7:VL{6)=5:VL{7)=32

8 3 VL(8)=86:VL{9)=5:VL(10)=3:VL(11)=20:VL(12)

=15:VL{13)=18:VL(14)=32

8 4 VL(15)=76:VL(16)=5:VL{17}=14:VL{ia)=7:VL{l

9)=20:VL(20)=8

8 5 DIMSZ{25):SZ{0)=17:SZ(1)=18:FORSX=2TO4:SZ(

SX)=12+SX:NEXT:SZ(5)=19:SZ(6)=20

86 SZ{7)=6:SZ(8)=8 0:SZ(9)=83:SZ(10)=84:SZ(11)

=70:FORSX=1TO5:SZ(SX+11)=SX:NEXT

8 7 FORSX=49TO56:SZ(SX-32)=SX:NEXT:FORSX=21TO2

5:SZ(SX)=SZ(SX)+1:NEXT

88 O=2"15+39:DIMV(500):SY=42:OG=O+460:G0SUB15
9:GOSUB124

89 X=0:Y=X:I=X:N=X:GOSUB38

91 REM

92 REM MAIN PROGRAM

9 3 REM
94 REM ******************************

9 5 GOSUB308:FORII=1TOVL:GOSUB131:C=0:IFV$="5*
ORV$="0"THEN95

96 V=VAL{VS):IFV=0THEN98

97 N=N+1:I=N:V(I)=V:GOSUB55:GOSUB38:GOSUB124:
NEXTII:GOTO95

98 IFV$="Q"THENPRINT"{CLEAR}":POKECS,CG:END
99 IFV$="R"THENC$=" AGAIN ?":GOSUB168:GOSUB1

24:GOTO89

100 IFV$ = nN"THENPRINTn{CLEAR}ll:GOSUB124:GOTO9 5

101 IFV$=ltH"THENGOSUB141:GOSUB124:GOT095
102 IFV$="V"THENGOSUB150:GOSUB124:GOTO9 5

103 IFVS="0"THENGOSUB66:GOSUB124:GOT09 5
104 IFV$="P"THENC=2:GOTO117
105 IFV$="£"THENC=l:G0T0117

106 IFVS="S"THENC=3:GOTO117
107 IFV$="T"THENC=4:GOTO117
108 IFV$="FI'THENC=5:GOTO117
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109

110

111

112

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

120

121

122

123

124

125

126

127

128

129

130

131

132

133

134

135

136

137

138

139

140

141

142

143

144

145

146

147

148

149

150

151

152

153

154

155

156

157

158

159

160

161

162

163

164

165

166

167

168

169

170

171

= "S_"THENC=6:GOTO117

IFV$="T"THENC=7:GOTO117

IFV$ = "_F"THENC=8:GOTOU7

IFV$="A"THENC=9:GOTO117

IFV$="C"THENC=11:GOTO117

IFVS="D"THENC=12:GOTO117

IFV$="E"THENC=13

IFO0THENGOSUB46

GOSUB124:GOTO95

REM *****

REM

REM R H COLUMN OF CODES

REM
npu ******************************

FORVX=0TO999STEP40

POKEO+VX,SZ(INT(VX/40)):NEXT:RETURN

REM

REM HIGHLIGHTING CODE

REM

REM

T=ASC(V$):IFT<58THEN133

T=T-64:IFT>64THENT=T-64

FORVX=OTOO+1000STEP40

VY=PEEK(VX):IFVY=TTHENPOKEVX,VY+128:RETURN

NEXT:RETURN

REM ******************************

REM

REM CHANGE THE SYMBOL

REM
p£M ******************************

FORVX=OTOO+99 0STEP4 0:POKEVX,SY(INT((VX-O)/

40)):NEXT:POKEO,49

GOSUB308:IFVAL(V$)<1THEN14 2

IFV$="1"THENSY=32:RETURN

SY = SY(3*VAL(VS)-4):RETURN
nEM ******************************

REM

REM CHANGE VECTOR LENGTH

REM

REM ******************************

FORVX=21TO26:VL(VX)=32:NEXT:VL(22)=48+VL

FORVX=OTOO+99 0STEP4 0:POKEVX,VL(INT((VX-O)/

40)):NEXT

GOSUB308:IFVAL(V$)=0THEN152

VL=VAL(VS):RETURN

REM ***********

REM

REM INSTRUCTIONS

REM

REM

PRINT"{CLEAR}{06 DOWN}{15 RIGHT}{REV}PETTE

RNS{OFF}"

PRINT"{02 DOWN}{05 RIGHTjA PROGRAM TO CREA

TE PATTERNS."

PRINT

FORN=1TO3000:NEXT

REM

REM

REM INSTRUCTIONS - YES OR NO?

REM

REM ******************************

PRINT"{CLEAR}[02 DOWN}{02 RIGHT}DO YOU WIS

H TO READ THE INSTRUCTIONS";:IFC$=""T
HENPRINT" ?"

PRINTC$"{DOWN}":PRINT" {DOWNjl_F SO, {REV}HI

T{OFF} {REV}RETURN{OFF}"

PRINT"{03 DOWN}IF YOU ARE READY TO MAKE PA

TTERNS,"

PRINT"{DOWN}{REV}HIT{OFF} {REV}ANY{OFF} {R
REV}OTHER{OFF} {REV}KEY{OFF}":GOSUB30

172 IFV$=CHRS{13)THEN179

173 PRINT"{CLEAR}":RETURN

174 REM

175 REM

2M COMPUTE! March 1983

176 REM INSTRUCTIONS - GENERAL

177 REM

17 8 REH

179 PRINT"{CLEAR}{02 DOWN}{02 RIGHT}THIS PROGR

AMS ENABLES YOU TO CREATE"

180 PRINT"PATTERNS ON THE SCREEN, AND TO PRINT

181 PRINT"THEIR ROTATIONS AND INVERSES. VARIO

US"

182 PRINT"COMBINATIONS ARE ALSO POSSIBLE."

183 PRINT"{DOWN}{02 RIGHTlYOU CAN PRINT THE NE

XT POINT ON YOUR"

184 PRINT"DIAGRAM USING THE NUMERIC KEYS AS SH

OWN"

185 PRINT"B£LOW."

186 PRINT"{02 DOWN}{05 RIGHT}7 8 9":PRINT"{05

RIGHT}4 * 6":PRINT"{05 RIGHT}1 2 3"

187 PRINT"{DOWN}{02 RIGHT}TO MOVE FROM THE POI

NT '*' TO THE"

188 PRINT"NEXT POINT, HIT THE NUMBER THAT IS I

N"

189 PRINT"THE DESIRED DIRECTION.":GOSUB309

190 PRINT"{REV}OF{OFF} {REV}INSTRUCTIONS.{OFF}

191 PRINT"{CLEAR}{05 DOWNjTHE WHOLE SCREEN CAN

BE USED EXCEPT"
192 PRINT"FOR THE RIGHT HAND COLUMN. IT WILL"

193 PRINT°DISPLAY A SET OF CODES TO REMIND"

194 PRINT"YOU OF WHAT YOU CAN DO."
195 PRINT"{DOWN}WHEN AN OPERATIONS IS BEING"
196 PRINT"PERFORMED, THAT CODE WILL BE"

197 PRINT"HIGHLIGHTED IN REVERSE MODE."

198 PRINT"{DOWNlTHE LIST WILL NOW BE DISPLAYED

199 PRINT"IN ITS POSITION.":FORI=1TO7000:NEXT:

GOSUB124

200 PRINT"{DOWNlTHESE INSTRUCTIONS WILL BE EXP

LAINED"

201 PRINT"IN WHAT FOLLOWS.":GOSUB309

2 02 REM ******************************

203 REM

204 REM INSTRUCTIONS - Q R N 0

205 REM

2 06 REM ******************************

207 PRINT"{CLEAR}{02 DOWN}{02 RIGHT}THE FIRST

FOUR CODES ARE"

208 PRINT"{02 DOWN} Q R
209 PRINT"{02 DOWN} 0 MEANS QUIT AND ENDS THE

PROGRAM."

210 PRINT"{DOWN} R MEANS £UN AND RESTARTS THE

PROGRAM."
211 PRINT"{DOWN} N MEANS NOTHING ON THE SCREE

N."
212 PRINT"{DOWN} 0 MEANS OUTPUT AND PRINTS WH

AT IS ON"
213 PRINT"{DOWN} THE SCREEN ON THE

PRINTER.":GOSUB309

214 REM

215 REM

216 REM INSTRUCTIONS - P S T F

217 REM

218 REM *********

219 PRINT"{CLEAR}{02 DOWN}{02 RIGHTjTHE SECOND

FOUR CODES ARE"
220 PRINT"{02 DOWN} p S T F _
221 PRINT"{02 DOWN} ? MEANS PRINT AND PRINTS

THE PATTERN"
222 PRINT"{DOWN} ON THE SCREEN.
223 PRINT"{DOWN} S MEANS SECOND AND ROTATES T

HRU' 90'"
224 PRINT"{DOWN} T MEANS THIRD AND ROTATES TH

RU' 180'"
225 PRINT"{DOWN} F MEANS FOURTH AND ROTATES T

HRU' 270'":GOSUB309

226 REM ******************************

227 REM

228 REM INSTRUCTIONS - "P S T F"



229

230

231

232

233

234

235

236

237

238

239

240

241

242

243

244

245

246

247

248

249

250

251

252

253

254

255

256

257

258

259

260

261

262

263

264

265

266

267

268

269

270

271

272

273

REM

REM

PRINT"{CLEAR}{02 DOWN}{02 RIGHTjTHE THIRD

FOUR CODES ARE"

P S T F"PRINT"{02 DOWN}

PRINT"{02 DOWN} £

PATTERN."

PRINT"{DOWN}

ECTION"

PRINT"{DOWN}

X."

PRINT"{DOWN} S

ROTATION ";

PRINT"{DOWN} T

' ROTATION";

PRINT"[DOWN} F

MEANS PRINT THE INVERSE

THAT IS, THE REFL

IN THE LINE Y =

MEANS P FOLLOWED BY 90'

MEANS P FOLLOWED BY 180

270MEANS P FOLLOWED BY

1 ROTATION":GOSUB309
REM ******************************

REM

REM INSTRUCTIONS - A B C D E

REM

PRINT"{CLEAR}{02 DOWN}{02 RIGHTjTHE NEXT F

IVES CODES ARE"

PRINT"{02 DOWN} A B C D E"

PRINT"{DOWNjTHESE GIVE COMBINATIONS OF THE

CODES"

PRINT"{DOWNjEXPLAINED ABOVE."

PRINT" {02 DOWNj_HERE IS A DEMONSTRATION OF '

CODE 'A1."

PRINT"{DOWN}{02 RIGHTjTHE ORIGINAL PATTERN

WILL FIRST BE":PRINT"DISPLAYED."

FORT=1TO5:V(T)=9:V(T+4)=6:V(T+8)=9:NEXT:N=

13:V(2)=6:V(3)=6:V(13)=7

GOSUB315:C=2:PRINT"{CLEAR}":GOSUB46:FORT=1

TO9:PRINT"{DOWN}":NEXT: GOSUB315

C=9:PRINT"{CLEAR}":GOSUB46:FORT=1TO9:PRINT

"{DOWN}":NEXT:GOSUB315

PRINT" {CLEAR} {06 DOWN}_HERE IS A DEMONSTRAT
ION OF CODE 'B1."

PRINT"{DOWN}{02 RIGHTjTHE ORIGINAL PATTERN

WILL FIRST BE":PRINT"DISPLAYED."

GOSUB315:C=2:PRINT"{CLEAR}":GOSUB46;FORT=1
TO9:PRINT"{DOWN}":NEXT: GOSUB315

C=10:PRINT"{CLEAR}":GOSUB46:FORT=1TO9:PRIN

T"{DOWN}":NEXT:GOSUB315

PRINT"{CLEAR}{06 DOWN}HERE IS A DEMONSTRAT
ION OF CODE 'C ."

PRINT"{DOWN}{02 RIGHTjTHE ORIGINAL PATTERN

WILL FIRST BE":PRINT"DISPLAYED.n

GOSUB315:C=2:PRINT"{CLEAR}":GOSUB46:FORT=1

TO9:PRINT"{DOWN}":NEXT: GOSUB315

C=ll:PRINT"{CLEAR}":GOSUB46:FORT=1TO9:PRIN

T"{DOWN}":NEXT:GOSUB315

PRINT"{CLEAR}{06 DOWN}HERE IS A DEMONSTRAT
ION OF CODE 'D1."

PRINT"{DOWN}{02 RIGHTjTHE ORIGINAL PATTERN
WILL FIRST BE":PRINT"DISPLAYED."

GOSUB315:C=2:PRINT"{CLEAR}":GOSUB46:FORT=1
TO9:PRINT"{DOWN}":NEXT: GOSUB315

C=12:PRINT"{CLEAR}":GOSUB46:FORT=1TO9:PRIN
T"{DOWN}":NEXT:GOSUB315

PRINT"{CLEAR}{06 DOWNjHERE IS A DEMONSTRAT
ION OF CODE 'E'."

PRINT"{DOWN}[02 RIGHTjTHE ORIGINAL PATTERN
WILL FIRST BE":PRINT"DISPLAYED."

GOSUB315:C=2:PRINT"{CLEAR}":GOSUB46:FORT=1
TO9:PRINT"{DOWN}":NEXT: GOSUB315

C=13:PRINT"{CLEAR}":GOSUB46:FORT=1TO9:PRIN
T"{DOWN}":NEXT:GOSUB3 09

******************************

INSTRUCTIONS - NUMBERS

******************************

274 PRINT"{CLEAR}{02 DOWN}{02 RIGHTjTHE LAST S
ET OF CODES IS" ~

REM

REM

REM

REM

275 PRINT"{02 DOWN} 9876432 1"

276 PRINT"{02 DOWNjTHEY ARE TO REMIND YOU OF T

HE DIRECTION"

277 PRINT"KEYS.":GOSUB309

279 REM

280 REM INSTRUCTIONS - H AND V

281 REM
282 REM ******************************

283 PRINT"{CLEAR}{02 DOWN}{02 RIGHTjTHERE ARE "

TWO CODES NOT"

284 PRINT"DISPLAYED IN THIS WAY. THEY ARE":P

RINT"{DOWN}{09 RIGHTjH AND V"

285 PRINT"{DOWN}{RIGHTjH MEANS C{REV}H{OFF}AN

GE THE SYMBOL"

286 PRINT"{DOWN}BEING PRINTED ON THE SCREEN BY

287 PRINT"ENTERING THE NUMBER BELOW THE SYMBOL

288 PRINT"AS DISPLAYED IN THE RIGHT HAND "

289 PRINT"COLUMN AS NOW SHOWN.":GOSUB313:GOSUB

141

290 PRINT"{DOWN}{RIGHTjV MEANS CHANGE {REV}V{

OFF}ECTOR LENGTH"

291 PRINT"BY ENTERING THE NUMBER REQUIRED.":GO

SUB313:GOSUB150

293 REM

294 REM INSTRUCTIONS - REPEAT ?

295 REM
296 REM ******************************

297 PRINT" {CLEAR} {03 DOWN}_IF YOU WISH TO SEE T

HE INSTRUCTIONS"
298 PRINT"{DOWN}ONCE MORE, {REV}HIT{OFFj {REV}

RETURN{OFF}"

299 PRINT" (03 DOWN}IF YOU ARE READY TO MAKE PA

TTERNS,"

3 00 PRINT" {DOWN} {REV}_HIT{OFF} {REV} ANY {OFF} {R

REV}OTHER{OFFj {REV}KEY{OFF}":GOSUB30

8

301 IFV$=CHRS(13)THEN179

3 02 VL=1:SY=42:PRINT"{CLEAR}":RETURN

j v J Khjfi

304 REM

305 REM PROCEEDING ROUTINES

306 REM

308 FORT=1TO10:GETVV$:NEXT:GOTO311

309 PRINT" {02 DOWN} {REV}_HIT{OFF} {REV}ANY{OFF}

{REV}KEY{OFF} {REV}WHEN{OFF} {REV}RE

ADY{OFF} {REVjFORfOFFj {REV}THE{OFF}"

310 PRINT"{REV}NEXT{OFF} {REV}SET{OFF} {REV}OF

{OFF} {REV}INSTRUCTIONS.{OFF}":GOTO30

8

311 GETV$:IFV$=""THEN311

312 RETURN

313 PRINT"{DOWN}{REV}HIT{OFF} {REV}ANY{OFF} {R

REV}NUMBER{REV} {REV}KEY{OFF} {REV}AB
OVEjOFF} {REV}0{OFF}"

314 PRINT"{REV}TO{OFF} {REV}PROCEED{OFF}.":RET
URN

315 PRINT"{02 DOWN} {REV}_HIT{OFF} {REV} ANY {OFF}

{REV}KEY{OFF} {REVjWHEN{OFF} {REV}RE
ADY{OFF} {REV}TO{OFFj {REV}PROCEED{OF
OFF}":GOTO308

316 PRINT"{DOWNjTHESE INSTRUCTIONS WILL BE EXP
LAINED"

317 PRINT"IN WHAT FOLLOWS.":RETURN ^
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COMPUTERS

First Book Of Atari Graphics
Authors:

Price:

On Sale:

COMPUTE! Magazine

editors and contributors

SI 2.95

Now

COMPUTE!, the leading magazine of home,

educational, and recreational computing,

has led the way for Atari owners since the

computers were first introduced in 1979.

COMPUTE! has published scores of articles

on Atari graphics, and was the first to di

vulge many important details on such tech

niques as redefined characters, custom

graphics modes, and player/missile

graphics. But those articles are scattered

across dozens of issues, many of which are

scarce or out of print.

That's why the editors of COMPUTE!

decided to gather the very best Atari

graphics articles published over the past

three years into COMPUTE}? First Book Of

Atari Graphics. From the fundamentals to

advanced techniques, here are some of the

most instructive articles ever published for

the Atari.

But that's not all. COMPUTE!? First

Book OfAtari Graphics also presents articles

never before published anywhere, and

additional sections written especially for

this book. These include "The Basics Of

Atari Graphics,"an introductory tutorial

which prepares beginners for the rest of the

book; "How To Design Custom Graphics

Modes," which covers the fundamentals of

mixing modes on a single screen; and

"Introduction To Player/Missile Graphics," a

guide to understanding one of the Atari's

most advanced features, written by Bill

Wilkinson, a COMPUTE! columnist and a

creator of Atari BASIC and the Atari Disk

Operating System.

Numerous other articles include "De

signing Your Own Character Sets," a new

and improved ■■SuperFont," "High Speed

Animation With Character Graphics," "Ani

mation And Player/Missile Graphics," "The

Collision Registers," and "GRAPHICS 8 In

Four Colors Using Artifacts." There's even a

brand new article by Wilkinson, "The Priority

Registers," which for the first time shows
how to use player/missile graphics to create

a fifth player.

In the COMPUTE! tradition. Atari

V. Introduction

3

20

Robert C. Lock

23

25

37

Strings For Graphics Storage T™ R" HaIfhil1
* ml \^L'i_ \^.)\\ Ann I or"*ATr i ■ * ' 'v*'^J'<it_J Doom

5ong-Type Games ' .... . . A ^
Michael A. Greenspan

89

91

98

108

'esign.Custom Graphics Modes
™Graphics Modes 1 And2 Craig Chamberlain
At The Bottom Of Your Screen
Printing: Characters In Mixed Graphics Modes r' ^ %f™
Add A Text Window To GRAPHICS n Craig Patchett
Mixing Graphics Modes n And S Charles Brannon

_, Douglas Crockford

51 Chapter Three: Redefining Character Sets
" Designing Your Own Character Sets

SuperFont Craig Patchett

Character Set Utilities . Charles Brannon
Fred Pinho

41

44

46

53

62

77

127

129
140
154

164
172

184
188
192

201

203
208
215

224
236
239

245
246

Using TextPlot For Animated Games Charles Brannon
High-Speed Animation With Character Graphics " !

Jr.

■ - David H. Marklev
TomSakand Sid

Charles

Ads£»feESfl •■•::■■:: "-«
To P/M Graphics
P M Graphics Made Easv
Animation And P'M

xtendingPIayer/MissU ,.
cnc Stoltman

- Matt Giwer

Bill Wilkinson

: Advanced Graphics Techniques
GRAPHICS 8 In Four Colors Using ArtiLis
Atari V ideo Graphics And The New CTIA Part 1
Atari Yidvo Graphics And The New GTIA Part 2
Atari Video Graphics And The New GTM, Part 3

Screen Save Routine
Joseph Trem

Listing Conventions (Guide ToTypine In P
Index

I he Collision Registers
The Priority Registers

rograms!

Graphics is crisply written ana edited to be
useful to beginners and experts alike. And it's spiral-bound for easy
access to its dozens of ready-to-type program listings.

Add S2 shipping and handling, Outside .he U.S. add S5 for air m* S2 for surface mail. Ml ofders prepaid. U.S. funds only.
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COMPUTERS

Mapping The Atari

Author:

Price:

On Sale:

Ian Chadwick

[Introduction by Bill Wilkinson

SH.95

Now

TABLE OF CONTENTS
Author's Preface
Reduction (Bill Wn^
Memory Map
A

AppendixNin
Graph

;
em°-

Index By Label

^ By Subject
ernal Character Code Values""

The inner workings of today's advanced personal

computers unfortunately remain a mystery to

many users. From beginners to machine lan

guage programmers, people are hungry for vital

information about the insides of their machines.

For example, there are tens of thousands of

memory locations...which are safe to use? How

can changing one number in a certain memory

cell dramatically speed up output to the disk

drive? Which memory address reveals what

Operating System is in the computer? How can

changing certain numbers in various memory

locations improve a program's sound and

graphics?

The key to finding one's way around the

inside of a computer is a memory map. But

often this important information is unavailable

from the manufacturer. Or it can be obtained

only in piecemeal fashion from scattered

sources.

Now, for rhe first time, there is a com

prehensive guidebook available for the Atari

400/800 computers which answers all of these

questions, and hundreds more. Mapping The

Atari, by Ian Chadwick. is a complete reference

guide and memory map for one of the most

popular of personal computers. From memory
location zero to 65,535, Mapping The Atari is

the most exhaustive memory sourcebook ever

offered to Atari users.

Chadwick started by diligently assembling

all the information he could find. Then he went a

step further by testing this information, to verify

its accuracy. And f\na\ly, he added months of his

own research, delving deep into little-known

areas of the Atari's memory to explore every se

cret. The result, Mapping The Atari, is an mdis- ^^^^^^^^^^
pensable reference work for Atari programmers. ^^^^^^

But Mapping The Atari is more thanjust a comprehensive reference book, it is also a tutorial

for all inquisitive Atari enthusiasts - notjust advanced programmers. Mapping The Atari explains each memory location in depth for
beginning and intermediate programmers. Some descriptions of important locations fill several pages. And the book is packed with
ready-to-type example programs and routines which show exactly how to put the information to work.

There's more. A special introduction by Bill Wilkinson, an author of Atari BASIC and the Atari Disk Operating System explains
how to access the Atari's memory in every available programming language. And there are ten appendices, covering such topics as
VBLANK Processes." "Atari Timing Values," "Color," "Sound And Music." "Player/Missile Graphics Memory Map " "Display Lists "
and others. And to make the book still more useful, there are two indices - an Index By Label and an index By Subject

Best of all. Mapping The Atari is from COMPUTE! Books, associated with COMPUTE! Magazine the leading consumer
publication of home, educational, and recreational computing. COMPUTE! has led the way for Atari owners since the computers
were first introduced in 1979. In the COMPUTE! tradition. Mapping The Atari is carefully written and edited to be useful to beqinners
and experts alike. And it is spiral-bound to lie flat while typing programs

■ ■ • . ill

• -. xix

1

-.154

..155

■ 160

-.161

-.163

-.167

.169

.171

.175

.180

-182

187

__.. o^7?qono/ypH^T bookstores nationwide. To order directly call TOLL FREE 800-334-0868. In North Carolina
call 919-275-9809. Or send check or money order to COMPUTE! Books. P.O. Box 5406. Greensboro. NC 27403.

Add S2 shipping and handling. Outside the US. add S5 for air mail. S2 for surface mail. All orders prepaid. US funds only
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COMPUTERS

First Book Of VIC
Authors: COMPUTE! Magazine

contributors

Price: SI 2.95

On Sale: Now

v Introduction

Michael S. Tomc2yk

Chap.er one: Getting Started.
3 The Story Of The VIC

11 Computer Genesis:
From Sticks And Stones Tn \/ic r-,

20 Super Calculator V'C ' DoroIhyKunkl" Heller' °av,d Thomburg
24 Urge Alphabet Jim Butterf/eld
26 Using A Joystick '' Doug Ferguson
39 Extended Input Devices- ' David Malmberg

Paddles And The Keyboard .L, o
46 Game Paddles ' ' M'ke e^sman / Salomon

72 STARFIGHT3
78 Alphabetizer
80 Count The Hearts

103 Amortize
'06 Append
109 Priming The Screen
113 The Confusing Quote
115 Alternate Screens
119 Timekeeping

125 Renumber BASIC Lines The Easy Way
* *7 Automatic Line Numbers

129 Putting The Squeeze On Your VIC-20'
Getting The Most Out Of 5000 Bytes

141 An Easy Way To Relocate VIC Prog
On Other Commodore Computers

w££ F°Ur: Color And GraP"'«.J47 Kaleidoscope And Variations
148 High Resolution Plotting
154 VIC Color Tips
157 The Window
160 Custom Characters For The VIC

Education.
Supp / Stephen P. Drop

Dub Scroggm

David R. Mizner

Jim Wilcox

Christopher J.FIynn

■ ■ James P. McCallisier

Lyle Jordan

■ Wayne Kozun

AmihaiGlazer
Wayne Kozun

C D. Lane
Charles Brannon

Jim Butterfield
Keith Schleiffer

Charles H. Gould

Finally, it's VIC's turn!

Users of other popular personal

computers have been enjoying their

COMPUTE! Books: COMPUTED

First Book OfPET/CBM ...the First

Book OfAtari ...the Second Book Of

Atari... Programming The PET/CBM...

and others.

Now, there's a book devoted

exclusively to the Commodore VIC-

20 computer: COMPUTE/'s First Book

Of VIC

The editors of COMPUTE!

Magazine - the leading resource for

the VIC-20 - gathered together the

best VIC-20 articles published since

the summer of 198) and added

some new material. The result is

more than 200 pages of valuable

information - information that goes

beyond the instruction manuals. In

the COMPUTE! tradition, it is care

fully edited to be easily understood

and useful for beginners and experts

alike.

COMPUTED First Book Of VIC

is spiral-bound to lie flat, and

includes ready-to-type program

listings and articles such as "The

Joystick Connection: Meteor Maze,"

"STARFIGHT3," "Train Your PET To

Run VIC Programs," "Renumber

BASIC Lines The Easy Way," "High

Resolution Plotting," "Custom Char

acters For The VIC," "VIC Memory -

The Uncharted Adventure," and "A

Simple Monitor For The VIC."

At only S12.95, less than most

computer manuals. COMPUTEIsFirst Book Of VIC

is among the best resources a VIC user can own.

Available at computer dealers and bookstores nationwide. To order directly call TOLL FREE 800-334-0868.
In North Carolina call 919-275-9809. Or send check or money order to COMPU1E! Books, P.O. Box 5406,

Greensboro, NC 27403.

Add S2 shipping and handling. Outside the U.S. add S5 for air mail, S2 for surface mail. All orders prepaid. U.S. funds only.
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Stanley M. Berlin

Greg and Ross Sherwood

Kenneth Knox

■ - Paul F. Schatz

Charles Brannon

Charles Brannon

Malmberg

179

186

: Maps And Specifications.
eo Interface Chip Da|eGj(beft

Jim Butterfield
David Barron / Michael Klemert

Jim Butterfield

The Uncharted Adventure
Memory Map Above Page Zero

Chapter Six: Machine Language.
195 TINYMONI: A Simple Monitor For The VIC
202 Entering TINYMONI Directly Into Your VIC-20
211 Index

■ Jim Butterfield

Russell Kavanagh



COMPUTE! Back Issues

Here are some of the applications, tutorials,

and games from available back issues of

COMPUTE!. Each issue contains much,

much more than there's space here to list,

but here are some highlights:

February 1981: Simulating PRINT USING,

Using the Atari as a Terminal for Telecom

munications, Attach a Printer to the Atari,

Double Density Graphing on C1P, Commo

dore Disk Systems, PET Crash Prevention,

A 25* Apple II Clock.

May 1981:NamedGOSUB/GOTOin

Applesoft, Generating Lower Case Text on

Apple II, Copy Atari Screens to the Printer,

Disk Directory Printer for Atari, Realtime

Clock on Atari, PET BASIC Delete Utility,

PET Calculated Bar Graphs, Running 40

Column Programs on a CBM 8032.

June 1981: Computer Using Educators

(CUE) on Software Pricing, Apple II Hires

Character Generator, Ever- expanding

Apple Power, Color Burst for Atari, Mixing

Atari Graphics Modes 0 and 8, Relocating

PET BASIC Programs, An Assembler In

BASIC for PET, QuadraPET: Multitasking?

July 1981: Home Heating and Cooling,

Animating Integer BASIC Lores Graphics,

The Apple Hires Shape Writer, Adding a

Voice Track to Atari Programs, Machine

Language Atari Joystick Driver, Four Screen

Utilities for the PET, Saving Machine

Language Programs on PET Tape Headers,

Commodore ROM Systems, The Voracious

Butterfly on OSI.

August 1981: Minimize Code and Maximize

Speed, Apple Disk Motor Control, A

Cassette Tape Monitor for the Apple, Easy

Reading of the Atari Joystick, Blockade

Game for the Atari, Atari Sound Utility,

The CBM "Fat 40," Keyword for PET, CBM/

PET Loading, Chaining, and Overlaying.

October 1981: Automatic DATA State

ments for CBM and Atari. VIC News,

Undeletable Lines on Apple, PET, VIC,

Budgeting on the Apple, Switching Cleanly

from Text to Graphics on Apple, Atari

Cassette Boot-tapes, Atari Variable Name

Utility, Atari Program Library, Train your

PET ro Run VIC Programs, Interface a BSR

Remote Control System to PET, A General

Purpose BCD to Binary Routine, Converting

to Fat-40 PET.

December 1981: Saving Fuel 5$ (Multiple

Computers: versions for Apple, PET, and

Atari), Unscramble Game (multiple

computers). Maze Generator (multiple

computers), Animating Applesoft Graphics,

A Simple Printer Interface for the Apple II,

A Simple Atari Wordprocessor, Adding

High Speed Vertical Positioning to Atari P/

M Graphics, OSI Supercursor, A Look At

SuperPET, Supermon for PET/CBM, PET

Mine Maze Game.

January 1982: Invest (multiple computers),

Developing a Business Algorithm (multiple

computers), Apple Addresses, Lowercase

with Unmodified Apple, Cryptogram Game

for Arari, Superfont: Design Special

Character Sets on Atari, PET Repairs for

the Amateur, Micromon for PET, Self

modifying Programs in PET BASIC, Tiny-

mon: a VIC Monitor, Vic Color Tips, VIC

Memory Map, ZAP: A VIC Game.

February 1982: Insurance Inventory

(multiple computers). Musical Transposition

(multiple computers). Multitasking

Emulator (multiple computers), Disassemble

Apple Programs from BASIC, Plotting

Polar Graphs on Apple, Atari P/M Graphics

Made Easy, Atari PILOT, Put A Rainbow

in your Atari, Marquee for PET, PET Disk

Disassembler, VIC Paddles and Keyboard,

VIC Timekeeping.

March 1982: Word Hunt Game (multiple

computers), Infinite Precision Multiply

(multiple computers), Atari Concentration

Game, VIC Starfight Game. CBM BASIC

4.0 To Upgrade Conversion Kit, Apple

Addresses, VIC Maps, EPROM Reliability,

Atari Ghost Programming, Atari Machine

Language Sort, Random Music Composition

on PET, Comment Your Apple II Catalog.

April 1982: Track Down Those Memory

Bugs (multiple computers), Shooting Stars

Game (multiple computers), Intelligent

Input Subroutines (multiple computers),

Ultracube for Atari, Customizing Apple's
Copy Program, Using PET/CBM In The

High School Physics Lab, Grading Exams

on a Microcomputer (multiple computers),

Atari Mailing List, Renumber VIC Programs

The Easy Way, Browsing the VIC Chip,

Disk Checkout for PET/CBM.

May 1982: VIC Meteor Maze Game, Atari

Disk Drive Speed Check, Modifying Apple's

Floating Point BASIC, Fast Sort For PET/

CBM, Extra Atari Colors Through Artifact-

ing, Life Insurance Estimator (multiple

computers), PET Screen Input, Getting The

Most Out Of VIC's 5000 Bytes.

June 1982: Outpost Game (multiple com

puters), Apple Pascal Lister, Income Property

(multiple computers), VIC Intelligent Video

disc System, Atari Disk Operating Systems,

PET/Apple Search, A Self-moditying Atari

P/M Utility, Use Atari Joysticks with VIC,

VIC/PET Program Transfers.

July 1982: Gold Miner Game (Atari and

VIC), IRA Planner (multiple computers),

Atari Video Graphics, Apple IX)S Changer,

Super QuadraPET, VIC Overview, Maze

Race (multiple computers), Direct Access

File Editor (PET and Atari), VIC Super

Expander Memory Map, Using The 6560

Video Interface Chip, PET Compactor,

Headless FORTH Metaamipilation, Test

RAM Nondestructively (multiple computers).

August 1982: The New Wave Of Personal

Computers, Household Budget Manager

(multiple computers). Word Games (multiple

computers), Color Computer Home Energy

Monitor, Intelligent Apple Filing Cabinet,

Guess That Animal (multiple computers),

PET/CBM Inner BASIC, VIC Communica

tions, Keyprint Compendium, Animation

With Atari, VIC" Curiosities, Atari Substring

Search, PET and VIC Electric Eraser.

September 1982: Apple and Atari and the

Sounds of TRON, Commodore Automatic

Disk Boot, VIC Joysticks, Three Atun GTIA

Articles, Color Computer Graphics, The

Apple Pilot Language, Sprites and Sound on

the Commodore 64, Peripheral Vision Exer

ciser (multiple computers), Banish INPLH"

Statements (multiple computers), Charades

(multiple computers), PET Pointer Sort,

VIC" Pause, Mapping Machine Language,

Editing Atari BASIC With the Assembler

Cartridge, Process Any Apple Disk File.

Home and Educational COMPUTING!

(Fall 1981 and Summer 1981 - count as one

back issue): Exploring The Rainbow

Machine, VIC As Super Calculator, Custom

Characters, Alternate Screens, Automatic

Line Numbers, Using The Joystick (Spacewar

Game), Fast Tape Locater, Window, VIC

Memory Map.

Back issues are S3 each or six lor S15.

Price includes freight in the US. Outside

the US add SI per magazine ordered for

surface postage. S4 per magazine for air

mail postage. All back issues subject to

availability.

In the Continental US call

TOLL FREE 800-334-0868
(In NC Call 919-275-9809)

Or write to COMPUTE! Back Issues, P.O.

Box 5406, Greensboro, NC 27403 USA.

Prepayment required in US funds.

MasterCard, Visa and American Express

accepted. North Carolina Residents add 4%

sales tax.



FOR ALL YOUR SOFTWARE NEEDS

AT THE LOWEST PRICES
We have one of the largest selections of software available for your home computer at the lowest prices. You will

find all of the top games and office management software in our catalog at from 20% to 30% below retail.

Embargo (Rom)

Raster Blaster wue,

Frogger {D/o j
Serpentine (D/c/Rom)

Genetic Drift (d/c)
Jawbreaker ■<:

Baseball (D/c)

Miner 2049er (Worn)

Candy Factory

Pac Man

ATARI®
Retail Our Price

S49.95 $34.95

$29.95 $18 00

$34.95 $24.95

m) S34.95 $24.95

$2995 $20.95

$29.95 $20.95

$29.95 $20.95

) $49.95 $36.00

5?995 $20.95

Atari* & Atari APX ■ programs now available at 25% off

suggested retail if you mention this ad. ^

TG Trackball $64.95 $51.95

Wico Trackball $69.95 $57.95 .

And many, many more. Call for an update t

of new titles, including Atari VCS-".

$24.95
DISKETTE SPECIAL

Box of 10 with Plastic

Library Case

Apple Panic

Frogger

Jabber Talky

Temple of Apshal

Upper Reaches of Af

Computer Football

Zork

Snooper Troops

•MatheMagic

"Graphmagic

'Combo Rack

Visic

TG Joy Stic

Retail Our Price

$2995 $23.95

$34.95 $27.95

$29.95 $23.95

$39.95 ' $29.95

shal S19.95 $15.95

$21.00 $18.00

$39.95 $29.95

$44.95 $33.00

$89.95 $6750

S89.95 $67.50

S159.90 $119.95

xp/Micropro - 25% of all titles

ncluding Visicalc & Wordstar.

$64.95 $49.95

VIC
Call for more information on new

software for the fastest growing Home

j Computer todav.

Retail Our Price

Astroblltz (can) $46.95 $3750

ChOpilfter (Car?) $44.95 $35.95

Martian Raider (Cassj) S19.95 $15.95
Rlchocettcassj S19.95 $15.95

Serpentine (Con > S44.95 $35.95

Apple Panic (Cart > $44.95 $35.95

Shark Trap (Cass) $19.95 $15.95

River Rescue (Can) $39.95 $29.95

Kosmlc Kamikaze (Cass) $24 95 $19.00

Cave In ccort.) $39.95 $29.95

Rescue at Rlgel (Cass) $29.95 $23.95

Multisound Synthesizer (Cass j $19.95 $15.95

Monster Maze (Cart) $39.95 $31.95

Single-sided/Double Density

(40 track) with reinforced

hub-ring.

Call for Prices on

Maxell and

Verbatim.

APPL
Sea Fox

Serpentine

'MatheMagic

'Graphmagic

'Combo Pack $149.95

Snooper Troops $44.95

Star Blazer S31.95

Risk! Duck 534.95

Deadly Secrets S34.95

Neptune S29.95

The Ptnball Construction Set S39.95

Rescue at Rigel

3-Pack Morlock's Tower $49.95

Datestone of l?yn

Raster Blaster $29.95

TG Joystick Apple II • $59.95

TG Joystick Apple f? SM.95f

TG Select-a-Port $59.95

Our Price

$22.45

$26.25

$67.50

$6750

$112.50

$33.75

$20.00

$18.00

$24.95

$20.00

$29.95

CALL

For Inside California and Other Inquiries Call 1-916-989-3174

MAJL ORDERS: For fast delivery, send certified check,

money orders, or Visa or MasterCard number and

expiration date, for total purchase price plus 1% or $2
minimum for postage and handling. Add $5 for

shipment outside the continental U.S. California

Residents add 6% sales tax.

COD: and Chargecard orders-call 1-800-828-2838.

In California call 1-916-989-3174

Subject to stock on hand. Prices subject to change.

Catalog free with any order or send S2 postage and
handling and please specify computer type.

* K>v-corinec*ion-
5133 Vista Del Oro Way Fair Oaks, CA 95628



NEWS.. PRODUCTS

Commodore 64

And VIC-20

Products

Human Engineered Software

(HES) has introduced new soft

ware products and a sound-

enhancing peripheral for Com

modore 64 computers.

Soundbox improves the

VIC-20's sound output for arcade

games. In addition to the VIC-20,

it can be used with Atari, Texas

Instruments and other Commo

dore systems. Soundbox features

include audio out, video out and

audio in (for Commodore 64). Its

suggested retail price is $14.95.

HES's 6502 Professional De

velopment System is a cassette-

based assembler package that of

fers a one-or two-pass 6502 as-

HESWRITER 64 is one of several new
releases from Human Engineered
Software.

sembler using standard MOS

mnemonics and operand for

mats. It is available for the VIC-20

as well as for the Commodore 64

and has a suggested retail price of

$29.95.

HESMON 64 is an adapta

tion of the HESMON cartridge

for the VIC-20. It gives 64 owners

the same machine language

monitor with mini-assembler.

The suggested retail price is

$39.95.

HESCARD is an expansion

board that includes four switch-

able slots and a reset button. The

board has high-quality connec

tors and gold-plated edge

fingers. Its suggested retail price

is $29.95.

Turtle Graphics II is an

advanced version of David

Malmberg's Turtle Graphics that

uses the full graphics features of

the Commodore 64. Suggested

retail is $59.95.

HESWRITER 64 is a sophisti

cated word processing package

for the Commodore 64, based on

HESWRITER for the VIC-20. Its

features include full-screen edit

ing; the package has a suggested

retail price of $44.95.

Human Engineered Software

71 Park Lime

Brisbane, CA 94005

(415)468-4900

an ACTION packed video game of

STRATEGY and SKILL for

TWO PLAYERS

®
for ATARI home computers with

32K memory and two joy sticks.

Ill y

A
You are fighting your enemy in unstable space.

With itie shock of every missile explosion, deadly

hyperspikes Creak out. Contact with hypersoikes

causes instant disintegration. As you tunnel

through space-time, weaving in and out of hyper-

spikes, WATCH OUT for rammers and space mines.

Be on the lookout lor the sudden appearance o(

smart bombs and streakers on your tail. The only

way to come out alive is !o trap your opponent in a

cage of hyperspikes. Try it— with 3 tnend.

Only $24.95 (on disc)

Distributors and Dealers Welcome

Call 1-215-485-1968

Affine, Inc.

— l ■ ■ i ■
m f> 0. Boi 2026

Aston, Pennsylvania 19014

Look!!
COMPUTERS

ATA 01 Alari 800 48K 5'
AIAKI Atari 810 Disk Drive $429.
VIC 20 $179.

NEC PC-8001A 32K $729.

Northstar Advantage WK $2669.

Televideo TS802 64K $2589.

MONITORS

Amdek 100 12" B&W $79.

Amdek 300A 12" Amber $159.

Amdek Color 1 $299.

Sanyo 6013 13" Composite $349.

NEC JC1202 DHA 12" RGB $699.

PRINTERS

Okidata Microline 80 $324.

Okidata Microline RAP $969.

SPECIALS!

Adds Viewpoint 3-AG $519.

No Name SW" Floppy. Sofi Sectored. SS. SD

Box of 25 ... $1.99 Per Disk

Box of 100. . .$1.79 Per Disk

Casio FX-900 Solar Scientific $26.95

»^ NATIONAL

ORDER DESK:

^m (215) 387-5266

ZEPHYR MICROS
323 S. 43rd St. - Suite C

Philadelphia, PA 19104
To Order: Please send (.dshiers or personal check

(allow two weeks to dear}: VISA and MASTERCARD

orders add 3%: Shipping and Handling add ¥X,; Penn

sylvania residents add 6'V,; Prices subject to change

without nolice.
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I was a
97 1b.

weakling!

...And then I slipped my

Monster Maze cartridge

into my computer.

First I saw a full screen

maze. And then I entered

a chamber of horrors. I

scurried down endless halls

looking for gold bars and

vitamins and watched out for

lurking terrors. And all as

though it were in 3-D. I ate

enough vitamins to subdue

the monsters before I lost all

of my nine lives. Hours of

fun. Thrilling. Scary.

... And forgot all about being

a 97 Ib. weakling.

You can have the same fun.

All you need is an Atari Home

Computer or

Commodore

VIC 20...and

$39.95.

Monster Maze

is by EPYX,

one of the oldest, largest—and

we believe, best —designers

and producers of games for

microcomputers.

Available now at your

computer software dealer. If

he doesn't have it in stock,

suggest that he order it now.

Or call EPYX at (800) 824-

7888. Ask for

operator 29. In

California, call

(800) 852-7777,

operator 29.

©1982, EPYX, 1043 Kiel Court.

Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

Pressure Sensitive

Keyboard For The

Physically

Handicapped

Cacti Computer Services is mar

keting a large (11" x 21"), pres

sure sensitive keyboard with

widely spaced key contacts to en

able users with limited finger and

hand control to operate a micro

computer.

The system consists of large

keyboard, interface to plug into

the computer, connecting cables,

plastic mask, and a driver routine

to permit the large keyboard to

function as a regular keyboard.

Once the driver routine has been

loaded, both the regular

keyboard and the large keyboard

function to run commercially

available software without mod

ification. The system can be in

stalled and operated with no

technical knowledge required.

Several keyboard layouts are

available, and custom arrange

ments will be made at no extra

charge.

Cncli Computer Services keyboard.

The system is presently

available for immediate delivery

for use with the Commodore

PET/CBM at a cost of $525 (U.S.),

and is being developed for the

Apple. Interfaces may be de

veloped for other systems, de

pending upon demand.

Cacti Computer Services

130 9th St. S.W.

Portage In Pmirie

Manitoba, Canada, R1N 2N4

Guide To

Applesoft BASIC

Haydeh Book Company has pub
lished Basic Apple BASIC, a com

plete guide to Applesoft BASIC

from beginning concepts to ad

vanced topics. It provides alter

native techniques for program

ming in Apple Integer BASIC

and can be used as a textbook or

read by anyone interested in

BASIC programming on an

Apple. The book is written by

James Coan, also the author of

Basic BASIC.

Applesoft BASIC is

explained with short, complete

programs that are slowly built to

larger ones. More than 80 sample

programs are presented; all can

be quickly located with the

book's program index. Programs

are divided into small segments,

most of which will fit on an Apple

screen. Longer programs consist

of a control routine at the begin

ning that handles all program

management using subroutines.

Chapter One explains how

to enter data and get results, and

the programmer's corner covers

immediate-mode execution.

Chapter Two offers ideas on

planning a program; the pro

grammer's corner explains the

Apple's special screen editing.

Low-resolution graphics are pre

sented in Chapter Three, and the

programmer's corner tells how to

obtain full-screen graphics.

Chapter Four contains a pot

pourri of BASIC features and

programming techniques, with a

programmer's corner that shows

how to read the keyboard with

out using an INPUT statement.

Chapter Five presents strings,

and the programmer's corner re

veals the character sets used by

both BASICs. Chapter Six covers

252 COMPUTE! March 1<583



If you deal with computers, then Microtek has something

for you. Microtek is the time-proven industry standard

second source manufacturer for "microcomputer

peripherals. We offer an unparalled selection of

hardware and software support for your every need.

Microtek Computer Products for
Apple and Franklin Computers.

Hi-Resolution Graphics Parallel Printer Interface Card

with graphics features.

64K Spooler Buffer for Text, Block and Dot Addressable

Graphics.

Both DUMPLINGS have Rotation, Inversion, Emphasized

Mode, Dual Page Dump and a myriad of graphics

manipulation routines. The DUMPLING-64 includes Space

Compression, Pause immediate, Pause delayed, Insert

Editing for text and more than 2 dozen control codes for

text and graphics storage and output.

One version of each DUMPLING works with most major

graphics printers!

BAM-16MM 16K Memory Card with MMS (includes

MOVE-DOS).

MAGNUM-80 80 column Video Board

Q-DISC Self-contained 128K Disc Emulation.

Firmware for Self-Test, DOS facilities

and supplied with Visicalc Expansion

Software.

RAINBOW-256 RGB Driver with 256 colors.

RV-611C 7 or 8 Bit Parallel Interface Card.

BAM-128 64K or 128K Memory supplied with

Visicalc Expansion Software.

The IBM P.C.
HAL-64, 128, 192, 256 Memory Expansion with and without

Parity.

The HAL Parallel Printer Cable.

Disc emulation and Printer Spooler Software for (he HAL

series or ANY IBM compatible memory card.

Atari 400 & 800 Computers
AMB-16 16K Memory Card.

AMB-32A 32K Slot Independent Memory Card.

ATC-P Parallel Printer Cable.

ATC-S Serial or Modem Cable.

Commodore Products for the VIC-20
VIM-16 16K Memory Expansion Module.

VIM-8 8K Memory Expansion Module.

VIM-0 EPROM/RAM User Definable Module.

Miscellaneous

SCAMP SERIES—RS-232C Serial Interface Cables.

All Microtek products carry a 2 Year Warranty.

Micro Spooler III & IV — Stand-alone printer spoolers with
serial/parallel conversion and 256K memory.

9514 Chesapeake Drive

San Diego, CA 92123

(619) 569-0900

Toll Free Outside CA

1 (800) 854-1081
MICROTEK^ TWX. 910-335-1269

.(^Microtek, 1982

Microtek is The Source!

-. : 4 "•"■■■::

iDiiiiitliiiifiifiini!

***amaaaa saasa

umnuin

Dumpling is □ trademark of Micrafek Inc.'

Apple is a registered Irodemark' of Apple Computer Inc.
CP/M is a registered !raderrtort,pf Oigilol Equipment Corp.



numeric and string arrays, with a

programmer's corner presenting

integer variables in Applesoft.

Chapter Seven is a collection

of miscellaneous applications;

the programmer's corner con

cerns a menu program. Sequen

tial and random access files are

the topic of Chapter Eight, and

some advanced features of file

handling are in the program

mer's corner. Chapter Nine pre

sents high-resolution graphics

using Applesoft, and the pro

grammer's corner offers an ex

ample of a shape table.

Basic Apple BASIC by James

Coan, 237pp., 7x9, paper, ISBN-

0-8104-5626-5, $12.95.

Hayden Book Company, Inc.

50 Essex Street

Rochelle Park, Nf 07662

(201)843-0550

Keyboard For

The Atari 400

Microtronics has released the

Joytyper 400, a standard full-

travel keyboard for the Atari 400.

The keyboard layout is the same

as on the Atari 400/800, except

that the right-hand SHIFT key is

in the more usual location. The

game keys are beside the space

bar.

The Joytyper 400 has stan

dard gray two-shot molded

keycaps. The RESET key has an

extra stiff spring, low profile,

out-of-the-way keycap. The

aluminum case (14" x 5" x 1") is

color-matched with the Atari 400.

Electronic connection is sim

ple: unplug the membrane

keyboard, then plug in the

Microtronics' Joytyper 400.

254 COMPUTE! March 1983

Joytyper 400. Physical attach

ment: by industrial adhesive

strips or by drill and bolt. The

Joytyper 400 comes with a 90-day

warranty on materials and work

manship. The cost is $129.95 plus

S5 postage and handling.

Microtronics, Inc.

P.O. Box8894

Fort Collins, CO S0525

(303)226-0108

Preschool Library

For The Atari

Program Design has announced

the publication of its Preshool Li

brary, a package that includes

four popular PDI titles:

Sammy the Sea Serpent - An inter

active story with a voice narra

tion: the child uses a joystick to

guide poor lost Sammy back to

the sea. There are also games that

the child can play with Sammy.

The Adventures of Oswald - As a

narrator tells a story about a

young boy named Oswald, chil

dren use the joystick to help Os

wald walk, climb, jump, and es

cape from a deep, deep tunnel.

There's also a game entitled "Os

wald and the Golden Key."

Preschool IQ Builder 1 - Part 1: De

cide whether pairs of figures are

the same or different. Part 2:

Match the letter at the top of the

screen with the same letter at the

bottom of the screen.

Preschool IQ Builder2 -Six lessons

of increasing difficulty ask the

child to match the letter, number,

shape or word at the top of the

screen with the same object at the

bottom of the screen.

PDVs Preschool Library is de

signed to help three- to six-year-

olds develop certain critical skills

that will be needed when they

start school. The programs have

five important objectives:

1. To teach shape, letter, and

number recognition

2. To present the concept oisame

and different

3. To reinforce directional

concepts

4. To develop listening skills

5. To improve hand-eye coordi

nation

The package includes a de

tailed User's Guide. In addition to

describing each program and

explaining how to use it, the

guide presents supplementary

activities that reinforce and ex

pand the material covered in the

programs.

PDVs Preschool Library is de

signed for use on Atari 400/800

computers. It consists of four

cassettes and the User's Guide,

packaged in a convenient storage

container. It requires a minimum

memory of 16K and retails for

$59.95.

Each of the four titles in the

package is also available indi

vidually, on either cassette or

disk. The cassette versions of

each title require 16K of memory

and retail for $16.95. The disk

versions require 24K and retail

for $23.95.

Program DesigJi, Inc.

n Idar Court

Greenwich, CT06S30

(203)661-8799

New Products

For Commodore

Computers

Computer Marketing has re

leased several new products for

Commodore computers. Calc Re

sult is a three-dimensional

spread-sheet program for the

CBM 8032/8096 and Commodore

64. It provides a minimum of 32

pages of 63 x 254 cells, graphics

(histograms) on screen and print

er, the capability to view as many

as three spread-sheets at one

time through a window and split

screen, and help functions on

line.

VIC/64 Switch connects up

to eight VICs or 64's to share

disks and printers. VIC-Relay

Cartridge simplifies control of



Lyco Computer Marketing & Consultants

TO ORDER

CALL US

TOLL FREE 800-233-8760
In PA 1-717-398-4079

FEBRUARY

SPECIALS

810 Disk Drive ...$429.00

400 32K RAM...$CALL$

NEW ATARI

COMPUTER ... $ CALL $

80048K...$499.00

ATARI HARDWARE

410CASSETTE RECORDER ....S 75.00

825 PRINTER S585.00

830 PHONE MODEM S149.OO

850 INTERFACE S1 64.OO

PACKAGES

CX481 ENTERTAINER $ 69.00

CX482 EDUCATOR 51 25.00

CX483 PROGRAMMER S 49.OO

CX494 COMMUNICATOR S325.00

SOFTWARE

CXL401 2 MISSILE COMMAND .. .S28.75

CXL401 3 ASTEROID S28.75

CXL4020 CENTIPEDE S32.75

CXL4022 PACMAN S32.75

CXL4011 STAR RAIDER S34.75

CXL40O4 BASKETBALL S26.75

CXL4006 SUPER BREAKOUT ....S28.75

CXL4008 SPACE INVADER S28.75

CX81 30 CAVERNS OF MARS S31.75

CX4108 HANGMAN S12.75

CX4102 KINGDOM S12.75

CX4112 STATESS

CAPITALS S12.75

CX4114 EUROPEAN

COUNTRIES S12.75

CX4109GRAPHIT SI 6.75

CX4121 ENERGY CZAR S12.75

CX4123 SCRAM S19.75

CX4101 PROGRAMMING I S19.75

CX4106 PROGRAMMING II S22.75

CX4117 PROGRAMMING Ml S22.75

CXL4015TELELINK S21.75

CX4119 FRENCH S39.75

CX411B GERMAN S39.75

CX41 20 SPANISH S39.75

CXL4007 MUSIC COMPOSER....S33.75

CXL4002 ATARI BASIC S45.75

CX8126 MICROSOFT

BASIC S65.75

CXL4003 ASSEMBLER

EDITOR S45.75

CX8126 MACRO

ASSEMBLER S69.75

CXL4018 PILOT HOME S65.75

CX405 PILOT EDUCATOR S99.75

CX415 HOME FILING

MANAGER S41 .75

CX414 BOOKKEEPER S1 19.75

NEW RELEASES

CHOP LIFTER S27.75

APPLE PANIC S23.75

PREPPIE 519.95

THIRD PARTY SOFTWARE

EASTERN FRONT 1941 525.50

OUTLAW/HOWITZER 51 5.50

WIZARD of WAR 531-OO

GORF $31.00

FROGG ER S26.OO

CHOP LIFTER 527.75

APPLE PANIC $23.75

PREPPIE $19.95

STAR WARRIOR $28.00

CRUSH,CRUMBLE.&CHOMP $23.00

SHOOTING GALLERY $19.95

VIDEO MATH FLASH 51 2.OO

MY FIRST ALPHABET 525.50

BAHA BUGGIES 524.95

TEMPLE of ASPHAI $27.95

UPPER REACHES

ol ASPHAI $15.00

TRACK ATTACK S23.O0

STAR BLAZER 525.00

LABYRINTH S23.OO

SEA FOX S23.OO

POOL 1.5 $26.95

SPEEDWAY BLAST (ROM) $29.95

JAWBREAKER $22.95

THRESHOLD S29.95

MOONBASE 10 S23.95

PROTECTOR $24.95

NAUTILUS S24.95

SLIM E 524.95

SUBMARINE

COMMANDER (ROM) $36.95

JUMBO JET

PILOT (ROM) $36.95

SOCCER (ROM) 536.95

KICKBACK (football ROM) 536.95

POLICY

In-Stock items shipped wtthir 24 hours of order. Personal

checks require four weeks clearance before shipping. No

deposit for COD orders. PA residents add sales tax. All products

subject to availability and price change. Advertised prices

show 4% discount offered for cash. Add 4<tofor Mastercard and

Visa.

PRINTERS
Okidata 82A M79.OO

Okidata 83A (719.OO

Okidata 84 Si 069.00

Citoh CALL

Pfowntor I , S499.OO

Prowrrt«r II CALL

SMITH CORONA TP-1 M25.OO

NEC ... CALL

(Interfacing Available)

ATARI WORD PROCESSING ....$109.00

LETTER PERFECT(ROM) $149.OO

LETTER PERFECT (disc) $129.00

TEXT WIZZARD $ 89.00

DATA PERFECT 5 75.00

VISICALC $169.00

DATASAM/65... $125.00

■■■■■■
JOYSTICKS

ATARI CX-40 $18.00

LESTICK $34.00

WIC0 COMMAND CONTROL $23.75

WICO RED BALL $26.75

WIC0 TRACK BALL $54.75

.STICK STAND $ 6.75

COMPUTER COVERS

8O0 $6.99

400 $6.99

410 $6.99

.$6.99

PERCOM

SINGLE DRIVE (SD) $399.00

SINGLE DRIVE (DD) $549.00

DUAL DRIVE (DD) S869.O0

DUAL HEAD (DD) $669.00

TO ORDER

CALL TOLL FREE

800-233-8760
[In PA 1 717 398-4079

or send order to

Lyco Computer

P.O. Box 5088

Jersey Shore, PA 177401



electrical equipment; contains six

relays and two optocouplers.

VIC-Graf Cartridge is an aid for

studying complicated equations

and functions by their graphs.

VIC-Stat Cartridge is a pro

grammable cartridge consisting

of assembler codes to simplify

work with statistics and

graphics, adding 15 commands

to BASIC. VIC-FOKTH Cartridge

is a powerful operating system

and programming language suit

able for various applications in

business and process control.

Computer Marketing Seri'icea, Inc.

300 W. Martton Pike

Cherry Hill, NJ 08002

(609)795-9480

Daisy Wheel Printer

For TRS-80

Radio Shack has added a second

full-featured daisy wheel printer

to its TRS-80 computer product

line. The new DWP-410 (26-1250)

is available for $1495 at Radio

Shack Computer Centers and

participating Radio Shack stores

and dealers.

Radio Shuck'* daisy whirl printer.

The DWP-410 prints execu

tive-quality correspondence and

reports at over 300 words per mi

nute. It features selectable pitch -

either 10 or 12 characters per inch

- or proportional spacing. Inter

changeable 124-character print

wheels provide easy type-face

selection. External Program

Mode allows the use of print

wheels with different pitch or

special characters.

The DWP-410 also features
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forward and reverse full and half

line paper feed, underline, and

programmable backspace, plus

1/120-inch minimum space and

1/48-inch line feed. Automatic

Paper Set makes paper insertion

easy and precise.

The DWP-410 Daisy Wheel

Printer is U.L. listed, includes a

standard parallel interface, and

comes complete with print wheel

and carbon ribbon cartridge.

Tandy Corporation I Radio Shack

1800 One Tandy Center

Fort Worth, TX 76102

Recorder Interface

For Sinclair/Timex

Bytesize Computer Products has

introduced the Z-DUBBER, an

interface between the Sinclair

computer and its cassette re

corder which allows even the

most difficult cassette program to

load more easily. Additionally,

the Z-DUBBER' allows you to
connect two cassette recorders to

create perfect backup copies of

your Sinclair programs. The Z-

DUBBER operates on two AAA

cells. It is available for $29.95 plus

3% shipping.

Bytesize Computer Products

P.O. Box21123

Seattle, WA 98111

Z-DUBBER interface for Sinclair/Timex.

Printer Interface For

The Commodore

VIC And 64

Cardco, Inc., has introduced a

microprocessor controlled print

er interface for the Commodore

V1C-20 and 64 computers. The

"Card/?" (pronounced card-

print) features an eight-bit, eight-

megahertz Intel microprocessor

with IK of onboard ROM soft

ware. This advanced design al

lows the user to plug any stan

dard parallel printer into the VIC

printer port.

Using the VIC's own printer

commands, in conjunction with

seven additional commands

added by the interface, allows

currently available programs to

be run without any modifications

to the hardware or software. All

of the CBM ASCII irregularities

are compensated for by the

interface.

Features such as upper/

lowercase selection and auto line

feed after carriage return can be

controlled from the keyboard or

from program control. Addition

ally, the unit offers a graphics

mode that will pass all character

string numbers without modifi

cation, and a special program list

ing mode that automatically sub

stitutes bracketed letters in place

of VIC graphic characters in pro

gram listings, making them far

easier to read.

The "Card/?" includes all

necessary cords and cables. Sim

ply plug it in and print, no

switches to switch, and no mod

ifications required.

The "Card/?" is available

from computer stores nation-

vvide lor only $79.95 suggested

retail.

Cardcol Inc.

3135 Eayberry

Wichita, KS 67226

(316)685-9536

Drawing Program

For Children

Spinnaker Software has released

Delta Drawing Computer Graphics,

an introduction to programming

for children 4 to 14.



BOTTOM IN PRICES -

TOP IN SERVICE

SOFTWARE GALORE

20%-30% OFF RETAIL

If we don't carry it — it hasn't

been written
APPLE SOFTWARE SAMPLES - call or wrlle lor

complete catalog

Apple Panic

Snack Attack

Choplilter

Temple ol Apshai

Frogger

Visicalc

DBasell (48K)

DBasell (56K)

Easy Writer

Easy Wriler

Mailer Combo

ATARI SOFTWARE SAMPLES - call

complele catalog

Centipede

Super Breakout

Space Invaders

Pac-Man

Computer Chess

Pilot

Pilol

Word Processor

ATARI HARDWARE

800 - 48K

Recorder

Disk Drive

Interlace

CALL OR WRITE FOR COMPLETE

APPLE CATALOG

ATARI CATALOG

TflS-80 CATALOG

IBM P.C CATALOG

CP/M CATALOG

HARDWARE 4 ACCESSORIES

PRINTERS

Okidata ML82A

ML83A

64 8 VIC-20

Interlace

C.ltoh Prowriter 80 col. (Par)

Prowriter 60 col. (Ser)

Prowriter 11 132 col

IDS PRISM

Monitor* - BMC 12" Green

- BMC 13° Color

Diskettes - Maxell SSSD

- Elephant SSSD

- Bulk (100 pkg )

Auto-Backup Power Supply

200W 20 mm power backup

Modems - U S Robotics

- 300 Baud (Micro)

- 300 Baud (Auto)

- 1200 Baud (Microl

- 1200 Baud (Au1o(

- Acustic

HARD DISKS FOR Apple. IBM P.C.

TRS-80 II 5 llf

S 20

$ 20

S 25

S 28

S 25

$178

$299

$485

S132

S216

or wrlle lor

S 33

$ 28

5 28

$ 33

$ 28

S 99

S 59

$115

S674

S 75

S439

$169

$467

$699

S 76

$495

S625

S795

SCALL

$ 84

S275

S 29HO

S 83/10

S200MOO

$525

S159

$192

S393

S480

S130

SCALL

COMPUTERS

Kaycomp II S1795

Pineapple S695

Timex/Stnclair $ 87

Alan 800 48K $674

SuperDram SCALL

Digilog SCALL

COMPUTER TABLE (KD) S 99

20% OFF ALL BOOKS SCALL

For Fast Delivery send Certified or cashier checks,

money O'rfers. or direct bank wire transfers Personal

checks allow 2 to 3 weeks la clear Prices relied a cash

discount only and are sunieci to change Shipping -

Sollwarc IS! 00 Minimum) Hardware-call Foreign

inquiries invited—add 15"-" lor snipping Pennsylvania

residents add sales lax.

VISA and MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

I I I I I I I I I I I | | | I | | | | | | |

ATLANTIC COMPUTER OUTLET

P.O. BOX 1474

NORTH WALES, PA 19454

(215) 721-1533

Illllllllllllllllllllllilllll MIllIM

CANADIAN

PAYROLL

—Available for Commodore 40 or

B0 column computers with 8050,

4040, 2040 or 6250 disk drives.

—Available for IBM PC

—250 employees maximum

—Prints T4's and year-end

reports

—Interface to any accounting

system with one monthly journal

entry

—Overtime and piece rates

—Automatic updating available

for 575 a year.

Skeena Computer

Services Ltd.
P.O. Box 305

Terrace, B.C. V8G 4B1

Call: 604-635-9056

Terms: Cash or Visa

I6C6I Canadian Payroll J695

Chequewriter Option*150

Dealer Inquires Welcome

£kcommodore

'VIC 20 $176

16K RAM $ 79
8K RAM MEMORY EXPANSION

$ 39.95

D Check Enclosed □ CO D.

NAME_

STREET

CITY _

STATE_

PHONE.

ZIP.

Add 3% Shipping Chafge.

COD s add $1 50 plus 20% Deposit

Required CA fles 6% Tax

Personal cfiecks accepted
(Allow 3 iveeks exlrai

U.S. TECHNOLOGIES

8306 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 335

Beverly Hills, CA 90211

(213)259-3523

49k
$439

$74
$578

$168

$76
$118

$54

c $310

ATARI Software

CX4104 Mailing List $19

CXL4007 Music Composer 38

Programming 2 & 3 24

Conversational Languages 48

CX4018 Pilot 64

CX405 Pilot 99

CX413 Microsoft Basic 69

CXL4022 Pac-Man 34

CXL4020 Centipede 34

CXL4009 Computer Chess 26

CSL4011 Star Raiders 34

CXL4012 Missile Command 29

CSL4013 Asteroids 29

MAii(btnviut
UCKf* KJTKflZW l£lWTf

For last delivery, send certified or cashier

checks, money orders, or direct bank wire

transfers. Personal checks allow 2 to 3

weeks to clear. Prices relied cash discount

and are subject lo change. Add 2% for credit

card purchases. Shipping—Software S2

Minimum. Hardware—call. Foreign inquiries

invited—add )5cs lor shipping. Ohio resi-

dents add 6.5°o sales tax.

5485 Warrensville Center Road

Cleveland, Ohio 44137

216/663-2032

Call Toll Free
1-800-482-7254
outside Ohio

Mon.-Sat. 10-6 EST



With Delta Drawing, children

create colorful drawings on the

computer screen using single

keystroke commands to control

the Delta Cursor. Complex pic

tures, patterns, and designs can

be built from simple drawings be

cause drawings are stored as pro

grams and can be used to create

extremely complex and sophisti

cated graphics. Drawings also

can be saved on a disk and

printed, if a graphics printer is

available.

Spinnaker Software's graphics package

for children.

In the new program, de

veloped by Computer Access

Corporation, editing pictures has

been made as simple as pushing

E for erase. There are no syntax

errors to frustrate the young

learner.

The program has been ex

tensively play-tested in Boston-

area schools since March 1982.

Teachers have recommended

using Delta Drawing prior to in

troducing children to Logo's Tur

tle Graphics. Delta Drawing has

been commended for its simpli

city and the ease by which chil

dren can produce a stunning va

riety of computer graphics. No

prerequisites are required. A

user does not have to be able to

read, write, or even know Eng

lish to use Delta Drawing.
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The program is compatible

with Apple, Atari, and IBM sys

tems. The cost is $59.95.

Spinnaker Software

215 First Street

Cambridge, MA 02142

(617)868-4700

Darkroom Process

Timer For The Atari

Darkroom Software has intro

duced Computer Clockwork, a flex

ible, programmable darkroom

process timer.

May be used to time most

photographic processes.

- Counts down each step of a

processing program second by

second, and displays remaining

time in both digital and bar graph

format.

- Permits varying times for each

step in a process, from one sec

ond to 36 hours.

- Allows between 25 and 300

single option steps, depending

on available memory.

Temporarily suspends the

timing of a step, then will con

tinue, skip over, or restart the

step without restarting the whole

process.

Uses the Atari's sound

capabilities to help the user main

tain consistent film agitation.

Requires no special timing

modules or interface cards.

- Comes with 24-page user's

guide.

The program requires an

Atari 400/800, 16K (cassette) or

32K (diskette), Atari BASIC car

tridge, and extra cassettes or dis

kettes to save process programs.

Optional accessories: one joy

stick controller, and a red or

amber plastic screen cover. The

cost is $24.95 for cassette or dis

kette, plus $2 for shipping and

handling.

Darkroom Software

1925-D Pacific Beach Drive

San Diego, CA 92109

(619)274-3495

Games From

Children's

Television

Workshop

For Apple

The playful approach to learning

used in Sesame Street television

programs is incorporated into 16

new computer games now avail

able from Apple Computer, Inc.

Discovery Games were de

veloped by Children's Television

Workshop (CTW), the creators of

Sesame Street, for use in the home

by children aged 4 to 13. Color

ful, animated characters, includ

ing the familiar Muppets, and

lively sound effects encourage

children to practice reading,

problem-solving and motor

skills, and to use their creative

abilities.

As they play with Discovery

Games, children practice number

skills and work with words and

sentences. The programs also

exercise recall ability, stimulate

creativity, and acquaint children

with computers.

Four Discovery Games pack

ages are available, each contain

ing four games.

* Ernie's Quiz, for ages 4 to 7, in

cludes Muppet and number

guessing games and a program

that lets the child create a face,

using game paddles to select

New computer program* from Apple

Computer and the Children's Television

Workshop.



APPLE ATARI

CHOPLIFTER

STARBLAZER

DAVID'S MIDNITE MAGIC

APPLE PANIC

ALIEN RAIN (GALAXIAN)

THE ARCADE MACHINE

SERPENTINE

REALESTATEANAL.il
ZORKI

ZORKII

DEADLINE

GARFORTH II

OLYMPIC DECATHLON
FORTRAN-80

A.L.D.S.

BASIC COMPILER
MULTIPLAN

ROBOT WAR

CASTLE WOLFIENSTIEN
EZ DRAW 3.3

SNEAKERS
KABUL SPY

MINOTAUR

BANDITS

WAY OUT

PFS: REPORT

PFS: FILING

PFS: GRAPH

Printers, Monitors, Modems, Terminals,

PC, and much much MORE.

S24.50 REAR GUARD

S22.50 PREPPIE

S24.50 MICROSOFT BASIC

$20.50 MACRO ASS. & ED.

$17.95 ASSEMBLER EDITOR

$31.50 BASIC CARTRIDGE

$24.50 PAC MAN

S134.50 CENTIPEDE

$28.50 CAVERNS OF MARS
S28.50 MISSILE COMMAND
S35.50 STAR RAIDERS

$55.50 ASTEROIDS

$20.50 SUPER BREAKOUT

$134.50 MY FIRST ALPHABET

$86.50 PROGRAMMING 2&3

$269.50 WORLD PROCESSOR

$189.50 PILOT

$28.50 TOUCH TYPING

$20.50 HOME FILE MANAGER
$35.50 EMPIRE OF OVERMIND

$20.50 B-1 NUCLEAR BOMBER

$24.50 APPLE PANIC
$24.50 STAR BLAZER

$24.50 CHOPLIFTER

$28.50 DAVIDS MIDNIGHT MAGIC
$66.50 HI RES DEADLY SECRETS
$86.50 STELLER SHUTTLE

$86.50 TEXT WIZARD II

$17.50

$20.50
$65.50

$65.50

$44.50

S44.50

$32.50

$32.50

$28.50

$26.50

$32.50

$26.50

$26.50

$25.50

$20.50

$106.50

$97.50

$18.50

$36.50

$24.50

$12.00

$20.50

$22.50

$25.50

$24.50

$24.50

$20.50

$72.50

PLUS SOFTWARE FOR Tl, COMMODORE, TRS-80, VIC-20, IBM

OUR MOTTO "IF WE AIN'T GOT IT, WE'LL GET IT"

Call for prices or send $2.00 for our NEW catalog and receive a free gift

USERS GROUP WAREHOUSE P.O.BOX1075 GLENDALE, CA 91209 : 213-247-6484



from a variety of eyes, noses, and

other facial features.

* Instant Zoo, for ages 7 to 10, is a

set of fast-moving games that en

courage quick reactions as the

child unscrambles words, spots

shooting stars, names animals,

and matches pairs of words. A

word editor lets the child or par

ent add word lists to the easy,

medium, and hard lists provided

in the program.

* Spotlight, for ages 9 to 13, in

cludes games that present ad

vanced ideas, such as the way

light will angle when reflected off

a mirror, and how to guess a

three-digit number using clues.

* Mix and Match is for all ages, al

lowing families to play Discovery

Games together. The package in

cludes easy games for younger

children as well as more ad

vanced programs for other mem

bers of the family.

Each of the four packages is

sold separately at a suggested re

tail price of $50. The packages in

clude activity booklets of ideas

for using the games to exercise

the child's imagination and

creativity.

The programs run on 48K

Apple II or Apple II Plus systems

with one disk drive. A color mon

itor or television is recom

mended. Mix and Match requires

Applesoft BASIC, and the other

packages require Integer BASIC.

Ernie's Quiz and Spotlight also re

quire hand controllers. The

games which do not require pad

dles will run in emulation mode

on an Apple III.

Apple Computer, Inc.

20525 Mariani Avenue

Cupertino, CA 95014

(408)973-3019

Video Games For

The VIC-20

Tronix Publishing has intro

duced three fast action video

games for use with the Commo

dore VIC-20 home computer.
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The new games are

SWARM!, Sidwinder, and Galactic

Blitz.

Created by designer Jimmy

Huey, the three games feature

frenetic action, colorful graphics

and sound effects, and all are

written in VIC-20 machine code.

All the games are responsive to

joysticks, and SWARM! works

with a trackball as well.

SWARM! players must con

tend with deadly android wasps

that are aided by various alien

creatures. The wasps and aliens

jump, fly, crawl, and hurl them

selves at players, and any contact

insures instant destruction.

SWARM! offers 40 levels of play.

Suggested list price is $29.95.

Sidewinder for the VIC from Tronix

Publishing.

In Sidewinder, players lead

their squadron of skilled helicop

ter commandos into deadly battle

with killer pods in outer space.

The Sidewinder forces go head to

head with alien oblitojets while

also dodging stalker bombs at

high speed. Complete with a

firing button and warning buz

zers which sound when the

enemy presses in, Sidewinder of

fers ten battle levels. It is priced at

$29.95.

Galactic Blitz pits the player

against a squadron of killer aliens

who attack en masse. The aliens

include Heartattacks, Pearons,

Energridders, Beheadhinds and

Towelships. Galactic Blitz offers

15 play patterns, the price is

$24.95.

Accompanying each game is

a four-color, self-displaying

package for the games which

holds 12 products.

Tronix Publishing, Inc.

701 Went Manchester Blvd.

tnglewdpd, CA 90301

(213)761-8440

Talking Game

Contest

The Alien Group, manufacturers

of the Voice Box speech synthe

sizer for Atari and Apple II com

puters, has announced the Voice

Box-ing Match Contest for the

best talking or singing game pro

gram. This contest is for educa

tional, adventure, arcade-style

games, or something completely

new in amusement or educa

tional programming.

A panel of 13- to 18-year-old

computer game players will

judge entries on the basis of origi

nality, playability, and quality of

Voice Box use.

$6,800 in prizes plus royal

ties will be awarded, as follows:

First Prize $5,000

Second Prize $1,000

Third Prize $500

Fourth Prize $200

Fifth Prize $100

Contest rules and further in

formation can be obtained by

writing:

The Alien Group

27 W. 23rd St.

New York, NY 10070

Games For Atari

Broderbund Software has intro

duced two new games for the

Atari:

David's Midnight Magicr by

David Snider, is a pinball game

for the Atari 400/800, 48K dis

kette. The game has dual flipper

controls, bumper action, roll

overs, multiple ball play, and all

the sounds and lights of a classic



Iclc
P.O. BOX 3456, TROY, MICH 48099

Complete line of Computers ... Software

Video Games and Accessories

CALL TODAY!

I IMtA Home Computer 89 95

■'-:'" Business

HOME

COMPUTERS

400 800

16K S279.95 $659 00

4SK 499.00 799 00

ACCESSORIES
410 Casseno Recorder S 89 95

BIO Disk Drive 499 99

B50 Interface Module . 169 95

B25 80 Colunn Pnnler 699 95

MOSAIC 32KRam.. 113 00

Bell&Howell(Black Apple)

Apple II plus 48K SI 287 00

Osk Dnve w/ControHer 55000

Disk Drive wrttwm Controller 475 00

ACE 16K Eipans-on 165 00

Parallel Interlace -. 125 00

Elcommodore
Commodore "Bf (Special) $499.95

Commodore Vic 20 . 21500

Oisk Drive 499 00

Dalassette 69 00

6K Memory Eipandet . . 49.95

HS232 interface 45.00

Vic 20 Cartridge Games 27 95

BUSINESS MACHINES
CBM8G32 J110OO0

CBM 8050 Dual Disk 1299 00

TRS80 Model 111 165000

Computer

Computer L12K ffa

170000

834 00

AlKUA820 System I 2600 00

64K Compuler 1500 00

Texas

Instruments H99 20000
(wilhSlOO00 rebate)

HAYES MODEM 1200
57500

ACCESSORIES

Stick Stand $ 6.99

2For 1200

Alan Joy Slick 6 20

Wico Joy Slick 22 50

Wico Red Ball Joy Slick 24 80

Wico Track Ball Atari Commander 52 00

Many More Accessories CALL

SOFTWARE FOR ill

,*sr '"ATARI
. S34 75

Pac Man .34 75

Super Breakout 28 50

Misate Command 28 50

Star Ranters 34 75

FREE!
STICK STAND

with FASTBALL
(With purchase of $60.00

or more. A S6.99 value!)

REDUCES

HAND

5 WRIST

FATIGUE

CBS Software
(For Atari 400-800)

Krazy Shootout J36.00

Krazy Kritlers 36.00

K-Star Palrol 36.00

Krazy Anuks 36.00

Boulders & Bombs 36 00

(For Vic 20)

K-Stai Palrol 36.00

KrazyArrtka 36.00

S23.00

..15.50

30.50

23.00

S29 95

23 00

24 50

27 00

29 95

23 00

23 00

23.00

23 00

23 00

Preppie 23.00

Rear Guard .. 15.50

Treasure Quest 23.00

3DTicTacToe 12.00

Adventure Series 1 S.50

War 19.50

Diskey ... 37.00

M-LIMM •

Crusn. Crumwe. Chomp

fleocrtet

Slar Warrior

Rescue at Rigel

Broderbund
Chopiirter

Apple Parwc

Star Blaier

David s

Ultima I 30.50

Ultima II .. 47.50

Frogger 27.00

Jaw Breaker 23.00

Crossfire 23.00

Shooting Arcade 23.00

Pacific Coast Highway 23.00

Clowns and Balloons ...23.00

Alan Character Generator 15.50

synapse

Nautilus

Slime

Doflge Racer

Protector

Chicken

Andromeda 27.00

Doctor Goodeode's Cavern 24.00

Pathfinder ... 27.00

Match Racers . .. 24.00

SYDNEY DATA
VISICALC

Evolution 32.50

(For Appte. Alan. Commodore, and IBM)

200.00

VISA&

MASTERCARD

ACCEPTED

ORDERING INFORMATION
Check. Money OrOer. MasterCard, Visa and CO 0 Ofders

accepted. Add $2.00 fw COD All other orders shipped

UPS. collect. Michigan residents add 4% sales tax.

Hours 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. dally.

CALL FREE 1-800-255-2000

in Michigan 1-800-742-4242

APPLE II®

SIERRA ON-LINE

Frogger (DJ...L 34 95
Crossfire (D) 1 29 95
Cannonball Blipz (D) 34 95

Jawbreaker (D( 29 95

DATAMOST

Aztec (0) 1 39.95
Snack Attack (b) 29 95
Tubeway (0) 34 95

Thorohan Tunnels (D) 29 95

SABER SOFTWARE

The Demon's Forge (D) 29.95

SSI

Cylron Masters (D) 39.95

S.E.U.I.S <D> -| 39 95
Galactic Gladiators |D) 39 95

Cosmic Balance (D) 39.95

CONTINENTAL

The Home Accountant

(D) 74.95

1 st Class Mail <D> 7435

UK

Letter Perfect |D} 149 95

Data Perfect (D) 99.95

Edit 6502 (D) .| 99.95

BEAGLE BROTHERS

Alpha Plot (D) 39 50

Utility Cnv(D) 29 50

Apple Mechanic (D) 29.50

DOS Boss (D) 1 24 00

AND MUCH MORE

ATARI?
LIST OUR

PRICE PRICE

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

SPECIALS?

NO, THESE ARE OUR

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

ID! = D>sk IC) = Cass (flj" Can
Prices Subiect to Chanqe

Send fur Fr«e Catalog

PHONE ORDERS:

1-800-637-3095

IL. AK. & HI Call

1-217-367-5774

HRS 9-6 MON -SAT

MAIL ORDERS TO:

SECTOR ONE

1001 BRIGHTON

URBANA. IL 61801

Add 82 00 for postage and handling • Mastercard

and Visa orders add 4% servicecharge (include card H

and eip. date) • Personal checks and M O. also

accepted • Illinois residents add 5% sales tax •

Please specify compuler type • MOST ORDERS
SHIPPED WITHIN 24 HRS

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple

Compuler Inc

Atari is a registered trademark ot Alari Inc.

THRONEMI

Submarine Commander

(R> 49.95 35 75

Jumbo Jet Pifot (P.) 49 95 35 75

DON TASK

SAM. (D)

DATASOFT

rext Wizard (D)

Suell Wizard (D)

Sands of Egypt (D)

Canyon Climber (D|(C) ...

SIRIUS

Bandits (D)

WavOut (D)

Snake Byte (D)

UK

Letter Perfect (D)

Letter Perfect (R)

Edit 6502 (R)

Data Perfect (D)

KBYTE

K-Razy Shootout (R)

IDSI

Pool 1*5 {0)
Pool 400 |R)

Speedway Blast (fl)

SSI

Tigers in the Snow

(D)(C)

The Cosmic Balance (D) ..

Battle of Shiiori (D) (C) ...

... 59 95

...99 95

... 79 95

... 39 95

. .. 29 95

...34.95

. . 39 95

...29 95

. 149 95

. 199 95

. 199 95

...99 95

...49 95

... 34.95

... 39 95

... 39 95

... 39.95

...39 95

...39 95

39 50

66 00

52 75

26 50

19 75

23 00

26 50

19 75

107.25

143 00

143 00

71 50

33 00

23 00

26 50

26 50

26 50

26.50

26 50

AND MUCH MORE



arcade pinball machine. Requires

paddles; suggested retail is

$34.95.

Stellar Shuttle, by Matt Rut-

ter, is an arcade-style game with

four levels of play. You are as

signed a dangerous rescue mis

sion to the planet Ttam. You

must maneuver your space shut

tle among streaking asteroids,

using retro rackets to control

your rate of descent to the

planet's surface. The rockets are

also your only defense against

the dragons that try to prevent

you from rescuing the hostages

and transporting them safely to

the mother ship. Available only

for Atari 400/800 (32K disk, 16K

cassette); joystick controlled.

Suggested retail is $24.95.

Briderbund Software, Inc.

1938 Fourth Street

San Rafael, CA 94901

(415)456-6424

Commodore

Donates

Educational

Programs

This fall Commodore announced

the donation of 656 educational

computer programs to the public

domain. The programs may be

copied by public and private edu

cational institutions and by pri

vate computerists.

The first 656 programs in

the series, drawn from educators

around the world, have been

standardized, categorized, and

recorded on 50 disks.

The programs are compati

ble with any Commodore com

puter, including the PET 2001

and 4000 series, the CBM, and

the new Commodore 64.

CALENDAR
March 10-12, 1983, Great Falls,

Montana. The Second Annual

Rocky Mountain Computer Con

ference, conducted by the Mon

tana Council of Teachers of

Mathematics (MCTM) and the

Montana Office of Public Instruc

tion. Seventy sections and work

shops will be available in all areas

of interest. Also available: mini-

courses with three or four ses

sions in a single area of interest,

and many workshops providing

hands-on experience. Areas to be

presented in workshops include

reading, special education,

music, vocational education,

computer networks, English,

and mail)' others. Registration

for members of Math, Reading

and Science Councils is $15; reg

istration for non-members is $43.

For more information, contact

Dan Dolan, Math and Computer

Education Specialist, Office of

Public Instruction, Helena, MT

59620. 1-800-332-3402. For pre-

registration information, contact

Gary Bauer, Conference Chair

man, 125 Rieverview 2E, Great

Falls, MT 59404.

April 26-28, New York; June 14-

16, Washington; July 5-7, Lon

don; July 11-15, Los Angeles.

Technology Opportunity Con

ferences, focusing on the con

vergence of optical storage, vi-

deodisk, and computer technol

ogy. Conference series (five more

scheduled for 1983) launched by

Edward S. Rothchild, publisher

oi Optical Manor}/ Newsletter In

cluding Interactive Videodisks, San

Francisco, California, and Roy R.

Goodman, Managing Director of

Office of the Future Limited, of

Richmond, England. One of sev

eral aims of the conferences is to

provide e\n ongoing dialogue be

tween executives in both vendor

and end user organizations to

plan future products, applica

tions, and markets. In the U.S.,

contact Ed Rothchild, (415)626-

1133; in the U.K., Roy Goodman

01-948-2203.

April 28-30, Washington, DC.

Ed Com/Spring '83, a national

computer conference and exposi

tion for educators of all levels.

More than 300 session hours

featuring demonstrations, semi

nars, hands-on sessions, panels,

and MicroCourses. For further

information, contact Carol

Houts, Judco Computer Expos,

Inc., 2629 North Scottsdale Road,

Suite 201, Scottsdale, AZ 85257,

toll free outside Arizona

(800)528-2355; in Arizona

(602)990-1715.

May 21, University of Ok

lahoma, Norman. The sixth an

nual spring microcomputer

Show & Tell Conference to per

mit sharing of hardware, soft

ware, and state-of-the-art ideas.

Two major 45-minute talks are

planned, as well as 30 five-

minute talks. Each set of six five-

minute talks will be followed by

a 30-minute question/answer/

demonstration period. An on-

the-spot programming contest

(with prizes) will also be held.

Computer buffs not actually at

tending the conference may par

ticipate by submitting original

programs for possible publica

tion in Conference Proceedings and

tor a prize competition. Addi

tional information, application

forms, or directions for submit

ting programs may be obtained

by sending an SASE to: Show &

fell, Dr. Richard V. Andree, 601
Elm, Room 423, Norman, OK

73019.

COMPUTE! welcomes notices of up

coming events and requests that the

sponsors send a short description, their

name and phone number, and an address

to which interested readers may write for

further information. Please send notices

at least three months before the date ofthe

event, to: Calendar, P.O. Box 5406,

Greensboro, NC 27403.

New Product releases are selected front xub-

missions for reasons of timeliness, available

space, mill general interest to our readers. We

regret that we are tumble to select all new

product submissions for publication. Renders

should be aware that we present here some

edited version of material submitted In/ ven

dors and are unable to vouch for its accuracy

at time of publication. (Q
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COMPUTER OUTLET'S

EDUCATIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Pre-School

Sammy The Sea Serpent . . |C)$13. (D| S19

Oswald ana ihe

Golden Key <C)$13.(D]$19

Pre-School I.Q. Builder. . (C)$13, (D>524

Hodge PodgofD) St6

My Firsi Alphabel (D) $26

Ten Little Robots , ,(C| $13,(D)$15

Basic Malh< + , -.-./)(D| S19

Basic Math (Actd,, Sub.) or

Mult.. Div.)(C) $10

Alien Counter/Face Flash (CD) $26

Jar Game/Chaos (C, D| .$26

Pre-ScHool Fun (Color. Shape, etc,)(C| $16

Hickory Dickory^

Baa Baa Black Sheep (C) $25

Humply Dumply/Jack and Jill |C) . . . .$25

Counters (C. D) S19

Pacemaker |D) S23

ATARI
TrVl

IC1S13

Math

S13

S13

S19

$19

S26

.[C|$23.(D}S29

....S23

.$23

Video Math Flash Cards tC.Di

Maih-Tic-Tac-Toe(C. D)

Calculus Demon(C. D)

Cubbyholes <C. Dl

Metric and Problem Solvmg (D)

Algicalc(CD) S19

Polycalc(C.D) $19

Counters (Ages 3-6) (C. D(. . . S26

Basic Math (Add . Sub.||C) $10

Basic Macn (Mult.. Div.)(C) 510

Basic Math ( + . -, \fl(D) S19

Ten Little Robots (C)$13.(D)S15

CompumattyFractions - .(C|S23.(D)$29

Compumath Decimals

Alien Numbers (CD)

Math Pak 1 (CO]

Alien CounteWFsce Flash (C. Dl S26

Golf Classic/Compuoar (Angles) (C D) $26

Jar Games/Chaos (Ages 6 10) (CD). . $26

Gulp and Arrow Graphics (7-12) (C.Dl S26

Ball I ing Bugs/Concentration (C. D).. .526

AaaitionWiihCarrying . ,(C) S13.(D|$19

Cash Register (C)$13.(D) S19

Number Series , .(C) S13.(D)$19

Quantitative Comparisons (ClS15.(D)Si9

SKy Rescue (C)S15.(D)$19

Big Maih Attack (Cl $17.(D)S22

Math Facts Level II

Grade 1-3 (C) S13.(D|$i5

Com'putation;

Concentration (C)$13.(DIS15

Ship's Ahoy(D) $20

Reading and Language
Le1ierman(C D)

My First Alphabet(D)

Worcfmaker (C. D)

Spelling Genie (C D)

Word Search Generator (D)

Corrpuread (C)$17

Astroquotes

Memory Builder/

Concenlfation . . .

Lei'sSpell(C)

Spelling Builder (C)$16.

Do-lt-Yourself Spelling (C)

S.A.T. College Board Prep. iC] ..
Story Builder;

Word Master (C)S13.

What's Dilfereni (OS13.

Analogies (CIS13.

Arts Vocabulary Builder 1 (C)$13, |D] $19

...S19 Vocabulary Builder 2 . . .(C) $13. (D) $19

.,,$26 Mini-Crosswords ,(C)$13. [D)$19

, . .$19 Word Scramble Grades 1-4 (C) $13

.. .S19 Fishing For Homonyms (C) $13

, . .ng Hidden Words 4 Levels (C) $16

(D] $23 Snooper Troops #1 (D) S32

,(D]$'9 Snooper Troops #2 (D) S32

Story Machine (Dl $23

(C)$13.(D)S19 WordRace(D) $17

,513 Claim to Fame/Sports Derby .. . .$15

(D) S20 Crossword Magic (DJ $34

...$16 Alphabet Arcade (C) $15.(0)519

$89 Funbunch(D)

Elem $25

(D) $19 Intermediate $25

(D)$19 High School (SAT) S25

(D)$19 TimeBomb (OS13. ID) 519

E2MPUTER

Music

Player Piano (CO).. $19

Keyboard Organ (CD) $19

Musical Computer—Music Tutor (D). .$13

Music 1—Terms and Notation (Dl . . . .$26

Advanced MusicSystem(Di $25

Music Composer (CT) $25

Jerry White's Music Lessons (C) ■.. . 520

Telling Time

Hickory Dickoiy (CD) $13

Social Studies and Geography

Flags ol Europe(D) .$19

Presidents of the U.S. (C. D] $13

Astro Word Search (C)$13. (D)$19

Stales and Capitals (C) $12

European Countries & Capitals (C) . . .$12

Computer Stocks and

.Bonds (C!S12.(D)$15

Elementary BiOlogy(D) $26

Frogmasier(D) $19

Starware(D) $19

Mapware(D) $19

British Heniage Jigsaw

Puzzles 522

European Scene Jigsaw Puzzles (Cl . .$22

Programming Techniques

Pilol (Cons, or Educator) . (C)S59.[D)S99

Invitation to Prog. #2 (C) $22

Invitation to Prog W3 (C| $22

Tricky Tutorials —Santa Cru?

TTfll Display Lists(C. D) $17

TT#2Honz/Vert Scro!ling(C. Dl ...$17

TT #3 Page Flipping (C D| $17

TT#t Basics ol Animation {C. D) . .$17

TT«5 Player Missile Graphics (C. Dl S2d

TT M6 bound and Music (CD) $17

TT«7DOSUtihties(D) $24

Typing
Master Type(D) $27

Touch Typing (C) S19

Foreign Languages
Alan Conversational Languages

French, Spanish, German. Italian (C) $45

Astro Word Search (Specify

Spanish or French) (C)$13, (D)$13

VIC 3

H

*** BOOKS ***

KIDS AND THE ATARI $18

KIDS AND THE VIC S18

PROGRAMMERS REF. GUIDE (VIC) $14

ELEMENTARY COMMODORE $14

COMPUTERS FOR PEOPLE $ 8

GAMES FOR THE ATARI $ 8

DE RE ATARI $19

ADVENTURE HINT BOOKS $ 8

6502 ASSEM. LG. PROG $16

SOME COMMON BASIC BASIC PROGRAMS $14

YOUR ATARI COMPUTER $16

ATARI ASSEMBLER— INMAN $12

ATARI GAMES AND RECREATION $14

ATARI PILOT FOR BEGINNERS $12

VISICALC BOOK-ATARI EDITION $14

ATARI BASIC - R. L. ALBRECHT $ 8

Computer Outlet
Park Place — Upper Level 1095 E. Twain — (702) 796-0296 Las Vegas, Nevada 89109

Call Toll Free 800-634-6766 Order Line Only
We accept Major Credit Cards Mon.-Fri. 8 A.M.-6 P. M. Sat. 9 A.M.-5 P. M.

Z commodore

PreSchool

The SKy Is Falling (CT) $23

Mole Attack iCTi $23

Math

Sky Main <C| S!2

SpaceDivision $12

Bingo Speed Math(CT) $23

Number Crunch (CT) 527

Music

VIC Music Composer (CT) $29

Language Arts

Super Hangman (C) Sit

Simon/HessIC) $13

Concentration (C) $13

Home BaDysilttng $23

Social Studies/Science

Visible Solar System $23

Reaganomics (CT) $27

Programming Techniques

Intro to Basic Prog. I $22

Intro to Basic Prog. II 122

Programmers aid Cart $45

Turtle Grapfiics/HesslCT) S29
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ATARI" NEW LOWER PRICES
TOP SELLERS

800 48K. . $495

400 16K. . $209

410 Recorder S 75

910 Disk Drive . . $419

825 Printer . J579

830 Modem . $155

850 Interlace $165

481 Entertainer .S 79

482 Educator . . S1I9

483 Programme! ... . .S 55

484 Communicator , . $299

853 16K Ram S 75

The Bookkeeper Kit ... .$169

ATARI Software
CX4104 Mailing Lisi $ 19

CX404 Word Processor $105

CXL4007 Music Composer . ... $ 45

Programming 2 S3 .$ 22

Conversational Languages $ 45

CX4018PMO1 S 59

CX405 Pilot $ 99

CXL4003 AssemEler Editor .. $ 45

CX8126 Microsoft Basic . . $67

CXL4022 Pac-Man $ 33

CX8130Cavernsol Mars . .$ 29

CXL4020 Centipede S 33

CXL4006 Super Breakout .$ 28

CXL4008 Space Invaders $ 28

CXL4009 Computer Chess $ 28

CXL4011 Star Raiders $ 33

CXL4012 Missile Command $ 28

CXL40I3 Astefoids $ 28

The Bookeeper .' $105
Home Filing Manager $ 36

Alari Speed Reading S 54

My First Alphabet $26

Business & Utilities

Visicaic. . $169

Mail Merge S 20

Data Perfect $ 75

Letter Perfect $105

Text Wizard. $ 65

Disk Detective $20

Datasm6520 . $ 59

File Manager 800 + . S 65

Syn Assembler $ 34

Page6 $ 20

Atari World $39

K-Dos $ 59

Micropainter ... J 23

Color Print $27

Lisp Interpreter $ 79

Bishops Square $ 20

Graphic Master $27

Graphic Generator J 17

Basic Compiler . .$ 65

Programming Techniques
Display Lists $ 17

Honz/Vert Scroll J 17

Page Flipping . . .$ 17

Basicsof Animation ...J 17

Player Missile Graphics $ 24

Sound $ 17

Data Files S 24

For Fast Delivery, send certified or cashier

checks, money orders, or direct bank wire

transters. Personal checks allow 2 lo 3

weeks to clear Nevada residents add

sales tax. Prices rettect a cash discount

only and are subject to change. Shipping

— Software (52.00 Minimum). Hardware

— call

Foreign inquiries invited. Add 20* lor

shipping

Atari
Temple of Apshai

Rasier Blaster

Apple Panic

C'osstire

Threshold

Mousekattack

Krazy Shootout

Deadline

Tumble Bugs

Pool 1 5

Cryctsol Terror

Richocnet

tmpire o) the Overmmd

Tanklics

Match Racers

WiiS P-mcess

Mission Asieroid

Ah Baba & the Forty Thieves

The Shaitered Alliance

Bug Attack

Canyon Climber

Shoohng Arcade

Pacific Coast Highway

Clowns & Balloons

Ghost Hunter

Preppie

27 Rear Guard

20 Lunar Lander

20 War

20 Star Warrior

27 invasion Onnn

23 Dragons Eye

34 Crush, Crumble & Chomp

34 Jawbreaker

20

23

S 23

$ 15

$ 23

I 20

$ 20

$ 22

I 17

$ 22

Zork I .

Zork II

SoHporn Adventure . .

Delu*e Invaders

Dodge Racer .

Chicken

Nautilus

Rescue at Rigel

David's Midniqht M;ic]ic

Speedway Giant

Froggei

Gorf

Miner 2049er .

Prolecto' II

Shamus

Submarine Commander

Jumbo Jfil

Bandits

$ 17

$ 17

$ 17

$ 27

$ 17

$ 20

.$ 20

$ 20

$ 27

$ 27

$ 20

$ 23

.$ 23

J 23

$ 23

$ 20

$ 23

$ 27

$ 23

.$ 27

$ 34

$ 23

$ 23

$ 34

$ 34

$ 23

*** SPECIALS OF THE MONTH ***

ELEPHANT DISKS(BOX) $22

HAYES SMARTMODEM .. $209

MOSAIC 32K RAM $ 99

RAMDISK (128K) $429

AMDEK COLOR I MONITOR $309

PERCOM DOUBLE DENSITY DRIVE $639

NEC 8023A PRINTER $479

BASIC A + $ 59

FLIP N1 SORT DISKETTE BOX $21

(Holds 50 Diskettes)

FLIP-SORT CARTRIDGE BOX $ 21

{Holds 10 Atari Computer Cartridges)

AXIOM GP-100 GRAPHICS PRINTER $299

AXIOM IMP-4 GRAPHICS PRINTER $499

MOSAIC 64K RAM $179

BIT 80 COLUMN BOARD $289

ALL APX SOFTWARE 15% TO 20% OFF

Computer Outlet
Park Place — Upper Level

1095 E. Twain — (702) 796-0296

Las Vegas, Nevada 89109

Call Toll Qf\n en a fi^Afi Order Line
Free OUU-034-0700 On,y

Order Inquiries (702) 796-5523

We accept Major Credit Cards

Mon.-Fri. 8 A.M.-6 P.M.

Sat. 9 A.M.-5 P.M.

Dealer Inquiries Invited

NEW
Atari

Automated Simulations
Upper Reaches ot Apshai (D.C) $ 15

Curse of Ra(D.C) $ 15

King Arthurs Heir(DJ $ 20

Escape trom Vulcan's Isle (D| $ 20

Crypt ol the Undead (D| $20

The Nightmare (D) S 20

Danger in Dnndisti (D.C] $ 15

Armor Assault (D) % 27

MonsierMaze(CT) $ 27

Alien Garden (CT) $27

Plattermania(CT) . $ 27

Broderbund
David's Midnight Magic (D) $23

Track Attack (D) .$ 20

Star Blazer(D) $ 22

ChoplifieriD) $ 23

Deadly Secrets (D).... . . .$ 23

Stellar Shuttle (D. C) $20

Genetic Drill (D.C) $ 20

Labyrinth [D, C) $ 20

Serpiniine (D) $ 23

Sea Fox (0) $ 20

Datasoft
Spell Wizard (D) $ 53

Sands ol Egypi (D) $ 27

O Riley's Mine{D. C) $ 23

Rosens Brigade (D. C) $ 23

Fathoms Forth (D) $ 23

Gebelli

Doctor Goodcode's Cavern (D) $ 20

Firebird (CT) $ 34

Embargo (CT) $34

Innovative Design

Pool400(CT) S 27

Speedway Blast (CT) .$ 27

JV Software
Ghost Encounters (D. C) $ 20

KByte
K razy Kntiers(CT) $ 34

K Star Patrol (CT) $ 34

K-Razy Antiks (CT) $ 34

L & S Computerware
Crossword Magic (D) $ 34

Lightning Software
Master Type $ 27

On-Line
Frogger(D) $ 23

Ulysses and The Golden Fleece ID). $ 23
Ultima I[D) . . .$ 27

Ultima II (D) . J 39

Roklan Corp.
Gorf ID) S27. (CT) $30

Wizard of Wor (D)$27.(CT) $30

AntiSubPairol (D)S20. IOS15

Sentient
Cyborg(DI $ 23

Gold Rush (0) $ 23

Sirius
Space Eggs (D) $ 20

Sneakers ID) 5 20

Cyclod(D) $ 20

Snake Byte (0) $ 20

Bandits(D) $23

WayOut(D) . . .$ 27

Fast Eddy(CT) $ 20

Deadly Duck (CT) $ 20

World War I (CT) $ 23

Beanie Bopper(CT) $ 23

Strategic Simulations
Battle olShiloh (D.C) $ 27

Tigers in the Snow (D.C) % 27

The Cosmic Balance (D) $ 27

Big Five Software
Miner2049er(CT) S 34

Bram Inc.
Atiackat EP-CYG-4 (D)$22. (C)$20



NEW

ATARI

Odesta Corporation

ChessiD) S 45

Checkers(D).. $ 34

OcIin(D) S 34

Spectravision

Nexar(CT) S 24

Cave In (CT) S 27

Number CruncH(CT) S 27

Reaganomics (CT) S 27

Spinnaker

Snooper Troops «i (D) S 30

Snooper Troops «2(D) S 30

Siory Machine (D) $ 23

Face Maker ID) S 23

Swifty Software
Haunted Hill (D)S20.(C)S 17

Trivia Trek (D) S 20

Datalink(D) S 27

Space Shuttle (D) S 20

Jerry White's Music Lessons (D. C) . . $ 20

Swifty Tach Master (D)520.(CIS 17

Synapse

Projector II (D) $23. (CT) $ 29

Chicken (D)S23.(CT)S 29

Slime (D)S23.(CT)S 29

Shamus (O)S23.(CT)S 29

Pickmck Paranoia .. (D)S23. (CT) S 29

Claim Jumper (D)S23, (CT)J 25

Acocalypse(D. C) S 23

Raptillian(D.C) $ 23

Tronix

Kid Grid (D,C) S 20

Milliken Publishing

Aliencounler(Face Flash (D. C) S 26

The Jar Game/Chaos (D. C) S 26

Gulp/Arrow Graphics |D. C) S 26

Golf Classic/Compubar S 26

Frenzy'FlipFloplD, C) S 26

Bait ling Bugs/Concentration (D.C). .S 26

Thorn EMI

Submarine Commander (CT) ... .S 34

Jumbo Jet Pilot (CT) S 34

Soccer (CT) $ 34

KickbackfCT) . . .$ 34

Darts(C) . .$ 22

Snooker and Billiards(C) . . . . .$ 22

Pool(C) $22

Dominoes and Cribbage |C) . . . . S 22

Humply Dumpty and Jack and

Jill(C) S 22

Hickory Dickory Dock and Baa

Baa Black Sheep |C) $22

British Heritage Jigsaw

Pu«ies(C) $ 22

European SceneJtgsaw Puzzles (C) .S 22
OwanandBullandCow(C) .. S 22

Avalon Hill

Andromeda Conquest . . ,(D)S16, |C] $ 13

GFS Sorceress (D)S23.(C|$ 21

VC(D) -.. $ 17

Legionnaire (Ci $ 23

Datamost
Pig Pen (D) S 20

Infocom
Siarcross(D| S 27

Zork III (D) .... .. $ 27

In-Home Software
TheGuardiano'Gorm . . .(D)S23.(C)S 20
Sentinel I (O)S23.[C)S 20

Baseball. . .(D)S23.(C)$ 20

FRIENDLY SERVICE

E VIC 20

NEW
Creative Software

Black Hole (CT) S 36

Trashman (CT) S 36

Astroblitz (CT| S 36

Cily Bomber & Minefield (CT) ,S 20

Apple Panic (CT) S 36

Choplifter (CT) S 36

Serpentine (CT) S 36

Videomama (CT) S 36

Terraguard(CT) S 36

Thorn EMI
River Rescue (CT)

VIC Music Composer CT)

.S 29

".S 29

Automated Simulations
Rescue at Rigel (C) S 20

Ricochet (C) S 15

Monslei Maze(CT! S 27

Sword of Fargoal $ 27

Spectravision

Cave In (CT) S 27

Number Crunch (CT) S 27

Reaganomics (CT) S 27

Tronix

Galactic BlitziCi S 17

Swarm (C) S 20

Sidewinder (C) S 20

HES Software

VIC Forth (CT) $ 45

HES Mon |CT) S 29

Tuille Graphics ICT) .. $ 29

HESWnter(CT) S 29

Aggressor (CT) S 29

Shamus(CT) S 29

Protector (CT) S 33

Synthesound (Music Synthesizer)

(CT) ' S 49

Skier |C) S 15

MazeolMikor(C) S 15

TankWars(C) $ 15

Viclrek(C) $ <5

Pmball(C) $ 13

Simon (C) I '3
Fuel PirateslCl $ 13

Pak Bomber |C) S 13

LaserBhU(C) $ 15

Tank Trap (C) S 15

Concentration (C) $13

Dam Bomber (C). -. , $13

*** SPECIALS OF THE MONTH ***
SLAGH24K MEMORY BOARD -VIC 20 S 145

VERBATIM DISKS (BOX) S 27

HAYES SMARTMODEM 1200 S 519

WICO TRACKBALL $ 49

WICO JOYSTICK $ 23

WICO JOYSTICK DELUXE $ 26

WICO FAMOUS RED BALL JOYSTICK $ 24

CARDCO 6 SLOT EXPANSION MOTHER BOARD S 79

CARDCO 3 SLOT EXPANSION MOTHER BOARD $ 39

CARDRITER LIGHT PEN (VIC 20) $ 29

USI AMBER MONITOR (12") $ 169

KIDSANDTHEVIC(BOOK) $ 18

KIDS AND THE ATARI (BOOK) S 18

IN-HOME'S ATARI 400 KEYBOARD $ 99

Computer Outlet
Park Place — Upper Level

1095 E. Twain - (702) 796-0296

Las Vegas. Nevada 89109

Call Toll qaa fio/i fi'Vfic Order Line
Free OUU-004"0700 Only

Order Inquiries (702) 796-5523

We accept Major Credtt Cards

Mon.-Fri. 8 A.M.-6 P.M.

Sat. 9 A.M.-5 P.M.

Dealer Inquiries Invited

E commodore

VIC 20 $179

VIC 1530 Datasene S 59

VIC 1510 Disk Drive $299

VIC 1525Graphicsprinler S309

VIC 12103KMemoryExpander . ...$ 34

VIC 1110 BK Memory Expander S 52

VIC 1111 16K Memory Expander S 92

VIC 1011 RS232 Terminal Interlace S 43

VIC 1211 Super Expander $52

VIC 1212 Programmers Aid Cartridge $ 45

VIC 1213 Vicmon Machins Language

Monitor .$ 45

VL 102 Introduciion to Basic

Programming S 21

VT 106A Recreation Pack S 45

VT 107 A Home Calculation Pact* . S 45

VT 164 Programmable Character Set $ 12

VIC 1600 VicmoiJem , . S 89

VIC 1311 Joystick S 8

VIC 1312 Game Paddles $ 16

VM Programmers Reference Guidfi S 14

VIC Software

Avenger S 23

SjperslOI S 23
Super Alien S 23

Jupiter Lander $ 23

Draw Poker $ 23

Midnight Drive S 23

Radar Rat Race - .. . S 23

Raid on Fort Knox S 23

Sargonli Chess S 29

Super Smash $23

Cosmic Cruncher I 23

Gorl $ 29

Omega Race -S 29

Money Wars . S 23

Menagerie $ 23

Cosmic Jailbreak $23

Clowns $23

Garden Wars $23

Sea Wolf $ 23

Adventureland $ 29

Pirate Cove S 29

Mission Impossible $29

The Count S 29

VoodooCasile $ 29

The Sky is Falling $ 23

Mole Aitack $ 23

Bingo Speed Maih $23

Home Babysitter $ 23

Visible Solar System $ 23

Personal Finance S 29

United Microwave

Spiders Ol Mars (CT] 5 34

Meteor Hun (CT) S 34

Amok(C) $ 17

Alien Bhlz(C) S 17

Skymath(C) $ 12

Space Divtsion(C) $ 12

Super Hangman (Ci S 14

TheAlien(C) S 17

3D Maze (C) $12

Kosmic Kamikaze (C) S 17

SubChasefC] S 17

Amok(CT) . . .$ 27

Renaissance (CT) . ,S 34

Alien Blitz (CT) $27

Cloud Burst (CT) . . S 27

Satellites and Meteorites (CT} ...$34

Ouiworld(CT) S 3d

The Computer Outlet is an

associate ol The Computer

Learning Center For Chil

dren We are experts in

educational technology and can custom-

tie educational sottware curnculums lor

school districts, individual schools, or lor

the child at home Please contact us

about your software and equipment re-

QUirements and leel tree to Stop by our

school m Las Vegas

We have one ol the world's largest

educational soltware inventories featur

ing our own Computer Learning Center

soltware.

Ten Little Robots I ATARI) $12 95

Pre-School Math (ATARI) ... $19.95



HowTo Type COMPUTERS Programs

Many of the programs which are listed in COMPUTE! contain

special control characters (cursor control, color keys, inverse

video, etc.)- To make it easy to tell exactly what to type when

entering one of these programs into your computer, we have

established the following listing conventions. There is a

separate key for each computer. Refer to the appropriate

tables when you come across an unusual symbol in a program

listing. If you are unsure how to actually enter a control
character, consult your computer's manuals.

Atari 400/800

Characters in inverse video will appear like: OEESE

Enter these characters with the Atari logo key, (A.1.
When you see

(CLEAR}

fUPJ

(DOWN)

(LEFT)

CRIQHT>

{BACK S>

(DELETE!

(INSERT)

(DEL LINE)

fINS LINE>

(TAB)

(CLR TAB)

(BET TAB>

CBELL)

(ESC)

Type

ESC SHIFT <

ESC CTRL -

ESC CTRL -

ESC CTRL +

ESC CTRL *

ESC DELETE

ESC CTRL DELETE

ESC CTRL INSERT

ESC SHIFT DELETE

ESC SHIFT INSERT

ESC TflB

ESC CTRL TAB

ESC SHIFT TAB

ESC CTRL 2

ESC ESC

K Clear Screen

■t Cursor Up

* Cursor Down

* Cursor Left

■♦ Cursor Right

4 Backspace

CJ Delete character

U Insert character

□ Drlete line

□ Insert linu

► TAB key

Q Clear tab

□ Set tab stop

H Ring buzzer

ESCape key

Graphics characters, such as CTRL-T, the ball character • will

appear as the "normal" letter enclosed in braces, e.g. (T .
A series of identical control characters, such as 10 spaces,

three cursor-lefts, or 20 CTRL-R's, will appeal as (10

SPACES), (3I,EFn, (20 Ri, etc. If the character in braces is

in inverse video, that character or characters should be en

tered with the Atari logo key. For example, { pi J means to

enter a reverse-field heart with CTRL-comma, ( 5mf) means to

enter five inverse-video CTRL-U's.

Commodore PET/CBM/VIC
Generally, any PETCBM/VIC program listings will contain

bracketed words which spell out any special characters:

{DOWN ) would mean to press the cursor-down key;

{3DOWN I would mean to press the cursor-down key three

times.

To indicate that a key should be shifted (hold down the

SHIFT key while pressing the other key), the key would be

underlined in our listing. For example, S would mean to

type the S key while holding the shift key. This would result

in the "heart" graphics symbol appearing on your screen.

Some graphics characters are inaccessible from the keyboard

on CBM Business models (32N, 8032).

Sometimes in a program listing, especially within quoted

text when a line runs over info the next line, it is difficult to

tell where the first line ends. How many times should you

type the SPACE bar? In our convention, when a line breaks

in this way, the - symbol shows exactly where it broke. For

example:

100 PRINT "TO START THE GAME "

YOU MAY HIT ANY OF THE KEYS

ON YOUR KEYBOARD.'

shows that the program's author intended for you to type

two spaces after the word GAME.

All Commodore Machines

ClearScreen {CLEAR)

Home Cursor {HOME)

Cursor Up {UP}

Cursor Down { DOWN)

Cursor Right (RIGHT*

266 COMPUTE! Morc

CursorLeft {LEFT}

Insert Character {INST}

Delete Character {DEL}

Reverse Field On [RVS}

Reverse Field Off (OFF}

VIC/CBM 64 Conventions

Set Color To Black {BLK)

Set Color To White {WHT}

SetColorToRed {RED}

Set Color To Cyan {CYN}

SetColorToPurple {PUR}

SetCoIorToGreen {GRN}

Set Color To Blue {BLU}
SetCoIor To Yellow (YEL)
FunctionOne {Fl}

Function Two

Function Three
Function Four

Function Five

Function Si*

Function Seven

Function Eight

tF2}

£F3}

(F4)

{F5}
{F6)

{F7}

{F8 1

Any Non-implemented

Function {NIM}

To enter any color code, hold down CTRL and press the

appropriate color key. Use CTRL-9 for RVS on and CTRL-0
for RVS off.

8032 Fat40Conventions

SetWindowTop { SET TOP} EraseTo Beginning! ERASE BEGl
Set Window Bottom {SET BOT) Erase To End {ERASE END}
ScroIlUp {scr UP} ToggleTab {TGL TAB)
Scroll Down {SCR DOWN} Tab {TAB}

insertLine { INST LINE} Escape Key {ESC)
DeleteLine {DEL LINE}

When you see an underlined character in a PET/CBM/VIC
program listing, you need to hold down SHIFT as you enter

it. Since the VIC-20 and Commodore 64 have fewer keys
than the PET/CBM, some graphics are grouped with other

keys and have to be entered by holding down the Commodore
key. It you see any of the symbols in the left column under
lined in a listing, hold down the Commodore key and enter

the symbol in the right column, just use SHIFT to enter all

other underlined characters.

!

#

5
%

&

\

?

(

)

K

I

T

@
G

M

#

-

F

B

£

SHIFT-£

t

-

=

<

>

/
*

+

0

#

PI

s

z

X

c

V

D

P

N

Q

A

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

@

1

E

R

W

H

J
L

Y

U

I

SHIFT*

SHIFT +

SHIFT-

Apple II /Apple II Plus
All programs are in Applesoft BASIC, unless otherwise

stated. Control characters are printed as the "normal" char

acter enclosed in brackets, such as t D J for CTRL-D. I lold

down CTRL while pressing the control key. You will not see

the special character on the screen.

TRS-80 Color Computer

No special characters are used, other than lowercase. When

you see letters printed in inverse video (white on black),

press SH1FT-0 to enter the characters, and then press SHIFT-0

again to return to normal uppercase typing.

Texas Instruments 99/4

No special control characters are used. Enter all programs

with the ALPHA lock on (in the down position). Release the

ALPHA lock to enter lowercase text.

Timex TS-1000, Sinclair ZX-81
Study your computer manual carefully to see how to enter

programs. Do not type in the letters for each command,

since your machine features single-keystroke entry of BASIC

commands. You may want to switch to the FAST mode

(where the screen blanks) while entering programs, since

there will be less delay between lines. (If the blanking screen

bothers you, switch to the SLOW mode.)



A Beginner's Guide

To Typing In Programs

What Is A Program?

A computer cannot perform any task by itself.

Like a car without gas, a computer has potential,

but without a program, it isn't going anywhere.

Most of the programs published in COMPUTE! are

written in a computer language called BASIC.

BASIC is easy to learn and is built into most com

puters (on some computers, you have to purchase

an optional BASIC cartridge).

BASIC Programs

Each month, COMPUTE! publishes programs for

many machines. To start out, type in only pro

grams written for your machine, e.g., "TI Version"

if you have a TI-99/4. Later, when you gain ex

perience with you r computer's BASIC, you can

try typing in and converting certain programs

from one computer to yours.

Computers can be picky. Unlike the English

language, which is full of ambiguities, BASIC

usually has only one "right way" of stating some

thing. Every letter, character, or number is signif

icant. A common mistake is substituting a letter

such as "O" for the numeral "0", a lowercase "\"

for the numeral "I", or an uppercase "B" for the

numeral "8". Also, you must enter all punctuation

such as colons and commas just as they appear in

the magazine. Spacing can be important. To be

safe, type in the listings exactly as they appear.

Brackets And Special Characters

The exception to this typing rule is when you see

the curved bracket, such as "{DOWN}". Any

thing within a set of brackets is a special character

or characters that cannot easily be listed on a print

er. When you come across such a special state

ment, refer to the appropriate key for your com

puter. For example, if you have an Atari, refer to

the "Atari" section in "How to Type COMPUTEI's

Programs."

About DATA Statements

Some programs contain a section or sections of

DATA statements. These lines provide informa

tion needed by the program. Some DATA state

ments contain actual programs (called machine

language); others contain graphics codes. These

lines are especially sensitive to errors.

If a single number in any one DATA statement

is mistyped, your machine could "lock up," or

"crash." The keyboard, break key, and RESET (or

STOP) keys may all seem "dead," and the screen

may go blank. Don't panic - no damage is done.

To regain control, you have to turn off your com

puter, then turn it back on. This will erase what

ever program was in memory, so always SAVE a

copy of your program before you RUN it. If your

computer crashes, you can LOAD the program

and look for your mistake.

Sometimes a mistyped DATA statement will

cause an error message when the program is RUN.

The error message may refer to the program line

that READs the data. The error is still in the DATA

statements, though.

Get To Know Your Machine

You should familiarize yourself with your com

puter before attempting to type in a program.

Learn the statements you use to store and retrieve

programs from tape or disk. You'll want to save a

copy of your program, so that you won't have to

type it in every time you want to use it. Learn to

use your machine's editing functions. How do

you change a line if you made a mistake? You can

always retype the line, but you at least need to

know how to backspace. Do you know how to

enter inverse video, lowercase, and control char

acters? It's all explained in your computer's

manuals.

A Quick Review

1) Type in the program a line at a time, in order.

Press RETURN or ENTER at the end of each line.

Use backspace or the back arrow to correct

mistakes.

2) Check the line you've typed against the line in

the magazine. You can check the entire program

again if you get an error when you RUN the

program.

3) Make sure you've entered statements in brac

kets as the appropriate control key (see "How To

Type COMPUTEI's Programs" elsewhere in the

magazine.)

We regret that we are no longer able to respond to

individual inquiries about programs, products, or

services appearing in COMPUTE! due to increasing

publication activity. On those infrequent occasions

when a published program contains a typo, the correc

tion will appear on this page, usually within eight

xveeks. If you have specific questions about items or

programs which you've seen in COMPUTE!, please

send them to Ask The Readers. P.O. Box 5406,

Greensboro, NC 27403.
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A K
ATARI SPECIA

aoo 16K

BQ0 48K - ,

810 DISK DRIVE

635PRINTER

850 INTERFACE

410 RECORDER

THE EDUCATOR KIT

BEAR BOT1

ATARI

Asteroids (Rl

Caverns ol Mars |D)

Centipede |R| .-

Missile Command (R)

Pac Man |R)

Star Raiders (RJ

Super Breakout (R|

Assembler Editor (Rj

Microsoft Basic (D)

AUTOMATED SIMULATION!

Invasion Ofion iCSD)

Temple Oi Apshai (CSD) ...

Datestonesol Ryn (CSD) ...

Rescue ■ Rigel (C&D)

Star Warrior (CSD)

Crush. Crumble. Ch [C4DI .

Ricochet (CSD(

Dragon's Eye |CSD|

Crypt of The llndead (0)

Nightmare (D)

Escape Vulcan's Island (D) .

Curse of Ra [O|

BRODEHBUND

Apple Panic (Dl

Chopiilter |D)

Deadly Secrets 10) '..

Midnight Magic (0)

Star Bla/er (D)

Track Attack (D)

DATASOFT

Basic Compiler (D)

Text Wizard (D)

Canyon Climter (C&D)

ORMeys Mine (C&D)

Rosen s Brigade iCSD|

Pacific Coast Hiway (C&D) .

Shooting Arcade ICSD)

Clowns & Balloons iC&Ol ..

Sands Of Egypt (Dl

Fathoms40(D) ,

TeJetaik (Dl

GEBELLI

Maichracer (CSD)

Andromeda (C&D

Pathfinder (D|

Dr Goodcodes Cavern (Dl

Embargo |R) ',

FirebifO (H> !

Call or write for A

' Many other products no

p)|

I TO

TOLL FREE: 1-800-C

call 916-621-1090 Teims C

wks loclearpe'sonalcheck

cip daii' tJ S ■ ■ ii\ .ill didf

4M54 minimum snipping Cr|
catalu'i iii-t S? oil coupon )
change*anaifat Duatoit
On CM CO H.m 1038j

\l

1

LS
.. S25B.9S

616.95

... 419.95

... 564.95

... 157.95

71.95

. 109.95

3aTT^i
Prices

* SUPER PRICES
PERCOM O/D DRIVE

PERCOM S/D DRIVE

SIGNALMAN MK II -

NEC PRINTER (6023A-C)

MAXELL DISKS (MD-1) .... ..

NEWPORT JOYSTICKS

PARALLEL PRINTER CABLES

OM SOFTWARE PRICES

.... S25 95

27 95

.... 31 95

.... 25 95

3195

.... 3195

.... 2595

4395

64 95

.... S16 95

25.95

14 95

1995

.... 25 95

.... 19 95

1495

1995

1995

1995

1995

.... 14 95

... S19 95

.... 22 95

.... 22.95

.... 32 95

.... 20 95

.... 1995

... S6B95

.... 66 95

.... 20 95

.... 23 95

.... 23.95

.... 20 95

.... 20 95

.... 20.95

.... 26.95

23 95

.... 39 95

... S1995

2295

.... 22 95

19 95

3195

28 95

INFOCOM

Zork 1. li. Ill |D|

Deadline (Dl

Slarcfoss |D| -

I.D.S.

Pool 1 5 (Dl

Poo! 400 (Rj

Speedway Blast |RJ

Survival ol the Fittest )R)

K-BVTE

K-Razy Snootoul (Rl

K-Razy Kriltefs (R)

K-Star Patrol (R)

K-Razy Antiks (R)

ON-LINE

Mission Asteroids ID)

Crosstire iC&D)

JawOreaker iCSD)

Frogger iCSD)

Wizard A Princess (D)

Mouskattack 10)

Ulysses (D)

Threshold (D)

Ultima 1 (Dl

Ultima II (D)

The Ne>t Step (Dl

ROKLAN

Gorl (D)

Wizard ol Wor (D)

Deluxe Invaders (D)

Deluxe invaders iR) .'.

Antisub Palrol (D)

SIHIUS

Bandits (D)

Cyclod |O|

Snake Syte (D)

Sneakers(Dl

Space Eggs ID!

SYNAPSE

Dodgeracer iC&O)

Protector IM CSD)

Nautilus iCSD)

Slime iCSDI

Ciwchen iCSDl

Shamus iC&Dl

Picnic Paranoia (CSDl

Claim Jumper [CAD)

File Manager 800- iD)

Disk Manager iDl

PX, VIC 20 or APPLE Software price

listed 0

MM

S545.95 i i
429.95

. 77.95 :
459.95

28.95

29.95

27.95

S26 95 1 !
.33 95 i
26.95 i

S22 95

26.95

26 95

26 95

S33 95

33 95

33 95

33 95

S16 95

19.95

19.95

22.95

22 95

22 95

22.95

25 95

"25 95

38 95

26 95

526 95

26 95

23 95

26 95

19 95

S22 95 i i
19 9b

19 95 I

19 95 ,

19 95

S2?95

22 95 !

22 95 i

22 95

22 95

22 95

22 95

22 95

64 95

22 95 !

Disk C-Cassette R-Rom Cartridge ;] ||

n n^^©

ORDER CALL OR WRITE

1

38-3830 (ORDfRSONLY) Formfo anOCAresid |; [j
ashier s ai c ctlitipa Chock M O or personal check \i I t

ornankwiro VISA.M Cadd ^surcharge me card»& ] ||

rs Sony no C O D CA rastd add 6°-o ta« Shippi ngadd 1 ii

irqi'1 in Conl 1 US Call tu Ship other areas Send S? for |

ir nput oirt**

juiries wi'ICi

•I.K •■IVllll- C

Inr. phon.'• on order Prices s.ibject to I II

nu- Mfl'l to Oliiomam Consumer Products | ;

A 9'ififiT

CAPUTE!
Modifications Or Corrections To Previous Articles

Supermon 64

To get Jim Butlerlicld's machine language monitor

for the Commodore 64 in the January 1983 issue

to run properly, it is necessary to change the direct

mode command listed on page 164 as POKE 45,232

to POKE 45,235.

Thunderbird

Some additional initialization is required in the

Color Computer version of this game, which ap

peared in the January issue (p. 71). In order to get

1000 points on each new board and 10000 points

with a new reset after the second board, you

should add these two lines:

2011 TY = 0

3035 HIT = 0

Apple Memory Aid

In the article "Apple Machine Language Memory

Aid" in the January issue (p. 160), lines 31, 29, 35,

33, and 51 mentioned in the text should be 310,

290, 350, 330, and 510. In the program listing, line

68 should be deleted.

WAITing On The VIC-20

In the notes in the January 1983 issue (p. 156) on

testing VIC-20 joysticks with the WAIT statement,

the following changes should be made:

LEFT WAIT 37137,16,16

DOWN WAIT 37137,8,8

Atari Simulator

The following changes will allow proper operation

of the +,-,*, and / functions in the Atari version

of the electronic spreadsheet program Tiny Plan,

page 80 of the December 1982 issue.

2310 IF T*="+ " THEN DA<R3,C3>=DA(Rlf

Cl)+DA<R2,C2)

232O IF T*=U- " THEN DA(R3,C3)=Dfi<R1,

C1)-DA(R2,C2)

2330 IF T*="« " THEN DA(R3,C3>=DA(Rl,

Cl)«DA(R2,C2>

2340 IF T*="/ M AND DA(R2,C2><>0 THEN

DA(R3,C3>=DA(R1,C1)/DA(R2,C2)

2350 IF T*="7. " THEN DA ( R3 , C3 ) =DA < R 1 ,

Cl)*DA(R2,C2)/1OO

VIC Hi-Res Graphics

The following correction will clear up some con

fusion concerning the article "Understanding VIC

High Resolution Graphics" which appeared in

the December issue. To make the 8K example

26S COMPUTE! March 1982



.Voice Machine Communications Inc.

VOICE INPUT MODULE
for Apple II®

FEATURES
No application programming necessary

Near perfect recognition 9S"t +

Unlimited TOcabtilirv «sin( eighty woriyphrisc subsets

Roci)Rni:es anybody's voice

Mill: !m>:i; ii recognition

Alloui simultaneous input ul voice anil keyboard

APPLICATIONS
The VIM is dcijntd to add voice input

in ANY cKisrinj; Applr II applicaticin

Wind I'roci-ssmR

Data Input jiiii Retrieval

Ed lit alum

Business

Graphics

Induttrul Auuimanrjii

Programnu nj;

Mea"memem. Inspection

and TcMinji

Cuntiol Systems

Cuno and Emit tainme lit

■ Aid tor Handicapped

DESCRIPTION
The VIM converts spoken words to commands or data lor

yout application programs. The Voice Input Module has

unexcelled spoken word recognition accuracy at an un-

matchablc price.

For ordering or information contact;

. VOICE MACHINE COMMUNICATIONS, INC

10522 Covinglun Circle, Villa Park, CA 92667

Phone (7]4| 639-6150

VIM FOR APPLE II CONTAINS:

Voice Input Module Z020C with;

• 16 channel audio spectrum .-[>Kr ■-

- 6803 hij:h speed microcomputer

• KK Byte* ot RAM, 4K Uyto of ROM

Voict Utility Diskette with;
• Vucahulary huildet/etlitoi « Recognition lottwaie

• Prompting vocabulary ininer • Vocabulary tester

Microphone, Users Manual, cables and connectors.

PRICE. (Ml 00 Mj Vin AcupieJ Dcilci Inquiry [anted
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The Computer Czpr*//

0(313) 528-1554

<

fCAPUTE/ (continued)

(Program 2) load correctly, replace the sentence

on page 167 which now reads:

Before typing in or loading this program,

type in the following:

with these corrected instructions:

Type in Program 2 and then SAVE it. Next,

type in the following three POKE commands

and then LOAD your hi-res program.

CalCalc

For those in the age bracket 40-50 who felt left out

when attempting to use this program from the

December 1982 issue (p. 84), the line below should

be added to both the Microsoft and Atari versions.

785 IFAGE>=40ANDAGE<=50THEN CPD=3008:IF SX

THEN CPD=2162

Atari Lister

In the program on page 191 of the January 1983

issue, the GOTO 32710 in lines 32715 and 32725

should be changed to GOTO 32705.

We regret that we arc no longer able to respond to

individual inquiries about programs, products, or

services appearing in COMPUTE! due to increasing

publication activity. On those infrequent occasions

when a published program contains a typo, the correc

tion will appear on this page, usually within eight

weeks. If you have specific questions about items or

programs which you've seen in COMPUTE!, please

send them to Ask The Readers, P.O. Box 5406,

Greensboro, NC 27403.
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Anadex 8

9500 Nylon

Replacement

Cartridge Ribbons*

AnaOe" '•"' 9500 Nvton ReDlacemenl Cartridges.

manufactured bv AsDen RiODons inc ore no*

available lor delivery

Prices lange from So 75 to $! 300 depending

on the Quantity otderea Colors ore ovoiloDle. Dv

specioi reauesf. lor on additional $2 00 per

ribbon—choose from rea green clue Drown

o' ourrjle

Coll or write lot YOUR FREE CATALOGUE'

Aspen Ribbons. Inc is not affiliated wilh

Anode*. Inc

Aspen Ribbons, Inc. 1 7dd n 55m street
Boulder CO 80301-2796 (303).1<«-<1054

£na User Oroers 800-525-0646

Wholesale Orders B00-525-W66 ieie« 45-0055

ARCADE-STYLE GAME
100% Machine Language—Non-Slop Action

Featuring real-

sc'oiling ana D

player oplion

Avails

PET co

RAM
For ATARI

48K RAM BOARD FOR THE 400
with Lifetime Warranty

• Highest quality available

• Reduces power consumption

• Reduces heal

48K Board 4001 S150

32K Board woo^sooi S 90

16K Board <800< S 60
free shipping anywhere in u s.a.

Intec

peripherals
CORP

906 E. Highland Ave.

San Bernardino. CA 9240')

(714) 881-1533

ATARI 400 BOO .

Write for your

free catalog of

Software

and

Books

for your

PET, VIC

and

Commodore 64

TIS, inc.

Box 921 Dept. C

Los Alamos, NM 87544

UNIQUE&UNUSUAL

ATARP /APPLE
®

SOFTWARE-HARDWARE

You won't believe what the

ATARI & APPLE computers

can do! We handle some of

most EXCITING ATARI-

APPLE related products you

have ever seen!

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE

THE PC & J GRAPHICS CO. INC.

P.O. BOX 108 DEER PARK. NY 11729

516-667-8076 iM?

SOFTWARE SUPER SAVINGS

Apple-Atari-IBM

Th» (cmputtr CNprvii >o u. sag

©(313) 528-1554 ''^'c^!!

'.' ■ > (. rt» :■,.■< I.1 -,

PERSONAL PERIPHERAL

PRODUCTS presents:

SPEAKEASY

VIC-20

SPEECH

CARTRIDGE* "'

SOFTWARE ...
Walch ma/or solfware nouses lor pro

ducts which are decoded tor SPEAKEASY

ALSO: BARE BONES BOARDS

16K Ram Expander For VIC 20 Kit $54 95
Assembled & Tesleo S69 95

3 Slot Expansion Board lor VIC-20
Switched and Fused Kit S29 95

Assembled & Tested S39 95
ftDQ S? 00 loul Orfler mncnnQ'111 R^itlHnCi Ado b' S/te*. T.i>

PERSONAL PERIPHERAL PRODUCTS

mmgm P 0 BOX 3423 TZZ\

I 1 FOX VALLEY MALL ^-^
AURORA IL 60505-(312)961-2347

VIC IS 6 'RADEMAR* OF

PROGRAMMING A VIC"20?
Beginner or Expert.

VIC-20

PAL"
Programmers Ads

and Logs

Can Help YOU!

Look wnat you get!

EZ KEY Quick Guide to all keys, pokes. re\*rses.

CHRS. set 1 - set 2

FULL COLOR color combination chad

EZ GRAPH graphics programming aid

LOTS ol tear-out SCREEN LAYOUT forms and

various programming torms arxJ worksheets

BASIC-LY EZ condensed basic dictionary

SOFTWARE & HINTS Log Sheets

TAPE CASSETTE Log Book and MOREI

EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR

EZ Programming'

Send $9.95 + $1 50 shipping (CA res. add 6% tax)

Check. Money Order - no C.O.D.'s to:

PM PRODUCTS

4455 Torrance Blvd.. #177. Torrance. CA 90503

$1 dealer inqume* invited -ir

IVIC.20 INTERFACING BLUE BOOK
Did you know that your VIC can be used 10 '

£5] control a 99« toy motor so elteclively Ifiat it

is like a precision macnine"1 Or lhal you car

[build an accurate digital thermomeler using1

[ihe VIC and tour parts costing less tranSS
These ana other 18 interfacing projects C

selected lor usefulness ease ol cors,lruction \

and lo* cos! are detailed m trie VIC-20 Inter

lacing Blue Sook, a veritaDle gold mine of prac- j

tical irlormation on how to build a variety of in

terfaces tot your computer

ti Projects include: Conneclmg V\C to yourj

5 stereo. Pickproof digital lock. Capacdance)
meter. Liquid level sensor. Telephone dialer,

Voice output; 8KJ16K RArWROM eipansion;!

128K RAM eipansion; 8-bi! precision DiA, Bbit |

A/D converter; MX-80 interlace and more.

Written Dy a college professor in a friendly I

and informative sty'e. the Blue Book pives you

tfieory o* operation, schematics, program!
listings, parts list, construction hints sndj
sources of materials for each one ol the 20 pro- [

jects.

II you want to get the most out ol your VIC I
I this book is a must. Cost is I14.95(iess than]
75t per proiect'l Price includes postage

rniirrnsignal
OX 12P.O. BOX 12
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Maxell

Diskettes

The floppy disks that meet

or exceed every standard

of quality. Dealer inquiries

invited.

Call Toll Free s
1-800-237-8931.

In Florida, call

813-577-2794. J

V
Tech* Data Corporation

3251 Tech Drive North

St. Petersburg. FL 33702

VIC-ED
We are dedicated to supporting the VIC-20 and 64.

Write lor a FREE CATALOG containing all our products

NEW ITEMS.'

i;M;l'l'/7IiTT^B . !
UPA-20 Standard Centronics Cable $19.95

Driver Listing Included!

UCA-20 Universal Cassette Cable S19.95

Use any cassette machine!

16K RAM/ROM Board Jumpered for any 8K block

Socketed Board with support chips $18.95

Populated with 8K $49.95

Populated with 16K S79.9S

2732 EPROMs for RAM/ROM Board @ $7.50

3 Slot Memory Port Expander $14.95

SOFTWARE
WORDWIZ for the Unexpanded VIC-20.. .$14.95

A nice small Word Processor

Mailing List requires 8K minimum S14.95

Sorts, selects, and prints labels

i=FREE DISASSEMBLER PROGRAM=^=
when you send for our FREE CATALOG. Please specify

make and model computer with your request.

WORLD ELECTRONICS
177 27th Street

Brooklyn, N.Y. 11232

A Division o! World International Trading Corp.

A FLIGHT SIMULATOR GAME FOR THE

COMMODORE 64* COMPUTER. CAS

SETTE OR DISK. $9500

A FLIGHT SIMULATOR GAME FOR THE

COMMODORE VIC-20* COMPUTER

CASSETTE OR DISK REQUIRES 8K

EXPANSION %A g00

£u£Jt 709 WILSHIRE DRIVE

MT PROSPECT IL 60056

312/394-5165

f COMMCOOS£ flu SI -iSS MACHINES

ATARI® 810
DISK DRIVE ADJUSTMENT KIT

It takes more than a speed adjustment to

properly sel up an Atari1 810 Disk Drive.

DO IT RIGHT

I— STARTER KIT $29.00 —|

Test Disk - Cleaner - Tools

Special Oil - Swabs and

Complete Instructions

- REPLACEMENT KIT $6.95 —

Cleaner - Special Oil - Swabs

The Programmers Workshop

i 5230 Clark Ave.. Suite 23

! Lakewood.CA 90712

Phone (213) 804-1475
3I' is a legistewJ trademark ol Wamei Communications

EXPANDER

for VIC: 20

""'5 SLOTS*""

Use VIC MON, 8K Memory,

16 K Memory,

SUPEREXPANDER,

PROGRAMMERS' AID,

Other I/O Devices

$55.00

"NOT FOR"

MULTIPLE ROM GAMES

Ferris Associates
P.O. Box 68421

Indianapolis, IN 46268

(317)297-0842

Dealer Inquiries Invited

Master Card & VISA accepted.

SOFTWARE FOR

COMMODORE
for 64 & VIC:

the Staff: Polyphonic Music Editor &

generator. Enter up to 93 measures of 3

part harmony on easy to use graphic dis

play. Specify disk or cassette. S19.95 for

64, $14.95 for VIC (requires rriin. 3K exp)

for CBM Pet, 4000 & 8000 series:

Superscript Word Processor by

Precision Software Ltd. Beats anything

on the market. $249.00

Check or Visa, MasterCard accepted

PROFESSIONAL MICRO SERVICE

100 W. 22nd St., Baltimore, Md. 21218

301-366-0010

Dealer inquiries invited.

VIC-20

SNAKMAN $19-95

Uus: like your favorite arcade gamei

TUNNEL PATROL 512.95

lArcaaegame'

HOME INVENTORY $12.95

TAPEWORM $12.95

i Keep track of vour records 5 tapes)

TICKERTAPE $16.95

'Maintain profile of investments'

HOME BUDGET $12.95

iProfile personal income)

EMBASSY

COMPUTER PRODUCTS
P.O. BOX 88

Little Neck, N.Y. 11363
Check or money order. No COD's. N.Y. Resi

dents add 8.25V, sales tax. Add. Si .50 for
postage and handling.

— DEALER INOUIRIES INVITED —

— PROGRAMMERS WANTED —

Intelligent Software

for Commodore Computers
At last, an affordable electronic spread

sheet. Copycalc turns your video screen into

a window on a matrix of numbers. Cursor
around the matrix, enter numbers; the totals
reflect the changes. You can save the matrix

to disk or tape, or print it on your printer. For
$20 ($15 with another program), this program
can Justify the cost of your Commodore. Re
quires 6k; version available for standard VIC.
Word Processor Plus was not designed to

demonstrate what computers are capable of
doing, to be an expensive toy, or to instill awe
or fear or even admiration into its user; W/P+
was designed solely to facilitate correspon
dence, for a wide range of personal and busi
ness uses, quickly ana easily, with a minimum
of training and frustration on the part of its
user, and at the least possible cost, both in
hardware and software. The most thoroughly
tested, useable word processor available at
anywhere near the price, for all the Commo
dore computers (R8-232C version available for
VIC and 64); $25 {10k RAM. printer req'd.).
Upgrades for old W/P copies (below V3.9) $15.

Prices include documentation and ship
ping; Calif, residents add 6%. Please specify
hardware configuration when ordering. Other
programs available (sorry, no games).

William Robbins, Box 3745, San Rafael, CA 94912

TIMEX
SINCLAIR

1000
SINCLAIR ZX81

SOFTWARE

CMl OS WRITE ROR
FREE CATALOG

■■ :■■: ■ ■ ■.

YNQIIMC

14 E. 34th St. NY,NY 10016

212-$85-20e0
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Advertisers Index

Reader Service Number/ Advertiser Page

1Q2Aardvark 91

103 AB Computers 106,107.127

104 Abacus Software 127

105 A-Bit-Befter Software 220

106 Academy Software 211

107 Adventure International 45

108 Aftine. Inc 251

109Alphacom 48,49

110 American Peripherals 129

111 Anthro Digital 191

112 A-1 Services 269

113 Apple Computer, Inc 10.11,26,27

114 Apple Country, Ltd 112

115 Appliea Computer Alternatives, Inc. .. 164

116 Apropos Technology 212

117 Arfon Microelectronics 233

Artworx 52

118 Aspen Ribbons, Inc 270

119 Atari, Inc 94

120 Atlantic Computer Outlet 257

121 Batteries Included 31,191

122BL&W 94

123 Boston Educational Computing, Inc. . 114

124 Broderbund Software 13

125 The Business Division 155

126 Cardco, Inc 139

127 Cass-A-Tapes 134

128 CE Software 220

129 Century Micro 239

130 Chameleon Computing 217

131 Comm'Data 73

132 Commodore Business

Machines inc BC

133 Communications Electronics 32,87

134ComStar 184

135 Computer Book Club 137

136 Computer Case Company 215

137 Computer Express 269,270

138 Computer Mail Order 92.93

139 Computer Marketing Services 159

140 Computer Mot 143

141 Computer Outlet 263,264,265

142 Compu Sense 213,220,239,240

143 CompuServe 14,15

144ComputAbility 186

145 Computer Software Associates 237

146 Computer Specialties 35

147 Computertime, Inc 220

148 Continental Software 44.217

149 Cosmic Computers Unlimited 237

150CPM 146

151 Creative Software 71

152 Data Faire 219

153 Datamost Inc 21,151

154 DataSoft Inc 29

155 Data 20 36.37

156 Digital Interface Systems Co 142

157 Duke's Digital Den 269

158 Dynacomp, Inc 79

159 Eastern House 200

160 The Education Circuit, Inc 178

161 Educational Software, Inc 55,56,57

162F_dupro 117

163 Elcomp Publishing, Inc 95

164 Embassy Computer Products 271

165 EPVX/Automated

Simulations 39,215,252

166Exarron 43

167 FCC, Inc 68

168 Ferris Associates 271

169 First Star Software 69
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170 Foxfire Systems 200

171 French Siik 141

172FROBCO 44

173 Frontrunner Computer Industries 219

174 Gator Marketing 134

175 GemTech Laboratories 212

176 General Videotex Corp 59

177 GP Microsystems 204

178 Heartland Software Distr 149

179 Human Engineered Software 25

180 Hytec Systems 77

181IJG 154

182 In Home Software 61.125

183 Intec Peripherals Corp 270

184 Intelligent Software 271

185 Interesting Software 236

186 Jini Micro-Systems. Inc 161

187 JMC 105

188 Kalglo 134

189 Krell Software Corp 133

190 Leading Edge IFCJBC

191 Lightning Software 167

192 Load 20 94

193 Luna Software 212

194 Lyco Computer 255

195 Macrotronics, Inc 154

196 (M)agreeable Software, Inc 35

197 Martin Acceleration Ltd 183

198 Eric Martins 257

199 Merlin Enterprises 102

Micro Merchant 96

200 Micro World Electronic Inc 162

201 Microbits Peripheral Products 221

202 Micrograms Inc 134

203 Microsignal 270

204Microspec 202

205 Microsystems Exchange 220

206 Microtek 253

207 Micro-Ware Distributing, Inc 47

208 Midnight-Oil. Inc 99

209 Midwest Micro Associates 143

210 Miles Computing 221

211 MMG Micro Software 153

212 Monarch Data Systems 221

213 Mooseware Incorporated 189

214 Mosaic Electronics 4

215 NEXA Carp 109

216 Nibbles & Bits, Inc 162

217 Nufekop 63

218 OEM, Inc 224

219 Optimal Technology, Inc 184

220 Optimized Systems Software, Inc 197

221 Optomam Consumer Products 268

222 Pacific Coast Software 175

223 Pacific Exchanges 65,146

224 PC & J Graphics Co., Inc 270

225 Peripherals Unlimited 85

226 Personal Peripherals Products 270

227 Pixell Software 239

228 PM Products 270

229 PM Software 185

230Powerbyte 226

231 PR Software 142

232 Precision Technology. Inc 190

233P.R.IC.E 111

234 Professional Micro Services 271
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236 Program Design, Inc 187
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240 Programs International 104
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276 Toronto PET Users Group 177
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Please accept my application for trial membership

and send me the MICROCOMPUTING LIBRARY
{11000) billing me only $2.95. I agree to purchase at

least three additional Selections or Alternates over
the next 12 months. Savings range up to 30% and
occasionally even more. My membership is cancel-

able any time after I buy these three books. A shipping

and handling charge is added to all shipments.

No-Risk Guarantee: If you are not satisfied—tor any

reason-you may return the MICROCOMPUTING

LIBRARY within 10 days and your membership will be

canceled and you will owe nothing

Name

Name of firm.

(il you wan! subscription sent to your office)

Address

City_

ZipState
(Offer good in Continental US and Canada only. Prices
slighlly higher in Canada.)

Which make/model small

computer do you use?
(optional)

Compute 3/83

division of the Library of Co

mil
Please accept my application for trial membership

and send me the MICROCOMPUTING LIBRARY

(11000) billing me only $2.95. I agree to purchase at

least three additional Selections or Alternates over

the next 12 months. Savings range up to 30% and

occasionally even more. My membership is cancel-

able anytime after I buy these three books. A shipping

and handling charge is added to all shipments.

No-Risk Guarantee: If you are not satisfied—for any

reason-you may return the MICROCOMPUTING

LIBRARY within 10 days and your membership will be

canceled and you will owe nothing.

Name ___

Name of firm
(i! you want subscription senl to your office)

Address

City.

State ■ Zip.
(Offer good in Continental US. and Canada only Prices

slighlly higher in Canada.)

Which make/model small
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(optional)

Compute 3/83
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THE LEADINGEDGE IN PRINTERS
ONE GREAT LINE. ONE GREAT WARRANTY

Finally, there's one full family of printers that covers every business or word processing application-

all from C. Itoh, a company known for packing more product into less price; and all distributed
exclusively by Leading Edge, a company known for searching out and providing that very thing.

Which means that one call to one source can get you any printer, any time you need it. for any purpose.

All backed by a full years" warranty from Leading Edge. (Try that on any other line of printers.)

THE PRO'S.
The Prowriters: business printers—and more. The "more" is a dot-matrix process with more dots. It gives you denser.

correspondence quality copy (as opposed to business quality copy, which looks like a bad job of spray-painting).
Prowriter: 120 cps. 80 columns dot matrix compressable to 136.10" carriage. Parallel or serial interface.

Prowriter 2: Same as Prowriter, except 15" carriage allows full 136 columns in normal print mode.

Parallel or serial interface.

■■"■■'.

■-■■■"-."
HP

PROWRITER2

HI
PROWRTTER

m

THE STAR.
The Starwriter F-10. In short (or more precisely, in a sleek 6" high, 30-pound unit), it gives you more

of just about everything-except bulk and noise-than any other printer in its price range. It's a 40 cps letter-quality
daisy-wheel with a bunch of built-in functions to simplify and speed up word processing.

It plugs'into almost any micro on the market, serial or parallel.
-■■■ '■■■-"-- ■ ■ •-

- - - . - V

SmA/RITERF-TO

i2fli^l^B

THE MASTER.
The Printmaster F-10. Does all the same good stuff as the Starwriter except, at 55 cps, the Master does it faster.

-..-. --.-.-■ . -

SHI PRINTMASTER HO

:■>.■;■,

":: ■"-'■■

Distributed Exclusively by Leading Edge Products, Inc., 225 Turnpike Street. Canton, Massachusetts 02021.
Call: toll-free 1-800-343-6833; or in Massachusetts call collect (617} 828-8150. Telex 951-624.



I 77 HOME IS THE LAST PLACE
YOU SHOULD LEARN ABOUTA

HOME COMPUTER.
pi

WANT TO LEARN SOMETHING

ABOUT HOME COMPUTERS?

HERE, IT'S FREE.

AT HOME, IT COULD COST YOU

No one expects you to know

everything about a home

computer before you

buy it. A fact

which is not

lost on

our

competitors have skimped. Use your

sense of touch in the store.

You'll feel the VIC 20's su
periority immediately. It feels

a lot more expensive than

it is.

If these two senses don't

convince you that the VIC 20

offers more for the money than
anyother home computer, simply rely

on common sense.

NOW THAT YOU KNOW HOW EASY

A COMMODORE HOME

COMPUTER IS TO OWN, FIND
OUT HOW EASY IT ISTO EXPAND,

One thing about home com

puters that you're bound to discover at

home is that, once you learn what they

can do, you'll want them to do more and

more. To do this, you may need acces

sories called peripherals. These let you

competition.

They know

that an impressively low price can

divert your attention from some depress-

ingly cheap features. So that you won't

know what you may be missing with

their home computer until after it's been

in your home for a while.

At which point, naturally, it'll cost

you to change your mind.

IT'S EASY TO TELL THE DIFFERENCE.

Fortunately, you don't have to be

a computer engineer to tell

what makes the

Commodore

VIC 20™ su

perior to the

competition.

All you have to

do is take advan

tage of three of your

five senses.

Use your sense of

vision and read this comparison

chart. You can see in black and

white where two of our major

early to start planning to

add peripherals. If that's wha;

you think,you're once again playing

right into the hands of our competitors.
Because once they've gotten you to

buy their home computer, for what

seems to be a reasonable price, they

have you hooked on their system.

The costs of which, if you'll examine

the chart below, can really start getting

unreasonable. For example, while these

computers may seem to be close to the

same price to start, an expanded system

EXPANSION COSTS

BASIC

Peripheral
Expansion System

Disk Drive

Disk Controller Card

Modem

Modem Interface

1 \J IML

VIC 20- or
COMMODORE 64 "

Included

Not
Necessary

$399.00

Included

109.95

included

$508.95

TJ99/4A'

Included

$249.95

399.95

249.95

224.95

174.95

$1299.75

ATARI 400'

$59.95

Not
Necessary

599.95

Included

199.95

219.95

$1079,80
"/a"usurer's suggesied iisi prices Prices per Tl June-Deceit
Alan a- ces effective July 1. 1932 Suggesied Retai °->ce List

get more out of a home computer by

letting you put more into it.

They include items like cassette

recorders and disk drives to input data,

modems for telecomputing and printers.

And all VIC 20 peripherals are fully com
patible with the powerful Commodore

64™ personal computer.

PLAN AHEAD,

When you start looking at your first

home computer, you may think it's too

can cost you twice as much with Tl or

Atari as with the Commodore VIC 20 or

Commodore 64.

THINK OF IT AS BUYING A TOASTER.

It's easy to fill up a computer ad

with RAM's and ROM's, numbers and

technical jargon. But when it comes right

COMPUTER FEATURES

Typewriter Keys

Typewriter Feel

Color Control Keys

Graphics on Keys

Reverse Letters

Programmable Function Keys

Works with TV or Monitor

True Lower Case Letters

DISK FEATURES

Capacity

VIC 20

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

170K

Tl 99/4A

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

90K

ATARI 400

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

88K

down to it, buying a home computer is

just like buying anything else, it's impor

tant to know just what you're getting

for your hard-earned money.

And we hope we've accomplished

that here by telling you about the cost of

expanding your Commodore VIC 20

or Commodore 64 computer.

t commodore

COMPUTER
USA—PO Bon 5O0 CoisfioMocken. PA 19428. CanaOa—3370 Phamiacv Ave . flgincourt. Ontarto. Canada M1W2K4


